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Agriculture is the most Healthy and Honorable, as it is the most Natural and Usefiil pursuit of Man.
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THE FARMER TO ITS FRIENDS-THE NEW YEAR.

At the commencement of a new year—a new era in

our lives— it is not unprofitable to look back upon

tiie past— to note its teachings— to call to mind its

lessons of instruction. Too apt are we, in looking

forward to the future, to forget tlie past— to neglect

its warnings. It has been said tliat man needs to

live one life to learn hoiv to live. Can we not learn

in one year how to live the next ? Who can look

back even upon tlie past year, without remembering
many things neglected that should have been done

—

many things done that should not have been— still

many more that might have been better done. The
wasted time—the misspent moments—how large an

account they roll up against us at the end of each

year. A moment lost can never be recovered, but

we can take heed for the future— we may learn to

improve the moments as they fly. There is no fitter

time than this to think of these things. There is no
better time for young farmers (yea, for old as well

as young,) to improve their minds, than during the

long winter evenings. If we stand at the base and
look up the hill of science, it indeed looks formidable.

Its sides are steep and rugged— its summit almost

inaccessible. But, take courage and ascend a little

way, and the distance to the top is lessened— the

work accomplished is less difficult than was antici-

pated. The path that seemed so rugged as almost

to frighten us from all attempts, has become smooth
— the hard road is comparatively easy. The suc-

cess of the past gives courage and strength for the

future. As we look abroad from the position already

gained, a new world is open before us—a new crea-

tion is presented to our view. That which was once

a strange language is now become familiar as house-

hold words. We now see beauty and design where
before we saw no beauty— nothing to attract our

attention. We now hold converse with nature, for

we have learned its language. The rocks, the trees,

the insects, speak to us of their age, construction,

and destiny. The broken rock that once we would
have passed unnoticed, is now examined ; and it af-

fords food for thought—we trace in it the leaf or the

insect, and thus learn that it once belonged to the

vegetable or animal world. Science teaches that

this rock is crumbling and forming soil—that it con-

tains elements that assist in forming bread and sup-

porting life. From this position the student of

nature beholds the power of the Creator as wonder-
fully displayed in the construction of the smallest

insect, as in man. He learns, too, the matter and
composition of the various plants, and what is neces-
sary to their support.

We do not ruppose that farmers can gain that

eminence in science which men attain whose whole
lives are devoted to study and investigation. But,

we can all learn enough to understand the writino's,

and apply what is valuable in the discoveries of these
men. We can all learn enough to enjoy the glori-

ous " feast of reason" which a bountiful Providence
has provided for us. A little determination—a little

application is all that is necessary. Good books are

now published very cheap, and can be obtained, we
think we may safely say, by all. The want of time,

that old excuse, is about worn out ; it has acted its

part—served as an excuse for the idle long enough,
and all are now ashamed of it ; so let it die.

In the pages of the Farmer, while we have endeav-
ored to urge the importance of science to agriculture,

A3 have not forgotten the necessity of heeU ng the

teachings of experience. More than one halt of our

pages each month are filled with articles written by
farmers who hold the plow and swing the scythe.

The aversion farmers have felt to giving the results

of their observation and practice on paper, is fast

passing away, and now, instead of lacking guch
practical articles, we often have to defer some, and
even then find ourselves almost crowded out. But
of this we do not complain. We are willing to be

crowded even into silence, if farmers will take the

work into their own hands. No man, of even com-
mon observation, can labor on a farm for years, with-

out noticing some fact in regard to crops, or weeds,

or soil, or stock, of importance to those engaged in

the same profession. Farmers know this, and feel

the importance of the facts thus learned, as is shown
by the willingness with which they communicate
them to their neighbors. If farmers meet at each

other's houses, or travel together to market, they

discuss these questioes. If you have learned any-

thing of importance, you can talk through the farmer

to a hundred thousand at once. Certainly a large

and respectable audience. If any matter is stated

contrary to the experience of any of our readers, a

reply will soon be furnished ; and thus, by bringing

the minds of farmers, with their experience, in con-

tact, we learn the facts, and axe prevented from rash-

ly jumping at conclusions.

We never commenced a volume of the Farmer
under more favorable auspices, never with as much
confidence in our ability to furnish a paper worthy
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the support of the farmers of the country. In addi-

tion to our ordinary facilities, during tiic coming

spring wo shall attend tlie Grnit ff'orlds Fair, and

also make a tour of Great Britain and some portions

of the Continent ; and we iiope to be able to com-

municate many thiiijjs of value. It is our intention

to make tlie account of our travels at once interesting

and profitable to all our readers. We design to do

our part, and do it wulf,. It only ronuiins for our

friends to do their duty— to urge the claims of the

Gkneskk Farmkr ui)on the attention of tlieir neigh-

bors, to make our paper vvliat we intend it shall be

—

llic most widely circulated, and the most useful agri-

cultural journal in tlie country. To accomplish this,

we shall spare neither money nor labor, and we ask

the hearty co-operation of our friends. The cost is

but trilling—every farmer and every farmers son can

afford to take the Farmer.

PARASITIC FUNai OF THE FARM.

This class of plants has given rise to more disputes

among practical farmers, than all others put together.

Availinsr ourselves of an admirable lecture by the

Rev. Edwi-n Sidnf.v on the " Parasitic Fungi of the

British Farm," published in a late number of the

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, with illus-

trations, we hope to make this subject plain to the

understanding of every reader.

The word "parasitic" means something that lives

at the expense of another plant or animal. Parasitic

plants, however, can subsist on decaying or dead

veo^etables and animal substances, as toadstools grow

on a dung heap, and mould in cheese.

Funffi is the plural of fungus, which is a cellular

plant, le., one whose juices circulate through innu-

merable little cells, the sides of which are pervious

to water, and not through vessels or minute tubes,

as in vascular plants. Fungi have ne flowers, live

partly on air, and are fartiier nourished through a

stalk, stem or spawn. Their minute seeds are called

spores or sporutes, which are never of a green color,

and arc either naked or enclosed in skinny cases,

termed sjioridia, or spore-casrs.

Spores mostly germinate either by the protrusion

of the inner membrane, or by a lengthening of the

outer covering ; and the spaivn. is the development of

these spores, imparting to them the power of imbi-

bing nutriment from the matrix, and of growing.

The spawn of the common mushroom can be m.ade

to extend on glass in a way tn show its development

in a satisfactory manner. Fungals most commonly

grow on animal or vegetable substances in a stale of

decomposition ; but many of the simplest organiza-

tion attack tissues which to all appearance are sound

and healthy, and eventually destroy

them.
The simplest^ form of a fungus is

common mouldiness, which has two
types. The first, as may be seen by

the aid of a good microscope, is com-
posed of jointed threads made up of

simple cells placed end to end, which
often separate and seem capable of

reproduction. This is represented in

Fig. 1, where the colls may be seen
*'**• as described.

In the second form, the cells are less distinctly

marked, and assume a thread-like appearance, bearing

^4^1 to/.

spores at their extremities, and having numerous
short branches, as is shown in Fig. 2. The study

of the cells of dif-

ferent plants is

exceedingly in-

teresting. We
have before us

the work of Mul-
der on the Chem-
istry of Vegeta-
ble and Animal
P h y s i o logy, in

which this sub-

ject is discussed

at length, with

much acuteness

and patient scien-

tific research. At
another time we
may copy some
of his admirable

drawings, finely

illustrating how
plant* and ani-

mals grow.
Mould on stale

milk, and mildew
in damp clothes,

are among the

simplest forms of

vegetable life. In

a Jiigher state,

fungi takes a de-

terminate figure,

formed of a mass
of cellular tissue,

the entire centre

of which is all

spores, as in the

case of a common
puff-ball. The
most completely

formed fungi
have two distinct

surfaces, one of

which, (usually

the uppermost) is

smooth and without any opening ; the other like the

under side of a mushroo n. is divided into thin plates

called the hijmenium or gills, to which the spores are

attached, generally four to-

nether, as seen in Fig. 3.

i 'pon differences of structure

dt^pend the various attempts

:it botanical arrangement.
'IMiis class of plants is quite

numerous.

The seeds or spores of

fungi arc so small and incal-

culable in number, that it is

diflicult to conceive a place

on the surface of the earth

where they may not be pres-

They have been not inaptly called "the scav-

engers of nature." Some fungi arc eatable, others

poisonous ; some medicinal, others into.xicating
;

and many are luminous, lighting up, by their phos-

phorus, tiie mines and caverns in which they grow.

The stems, leaves, and seeds of cereals ure much
subject to attacks from parasitic fungi, particularly

Fig. 2.

/W^
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mildew, called by botanists pnccinia, and rust, called

vrcdo, of which smut is a variety. Mildew was very

destructive to the wheat crop of England in 1804,

when this parasite was critically studied by Sir

Joseph Banks, who made microscopical drawing's of

the same, which are preserved in the British Museum.

Since then, this class of plants has commanded con-

siderable attention in all civilized nations.

-T^== Fig. 4 repre-
~3' sents the com-

mon appear-

ance of niil-

FiG. 4. dew, the straw

is a little magnified. Its appearance under a first

rate modern microscope is shown in Fig. 5, where

the dusty patches are crowds of club-shaped fungi

(spores.)

IfK/^

Fig. 5.

The thicker end of each is divided into two cham-
bers that contain the reproductive spontles. These
lift up the epidermis, (skin,) which is ruptured, and
millions of seeds are scattered far and wide by the

air and wind. Whether they pass with atmosphei'ic

air through the pores {stomata) in the leaves of

wheat plants, or though the apertures in their roots,

or both, botanists are not agreed. That the spores

of fungi exist in the fluids or sap of cereal plants,

has been demonstrated ; but how they got there is

not well settled. They often grow on the moist cov-

ering of the stems of grain and grass. There is a

fungus that attacks only the joints of vvheat, called

diapaza, and still another of the mildew tribe, of a

black color, which is said never to attack wheat till

it is previously diseased. This, as well as iirfido

rubigo, and ^iredo feiida, (red rust and smut,) will be

described and illustrated in our next.

PROPER TIME FOR FELLING TIIVIBER.

Mr. William Painter, of Concordville, Pa., in a let-

ter written for the Patent Office Report, says : "Du-
ring an experience of more than forty years as a

plain practical farmer, I have taken much interest in

ascertaining the best season for felling timber ; and
I now state, with much confidence, that fencing tim-

ber, such as all kinds of oak, chestnut, red hickory,

and walnut, cut from the middle of July to the last of

August, will last more than twice as long as when
cut in winter, or common barking time in spring.

For instance, cut a sapling, say five or six inches in

diameter, for a lever, in the month of August, and
another of a similar size and quality, in winter or

spring, and I knoiv that if the first is stripp^jd of its

bark (which at that time runs well) it will raise as a

lever, at least twice the weight that can be raised by
the latter."'

Statements like the above, made by reputable

men who can have no motive to misrepresent facts,

are always entitled to a respectful consideration.

Why should a green " sapling, six inches in diameter,

cut in August," be any stronger after it is well sea-

soned, than it would be if cut in wiuter or spring 1

While we doubt the fact ol the difference being so

great as Mr. Painter thinks that he has good reason

to believe it to be, we do not question that there is

some difference. The woody fibres of the tree are

the same in August and in winter and sprin^' • the

new layer of wood, alburnum, is thin and compara
tively small, and most of this is deposited before

August. The proportion of sap or water in a green

tree, varies but little in dilTerent seasons of the year,

as compared with its dry matter. What, then, is the

exact difl'erence in timber in autumn and in spring,

after a tree has put forth its leaves, and its terminal

branches are rapidly extending by the deposition of

new wood ? When is the matter organized which
flows as sugar dissolved in water, from the sugar-

tree in the spring, before even the buds begin to

swell ? In what condition, and in what place does

this saccharine substance spend the time from au-

tumn till March ? Mulder, in his valuable work on

the "Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physi-

ology," says that all sugar is first formed into starch

from carbon and water ; and that it is from this

starch that both sugar and new wood, in spring, are

produced. We are aware that other chemists have

taken a different view of this subject, but we believe

that Mulder is right. We know that fat in ani-

mals is a sort of storehouse of fuel which the animal

can burn when its food is lacking or deficient to

maintain vital warmth. Potatoes, and many other

plants possess unequal quantities of starch at differ-

ent periods and under different circumstances. A
greeu sapling in the spring, has all its starch and

albumen, or the raw material for making a vast num-
ber of leaves, much nov/ wood, and its tissues, in

which nitrogen is consumed, taken out of its trunk

and distributed in thousands of branches, and in ter-

minal buds. That the trunk should be a little weaker

when thus deprived of all of its soluble solids, is no

more than we might reasonably expect. To trans-

form starch, which is insoluble, into soluble dextrine,

sugar or gum, is the effect of the first warmth of

spring, or winter, for in many States maple sugar is

made in January and February.

If the' above view of this interesting question is

founded on true phisiological principles, as we believe

it is, then the best time to fell a tree is after it has

ceased to grow in autumn, and prepared, like a fat

bear in the fall, a good supply of starch and of nitro-

genous compounds, in all its sap-tissues, for use

when it is ready to put forth a new covering of lux-

uriant foliage. There is strength in the elements of

forest leaves, and these elements while deposited in

the cells of sapwood, if dried therein, increase its

durability. Dry rot is a fungus which destroys a

great deal of ship and other timber. Whatever ope-

rates to exclude atmospheric air, tends to prevent this

malady. Several minerals, like copperas, corrosive

sublimate and blue vitriol, will kill the fungus called

"dry-rot." Exclude oxygen from wood and it can-

not decay. Painting preserves it on this principle.

A HAND, in measuring height of horses, is four inches.
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A NATIONAL POISON.

Under this headinor, tiie editor of the "Horticultu-

rist" writes a leader of five and a half pages in leng^th,

which ajipears in the November number of that jour-

nal. After an extended and grandiloquent introduc-

tion, the case is thus stated :

The national poison that we alkule to, is nothing less tlian

the vitiated air of close stovex, and the nnventilated apart-

menU which aecoiiipany them. " Stoves." exclaim a thou-

sand voiei's in the same breath, "stoves poisonous ? iNon

sense! They are perfectly healthy, as well as the most

economiral. convenient, inlior-saving. useful and most mdis-

pensible things in the world." We grant it all, good friends

and readers, but nnist also have our opinion—oiir calmly

considered, and carefully matured opinion—which is nothing

more nor less than this, that stoves, as now used, are a

national curse—the secret poisoners of that blessed air be-

etovved by a kind Providence, as an cli.xer of life, giving us

new vi'jor and fresh energy at every inspiration, and we
ungrateful beings, as if the pure breath of heaven were not

fit for us, we reject it, and breathe instead—what ? — the air

which passes over the surface of hot iron and becomes loaded

with all the vapor of arsenic and sulphur, which that metal,

highly healed, constantly gives oil'!

From the above, the reader will see that the editor

of the " Horticulturist" disagrees with Hudibras, who
taught

—

" What dreadful perils do environ

The man that middles with cold iron."

It is ''hoi iron" that "constantly gives off vapors of

arsenic and sulphur."

Suppose a stove were made exclusively of arsenic

and sulphur, or of any other combu.->tible substance
;

hov? long would the stove stand heating before, like

a wooden one, it would all be dissipated in gas and

vapor ? Probably not one part in ten tliousand of

the metal in a stove is arsenic or sulphur ; and if this

minute quantity is " consta nth/ given off"" when
heated, it is obvious that a few hours will suffice to

consume the whole of these really combustible min-
erals. If they are in a condition, by their intimate

association with iron, to be involatile, then it is

equally plain that no poisonous vapors can bo "given
ofil" It would be as reasonable to say tliat, an ounce
of coal can be forever burning in a stove and " con-
stantly giving off vapor" and carbonic acid, and yet

aevor be con-sumed I

- If stoves were not in general use, and whate'^/^r

affects the public health were not of universal inter-

e?t, we should not have deemed it worth while to

expose the grave error of this "calmly considered and
carefully matured opinion," so confidently expressed.

The article contains several other "opinions" put

forth with equally "calm consideration," which de-

serve correction. If the following be true, then our
humble opinion is greatly at fault : " It is safe to say
that nine-tenths of all the houses in the northern
States, whether belonging to rich or poor, are entirely

unventilated, and heated at the present moment by
close stoves."

Wo know not what Mr. Dow.mng regards as an
" a,NVE:sTiL.\TKD HousK ;" but wc havo traveled a
good deal in tlie northern States, from Massachusetts
to Iowa, and if nine-tenths of the dwellings of coun-
try people are not sufficiently ventilated, then they
must live in tents, for we have slept in many a house
where one need not get out of his bed to count the
stare, without the aid of a window. It is possible to

make a room too tio-jit for the health of its occupants
;

but that nine-tenths of ail the houses in the northern
or southern States are so constructed, is a great mis-
take. We write this paper in a building that cost

over $460,000, which has thick walls, floors that rest

on solid arches, and no room has other means of ven-
tilation than common doors and windows. Each
room is sub.<tantially a large stone oven, and yet so

strong is the current of air timt rushes in at the sides,

top and bottom of every door, that the noise sounds
like stage thunder. Not to be misunderstood, we
repeat that rooms may be too close for health, and
particularly small sleeping rooms, when neither door
nor window is opened from nine at night till six in

the morning. Proper ventilation is all-important
;

but one need not live out door, as some do in the
main, to secure this advantage.

The editor of the "Horticulturist" speaks of close

stoves as "little demons," apparently on tiie principle

"give a dog a bad name, then kill him." Why is a
" close stove" more injurious to the air of a room than
an open one ? Let us assume that the room is rea-

sonably tight, /. e., there is an average number of

apertures around doors, windows, through cracks in

plastered walls, and at the ends and sides of floors,

both below and above, for ventilation.

The question is, which kind of stove, an open
Franklin, or a close one, will consume the more oxy-
gen in any given length of time ? Clearly, the stove

that burns the most wood will, in all cases, consume
the most vital air, in its combustion. If no fuel is

burned, then no oxygen is consumed in converting
carbon into carbonic acid—that is plain. But it may
be said that a close stove sends its carbonic acid into

the room, while the open one sends this deleterious gas
up chimney. This is the pith of all that is said against

these " little demons." When coals are burnt in an
iron kettle or furnace, in a close room, as has been
frequently done, then all tlie poisonous gases are dis-

charged into the atmosphere of the apartment, and a
few have lost their lives by their ignorance. But
anything worthy of the name of " stove," no matter

how close it is, conducts the products of combustion
out of the room ; and nothing is plainer than the fact,

that the less fuel it consumes, the less vital air is

transformed into carbonic acid and lost. Heated iron

consumes oxygen no farther than it is burnt, or oxi-

dized, which in nn iron stove ia next to nothing, in

the cour.se of twenty-four hours. A room warmed
entirely by hot iron, without any combu.stion, would be

perfectly healthy, provided there was one aperture of

reasonable size for the admission of fresh pure air. The
impure air can and will pass out at the same opening.

The idea that a room can only be ventilated, properly,

by an open fire place of brick or iron on one side of

it^ and a door open on the other, with a strong cur-

rent of air passing up the chimney, is a mistake.

Any place large enough for air to pass into a room,

is large enough for it to go out again. In case the

walls, floors, windows, and doors of a room are very

tight, some opening, made expressly for ventilation,

should be provided. This is done by valves, and

apertures through floors, bottom and top, through

doors or windows, or from the room into the chimney.

In case a dwelling is two or three stories, and warm
rooms are needed on each floor, there is considerable

economy in using a furnace in the basement, and

warming every room by pure, and duly moistened,

heated air. There is need of improvement in the

every day business of keeping rooms neither too cold

nor too hot, and the air never too dry nor impure.

Thousands take cold and get sick, by sitting or sleep-

ing in currents of cold, and often damp, air. All ex-

tremes in shutting out air, and letting it in, are to bo
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avoided. Mrs. Hamilton, relict of Alexander
Hamilton, and daughter of Gen. Schuyler, now in

her ninety-sixth year, enjoys good health by avoiding

the extremes to which we have alluded.

All that Mr. Downing has so well said in favor of

ladies and gentlemen, or persons of both sexes, taking

exercise regularly in the open air, by riding, walk-

ing, or working, we fully endorse. Hot-house plants,

and pale, enervated children, men and women, may
do for a poor show, but nature owns them not. We
are deteriorating our race by the intensity of our

laziness, artificial stimulants, and ridiculous contri-

vances for doing nothing. We hold that it is the

duty of all, not only to tak.e daily exercise, but to

perform useful labor. No intelligent and healthy

person can be regarded as innocent, that has an op-

portunity to work, and fails to produce an equivalent

for all that he or she consumes. If one family may
rightfully live without any sweat of the face, all may,
by the same rule. Idleness is a wrong done to the

whole community, and to several generations ; and
the greater the number of idle persons, the greater

the injury. We deliberately manufacture three-

fourths of the diseases and paupers that exist in

society, and profess to believe that it is all right,

wise and proper. We rejoice that the U. S. census

of ISoO has signalized the middle of the 19th century,

by making a record of all births and deaths through-

out the ^^h^l'e Union, in the twelve months prece-

ding tht 1 • V*-, of June or July. The study of the

causes ot U'Hality, in their connection with the oc-

cupations .>• sien, modes of living, construction of

dwellings, '"cnity to marshes and other stagnant

waters, over m ty-one States, presents many points

of deep interest Science, taking a loftier position,

will undertake xj (irevent, rather than cure, most of

our afiiictions.

PROFESSOR JOHi:*S- 'ON'S VIEW OF AMERICAN
£ ifCUiu'' CJRB.

At a meetuig of the rat^ of Berwickshire Farmer's
Club, Professor Johnst*. ,v, recently returned from

America, delivered the 'o 'owing address, which we
copy from the London i'ar.sier's Magazine :

I v\ill briefly refer to some pnlnts which cime under my
observation in that part of tiv country yvhich 1 visited.

First of all, as to the state of acnculture in the nnrtliern parts

of America, in our provinces, and in New England, with
which we are ourselves more familiar, when 1 tell you gen-
erally that the state of agriculture in those parts of America
is wliat the state of agriculture in Scotland probably was
eighty or ninety years ago—and when I tell you that in some
parts of New Brunswick tliey are very nearly in the precise

condition in which Scotland was one hundred and twenty
years ago, you will have an idea of the state of agriculture in

North America. The system of agriculture is no firlher for-

ward—it is exceedingly far behind. Tliny are not even
acfpiainted with the improved methods of farming, or the
improved implements whicli are now in common use in this

country ; while the increased facilities which Mr. Milnk
would still farther introduce, have never been heard of by
them. Now, in regard to tliis state of things in the whole of
the northern part of America, go as far west as you like, and
as far south as you like, the same general description applies

to the whole. Now, the next question is, how has this state

of things been brought about ? You are probably not so well
acquainted with the state of agriculture in this country 100
or 120 years ago as I have found it my duty to make myself

;

and at the lime to which I refer, I allude not only to the
stato of great ignorance in regard to the cultivation of the soil,

but to the state of exhaustion in the soil itself. So in refer-

ring to the present state of agriculture in America, 1 refer to

two considerations—the condition of mind brought to bear
upon the cultivation of the land, and the state of the land it-

self. In regard to the cultivation of land iit America, its
condition arises from a variety of causes, and a very few
considerations will enable you to understand how it has
come about. If you a.-k yourselves to what cla.ss does the
majority of emigrants belong, you will have no difficulty in
coming to a conclusion. Look at the great crowds of people
wlio go from Ireland, from the Highlands of Scotland, and the
hiHirJreds of thousands proceeding from the great towns of
England and Scotland—ask yourselves of what class they
con.sist—what amount of inteiligen-^c and agricultural knowl-
edge they po.ssess

; in the answer to this you will at once find
the key to the state of the land in the whole northern part of
America. The people v\ho first settled in America knew
nothing of airricukure, and their de.^scendents have generally
copied the habit.s of their predecessors. Thus it came that
their sons knew nothing—out of the way of books, out of the
way of instruction, supposing them everi to have read books,
they would have made very little progress ; but we must
suppose them not to have had an opportunity of gaining
knowledge, and therefore instead of advancing, ihet/ have ret-
rograded in arrkuUural knmvledze ami practice. Now, what
has been their pncedure—hy what kind of procedure have
they brought about iho slate of exhaiistian to which the soil

has been reduced I Of coiu'se, in speaking of the exhausted
soil, I do not refer to the virgin soil which has never received
the plovy or the si)ade ; but to the soil under their cultivation,
and which they are now exhausting. When I tell you how
the land is cultivated, you will understand how tliis exhaus-
tion has been produired. The forest is in the first place cut
down «nd burnt, after which the ashes are scattered, and a
crop of wheat and oats is sown. When this crop is cut down,
another is sown ; but they do not always remove the straw
—they do not trouble themselves with any manure. The
second year they sow it again and harrow it, and generally
take three crops in succession. When they can take no more
out of it, they either .sow grass seeds, or as frequently leave
it to seed itself. They will then sometimes cut hay twelve,
fourteen, sixteen, eighteen, or twenty years in succession—in
fr.ctas long as they can even get half a t^in an acre from it. And
you may suppose what is the natural fertility of the land,

when they arc able to obtain as much as three or four tons
per acre at first, and go on cutting it for twelve years. They
will probably have two tons an acre during all that length of
time. The land is then broken up and a crop of oats taken,
then potatoes, then a crop of wheat, and then hay for twelve
years again ; and so the same course is repeated. Now this

is the way in which tlie land is treated—this is the way in

which the exhaustion is brought about. This exhaustion
exists in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Lower Canada, in

Upper Canada to a considerable extent, over the whole of

New England, and extends even into the state of New York.
The next inquiry whicli you will make is, what steps are

they taking to remedy this state of things ? Are they doing
anything lo bring back the land to a productive condition?

and in order to do this are they taking steps to put any knowl-

edge into the heads of those who cultivate it 1

Now, on those points I am happy to say that I can speak
very favorably. They possess the spirit of their forefathers,

and having become conscious of the state in which agricul-

ture really is, they are endeavoring to improve it. But you
will ask what inducement have they to make these exertions ?

They grow corn enough,—they have no want of agricultural

produce as we have ; but when I tell you what is the condi-

of the New England states you will understand. All the

new states—all the virgin land when it is cultivated yields «
crop for little or nothing, but it can not by any means yield

a large crop. In the State of Michigan, between Lakes
Superior and Erie, the average produce is not twelve bush-

els an acre, but it is got for nothing. In New Brunswick,
which is very thinly populated, I was told that ten bushels

an acre paid well I but the produce is not large. In the

western states they are able to produce it very cheaply.

fllr. Hay—What is the value of a bushel of wheat ?

Professor Johxst'iN— .At the time I was tliero the price

varied from (51 to 80 cents a bushel, /. e. 100 cents being 4*.

(yd. In the western states and part of New York, where it is

shipped to England, the price varies according to tlie distance.

Now, the condition of things in the western states in refer-

ence to England; is precisely the same as the condition of Eng-
land in reference to the wheat-producing countries of the

Baltic. The condition of the firmers is exceedingly bad
;
in

I\laine I was inf )rined that they were all in a state of bank-

ruptcy. The land is nil mortgaged, which hangs like a mill-

stone round their necks, and is worse even than the state of

the farmers in this country. They are thus unable to com-



pete with the western parts of New York or^ Lake Ontario.

You have all tieard of the famous wheat of (Jenesce, Wiicre

the hind is more fertile tiian in any part of (5reat Britain
;

and I learned that they are layina the land down to grass,

because tliey ean not atVord to grow wheat. Asa remedy for

this state of thing's, ihey are esVahiishing agricultural socie-

ties in the dilVerent states, ani<*'the legislature is providing

funds to support these societies, and for the ditTu>inn of knowl-

edge. The central society is in Albany, and to it the dilfur-

ent branches send reports. The Legishiture publishes these

in one VauM. volume, and circulates 20, 00:) copies gratuitously

tiiroiiono'i! /he sta/es. This central society asked me to give

their annual address at Syracuse, ami a course of lectures

before the Lesix/a/ure at Albany. Tliese lectures are to

form a part of this year's report ; and tiie Legislature has

resoUed to print an additional 21), 000 copies, making 40,000

altogether, and to circulate thcra gratuitously through the sev-

eral states.

Let us now come to anotlicr point of great importance, and

to which you would perhaps like me to advert, namely, agri-

culture in America. What influence will the growth of w heat

in tiie states have upon us, or what influence is the progress

agriculture consequent on this great desire for improvement,

likely to have upon tliest;ite of agriculture in Great Britain ?

In New Brunswick, New England, and New York, the growth

of wheat has almost ceased ; and it i, gradually receding fur-

ther and further westward. Now, when 1 tell you this, you

will sec that what I believe to be the case, is really the case

—

that it will not be very long before America will be unable

—

in fac the United States are unable now—to supply us with

wheat in any large quantity. If we could bring Indian corn

into general use, we might get plenty of it ; but I do not

thinli tiiat the United St^ites need be any bugbear to you.

I believe the great source of competition you will have to

contend with is the Baltic and the countries on the Iwrders

of the Black Sea. Now. in regard to the other point, namely,

what effect will the desire for improvement in agriculture

have upon the agriculture of this country, it ought to stiniu-

late us to so still greater exertions. Sure I am, that with

proper exertions we will always keep ah^ad of them. There is

as good blood in this country as ever went out of it. I hope

English and Scotch heads and hearts will not become lan-

guid and dull on a matter of such moment as this, but that

we will continue to beat them, as 1 am sure from what I have
seen, that we are able. What the Americans are able to do

well, we ought to do better. (The learned Professor sat

down nmid great applause.)

This address furnishes food for much serious reflec-

tion ; and if it do not prompt our friends to make
greater efforts for the advancement of American agri-

culture, we shall be both disappointed and mortilied.

In our next we shall review it at length. VVc have

put the price of t.hig journal at a mere nominal sum,

that all may read it.

STATE AND PROSPECTS OP AGRICULTtJRE IN
CALIFORNIA.

Much as has been written of California, yet but little

is at present known of her agricultural character and
capabilities. This matter has in a great measure
been lost sight of, and yet it is a question of the

highest importance to the welfare of this new State.

Her surface may be covered with gold, and yet she
can never become an independent and flourishing, or

even a wealthy State, unless her soil is adapted to

agricultural purposes. Without this, California will

be but a poor dependent npon the older States—her

population unsettled— enriching others at her own
expense. It is with much pleasure we are enabled
to give the following letter from an old friend, and
we have no doubt it will be read with interest.

California—Its Agricultural Prospects—Its Soils—The Gold
Region—Its Supposed Width.

It requires no ordinary amount of courage, I was going to

say etfrontery, to undertake to write and pronounce opinions
on a question so unsettled as the agricultural capabilities of
California. Those who have heretofore given forth their

dicta to the world, either in official reports or in books for

sale, have too often had the mortilication of finding them-
selves licid up to ridicule, in Calilornia, for the gross errors

witii which their statements abound. The chief cause of the

errors that have been honestly committed, have arisen from
the want of correct data on which to form correct conclusions.

The population of northe n California are immigrants '' but
of yesterday." and know very little of the strange country in

which they find thcmsel ^es—a country in which llio seasons
vary so much as almost to persuade one to adopt the theory
of ttie natives—that the Yankees are a wonderful people,

they have brought a new climate with them to California.

Last spring, a year ago, " the oldest inhaljitnnt" pitched his

tent in this city, began clearing away the under-growth. To-
day we have the certain experience of one year and a half.

The two seasons difler from each other so widely as to pass

for different climates. Had you asked this " oldest inhabit-

ant" about the truth of the stories afloat, tliat Sacramento
valley was subject to inundation, he would have told you that

it was contrary to his experience ; he vvoidd have told yon
that he passed the winter previous at the Fork, and this

land was above the highest flood ; and had you made all tiie

inquiries that I did, you would doubtless have done as I did

—go to bed, after looking at the rising waters. You would
not believe, on the evidence before you, that in a single

night the waters of a single river could flood so broad a val-

ley to the heighth of your bedstead. But, contrary to the

experience of " the oldest inhabitant," the floods came, and
in one night the whole valley of the Sacramento, with the

exception of a few isolated spots, was one continuous sheet
of water. Had you asked this "oldest inhabitant" about the
climate, he would have told you that the average tempera-
ture was over 100° during the summer last past, and he pre-

sumed it would be so this—sometimes running up as high as

128 ° in the shade. He would have told you that there were
no rains from March to November, except a slight shower in

June and another shower about the middle of October—and
that it was a very sickly town. Had you compared his state-

ments with your own experience for the present year, you
would have found them totally incorrect. You would have
found the heat never rising above 109 ° in the shade. You
would have found the deaths less, in proportion to the num-
ber of inhabitants, than at home. You W'ould have experi-

enced no shower in June, but a heavy and continuous rain,

like the commencement of the rainy season in September.

In May, you would have said there could be no agricul-

culture, for the flood of that month would drown out all the

seeds that should have been in the ground a month or more,
and yet in August, you might have said that you had never
eaten tomatoes so rich as tiiose grow^n in this valley. In no
country in the world has corn, potatoes, onions, beets, tur-

nips, radishes, valparis (Valparaiso) squashes, reached a

higher perfection, or exhibited a more luxurious growth, than
in this valley, so far as one can judge from the specimens
brought to market. And the wild grapes, too ; no country
can bo.ast of more luxurious growth, or a more nutritious food

for cattle, than the wild grape of California. The yield of
wheat is most prolific.

The upshot of my own observations (and you must bear

in mind that they are the observation of only a single year,)

are, that those spots and portions of California susceptible of

cultivation, grow all the above named agricultural produc-

tions to a higher state of perfection than I have ever before

seen them. But how large a portion of California is suceep-

tible of cultivation, can only be determined by the experi-

ence of several years. The system of cultivation, too, must
be determined by a long scries of experiments. Tiie heavy
plows used in our clay lands are not wanted in California.

Liglit plows, something after the fashion of the gang plow,

is all that is required to scratch over tiie surface of the ground

to prepare it for holding the seed. The lo(jse character of the

earth for several feel deep, allows the roots to penetrate to

an unusual depth, on their own motion, while the peculiar

nature of the soil and the c.imate causes the deep plowed
earth to dry up and become unproductive. In planting or

sowing, regard must be had to spreading out vegetation, so as

to cover the whole surface of the ground with a shade, other-

wise the sun will parch it up and your crop will be spoiled.

You will see by these brief hints, that the system of culti-

vation to be pursued in Califirnia, must be entirely different

from our previously conceived notion*. And then, too, the

chemical combinations of the soils are so extraordinary as to

suggest the propriety of placing agricultural fdiemistry at the

head of the sciences to be taught in California.

At the risk of being tedious, I will add something of the
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general features of the country. The valley lands, from the
few observations made, would seem to be underlaid with a
bed-rock, not many feet below the surface, but yet varying
considerable at ditlerent points. This rock is overlaid with
a " hard pan," so compact as to hold the water of the early
rains in the superincumbent soil. From the hard-pan, up-
wards to the surface, the earth is of so loose a character,
that I cannot better describe it than by comparing it with
leached ashes. The first heavy rains that fall make the roads
impassable for teams ; and as the water rises in the rivers,
you find that the water rises to the same level, and at the
same time, in the wells and sloughs, and when the waters
have nearly reached the surface, there is a difficulty which
the pack mules have to encounter in crossing the "valleys,
called slumping. This eartli contains an unusual amount of
alkali, in solution, and would suggest the propriety of using
linle as a manure. After the wallers have abated, the sowing
and planting season begins and you get in the seed vvitli as
little disturbance of the earth as possible, and as tlie dry sea-
son comes on, they take root downwards—and the roots do
go down with a vengeance. In witnessing the digging of a
d\ic\\ on t\\e Rnncho del Paso, (the shepherd's farm'.) I was
astonished at the depth to whicli the grass roots penetrated
this loose earth, and I thought then, and tliink still, that the
peculiar character of the grasses of California, to some ex-
tent, was owing to this fact. These disjointed remarks may
not be universally true, but they may serve as a general out-
line of the valleys of Sacramento, Napa and San Hosa, (San
Jose) so far as I have had opportunities to examine. But
when you leave the valley of Sacramento, which varies from
ten to fifty miles in width, you enter a rolling land covered,
like the plains, with straggling oaks, which appears to be a
sort of neutral ground.
But after crossing this, you enter the gold bearing region—a region as distinctly marked, and as dillerent in its gen-

eral characteristics from the country you have just left, as
'• chalk is from cheese." The country, everywhere, begins
to assume a barren look, the dwarf mountain pines here first-

make their appearance, and in those portions of this gold
bearing region the strata of rock protrudes from the earth in
a shattered condition, and when they are of a secondary
formation, the strata stands perpendicular to the earth, and
with a surprising uniformity extend north and south. But
the whole of tbe rocky formations, whether primitive or
secondary, as far as my superficial observation goes bear
strong marks of some convulsion of nature, which has shiv-
ered them into fragments. Tiie great discovery of this year
is one that has been made at a sore cost to the miners, viz.

:

that this region of gold has a clearly defined limit towards
the mountain, as well as towards the plain. That there is a
point upon the side of the mountains, beyond which gold is
not found in considerable quantities, upon the streams at
least, IS now admitted generally ; but the theories about it
differ, and none are without exceptions. The more common
is, that the gold-bearing region passes under the mountains
and comrs out again to the surface on the opposite side,
where diggings of the same character as in this valley are
found, as it Carson. Another, that the gold being washed
down fron the higher regions of the mountains, embeddedm large m isses of earth, which masses of earth are, by the
violence of the waters of the mountain torrents, broken into
fragments, and the gold, from its great specific gravity, pre-
cipitated, in its voyage down the stream on its frail earthen
supports. A third is, that the gold lies in strata, or leads,
and like the rocks, crosses the water courses, and while the
earth around and over it is washed away, the great spei^ific
gravity of the gold makes it almost insensible to the action
of the water. It is cited in support of this theory, that where
rich deposits are found in the streams, oftentimes leads are
found on either bank penetrating fiir beyond the reach of
the alluvial deposit. And the Kiota (Coyote) diggings are
also cited, where a shaft is sunk 60 or 100 feet into the solid
earth, where there are no appearances of gold or of washings,
and after the bed rock is struck, kiotas (the coyote is a prai-
rie dog or fox,) are extended along the rock in every direc-
tion until a lead is struck, which is followed up as far as the
lead IS profiitable. This is one way of coyotying ; another
is, following a lead from the surface.

But without stopping to discuss the relative merit? of these
theories, or whether there is not some truth in the theory that
combines them all, we had belter turn back to the subject of
Agriculture, on which we at first set out. The first difficulty
".. '^.^y^y of the successful prosecution of agriculture, is the
dilficultics attending the possession of lands. Before the
conquest, the lands, being of little value, were possessed in

large estates, with ill-defined boundaries, and no great regard
was had to the perfecting of the title papers. The rewards
ol agriculture are so great, that men do njt hesitate to lay
out •' preemptions" whenever the locat-\,n pleases them but
as their right to the soil is very doubtful, their system of cul-
tivation IS of the most superficial k^^d. There is a continued
war between the herdsmen (B ,caros) of the estate, and the
squatters. The squatters are backed by the sympathies of
the miners, who are at free quarters on government land
while the old land titles are supported by the holders of
town lots. Of the parties engaged in the fidit in our streets,
one nalt, 1 should judge from their appearance, were vol-
unteers from the country. All these tilings have a tendency
to postpone any permanent agricultural improvements • nor
is it probable that a settled and orderlv slate of society so
essential to the high development of die agricultural resour-
ces of the country, will for a long time be^altained.
These are some of the " lets and hindrances." but, on the

other hand, the price by the pound for everythin>r which the
country can produce, and the indomitable dispasilion of itsnew proprietors, will soon ovt --mo these and a thou-
sand other obstacles, and I doubt no. f Providence shall
spare my life another yeir, I shall be able .> -lend you a more
detaded, and a more flattering account of the aiinculture of
California, and furnish some accurate statistics in relation to
the much agitated question of the extent to which California
is susceptible of cultivation. W.—SarrameiUo City, CaL,

FARMERS, SAVE THE WASH OF THE BARNYARD.

Eds. Gen. Farmer:—Of all the waste of food for
plants, permitted by the farmer, (as far as my expe-
rience extends,) this is the greatest. If I "was to
hazard a conjecture, I should say that one-half of the
strength of manure is leeclied out and washed away
by rain. I may be a little too high in this estimate.
I hope so. I will now propose three plans, by adopt-
ing either of which, (which I hope many farmers will
do,) this waste may be prevented. The first plan is
to make a roof large enough to contain all the ma-
nure made in the year, and put it under cover as it

comes out of the stable. But as this would be expen-
sive, it would not suit all. The second plan is the
one recommended by me in the Genesee Farmer,
(see "How to kill Elders and improve the Farm,")
Vol. 11, No. 11, page 253. This reservoir is easily
made by first plowing and pulverizing the surface,
whore the wash runs out of the barnyard, and haul-
ing it out for manure. It will pay well for the labor.
My third plan, "Plougher" (in "The experience
of a Young Farmer,") has partly hit, when he hauls
his manure out as soon as it is made and plows it in

;

but this should not be done until the straw is thor-
oughly incorporated with excremental juices. But
he is wide of the mark, when he comes to plovvino- in
dry straw. Green buckwheat, which he condemns
so much, is better. I can give my young friend,
" Plougher," my experience on this, for fifty years
back, from observation, and forty years, from practi-
cal farming. One of my neighbors, a clever, nice
old man, fifty years ago owned a large farm of as
good natural soil, perhaps, as there is in the rich old
county of Bucks, Pa., but in some things he was rather
over nice, as the sequel has shown. His barn stood
on a nice green bank, and you would seldom see straw
about it, for the old man considered straw an annoy-
ance

;
therefore, he hauled it out as it wes threshed,

and plowed it in. This man had a family of stout
sons, who all left him when they grew up ; some of
them hired themselves lo farmers, because the old
homestead had become so poor that it would not pay
the expense of tillage. I have learned, by practical
farming, that plowing in dry straw or dry cornstalks
is of very little benefit. Greex Farmer.
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THE HEN FEVER

It is surprising to witness tlie workings of tliis fashionable,

%ve liail nearly written /oo//*/!, fever. The yellow fever and
cholera may lie more iatal ; the "grippe," or broken-bone

fever, liartler to bear, but the '• hen fever" is makinc; the

most fools, ai;>l en<;ulf:n.2r the most money, pariieularly in

New Enj^land ; nnil we judge from numerous letters hitoly

received from our frientis at the south, tliat they arc frcitiiig

a touch of it even there. Our orders for .Sliangiiaes, Chitta-

gongs, Cochin-Clunas. Plymouth Rocks, and half a dozen
other pulVcd-up, wortliless breeds of fowls, whose strong

points of reconmiendation consist solely of long legs and

necks, big lieads, bodies meagerly covered with coarse ilesh,

and as destitute of beauty as the specimen denoted by liie

cut below, are n"mcrous, out these will nil remain unan-

swered, for i\e have no idea of being mixed up with tlic

miserable humbiig in the hen trade, which is kept alive by
n class of papers ib.at might be belter employed. 'I'he puljiic

look to the agricultural press for truth, instead of deception

and twaddle.
Breeders who live upon the gullibility of the public, keep

this fever alive by
means of publica-

tions, in such pa-

pers as will lend
themselves to the

heiiliiiisys, and by
poultry l)ooks, got

up on purpose to

assist them to sell

their great over-

grown, long-legged,

crane-necked, big-

headed abortions,

not one of which- is

worth half so much
to the farmer, as the

old stock of Javas,

Malays, or their

crosses, the Bucks-
county and Jersey
Blues, which can
be bought at a mod-
erate price. W'c
imderstand, thai
from SiO to $100 a

pair is the asking

t,,_^

j««;-i^^*^ /-->
I

price of these great

\iZ^ '^^_ "^§?::^"^=^
?==::::-5^^^^Y

poultry breeders,

Ik ^Mi-^^^si-- '^^^^^'^^^^^^v* ^^'^" '^""^^ -'^ more
. W S^W&'/,:'}^--''^^s- ''^-r«s?i^.5^J^ of the true merits of

C-\^» g fowlj than ihey do
about the iicnroost

ofthe emperor ofChina, or the duck pond f)f the (Jroat Ahj^ul.

W'e ore sorry to see respectable agricultural papers, like

some we might name in Boston, engaged in sucli small bu-
siness as pulling these miserable bipeds (fealhercd or feath-

crlcss) into notice. We can assure them that their columns
j

could be much better occupied than in such humbugging and
foul foolery. They may be-praise or be-foul such as they
please ; but after all is said and done, the best and most
profitable for the farmer to keep, is the Dorking, or a good
common kind, like the old-fashioned speckled Dominicpie,
the latter of which can be bought for fifty cents to one dol-

lar per pair, i^nch fowls can pick up their own living in the
farmyard ; they want neither corseting nor stutViiig, they
can take care of themselves.

—

American Agririillurist.

There is, perhaps a ^ood tieal of ''humbug'" in the

hen excitement that has raged so Fcverly in the neigh-

borhood of Boston, and we are sorely mistaken if there

is not a little of the same article in the above from
the Ajjricultnrist. We know of no greater hnmbug
than for a paper toannonice itself as the peculiar

and cspecinl cm mi/ oy/n/jnli^ir.', as some wo know of

are very fond of doing. We have eeen the Shanghaes
and Corhin-Chinas, many times, and we really think

they bear no m^ro resemblnnco to the engraving, than
the Malays, which lye so favorably mentioned. It.

certainly seems unreasonable to give fifteen or twenty
dollars tor a pair of fowls ; but if any of these breeds

are really valuable, this is but a small objection.

—

They propagate so fast, that this price can be main-
tained but a short time. But even if a person gave
twenty dollars for a pair, we suppose in a year he
might repay himself, even if ho sold the chickens at

a dollar each ; or make money the second jear, by
selling at fifty cents. But if this is an objection to

the Cochin-Chinas and Shanghaes, it is equally an
objection against the Dorkings. We know of

Slianghaes sold here for S5 a pair, and we liave

known $5 oR'ored in vain for a Dorking cock.

The coarseness vflhejlesh is raised as an objection.

On this point we are not prepared to speak, never

having killed a ten or twenty dollar fowl, to test the

quality of its flesli. Perhaps the editor of tlio Agri-
culturist can afibrd to feast on such expensive luxuries.

We had no desire to be cheated, and certainly were
not troubled with tite "hen fever ;'' yet we were not

willing cither to condemn or recommend any variety

untried, so we procured the tShanii;haes and Cocldn-

Chinas, these being the kinds witli wiiicii the fever ap-

peared to have originated. We iiave tested them in

various ways, and we are not yet ])rcparcd to meet out

such wholesale condemnation as tiiat contained in the

article quoted. Indeed, we think the iShanghaes are

superior in some respects to any fowls we have ever
kept, and we have had the Malays, Polands, and
Dorkings. For hardiness, ( and this is a great

point,) we think they are not equalled. We have
never lost a chick, from any disease, ihoiigh we have
been singularly unfortunate in raising chickens tliis

season. In two cases where one Slianghae cliicken

was hatched witii eight or nine Polands and Dork-
kings, the Shanghae was the only one we succeeded
in raising. On cold mornings, while other fowls

appear atl'ected by the cold, and show an unwilling-

ness to leave the house, tiie Slianghaes are running
about apparently unconcerned about the weather,
scratching away the snow to get at the ground.

Tiie annexed engraving is a portrait of a Shanghae
hen we have, and
the artist has suc-

ceeded in making
it so correct that

several wiio saw
it, and who had
seen the hen, read-

ily recognized it.

Now we fisk, what
resembjance is

_^ tliere betw ecu this

i^= fowl aud tlio long-

legged caricature

in the Agricultu-

rist's article. Is

it not the greatest of "hnmlugs'^ to represent this

breed of fowls by such a picture 1 What sense is

there in calling such fowls "overgrown, long-legged,

crane-necked, big-headed abortions ?"

If it is right and proper to give ten times the worth

of common cattle for a breed supposed to be superior,

where is the folly in giving ten times the price of

common fowls for an improved kind ? Some men that

strain at a $10 "rooster,"' can swallow a $500 " Dur-

jiam bull." We iiave no fowls to sell ; but if, after

another years trial, tlie Slianghaes prove as good as

we have some reason to think they will, wc shall be

able to supply our friends with these fowls as cheap

as they wish. We have tried various experiments

as to the amount of food consumed by tlie various

kinds, and after further trial may slate the results.
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lnquirif0 anb ^uBtDcrs.

HOESE KAKE3.

Messrs. Editors ;—Permit a subscriber to ask you, or some
one else, through your paper, for tlie best plan for a Hay
Rnke. We have some two kinds of Horse Rakes in this

country ; one is a revolving rake, a patent concern, that will

not work at all ; the other is a straight piece of timber wiih
teeth in one side, and has handles, and is operated by fasten-

ing a rope or chain to each end and hitching the horse to the
chain in the centre, then go ahead till it gets full, then stop
the horse, pull the ralie from under the hay, lilt over and go
on again. Now this species of rake is intolerable, though
there is a number of them used here. The revolving rake,

cither owing to the construction of it, or some other cause,
will not operate at all. The Right was sold to a wagon
maker in this county, and he manufactured one onlj'^, and
that will not operate. You will confer a favor on one of
your subscribers, at least, by giving some directions about
constructing a good haj' rake. There are numbers of your
subscribers here that will be grateful to you for such infor-

mation. Agriculture on any systematic plan is scarcely
known in this township, you may judge from the foct that

there is but one agricultural paper taken here. A Western
Clodhopper.— Washington Co., la., 1850.

The horse-rake, so well and so favorably known
in many parts of the country, " holds nearly the

same relation to the common hand-rake, in saving
labor, as the plow and cultivator bear to the spade

and hoe." The amount of work it will perform with
a single horse and driver, may be easily estimated

by any one, when it is stated that a strip of hay on
the ground, ten feet wide, may be raked up into win-
rows as fast as the horse can walk ; that is, if the

horse travels three miles an hour, more than three

acres will be raked up in that time, or at the rate of

twenty-four acres per day. The only labor in un-

loading each rakeful of hay, is a slight lifting of the

handles, which causes the teeth and handles to make
a semi-revolution, and drop the hay without the least

stopping or delay. The rapidity with which a large

field of hay may be secured from a threatning storm
is one of its greatest advantages.

The engraving is a representation of Wilcox's

Premium Revolving Horse-Bake. There are several

others in use, but all constructed somewhat upon the

same principle. Price, from $7,50 to $8,50.

A good horse-rake is also now in use, called the

Spring-Toolh Horse-Rake. It is light, and may be

carried by one man all about the farm. The elas-

ticity of the teeth prevents their breaking or fasten-

ing to any obstruction with which they may chance
to come in contact. They operate very well on rough
or stony ground, and are first rate for raking wheat
stubble, and thus gleaning what would otherwise be
wasted. From one to two bushels to the acre is

often secured in this way, and one man with this

rake can glean twenty acres a day. The construc-

tion of this rake may be seen by the next engraving.

The rake, as usually made, has a head about nine
feet long, and from twenty to twenty-four elastic

wire teeth. It does not revolve, but is raised over
the winrow with ease and facility, without stopping
the horse ; the whole rake weighing only about sixty
pounds, and the thills being uplield by the horse, the
holder has only to lift one end of the rake by the
handles, and the advance motion of the horse will

have carried it over the winrow while the holder can
lift it up and down properly. The holder bears down
on the handles more or less, according to the size of
the winrow he wishes to collect, and leaves the win-
row when and where he pleases, by quickly raising
the handles, as before stated. Price, $8.

CULTIVATION OF THE CRANBEEEY.

Messrs. Editors :—Some of the members ofmy family have
recently become interested in the cultivation of the Cran-
berry, and, as a consequence, are looking lor light on the
subject. Can you give any information as to the modus
operandi ? E. GuYER.

We know but little about the cultivation of the

cranberry. Massachusetts is the only State that we
know of where the cranberry is cultivated, and the

statements we have seen of the manner and success,

are very contradictory. The best we can find on the

subject is in Cole's FrUit Book, from which we make
the following extracts :

"Culture on Wet Lands.—Nearly all the cran-

berries of spontaneous production are found on low,

wet lands, that are flooded a part of the season.

Many and various experiments have been made to

improve the natural cranberry meadows. The most
successful management is by applying sand as a
dressing, and that from the sea-shore is best. And
it may be inferred that salt is useful, from the cran-

berry growing on salt marshes, which we have noticed

in several instances in Maine. One writer on this

subject says that the cranberry grows well in sand

and water. Prepare a bog meadow for cranberries

by plowing, if convenient, and applying about two
inches of sand to the surface, and set the vines in

small sods, in rows two feet apart, and twelve or fif-

teen inches in the rows, and they will soon spread

over the land, and yield a full crop.

" Cranberries on wet lands are greatly improved

by flooding ; and sometimes the flooding is continued

till late in spring, say the first of May or later, in

order to retard blossoming, lest the blossoms should

be killed by frost. As frosts are very destructive,

some have meadows so planned that they can be

flooded when a cold nif. ht is at hand.
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"CuLTi'RE ON High Land.—Much may doubtless

be done to advantaofG on high land. We iiave seen

the cranbori-y starting spontaneously on very hard,

tJDierably moist grass upland, and spreading rapidly,

yielding good fruit. We saw fine cranberries of

"natural growth in a field, close by which the owner
was reajjing a good crop of barley. We examined

the soil, and it was dry and sandj', with a layer of

shallow vegetable mold at tiie surface : yet apparently

wet in spring, from its level situation. Wliere a

gravelly knoll had been reduced, for a road, we saw
excellent cranberries, of spontaneous production, on

drv, hard, and poor soil. On another spot, we saw
fine fruit by the roadside, on a very poor, dry, liard soil.

" With these cases of good crops under every dis-

advantage, it would be surprising if cranberries should

not grow well on high land, under good culture.

—

FowLKR thinlcs they will not endure the heat of sum-
mer, nor cold of winter, on dry land. He manures
with peat or mud, in winter protects plants and fruits

with evergreens, and has fine crops.
" In raising on high land, it would be well to select

rather moist tillage, and use peat and muck for ma-
nure, which is tlicir natural soil. We think that a

Mack, moist, sandy loam would be best. It would
be well to make experiments in the use of salt and

other manure. Those plants that naturally grow on
high land, would, doubtless, be better for this purpose.

•' Natural meadows yield 100 to 200 bushels to the

acre—100 is most common. By cultivation, in some
instances, the yield has been at the rate of 200 to 300.

With a rake, a hand will generally gather 15 to,20

bushels in a day. More experience is necessary to

show a profit by high land culture, and the most suc-

cessful mode ; also tlie best mode of improving low
lands. By setting thick, in transplanting, a good
crop will be obtained sooner ; and vines transplanted

with sods will be the surest.

TO RAISE WATER BY THE SYPHON.

Messrs. Editors:— Seeing in my "Farmer" for

November, your letter of inquiry from Joseph Briggs,
of Willet, N. Y., respecting Syphons, together with
the-answer of the editor, I take the liberty of offer-

ing Mr. B. the result of my experience in the Syphon
line.

I have one in successful operation under the fol-

lowing circumstances. Water is conveyed to the
house, a distance of sixty-six rods, over a ridcre of
land sixteen feet high, in half inch lead pipe, No. 1.

It is discharged four feet lower tl)an the surface of
the water in the spring, and at the rate of eighteen
gallons per hour. The pipe is tliin, and had to be
soldered in seven or eight places. I had a vast deal
of trouble and tribulation with it before I got it tight,
but it now works so beautifully, that 1 am satisfied.

The whole question turns on this point. Syphons
w-ill continue to work, provided they are perfectly
tight, and that there is a moderate amount of fall from
the surface of the water in the well to the place of
delivery. Water is raised in a Syphon on the same
principle that it is in the suction pump, and may be
elevated to the same height, to wit, thirty-two feet.
The objection to raising it very high in a Syphon is

that air separates from water when thus raised, and
the higher it is drawn the more. It ia essential that
there should l)e sufficient current to carry out this air
as fast as it is evolved, other'vise it would accumu-
late and stop the water. Fo jr feet of fall answers

the purpose in my case, but I do not believe that
much less than that would do. The amount of fall

required depends, of course, on the length of the
Syphon.

Small beads of air issue from my pipe along with
the water every minute or two, to ascertain the quan-
tity of which, I collected them by means of a bottle
of water and fimnel inverted over the mouth of the
pipe in the tub, and found the quantity to be one-half
pint in twenty-four hours, or the bulk of one ounce
of water to every fifty-four gallons.

I at first constructed, at a cost of some money and
a great deal of labor, an apparatus similar to that
described in Ewbanks' Hydraulics, for taking out the
air at the summit, but I found it entirely unnecessary,
nay worse than useless, and I have taken it out and
have now only a plain pipe.

At one time despairing of getting the Syphon to
work, I procured a ram and applied it^ but' the sup-
ply of water not being sufficient to keep it going, I

made another examination of the places where the pipe
was joined together, and fortunately discovered the
cause of all the trouble I had had, which was an im-
perfection in the soldering ; as soon as that was
remedied, I had no furtlier use for the ram.
With your permission I will make the following

suggestions. If you do not wish to convey the
water more tlian thirty rods, and if you have six feet

or more of fall, I would recommend to use heavy three-
eighths pipe, and if possible have it all in one piece.

I think you can procure it so by ordering it from the
manufacturer. It will deliver an abundant supply of
water for any farm, will cost less and be less liable

to get out of order than pipe of larger calibre. You
are probably aware that the longer a tube is, the less

water will pass through it in a given time and with
the same amount of fall. In my case, half inch pipe
is not too large. To avoid raising the water, I would
dig the ditch four feet deep, or more, at the summit,
if the nature of the ground will permit. Then to

start it, it would doubtless be a good way to fill it be-
fore putting it down, as suggested by the editor of the

Farmer, or you can charge it at any time with a
common beer pump, which may be obtained at the
hardware stores, without the counter fixings, for

about twenty shillings. To adapt it to your purpose,
you have only to attach about three feet of lead pipe

to each end of it and fasten the wooden frame to a
piece of plank large enough to stand on. It may be
worked either as a suction or force pump, but I pre-

fer the latter. To couple it to the Syplion, make a
quill of hard wood, say locust, five inches long, and
introduce one end of it into the Syphon and the other

into the force pipe : then tie a piece of strong twine
from one pipe to the other, leaving it slack in the

middle, and then take a large nail and make it taut

by twisting it after the manner of an old fashioned

saw-strain. I charge my pipe in this way and the

operation requires about twenty minutes of hard

work. To do it by suction takes longer, and requires

that the valves, couplings, Sec, should be in perfect

order.

As to festlntr the pipe, it must bo borne in mind
that when a Syphon leaks, water does not escape from

it, but air sucks in ; it is therefore not easy to detect

an imperfection. I would recommend to start it and

see if it continues to work. If it does not, you may
be certain that it is not somid. A leak, if tolerably

large, may be discovered by forcing water in hard,

but air will enter through a crevice when water can-

I
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not readily be forced ont. The pipe might be tested

with an air-pump ; if a perfect vafuiim can be

formed, you can rely upon it that it is all right. Do
not on any account cover up the pipe till it is proven.

O, P. Laird.— Oneida Castle, JY. Y., jYov., 1850.

TO REMEDY LEAKY ROOFS.

Gknts :—Hoping yon. or some of your valuable nnd experi-

enced oorre.spondeiits, can suggest some cheap and practicuble

method of mending up old roofs that from craclis in the shin-

gles, or otherwise have become leaky, I thought best to ask
information through your widely circulated journal. 1 iiave

a roof that has always leaked more or less from bud shingling,

and it has delied my eflbrts, so far, to make it good by driv-

ing under shingles, to patch it as is customary in some places.

It appears to me that some one knows of some cheap prepar-

ation or cement that will effect the object ; and if so, those
of us whodonotknow will feel greatly obliged if enlightened.
A Subscriber.-;— /S'c'ioo/cra/C, Mich., Nov., 1850.

Many are covering the roofs of buildings in this

vicinity with pitch and tine gravel. Sheets of tarred

paper are first put on the roof, which is covered with
hot pitch, and a coating of lake gravel, put on while
the pitch is hot. This forms a good roof, and we
should think would be durable. It is about as ex-

pensive as shingling. We have seen roofs that

leaked badly, remedied by putting hot coal tar on the

shingles, carefully introducing the tar into all the

crevices, and then covering with sand. Two conts

put on in this way, we should judge from what we
have seen, would prevent all leakage, and make an
enduring roof. If a better method is known, we
should be glad to publish it.

THE ^^aRE-WORM.

Messrs. Editors :— I saw in your last number, in-

formation solicited as to the best mode of destroying-

the wire-worm, which makes such fearful work with

our crops. I shall not say that I know of the best

mode of utterly destroying them
;
yet I can give my

experience, as little as it may be.

My father's farms is so full of them as to ren-

render useless all eiforts to raise corn. I have known
my father's corn crop to be entirely destroyed by
them. Since I have had the control of it, I had one
field that had been used as a meadow for several

years. I plowed it in the fall, mistrusting that there

were worms in it, though not to such an extent as to

injure the crop materially. I plowed late, thinking

it would destroy the eggs, if it did not destroy some
of the worms, by freezing. I left it so until spring,

and then planted it with corn, and I can say it looked

fine the first time it was hoed ; but all at once it

looked yellow, and it was but a short time before

half the field was destroyed.

I wish to notice here, that they never, or hardly

ever, disturb it until the first plowing and hoeing,

and then they go at it in earnest.

1 followed the corn with two crops of oats^ (The
worms will not disturb oats or wheat as soon as they
will corn ; and if they do, it is not so easily discov-

ered.) After the two oat crops, it was summer-fal-
lowed and sowed to wheat, covering it completely
with weil-rotted manure, which was harrowed in

with the wheat. The manure was drawn out for

that purpose, and piled up. The wheat was sown
this fall, and the result remains to be determined.

I do not consider the above mode as the right way
or the best method of working land, except in the
above case. I think the ground ought to be worked

after it, and should not lay long if it is liable to be
troubled with the worm ; and to make up the defi-

ciency for plowing and cropping s ) often, there must
be a good crop of clover plowed in. But to get at

the foundation of the matter, the ground should first

be ditched or drained. I find even in doing as I

have said, that they work into the ground again.

They trouble grain most in wet places ; and when
plowing, they seem to be so thick in these wet places

or hollows, that when the ground is seeded only one
year, they work from these wet pjaces and keep ex-
tending further from these hollows, and the longer
the ground is left before being plowed up, the fur-

ther they will extend : and if these hollows should
be ditched, I think there would be no trouble ; for

they certainly do work in wet ground the most—
there is always vegetation enough there to support
them. First ditch the land, and then commence
with coarse grain, and keep the ground clear, so that

there will be nothing for them to live on, until you
are satisfied it will be safe to sow wheat. It will

run the ground ; but sow your wheat, and put on a

good coating of well-rotted manure, and you will

have good wheat.

I think this is the best mode of applying manure
to wheat that when seeded down the seed catches
much better, the wheat getting a top soon enough to

prevent the sun from destroying the strength of the

manure A. E. R.— Trumunshurg, JY. Y., 1850.

THE PIONEER

"Through the deep wilderness, where scarce the sun
Can cast his darts, along the winding path
The Pioneer is treading. In his grasp
Is his keen axe, that wondrous instrument,
That like the talisman, transforms

Deserts to fields and cities. He lias left

The home in which his early years were past.

And, led by hope, and full of restless strength,

Has plunged within the forest, there to plant

His destiny. Beside some rapid stream
He rears his log-built cabin. When the chains
Of winter fetter Nature, and no sound
Disturbs the echoes of the dreary woods.
Save when some stem cracks sharply with the frost

;

Then merrily rings his axe, and tree on tree

Crushes to the earth ; and when the long keen night

Mantles the wilderness in solemn gloom,
He sits beside his ruddy hearth, and hears
The tierce wolf snarling at the cabin door,

Or through the lowly casement sees his eye
Gleam like a burning coal."

There is nothing so surprising to the foreigner, in

the history of this country, as the rapidity with which
the wilderness is transformed into fertile fields. Vil-

lages and cities arise as if by magic. The wolf and
the panther are scarcely driven from their haunts,

ere they are occupied by a teeming population. The
screech of the owl scarcely dies away before it ia

succeeded by the scream of the locomotive—the htitn

of busy life, and the sound of the church-going bell.

The secret of this is to be found in the love of inde-

pendence, as general among our people, as it is honor-

able. How many young men, unused to toil and
privation, have left their homes of comfort to endure

the hardships and privations of pioneer life, for the

honorable purpose of carving out their fortunes in a

new land, and gaining that independence and com-
petence they could not hope for in the land of their

birth. But, while theyonng man, with a strong arm
and an unconquerable determination, is prepared to

cope with the difficulties of a new settlement, he is

generally accompanied by one of more fragile form,'
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and gentler spirit, who endures privations ho drcarris
not of. With an undying attachment to the husband
of her choice, the young wife leaves tiie home, the
friends and tender associations of her youth, to strug-
gle for a home in a new land. She sorely feels the
loss of kind and sympathizing friends, wliose coun-
sel and kind offices she more than ever needs. But

active and laborious duties occupy her mind and
hands

; and though we fear some of these frail ones
fall, crushed under by an undue weight of care and
labor, many have the pleasure of seeing their once
desert home— the log hut—transformed into a taste-

ful and elegant abode, and tliemselvea surrounded
with the comforts and elegancies of life. Who ever
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knew of a pioneer entering the woods without a part-
ner to share his toils and joys, who did not retreat in
disgust, or sink to the degraded level of the savage.
Western New York, particularly that portion

known as the Holland Land Purchase, was settled
very rapidly, and its history contains much of the
romance of pioneer life. We are glad that its history

has been written. Mr. O. Tdrner has published a
history of the Holland Purchase, which might be
read by all with profit, and should be preserved by
the old settlers and their children, as a memorial of
their trials and triumph. It is from this work we
take the fine engravings, showing the usual manner
of commencing life in the woods.
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S. W.'s NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

Like in thk City ok Nkw York.—Get up as soon

as you can see in the morning;, and go into a corner

o-roccry ; there you will have the first reacling of a

mornin"-' paper. The floor is already swept and

sanded with clean sea-beach sand. Directly in comes

a female for a ready soak'ed mackerel, or a slice of

ham, or a cotalctle and a loaf for breakfast. When
you hear her rich brogue, you will marvel tliat she

demurs not to the extreme high price, which is here

clmrged for each edible, the loaf exxepted ;
but your

surprise ceases when you are told that she is only a

sarvaiit. " if you want to hear cheapening of prices,"

says the host, "come in the evening, when the Irish

women are buying for themselves." For the next

half hour, the shop is full of customers buying a

modicum of all sorts for a single breakfast, from a pen-

nyworth of salt or pepper, to bread, butter, and steak.

liere are poor windfall apples, sold at 18^ cts. the

half peck, which cost only $1 50 the bbl. from the

boats. Ohio grease, call it not butter, 22 cts. a lb.,

a line or leg of mutton, or a chop, at 12^ cts. a lb.,

a beePs tongue for 63 cts., and a pair of chickens for

75 cts. There are thousands of families here, in

costly brick houses, constructed with iron balconies

and all the modern ornaments, who live in this ex-

pensive, shiftle.-=? manner, wMtiiout a tub of pork, a

cheese, a crocK of butter, or a whole ham in the

house, to say noihuigof a barrel of potatoes or apples.

But that whicti str kes one from the country most

painfully, in thy ife, is the confined, impure air.

Here is no yard room fit either for a child to breathe

or play in, ano how can a child acquire a physical

education wi'.ijout pure air, room to play, and grass

to fall upon, instead of a stone flag or curb-stone.

In the more tidy parts of the town, the sidewalks are

washed every morning, in fact half ( f Biddy's busi-

ness seems to be swabbing the sidewalks, or running

of errands, while another female attends to the

mniage within. But such near neighbors are filth

and neatness, that often in the same gtreet you pass

in a few moments from clean gutters and well scrub-

bed flags, to sidewalks fetid and slippery, and gutters

of black alkaline mud, giving ofl" an effluvia an inval-

uable to vegetable life, as it is poisonous to the genus

Hunio. One of the comforts of city life is the ease

and cheapness with which you can travel for miles

together in the omnipresent omnibus : only one cent

for a ferriage, and six ceuts for a ride, if you please,

of almost as many miles. 'Tis true that those stage

horses do not trot as fast as an unsophisticated coun-

try mare, but then you have the novelty of seeing a

constant change of faces at all stopping places, and

the comfort of riding, almost vvithout exception, with

well dressed, tidy people, more than half of whom are

fresh looking females in their best attire.

The influence o^ California gold in N. Y., at this

time, is apparent in many business transactions, and

more especially in the increased prices of many arti-

cles of luxury, and the avidity with which they are

sought. I have been in Wall street, in panic times,

when almost every other face looked care-worn and

anxious— and in a jobbing house when every five

minutes after noon till three o'clock, some agitated,

sorrowing man would come in pud put the query,

<• anything over to-day ?" At this time such a needy

sentence was never uttered in my presence. Instead

of thoughtful faces in Wall street, every visage there

looked happy, contented, and uiuntt'llectual enough,

as Grrely said our farmers' faces looked at the State

Fair. So much for California gold. May we never

have cause to exclaim auri sacra fames .'.'.

Indian Corn.—Twenty years ago very little more

Indian Corn was grown by our farmers than sufliced

to fat their pork and beef, and to make a little hasty

pudding : the little surplus sold to distillers was never

threshed before Jaiuiary—no one dreamed that corn

was fit to shell until seasoned by the frosts of winter.

But, as the French say, "all things are changed

now." At this time, 20th November, more than

15,000 bu, of new corn have already been purchased

by our distillers from the farmers, and the quantity

now coming in daily from Seneca and Wayne, often

exceeds 1000 bu., all of which is paid for at. 47 cts.

per bushel.

The day has at length arrived, when our farmers

begin to appreciate the value of a crop of Indian corn,

not less for its intrinsic value, than from its cenainty

to mature, even in adverse seasons. They have also

learned, by dear experience, that time and labor, and

the use of land, in a half-manured, half-tended field

of corn, brings no remuneration ;
while the best of

culture, and a judicious manuring, is bountifully paid

for by the redundant crop.

Waste Fields or Undrained Land.—An Oneida

county farmer, who has just passed through the

south towns of Seneca county, says that ditching and

more farm stock, are the two" great wants, or rather

lacks, of the farmers on the great plateau of Varick

and Romulus. It was painful to him to see fence

rotting around large and arable fields, grown up with

aquatFc weeds, incapable of producing even grass, in

their present unditched state. He seemed to think

that throughout one county, there was a paucity of

farm stock, without which the grain-bearing pabulum

in the soil would soon fail from the lack of nitroge-

nous matter. In counting the cost of stock raising,

few farmers give credit for the manure made, and

capable of being made by the growing animal. I

once heard a farmer in Rhode Island say, that every

hog at a year old, had made seven dollars worth of

marmre in his pen. Waterloo, A'ov., 1850.

TAKE CARE OF THE CATTLE.

Messrs. Editors :— Few realize the importance of

providincr shelter for live stock during the colds and

storms of winter. T hazard the opinion that the

savin<r in food, and the benefit to cattle, will pay the

cost of constructing suitable shelter in two years.

And then the satisfaction of knowing that the cattle

are comfortable, makes the farmer himself comforta-

ble. I never see live stock in a yard, during the

hard storms of winter, without feeling pain, and set-

tintr down the owner as a shiftless or heartless man.

Perhaps in this I am not always correct ;
but I can t

help feelinfr so. If we endeavor to cheat our land,

we cheat ourselves : and if we are cruel to our cattle,

neo-lectinT to provide them suitable food and shelter,

we°arc unjust to ourselves : and our punishment is

sure and certain, and in proportion to our crime.

This is the order of Providence, and it is just. 1

know of no better way to waste food than to let stock

winter out, in which case thev will eat a third more

food than if well housed, and then be much poo-.-r in

the sprintr. Perhaps a hint on the subject at this

season of'' the year, may not be thrown vvvay. In

these remarks I liave stated the or.i..-.ori. derM.-ed fj-om

5

my own experience. J.
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II

Inrtiniltimil Df|nirtnifnf,

EDITED BY P. BARRY,

One of the most prevalent errors in the management
of small plantations of trees in door-yards, or in the

vicinity of dwellings, is the pruning or cutting ofl'the

side branches to such a height as to destroy, in a

great measure, the natural character and symmetry
of every individual tree composing the plantation.

In our own city, we cannot pass ten rods along any
of the old streets occupied with private dwellings,

without meeting with an example of this kind.

Beautiful little frontgardens that might accommodate
four or five fine, perfectly grown trees or shrubs, are

encumbered with a dozen skeltons so deformed by
continual mutilations that without the leaves, it is

difficult to determine what they are. In all our older

villages, numerous examples of the same kind are to

be met with, and it seems to be rapidly spreading.

We desire, therefore, to call attention to it, as a point

in the management of small gardens and door yards,

that stand greatly in need of reform.

The evil originates, in most cases, in the planting.

When a man builds a house on a new lot of ground,

entirely destitute of trees, if he.plant at all, he does

so with a view, above all things, to immediate effect :

and this is all very well, if the after management
were conducted properly, but this is very seldom the

case. Without looking ten years ahead, he goes on
and plants twice or three times the number of trees

that his ground can properly accommodate, even at

ten years' growth, and he makes no provision for re-

moving a portion to make room for the others. In a

few years the branches begin to meet, the view from

the windows of the house is probably too much ob-

structed, and something- must be done. It would be

too bad to remove any after having planted and culti-

vated them until they have just attained a respecta-

ble size. To wait seven years, or, perhaps, ten years,

for a tree to grow, and then mercilessly cut it down
or dig it up, is a thing that cannot be done under any
circumstances; but it can be "pruned up," and so

all the lower branches that are coming in contact

with one another are hewn down. This is the mode
of "thiiniing" to which nearly all our door-yard plan-

tations are subjected. Evergreens, even, are not

exempted. It is not at all rare to see balsam firs,

spruce, 8ic., fee, "trimmed up" six or eight fefet

from the ground, making them, to our eyes, perfectly

hideous, compared with their natural pyramidal form,

cloLhed with branches from the bottom.

Now we do not deny but that it is perfectly right

in planting new grounds to do something for imme-

diate effect. This is an important point in forming
all new plantations, large or small. We should no
more think of planting a small piece of ground, that
we wished to devote to ornamental trees, with the
precise number that would cover the space after they
had attained full size, than we should of thinning by
cutting off the branches. The one course would be
little better than the other. Suppose the case of a
small front garden, thirty by fifty feet : now, two trees
of any kind that grow as large as a iicrse chestnut,
will fill such a space, in twenty years, to the exclu-
sion of everything else ; but for the first seven or
eight years, two such trees would occupy but a 'small

portion of the ground, and would afford abundant
space for the introduction of several other ornamental
plants or shrubs without any detriment to them what-
ever, and which would add greatly to the beauty of
the plot. We would, therefore, plant the permanent
trees in the places where they ought to be, taking
pains to ascertain the size such trees usually attained,

how far their heads usually spread, &lc.; and then, in

the remainder of the ground, we should plant some
flowering shrubs, pillar roses, and such things as we
could from time to time remove, as the growth of
those we wished to retain required it. And in plant-
ing these temporary articles, we should always place
them in such a manner thaf a part can be removed
before the whole. Two may be planted and remain
for three or four years, where only one afterwards
would be required. In some cases, where shelter is

an important point aimed at in planting front gar-
dens, twice, or even three times, the number of trees

can be planted, and at the end of five or six years be
thinned out. All door-yard trees should be consid-

ered as intended for ornament, and hence it is abso-

lutely necessary that they be not constrained or mu-
tilated in their growth. Their branches should have
ample room to spread in the natural way. All pines,

firs, larches, &:c., should be branched from the ground.
In this form alone do they show their natural gran-
deur. Other trees may be pruned to diflferent heights,

from four feet to eight, in small places. Unless
where some particular object may render it necfes^ary,

no trees shoidd be j)runed above seven or ei<i/.c feet,

and then the heads should have full scope.

We see another error frequently committed l.i very

small places, and that is, planting a tree with a wide
spreading head where there is no room for it, say be-

tween the front of the house and the street, in ten or

twelve feet of space. Trees with spreading heads,

such as the horse chestnut, ailanthus, maple, or elm,

are quite inappropriate for such small places, and will

be continually in the way, getting their branches cut

off for venturing to go where tliey are not wanted.
The proper subjects for such places are those with
compact heads, like the European mountain ash ; or

pyramidal, like the firs. A tree should never be
planted for ornament where it cannot fully develop

its natural character. In very small places in front

of street houses, a climbing rose, trained on a tasteful

trellis, is a much more ornamental screen than a tree,

and a flowering shrub of some sort that will bear

cutting, if necessary, may be planted to fill up. No
matter when, or what we plant, we ouglit to consider

well the appropriateness of the subject for the place

where it is to be planted. The man who has half

an acre to plant or embellish, can plant a very differ-

ent class of trees from the one who has only a rod or

two. As a general thing, people are too apt to plant

what their neiglibor has planted, whether their cir-

]
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cumstances be alike or not. To plant tastefully and

properly, we must exercise, in all respects, a careful

discriaiination. We cannot here treat the subject so

mimitely as we could wish, but we tjust it will not

be altogether in vain that we have pointed out some

prevalent errors on tlie subject, and made a few sug-

gestions as to which we consider the proper mode of

proceeding.

We have thought it might be well to add a few

measurements indicating the rate of growth of a few

of the trees most commonly ])lantcd. These meas-

urements are of specimens in our own grounds,

planted iu 1840 and '41, of the ordinary size of such

trees when taken from the nursery.

Horse Chentnuts—Vihcon feet high, trunk twenty

inches in circumference near the ground, and head

ten feet wide.

.Mountain Ash—Twenty feet high, trunk two feet

in circumference, and head twelve feet wide.

European Linden—Twenty-five feet high, trunk

two feet in circumference near the ground, and head

eighteen feet wide.

Ailanthus—Twenty-five to thirty feet high, trunk

two and a half feet in circumference, and head fifteen

feet wide.

Laburnum—Eighteen feet high, trunk fifteen in-

ches in circumference, and head five feet wide.

Lrtrc/i—Twenty-five to thirty feet high, trunk, at

the ground, two feet in circumference, lower branches

twenty feet wide.

Paidonia—Four years growth in all— Eighteen

feet high, trunk seven feet high andeighteen inches

in circumference, and head twelve feet wide.

JVorway Spruce— Twenty to twenty-five feet

high, trunk twenty to twenty-four inches in circum-

ference near the ground, and width of lower branches

sixteen to twenty feet.

Balsain Fir—Twenty to twenty-five feet high,

trunk sixteen to eighteen inches in circumference

at the ground, and width of lower branches ten to

fifteen feet.

European Silver Fir—Planted ten years ago, then

five feet high ; now twenty feet high, trunk, near

the ground, two feet in circumference, and width of

lower branches ten feet.

The Weeping Willow and Snowy Ahcle would
nearly, if not quite, double in growth any we have
noticed.

DAHLIAS

The past season, on the whole, was highly favora-

ble for the dahlias. The early part was rather moist,

iuducing a rank growth and but few good flowers
;

but October was dry and clear, without frost, and
brought them out in great perfection. We have
never seen so many varieties, and so good, exhibited

here before, as at our last autumnal show ; and the

attention given to a critical examination of their in-

dividual characters and qualities, by many of our cit-

izens, showed the existence and growth of a discrimi-

nating taste. Until very lately, with us, a dahlia

was but a dahlia. Most of those wiio planted them
in their garden, were well enough pleased to have a
flower approaching double, if it had a color to their

taste ; but now we find that the qualities that make
up a perfect flower begin to be looked into, and novel-
ties, in the way of rare and striking combinations of
colors, are, in a measure, appreciated. Every year
this taste must improve, provided our professional

growers take care to bring out only first rate flowers,

and discard everything that is poor or iudiiferent.

We look upon a poor dahlia as one of the meanest

floral productions that can be presented ; whilst a

really good one, is one of the proudest triumphs of

modern floricultural skill.

In looking over the English papers, we gather from

the accounts of the dahlia shows of 1850, that the fol-

lowing varieties have been the most successful in

obtaining prizes :

Duke of Wellington,
Thames Bank Hero,
Fearless,

Masnilicent,
Richard Cobden,
Mrs. Scldon,
Beauty of Hastings,
Purple Standard.
Yellow Standard,
Queen of the Isles,

Essex Triumph,
Rlr. Seldon,
Toison d'Or,

Snowflake,
Scarlet Gem,
Queen of Primroses,

Keepsake,
Flying Dutchman,
Princess Radziwill,

Shylock,
Prince.Black

Reports all speak well for the advance of the fan-

cy varieties to perfection. It is expected they will

soon be as unique in this respect, as ordinary varie-

ties. Among the new sorts of these, Elizabeth,

Comte de Flanders, Miss Blackmore, Emperor de

Maroc, Striata Perfecta, Jenny Lind, Flying
Dutchman, and Unique, seem to have taken the lead.

In our own collection, we have noted a few that,

considering all their properties, can hardly be sur-

passed. In estimating the value of a dahlia, we take

into strict account its free or shy blooming. If a

dahlia be ever so good, as to form and color of flower,

and yet a shy bloomer, we discard it ; for in our cli-

mate, we must have free bloomers, or the chances are

ten to one, in most seasons, that we shall not get a
flower at all.

Audibert—Golden yellow, very large.

Baron de Morelle—Pale blush, marked with lilac,

very large and perfect. Did not see a poor flower

during the season of about three months. We noted

it as the best we have seen of its color.

Bunte von Estenthall—Deep crimson, richly shaded
with bronze and purple.

Belle de St. Lawrence—Blush broadly tipped with
deep purple.

Delight—White, tipped with deep purple.

Faure de St. Hilaire—Small, very globular, a

delicate fawn color. Very regular and pretty, but

too apt to have an open center.

Furst Wolkonsky—Very large, a rich, dark, velvety

crimson.

Grafen Hohenthall—White, lightly tipped with

lilac.

Jo Triumphant-^Clear, beautiful lilac.

Liebliche von Elstenthall—Very striking and beau-

tiful—primrose yellow tipped with white, like Flo-

rence Dombcy.
Lass of Clarendon—Creamy white.

Lidispcnsable White—Pure white, very large.

Isis—Lemon yellow, tipped with bronze.

JVorman Hero—Scarlet, with a crimson shade

—

very large.
*

Pfarrar Kraus—Dark claret.

Prince of Cobourg—Purplish crimson.

Reine d' Or—Golden yellow, lightly edged with red.

Princess Alice—White.
Princess Radziwill—White ground, deeply edged

and laced with purple.

Sir E. Antrobus—Fiery crimson.

Toison d'Or—Bufl^, beautiful.
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Trioia-ph de Mcaux—Buff, shaded with salmon.

Triomph Magdehury—Scarlet, tipped with white

—very showy.
William SedelazcJc—Small and globular, purplish

lilac—a wonderfully profuse bloomer.

Wunder von T'attcndorf—A magnificent show
flower, scarlet, shaded with bronze.

Here we have twenty-five varieties that, taken as

free bloomers and good flowers, may be safely recom-

mended. We might go on and add twenty-five more,

perhaps, as good. Indeed, if some other persons

were called on to select twenty-five from the same
collection, they would probably select different ones, in

many cases. Some are comparatively old, being sev-

eral years in cultivation, like Indispensable White,

Princess Mice, and Sir E. Antrohus, but we see none,

in their way, superior. None are quite new, though
several, as Toison d'Or, Princess Radziwill, and
some others, are among the first prize dahlias of 1850

in England, as will be seen by the list we have given.

THE PLUM AS A PYRAMIDAL TREE.

We find the following article, on this subject, in the

"Gardener's Chronicle," (London,) no doubt from the

pen of Mr. Rivers. We look upon root pruning as

destined to be a great aid in adapting trees to small

gardens. During the past summer, in August, at a

dry time, when growth was nearly suspended, we
root-pruned some pyramidal cherry trees that bid fair

to exceed the bounds allotted to them. We cut them
so short that their leaves flagged, as a pot plant suf-

fering from drought ; but we gave them a good water-
ing, which set all right. There was no more wood
made during the season, but fruit-buds were devel-

oped profusely. W^e have served many of our speci-

men plum trees the same way, and thus hope not
only to hasten their bearing, but greatly diminish the
extent of surface which our specimens would other-

wise cover. It can be done at any time during the

.
winter. The article quoted below, explains the ope-
ration as clearly as words can do it.

" The Plum as a Pyramidal Tree.—For some
few years I have amused myself by forming my plum
trees into pyramids, feeling convinced that no other
mode of cultivating our hardy fruits is so eligible for

small gardens. I was induced to take extra pains,

on account of observing that our neighbours the
French, so famous in their cultivation of pyramids,
failed to a certain extent with the plum : as their

trees, I observed, on being pruned to that shape made
too vigorous shoots, and were inclined to gum. They
do not know the value of root-pruning, and will not
listen to it ; I do, and therefore felt some hope of
success. At first I commenced to root-prune once in

two or three years, but I soon found that was not
enough, for the plum makes roots so rapidly that it is

difficult to check it : J have now, therefore, for the
last three years root-pruned annually, early in autumn.
My success is perfect ; this I have generally done in

September, soon alter gathering the fruit, but this

year not having any fruit, and awakened by your
article on ' Summer Root-Pruning,' given in Gard-
eners^ Chronicle in July, I operated on them in Au-
gust ; the trees almost immediately went to rest, and
are now pictures of forthcoming iVuitfulness. The
operation is so simple, that any one may exercise it

without any fear of failure. Let me attempt to de-
scribe it ; and yet how irksome it is to iiave to employ
so many words about what one can tell and do in a few

minutes. Open a circular trench, 18 inches deep
(for the plum does not root deeply) round by one tree

18 inches from its stem ; for the first two or three
years thiS distance will be enough ; increase the
diameter of the circle as years roll on, but very
slowly, not more than from 1 to 2 inches in a year,

and cut off" every root and fibre with a sharp knife.

This operation may be likened to the manner in

which old folks talk of the way in which they used
to cut the hair of poor workhouse boys, viz., place a
basin on the boy's head and trim oft' the hair round
its rim—in short, the 'workhouse cut;' then when
your roots are so trimed, introduce a spade under one
side of the tree and heave it over, so as not to leave

a singlG tap root. Fill in the moul^ ; if the weather
is dry give the tree a soaking of water, and it is fin-

ished. If your soil is poor, give a top-dressing of

manure, to be washed in by winter rains. The fol-

lowing summer, pinch oS the ends, in June, of any
shoots that seem inclined to push more than 4 inches,

and thin those out with the knife that are too crowded
;

the result will be a handsome and highly prolific pyr-

amidal tree. Plums are not yet half appreciated ; for,

owing to the introduction of many new and good vari-

eties they are in season from July till November, for

the dessert and for the kitchen."

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

An exhibition of Fruits will be held in Rochester,
on Saturday, the 11th of January. Specimens can
be brought, or sent, to Mr. Fogg's Seed store, on
Front street. The opportunity will be excellent

for a comparison of all pur best winter varieties
;

and as most people, at that season of the year, enjoy

comparative leisure, and as the roads will most likely

be good, there will be every inducement for all who
are interested in fruit culture, to attend. We expect

to see visitors and contributors from Buffalo and other

n^ghboring towns, and to have a highly interesting

time.

The annual meeting of the State Society, will be

held at Albany immediately after, and specimens from
our exhibition will be forwarded. James H. Watts,
Esq., has kindly volunteered his services to attend to

the packing and forwarding of fruits designed to be

shown at the exhibition of the State Society.

AOKNOWLEDaEMBNTS.

We are indebted to R. G. Pardee, Esq., of Palmyca, for a
package of seeds marked '' Polk Squash," one foot long, four

inches in diameter, dark green when ripe—very superior.

A package of " Hair's New Mammoth Dwarf Marrow Pea ;"

and one of " Celery Lettuce."

—To E. A. McKay, Esq., of Naples, N. Y., for beautiful

specimens of the Baily (Sioeei apple, measuring twelve inches
in circumference, and of the richest crimson color. The
quality, too, is quite equal to the size and beauty. Mr.
McKay also sends us a box of Isabella grapes from his vine-

yard ; bunches large, fruit well ripened and fine. We visi-

ted tliis vineyard last summer and found it in the best possible

condition.

—To W.D. Brinkle, M. D., Philadelphia, for a copy ofthe
Annual Report of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

—To Hon. M. P. Wilder, of Boston, chairman of the
Jlassachusetts Committee on the Great Industrial Exhibition,

for a document containing the regulations for forwarding

j
articles from that State.

—To Jesse Storrs, Esq., of Marathon, N. Y., for a box
of the Mnnson ^iveet apple, to be presented at the exhibition

I
on the 11th inst.

—To W. G. Verplanck, of Geneva, and A. Mackie, of

Clyde, for specimens of the Sheldon pear. We shall have
something to say of this variety by and by.

if

f
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I
THELLISES FOR CLIMBING OR TWININO SHRUBS

AND PLANTS.

We are frequently astonished at the degree of beauty
produced by the sim .est con-

trivances, under tne direction of

a little taste. We have seen

litUe log cabins transformed

into masses of foliage and flow-

ers, with scarlet runners and
morning glorys (convolvulus)

trained up on simple strings,

costing not more, perhaps, than
an hour's labor. Without these

flowers, such a dwelling would
indicate a tasteless and comfort-
less occupant ; but with them,
it appears cheerful and pleasant

and tasteful. Tiiere is much
that is graceful and beautiful

about climbing plants, and they
grow with such rapidity, and are

eo easily trained into the most
fanciful forms, that they are

among the most useful material

for the embellishment of cotta-

ges and small gardens. Only
imagine an unpretending cot-

tage or farm-house half buried

in festoons and garlands of

honeysuckles, clematises, and
roses, and in the front garden
two or three, or even one pillar

of roses, or fanciful trellis of
^ seme fine climber ; and then

Fig. 1. imagine the same cottage naked
as it came from llie nands of the builder, and you
have a contrast that illus-

trates, in some degree,

what any man can do
with a few simple climb-
ers, for the embeliishment
of his dwelling. We fre-

quently Fee ir gardens
some very cl-./.sy, awk-
ward affairs, made by
some ekillfu carpenter,

no doubt, as supports for

climbers. There are

many of them around this

very city of ours, of shapes
we could not describe, and
a.s ugly, we are very sure,

as can be found elsewhere;
any one of them, inclu-

ding the white paint that
has been lavished on it,

would certainly cost as
much as half a dozen
vastly more tasteful and
beautiful. We have —
seen very neat supports,

like figure 1, for cobeas,

maurandias. Sic, made
by taking young cedars
or pines two or three
inches in diameter and six

to eight feet high, strip-

ping oir the foliage, and F'o- 2.

leaving a foot of the lower branches and less of the
upper ones, so that a string or wire carried from top

to bottom all around, made a pyramid. About two feet

of the bottom was cleared of

branches entirely, and sunk
in the ground. Three or

four of these placed near
each other, with the strings

or wires carried from the top

of one to the other, make
pretty festoons with rapid

grovi^ing, luxuriant plants.

Figure 2 is a very tasteful

conical, three side support,

made of light strips of tim-

ber— if preferred rustic, of

saplings with the bark on.

It may be six or eight feet

high, and should be placed at

least two feet in the

ground. The plants

or seeds intended to

cover it, may be set

in the center of the

space between the

feet. It will an-
swer equally well

for climbing roses,

honeysuckles, cobe-

as, maurandias, ipo-

mceas, or annuals
such as convolvulus
or scarlet runners.

Figure 3 is an
exceedingly simple
pyramidal support,

and looks very well.

It is simply eight or

4

1
Fig. 3. %

ten slender poles or rods eight to ten feet, or v^U

any lequired height. They are spread at the —I
'
^

bottom and tied together at the top. A very

slight catch in the ground will sustain them.
Figure 4 is a very simple and pretty spiral

support for slender stemmed climbing plants.

It is made of a round piece of wood three or

four inches in diameter, and of the height re-

quired— say four or five feet. A piece of

strong wire is then fastened on one end and
wound round in spiral form to the other. At
each turn the wire will present the appearance
of a ring on each side of the stick. When
carried to the other end, it is there fastened

and the wire is left between the two ends

loose and elastic. If the support be only

three or four feet high, it will be sufficient to

insert it in the earth eighteen inches to two
feet ; but if higher, it should be planted in

the socket of an iron fork that would be sunk
in the ground at least eighteen inches.

Any ingenious person of a little taste and
a will, might contrive many such articles,

quite as simple and as ornamental as those

we have figured. We have given these by
way of drawing attention to the subject ; and
we have given them at this time particularly, f'*'- 4-

because there are few persons who do not find occa-

sionally, during winter, a leisure honr that might
well be devoted to the preparation of some such arti-

cles, that might be both useful and ornamental to the

garden next summer. Many feel the want of such
structures in the summer season, and would gladly

drepare them, but their time is then occupied.

i
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STRAWBERRIES.

THE AMERICAN SUMMER PEARMAIW

To our taste, this has no superior among the app es

of its season. It is extensively cultivared In New
Jersey, and some Jerseymen in Western New York
have it under the name of "Strawberry." The tree

is a slow grower, with dark, slender, erect shoots.

It comes early into bearing, and bears abundantly.
Fruit medium size, sometimes large, oblong. Color
greenish yellow, nearly covered with broken stripes

and spots of red. Stalk three-quurters of an inch
long. Calyx in a smooth, even, pretty deep cavity.

Flesh yellowish, juicy, very tender and rich ; mild
acid ; usually cracks in falling from the tree. In
eating five or six vi^eeks. Few summer apples re-

main in use through so long a period, and so fine

throughout, as this ; and we find it equally as desira-
ble for the kitchen as for the table. This and the
Pomme Royal, or Dyer, ripening at the same time,
or immediately after, are, in our estmiation, the two
best late summer and early fall apples we have.

THE OHAUMOWTEL PEAR.

Wk find by experience that this famous fruit cannot
be produced in any degree of perfection, except on
warm, dry, and rich soils. This season we had sev-

eral bearing trees, as it happened, all oh low ground,
rather heavy, and quite damp, and the season, too,

was moist. We did not get any fruit worth gather-

ing, although some four or five trees were loaded.

Those who have this variety in their collection will

therefore do well to see that it is supplied with a soil

possessing these essential qualities. If they do not,

we can only assure them of a miserable harvest.

For an early winter variety it has probably no supe-
rior. The tree is vigorous and fruitful ; bears quite

young, and the fruit ripens with as little care as Fall
Pippins. It is certainly worthy of a little special

pains in its culture.

Thosk who have Lima beans not sufficiently ripened
for seed, will find them excellent for the table.

Mr. Editor :—In the spring of 1849, I pro-

cured plants enough to set four rows, of twenty-
six feet in length, the rows a little over a foot

apart, and the plants nearly a foot apart in the

rows. They were of two difierent kinds— one

a large red berry, supposed to be Hovey's Seed-

ling, originally from Col. Young's nursery; the

other a small white berry,* cultivated by the

late Mr. Strachan, of Half Moon, and we need

no better authority that the article is good.

—

They were planted on the back part of a large

garden which had been planted alternately to

corn and potatoes during the ten years I have

owned it. The manure that has been used,

was common barn-yard manure : the soil a clay

loam. No manure was used at the time of

planting the bed, nor since. They were de-

signed to be kept in rows, but the runners soon

getting the mastery, I let them take their own
course, merely pulling out the weeds by hand.

This spring the edges of the bed were trimmed

to six feet in width, by twenty-eight feet long,

fi-om which was picked twenty-four quarts that

•were taken to the house and measured, to say

nothing of those that were eaten from the vines

by birds and bipeds. Beat this who can.

—

Isaac Clement.—Half Moon, 1860.

Probably the White Ji'pine—^i\

SMALL EXPERIMENTS.

I TAKE particular pleasure in making experiments in

my garden, and you are at liberty to use the follo'wing'

results if it will interest your readers :

1st. My experiments with ten selected kinds of

peas, resulted in favor of the Early Emperor as the

best very early pea ; and in Hair's J\'ew Mamrr Ih

Dwarf Marroiu Pea as the largest, most product!- e

and richest pea of all. I obtained the seed from

Thouburn, New York.

2d. My experiments with eight kinds of early

potatoes, resulted, all things considered, in favor of

the Mercers. Some kinds were a few days earlier,

but not so good quality or so great bearers.

3d. My earliest corn is a white corn, a hybrid

from the Early Canada and Early Sweet Corn. It

originated in this county. My earliest sweet corn is

the Early Burlington. But I think decidedly the

best sweet corn I have ever raised or seen, has a dark

purple, smooth berry, (I do not know the name,)

brought from New England.

4th. Our "Celery Lettuce" is by far the best I

have ever seen. The choicest imported kinds will

not compare with it.

5th. Out of the twelve kinds of strawberries, the

greatest uniform bearer, and highest flavor of the

pistillate plants, is Burr's New Pine ; of the stami-

nate, a strawberry recently imported from Lord Spen-

cer's garden, in England, which is thought to be the

London Imperial Scarlet. This will suffice for the

present ; but more anon. R. G. F.—Palmyra, 1850.

Celery is a luxury that too few enjoy. Placed in

a box of earth in the cellar, it will keep well till spring,

and rather improve by the keeping. Caulijiower, too,

that have not headed in the garden, if the roots are

placed in mould in one corner of the cellar, will head,

and furnish a real luxury during the winter months.
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I
Cables' Pfpartnicnt.

HOME-MADE TURNITURE.

However much satisfaction some may derive from

costly furniture, the production o* tiie cabinet shop,

yet, there is far more real pleasurt; in having articles

around us, the work of our own hands, the results of

our own skill, or the production of those we love.

How we value some article, trifling in itself, perhaps,

yet more prized than its weight of gold, because the

work of some dear departed one. Let us furnish our

homes with the fruits of our own industry, as much
as possible, and thus leave behind us, on every side,

evidence of our skill. Any one who has money can
buy splendid furniture, (and it dont take much wit to

get money,) but it is not every one who has the pa-

tience and ingenuity to make a pretty chair from an
old barrel, or a neat footstool out of a few pieces of

board or a useless box. Yet this may be done—we
have seen it done—and we have had some little hand
in the work. Those who have not tried, will be

surprised to find what pretty articles of furniture they

can make, almost without cost. The following re-

marks, with the engravings, are from Doivning's
Country Houses:

"The simplest and cheapest kind of furniture by
which an air of taste may be given to a cottage, consists

of a plain box or bench, made of boards, by the hands
of the master of the dwelling, stuffed with hay, corn-

husks, moss, or hair, held in place by a covering of

coarse canvass, and covered with chintz by the mis-
tress of the cottage. Seats of all kinds are made at

a very trifling cost in this way, so that, with a little

ingenuity, a room may, by the aid of a few boards
nailed together, a little stuffing and canvass, and a

few yards of shilling chintz, be made to produce
nearly the same effect as one where the furniture is

worth ten times as much. The next step is to add
square pillow* or cushions to all the benches, seats,

or couches, in order that any person sitting upon
them may have a support for his back without touch-

ing the wall.

Fio. 1. Fto, 2.

"Another of the cheapest and simplest seats for a
cottage, is the barrel-ehair. Fig. 1 is a large one,
stuffed in the seat and back. Fig. 2 is a low one,
for the chimney corner. These chairs are easily

made by sawing oflT a portion of the barrel—nailing
on a few boards to form the seat, and leaving part of
the staves a little higher than the others, to form the
back or arms. To make the high-backed chair, the
staves must be pircfd out a little, as in Fig. 3, the
outside or rim of the back being confined in its place

by a piece of hoop, neatly applied. The seat and
back are stuffed with any cheap material, covered
with strong coarse canvass, and covered with chintz.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 is a cottage couch, of a somewhat superior

style, but made in the same manner, and' easily pro-

duced, when there is a little mechanical ingenuity in

the family."

THE DEATH OF THE FLOWERS.

The following beautiful poem, by Brta>'T, many
have read, yet it is so beautiful that it should be pre-

served. We give it in the Farmer, that all our

readers may have it in a shape to preserve.

The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year,

Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and meadows brown
and sere.

Heaped in the hollows of the grove, the withered leaves lie

dead ;

They rustle to the eddying gust and to the rabbit's tread.

The robin and the wren are flown, and from the shrub the

And from the wood-top calls the crow through all the gloomy
day.

Where are the flowers, the fair young flowers, that lately

sprung and stood
In brighter light and softer n^s, a beauteous sisterhood ?

Alas! they all are in their graves ; the gentle race of flowers

Are lying in their low-ly beds with the fair and good of ours.

The rain is falling where they lie ; but the cold November
rain

Calls not from out the gloomy earth the loTely ones again.

The wind-flower and tlie violet, they perished long ago,

And the wild-rose and the orchis died amid the summer
glow

;

But on the hill the golden-rod, and the aster in the wood.
And the yellow sun-flower by the brook in nutumn beauty

stood.

Till fell the frost from the clear cold heaven, as falls the
plague on men,

And the brightness of their smile was gone from upland
glade, and glen.

And now, when comes the calm, mild day, as still such days
will come,

Tocall the squirrel and the bee from out their winter homo.
When the sound of dropping nuts is heard, though all the

trees are still,

And twinkle in the smoky light the waters of the rill,

The south wind searches for the flowers whose fragrance late

he bore,

And sighs to find them in the wood and by the stream no
more,

And then I think of one who in her youthful beauty died.

The fair meek blossom that grew up and faded by my side :

In the cold moist earth we laid her when the forest cast the

leaf.

And we wept that one so lovely should have a life .so brief

;

Yet not unmeet it was that one like that young friend of
ours.

So gentle, nnd to beautiful, should perish with the flowers.

(I
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l)owtl)0' Pcpartmcnt.

WONDERS OF VEGETATION.

How important it is to improve every moment of

time, the young seldom realize. They look forward

to many years of life, and heed not the moments they

lose. Few, however, can look back upon the past

year without feeling regret for misspent time. It is

too late now—a lost moment can never be recovered.

But what a glorious time the beginning of a new
year presents to make new determinations—to resolve

that every minute in the future shall be well employed.

See to it, young friends, and in the Youth's Depart-
ment of the Farmer we will endeavor to furnish

material for the profitable employment of a few mo-
ments each month. Perhaps we could not better

employ the space for a few numbers, than in present-

ing some ofJ.he ivonders of the vegetable world.

The vegetation which everywhere adorns the sur-

face of the globe, from the moss that covers the

weather-worn stone, to the cedar that crowns the

mountain, is replete with matter for reflection and
admiration. Not a tree that lifts its branches aloft,

nor a flovv'er or leaf that expands beneath the sunlight,

but has something of habit or of structure—some-
thing of form, of fragrance, or of color—to arrest the

attention. It is true that early and constant famili-

arity has a tendency to render us unobservant of that

which surrounds us ; but that individual must be idle,

and ignorant as idle, whose curiosity cannot be

awakened by a description of the wonderful mechan-
ism and adaptations of vegetable life.

" Not a plant, a leaf, a flower, but nontains

A folio volume. We may read, and read,

And read again, and still find something new

—

Something to please, something to instruct,

Even in the noisome weed."

REPRODUCTION AND DISPERSION OF PLANTS.

Plants are reproduced by seeds ; by tubers, as the

potatoe ; by runners, as the strawberry ; by slips, and

some even by single leaves ; and to produce others of

its kind, seems to be the main object of every plant

or tree. First we have the leaf, then the blossom
and the' seed, ready to produce another of its kind.

Increase by seed is the most familiar mode of repro-

duction, being common to all flowering plants, and
these seeds are furnished with sufficient nutriment for

the young plant, till its roots have struck into the

soil and its leaves expanded into the atmosphere.

They are also protected from accident, and though
each differently, yet all mysteriously and wonderfully.

The chestnut has a compact leathery envelope

;

the seed of the apple a fleshy covering, enclosing

horny cells, in which is the seed ; the pea and the

bean a pod of parchment. In all of them, the protec-

tion against cold, drouth, moisture, and other de-

structive agencies, is so complete that seeds which
have been buried for centuries, have, on being brought
t9 the surface, sprung up into healthy plants ; even
a crop of wheat has been reared from seeds taken
from the hand of an Egyptian mummy more than
three thousand years old !

Equally perfect with this protection is the means
for their dispersion over the surface of the globe.

What could be better adapted for floating from island

to island than the cocoa-nut, with its light fibrous

coir and woody shell ] What more easily caught up
by the slightest breath of air, than the seeds of the
thistle or dandelion, with their little parachutes of

down ? Or what more aptly fitted for attachment to

the coats of wandering animals than the hooked
heads of the teasel and burdock ? The farmer well
knows how readily a small patch of weeds will scatter

their sceda over the whole field.

A8AVE AMERICANA.

The Agave Americana is one of the most singular

and wonderful of plants. It is known as the "Great
American Aloe," because resembling the Aloe in its

leaves, but it belongs to the pine-apple tribe, and has

little in common with the aloes. It is, perhaps, most
generally known as the Century Plant, as it was
supposed to flower only once in a hundred years, but

the plant, in favorable circumstances, flowers much
earlier than this. When in bloom they present a

most interesting spectacle, the stem rising from 30 to

40 feet high, and bearing hundreds of greenish-white

flowers on an elegant bi'anched spike. The panicle,

or bunch of fresh flowers, is often 15 feet in height,

and is, in this respect, without a parallel. The engra-

ving, although the best we could obtain, does not

show fairly the beauty of the plant in flower. We saw
one in bloom in Europe, and it was the most magnifi-

cent spectacle in the vegetable line we ever beheld.

For the Boys.—Seven classes of company to be
avoided : 1st, Those who ridicule their parents or

disobey their commands. 2d, Those who profane

the Sabbath or scoflf at religion. 3d, Those who use

profane or filthy language. 4th, Those who are un-
fait-liful, play truant, and waste their time in idleness.

5th, Those that are of a quarrelsome temper, and are

apt to get into difficulty with others. 6th, Tliose

who are addicted to lying and stealing. 7th, Those
who are of a cruel disposition ; who take pleasure in

torturing and maiming animals and insects.

In our travels the coming spring, we shall undoubt-

edly see many things worthy of notice in our YoutWs
Department. We shall probably give some engra-

vings of scenes we may witness in our sojournings.

t
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(Jrliitor's i^ahk.

The AV'orld's Inoustrial ExHrsiTiON.—So much interest is felt

in the Great World's Fair, to take place in London next spring,

that we long since determined to give the readers of the Farmer

as full and correct an sccouut as possible. To do this, we shall

mingle with the immense crowds of all nations that will there

assemble, and i-eview the great contest for ourselves. We rejoice

that the '-good time" so long " coming" has at length arrived,

when the strife between the nations is not for the supremacy of

brute force, but the supremacy of intelligence and skill. Chincpe,

Turks. French, Engli.«h. and Americans, will there vie with each

other for the prize to be awarded superior skill. This assembling

of the nations must greatly tend to destroy national pride, igno-

rance and prejudice, the great source of war. We hope to see

many things at the fair, as well as in our travels through the coun-

try, an account of which will be interesting and profitable to our

readers.

Perhaps nothing at the fair will attract more universal attention

than the building now erecting for the exhibition. The materials

of which it is to be made, and the mode of construction, is some-

thing novel in the art of building. We copy the following graphic

sketch from a late number of the Leeds Mercury :

Wc cannot but think that the palace of glass—an unprece-
dented fabric, to receive the unprecedented Exhibition of the
World's In.Sustry in 1851—the daring conception of Mr. Paxton,
will itself form one of the most attractive and wonder-exciting
features of the Kxibition : nay, that it will be almost as fasci-

nating to men's imaginations before they sec it, and to their eyes
when they see it. as the boundless treasures of the Exhibition itself

A.ssumiug that the strength of this singular edifice has been deem-
ed sufficient by competent architects, as we doubt not it h;is. the
Commissioners have judged well to set aside every other architect-
ural project in its favor. It will form a magnificent and dazzling
spectacle, and of course it will give the utmost advantage of light

to every article that may be exhibited within it. The reader may
be enabled to form some conception of thi.s palace of glass, when
we state that it will be 1848 feet in length, that is, more than one-
third of a mile—that it will be 408 feet broad—that it will be open
from end to end. and that the great centra aisle, running from east
to west of the length we have stated, will be 66 feet in height,
whilst there will be a transept running from north to south. 408
feet long and lOS feet high, or higher than the nave of the loftiest

cathedral in England, and enclosing a row of noble elms now
et^inding in the park, and which will remain untouched. Though
different portions will be of different heights, the whole will be
under one unbroken ceiling of glass. The area of the edifice will

be 753.984 square feet (nearly 18 acres.) and its cubic contents .33.

000.000 feet. The exhibiting surface, including galleries, will be 21
acres. The palace will be supported by 3230 iron columns of beau-
tiful design. There will be 000.000 superficial feet of glass, sufii-

ciently strong to resist storm or violence, weighing upwards of 400
tons. The cost of building and maintaining the structure will be
£19 800, and if the material.s were not to be returned to tlie con-
tractors, it would be Jt'l.'iOOOO. The .structure will be provided
with canvass blinds on the south front and roof, to gaurd agninst
excessive li.Oit and heat. Its refreshment rooms will enclose three
groves of trees. Ample ventilation will be supplied— there being
5000 superficial feet of ventilators in the transept alone, 'i'he

architectural form of the palace will be very elegant. It will con-
sist of three stories, the upper ones receding behind the lower

;

each story to be formed by fluted pillars and arches of iron, with
walls of gla.<s. and to be surmounted by an ornamental and frieze
archiirave. The design of the endless range of arches is very
tasteful. The roofs will be nearly flat, but will consist of a series
of ridges and valleys, 8 feet wide, so formed as easily to carry off the
rain. The whole structure will be so light (in both senses of the
word) and airy, that it will look like a work of enchantment. It

will not exactly be raised as quickly as .Aladdin's palace, but al-

most, as the shell is to be complete by the 1st of January. If

future Arabian Nights' Entertainments should be written, the
tale-tellers muiit flog their lazy imaginations ; for the magic of
former ages has become the plain matter of fact of the present.

At the Anniversary Meeting of the .Mechanics' Institution, of

Derby, England. Mr. Paiton gave the following singular and inter-

esting account of the origin and acceptance of his design.

Mr. PAtTOf said, he would commence by stating that, gigantic
as the buildin; was, it was concivcd and framed by him in a small
space of time. He need not. however, remind them that it wa« not
done without a great deal of forethought, aided by the experience
he had had in constructing other great buildings. When the six
Pmiuent architects and engineers were selected as a committee to
choose a lb-sign, ho (Mr. Paxton) had no intention of offering one.
for he took for granted that Fomcthing worthy of the occision and
of the nalion would be selected by tbem. When the time ap-
proached for the production of plans, there was a di.scu.ision in the
n.'wsp.ipers as to the design best adapted, and he must say that
the first skett^h he s.iw in a number of the liuiLdcr did not inspire
bim with any very cxhaltcd notions, or raise any very splendid
expectations of the r.-nult. It was not until on"' morning when
he was present with his friend .Mr. Ei i.rs. at an early.".itting in the
Uouae of Cocimou?. that the idea of sending in a design occurred

to him. A conversation took place between them with reference
to the construction of the new House of Commons, in the course
of which he (Mr. Paxto.s) observed that he was afraid tliey would
also commit a blunder in the building for the Industrial Kxhibi-
tion

; adding, that he had a notion in his head, and th.al if he (Mr.
Ellls) would accompany him to the Board of Trade he would as-

certain whethi r it was too late to send in a design. He asked the
Executive Committee whether they were so far committed to the
plans as to be precluded from receiving another

;
the reply was,

' Certainly not ; the specifications will be o\it in a fortnight, but
there is no reason why a clause should not be introduced allowing
of the reception of another de.-ign." He (.Mr. P.) said, '• Well, if

yoxi will introduce such a cl.ause. I will go home, and in nine days
hence I will bring you my plans all complete." No doubt the ex-
ecutive thought him a conceited fellow, and that what he said was
nearer akin to romance than to common sense. Well. thi.s was on
Friday, the 11th of June. From London he went to the Menai
Straits to .seethe third tube of the Britannia Bridge placed, and
on his return to Derby ho had to attend to some business at the
Board Room, during which, however, his whole miud was devoted
to his project

; and whilst the bu.^iuf SB proceeded he sketched his
design on a large sheet of blotting-paper. (Applause.) He was
sorry he had not the original with him. but the fact was Mrs. Pax-
ton had taken possession of it. and if they were at aU anxious to

see it. the only possible way of gratifying their desire was by send-
ing for her to the meeting. (Laughter and applause ) Well,
having sketched his design on blotting-paper he sat up all night
until he had worked it out to his own satisfaction ; and by the aid
of his friend Mr. Baklow. on the loth, h" was enabled to complete
the whole of the plans by the Saturday following, on which day
he left Rowsley for London. On arriving at the Derby station he
met Mr. Robk.rt Stkphe.s;son, a member of the Building Commit-
tee, who was also on his way to the Metropolis. Mr. Stkphf.nson
minutely examined the plans, and became thoroughly engros.-ed
with them, until at length he exclaimed that the design was just
the thing, and be only wished it had been submitted to the com-
mittee in time. Mr. Stkphf.nson, however, laid the plans before
the committee, and at first the idea was rather pooh-poohed ; but
they gradually grew In favor, and by publishing the de.sign in the
Illustrated News., and shewing the advantage of such an erection
over one comjiosed of 15 millions of bricks and other materials,
which would have to be removed at a great loss, the committee did
in the end reject the abortion of a child of their own. and unani-
mously recommended his bantling [.Applause ] He was bound
to say that he had been treated by the committee with grtat fair-

ness. Mr. Brcnkl, the author of the great dome he belived. was
at first so wedded to his own plan, that he would hardly look at
his. JTr. Brunel, however, was a gentleman, and a man of fair-

ness, and listened with every attention to all that could be urged
in favor of his [Mr. Paxto's] plans. As .m instance of that gen-
tleman's very creditable conduct he [Mr. P.] would mention that
a diflieuUy presented itself to the committee as to what was to be
done with the large trees, and it was gravely suggested that they
should he walled in. He (Mr. P.] remarked that he could cover
the trees without any difiiculty ; when .Mr. Brunel asked. " Do
you know their height?' He [Mr. Paxton] acknowledged that
he did not. On the following morning Mr. Briivei. called at Dev-
onshire House, and gave him the measurement of the trees, which
he had taken early that morning ; adding. '• Althnugh 1 mean to
try t# win with my own plan. I will give you all the information I

can." [Applause.] Having given this preliminary explanation
of the origin and execution of his design. Mr. P. would jiass over
the question of merit, leaving that to be discussed and decided by
other.s, when the whole shall have been completed.

The engraving of this building with which we intend to supply

each subscriber, now (Dec. 12th) nearly completed, will cost na

about fnc Intndred dollars. &n<i if we are as successful in the re-

mainder of the work, as we have been thus far. it will be at least

one of the best wood engravings ever got up in this section of

country. It was engraved by Miller & Mix. of this city.

The New York State AcBicuLnrRAL Fair for 1851.—The last

State Fair being held at Albany, and the one previous at Syracuse,

and it being understood that the next Fair would be located some-

where in Western New York, the citizens of Rochester, have been

making some exertions to secure the selection of this city as the

place for holding the fair for 1851. Our citizens have very liber-

ally subscribed Ihe necessary funds for the erection of buildings,

&.C.. and intend to present the claims of our city to the consid-

eration of the Society. We know of no good reason why the next

fair should not he held here. If so, we hope the time set will not

be earlier than the third or fourth week of September, as most of

the farmers in this section are busy sowing wheat early in Septem-

ber. We think, too. we can beat the world in a fhow of fruit, and

we are anxious that the fair should be held at a time when we can

show the fruits of Western New York in their highest excellenca

and greatest abundance.

WmTER Show of Fruits, fcc—The Horticultural Society of the

Valley of the Genesee have a winter show of fruits, in this city, on

the 11th of January. The annual meeting of the Monroe Agricul-

tural Society will be held on the same day.
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Terms of the Farmek.—In consequence of a notice wliicli waa

not as carefully worded as it should have been, some have misun-

derstood the ' erms of the Farmer for the present year. They are

the same as last—Fiftv Cents a year for single copies
; five copies

for $2. being farty coUs each ; and ei^ht copies for $3, being three

shillings each. For the engraving of the Great Glass House, we

charge nothing, making it a present to our subscribers.

Postage on Books.—To accommodate those who are entitled to

premiums, and to whom we shall have to send books by mail, we

have secured a number of nearly all our adverti-^ed books, bound

with paper covers. The dollar books bound in this way. cost ^ut

six shillings, and the six shilling books fifty cents. The postage

on these books range from ten to fifteen cents.

Western Horticultural Review.—This is a new Horticultural

Magazine, published at Cincinnati, by John A. Warder, M. D.,

Editor and Propi'ietor. It is beautifully printed, and deserves to

be well supported by the fruit-growers of the great west.

Several pages of communications, and other articles prepared

for this number, are crowded out ; among them some queries

that we shall answer next month.

PREMIUMS FOR 1851!
The editors of the Genesee Farmer have circulated in premiums,
and in other ways, during the past year, over Five Hundred Dol-

lars worth of the best Agricultural Books published in this coun-
try. These works, on Agricultural Chemistry, Geology, Botany.
Horticulture, Gardening, Rural .firchitecture, Farm Economy, the

Management of Sheep, Horses, if-c. The Treatment of Diseased
.Animals, if-c. we believe have exerted, and will t^ontinue to exert a
very beneficial influence. Their influence is not confined to those
who receive them, but is felt by their children, their friends and
neighbors. They must increase the knowledge, and consequently
the power, the influence and the wealth of those for whose espe-

cial benefit we labor. The coming year it is not our intention to

decrease, but rather to increase the circulation of these works —
With a view, therefore, to this object.and to extend the circulation

and increase the usefulness of the Genesee Farmer, we otfer the
following liberal premiums to the friends of Rural Improvement
who may interest themselves in obtaining us subscribers.

Premiums to Indl^'idnals. """

Ist. TWENTY Dollars, in Agriculturil Books, to the person
who shall send us the largest number of subscribers, at the club
prices, before the 15th day of April next, so that we m;iy announce
the successful competitors in the .May number.

2d. FIFTEEN Dollars, in Agricultural Books, to the person
who shall send us the second highest list, as above

3d. TEN Dollars, in Agricultural Books, to the person who shall

send us the third highest list, as above.
In order to make the circulation of the books more general, and

to reward every one of the friends of the Farmer for their exertions
in its behalf, we will give to those not entitled to any of the above
premiums,

1st. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, at our
club terms of three shillings each. Johnston's Lectures on Practical
Agriculture, (paper cover) Cole's Disease of Animals, American
Fruit Book, or any other good Agricultural work valued at B'ifty

cents.

2d. To every person sending us Twenty-Four subscribers, as
above, Norton's Elements of Scientific Agriculture. Allen's Domes-
tic Animals, Buisfs Kitchen Gardener, Johnston's Lectuns on
Practical Agriculture, (nicely bound.) or any other Agricultural
work valued at Seventy-five cents.

3d. To any person ordering Thirtv-Two copies of the Farmer,
The American Farm Book, Thomas' Fruit Culturist, The Ameri-
can Shepherd, or any other good Agricultural work which sells at
One Dollar.

4th. For Forty, Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry, Boussin-
gault's Rural Economy. Downing's Fruits &. Fruit Trees of Amer-
ica, or any other book or books valued at One Dollar and Fffty
cents.
For larger numbers, books given at about the same proportion

County aiitl To-»vn Premiums.
To -aid as much as possible in establi.'^hing County and Town.

Agricultural Libraries, we olfer the following premiums, which
we hope will aid in the more general establishment of Agricultu-
ral Libraries in the Towns and Counties.

1st. We will give an Ajricultural Library worth FIFTY DOL-
LARS, to the County in which the greatest number of copies of

the Genesee Farmer is taken by the 16th of April next. This
Library to be kept as a County Agricultural Library under the
care of the "Agricultural Society.

2d. To the Town in which the greatest number of copies is ta-

ken, an Agricultural Library worth THIllTV DOLLARS, to be
kept as a Town Agricultural Library, under the care of the Town
Agricultural Society, if one is established, if not, under the care
of some person or persons appointed by the subscribers them-
Belyea.

As the above premiums will probably be taken iu the State of
New York, and as we wish to give our friends in other States an
equal chance in the competition, we offer the same premiums to
the Counties and Towns OUT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,
thus :

1st. To the County out of the State of New York in which the
grea-est number of copie.^ of our paper is taken, an Agricultural
Library worth FIFTV DOLLARS.

2d. To the Town nut of the State of New York in which the
greatest nun ber is taken, an Agricultural Library worth THIR-
TY DOLLARS.

Indivikuals will receive the premiums to which they may bo
entitled, for their individual benefit, as a compensation for their
personal exertions, and the number they send will be credited to
the Towns and Counties where the papers are sent, so that the
premiums to individuals will not at all interfere with the Town
and (ounly premiums.
BA( K VOLU.MFS of the Farmer will be furnished, if desired,

and counted the same as new subscribers.

(tQ- That all Post-Masters, Local Agents, and Subscribers,
wherever the Farmer circulates, may have a fair and equal chance
to obtain the Premiums. t> areling agents, posl-riders, residents of
Rochester, and all city booksellers are not included in our offer, ex-
cept the offer of books for a definite number. (16. 24. 32. Stc.)

We shall keep a correct account of the subscribers sent by each
person, county and town. In the March and April numbers of
the Farmer we will publish a statement, so that all may know the
prospi^ct of .success, and act accoi'dingly . In the IMay number we
shall announce the premiums.

Libraries and Books vriW be forwarded per order, immediately
after the announcement, and persons or societies can select their

own books, or leave the selection to us.

(aj' Specimen numbers, show-bills, Stc, sent to all post-paid
applicants. All letters must be paid or free. Subscription mon-
ey, if properly enclosed, may be mailed at the risk of the publisher.

BOOKS ON AGRICULTURE, Sic., Sic.,

For Sale at the Offi.ce of the Farmer.

The Publisher of the Farmer keeps constantly on hand a large
assortment of the most popular and valuable works pertaining to
Agriculture. Horticulture, and Rural and Domestic Economy,
which will be soUi at ^('le lowest cash prices. The names and prices
of a portion of th'. Dooks are annexed :

American Agriculture, by Allen. $1.
American Farm Book. $1.

American Poultry Yard, by Brown. $1.
American Shepherd, by Morrell, $1
American Veterinarian, by Cole. 50 cents.

Buell's Farmer's Companion. 75 cents.
Buist's Kitchnn Gardener. 75 cents.

Chaptal's Agricultural Chemistry. 50 cents
Coleman's Continental Agriculture. $1.

Complete Farmer. $1.

Cole's American Fruit Book. 50 cents.

Domestic Animals, by R. L. AUen. Cloth, 75 cts
;
paper, 50 cts.

Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. $1 50.

Downing's Landscape Gardening. $3 50.

Essay on Manures. 25 cents.
Farmer's and Emigrant's Hand-Book. $1
Farmer's .Manual.
Gardener's Farmer's Dictionary. $1 50.

Home Doctor. 25 cents.

Horse Doctor. 25 cents.

Horse's Foot—and how to keep it sound. 25 cents.

Johnson's .Agricultural Chemistry. $1 25.

Johnson's Dictionary of Gardening $il 75
Kirby & Spencer's Entomology. $2.

Knowl.son's Complete Farrier, or Horse Doctor. 25 cents.

Ladies' Companion to the Flower Garden. $1 25.

Liebgig's Agricultural Chemistry, (new edition.) $1; paper. 75 cts.

Liebgig's Agricultural and Animal Chemistry, [pamphlet edi-

tions ] 25 cents each.
Loudon's Ladies' Flower Garden, $1 25.

Mason's Farrier and Stud Book. $1.

Miner's Bee-Keeper's Manual. $1.

Norton's Elements of Scientific Agriculture. 50 cents.

Poultry Book, by Bennett. 75 cents.

Rural Economy, by Boussingault. $1 25.

Scientific Agriculture, by Rodgers. 75 cents

Stable Economy, by Stewart. $1.

The Bird Fancier. 50 cents.

Treatise on Milch Cows. 38 cents.

Trees of America, i^i.

Youatt on the Pig. 75 cents.

'<,* These books can be safely forwarded by mail to any part of

the country.
. .j. x- j

ftr?- Orders from a distnnce will receive prompt attention, ana

the boo'iis forwarded by Mail or Express as desired.
^

A'-rlcultural and Horticultural Implements, and
Field and Garden Seeds.

UPWARDS of one hundred kinds of Plows, and a corresponding

variety of all other implements for the farmer, pbanter, and

gardner : embracing the largest and most complete assortment to

be found in the United States. Also, Field and Garden Seeds—

a

large and varied assortment. A. B. ALLEN Si CO.,

August, 1850. [8-tf-o] 189 and 191 Water St., New! ork.
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Morgan Si Wilson, DentUts,
OFFICE, corner of North St. Paul and Main streets, second

story, beg leave to inform their friends and all those desirous
of obtaining first class of operations upon the teeth, that they
have again associated themselves together, and are in every way
prepared to insert teeth on gold plate, from one to an entire set,
or repair the decayed natural organs, with gold fillings, so as to
preserve them during life.

To the Profession they would say, they have a large assortment
of Alcock 8 Mineral Teeth. Gold Plate, Spiral Springs, and quan-
tities of Morgan's Premium Gold Foil, constantly on hand.
Orders by mail filled at sight.
They can sell Teeth 3u per cent, less t)ian they can be bought

elsewhere in the city

Specimens of their Plato Work can at all tiuieB he seen at their
office.

ft?- Just received a large stock of Alcock's premium gum and
single Teeth, which they are selling at New York prices.

A. A. MORGAN. E. F. WILSON.
ft?- Office, comer North St. Paul and Main streets.
Kochcster, November 1. 1850.

nXlncr'a Bee Hive.
THIS beautiful and highly valuable practical Hive, is unsur-

pa.^sed by any other in the United States. The Rights are
In pamphlet form, with full engravings, and ample directions to
make it. Price !r2 only ; sent by mail to any section of the coun-
try. This is po.sitively the only Hive of real merit to be had.

Also, the AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER-S MANUAL. 350 pp.,
35 fine engravings

; the most popular work ever published on the
culture of bees. Price J) ; sent by mail also. Address to this
office, post-paid.
Gen. Farmer Office. Rochester, June, 1850. [O-tf ]

TO PAUBIEllS.
CASH PAID FOR RED ROOT SEKD AT MY OIL MILL.

M. F REYNOLDS, manufacturer of Linseed Oil, White Lead in
Oil, Sash, Doors, and Ulind.4. Stained and enamelled Glass

;

AND ItEAI.ER IN
Paints, Oils, Varnish, Glue. Brushes. 8ic; French. English, and
American Plate. Crown, and Sheet Glass. French White Look-

ing Glass Plates, tc, 17 Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y.

O. B. SCOTT,
Local and Travelling Newspaper and Periodical Agent.

PIERRBPO.VT MANOR, JEKF. CO., N. T.

0(7" Mr. Scott will take subscriptions for the Genesee Farmer.

TVie Practical and Scientific Farmer^s Own Pcqyer.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENORAVINGS Of

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c.

VOLUME XII, FOR 1851.

DANIEL LEE fo JAMES VICK, Jr., Editors.

P. BAKRy, Conductor of Horticultural Department

In issuing a Prospectus for tho T\> elfth Volume of the
Genesee Farmer, the Publisher flatters himself that it is too
widely known, too extensively circulated, and too well read,

to rendc it necessary to state at length the design of the
work. Those who read the Farmer are the best judges of
its value, and those unacquainted with it are requested to

examine its pages. /

We number among our Contributors, hundreds of the best
Practical Farmers in the country, and our readers have
through our pages, the benefit of their wisdom and experi-

ence. No thinking man can read any number we issue,

withoat receiving some useful hint in regard to the manage-
ment of crops, stock, or the orchard, of more value than the
price of the volume. The Genesee Farmer is by far the
cheapest Agricultural Journal publisheJ in America. Our
TWENTY THOUSAND SUBSCRIBERS place us ahead
of all other Agricultural Journals, and enables us to furnish
a paper for the trilling sum of Three or Four Shillings, equal
to any, both in value and beauty. That we have done this

thus far, our friends and readers will bear us witness. But we
intend more fully to accomplish this in the volume for ISol.
The Genesee Farmer is truly the Practical and Scieutijic

Farmer's Own Paper ! It will continue to be edited by the
old Editors, assisted by a host of the best practical Farmers,
Gardeners and Horticulturists in the country.
The new volume will commence on the 1st of January,

1851. It will be published in the best style, as heretofore

—

on HANDSOME and clear type and superior paper. Tho
volume will be appropriately illultrated—containing
numerous and expensive Engravings of Farm Buildings,
Improved Implements, Domestic Animals, choice Fruits, Floio-

ers. Shrubs, SfC [0=Each number will contain TWENTY-
FOUR ROYAL OCTAVO PAGES 1 making a large and
handsome volume of about 300 pages, (with Title Page, In-

dex, «Scc., suitable for binding.) at tho close of the year.

An earnest advocate of improvement of both the Mind and
the Soil, the Farmer seeks to advance the Rural interests

of the country, and elevate tlie profession of Agriculture to

its proper position. To accomplish this, it has labored long
and faithfully, and not without some success. Its position

as the cheapest, and, at least, one of the best agricultural
journals in the country, is fully established, and we confi-

dently ask for it that support which it merits from the Farm-
ers, Gardeners and Fruit Culturists of the U. States. Grate-

ful for the uncxamjiled patronage already extended to the Far-

mer, we solicit the aid and co-operation of all its friends

and readers to increase the circulation and thus augment the

usefulness of the cheapest Agricultural Magazine ever ollered

to the American Public. We invite all who feel the impor-
tance of sustaining this work, and extending its usefulness,

not only to subscribe themselves, but introduce it to the

patronage of their friends.

Fifty Cents a Tear, la Advance.
Five Copies for $2 ; Eight Copiea for $3, and any larger

number at the same rate.

Qj' All subscriptions to commence with tho year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

(ffj- Post-Masteks, AdENTj, and all friends of irai)roTcment,aro
respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to
DANIKL. L.K1F,

December, 1849. Rochester. New York

Hny and Stra-w Cutters..

I
HAVE on band Fifty of the best Straw and Hay Cutters that

are made in this country. The frames are all of White Oak,
knives spiral, and cut on raw-hide rollers. Price from $8 50 to $16.

Call at the Seed and Tool stores of JAMES V, F(1GG.
Nos. 12 and 14- .Front et.

Rochester, Not. 1, 1850. [ll-3t]

STEREOTYPED BY JBWETT, THOMAS AND CO., BCrrALO, K. T.
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ON FATTENING DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

In an admirable lecture before the Society of Arts,

Mr. Mechi, of England, says :
" I believe it is the

great quantity of stock kept that enables the Lothian
farmer to compete at so great a distance with the

south-country farmer ; and 1 believe it is the still

greater quantity of stock kept by Mr. McCulloch,
of Auchness, that enabled him to surpass the Lothian

farmers. Mr. Lawes has shown most indisputably,

in his admirable papers in the Royal Agricultural

Society's Journals, that we can produce manure
cheaper and better by feeding stock than by pur-

chasing guano."

The economical production of beef, pork, and mut-
ton, and thereby securing a large increase of manure,

is an object of the first importance on every well

managed farm. A great many cultivators in this

country have yet to learn that it is quite as easy to

consume and finally exhaust the fertilizing elements

in the subsoil, by deep tillage and selling all the

crops, as it is to impoverish the surface soil by shal-

low plowing and sending the cream of the land to

distant markets. Both practices are part and parcel

of the same unwise system of agriculture. Each
cubic foot of the reader's soil will weigh 100 pounds
on an average—some more, some less—exclusive of

water or moisture. If it contains one part in 1600

of potash, it is better in that regard than the average

of land twenty-five years in cultivation. As there

are 1600 ounces in 100 pounds, of course a fair soil

contains but an ounce of potash in a cubic foot ; and

of this not over a dram, or the eightli of an ounce, is

available for any one crop, or perhaps for any five,

owing to the circumstance that seven-eighths of this

alkali exists in the same condition in the earth that

potash, soda, and lime occupy in window-glass, i. e.,

it exists in the shape of an insoluble silicate of pot-

ash. Now, it matters not what food is fed to ani-

mals, very little of the potash, and less of the soluble

silica taken out of the soil in such food, remains in

the system. These, and other earthy elements of

crops, appear in the droppings or excretae, and can
be restored to the ground whence they were extracted.

But if a dram of potash is sent to market in hay, po-

tatoes, grain, or other products, from each cubic foot

of soil, or if it be wasted at home, how is the farmer
to replace that quantity of alkali in every cubic foot

of his impoverished fields ? Very few of our readers

have any just appreciation of the intrinsic value of

the raw material of human food and raiment.

Mr. Mechi says that a million tons of oil-cake are
imported into England every year ; and in a recent

debate in Parliament, on the question of allowing
the out-going tenant a fair compensation for unex-
pended manure applied to land, it was decided by a

vote of the House, that the manure made from a ton

of oil-cake is worth half the cost of the cake. A
motion to regard the manure made by grau' at half

the cost of the grain, was first carried, then re-con-

sidered and lost. We should have voted in the

affirmative on both of the above questions— denying
the right of any tenant or landlord to remove more
of the earthy elements of bread and meat from the

soil than he applied to it. The natural fruitfulness

of the earth, whoUher the estate be entailed or not,

belongs to no one generation exclusively ; therefore,

to rob the earth of its phosphorus, potash, magnesia,
soda, and chlorine, is an obvious wrong which can
be justified only on the ground of an immediate and
pressing necessity.

It is now the great business of American canals,

railroads, river, lake, and foreign commerce, to con-

vey to distant markets tlie raw material of cotton,,

grain, and provisions, drawn from one hundred million

acres of virgin soil. When our turn comes to seek

a million tons of oil-cake worth $15 a ton for manure,

where shall we find it ? So long as our subsoils

abound in the elements of wheat and cotton, deep

plowing, subsoiling, and growing clover, will bring

them to the surface ; but after the bone-earth and

potash are finally consumed in staples sent to the

sea-boarJ, or are dissolved by tillage and washed into

creeks, rivers, and lakes

—

ivhat then ? Then, and we
fear not before, we shall begin to fatten neat cattle,

hogs, and sheep, in a way to save every particle of

their droppings, by feeding them on open floors with

a tight basement.

Speaking of this open-floor and cellar arrangement,

Mr. Mechi remarks : " Experience has taught me,

and will teach o' hers, in order to succeed in farming,

we must produce a much larger quantity of meat on

our farms than at present, and at less cost. In order

to do this, it becomes necessary to consume a large

portion of the straw of the farm, cut into chaff", and

cook it with meal and ground oil-cake. We are thus

deprived of the usual cattle-bedding, and must find a

substitute. Having practiced the system rather ex-

tensively, I will communicate to you the details
;

observing that although attended, as every system

must be, with certain disadvantages, the balance of

I

benefit is sutficiently considerable to induce me to
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continue and extend it. The quantity of stock I now
have on boards (slats) is, 100 lambs, 60 sheep, 60

calves, 30 bullocks, 10 cows, and 200 pigs. I measured

the hoofs of the various animals, and arranged my
openings accordingly. For bullocks, the space be-

tween the slats or boards is IJ inches ; sheep, IJ
inches

;
pigs, ditto ; small pigs and lambs, 1 inch

;

calves, 1 g inches.

" One can not too highly appreciate the system on

heavy lands, where animals can not be profitably

folded during winter. The area allowed to each
animal and its feeding apparatus, is thus :

Superficial feet.

Small sheep, 8
Large do 10
Small bullocks, 30 to 40
Large do 50 to CO
Small pigs, 6 to 8
Large do 9 to 11

" Very much depends on the season and weather.
In cold weather, pigs and bullocks can scarcely be
packed too close, so long as there is room for them
to lie down comfortably. Sheep require a little more
room and ventilation. In fact it requires a nice ob-
servation to adjust the ventilation and temperature.
This is best done by a thermometer, because our own
feelings are not always a sufficient criterion. Every
cattle 6hed shouM feel as comfortable and warm as a
drawing room. The opening for ventilation should
be at the highest point. My bullocks are groomed
daily by a boj-, whose sole occupation it is. The
cost is about one farthing a head per week, and I am
sure it pays. [Pays the owner of the cattle, but not
the boy.] Before I leave the open boards, I should
say that the bars or planks may be either of straight
yellow deals [pine] or straight-grained hard wood.
The latter are to be preferred for heavy animals, as
they wear off the edges of deals. I should say that
we never sweep the floor ; but the animals are per-
fectly clean. Of course the manure is taken out at

once to the field, without the interventional expense
of a double carting, shooting, or turning over a dung
heap. The effect on the crops is unmistakable. I

am quite sure the system is very advantageous. It

is true we like a soft bed, and so do animals ; but our
medical advisers recommend a hard one.

" There is a powerful development of muscles on
boards— so much so, that with fattening pigs not
bred on boafds, I have found some of them get capped
hocks. It is surprising how fast you may fatten
your pigs on these floors. They find it inconvenient
to run about, so divide their time between eating and
sleeping—a most agreeable operation for the account
book. My old bailiff admits that, on the turning-out
system, two-thirds of my farm would be required to
feed my animals

; now they make shift with one-
third. If you desire a good appetite for your ani-
mals, turn them out in the cold for exercise. On
asking the boy how tiiey got on, he replied : <0h,
sir, they get on properly well now, they come in so
hungry.' This settled the question in my mind

;

but those who doubt the facts, can make experiments.
There can be no doubt the animals are perfectly
healthy on these boards. Considering the confine-
ment and heat, this rather surprises me, especially
with pigs fed entirely on meal ; for the ammonia or
effluvia from under them, is powerful enough to dis-
color paint. The great difficulty I find, is in getting
a proper fixer of ammonia. I have used sulphuric
acid, ashes, and various matters, with a certain effect.
I hope the Irish peat charcoal will not be too dear

;

I have a ton coming on trial. After all, I am in-

clined to think common salt, or the common dried

clav, is the cheapest fixer, and I have used a great
dea'l."

Well dried and finely pulverized clay is one of the
best and cheapest absorbents of the gases from the
dung heap. In preparing nightsoil for transportation,

the Chinese have used dried clay for unknown ages.

To escape the attacks of flies, which in summer are
very troublesome to cattle, Mr. Mechi keeps his

stables dark. He says, "if you have ten million of

flies, not one will bite in the dark." Mr. M. has a
steam engine for grinding coarse grain, cutting straw
and turneps, and steaming food.

Of course, if all farmers were to go extensively

into the production of meat, the market would soon
be overstocked and the article become valueless ; but

there is little danger of such a result. It is too easy
to skin the soil, as immense herds of buffaloes are

slaughtered for their hides and tongues alone, for

many to engage in any system of farming which re-

stores in manure as much of the elements of fertility

as is removed in crops. To purchase oil-cake or

guano enough to form 100 bushels of wheat or corn
for every 100 sold off the farm, is a policy not soon
to come into general favor in this country. But after

the virgin earth has parted with the raw material for

making bread and meat, to the depth of two feet, then
we shall begin to consider the supreme folly of

wasting fertilizers enough every year, as we now do,

to form one thousand million bushels of corn. This
immense loss is not likely to be any less during the

next twenty-five years ; and it will tell most against

the deepest tilled land, which now yields the best

crops, provided their earthy elements are not restored

to it. Unless it can be shown that each cubic foot

of soil contains an unlimited quantity of bones, or the

material to form them, it is easy to see that, to be
ever extracting phosphate of lime in grass, grain,

roots, cotton, hemp, sugar-cane, and tobacco, and
sending these products off the farm, must inevitably

consume all the bone-earth in the soil, within the

reach of any cultivated plants. Whatever minerals

American soils lose by leaching and in crops, must
some day bo restored to it, if not from Great Britian,

from the great deep, or some other source. Wo can
no better afford to cultivate 100 acres to grow 1000

bushels of wheat, than the farmers of England can.

Why, then, should we not attempt to increase our

average crops to twice the quantity per acre now har-

vested ? This can only be done by augmenting the

fertility of wheat fields ; and how can this be eftected

better than to pass grain, roots, and grass, through
meat-producing machinery— selling the meat, and
adding the manure to the land that needs it 1

The different results obtained by feeding corn to

hogs and neat cattle in different parts of the United

States, are quite curious and instructive. We have

before us a letter from Mr. J. E. Dougk, of Potosi,

Grant county, Wisconsin, who says : "In October
last, I selected from my stock two pigs of the same
age, and apparently alike thrifty ; one, however,

weighed 2G0 lbs., and the other 247 lbs. Immedi-
ately after being weighed, they were put in different

apartments of the same house, kept dry and warm,
and led with great care forty days, when they were
weighed and slaughtered. The heaviest pig was
fed with com meal mixed stiff with cold water ; the

other with shelled corn, with a plenty of pure water

to drink. The one fed with meal consumed 425 lbs.,
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and gained 63 lbs. live weight ; the pork weighed,

after dressing, 267 lbs. The other ate 308 lbs. of

corn, and was found to have gained only 33 lbs. in

live weight ; his pork weighed 231 lbs. By sub-

tracting the pork weight from the live weight, the

amount of oft'al is ascertained, which in this experi-

ment proved a fraction less than one-fifth of the live

weight. If one-fifth be deducted from the amount
each pig gained, we then have the true gain in pork

produced, which was 6| lbs. for every 56 lbs. of corn.

The pigs were a cross between the Byefieid and

Berkshire—the best and most profitable breeds. The
corn the yellow dent or Cleveland, a variety held

here in great esteem."

We confess the above statements, the truth of

which we have no reason to question, surprize us.

The pig fed on dry corn gave only a pound of pork

for 11^ lbs. of corn. Had this meat been made in

Georgia, where corn is now selling at two cents a

pound, or at $1.12 a bushel, it would have cost 23

cents a pound ! Allowing the manure to have been
one-fourth the price of the corn, (it is estimated at

two prices,) and still the pork cost 17 cents a pound.

The other pig did a little better on meal. His pork

cost 8 lbs. 5 oz. of meal per lb., which is too much
by half to have pork-making profitable. Mr. Henrt
Ellsworth, former Commissioner of Patents, pro-

duced pork at the rate of 100 lbs. of meat to 350 of

corn cooked ; but, about five to one is the relation

that grain bears to the meat.

Eight thousand circular letters from the Patent

Office have been sent into every county and pari.sh

in the Union, besides being published in a number
of agricultural journals, containing the following

among other questions: " How many pounds of beef

will 1 00 lbs. of corn produce ? " Most of the answers
come from Ohio and Kentucky, and the quantity

stated ranges from 10 to 20 lbs. of beef for 100 of

corn ; tllfe average is about 16. If any reader of the

Farmer has any facts in regard to feeding sheep or

cattle, showing the yield of meat for a known quan-
tity of food, we should be happy to receive them for

publication. To produce food for man and food for

plants in the most economical way, are the points

aimed at.

PROF. JOHNSTON ANET AMERICAN AG-RICULTURE.

The readers of this journal saw in the last number,
what an Englishman, who has made the science and
art of agriculture his professional study for many
years, says and thinks of the farming operations of

this country. Although Professor J. has fallen into

errors that will add nothing to his reputation in the

United States, or among men any where who have
any knowledge of our government, a few of which
we signalized by italics

;
yet there is too much truth

in his account of our bad husbandry and defective

tillage to be allogether agrecabhe to our self-esteem,

or creditable to a republic of independent cultivators

and owners of the soil. In representing "a// the

farmers of Maine as bankrupt," and the Legislature
of New York as printing a large edition of his lectures

and of the Transactions of the State Agricultural
Society "for gratuitous distribution throughout the

several Slates," he gives the people of England and
Scotland a very mistaken idea of both, and expo-
ses an inexcusable ignorance of our government and
people. The learned professor may yet make profi-

table additions to his large stock of knowledge.

—

Were we writing for a publication to circulate in

England, we would notice these errors more at length,
and thus disabuse the minds of our readers and give
them a correct knowledge of our country ; but as the
errors are so gross as to be apparent to all Ameri-
cans, it will be more profitable for us to notice that
portion of Prof. J.'s remarks in which we are more
directly interested. It is better for us to profit by
the facts, than complain at the blunders of our visitor.

When the Prof, says that the wheat-growers of
Great Britain have little to fear from American compe-
tition, he undoubtedly gives expression to an important
truth. Europe is full twenty years ahead of us in
agricultural science and schools, and the little king-
dom of Denmark sent, according to the official returns,

1,320,571 quarters of wheat to England, in 1849—
equal to all that went there in flour and grain from
the New World. The cost of sending wheat from
Denmark to London is but eleven cents a bushel.
For many years the Emperor of Russia has had 4000
acres under cultivation as model and experimental
farms, and 40 college buildings filled with some 3000
students of agriculture. We learn from the Russian
minister at Washington, and other sources of infor-

mation, that the noblemen of the empire are taking
a deep interest in the advancement of this most im-
portant national interest. In this country, our nobil-

ity and sovereigns have successfully resisted for 30
years, all attempts to foster the study of rural economy
as a branch of knowledge as worthy of schools and
colleges as the study of dead languages, to learn the
dead mythology of dead heathens, who have slept

quietly in their graves for 20 centuries. Their idols

are worshipped with ten-fold more zeal and devotion
now than they were in the days of Socrates, or of

our Saviour. With all their literature, the Greeks
and Romans did not advance the art of husbandry
one hair's breadth in a thousand years ; nor can we
do any better so long as we neglect to investigate

and obey the natural laws which God has enacted to

govern the fruitfulness of the earth. Prof, Johnston
saw every where in this country unmistakable evi-

dence that its farmers had little reverence for the

divine principles of agriculture. So long as we per-

sist in rebellion against the obvious laws of Provi-

dence, and heedlessly waste the elements of bread,

and meat, and clothing, which we annually dig from
the soil, wise men will continue to reprove our folly,

and coming generations will certainly reproach us

for our stupidity. We can not create the first atom
demanded by nature to form a healthy potato, and

we know that in twenty-five years there will be fifty

millions of human mouths to be fed three times a day,

in the United States, and by the close of this century,

one hundred millions to be supplied with food and
clothing. How few realize truths like these ! The
ferry across the Atlantic is soon to be so cheap that

a million Europeans, from the now rapid increase of

the 260 millions on the continent anl British islands,

is the smallest number we are annually to receive to

populate this land of promise. Never was there a

time when science, enlarged statesmanship, and a

wise system of agriculture were so pressingly needed

in America. Had the policy recommended by Pres-

ident Washington to Congress been adopted, to

foster agriculture as the most important branch of

national industry, the country would this day be a

thousand millions richer in property, and vastly bet-

ter off in popular intelligence. To Washington as

a General, there is going up in the federal metropolis

I
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a monument which will cost over a million, and be

five hundred feet or more in height ; but to Wa.sh-

iNOTON the farmer, notliiug is done except to permit

the once fine estate of Mount Vernon to grow up in

briars, bushes, and pines, a harbor for wild beasts.

All foreigfucrs reproach us for our national disrespect

of the home and the grave of the " Father of his

country." What with the ten millions a year ex-

pended on the army, the ten millions expended on the

navy, and the nearly twenty millions given to politi-

cians, it seems extraordinary that a nation of farmers

can not afford the few dollars necessary to make the

estate of the great and good Washington an exper-

imental or a model farm.

Including appropriations of public lands for the

children, grand-children, and great grand-children of

those that served with Gen. Wayne in the Indian

wars, and in all the wars since his time, with slight

exceptions ; grants for railroads ; and money voted

for the ordinary expenses of the Government; the

first session of the present Congress expended $100,-

000,000. For twenty years the writer has tried to

create a public sentiment in favor of appropriating

the whole national domain to the sacred cause of

popular education. The proceeds should be expen-
ded by each State as the New York Legislature was
persuaded to apply its share of the U. S. surplus

revenue. Although the landed security was defect-

ive in some counties, nevertheless the four millions

received from the national treasury will do incalcu-

lable good after every man who nobly aided in making
the sum a part of cur common school fund, is no
longer among the living. We have urged the appro-
priation of the public lands, in the manner indicated,

on legislators at the capitol of South Carolina, at the

capitol of Georgia, at the capitol of Illinois, at the

capitol of New York, and at the capitol of the Re-
public ; but it has been like " calling spirits from the

vasty deep." Popular education is a most unpopular
measure, so far as the wild lands of the United States

are involved in the question. The higher education
of farmers, so that there might be half as many of
this class as of lawyers in Congress and the civil

employments of government, has long appeared to us
an object of importance.

The first executive message in our history, that

contains the word " manure," is the recent one from
President Fillmore, which seems something like an
acknowledgment that there is such a substance, and
that it is worthy of a little consideration. Although
the importations of manure (guano) in 1849 reached
only 11,760 tons, the trade promises to be twice as
large in the current year. About $60,000 worth of
this article is sold per annum in the District of
Columbia, while there is annually wasted in the same
District ft] 00,000 worth of nightsoil. We wanted
the trifle of )?200 to experiment on several European
methods of deodorizing and drying this substance, in
order to publish the results in the agricultural part
of the Patent Office report ; but not a dollar could
be had. President-making, not the best plan for

preparing and using the food of plants, is the leading
idea in Washington. In twenty years from this
time a different feeling will exist in Congress and
most State Legislatures, in reference to the science
of rural economy. The careful study of soils, of
cultivated plants, of domestic animals, and rural
aflfairs in general, will some day be as highly es-
teemed in this country, as tiie study of Greek and
Latin now is. After a pretty thorough investigation

of this subject, with advantages for reaching a cor-
rect conclusion enjoyed by few, we do not expect
that the number employed in impoverishing Ameri-
can soils will diminish in twenty-five years. The
improvers of arated land will a little more than double
in that length of time ; but the number of poor farm-
ers will remain nearly stationary. We ought to have
a National Agricultural Society, to bring together
and excite a cordial union in the feelings of all agri-
culturists throughout the empire. The friends of
rural improvement measurably throw away their

labors by isolated and independent efforts. A more
extended organization, operating over the whole
Union, can render the cause an invaluable service.

This would bring thousands of good men true into

line, and many sections which most need waking up,

might be reached by the reports and proceedings of

this national association. It should be independent
of government, except Congress might aid in print-

ing, as the Legislature of New York does for its

State Society. Without an efficient system, steadily

pursued by those that appreciate its benefits, public
opinion can never be brought up to that high standard
of skillful farming which such gentlemen as Prof.

Johnston expect to witness from our great and
peculiar advantages. Instead of being far behind
English and Scotch farmers—growing fifteen bushels
of wheat where they would harvest thirty—we should
excel all civilized nations in the excellence of our
improved lands, of our crops, and our domestic ani-

mals. To achieve this distinction, we have only to

will it. What is oar much boasted self-government
worth, if we can not use it for useful as well as
ornamental purposes ? Washington, the President
of the Convention that framed the Constitution,

labored to place agriculture on its true basis in ref-

erence to government patronage ; but, alas, his

countrymen have repudiated his wisdom in this mat-
ter. There are hundreds who ought to know better,

that deny the right of Congress to foster improve-
ments in agriculture in any way whatever. There
are still more who admit the right to act, but deny
the expediency of our attempting to keep pace with
Denmark, Russia, and Prussia, in the art and science
of grain-culture. If one having a taste for rural

science, should undertake to demonstrate by analysis

and by practice, that one kind of mold is really worth
ten times more than another for growing wheat, (as

is the fact,) it would take him a long lifetime to com-
municate the information to one-half of the wheat-
growers in the United States. How could he possi-

bly reach them ? They neither see nor care to see

any agricultural journal ; they know notliing of agri-

cultural societies, their transactions, nor of Patent
Office reports. There are over a million of Amer-
ican farmers in this condition. How are they to be

reached? Only by cheap papers universally distrib-

uted. We have beep endeavoring to do our part ia

this respect. We furnish a paper so cheap that the

price can deter none from reading it ; and yet we
think the richest and the ablest may peruse it with

profit. We also euJearor to make it attractive and

interesting to the young ; and we rejoice at the evi-

dence we are constantly receiving that we are not

laboring in vain. There are those who are steadily

laboring to improve themselves and their neighbors,

by spreading agricultural information, thus elevating

our system of agriculture ; and though they may bo

unknown to fame, they are no less the benefactora

of their country.
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BEES.— No. 6.

Gilmore's Plan.—This method consists in placing

the bees in one common tenement, and feeding; them

with a compound, or syrup, said to cost only about

three cents a pound, which it is contended the bees

elaborate or change into pure honey, even supericjr

to that gathered from nature's store-house ! It is

also said by the pretended discoverer of this system,

that three or four swarms joined by him in common,
produced over twelve hundred pounds of tlie purest

surplus honey in one season, worth two shillings per

pound !

Now, it is no new thing to show that bees will

store up large quantities of any thing of the nature

of honey, when fed to them ; but it is a new thing

in the history of this insect, to show that what is

received into the honey vesicles undergoes a change

therein, and when deposited in the cells is a different

compound or substance from that originally taken by

Oi- fed to them. The gatherings of tiie honey bee

undergo no change whatever while passing from the

flowers of the field to the cells of the comb, if the

honey has any impurities or unpleasant flavor in the

flowers, it has the same qualities after being stored

by the bees — not a whit the better or worse for the

manner of transit. This is shown by the fact that

the honey from buckwheat blossoms is ever dark

colored and of unpleasant flavor, while that from

white clover is tran.sparent and of excellent flavor.

Again
;
you may feed bees whatever you please,

the article fed to them is precisely the same when
stored in their cells as it was before being taken by

them. Let any one try the experiment of feeding

syrup of sugar, which is the only substance that they

will eat except honey, and let him examine the cells

when filled, and if he finds anything there save the

identical syrup of sugar, with all its original flavor,

I will admit that I know nothing about the matter.

There are but iioo substances that can possibly

be fed to bees to any great extent, viz : sugar made
into syrup, and honey. Mr. Gilmore must use the

one or the other of these articles to form his com-
pound. Sugar is not suitable, since it would not be

saleable in the combs. Honey, then, must be the

substance used. The honey that is imported from

Cuba in casks, is worth from fifty-five to sixty cents

per gallon, or from four to five cents per pound.

This honey-bees will store up greedily ; and it is

what Mr. G. uses, without doubt. Some article is

probably mixed with it to uartially destroy its iden-

tity, and which perhaps reduces the cost to the sum
named by Mr. G.

The deception in tins business mainly lies in as-

serting that the article fed to the bees is changed to

the purest and best honey. This I contend is false,

and with this the whole theory tumbles down ; for,

who would desire to sell or to purchase so spurious

an article as West India honey in the form of north-

ern honey-comb ? I also deny that as much honey
as 1200 pounds was ever stored up by three or four

families of bees in one season, as surplus honey, even

when fed with as much honey as they could carry

away.
To be as brief as possible, this system is one of

the greatest humbugs, in apiarian science, of the age.

Last spring a gentlemen wrote me from Boston, en-

closing an advertisement of one of Gilmore's agents

at Cambridge, relative to this .system, and requested

my opinion thereon. I replied, that in the advertise-

ment of seven lines there were six falsehood.", and I

named them. I also authorized him to say to said

agent, who was a friend of his, that if he would
prove before any three disinterested gentlemen in

Boston, that the compouud was any other substance
in the main than West India honey, I would forfeit

one hundred dollars. He declined the proposition.

Some few weeks since, I had occasion to write to the
gentleman who solicited my opinion as above, and I

asked him how his friend had succeeded in the sale

of Gilmore's system, and what the result of it was
with purchasers. "It has proved a humbug," said

he, "about here. It appears to be so unreasonable
to suppose that any substance can be found to feed to

bees, that will produce as good or better honey than

the flowers of the field— that it is absurd upon the

face of it."

In Mr. Gilmore's pamphlet of the description of

his plan, he gives the names of thirty-three individ-

uals who come forward and attest by certificate that

they have examined his system, tested the honey
made from the syrup, are knowing to the fact of the

large storage of hone}', (1200 pounds by three
swarms,) and are fully satisfied of the truth of the

whole statement as given by Mr. G, On another
page he gives the names of thirty-two persons who
he says has purchased Rights, and among which
there is not a single one of the men (men of straw)
who signed the said certificate ! Now, if these gen-
tlemen actually knew all that they liave certified to,

if any such men exist, they would have pledged the

coats upon their backs to secure a Right, if they

could not have done it in any other way.
If my remarks upon this S3'^stem are incorrect, I

shall be happy to make any retraction that the case

requires, on having it sliowii to me by gentlemen
who have purchased Rights of Mr. G., that I am
wrong ; till then I shall affirm that all who purchase

Rights, " pay very dear for their whistle." I make
these remarks solely on the ground of the public

good, in a general course of remarks touching the

culture of the bee, and I feel bound to speak out

freely, though my sentiments may conflict with indi-

vidual interests. T. B. Ml\er,
Author of the American Bee-Keeper's Maaual.

Clinton, Oneida Co., JV. ¥., Jan'y, 1851.

CURIWO- HAMS

One says, put in a little molasses ;
another says,

put in some sugar ; and another says, if you vvant

your pork to keep good, sprinkle a little pepper be-

tween each laying.

Now all this is unnecessary. Let any man take

good salt, sprinkle the bottom of the barrel well with

it, and rub the sides of the barrel, that the hams
may not lie against the fresh wood ; then put down
your hams, salting them well ; make brine enough

to cover, mixing in three ounces of saltpetre to a bar-

rel ; let them lie in the pickle four weeks, and then

take them out and soak them three days
;
then hang

them up and smoke them, but not to death ; then pack

them with sweet hay, in barrels. In this way they

will keep all summer, and be sweeter and nicer in

August than any of your sugar or molasses cured

hams will that I have ever tasted. Try it for your-

selves. J. B. C.— Groton, JV. Y., Jan., 1851.

Two or three spoonfuls of tar or lard put into the

months of cattle, hoven from eating clover, will relieve.

it

«
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EETOHUM'S MOWING- MACHINE.

The above engraving is a representation of Ketoh-
ura's Mowing Machine. It is not. yet generally

known ; but we believe where used, has given good

satisfaction. We saw it at the last State Fair, and
have seen it in operation, and have heard but one

opinion in regard to it. Last season we received

several letters, inquiring where a good mowing ma-
chine could be obtained. We took some pains to

ascertain, and published a short notice in the Farmer.

On seeing this notice, our friend Geo. Sheffer, of

Wheatland, immediately procured one. He made
some slight improvements by strengthening some
weak points, which we believe has been adopted by
the manufacturer ; and Mr. S. informed us last sum-
mer, that he did all his own mowing, and nothing

could tempt him to part with it. We refer all desir-

ous of further information, to Mr. S., who no doubt

will be pleased to give all necessary information.

DENSMORE'S SELF- RAKING REAPER.

The above cut represents a reapnig machine invented
|

by Mr. Byron Dknsmore, of Brockport, in this coim-
j

ty, and put into operation the last harvest. We had ,

an opportunity of examining this machine a few days

since. It is a difficult matter to judge of the real
|

merits of such implements without seeing them in !

operation ; but we see no reason why it may not

work well—at all events it is worthy of examination.

Those who used it in the last harvest, and those who
saw it in operation, speak of it in the highest terms,

as both cutting and raking the grain in the most per-

fect manner. The rake that discharges the grain

from the machine, vibrates crosswise of the platform,

which is double, and the teeth extend up through

grooves in the upper platform. These teeth turn

down and run back under the grain, and then raise

up and sweep it off, with a quick motion, at the right

side of the machine. If Mr. D. has succeeded in

making the reaping machine a perfec*. self-raker,

which is yet to bo fully decided, he has certainly

made a most important improvement. See advertise-

ment in this paper.

I

ik
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THE WIRE-WORM.

Messrs. Editors:— I saw in your paper a request

to know of some plan for destroying or obstructing

the wire-worm, and I, too, would be glad to know
how to destroy them ; for they have done me, and

others in this vicinity, a deal of damage. I have

been watching them, and have been trying some ex-

periments which may perhaps be of some little value.

A few years ago I was preparing two fields for

wheat, and when I began to cross-plow, I found my
fallow full of wire-worms. I cast myself about to

see what I had better do, for I thought that if I put

in seed they would destroy it. Some of my neigh-

bors said if I would let it lay as long as I could before

sowing, the worms would disappear in a measure. I

did so, and found they had diminished by the time I

finished my plowing. My other fallow, which I sup-

posed to be full, I was at a loss what to do with. I

got a gang plow, and put it in without crossing,

thinking that by leaving the sod under for the worms,

they would leave the grain ; but they nearly spoiled

both fields.

I had a piece of oats on new ground, which I pur-

posed to put to wheat after the oats ; but the worms
had injured the oats very much, and I told my folks

that I should have to give up that piece anyway, but

that I would put the plow in and see how it looked.

This was in the fore part of August. Soon after, I

began to look for worms, and I found them pretty

thick, mostly at the bottom of the sod that had been

turned under ; and there were not only worms, but

skins of worms, which excited my curiosity. On
inspecting closely, 1 found the skin slipping off of

some ; and when the skin was off, they contracted

in length, and there were legs and wings, and in a

short time time they were perfect bugs of a dark

bronzed color, which grew darker and at length be-

came black. " Well," said I, " there are eternal lots

of these fellows." These little black bugs, of about

half an inch in length, are very common, but I did

not know before that they were produced by or from
the worms ; but so it is.

The next year I was going to put in a piece to

wheat, which I knew was infested with them, and
when dragging the ground, I would stop and sit

down on the drag to rest and look for bugs, which
were to be seen quite plenty, looking for a hiding

place after being disturbed by harrowing. I had

noticed through the summer, while paying close at-

tention to them, anxious to find some way to destroy

them, that they congregated together, and would get

under whatever they could, like sods, flat stones,

stocks of hay, barley, \Vheat, Sic. A thought struck

me—I would try to burn them by driving them under
bunches of straw and setting fire to it. So, after

dragging my fallow, I took a chain and drew across

the field, making lines seven paces apart, and set the

boys drawing straw and pitching a fork full every
few feet on those lines. I then took two stone-

boats lashed together, put a boy on them, and drew
them along on the mellow ground, between the rows
of straw, for the purpose of disturbing the bugs and
smoothing the ground so that there would be but
little chance for them to hide. I could watch behind
the team, and see them, all dirt and dust, running to

and fro, until finding the straw, they would remain
there. After about a week it looked likely to rain,

so we set fire to the straw. After burning, t looked

in the ashes, and found in a spot not larger than my
hand, some forty or fifty, making quite a handful. I

then went to the next pile, about three paces off, and
there were as many more of the dead rascals. —
" Good," said I, " we have used up a good lot of

them ; but probably there are too many left yet."

And so we found it ; for they ate considerable of the

wheat ; but still, not enough to injure it so much but

I got a first rate crop on the same piece where they
completely destroyed the two last crops.

This fall we have turned in a very heavy crop of

rowen clover, and sowed the same piece, and they
have not injured it ; but I think it is on account of

the clover, which furnishes them with food in part.

I have another field adjoining, which has lain to

pasture three years, which we plowed five times on
account of the thistles • and some "^ay that will de-

stroy the worms ; Dui tney nave ea.en that piece

badly. I would like to plant this piece ,o corn for

the next crop ; and how am I to prevent the worms
from destroying the corn ? I will tell you how I

think of doing : it is, to stock to clover, and to plas-

ter the clover the spring before planting, and get as

much on the ground as possible, and not plant till

rather late. Perhaps the worms will feed on the

clover, and leave the corn.

Some have had good luck in turning in green

sward for corn ; but the next crop catches it. If I

summer-fallow after the corn, I will try the straw

again. But if I put in barley after corn, then what ?

If straw should be put on and burned early in the

spriner, before putting in the barley, it might have a

good effect, for the bugs are early at work in spring,

and appear to live on vegetation on the ground, while

their larvae feed upon the roots.

One of my neighbors has suffered very much by

them, and wonders why he can not find them when
he is plowing, and will take a spade and dig to see

where they are, but they are gone. In a few weeks,

or after the barley is nicely up and growing, the

worms commence devouring it root and branch.

Then you may dig lots of them with your fingers,

and many of them not larger than a cotton thread.

As near as I can ascertain, by pulling the bugs in

pieces, they lay their nits fall and spring. I have

seen several articles on the subject of wire-worms

but none that satisfies me. S. R.

—

Mendon, JV -

PIGEON WEED.

Messrs. Editors :—In answer to the inquiry of R.
W. B., on Pigeon grass, I would give my experience.

Some years since, I had a field of four acres, which

had become so well seeded with pigeon grass that I

got only about half a crop of oats. The next year I

plowed it soon after planting my corn ; in about two

weeks I harvested it
;
plowed again about the first

of July, and harrowed as before.' The laat week in

August I plowed again, and soon after sowed it to

wheat, one bushel to the acre, I had one hundred

and twenty-six bushels of good wheat. I have not

been troubled with pigeon grass on that field since.

I had another small field in like circumstances, which

I sowed to oats and seeded it, and mowed it four

years, and then plowed it, and the pigeon grass was
as thick as before, which led me to believe that it is

one of those kinds of seeds that will not grow unless

near the surface, and exposed to heat and light.

E, F.— fVayne Co., J\\ Y., Dec., 1850.

\
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WILD MUSTARD.

In the December number of the Farmer, patve 278,

a correspondent inquires in regard to Wild Mustard.

I can answer in a word, that it is one of the worst

enemies to summer grains within my knowledge.

1 have lost the use of valuable land, (except for grass

or hoed crops,) that had unfortunately become seeded

with it. On mowing grounds, and grass lands gen-

erally, it docs no great harm. But in summer wheat,

in oats and barley, it is, if neglected, an absolute

pest. To destroy it, a gang of hands must go through

a nrrain field and pull up every stalk on which a yel-

low blossom appears. By taking each a given width

so as to overlook or neglect no space, and going over

the whole field, it may be almost entirely eradicated.

And this should be done every season, if a single yel-

low blossom appears. The seed is so fine, and of

course s*" numerous from a single stalk, that to ne-

glect •. cultivated field on which it was visible, for

one or two seasons, would lead to ruinous results.

Care should be taken, in passing through the grain,

not to trample it down unnecessarily, and but little

injury will result from this source. Whenever it ap-

pears" in winter wheat, as it occasionally does, the

same measures should be taken to destroy it. I am
confident, many farmers do not justly appreciate its

true character, from the manner in which it is taking

quiet possession of their fields.
'

D.

SNAPDRAGON.

Though this plant is cultivated for the beauty of its

flowers and foliage, it becomes very troublesome

when it is permitted to extend itself into pastures

and meadows. Botanists now describe it under

the name of Linaria vulgaris, or common False

Flax. A few years ago I saw instances of its hav-

ing covered the fields and nearly eradicated all kinds

of grass, on the west side of the Hudson, north

of the Highlands. I have also seen it spread from

its location in the garden into the adjoining fields

with much rapidity.

Your correspondent inquires how it may he eradi-

cated. As I have never seen any difficulty in re-

straining its extension in the garden, I have ever

believed it is easily subdued. I have near by me a

bed of it in a garden, which has so far been confined

"ts designed situation, with no uncommon effort.

Tnougn it is an annual plant, it produces a multitude

of seeds. These doubtless lie buried often in the

earth for years, like many other seeds, to germinate

when they are favorably exposed for this purpose.

While the hoe would easily destroy all the present

crop, the operation must be repeated from year to year,

till the work is accomplished. C. D.

Messrs. Editors :—I am glad one of your "Faith-

ful Readers" feels anxious to get rid of his snap-
dragon. It is one of the worst weeds that grow.
Its smell is so offensive that cattle will not eat the

grass that grows with it, and o«e of the most difficult

to destroy ; and yet I have frequently seen it cultiva-

ted for the sake of its beautiful Howers. I was once
riding by such a flower garden, and stopped and told

the gentleman that I thought he was cultivating a

very troublesome weed for flowers. He just asked
me how much I charged for the information ? I told

him he was welcome to it, and rode on.

I have known a great many experiments tried to

kill it, but all failed where there was much of it.

Where it is in small spotsj salt, applied plcntifuly so

as to prevent it from growing for two years, will de-

stroy it. My father had a lot of it plowed (I think)

nine times in one season, and it had the desired effect

for that season, but the next it came up as neat and
pretty as ever, and he gave it up as an unconquera-
ble foe. It did not grow much the next season until

quite late, and probably came from the seed. If he
had continued tlie plowing another season, it might
have destroyed it. If I had much of it on my farm,

I would commence an exterminating war against it

with the plow, and would prosecute it to the death.

Stephen Hull.—Clyde, j\\ Y., Dec, 1850.

Eds. Farmer :—I have noticed in your invaluable

journal (of which, by the way, I am a life subscriber,

)

an article soliciting a knowledge of the means to ex-

terminate Snapdragon. Before it spreads to much
extent, I have succeeded in destroying it with fish

brine, but when it embodies a large portion of the

fields, the process of frequent plowing would per-

haps be more easy and equally as effectual. A. M.
—Claverack, JV, Y., Dec, 1850.

SEED POTATOES.

In the December number of the Genesee Farmer,

page 277, the question is asked, " Whether it is

more advantageous to plant small potatoes than large

ones ?"

From ray earliest youth I have been taught the im-

portance of selecting the largest and best potatoes to

he used for seed. My practice has been occasional-

ly to put one such in a hill ;
but, generally, to cut

them into two or three pieces and to put three pieces

into each hill. In the spring of 1849, owing to the

scarcity and high price of potatoes, I was induced

to plant, as an experiment, some small Mercers in

the garden, on a square that was highly manured.

The yield was great, and the potatoes first rate as

to size. Being much disappointed, and stating the

fact to a friend, he gave an unqualified opinion, that

the favorable result was owing to the richness of the

soil. The past season I planted several bushels of

the largest and best .Mercers I could purchase in the

city. They were generally cut into three pieces

each. But the supply not being sufficient, I planted

three bushels of small ones, such as had been laid

aside as too small for table use. Of these, three

were put into each hill, and were planted along side

the large ones. The quality of the ground, the time

of planting, and the tillage, were in all respects the

same. When the shoots from the small seed first

appeared, and for a short time after, I thought them

rather more slender than those from the large ones,

but soon there was no perceptible difference. At
harvesting, the size, quality and product from the

small seed was equal in all respects to the large ones.

But the ground on which these were planted was
rich, having been highly manured. To complete the

experiment, however, I planted at the same time half

an acre of ground of fair quality that had been tilled

before, but not manured. Half the piece was plant-

ed with the small seed, and half with the largest and

best quality. These were cut into two or throe pie-

' CCS each. Previous to the first hoeing, a handful of

leached ashes was thrown on each hill. At har-

j

vesting, the potatoes were large and fine ; and those

from the small seed were equal in size and product

I
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to the others. The richness of the ground, there-

fore, in the first parcel, wns not the cause of produ-

cinfT as large potatoes from the small seed as from

the large. la the latter case, ground comparatively

poor, produced the same results. If a bushel of small

potatoes, that would not sell for one-fourth the price

of large ones, sh. ^.a prove as good for planting as

the large, it would be well to know the fact. I have

made these suggestions to direct the attention of

farmers to the subject. E.

DAIRY STOCK.

Messrs. Editors :—Being very desirous of importing the

best dairy stock, 1 have taken the liberty to make a few inqui-

rieij through your truly valuable Farmer. I have carried on
a dairy in Ayrshire, Scotland, for twenty-five years, and al-

ways considered the Ayreshire cow the best that could bo

obtained—milking qualities considered. The Short Horns
were considered tlie best for fattening. Our best Ayreshire

cows yielded thirty-six quarts per day, on pasture alone, and
our poorest, twenty-four quarts per day during June and July.

Now I have been a reader of the Farmer for the last two
years, and I have noticed much has been said in favor of

Short Horns as milkers, and nothing, comparatively, of the

Ayreshires. Is it true that the Short Horns arc better milk-

ers, in the United States, than the Ayreshires ? In a recent

visit to Toronto, Upper Canada, I found that the Ayreshires

were quite favorites with many of the first firmers, fi^r milk-

ers ; and by some, the Short Horns were preferred, in refer-

ence to both milking and fattening qualities. But for the

dairy alone, whicli do you consider the best of our imported

breeds, and where can they be obtained ? J. Brodie.—
Belleville, N. Y.. Dec, 1850.

WIRE FENCE.

Messrs. Editors :—I would like to learn, through the col-

umns of the Genesfe Farmer, the best and cheapest manner
of making Wire fence. Many of your readers and subscri-

bers are no doiibt well acquainted with the cost and manner
of construction, &-c. J. J. Marlett.—Hoffman's Ferry,

1850.

GREAT YIELD OP SQUASHES.

The '^ast summer I raised twenty-five crook-neck

bell squashes from one seed. By the help of my
neighbors, we put them, attached to the vine, into a

wagon, carried them to the County Fair, and drew a

premium. They weighed 400 pounds separate from
the vine. I measured the vine, with all its branche.s,

and it measured 32 rods and 4 feet. Another sort

that were green outside, and pumpkin-shaped, pro-

duced six large squashes, and the vines measured
40 rods. No extra care was taken with them. They
grew among small trees in my nursery, where they

had plenty of room. Amery Willson.—Marcellus,

Dec, 1850.

We received a "letter from Mr. W., which was
evidently intended for some other person. It was
returned, and in correcting the blunder, which was
made by "putting the wrong inscription on two
letters sent at the same time," Mr. W. tells the fol-

lowing story, which is too good to be lost:—"It
reminded mp of a divine who was called upon for

advice by a neighboring society. He wrote a letter

of advice to them, and at the same time was called

upon by a man on his farm, to know what he should

do with some unruly cattle of his. He wrote to the

servant, folded the letter, and did as I did, put the

wrong inscription on each one, and when the church
members opened the letter, it read thus :

—
' Chain up

the big black bull, and that will restore peace and
.tranquility.' And they chained the bull, and that

ended the difficulty in the church."

COMMON SALT AS A FERTILIZER,

As I noticed a remark, in a late number of the Far-
mer, on this subject, I wish to offer the following
remarks :

For the superior growth' of vegetables, various
substances are necessary. It is not enough that
most of vegetables have carbon, oxygen, hydrogen
and nitrogen—the '"•-—• giaiU constituents in thoir

composition. I know J'nt these are often called
essential, and that some others are spoken of as acci-
dental, or at least, not necessary to the perfection of
vegetable matter. It seems to me that this is a
loose mode of expression, and that the implied notion
needs qualification.

Thus chemistry shows that sulphur and phospho-
rus are essential to the existence of the fihrine and
albumen of animals, the former being the substance
of muscle, and the latter of nerve. Liebig, and other?,

have proved that vegetable fihrine and albumen have
the same composition as the animal ; and hence it is

the necessary inference, that animals obtain these
substances, ready formed, from their food, either ani-

mal or vegetable. The vegetable world stlstains a
direct importance to the animal, in the production of
these great vegetable substances, which become by
the process of digestion and nutrition and assimila-
tion, the most necessary of animal compounds. The
same remark is true of casein, which is an important
portion of milk, and abounds in cheese.

In the grasses and grains, the essential food of man
and numerous animals, there exist silex, phosphates
of iron and lime, &6C., potash, soda, lime, magnesia,
sometimes a little common salt, and some others.

These substances are necessary for the plants them-
selves, or, they are' constituents of the plants and
of their fruits.

Now, these are obtained chiefly from the soil, and
if the soil does not possess them, they are to be ad;led

in the supply of manures. Wheat, it is well known,
must obtain from the earth a certain amount of phos-

phate of lime for its highest state of excellence.

It is to be expected that these substances will

exist in most soils. Hence the rocks, by whose disin-

tegration soils have been formed, are found 'o con-
tain them, in their natural state. If they have been
removed by any means from the soil, the farmer must
supply the adequate quantity of them. This is a

necessary, though small part of scientific agriculture.

Besides the common substances and fertilizers in

soils, some rare ones have seemed to be valuable, as

sulphate of iron or copperas, cominon salt or chloride

of sodium, sulphate of lime or gypsum, &c.

Common salt is found in plants of the ocean, or sea-

weeds, while potash exists in land plants. The latter

we know to be a great fertilizer, and important in

plants of the land, but not in those of the ocean.

Hence we might expect to find common salt of little

consequence to land vegetables, but of great to sea-

plants. Hence, too, it would be probable that a cer-

tain proportion of coinmon salt would be found in

soils, if it vvas essential to the constitution of land

vegetables, as is silex, potash, phosphate of iron, and

the earthy phosphates and carbonates.

Many years since Elkana Watson, Esq., stated

to the Berkshire Agricultural Society, at its great

anniversary Show and Fair, the favorable results at-

tained by some agriculturists in Pennsylvania, frotii

the use of common salt as a fertilizer. Other experi-

ments have since been tried with some success. The
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analyses of vegetables, by Prof. Emmons, in Vol. II.

of his State Agricultural Report, show the existence

of the elements of common salt in soine soils and in

some parts of the vegetables. The quantity, how-
ever is small, sometimes none, sometimes u mere

trace of the chlorine.

On the whole, the probable conclusion is that com-
mon salt is useful as a fertilizer—that only a small

quantity is taken up by vegetables, and only a small

proportion of it is necessary or profitable.—C. D.

FARM BARN AND STABLE.

As wc have, during the last month, received several

inquiries for a plan for a barn and stable combined,

one of our correspondents particularly mentioning

that he wished for a plan suitable for sloping ground,

we copy the following designs and description from
Doii-ning^s Country Houses. The plan is perhaps

on too extensive a scale to suit most farmers, but can
of course bo varied. No one can carefully study the

plane without getting some valuable hints, whether
he ever builds after it or not.

t) ^m
ELEVATION OF A BASEMENT BARN.

I

Grain r
c
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from lonof experience, to be amply sufficient in this

mode.) These stalls are formed of a scries of light

gates, or rather each side of the stall is a single gate,

swinging—not upon hinges likely to be broken—but
upon a wooden pivot, made on the upper and lower
end of the frame post at one end, 2, of the gate.

Supposing the cows entering the door b, fig. 4, to be
stalled for the night— the gates being all swung
open (as tlie three first are represented,) the first cow
enters— the gate shuts behind her, and thus forms
her stall — then another, and the gate is shut, and
another, until all the gates are closed, and the cows
stalled for the night, as represented on the other
side, c. These gates are made of oak, framed so as
to be light and strong ; and as the pivot post, at the
end on which the gate swings, rests in a hole or
socket at the bottom, by raising it a couple of inches
the gate can be unshipped and taken out in a mo-
ment. . In this way a double stall can readily be
made for a cow about to ca'.ve.

Fig. 4. PLAN OF THE BASEMENT FLOOR.

Next, on the right, see fig. 4, is the stable, 14 feet

wide, with stalls (5 feet wide) for six horses. To
the left of this is the carriage house also, 14 feet

wide. At the side of the door, on entering this

apartment, is the pump, c, a large cistern, which
takes all the water from this side of the roof, being
built under the floor here. There is a spout running
through the wall and another through the stable, to

convey water both into the cattle yai-d and the stables.

The space of 14 feet wide, to the right of the car-

riage-house, is occupied by a small root cellar, R ; a

place for straw used for jitter, S ; and a spare stall,

P, for the occasional use of a pair of horses or oxen.

Here, also, is a broad flight of stairs, o, which as-

cends to a store room for grain, etc., on the barn
floor above.

WnSTTERING STOCK.

Mes-Srs. Editors :— T observe that some of my
neighbors let their cattle run in pastures late in the

fall, in snow and hail storms, endeavoring to get a

scanty subsistence from the half frozen ground.
Now we think there is neither kindness nor economy
in such treatment of our domestic animals. They
must, of course, suffer more or less from exposure to

the cold rains, and rigorous nights of this season of

the year, even without snow. The drizzling storm
penetrates the hair, or the fleece, to the skin, chills

their limbs and retards the circulation of the "blood,
whiclr is the life," whilst the .feed, frost bitten and
withered, its juicy sweetness gone, is scarcely worth
picking.

The opinion of the cattle may be gathered, from
their wandering wistfuLy aooutthe fields, or gather-
ing in the vicinity of the barn, turning up manure
heaps for the few straws they can pick out of them.

and by their lowing, plaintively preferinir their re-
quests for better food and shelter. The farmer who
pursues this plan of Ir.te pnsturing, without any feed-
ing, may save a few stalks and a little hay, but loses
more, I imagine, in the condition of his stock.
When cattle find so little nourishment in the frost-
bitten grass, that they turn eagerly to dry hay, or
even straw, have we not a right to conclude that it

is high time to commence feeding them ?

Nor can a farmer be guilty of more thriftless
waste and cruelty, than, after commencing to fodder
his stock, to scatter his hay or straw about the barn
yard and leave them to stand and shiver in the bleak
winds and storms of winter. Cattle appreciate kind
care and good shelter, and thrive under them, more
than ever entered into the dreams of some men.
Their increased flesh, smooth, glossy .skin, and sale-
ableness next spring, if desired, would amply com-
pensate for ^he trouble and expense of warm sheds
and stall-feeding. In addition to this, the hay saved

that was formerly trodden under foot, and the
diminished quantity consumed, it is believed,
would pay the cost of all the lumber required
to erect comfortahle shelter for them, perhaps
in a single winter, la the case of large herds.
Every body knows, or ought to know, that
animals in good condition, and warmly
housed, not only thrive, but thrive on two-
thirds, perhaps less, the amount of food that
is otherwise demanded. I know this is an
old story, Messrs. Editors, but a "continual
dropping will wear even stones."

I have in view, at this moment, two farmers.

One of them has a select herd, which, at this season, he
shuts up in convenient stalls every afternoon at about
3 o'clock, fastening eaeh animal to a po.st with a " cat-

tle-tie" and sliding ring, which is far safer and more
comfortable than the stanchell, feeding them in man-
gers, and letting them out, for water and exercise, in

the morning, say at 9 or 10 o'clock. His cattle are

always in condition, come out fine in the spring, and
command a ready sale ; while the saving of hay, he
has been heard to say, is nearly one half. The other

leaves his animals to shift for themselves in a storm
of sleet, or gale of wind, protecting themselves, as

many as can, and as well as they may, under the lee

of the barn yard fence. He feeds them abundantly,

but scatters the hay on the ground. A good part of

it is destroyed, and what is consumed is not sufficient

to counterbalance the piercing cold. Consequently,
when spring open5, his cattle are poor, rough and
gaunt, and likely spend half the summer before they

get over their hard fare. Nobody, of course, cares

to buy such cattle. D. — Gilberlvillc, A'. Y., 1851.

Rkmedy for Vegatablk Poiso.ns.— As almost

every farmer is more or less troubled with poison ivy,

sumach, parsnip and the like, from which I have suf-

fered very much myself, and after trying a great var-

iety of remedies, have found that a poultice made of

buckwheat flour and butter milk, witli a piece of blue

vitriol the size of a pea, pulverized and dissolved, add-

ed to the mixture, has had the happy effect of remov-

ing the trouble, and eftecting a cure in a short time.

Some of your numerous patrons may find this receipt

worth ten times the cost of a yearly subscription of

the Farmer. E. S. Fox.

—

likens, JY. Y., 1851.

If you mean to be happy when you arc old, be

temperate and industrious when you are young.

S

it
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PARASITIC FUNGI OF THE FARM—No. 2.

Figures 4 and 5, in the January number of this

journal, represent the most common variety of mil-

dew, tiie botanical name of which is Puccinia Grain-

inis. The minute fungus that attacks the joints of

wheat, is called dinpnzca, and not diapaza, as printed

in our last. One of the most common kinds of mil-

dew in this country is the black fungus, which gives

a dark sooty color to whole wheat fields, towards

harvest. It is said by those who have made this

class of plants a particular study, that this fungus

never attacks sound, healthy plants. It has no pop-

ular name ; it is called by botanists, Cladosporium

Herbarvm. Fig. 6 shows it to be quite unlike com-
mon mildew ; and it grows on old leather as readily

as on wheat. Its spores (seeds) may be seen in fig.

6, in their cases. The common appearance of straw

Fig. 7.

affected by this parasite, is shown in fig. 7. What-
ever preserves the health of wheat, is a preventive

of this malady.
Wo now come to fungi called Urcdinc^, plural of

vrcdo, and derived from the Latin w/-o, to burn.

—

There are several varieties of this fungus; the most
common are urcdo rubigo, (tig. 8,) or red rust, urtdo
scgetum, and urcdo fetida, (fig. 9,) or fetid smut.
The two last take the place of seeds in the heads of

wheat. Maize or Indian corn is subject to attacks

from these parasites, as well as barley and oats.

Fio. 8

" Rust," from its resemblance to the red oxide of iron,

has often been attributed to an excess of that mineral
in the soil. In England it is variously denominated

"rerf rohhi,^' "rcd-i-ag,^' and "red-gum." Damp,
warm weather favors the growth of this fungus ; and
its spores multiply with astonishing rapidity. Fig.
8 represents the spores of red rust as they appear
under a microscope of great power. The mycelium
on which these spores grow, finds its matrix in the

tissues of the plant. If the cuticle or outer covering
of its stem is well filled with flint, (silica,) it serves

to protect the plant, in a good degree, from being
"struck with rust." One sometimes meets with
wlieat and rye straw as hard nearly as glass, and lit-

erally cased in a vitrious coat of mail. No urcdo
can flourish in so sterile a soil. To produce a bright

straw to wheat, see that the ground is not too wet,

nor full of grass or weeds ; till thoroughly, and use
lime, salt, or ashes freely, at the time of seeding, or

in the spring. Potash, soda, and lime, operate to

increase the solubility of fine siliceous sand, of which
the ash of wheat straw should contain about ()8 per

cent. Clean culture, a reasonably dry soil, and a

plenty of alkalies in it, are the best preventives of

rust.

There are two common varieties of " smut." One
is the uredo segctum, and the other urcdo fetida,

(fig. 9.) The spores of both are found in the cov-

ering of seeds, and seem to be grown at the expense
of elements designed by nature to form starch and
gluten, if the parasite did not attack the cereal. The
seeds of smut {uredo segetu7n,) are found, by the

measurement of a micrometer, to be only the two
thousandth part of an inch in diameter. Although
very undesirable in flour, this uredo is less offensive

than the fetid variety, which is more oily, and has

F.G. 0.

the appearance shown in fig. 9, under a good micro-

scope. Its spores are much larger than those last

named, being the six hundredth part of an inch.

Most grasses are subject to this parasite, which de-

stroys their seeds, as all observers of natural phe-

nomena have seen wheat aborted by this malady.

Moses threatened the disobedient Israelites with
mildew, and the Romans had their false god Ihibigo,

whom they thought to propitiate for the preservation

of their grain from the disastrous attacks of these

parasites. A feast called Robigalia, to this deity,

was always kept on the 25th of April, to deprecate

blasting and mildew. American farmers do not cel-

ebrate the feast Robigalia, but they show great

reluctance to encourage the critical study of the

causes that destroy so many millions of bushpls of

their grain. If a single dollar has ever been expen-
ded in these United States, by Congress, a State

Legislature, or any agricultural society, to investi-

gate the i;ature of mildew, rust, or smut of any kind,

he fact has wholly escaped our reading.

For many years the Berberry \\&s thought to pro-

duce mildew and rust on grain. At length it was
I

^14^^
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discovered that the leaves of this bush furnished sup-

port to a uredo called cecidium, as shown in fig. 10.

,

•-; • /:M mf

Fig. 10.

On the left is seen a piece of the leaf of the berberry,
with the spots of tne cecidium upon it. On the right
is one of these receptacles, containing spores, magni-
fied, to show the form of this fungus. The mycelium
on which it grows is also visible. Geraniums and
rose bushes are quite subject to this uredo. There
is really as little mystery how parasite jjlants sub-

" sist, as there is how aphides, (plant lice,) or lice on
41 a calf's back, live. Destroy the vitality in the seeds
^ of smut on wheat, and they will no more grow than

a dead horse can run a
race with a living- one.

We have seen the germs
in seed wheat killed by
soaking the grain too

long in brine, copperas
water, and a solution of

blue vitriol, to destroy

smut. We speak from
experience and careful

experiments, when we
say that no farmer can
safely steep his seed

wheat in strong brine

over four or five hours,

without having the grain

take up too much salt

for tlie healthy growth
of the young plants.

—

The seed should be dried

in slaked lime. It is far

'?('/'L>^2?^
better to sow salt on the
land, and let it be large-

ly diluted before it comes
in contact with the ten-

der germs of wheat.
The next fungus we

shall describe, is closely

allied to uredo, and callf**^

uslilago. It is mainly
confined to grasses, and
properly speaking, is a

grass-smut. In a very
young stage, the struc-

ture is thread-like, but
all traces of the myceli-
um soon disappear, and
nothing remains but a

mass of minute spores.

(See fig. 11.)

In France, this fungus
is so abundant as to in-

jure cattle that feed on
According to Leville, the im

Fig. 11

hay thus affected.

mense quantity of black dust arising from this smut,

produces serious maladies in hay-makers, causing
swelling in the head and face, violent pains, and
great irritation over the whole system. The poison-
ous and medicinal effects of the ergot fungus, (e?-jg-o-

tetia abortifaciens,) is well known.
English grasses are subject to another ustilago,

called typJwides, which attacks their stems, and ren-
ders the hay nearly worthless.

Jigaries are a class of fungi of which mushrooms
are -types. Fairy-rings throw out their spawn in a
circular direction, and the ground is continually ex-
hausted by the spreading of the plants from a com-
mon center.

In some countries, grasses and grain, particularly

winter barley and rye, are destroyed by a curious mold
which is developed beneath the snow ; and if it

makes its appearance in snow without a previous
frost, it is often fatal to the whole crop. Although
this mold has not yet appeared in Great Britain, we
are inclined to believe that there is a variety of mold
in this country, which will grow on wheat and grass
under snow, with great luxuriance.

The parasitic fungi that attack leguminous plants,

(peas, beans, and the like,) are either mildew (erysi-

phe) or diapazea. The word erysiplic is the Greek
for mildew. This blight on peas infests the fruit of

grapes, peach leaves, and in its early stage is a
jointed mold, seemingly quite superficial. On close

examination, it shows little globules that change
from yellow to black, and spring from a flocose web
filled with minute sacs containing the sporules. (See
fig. 12.) These globules, and the sacs containing

Fig. 12.

spores, or sporules, are here depicted -, and a good
idea may be had of this fungus by inspecting the

drawing. They put out fibres, which lift them up
from the surface of the leaf, and are preceded by
threads, white or grayish, consisting of bead-like

joints, of which it seems that the uppermost fall off

and grow. Beans are also injured by a uredo.

—

T<^'-'^m the use of flowers of sulphur, mildew has been
destroyed on peach leaves and grapes ; but on field

crops of peat^, no remedy has been found, except clean

culture, and seeding with oats to keep the vines from
falling upon the ground.

Giving Medicine to Ruminants.—All medicines

given to ruminants, or cud-chewing animals, of a

nauseous nature, should be given in a fluid form, and

poured slowly and gently down the throat, holding

the animal's head no higher than is necessary to pre-

vent the liquid from running out of the mouth, and

leaving the tongue free, that the animal may have

command of its swallow. Medicines given in a solid

form will go into the paunch, and if nauseous, they

will give a distaste to the contents of the stomach, and

prevent rumination, which is attended with danger.

1
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S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

ii

It costs too much.—Ask a farmer why he don't

farm better, take more pains to make, save, and ap-

ply manure to liis crops, and he will say, "it costs

too much." Ask him why he don't put his land in

better order, plant in better season, tend his corn

better, and earlier, that it may be ready to make the

cominor draufrht available ; his reply is, "it costs too

much." Ask him why he don't fall plow his old

meadows, so that the frosts of winter may kill the

worms and pulverize the heavy loam ready for a

sprino' crop : his reply is, I am too much hurried in

the fall to break up sward, and to hire, " it costs too

much." Ten to one he ur^es the same reason in

the sprinjr, why he hurries the seed into a half-tilled

field, that his work all comes at once in the spring,

and to hire, " it costs too much.'' If Providence

does not interfere and give a season just right to aid

slovenly tillage, this man's crops will not pay even

for the stinted labor bestowed on it ; but in the event

of a short crop, the season bears the blame. Thus
this unfortunate man goes on stultifying himself from

year to year, in the implicit belief that because he

takes as much pains to grow a crop as his father did,

it is the fault of the season that he don't get as good

crops as his father did. If you tell him that his soil

is worn down and exhausted, he will reply that he

clovers and plasters just as his father did. If you

tell him that a green crop cannot forever compensate

for the loss of nitrogen carried away by a succession

of cereal crops, and that he must make and apply

more stable maiuire, nine times out of ten he will

turn the subject and talk of something else.

Some farmers seem to think, and I don't know but

they are right, that no man has a right to teach or to

know anything about farming, unless he has himself

already, by bad husbandry, worn out one or two
farms. I heard of a farmer in a neighboring county,

wiio keeps a large stock of cattle, stables them in

winter, litters them well and makes a great deal of

manure. This year his corn crop did not pay for tlie

tillage, because that enormous pile of manure was
too formidable to be attacked by the farmer's work-

ing force, and he averred " that it cost too much to

hire." This great dung heap now stands wasting,

a monument of reproach, instead of honor, to him
that made it. Had he done like many of his neigh-

bors who i>ow laugh at liis folly, kept but little stock,

without stabling or litter, and half the time in the

highway, he would have had no manure heap to

stand as a reproach, and his neighbors would have

neglected to laugh at a man who was a fac simile of

themselves. Waterloo, .A'. Y.,Jan., 185]

THRESHING OATS.

Messrs. Editors :— If the farmers of this vicinity

keep pace with the improvements which are now
going on around them, they will have to be on the

move. A few hours only elapse from the time of

shipping such articles as the farmer may have to

dispose of, before they are in New York City— the
best market in the United States. But here, as in

all other markets, the condition in which the article

appears has much to do with the price which is re-

ceived for it.

I wish to say one word to the farmers of this region,
and to all whom it may concern, about the threshing
of oats with a machine. If the farmer has cattle, it

is much the best way to thresh oats with a flail, and
the cheapest. I will give the cost, in this town, of

threshing GOO bushels, calling it a day's work for a
threshing machine :

COST OF THRESHING WITH A MACHINE.

•Cost of threshing, $2,00 per hundred, $12,00
Four horses, 2,00
Four hands, 3,50
Board of seven hands, 2,00
Board of eight horses, 2,00

Total, $21,50

COST OF THRESHING WITH A FLAIL.

Hand, at $13,00 per month, 30 days, $15,00
Board fjur weeks, 8,00

Total, $23,00

Any farmer can tell whether he had rather have
oats threshed with a flail, or machine, by the trial

;

and the improved condition of the cattle will testify

in favor of the flail ; and unless the thresher be un-
commonly wasteful, the farmer will have more bush-
els of oats, and his straw will be worth double.

—

Think of it, brother farmers, figure it up, and see

how it stands. Artel.— Hornby, jV. F., Dec,
1850.

CANADA THISTLES.

The subject of Canada Thistles is often spoken of,

and the modes of eradicating them suggested in the

pages of the Genesee Farmer. But some who have
succeeded in destroying them once, do not seem con-

fident that the same mode will always be equally effi-

cacious. Now a word on this subject. I have been

greatly annoyed with thistles—have supposed it im-

possible to extirpate them—have mowed them in all

times of the moon— have salted them— and have
plowed them two or three times in a summer—and
still they have been the victors. And they will con-
tinue to be the victors, wherever the ground is tilled,

unless the design and determination is to till them to

death. If plov.ing is the mode resorted to, it will be
absolutely cifcctual in a single season, if repeated so

often that the shoots cannot come to the surface and
there CTijoy the light and heat. But if plowed only

once, or twice, or even ilirice, in a season, and the

shoots be permitted to come to the light, and grow
two or three incfies, it amounts to nothing more than

a transplanting of the root. A broken piece of root

only three or four inches in length, will send up a

shoot almost equal in size to the root itself. I am
confident that in breaking the roots in plowing our

• mmer fallows and other grain fields, and scattering

the pieces by the harrow, the plant is spread more
than by the scattering of the seeds on the wings of

the wind. In hoed crops they can be entirely de-

stroyed in a single season, by going through the

field as they appear, and with the hoe cutting them
off" a little below the surface. But even then, the

inch of root thus cut off" must be turned up so as to

wilt and dry, or it will continue to grow. In small

patches, as in the garden, and ornamental grounds

around the mansion, I have entirely destroyed them
in a single season by cutting them below the surface

with a w^eeding trowel, as often as they appeared.

The process of repeated plowing, as stated herein,

when the patch is extensive, or the use of the hoe or

trowel as suggested above, can be confidently relied

upon as entirely eflectual. B.
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iartirtiltiiral lOfpflrfnifnt.

EDITED BT P. BARRT.

A SMALL FRtJIT GARDEN.

A very large number of persons in our cities and
country villages have little gardens, that if well man-
aged might produce a considerable amount of fine

fruit, and be a great source of recreation and amuse-
ment at the same time. Managed as they generally
are, filled with half a dozen standard trees that take
five or ten years to come into bearing, they are com-
paratively of little account. Very few persons who
possess such gardens as these, have sufficient leisure
to enable them to cultivate culinary vegetables ; and
as in most places these can be purchased for less than
it would cost to hire labor to grow them, the garden,
in very many instances, is left to vveeds, or a very
poor, weedy, and unprofitable crop. To such per-
sons we present the annexed plan of a little garden,

50 by 100 feet, planted entirely with dwarf fruit
trees, all of which may be in bearing the second or
third year from planting.

ExPLANATiojf OF Px.A>'.—A, is the entrance gate,
four feet wide. B, a walk, four feet wide, all around
and across the center of tlie garden. C, a border,
five feet wide, between the fence and the walk. It
will be s^eu that the rows are numbered, beginning
at the one next the entrance. Nos. 1, 2, 3, are pyr-
amidal pear trees on quince stock ; No. 4, pyramidwl
cherries

; Nos. 5 and 6, two rows of dwa'rf apple
trees, one on each side of the center crosswalk

; No.
7, pyramidal or dwarf standard plum trees ; Nos. 8,

9 and 10, low standard peaches ; Nos. 11, J 2, 13 and
14, four quince trees in the end border

; Nos. 15, IG
and 17, are apricots trained on the fence which has
the coldest aspect ; Nos. 18, 19 and 20, grape vines
trained on the fence with the warmest aspect. One
of the fence borders is filled with gooseberries and
currants, four feet apart, and the other we will sup-
pose occupied with strawberries, or a few early veg'-

etables may be grown among the trees, but not with-
in less than three feet of the base of the stem.

Here, by this arrangement, we have twelve pyra-
midal pear trees ; four pyramidal cherry trees ; twelve
dwarf apples ; four pyramidal plums, or if grown as
dwarf standards, three ; nine low standard peach
trees

; four quinces ; three apricots ; three grape
vines

; a dozen gooseberries ; a dozen currants
; be-

sides space enough for a couple dozen raspberries and
one hundred strawberries—in all, about fifty trees bo-
sides the small fruits. This, it may be said, is a very
large number of trees for so small a place ; and so it

is ; but not one more than we feel very certain can
be managed advantageously, if the proper system be
adopted. The pyramidal trees are eight feet apart

lo
}l

PLAN OF A SMALL FRUIT GARDEN.

¥

every way ; the dwarf apples five feet ; the standard
and peach trees twelve feet apart in the rows, and
the rows eight feet apart ; the quinces twelve feet

apart in the border
; the trained apricots and grape

vines, thirty-three feet ; and the currants and goose-
berries, four feet.

The walks may appear narrow, but in such a small
garden horses and carts are not necessary ; all the
manures can easily be carried into and through them
by means of the wheel-barrow, and four feet gives
ample room for the use of this machine. The main

walks have been placed around the outside, leaving

only a border suitable for espalier trees. This ar-

rangement gives the standard trees the fullest benefit

of the light. Those who prefer a smaller number of

fruit trees, and some space for vegetables, can alter

the arrangement to suit their tastes or wishes. In

such a case, it might be better to run the walk
through the center, retaining the crosswalk as in the-

cut, and plant pyramidal and dwarf fruit trees in a

border, eight or ten feet wide, along the sides of the

walk, only leaving- all the interior for vegetables.
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Thirty or forty trees mifjht be iiitroiluced in this way,

and leave a considerable amount of ppace for other

crops. IJotween the rows of trees there is a small path

two feet wide shown in the fiofiire, intended only for the

person who attends to the trees, and not as an ordi-

nary walk. It must not be treated as a walk, but

cultivated as any other portiiln of the jrronnd. For

the first three or four years a row of strawberries, or

some vetrctable crop, may be grown on each side of

these paths without inteVferino; with the trees. In

this case, eighteen inches only will answer just as

well as two feet.

The Soil for such a garden as this should be

trenched to the depth of not less than two feet, and be

made of a suitable texture and richness by the use

of composts and manures, at the time of trenching.

As a general assortment of fruit trees are to be grown

upon it, the texture should be of that character which

experience teaches us is tolerably well adapted to all

species. This is a friable loam, between the sandy

and the c!a\'ey. The fences should be eight feet

jiigh, in order to render them suitable for the training

of the vines and apricots.

Sklectiox of Fruits.—In regard to the trees,

we would select the pears on the quince, and of one

year's growth, because they are more easily moulded

into the desired forms. The cherries on mahaleb

stock, and certainly not more than one year's growth.

Apples on paradise, one or two years—one year old

cost less and are just as good. The plum, two

years old, on any good stock, if dwarfs cannot be

had. Those budded or grafted on the wild plum will

be more dwarf than on the horse plum, or such large

growing species. The peaches will bo better on

plum stocks, if the soil be somewhat stifi', and they

will also be more dwarf than on their own stock.

In either case they should be one year old only, and

should have stems not over two and a half feet high
;

the heads to be kept round and compact by annual

shortening of the young shoots. Apricots, one year

old, and on same stock as the peach, according to

soil. Quinces, two years old. Grapes, one or two
years old.

Selection of Varieties.—This is an important

matter. Those that are best adapted to the stocks

recommended, and at the same time of the best quality,

and ripening at diSLrent seasons, should be selected.

For Western New York we would make such a selec-

tion as the following :

['KAR-.

—

Summer—IJloodgood, Dearborn's Seedling, Bart-

Ictt. Autumn—Beurrc Did, White Doyenne, Duchess d'

Angouleme, Louise Bonne ile Jersey, Swan's Oriiigo.

Winter—Beiirre d'Arreinberg, Glout ftlorceaii. Vicar of

Winkfield, Kasler Benrre. If a very large and productive

cooking variety is preferred, llie I'ounti mitrlit l)e substituted

for the l^asler Beurre. These all succeed well on the quince,

are easily formed inlo beautiful pyramids, and are of the first

quality besides.

Apples.—The largest, fairest and best varieties should be
chosen, and principally summer and autumn v.'irictios. l{ed

Astmciian, tjwcct Bough, Karly Harvest and Summer Rose,
for Summer. Alex:in<ler, (iravenstein, Hawthorude.ui, Haw-
ley, Fall I'ippin, Huchcss of Oldenburg, Dyer and St. Law-
rence, fur autumn.

CiiKKKiKs.—May Duke, Belle de Choisey, Yellow lipan-

isli, nnd Belle Alagnifique.
I'mms.—(Jreen Gage, Lawrence's Favorite, Washington

and Heine Claude de Brivny.
i'KACHEs.—Karly York, Cole's Early Red, Crawford's F.ar-

.ly, Co.ilL-dije's Favorite, Haines' tariy, Red Check Mcloco-
toii. Old .Mixon Fr.-e, Snow, and Lemon Cling.

Apiiicot>.— i:;irly (Jolden. Large Early, and Moorpark.
(iRAPKs.—IJIack Cluster, Isnbclla, and Catawba,
Qui.vcts.—Orange and rortiigal.

CuRUAKTS.—Red Diitcli, White Grape, Cherry, iiiil \'ic-

toria.

The cost of such a collection of trees can be read-

ily ascertained by referencetoany Nursery catalogue.

It need not exceed $25,00.

MIXED PEAR ORCHARDS OF DWARF AND STAND-
ARD TREES.

On this subject there has lately been a good many
inquires from various quarters ; we therefore copy
from the Horticulturist for January, the following

account of the beginning of an experiment of tins

sort by S. B. Parsons of Flushing, L. I,, the senior

partner of the well known nursery firm of Parsons
&iCo.:

Thkre are few modes of culture that have made more
rapid progress in the United States, llian that of the pear
upon tiie quince stock. Ten years ago, these dwarf pears
were found in very few gardens, and then only as specimens
valualile for their novelty. They were even, until a very
few years since, esteemed tem|)orary in their chariiclcr, ami
were never planted in a permanent orchard. Wlii e this

opinion may be to a certain extent true, or rather while wo
have no evidence to controvert its truth, ami while tlie pear
on its own root must always have the preference in a per-

manent orchard, yet those on quince may always advantage-
ously have a place in every orchard, and may be pnilittitily

cultivated for market fruit. That this opinion is bccomtng
more prevalent, is evinced by the large sales of pears on
quince that are nsade annually, in various parts of the country.
To ensure success, they require very different treatment from
those on their own root, and as a few years experience may be
of value to some who are about planting, I will briefly relate

the course tiiat \ have pursued with satisfactory results.

Sonic few years ago, becoming convinced that the profits

of the nursery business could not be relied upon, I decided,
with our friend Rivkrs, to cast out another anchor to wintl-

ward. I prepared at first only four acres, intending with
these to test the experiment, and then, if successful, to plant

my whole farm.

Although much fruit lias not yet made its appearance, the

fruit buds promise me so abundant a crop anotiier year, as

almost to warrant me in planting to a very large extent.

The field 1 selected was an old pasture ground, with light

loamy soil, but not inclining to sand, and a subsoil of hard-

pan. This I [ilanted with corn until the ground was well
mellowed, and then put upon it two sloop loiids, or 3,0UU
bushels of stable manure, worth on the ground, $175.
The orchard was then planted with pears on their own

root, twenty feet apart. Between these were planted pears

on quince, ten feet apart, each row being thus ten feet apart,

and the trees in each ten feet. Each alternate row is thus
all pears on quince, or half on pear and half on quince, and
the whole orchard contains 1,7G0 pears, ],3J0 being on
quince, and JIO on their own root. By thus planting, I

think I gain a double advantage. Those on quince come in

bearing soon, and will produce a good crop while the others
are growing, and those on pear will undoubtedly be suf
ficiently large to produce a good crop, and e\en to occupy
the ground to the exclusion of the others, long before those
on quince will decay, if such decay ever should take place.

Tears on <juince require high g.'irdcn culture, and it is my
practice to put upon this orchard two sloop loads of manure
every year. The first year after planting, the orchard was
cropped with corn, which I found to be itijurious to the trees.

I have since cropped with potatoes and sugar beets, alter-

nately, and with good management, the crop of these can bo
made to pay for the mantirc, and sometimes for the labor.

With the exception of a single row, all those on their own root

are of one variety, the Lnwretire. This variety originated on
Long Island, is hardy, an early and abundant bearer, and a

good prower. The fruit of medium size, nearly equal to the

Virgalieu (Doyenne) in llavor, is in eating from mid-autumn
to mid-winter, and will keep and ripen in a barrel, like apples.

It.s uniform price in the market in autumn, ia five dollars per
busliel, anil at Its latest period of maturity, when no other
pears can lie found in market, it would probably bring ten
to lifteen dollars |)er bushel.

Of the varieties on quince, I have only planted six.

—

Gloui Morcenu. Vicar of Winkfield, I^nuise Bouiie lie Jersey,

Winter Nelis, Lawrence, and lleurre d'Aremberg. With the
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two latter the orchard is not quite finished, owing

to the difficulty in obtaining them. It is always

quite as uncertain to form an estimate of a crop

of fruit, as it is for our Boston friends to ealcid ue

the amount of money they can make from the Oli)

chickens hatched from the 260 eggs, laid accord-

ing to guarantee, in 276 successive days, by the

pure white Shanghae hen, which may have cost

fifty dollars. But after making all reasonable al

lowances, and finding to-day, upon some of my
Vicar of VVinkfield trees planted in the spring of

1849, from fifty to seventy-five fruit buds each,

I shall be somewhat disappointed if those on
quince, in the fifth year from plantuig, should

not produce one dollar per tree. The same re-

sult I hope to obtain from those planted on tiieir

own root, in the tenth year, after miking all

reasonable deductions from loss by blight. It

will not be safe to estimate that the crop between
the trees will always pay the expense of cultiva-

tion. With good management, it may do so the

first few years ; but as the trees grow, the roots

will gradually occupy the space between them,
when no crop can be grown, although high ma-
nuring will still be required.

There may be, and we know in the experieuco

of some there have been, obstacles in the culti-

vation of this fruit, which have not yet obstructed

the advancement of my trees, and it may not be safe for all

to estijnate according to the preceeding statements. Such,
however, are the results of my experience ; and while it

may be expedient to make large allowances for difficulties

which may hereafter present themselves, I cannot doubt,
that with the present almost entire destitution of good pears,

in all the markets, and the facilities of transporting them to

England, I should be fully justified in planting much more
largely than I have yet done.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Grafting the English Walnut.— (J. D. A., Washington
Co , Ohio.) It can be grafted on either the black walnut or

butternut. Take the scions from the lower end of the shoots,

next the old wood, where there is least pith. Cut the scions

early, and graft before the stocks begin to grow. Bud roses

like any other trees, from June to September. Graft in the

cleft manner in the spring, using firm, well ripened shoots

for scions.

Hardy Pears.— (J. C. Brayton, Aztalan, Wisconsin.)
Bloodgood, Summer Francreal. Buffam, ig^urre Diel, Gan-
sel's Bergamot, Dix, Flemish Beauty, Fulton, Seckel,
White Doyenne, Swan's Orange, Oswego Beurre, Glout
Morceau, Princess St. Germain, Vicar of Winkfield, Winter
Nelis, and Pound. Wo do not know the Perry Russet apple.

(George F. Cook, Lake Co., Ohio.) The blossoms of

your grape maybe killed by frost, or there may be some defi-

ciency in the soil. We could answer more coj-rectly if we
knew the varieties. Give the one that does not bear a dress-

ing of wood ashes, say a half peck, spaded or forked in

around the roots.

(I. C. B., Groton, N. Y.) Peach stones should be frozen.

Walnuts should be kept in moist sandy earth. Plant the nuts

in spring, three or four inches apart in drills, and two or three

inches deep. Next season, transplant into rows two or three

feet apart, and eighteen inches apart in the rows. In two or

three years they will be fit for final planting.

(Dr. P., Saginaw City.) There is no English translation

of the Bun Jardenier. [t can be had in French through the

New York importers. The flower seeds can all be obtained

of leading seedsmen of Boston and New York. A catalogue
has been forwarded.
(Faithful Reader.) We would advise you to procure

Downing's Thomas' or Cole's fruit books, they will give

you all the information you desire. Most of the subjects

have been treated of in the back volumes of the Farmer.
Prune and cut scions now, and graft in April.

(C. J. C, Painted Post, N. Y.) The " bug" you mention
we presume is the black slug, very common here, " destroy-
ing the leaves of cherry, pear, and other trees, during the

month of June. Sprinkle the trees on which you may find

them, with lime or ashes, and you will find it effectual.

(J. S., Chemung county, N. Y. ) Your trees will not in-

jure in the least, if the roots are covered with earth. You
can plant them in the spring as soon as the ground is in order.

DUTCH MIGNONE ^FPLE

This proves with us a superb and excellent apple
For two or- three years past, we have gathered crops

from a specimen tree, that rival in size, beauty and
excellence, the best of all the varieties we cultivate.

Mr. DowNi.xG says, truly, "that it is one of the great-

est acquisitions we have received from abroad." The
tree is very viororons and productive, and the fruit

always fair and fine. Size, large—three to three and
a half inches in diameter, on an average. P^orm,

round and regular. Color, a golden yeUo^^'? quite

covered with a deep red and mottled in the shade—in

some spots, and especially around the stem, slightly

russetted. Stalk half an inch long. Calyx, open in

a broad regular basin. Flesh, white : firm at first,

like the Ribsion Pippin, but becoming tender as it

approaches full maturity
;
juicy, rich and high fla-

vored. It is an excellent sort for the garden, as a

dwarf. It is now, January 15th, in perfection, bat

will keep till March.

PREMATURE DECAY OF APPLES, Sec.

Mr. Barrt :—T would beg to state that last season I rawed about
fifteen bu.shels of the Green Newtown Pippin. I took them off care-
fully by hand, on the 15th of October, and packed them i(j bar-
rela, some of which had contained salt. The apples have become
dry and cracked in two, (especially the largest,) and the skin of

many of them is black and decayed, and the flavor quite inferior.

Whether the cellar is too warm, or whether they M'cre gath red
too early, or what the reason is. I know not. I feel some disap-
pointed. I have seventeen trees of this variety, and these were
the first of their beari ig. I would say that this is a higMy esteem-
ed fruit in this pari; of the country, and bears early and abund-
antly, when the trees are properly attended to. The soil ir well

adapted to such fruit.

I expect I shall have the Northern Spy bear next seasoi, I h.ive

fifteen trees of it If it is equal to the Green Pippin, 1 Bb.ill think
it a valuable acquisition. All my knowledge of fruit-raising has
been derived from the pages of the Genesee Farmer I would just

ask a little more, on the best method of keeping fruit, especially

apples. Whether they should be laid on the cellar floor, covered,

or not, or any simple mode you deem be.st, and at what tempera-
ture they will keep best. I have about one hunred trees, of near
twenty-five varieties. A correct kaowledge of this is somewhat
necessary. James Sharp.—Dumfries, C. Jf'., Jan. 1851.

It is difficult to say what the cause of the prema-

ture decay of the fruit can be. There is some doub'

of their being the JYeivtowti Pippin. The best way
to keep apples, is in clean barrels headed up, in i.

rfr?/, cool cellar. The lower the temperature tft-

bettcr, provided frost be excluded.

n\

it
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LADIES' WORK STANDS.

We give, this month, engravings of two Ladies'

work stands. The first consists simply of n liglit

frame covered with silk, or any other material that

may be preferred, and attached to a common stand.

Tills frame almost any one can make in an evening,

and it can be ornamented with fringe or tassels to

suit the fancy. The engravings and following re-

marks are from Downing's Country Houses:
" Ladies' ivo7-k

tables, (tig. 1,) are

popular English

furniture for the

sitting-room, and

arc usually made
of mahogany or

walnut, and fitted

up with a silk bag
with a fringe, at-

tached to a frame

that draws out.

This bag is a very

convenient receptacle of various articles of needle-

work, which otherwise would, perhaps, lie about

upon chairs or sofas, to the dis-

comfort of all parlies, and the

detriment of the work itself.

A pretty and more convenient

article for this purpose, and one

more suitable to the parlor, is the

basket stand, fig. 2, being easily

lifted and carried about from one

part of the room to another—
wherever it may be most agreea-

ble to sit. These are made in

various modes, either very taste-

fully and fancifully of rosewood

or mahogany, curiously carved,

for the villa ; or of rustic work,

varnished, in the Swiss manner,

or of bamboo, after the Cliinese

fashion, for the cottage. This style is cheap and
neat, but persons can exercise their taste in con-

struction."

CREDIT THOSE TO WHOM IT IS DtTE.

Fig.

Messrs. Editors :—In a well written article in the

November number of the Genesee Farmer, entitled

" Agricultural Societies and Exhibitions," you com-
mended the conduct of the Rochester ladies for their

exhibition of breid at the Horticultural Show in

Rochester, as worthy of imitation in other Societies.

Tlie writer cannot commend the conduct of the

Roc'.iester ladies, and all others, too highly, who
seem disposed to excel in this most useful art, and
true feminine accomplishment, to produce witli their

own hands, in its utmost perfection, " the staff of

life." As is justly remarked, in the article alluded

to, many societies in this State, and in Massachu-
setts, during the present year have awarded premiums
for the best loaves of bread exiiibited. But some of

these societies, as we have reason to know, first

caught tiiis idea from the remark of the IIou. Mar-
SUALL. P. WiLDKR, of Boston, made in an address be-

fore tlie Norfolk Cpunty Society, of Massaciiusctts,

in the fall of 1849. And in fact, we think to him be-

longs tht credit of introducing this important matter
to the notice of agriculturists, and their excellent

wives and daiigliters. Mr. Wilder has labored long
and done more, perhaps, to advance the interests of
horticulture tlian any other practical man in the
country. Aud agriculture, too, in many of its bran-
ches, has felt his influence. It is with a view, there-

fore, to credit those who are willing to devote their

time and talents for the benefit and improvement of

the agricultural interests of the country, that we for-

ward these few lines.

I will say, farther, that the Norfolk Society, bo-

fore which Mr. Wilder held this language in 1849—" No father should consider his son tocll educated,

till he knows how to gain his support from the soil
;

and no mother her daughter, however accomplished
in all other respects, until she knows how to make
good hread'^ — w-ere so impressed with the utility of

this part of female education, that at the next annual
exhibition of the societ}', held in September last, six-

ty-six ladies were competitors for the superiority of

their bread. They exhibited one hundred and sev-

enty-five loaves, and were awarded two silver cups
of the value of twenty dollars, by the President, two
silver cups of the value of twenty dollars by the So-
ciety, and two barrels of flour, of the value of four-

teen dollars. Other societies have caught the sug-

gestion, aud have been liberal in their lewards, and
another year will doubtless witness a distribution of

premiums by almost every agricultural society in the

country, for the best quality of bread, as well as for

the more fanciful products of a delicate hand.

Dutchess.

SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT.

Messrs. Editors :—In your Ladies^ Department for

December were the following words: '• VVe hope the

little good seed sown has not been cast entirely by
the wayside." For myself I think that any one who
travels our public, or even our by-roads, will see

enough to convince him of the fact, that people in

general are improving, both in the taste and .style of

building. To you, and others of the same stamp, are

we indebted, in a good measure, for the improvement
in the public mind with regard to plans for building,

not only dwelling houses, but out-buildings also.

Where you would originally see a long, narrow, two
story house, half finished with an enormous amount
of room, and but precious little com.'"ort or convenience,

you now see a neat, tasty little cottage. Of late, I

have often seen, on passing along some of our back
road-s, a neat little love of a cottage, half hid among
the .stumps of ji newly cleared field, showing conclu-

sively to my mind, that the originator had got his

ideas of taste and beauty, one step above the old track.

May we not hope to see our brother farmers, and
all others, surely and steadily rising toward perfec-

tion in that most indei>endent of all callings, until our

lands, that now yield twenty, shall yield some sixty,

and some "an hundred fold." Aud not alone among
the ladie.s, will you find those to sympathize with you
in your work, but many, many, if not all, of the hard

working farmers who "take the Genesee Farmer, will

honestly and heartily sympathize with you in your

endeavors to raise the standard of American agricul-

ture. J. B. C.—Grolon, A\ Y., Jan., 1851.

Trust him little who praises all

who censures all.

and him less
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|)outl)s' JDtpartment.

THE POULTRY YARD.

In the absence of some engravings which we failed

to procure, illustrating the tvonders of vegetation, we
give a chapter on the feathered tribe. We do this

with more pleasure, as some of our young friends in

their communications have requested us to give as
much information as possible about fowls. Now our
young readers must remember that we have in our
30,000 subscribers a variety of tastes to please.

Some desire all possible information about fowls, the
best kinds, the best way to keep them to get the
greatest amount of profit, fee. Others are turning
their attention to fruits and flowers, and look to the
Farmer as their guide. Still others care but little

about these things. They want the main crops

—

corn, potatoes, and wheat— treated of, as it is on
these they depend for support. We shall endeavor
to give all " a word in season."

^jm
THE PEACOCK.

The peacock is too well known to need a lengthy

description. The pea fowls are natives of India,

where they are now found wild in large flocks.

—

They are the most beautiful birds that grace the

poultry yard. But, like some young folks we oc-

casionally see, they have little but their beauty to

recommend them. In regard to their disposition,

Brown, in the Poultry Yard, gives the following

account

:

" The natural disposition of the peacock is selfish

and gluttenous, and it is only by pampering this

weakness that he can be persuaded into obedience and
attachment. He is vain, and at the same time ungal-
lant. He is far from manifesting the politeness and
attention which the common cock shows towards his

mates. The peacock will greedily snatch from the

mouth of his hens those tit-bits and delicate morsels
which the cock would either share with his favorites,

or yield to them entirely. The peahen, in return,

cares less for her lord and master, and is more inde-

pendent of him. Nor does he seem to care much

about her admiration, or to make the exhibition
of his attractions to secure her notice, but is content,
if he can get some astonished hen, or silly bewildered
duck, in a corner, to wonder what all the fuss is

about." They are in some cases cruel towards the
young of other poultry.

THE GUINEA HKN.

The plumage of this bird is singularly beautiful,

being spangled over with an infinity of white spots

on a black ground, shaded with gray and brown. A
white variety is not uncommon, but is less hardy. It

is not every one who knows a cock from a hen of this

species. An unerring rule is, that the hen alone

uses the call note "come back," "come back," ac-

centing the second syllable strongly, from which they

are often called "come backs." The cock has only

the harsh, shrill cry of alarm, which, however, is also

common to the female.

The Guinea cock is what is called monogamous, or

having but one mate, like the patridge or pigeon.

He is, however, very polite and attentive, and in this

respect shows much better manners than the peacock.

The hen lays month after month with little or no
intermission.

THE SPANISH FOWL.

This is a noble race of fowls, possessing many
great merits ; of spirited and animated appearance,

of considerable size, excellent for the table, both in

whiteness of flesh and skin, and also in flavor, being

juicy and tender, and laying exceedingly large eggs,

in large numbers. They are entirely black, and

beautiful fowls, but too delicate for our climate.
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Annual Meeting of the N. Y. Siate Ac. Societt—The an-

nual meeting of the State Agricultural Society was hold at Albany,

on the 15th inst. The following officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year :

President—JoHy Delafield, of Seneca.

Vice Presidents— Wti.u\M Bukil. of Monroe; Sit A3 M. RfR-

Rorcns. of Orleans ; Lewis G Morris, of Westchester : Anthony
Van Beri;e>. of Greene ; AvGi'sTys L. Claukson, of St Lawrence;

\1enrv Wager, of Oneida: Benjamin Ends, of Madison
;
Ray

Tompkins, of New York.
Corresponding, Srcritarij -'B. P. Johnson.

Recording Secrrlanj—J. McD. McI.ntvbe
Tteasitrer—L. Ticker.
Executive Committee—Amhiosa Stevens, John B. Burnett, M.

G. Warner, Josiah Bissell, Beuj. B. Kirkland.

Rochester was selected as the place tor holding the next Fair,

and the timo set is the 10th of September. Western New York

will now have a fine opportunity to show her productions, at the

most favorable time, and under the most favorable circumstances.

Nothing now remains but for every farmer to do his duty, and the

exhibition next fall will not only be one of the best, but the best

ever held.

The price of life membership, which was $50, was reduced to $10

AltORethcr we are pleased with the acts of the State Society, at

their last meeting.

We cannot avoid noticing a rather amusing part of the proceed-

ings that transpired while we were present. A statement was

made that a Mr. Comstock had actually discovered •' the secret of

vegetation,-' and a committee of gentlemen well skilled in vegeta-

ble science, was appointed to investigate and report upon the dis-

covery. We await the result with great impatience, of course.

The address was delivered by A.J. Doivmng, Esq.,of Newburgb.
Engagements prevented us from hearing it, but we h.tve heard it

highly spoken of, as we are sure it deserves to be. The principal

subject was, .9 Stale ^1»ricuUural School— a. topic quite seasonable

and interesting, both for the occasion and the times.

At the Fruit Exhihition, there was a very fine display of winter

apples, a large proportion of which were from Monroe and Wayne
counties. Among th<jm, the Xortheni Spy and H'agetier were

conspicuous and much admired. Some pears were presented, but

not until after we had left.

Mr. Townend Glover, of Fishkill Landing, exhibited a beautiful

collection of artificial fruits, including apples, pe.ars. plums, cher-

ries, and indeed all the fruits. They were the best executed and
most natural of any we have ever seen, and we are glad to learn

that their merit has been duly appreciated and rewarded by the

Society. Mr. G. has received an order for a complete collection

for the Society's rooms, and every hortionltural society, and nur-

seryman in the country, would do wel to [irocure a collection.

Mr. Glover is making arrangements to furnish them on moderate

terms. Some very b<*utiful p.aintiugsof the Northerii Spy. J^'ag-

ener, and other popula fruits, were exhibited by James H. Watts.

of Rochester. They were executed by .~>'.r. Joseph I'kkstile, of

the Ebeneser Society of Buffalo.

The Kebri'art Number.—We intend that our most distant sub

pcribcrs shall receive their numbers of the f'arr.i.T by the 1st of

each month, or at farthest within a day or .so of that time. In

consequence, however, of the unprecedented and unexpected in-

crease of our circulation, we have been so busily engaged in en-

tering the name-9 of our friends in our books, and forwarding the

January number, that a little delay this month seemed unavoida-

ble. To all our friends who have so essentially aided in extending

the influence ot our monthly visitor, we tender our hearty thanks
and shall endearor to give them no cause to regret recommending
it to the attention of their neighbor9.

Postage of the Farmer.— .\s some Postmasters who have taken
an interest in circulating the Farmer, are in doubt as to the post-

age they are required by lav to charge, we re-publish tho decision

of the Asst. Post Master General.

Post Opficr Department, )

Appointment Oflke, Dec. 1.3, 1S49. \

Sir :— In reply to your's of this date. I have to inform you that
the Genesee Farmer" published at Rochester, .New York, is re-
garded as a newspaper, and should be rati'd with one cent postage
when .arried In the mail/iover one hundred miles, or any distance
within the Stat* : and if carried over one hundred miles, and out
ot tho State in which they are mailed, one and a half cents postage,

I have ihc honor to he. Very refq-.ectfully, &c.
FITZ HKNRY WARREN.

Second Asat. Post Master General.

Extracts from ol'R Letters.—In our business letters wo find

many choice things, which, would our space permit, we should
be much pleased to present to our readers. Receiving over a
hundred letters each day, from all parts of the country, we
gain from this source a pretty good idea of the state of public

sentiment among our agricultural population. We rejoice that

the signs of the times show an increasing interest in all that re-

lates to the agricultural profession. B. T. Cooke, of Binghamp-

ton, N. Y., writes—
'• The taste for improving the soil—for prodnciug not oniy the

necessaries, but the luxuries of life—for exhibiting the earliest and
choicest varieties of vegetables, fruits, and flowers, among our vil-

lagers ; and for rearing fine stock, poultry. &c., and improving
farms, in the " rural districts."—is becoming a passion with many,
and exciting an increasing attention with all."

We have among our voluntary agents many that are young,
some enterprising ladies, and a few whose heads are whitened by
the frosts of many winters, and whoso limbs totter by reason of

the infirmities of age. The following is an extr.act of a letter from
Hervy Johnson, of Holland. N. Y. AVe publi.sh it as an example
to the young. By industry and temperance, the old man has re-

tained his faculties—has outlived the allotted time of man's life,

and now writes a fair hand, and shows both by word and deed,

that he is still able to act well his part :

" I have been thiuking of giving up the agency of the Genesee
Farmer for a number of years, in- hopes that some man more able
than myself would undertake it ; but I can't find him. I am now
an old man. (I w<is born December 26. 1776.) I keep neither
horses nor oxen, and it is very hard work for me to get about and
walk in deep snow with very little path : but the importance of
an extensive circulation ot the P'arnier, stimulates inc to put the
best foot forward ; for my district is large. I have spent two
days, and to-morrow 1 think of starting again, and shall try. and
keep trying ; but I assure you it is hird work for my lungs, as well
as for my body and legs. In addition to my time and fatigue, I

always have some postage to pay. I had to break a path into the
woods alone, and to shovel and wallow about 130 rods ; but I ac-
complished it. procured a team, and got up some wood. This
evening I am trying to write, so as to be a>aily to start on my mis-
sion to-moiTow

; but I mu.st give it up until morning.
•'Christmas morning—At fifteen minutes before four I arose from

bed. We gener.ally take breakfast before six o'clock This is the
way I work to get subscribers for the Farmer. It is the most dif-

ficult time in the whole year to get subscriptions, for the tax-
gatherer will soon be calling. Tell others to follow my example-
drink no spirits nor use tobacco—and you will have an overwhelm-
ing subscription. Tell them this from " Old '76." (this is the
appellation they give me.) '• old go-ahead." Do you like to hear
an old man boast ?

'•
I have had better success to-day than I have had at any other

time— I send you the names of seventeen subscribers It is laugh-
able to see how many ways people find to put me off. But I have
got through for this year, aud have made out better than 1 ex-
pected. I have sent five dollars, and shall try again at our March
meeting, and keep trying as long a.s I can talk."

W. A. Bacon, writing .lanuary lllh. 'rom Paris. Ky.. and send-

ing a large list of subscribers, makes the following remarks :

'The Horticultural Department, presided over with so m-ach
.ability by friend Barry, suits oar latitude b(!tter than the .Agricul-

tural ; besides, the cultivation of fruit is receiving increased at-

tention The winter, thus far, has been very mild—very little

snow or ice yet. The last ten days have been spring lilb' ; indeed,

it seems like spring to see plows running, and the thermomiter
near summer he.at."

OsCAR F. Wakben, of Erie county, who has for many years sent

us a largejist of subscribers, as au apology for coming a little short

Ibis year, encloses us his marriage notice. This will not do. Mr.

W., we must hold you for a larger list than ever, under so favora-

ble circumstance!.

We should be pleased to give many extracts from our letters,

but space at the present time forbids. We may give others in the

next number

Monroe Co. Ao. Society-Annial Meeting.—The annual meet-

ing of this Society was held on Saturday Last, at the office of the

Farmer. The attendance was larger than usual, and considerable

interest was manifested in the proceedings and prosperity of the

association. The report of the proper officer exhibited a hand-

some balance in tho Treasury. Officers were elected for the cur-

rent year as follows

:

President— Ly>iATI B. L*iiowortht, of Greece.

Vice Presidents— Calvih Spebry. of Gates j J. M. Babcock, Iron-

dequoit ; Elisha Harmon, Wheatland.
Treasurer—John Rapaue. Rochester.

Rec. Secretary—J. 'Vil-k, Jr. Rochester.

Cor. Secretary— v. D. T. .\Ioore, Rochester.

Field Crops.—Tho first premium on Carrots, $0, was awarded

to Nath'l HAVwAnn of Brighton—his crop producing 1005 bushels

per acre.—A premium of $4 was awarded to Alfred Fitch of

Riga, on a crop of Mangel Wart«el—no competition.
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Addition to Clubs.—Those who have formed clubs of eight or

more,can make alditions at the lowest club terms, (three shillings.)

Those who haye forwarded five can enlarge their clubs to eight.

by forwarding one dollar. Some of our friends send on the price

of single subscription, when making additions to their clubs.

—

This we do not ask. We can supply the January number, and
any back numbers, as the Farmer is stereotyped. We can fur-

nish numbers of last year to any who may have lost them, and
wish to get the volume bound We have also on hand bound vol-

umes from 1845 . At this time the Farmer was changed from a
quarto to its present form, and the volumes are uniform, and can
be had at 50 cents each, bound in paper, or 63 cents bound in

boards. We do not require that all the papers in any club should
be sent to one office, as some suppose. Our friends must consult
their convenience in this matter.

YouATT ON THE HoKSE.—We have received from the publishers,
Dfrbv& Miller, of Auburn, a new edition of Youatt on the Struc-
ture and Diseases of the Horse, with an account of the breeds in
the United States, by H. S. Randall. This is a fine edition of
Youatt's celebrated work.

A TREATISE ON HOT HOUSES. By Robt. B. Leuchahs,
Garden Architect, Boston. John P. Jewett & Co, Boston, 1851.

AVe have only space in the present number, having been absent
while I he greater part was made up, to announce the appearance
of this work. It treats of the construction, heating and ventila-

tion of Hot-houses, Green-houses, Conservatories, Graperies, &c.,

illustrated with numerous engravings. From the character of
Mr. Lfuchars, as an experienced, practical man, in his profession,

we have no doubt that it will prove a very valuable and timely

addition to our garden literature. We shall exami ne it and say

more of its contents hereafter. Copies can bo supplied at this

office. Price ?il,00.

Mr. Leuchaes offers his services to the public, in this and kin-

dred departments of horticulture, and we hope he will receive

ample patronage.

—

b.

Winter Exhibition of Fruits.—The Horticultural Society of

the Valley of the Genesee, gave an exhibitionof Fruit on the 11th

of January. It was the finest winter exhibition we have seen in

a long time. The apples and grapes were fine and abundant.
Our friends must pay more attention to the cultivation of Winter
Pears.

Bollard's Panorama of New York Citt.—We accepted an in-

vitation from the proprietor, and visited this exhibition a few days

since. If any ofour readers should have an opportunity, they will

be well paid for their attendance, and learn something of the great

metropolis, without the sacrifice of money and comfort with
which that knowledge is generally acquired.

A New Churk,—We have been requested to examine a new
Churn, the invention of R. W. & D. Davis, of Rogersville. We
have not yet found time to examine it carefuUy, or test its merits.

It may be seen at the Agricultural Warehouse of Rapaue &.

Briggs. Rochester.

Apple Scions —Those who intend to improve their orchards, are

referred to the advertisement of Mr. Watts. Mr. W. has long

taken an interest in the cultivation of choice varieties of fruit,

and our friends may de\)end on getting whatever they order, gen-

uine.

M. B. Batehim, of the Ohio Cultivator, says he has been pre-

sented with a bottle of real temperance wine made in Ohio, " ex-

pressly designed for ladies and e'ergymen." As the editor belongs

to neither of these classes, we presume he will not be so presump-
tious as to taste the •^expressly" forbidden beverage.

GoDEv's Ladies' Book.— Among the most beautiful publica-

tions of the country are the Ladies^ Books. Godey's for January

and February are worth the cost as specimens of art Some of the

model cottages, however, are rather poor models.

Communications.—We have still on hand, and even in type,

many articles furnished by our correspondents, which we shall

make room for as fast as possible. The fact that articles do not

appear for a month or two after their receipt, is no evidence that

they arc rejected.

C. Kellv & Co., nurserymen, of Hamilton, C. W., will act as

agents for the Genesee Farmer, and forward orders from that

vicinity.

Morgan Stock.—We are informed by a cori-espondent, now on
a tour through the southern tier of counties, and who is a con-
noisseur in iuch matters, that Wm. J. Dorr, of Scottsville, has a
couple of beautiful horse colts of this breed, sired by that excel-
lent representative and descendant of the late Gifford .Morgan,"
•'General Gifford." They are from a dam very much resem-
bling, in fire, energy and general appearance, the Morgan race.

These colts are blood bays, ;olored alike to a shade, with heavy
black manes, tails, and legs, of fair size, with all the muscle and
symmetry for which the sire is celebrated.

Long and Rotten Manures.—Were we not guided by
experience, perhaps we should be led to imagiae there would
not only beasavingof theammoniacal salts, phosphates, &c.,
by applying manure fresh to the soil, but that all soils would
be equally benefitted by being thus treated. Not so. The
chemical action of the manure will be equally efficacious on
light and heavy soils, but this is more than counteracted by
the injurious mechanical action. Whilst unfermented dung
will prove most beneficial to our clays, half rotten dung will

be most efficacious to soils of a medium texture, and rotten

dung to our light ones. Decomposed farm-yard manure is no
better adapted for every soil than one man is adapted for every
profession.

—

Ag. Gaz.

To Officers and Soldiers of tlie Revolution, tUeir

Wldows and Heirs.

FOUND, about the 1st of January, 1851, a large qu.antity of the
old original records of the services of sever.%1 thousand Offi-

cers, (in the Commissary and Quarter-Master's Department.)
Surgeons, ^Irtificcrs, IVagon Conductors, Wagoners, Teamsters,
Carpfnters, Blacksmiths. Boat Builders, Faliguemen, ^-c, ^-c in

the war of the Revolution. These records hive been preserved
by descendants of Officers, and are admitted as authentic in estab-
li.shing claims against the Government. Officers, soldiers, their

widows, or heirs, who have omitted to assert their claims, or failed

to obtain their just dues, when application has been made, for

want of evidence or assistance in prosecuting their claims, are in-

formed that the sxibscriber having be in engaged for nearly ten
years past in prosecuting claims for Pen.sioDS, Bounty Lands. &c.,

collecting documents and statistics relating to the Revolu ion. he
is prepared to aid, promptly and vigorously, all persons who re-

quire the assi tance of an agent or attorney in prosecuting claims

before Congress, or any of the departments at Washington.

Persons, or the widows of such as served in the capacity of either

class above named, who have been ppnsiontd, will find it to their

interest to send a statement of facts to the subscriber, as but few
of those received what was justly their due.

Letters of inquiry or application should be addressed to the
subscriber, post-paid, at Washington City, D. C.

February, 1851. WILLIS G. WADE.

KETCHUM'S PATENT MOWING MACHINE.
THE subscribers having purchased the entire interest of the in-

ventor, Mr. Wm. F. Ketchum, and also the interest formerly

owned by S. W. Hawes. are now manufacturing the above Machine
in the city of Buffalo. The Machine has been greatly improved,
and is fully capable of performing all we recommend it to do.

The price of the Machine is $100.00 with one sett of knives, and
$110,00 with two sett of knives.—Cash in Buffalo.

Any information wanted, or orders left with Mr. George Shef-
FER, Scottsville, Monroe Co., or Mr. Morgan Butler, New Hart-
ford, Oneida Co., will meet with prompt attention

February, 1851. G. W. ALLEN St CO.

To Nursery Gardeners.

AGENTLEMAN wishing to establish a Nursery Garden,desires

to enter into arrangemf nts, for that purpose, with a person

who understands the business. 8 to 12 acres, or such other quan-

tity as may be required, of excellent land will be furnished, with

a comfortable dwelling house, and the use of a Green House,

rnnt free, till the business could yield a return. Situation—Two
miles from Kingston, Canada, on the high road. A very moderate

capital would suffice.

Apply (if by letter, post paid,) to Messrs. ELLWANGER &
BARRy, Rochester, N. Y., or to J. H. W., Kingston, Canada.

February, 1851.

Miner's Bee Hive.

THIS beautiful and highly valuable practical Hive, is unsur-

passed by any other in the United States. The Rights are

in pamphlet form, with full engravings, and ample directions to

make it Price !(.'2 only ; sent by mail to any section of the coun-

try. This is positively the only Hive of real merit to be had.

Also, the .-AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER'S MANUAL, 350 pp.,

35 fine cngr.avings ; the most popular work ever published on the

culture of bees. Price $1 ;
sent by mail also. Address to this

office, post-paid.

Gen. Farmer Office, Rochester, June, 1850. l6-tf]
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THE PHEAV YOltK KEAPER.
MANUFACTURED BY SEYMOUR 8c MORGAN.

THE undorsigned after many years experience In the manufac-
ture of the different Reapers heretofore used, are at hist, liy

the application of new principles lately patented, and to which
they have the exclusive right, prepared to offer to the farmers of

the United States a

P E R K E C T REAPING MACHINE,
which in durability of construction, perfect manner of cutting
grain and the ease with which it may be worked, has never been
equalled.
The following are some of the advantages possessed by this Ma-

ch ne over any other heretofore used :

1. The Finger-jiiece is placed within the circumference of the
driving wheel, and the other ground wheel placed nearly opposite,

and greatly increased in size, which lessens the power necessary
to work the machine at least one-third, and does away with all

difficulty in backing and turning.
2. The method of changing the cut is so improved that it can be

done instantly on the small ground wheel by means of a lever, and
on the driving wheel in much less time than in any other Re.^pk.r.

3. The sickle or knife is constructed of patent hollow teeth
which CANNOT BE CLOGGKD. and wUieh in case rf accident
can be repaired by any good blacksmith without the least dif-

ficulty.

4 The man is placed on the backside of the platform where he
has his work directly before him and is capable of performing it

in a perfectly natural and easy manner, when compared with the
old way of .stretching from behind the gearing, with his back to-

wards the team,
r 5. The gearing is of new and improved construction, combining

f
GREAT STRENGTH AND DURABILITY with perfect sim-

" "* plicity of arrangement, and possesses Great Advantages, in many
respects, orer all other similar machines.
"We are now manufacturing several hundred of the above Reap-

ers for the Harvest of 1S51, and are prepared to receive orders of
purchasers for the same Our terms of sale, warranty, &c., will be
asfiiiorahle as ever, and we shall spare no pains to make our work
utisfactory ; as we are

BOUND TO KEEP AHEAD
of all other manufacturers in the quality of our Machines. We
will cheerfully give further information to any one who may ad-
dress us per.5onally or by mail. SEYMOUR & MORGAN.
Brockport, N. Y., Feb., 1S51.

We would here take occasion to refer to a difflculty with C. H.
McCoruiick, growing out of the fact, that we last year manufac-
tured and sold a .Machine of our own getting up. instead of paying
him a patent fee for the privilege of making his -Virginia Reaper'-
which had b en thoroughly tested, and found to be very unpopu-
lar with •' large portion of the farming community.
The -Machine made by us did not iu the slightest particular in-

fringe upon any patent of the said McCormick. but the plea was
made use of as a bug-bear with which to frighten farmers from
the pnrcliisc of our Machine.-', hoping thereby to dispose of some
portion of a large number of Virginia Reaperi which are now
BC.ittered throughout the country (condemned) and now unsold.

,r The Machine we are manufacturing contains none of the parts
|> complained of as infringements, which was only in the position of

' •' the Raker : having now placed our Raker in a more favorable po-
sition that matter of di.sfiute is done away with and no person need
fear the complaints of the maker of the • V irginia Reaper'' as he
will naturally feel sore that he c;iu no longer monopoliz- the bu-
siness of manufacturing Reapers to the great damage of all inter-
ested except him.'ielf.

The following are extracts ftom Letters received by us :

AVest Liberty. Logan Co . Ohio, Aug. 1. 1850.
Gkkts :— It is with Bati,-;faction that 1 inform you that the Rea-

per I purchasi>d of you, performed equal to my highest expecta-
tions, and I think it can justly cla m precedence over either Hus-
sy's or McCormick's.notouly in thecon.-<truction of the machinery
but al.so in the manner in which it cuts, and performs its work
The greatest improvement is in the cutting apparatus which is far
superior to any other iu use here, and is just what haa long been
Wanted. All who have seen your .Machine have expressed for
it a decided preference to any other. Yours, respectfully,

J. P. UCFFINGTOK.

Urbana, Cham. Co., Ohio. Oct. 18. 1850.
Gr.mi :— I bnnght One of your Reapers for last harvest, and cut

my own harve.-t of about 160 acres with it. The Reaper performed
to my entire satisfaction

; it will cut wet and grassy grain and
corn i-talks without choking. I have seen all the other kinds of
Reap>rB work and believe yours to bo the best Reaper ever intro-
duced into this State. Yours, 8ic., Andrew McBkth.

Covington, Wyoming Co., N. Y., Aug. 10. 18.50.

M>ssRt Sr.TMMiR & Morgan—Gkits :—We have just finished
culling our wheat, and a very bad harvest we have had, it being
bad weath- r and our wheal very badly lodged down, nolwith-
•tandiiig yuur Reaper has donf well, taking up our lodged grain
beyond our expectations, we think it a good way to cut grain do-
ing it with less expense than any other way.

Yours, respectfully, Jamfi Gav.

Jancsville, Wisconsin. Nov. 1, 1850.
MrssRi.SRTMorRSi Morcam— Gk.mtj .— I ownoncof Mc^ orniick s

oneof IIUHxy's. an lone of your Reapers; upon giving e.ich a fair
lust the present season I found that where both others clogged so

that it was imposible to use them, yonrs worked like a charm
; and

I have no hesitation iu pronouncing it much the best iu use.
Freeman Hitchcock.

Urbana. Cham. Co., Ohio, Oct. 19,1950.
ME.ssn9 Seymour & Mohgan—Gents :— I purchased one of yonr

Reapers for last harvest. 1 have seen the different kinds of Rea-
pers work and consider yours far superior to any other.

Yours, See, E.MANUEL Shoupe.

DENSMOKE'S SEI.F-RAKI1VG REAPER.
THIS Machine has been brought to its present state of perfec-

tion, at great expense and labor bestowed by one who has had
much experience in the practical useof different kinds of Reapers,
and a thorough test of its capacities in the last harvest, has proved
it to be one of the most important labor-saving Machines of the
ray. It combines all the advantages found in the different kinds
of Reapers iu use. while it possesses the important additional ad-
vantage of being a Sef-Rakr.r.
The grain is raked off at the side of the Machine, into snug,

straight gavils, by a very simple arrangement, without any hand
labor, in better condition for binding than can be done by a man
riding upon the Machine, and is dropped far enough from tho
standing grain to be out of the way of cutting the next swath, so
that a whole field can be cut before any of it is taken up.
The saving of labor in using this Reaper over others, will soon

pay the whole expense of the vlachine. It requires but one man
to operate it. One hand and two horses with it. will cut as much
grain as seven cradles and leave it in condition that it can be taken
up with a third less labor. The driver has at all times control of
the rake to make the gavils of any size ho may desire, and of uni-
fprm size in uneven grain, by means of a lever that is moved by
the slightest touch of the foot.

It is simple in its construction and operation, substantial and
durable, easy to keep in order, possesses most convenient arrange-
ment for the height cut. from five to fourteen inches, and is of
light draft compared with other Reapers. Application for letters
patent has been made on these improvements.
Backus, Barnett & Co., of Brockport, have the exclusive right

of manufacturing these Machines, in this section, for the next har-
vest. This firm have recently fitted up an extensive establishment
for furniice and machine work, and are manufucturing Rogers'
Wheel Cultivators. Grain Drills, a large assortment of Stoves,
Flows, and all kinds of Castings ; aud their experience heretofore,
in manufacturing Reapers, their well known reputation as me-
chanics, and their facilities for doing good work, give tho best
assurance they will be well built. Those desiiing farther infor-
mation, by writing to the sub.'=criber at Brockport. N. Y., or to
Backus, Baruett & Co., will have sent to them a circular contain-
ing a description of the Machine and certificates from those who
used it last harvest.
We invite the early attention of all those who may desire to ob-

tain Reapers. They will be warranted.
The subscriber continues the business of manufacturing Straw

Cutters, and is prepared to furnish to order the best article in use.

BiRON DENS.MORE.
Brockport. N. V., Feb.. 1851.

NEW York: state agricultural society
LABORATORY.

OLD STATE HALL. ALBAIMY.

THE object of the Society in establishing this Laboratory is to
furnish those interested in agricultural pursuits an accessible,

reliable and ready means for obtaing analyses of soils, animal m,a-

nures, peat, marls, limestone, gypsum, &.O., together with all other
information connected with the science of agriculture, which
practical chemistry, at its present advanced state, is capable of
affording.

The charges for Analyses have been arranged by the Society as
follows :

Complete quantitative inorganic analysis of a soil, limcrock,
gypsum, peat, marl, animal manure, $5,00

Complete proximate organic analysis of a manure, marl,
peat, soil 5,00

Determination of the per centage of water, dry matter, and
a^h iu manures, &.C., 2.00

Analysis of mineral or spring water, 7,00

The above fees to accompany all samples or communications.
No analysis will be allowed to pass out of the Laboratory until

paid for.

The analysis of ores, minerals, rocks, commercial articles. &o

,

also attended to with care.
For analy.sis. enough of the above substances should 1^ sent to

make half a pound when diy. Of mineral or spring waters, about
one gallon is required.

Otj^ All samples and communicatious to be forwarded, post paid,

to Ur. J. H. ."SALISBUllY. Chemist to the Society, or to B. P.

JOH.NSO.V, Esq, Secretary, kc, Old Stale Hall, Albany.
February, 1861.

Farm for Sale.

SITUATED in Brighton, within two milw of the center of the

city of Koehe.^ter, anil within half a mile of the city line, con-
taining about G7 acres, wiih good building.s, fruit, and other im-

provements.
For further particulars enquire at the office of tho Gonesee

Farmer.
February, 1851.
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I
PROUD TRfUlIPn OF (lODEY'S LADY'S

AN AMERICAN MAGAZINE.

R

!l

SINCE publishing the Lady's Book for January, we have, up to
,^he moment oif penning this, received an increase to our list

that has been unprecedented. This shows that our efforts in the
good cause of

AMERICAN LITERATURE AND AMERICAN ARTS
is appreciated. No foreign aid is needed by the proprietor of
Godey's Lady's Book. Our January number, which has, we be-
lieve without a dissenting voice, been pronounced the gem of the
month, is all of ^ilmerican Manufacture. We have in store numer-
ous novelties. An opportunity has now been given to make a com-
parison between our engravings of SCRIPTURAL SUBJECTS
and those of others—steel against wood.
COQUETRY, the match plate to ' Constancy," published in the

January number, will be given in the March number.
GOOD COUNSEL AND EVIL COUNSEL, match plates, en-

graved by Welsh, will also be published this year, with appropriate
Ittter-press mitter.
DRESS THE MAKER AND DRESS THE WEARER, em-

blematic pictures of The North, The South, The East, The Ifccl,

are also in preparation. Also, the following

SCRIPTURAIi SUBJECTS.
Search the Scriptures,
The Creation, in seven tableaux.
The Miracles of Christ, in four
tableaux.

The Parables of Christ, in five

tableaux,
"We Beseech Thee to Hear us,

O Lord !" containing four fig-

ures.

Christ &the Woman of Samaria,
Christ Healing the Sick,

Christ on the Mount,
" How Beautiful are Thy Taber-

nacles. O Lord,
The Acts of the Apostles, in tab-
Uaux, from the cartoons ofR»-

John, Procl.iimiug the Messiah,
The Separation of the Apostlesj
Hallowed be Thy Name,
The Church Porch, Sunday
Morning,

The Cottagers, Sunday Morn-
,
ing,

'Lord, have Mercy upon us,-'

The First Lesson in Charity,
Backwooods' Worship,
"Suffer Little Childr'n to Come
unto Me."

The Guardian Angel,
The Infant Saviour and St.

John,
The Return of the Dove to the
Ark.phael,

And many, very many, of a more gay and lively character. One
of each kind will be given in a number—combining the grave and
the gay. i

The illustration of the Scriptural Plates will be furnished by the
REV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

COLORED ENGRAVING.
The Sylphs of the Season," m the January number, was print-

ed anri colored in our own office ; also the Vase and Flowers, in
tne February number. Can there be, has there been, anything
mor* oeautjful published, foreign or domestic, in any number of
a magazine published in Philadelphia .' We may ask the same
question in reference to

GODEY'S RELIABLE FASHION PLATES,
Undoubted Receipts, Model Cottages, Music, Crotchet Work,
Knitting, Netting, Patchwork, Crotchet Flower Work, Hair Braid-
ing. Ribbon AVork, Chenille Work. Lace Collar Work, Children's
and Infant's Clothes, Capes, Caps, Chemisetts—in fine everything
that can interest a Lady, will find an appropriate place in. her
owu Book.

TERMS.—C.\3H IN Advance, Postage Paid, and no Deviation.
They are also the terms of all the Philadelphia $3 taagazines.
One copy, 1 year, $3 1 Five copies, 1 year, $10
Two copies. 1 year, 5 | One copy. 5 yeurs, 10
One copy. 2 years, 5 | Ten copies, 1 year, 20
And one copy extra, for a year, to the person sending the club of

ten.

(Xr" Postmasters, and others sending clubs, will oblige us very
much by having them all addressed to one name. It is no incon-
venience to them and will be a great favor to us.

(I;/- No old subscriber will be received into a club until all ar-

rearages are paid. Address L. A. GODEY,
No. 113 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Februaay, 1851.

A^icultural and Hortlculti«ral Implements, and
Field and Garden Seeds.

UPWARDS of one hundred kinds of Plows, and a corresponding
variety of all other implements for the farmer, planter, and

garduer ; embracing the largest and most complete assortment to

be found in the United States. Also, Field and Garden Seeds-

a

l.irge and varied assortment. A. B. ALLEN & CO.,
[8-tf-o] 189 and 191 Water st., New York.

New York Agricultural Wareliouse and Seed Store.

AB. ALLEN & CO., 189 and 191 Water street. New York, have
• constantlyon hand, the mo.st extensive assortment of the

best and latest Improved Agricultural and Horticultural Imple-

ments and P'ield and Garden Seeds ever offered for sale in the

Un'.ed States ;
embracing every hupUmeut, Machine or Seed de-

sirable for the Planter. Farmer, or Gardener. Al.so, Guano, Bone
Dust, Poudrette, Plaster, Stc. [2-3t-o]

Emery's Seed Planter,

FOR Planting all kinds of Garden Seeds by hand, in drills or
hills, and so constructed as to be equally well adapted for

planting Corn, Beans. Peas, &c., in drills or hills, and may be in-
statly gauged to any quantity of seed, and the hills any di.stance

apart, from three inches to eight feet.

The Planter is taken by the handles, and moved before the ope-
rator as a wheel-barrow. The Planter makes its own furrow,
measures the quantity of seed, depo.sits it in the ground, and a
soverer and roller follows, which completes the whole operation as
fast as a man or horse can walk. When the lows arc three fi/it

apart, from eight to twelve acres are planted per day, or an acre
per hour, with a precision not before attained by any other Plan-
ter we have seen. In large fields and long rows, a horse is usually
attached.

It has been very widely introduced throughout the country du-
ring four years past, and with an increased demand,—our orders
the last season exceeding all previously sold. Price, compltte,
$14,00.

PLOWS.
The Eagle Plows, in great variety of sizes, including some new

patterns added the last season to the assortment, and calculated
for extra deep Sward work, and for Stubble land, capable of turn
ing under any loose stubble, &c., on the surface.

Besides the above, we have had made, expressly for our Trade,
two New Patterns—one calculated for harrow and deep work for

lapping furrows, of easy draft, and capable of doing the best of
work ; the other is for lighter broken land, and very well adapted
to flat work, if desired—well calculated for one teamof h:r es. and
a very favorite Plow where introduced. Several hundred were
sold the past season, of the latter, and in no case have tlii'y failed

to give satisfaction.

To our assortment we have added the various sizes of the cele-

brated Plows of Messrs. Prouty & Mears. of Bopton—some sizes

of which received the Society's highest premiums, at the Plow
Manufacturers Convention and Trial, in June last.

Also, Cultivators of various kinds, and for different field crops.

Harrows of several kinds, including the Geddes and Scotch forms
of all sizes.

Field Rollers of various sizes and kinds, including one of 30 in-

ches and one of 24 inches diameter, made of cast iron sectons 15

inches long
; as many sections are suspended on a two-inch

wrought iron shaft as are sufBciet to make the length of Roller re-

quired, usually six feet long. Price 30 inch. 5 sections, with frame,

&c , for use. .fSO ; of 24 inch, 5 sections, $35.

All the above machines, together with a very large and com-
plete assortment of the best selected and valuable Implements of

Husbandry, to be found in anysimilar establishment in the coun-
try, (many of the leading articles being made immediately under
our own personal supervision.) All are warranted to come fully

up to the representation.
For further particulars, prices, terms, &c., see our Descriptive

Catalogues, containing upwards of one hundred finely executed
engravings of our leading Implements, together with descriptions,

uses, prices, &c , furnished gratis, on application or by mail.

Albany Agricultural Works, Warehouse and Seed Store, No,
369 and 371 Broadway. EMERY & CO
Albany, Feb. 1, 1851.

Fruit Scions for 1S51.

THE subscriber will furnish Scions of the justly celebrated Fruit

of Western New York, of the different varieties mentioned
below.

Northern Sjvj,

Norton's Melon,
Early Joe.

Baldwin,
Ribston Pippin,
Red Canada,
Graveiistein,

Red Astrachan,
Loioel,

Dyer,
Porter,

Fa}neuse,

Yellow Bellflowe)-,

Wagener,
Swaar,
Westfiela Seek-no-fiirther,

Rambo,
Esopus Spitzenberg,

Roxbury Russet t,

Autumn Strawberry
Green Sweeting,

Mimson Sweeti/ig,

Talman Sweeting,

Summer Rose,
Early Harvest,

Hawley or Douse,
St. Laivratce.

I will pack and send, at One Dollar per hundred, either by mail

or express.
I refer to Mr. Vick, of the Gen. Farmer. All orders must come

post paid.

Virgalieu, Osband's Summer, Onondaga or Swan.s Orange, pear

Scions, at Three shillings per dozen.

Ot?- In all cases where it is possible, I will send specimens of the
Northern Spy apple. JAMES H. WATTS.
R ocheste, Feb , 1S51

.

1851 1851ROCHESTER
STAINED GliASS WORKS.

I
AM now prepared to produce upon Glass, the copy of any
DeHgv, Picture, Figure or Ornament, a,tic\ent or modern. En-

amelled, Embossed, Painted or Stained.
Lead Sash, and Diamond Glass, for church or cottage windows,

supplied to order. M. F. REYNOLD.?.
February, 1851.
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To Fruit Grotvers antl IVnrserymeii.

IpLLWANGKR AND B iRRY solicit the attention of all tree
J planter."!. Nurserymen and Dealers to their present stock,

which is much larger and better than they have ever before had
the pleasure of ofTi-ring.

It embraces, among other things, inlarge quantities,

i^laitilard Fru'U Trees, of all sorts.

Dwurf and Pyramidal Fruit Trees, for Gardens.
Oonseberries, Strawberries, Raspben-ies, Currants, SfC.,aU

the newest and best kinds.

Ornamental Trees, Shntbs, Roses, ^c, including all new,
rare and desirable articles.

Bncktiiorn, Osage Orange and other Hedge Plants.
Stocks (fall sorts for J\'urseries.

Gremi House, Border and Bedding Plants.
Double Dahlias, S^c, in immense qnanti.'ies.

Wholi'sale prices furnished wli^-n desired.
A new edition of the general de"criptive ('atalogue If now ready

and will be Bent gratis to those who ajij.ly postpaid.
Mount Hope Garden and Nurseries, I

hochester, N. Y.. ^ept. 1, 1850, \

niorgnn & AVIlsoii, DeiitHts,

OFFICE, corner of North St. Paul and .Main streets, second
story beg li-ave to inform tlicir (i-ieuds and all those desirous

of obtalniug first class of operations upon the teeth, that they
have a^ain as.«oc!ated tbeni.selves together, and are in every way
prip.ired to iiiserl teeth on gold plate, from one to an entire set,
or repair the decayed natural orgaDs. with gold fillings, so as to
pri.-kirvi- them during life.

'io the Profession they Would s.iy, they have a large a,ssortment
of .Alcock .1 ^liner.il Tei-th, (iold Plate, Spiral Springs, and quan-
tilii-s of Morg.iuV Pr-!miuin tfold Foil, con.stanlly on hand.

Order.-* by mail flili'd at sight.
'J hey can »«ll 1 eeth 30 per cent, less than they can be bought

elsewliure in the city

Sjiecimens of their Plate Work can at all times he seen at their
ofBce.

luy- Just received a large stock 'it Alcock's premium gum and
•iogle 'I'ecth. which they are selling at New York prices.

A, .\ .MOliiiAN. E. F. WILSON.
C17- Office, c'lriier North St, Paul and Main streets,
Hochester, Noveuibjr 1, 18.W.

I

GUAIVO.

WE are in daily espoctation of arrival! of Peruvian Guano.
Those .ri>bit)g to order, will do well to do Bo at the earliest

in'J'ueut. A. U. .ILLK.N St (,0.
New \ ork Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, IfcO and 191

Water street. [S-8t-oJ

Two Faiins for Sale In Fairfax Comity, Va.

WE ARF. authorized to sell a Tr.act of Land in the county
of Fairfax, containing 217 acres, about 30 of which is cover-

ed with timber, comprehending several varieties of Oak, Poplar,
Hickory, &c. There is also a wood lot of 18 acres. Of the cleared
land, about 100 acres is considerably improved, as is shown by the
crops now on it. The orchard of about 12 acres, is most thrifty

—

the fruit various and select. The place is watered by a stream.the
two branches of which are covered with timber for a mile or two
above, and which, within the limits of the farm, has a fall of 17>^
feet clear, being amply sufficient for a saw mill during seven or
eight months of the year, and would suffice for a family grist mill
The buildings consist of a dwelling house containing six comfort-
able rooms, besides the garret, two cellars, a store room, kitchen
servant's room, &c.; a comfortable farm house sufficient for the
manager's family and the farm laborers

;
also a large new frame

barn, 58 by 32 feet, with 16 feet posts. This farm is about two
miles from the Falls Church, eleven miles from the city of Wash-
ington, ten miles from Alexandria, and 8 from Georgetown, by
the nearest road. It is well watered and remarkably healthy.
The second Tract contains 107 acres, and is situated two miles

cast of Fairfax Court House, Va., and about equal distances from
the cities of Washington, (ieorgplown, and Alexandria, viz., four-
teen miles. There is about 50 acres of timber upon this tract, and
about 20 in small Pines and scattering fore.'it trees, the balance be-
ing nearly cleared and in good condition for cultivatiou. It lies

iu a desirable part of the county, and on the line of a proposed
plank road, in a direct line from Fairfa.\ Court House to George-
town, The dwelling bouse is comfortable, and a good milk house
and other out buildings arc on the place, a good well of water at
the door, and the farm well watered otherwise ; with an abundant
supply of good fruit, such ,as apples, cherries, peaches, &c. The
land is divided, unequally, into nine lots, fenced with rails mostly
new. Adjoining this tract is a new and improved saw mill, at which
there is a market for all kinds of lumber. Any per.son visiting
Fairfax Co. will find it to their advantage to call on the subscri-
ber, when they can be informed of other tracts if either of the
above did not suit.

For further particulars apply per.'onally, or by letter, to the un-
dersigned, at Fairfax Court House, Va,.

Letters directed to" Fairfax News," Fairfax Court House, Va.,
postage paid, will recive a prompt reply. H. FULLER.

Fairfax court House, Va., Sept, 21, 1850, THOS. R. LOVE.

School of Applied Clienilstry, Yale College, New
Ilavt-n

JOHN P. NORTON, PROF, OF SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE.
STUDENTS are received in this Laboratory as a special class,

distinct from the other College departments, and instruction
is given in all branches of Chemistry, both organic and inorganic,
general and special.

Every facility is afforded to those who desire to study Scientific
Agriculture generally, or theanalj'sis of soils, plant.s animal sub^
stances, manures, &c. Students fitted to become instructors in
this branch of science.
A course of Lectures, upon Scientific Agriculture, by Prof Nor-

ton, will commence about the niiddb? of January, and continue
two and a half mouths. This course is intended to present a plain
and intelligible view of the connectiois of S,:ience with Agricul-
ture, which may be understood by any farmer.
The Lectures of Prof Siilimau on Geology and Mineralogy, and

those of Prof. Olmsted on Nat. Philosophy, Astronomy and -Mete-
orology, also the College Libraries and Cabinets, are accessible to
the students.
For information as to terms. &.C., apply to Prof. Norton.
Nov. 1, 18,-i0. ( ll-4t]
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THE BREEDINCJ AND REARIK& OF DOMESTIC
ANIMALS.

The farmers of the United States possess every ad-

vantage to excel in the breeding and rearing of

domestic animals. They have an abundance of land

for tillage, meadow, and pasture ; and climates admi-
rably adapted to the production of grass, roots, and
grain. Horses, mules, neat cattle, sheep, and swine,

are healthy, sufficiently long-lived, and profitable,

when skilfully managed. In nearly one-half of the

States, a good mule is worth $100, and an ordinary

one of fair size is worth $70 ; while the cost of rear-

ing until he is three years old, is no more than to

keep a steer to the same age. As a mule will per-

form hard labor twenty-five or thirty years, or more
than twice as long as a horse, particularly at the

south, the demand tor these field servants keeps pace
with the wonderful consumption of calico, shirting,

and other cotton fabrics. Mules are wanted for

growing tobacco, which two-thirds of the men, and
boys over ten years old, either chew or smoke, or

both, every day in the year. For the culture of corn,

as well as sugar cane and rice, mules are much pre-

ferred to horses : the latter, however, sell high in the

southern States, for carriage use and riding. The
wife of almost every planter who is doing well, keeps
her carriage and a pair of horses worth from $200 to

$500 ; and every son and daughter big enough to

ride, wants a saddle-horse besides. As population

and wealth increase throughout the country, the de-

mand for fine animals of all kinds augments in an
equal if not a greater ratio. Ordinary cows sell in

Georgia at from $6 to $10 a head, extraordinary ones
bring readily from $50 to $150 each. We saw a

native cow sold at the latter price at the State Fair
in 1849, not so good as we have bought in Erie

county for $13.

No other department of rural industry pays so well

at this time as the breeding and rearing of superior

stock. This is a branch of business which nearly

every farmer thinks he understands perfectly, but
after all, the results of his practice prove that he is

mistaken. A large share of the best stock imported

into the United States has deteriorated from the care-

lessness or ignorance of those into whose hands it

has been committed. Until the art and science of

breeding and keeping domestic animals are more
generally studied, and more highly esteemed, the

number of first rate horses, mules, neat cattle, sheep,

and hogs, will be comparatively small. We have

recently estimated, in a public document, the num-
ber of horses and mules in the country at six mil-

lions, and we are confident that their average value

might be increased, by a course of skilful breeding-,

in a few generations, $30 a head. This would be

equivalent to creating a capital of $180,000,000. A
horse or a mule worth $90 dollars is as easily kept

\vhen reared, as one worth but $80 ; and the same
rule applies to the rearing and keep of swine, sheep,

steers for the shambles, working oxen, and dairy

cows. The farmers of Belgium and Holland make
more beef, according to the area under cultivation,

than is produced elsevi^here in Europe, and they mar-

ket most of their cattle before they are three years

old. Every calf designed for meat, should be ready

for the butcher by the time a thousand days have

passed over its head ; and it should never form less

than a pound of good meat in twenty-four hours, for

its owner.
How can a farmer use the digestive organs of a

calf 1000 days to the best advantage 1 An engineer

is required to study every part of the machinery under

his control. He must be familiar with the building

and strength of each tube, valve, cylinder, and joint,

in the most complex steam engine, to work it with
the largest profit. What is a calf, colt, pig, or lamb,

but a small locomotive in the hands of an agricultu-

ral engineer ? How few engineers of this class have
carefully investigated the nature and strength of the

complex machinery which elaborates milk, butter,

cheese, wool, meat, or produces the valuable physical

powers of the ox, mule, and horse ? The time has
come when the anatomy and physiology of these

wealth-creating animals should be universally under-

stood. Their internal organization and external

symmetry, their intrinsic value and productiveness,

as well as beauty, can never be fully appreciated be-

fore science enlightens the understanding of the

stock-grower. That all kinds of food in all sorts of

conditions may be given to cattle, sheep, and hogs,

with equal benefit and profit, no one pretends ; but

when we presume to say how animals shall be fed,

and what they should consume, there are almost as

many opinions as farmers. Where butter is high,

and calves are reared on skim-milk and butter-milk,

experience in Europe has confirmed the teachings of

science, that molasses, used to sweeten milk deprived

of its butter, is the best substitute in the system of

the calf. Bread and sweetened water may not be so

nutritious in the stomach of a growing child as bread

and butter, but it is better than bread and pure water.
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Both molasses and sprouted barley have been stic-

cessfully used in England in fattenincr bullocks and

feeding piilch kinc. Many say that, to malt barley

sufficiently to develop its saccharine propertie.-i, in-

creases its fattening powers, perliaps by rendering

nil its starch, gluten, and oilier protein compounds
more easily digested.

Who has ever spent a dollar to learn what part of

the nutritive matter that enters the stomachs of his

horses, cattle, and hogs, passes through their systems

undigested ? Who can say how much is wasted in

generating extra heat, by reason of the fad that ani-

mals are exposed to severe cold and storms in winter ?

All experience confirms the statement tiiat, in a de-

gree, external warmth is equivalent to food. The
living locomotive must have a given degree of inter-

nal heat, or all the machinery stops forever. The
heart ceases tu beat, and the lungs to inhale a single

breath, if the fire within or the solar warmth without

be too feeble for the purposes of life. A comfortable

degree of external heat united with proper ventilation,

for the benefit of all bipeds and quadrupeds, is a matter

of universal interest. Warm houses, barns, stables,

end pig-pens, with an abundance of good f(X)d, and

that skilfully prepared and economically consumed,

are points often overlooked even by intelligent per-

sons. The keep of animals governs their gradual

improvement or certain deterioration. Attentive and

proper feeding, with the judicious selection of m-iles

and females in propagating any race, constitute the

cardinal points in stock-raising. One should be

careful to provide a plenty of pasture, and that fresh

and sweet, for consumption in spring, simimer. an 1

autumn, and a plenty of well cured forage f)r winter.

Pastures and meadows have been sadly neglect'd,

and their failing productiveness has attracted onr

attention in all the States we have visited, whifh
are not a few. They greatly need a liberal covering

of stable manure, rc-sccding, and a good scarifyiug

with a sharp liarrow. Many need driiining, and still

more irrigation, which adds wonderfully to the growth
of grass and the improvement of grazing and meadow
lands. Water in spiings, brook-, and creek~, abounds
in the mineral and organic food of plants ; and in

thousands of ravines, dams and ditches may be
cheaply constructed, to turn it over extensive fiel Is.

The roiling of cattle is gaining in public favor

every year w-here it is tested by experience. By
feeding stock in small enclosures, a large share of

• the fence now required in this country, may be dis-

pensed with — an object of no inconsiderable imp-ir-

tance. All good farmers recognise the necessity of

either making or purchasing an annual stock of ma-
nure ; and with this thoy can cut grass, clover, corn,

or other forage enough from an acre to keep one and
perhaps two cows the year round. The dro|)pings

of horses and cattle on pastures, while feeding, are
found to be of little value ; too much manure is ap-
plied at one place, and none at all over many square
yards. Sheep distribute the raw material of crops
more evenly, but not so well as it call be done by the
husbandman. Stock-growing, manure-saving, and
the economical production of grain and grass, must
be blended into one system of tillage and liusban Irv.

Much of the manure now manufactured is poor stutr,

and really not worth over half of what it costs. A'nt

a little trash is hauled ten miles out of the city of
Washington, to fertilize poor soils, wljich is of as
little value for manure as a load of pine chi;)s.

—

Good manure is worth its weight in timothy hay, and

often its weight in corn. The science of producing
manure is quite as important as that of transforming
grass, grain, and roots, into meat, milk, wool, and
the ilesh of horses and mules. The best manure
sold in Washington brings f lur dollars a barrel, and
it is worth that to make into wheat at a dollar a
bushel. This fertilizer comes from the Pacific, on
the coast of Peru, and from small islands covered
thirty feet deep with guano, which is tliero estimated
at thirty millions of tons. Miinure of equal value
per cwt. can be made at homi^, provided farmers will

give instructions to their legislators to fester agri-

cultural science.

As a general rule, it is safe to say that one-third,

if not one-half, of the fertilizers voided in stables

and barn-yards, are never carried out upon the fields

whence the crops that fed the animals were taken.

To waste manure anil impoverish land, is not the

way to produce cheap beef, pork, butter, cheese, and
wool, firr any considerable number of years. The
manin'e of a fattening pig is v.-orth nearly half as

much as his food, provided one knows how to use it

to the best advantage. Meat sells at about the same
price in Belgium that it does in the State of New
York, and of course grass is worth about the same.
The manure of a cow in B'dgium is often sold at

from $12 to ^15 a year. How can this raw mate-
rial of crops and beef be more valuable there than
here, provided onr crops and beef fetch as much per

100 lbs. as theirs do ? They send vast quantities of

meat to L/Jndon, and so do we, more or less. The
truth is, we have yet to learn the money vaule of

good mnniire, tiie art of saving it (ill, and the econo-
my of 9 lling fat heifers and steers when two years

(d I, and fit pigs when from nine to twelve months
old. A ctill'can extract more meal from 100 lbs. of

cat, corn, or barley-meil, well cooked, by 40 per cent.,

than a six year cdd cow or ox can. Pea and bean
porridge tor pigs and calves, will make them grow
rapi lly, and are much used for that purpose on the

continent. O.ie that has a plenty of rich manure
can make cheap oats and corn for feeding all domes-
tic animals ; and if these are the best, ihey will pay
a round profit.

Too little attention is paid to the savin? and liberal

use of grass seed by dairy-men, wool-growers, and
such as make a bu-incss of rearing horses, mules,

hogs, and neat cattle. After all that has been said

about making two blades of grass grow where only

one grew before— a proverb older than tire time of-

.lacob, in all probability— the neglect of grazing

lands is a prominent defect in modern husbandry.

G) where you will, and you shall find mean cattle,

hogs, sheep, and horses, where pastures and meadows
yiel I little fool for domestic animals. To pay high

prices for improved breeds, and then run them down
in size, form, and value, by injudicious keep, is the

heiirhlof folly. Henc?, instead of commeniiug Short

Horns, Herefords, Devons, Ayrshires, or any other

race, we content ourselves with urging the necessity

of provi ling an abund'mceof food, a lapted to the con-

stitution an I habits of the animal, wImcIi may be reg-

u'arly cotisnm 'd every day in the year. Sheep that

have a f-ast three or six months and are then half

starved unequal length of tim"-", U'lver clip even wool.

The staple is materially atlected by all changes of

this kind ; and every dairyman knows that to give

cows only half allowance ten days in June, will di-

minish the yield of milk, butter, and cheese, for six

weeks thereafter. Many interesting experiments on

I

i
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this point have been tried in Europe, the results of

wliich are highly instructive. The transformation

of grass, roots, ai.d grain, into milk, meat, and wool.

is now treated of as a branch of manufdchires, in

which labor and capital must be vastly more concen-

trated, to give the highest attainable profit. Instead

of being so anxious for an illimitable " range for

stock," as western and southern growers demand,

bring the whole operation into a narrow compass, and

add four-fold to the natural productiveness of the soil,

and at the same time make one animal worth three

or four common ones.

WHEAT-CULTURE IN THE GENESEE VALLEY.

In commenting on Prof. Johnston's description of

American agriculture, the editor of The Plough, the

Loom, and the Anvil, has this paragraph :

We shoiilrl have been surprised too, to learn what he
avers, that in Genesee, " vvliere the land is [we suppose he
means mlurally] more fertile than in any part of Great
Britain, lliey were laying their lands down to grass because
they ran not afford to grow wheat." We should, we say,

have been a little surprised at the annunciation of the fact

as to Genesee, had we not been so recently told by tlie Hoti.

WiLLOUGHBY Newton, in his admirable address at Balti-

more, that " the Genesee valley has fallen in production

from twenty-Jive to te^i bushels of wheat per acre."

We often meet statements similar to the above, in

our exchange journals, and the opinions therein ex-

pressed prevail very generally in distant States.

Had Mr. Newton reversed the story, and said that

the oak-barrens " in the valley of the Genesee," and
especially in the towns of Wheatland and Caledonia,

which in a state of nature produced only ten or twelve

bushels per acre, have been so improved by good hus-

bandry as to yield crops twice as large, or nearly

twenty-five bushels per acre, he would have come
very near the truth of the case. There are but two
wheat-growing counties, properly speaking, in the

Genesee valley, viz : Monroe and Livingston ; and
we hazard nothing in saying that no other two con-

tiguous counties in the Union will show, by the U.
S. census, equal crops of wheat, although the valley

of the Genesee has been forty years under the plow
and harrow by excessive tillage. Monroe county
beat the Union in 1840, and will do it again, although

there are many larger counties. Her closest com-
petitors are in Western New York and Ohio.

While defending our frienrls from the charge of

having so exhausted their lands that they can "no
longer afford to grow wheat" upon them, they will

permit us to suggest the propriety of taking a crop

of wheat once in four, instead of two or three years,

from a field. By taking pains to fertilize the soil

through the agency of clover, gypsum, and manure,
three crops of an average of 33J bushels per acre

may be harvested in twelve years, or 100 bushels in

that length of time. Now, if you sow this land six

times to wheat in twelve years, neglect manuring as

you will, and lose all the pasture and hay that will

grow in three years, lose the extra tillage, extra seed,

and extra harvesting ; after all, you will reap only

100 bushels of wheat, being an average of I63 bush-

els per acre, for each crop. This last system is the

sure way to impoverish arated land ; because much
of the organic and inorganic elements of crops, which
tillage renders soluble and rains actually dissolve,

flow with surface and spring water into creeks, the

river, and lake Ontario. Keep land in grass or clover

three years in four, and carefully save all the liquid

and solid manure which the grass and hay yield,

whether consumed by sheep, cattle, swine, or horses
;

and while your wool, pork, beef, and young horses,
will bring a fair profit on their cost, your crop of
wheat on the four year rotation will equal two ordi-

nary crops, and be produced at tlie minimum expense
per bushel. In this way you can keep double the
stock, sell butter if you prefer it to wool, have your
farms in first rate condition, and increase instead of
diminishing your annual harvest of wheat.
Too little attention is paid to meadows and pas-

tures—to making manure from the hay that may be
cut by draining swamps, marshes, and swales, so that
herds-grass, timothy, blue-grass, and English ray-
grass will flourish on these low, wet places. We
well remember many such unprofitable places, un-
sightly wastes, in Monroe and Livingston counties.

A great deal of the cream of uplands now devoted
mainly to wheat-culture, has been washed into these
basins of variable extent and depth. Make this cream
into grass, tlie grass into manure, and the manure
into corn and wheat. By this operation, not only
your wheat and corn crops may be doubled, but a
double growth of clover in pastures and meadows
may also be realized. It is not more land, but more
skill and more science that you need, although we
have long inaintained that the readers of this paper
in Western New York are the best farmers to be

found in the United States. Many of our friends

from the south will visit you at the next State Fair,

and we have no apprehension that all we have ever

claimed for the valley of the Genesee, will not be
conceded as true to the letter and spirit of our com-
mendation.

Mr. Neavton, Vvhose remarks we have copied at

the commencement of this article, paid if 1000 for

guano, last fall, to put on his wheat at the time of

seeding. He says that on a farm recently purchased

he will harvest as many bushels of wheat next season,

with ordinary luck, as it cost him dollars. He is a

Virginian, and applies 200 pounds of guano to the

acre, which gives an increase in the crop, beyond
what the soil would do without the manure, of some
ten or twelve bushels. That is to say, 600 pounds
of wheat are the product of 200 of manure. Some
of our Genesee friends in Monroe and Livingston

will remember how often we have called their atten-

tion to the interesting fact, in public lectures, that a

barrel of flour of 196 lbs., contains 187 lbs. of carbon

and the elements of sinjple water, the other 9 lbs.

being nitrogen and incombustible earthy matter.

Mr. Newton has paid four dollars a barrel for ma-
nure to apply to his wheat crop, and found it to

return a good profit. Rely upon it, there is some-

thing in the growth of wheat and in the chemical

composition of manure, not sufficiently understood

by most wheat-growers. In England, where both

fertilizers and grain-culture have been investigated

with extreme caution, every pound of ammonia in

guano is estimated at six pence sterling, or eleven

cents our money, calling wheat worth five shillings.

Phosphate of lime is worth three farthings a pound,

and potash about a penny more than in this country.

Rochester can easily furnish the raw material to

form 300,000 bushels of wheat a year, so far as it is

lacking in the surface of the earth. It ought to be

a model city, surrounded by a model farming com-

munity— both co-operating to carryback in fertili-

zers, and bury in cultivated soils, every thing that

will render either the atmosphere or water of the
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citv impure and pestilential. The vsame dissolving

elements of imman food that poison the air and water

consumed b)- the denizens of a city, will form the

cheapest wheat, corn, and potatoes, a farmer can

prow. Both parties must labor tojicther, and for a

common purpose, if both would prosper.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS TOR THE N. Y. STATE
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Society stands at the head of all agricultural

progress in America. It occupies a proud and en-

viable position, a«d if true to itself and the great

cause to whicli it is devoted, its distinguished friends

will be remembered with honor long after mere politi-

cians, whether Governors or Presidents, arc forootten.

It labors not for the things of a day, but for interests

that will be as fresh and commanding a ihousand years

hejice as they are at the present moment. Ti)e min-

isters of the enlightened nations of Europe, at Wash-
ington, seek copies of its Transactions as a work of

rare value, for the instruction of the friends of agri-

cultural improvement in their respective countries.

We have just given our last copy to Sr. Vo?; Gf-^rajlt,

Minister Resident of H. M. the King of Prussia, who
takes a deep interest in all our agricultural organiza-

tions. If the Executive Committee of the N. Y. S.

Society will place a dozen copies of its Transactions

at our disposal to go abroad, it will enable us to se-

cure valuable contributions to its Lil)rary—an object

of no inconsiderable importance. We are happy to

say that Mr. Wkbstkr enters cordially into the pol-

icy of advancing American agricalture, by obtaining

through our representatives at foreign coin-ts, and

consuls in al! commercial cities, whatever seeds, cut-

tings and books may contribute to the promotion of

rural arts and sciences in the United States. As
our national ships visit every port, their officers,

without inconvenince, can bring home any thing

which may be useful and desirable, free from charge.

American seamen are particularly interested in hav-

ing the provisions on which they subsist for months
in the tropics, as well put Up in this country as in

any other—a thing not now done.

What is there to prevent the N. Y. State Society

obtaining 1000 life memberships at ten dollars each,

under the wcw fee, and applying the sfel 0,000 derived

from that source to the purchase and equipment of

an Experimental Earm ? There is not now such a

farm in America, and the honor of putting the first

in complete operation, would be equally great and

enduring. Unless the leading men in that Society

move soon, the State Societies of Ohio, Michigan.

Maryland, Georgia and Kentucky will take the lead

in this important matter. The Kentucky Agricul-

tural and Mechanics Association held its first Fair

last October, and it has already raised and invesbMJ

eight thousand dollars in twenty-iivo acres of land

and buildings.

A little well directed effi>rt in the State of New
York, (which has some 205,000 more people within

its limits than all New England,) will command
810,000 for the purchase of a small farm of one
hundred acres, and a few animals of the best breeds
to stock it, as well as all needful imnlpinents of hus-

bandry. Now truths in rural science and practice,

can only be elicited by the agency of new operations.

Farmers may go on stepping forever in the same
tracks, like a horse on a tread-wheel, without advan-
cing in knowledge a particle ; but is it creditable or

desirable to vegetate in that way ? The time has

come when the true powers of difTcrent kinds of soils

and manures should bo tested in the most exact and
satisfactory manner. So too the precise value of

dilFcnt kinds of food fir dairy cows, sheep, hogs, hor-

ses, and oxen, should be universally knou-n. The
annual additions made to our professional knowledge
are small indeed. They can be doubled and trebled,

if we will only make a common effort in the right

direction. Next to nothing has been done in this

country to unite the best practice with the best sci-

ence on the same farms. In Europe, art and science

are studiously brought together to tmprove the soil,

domestic animals, and, particularly, young men devo-

ted to the profession of agriculture. We must
experiment in fifty difi'erent ways, if we would deve-

lop new facts relating to rural afl'airs ; and the plan

of such experiments must be laid down by some one

familiar with all the light that science has already

given to the subject. Manures arc destinod to be-

come as much an article of inland and foreign com-
merce, as cotton, tobacco, breadstufls, and provisions.

Hence their concentration, (like guano,) and skilful

manufacture, are objects of vast national importance.

The great truth that one hundred pounds of manure
can produce three hundred of good wheat on such
poor, exhausted lands as abound in Maryland and
Virginia, is no longer questioned. The economical

production of artifiicial guano, equal to the best Peru-
vian, is a desideratum which ought not to be over-

looked by the officers of the N. Y. State Agricultural

Society. They have the position and means to do

an incalculable amount of good ; and the farming
community will hold them to a strict accountability

for the " ten talents" committed to their care, for a

wise and urofitable investment.

MAPLE SUGAR.

Those that intend making a crop of sugar from the

"sugar tree,*' have no time to lose in getting every-
thing ready for tapping the trees, hauling and evap-
orating the saj). Buckets or troughs are indispensa-

ble to catch the "sugar-water" as it flows from
the cut in the sap-wood, and these often need clean-

sing and repairing. It is not every youth that can
go into the woods, cut his timber and hoop ten, twenty
or a hundred sap-buckets ; and, as a general thing,

it is best to emjjloy a cooper to do the job. To make
troughs is a somewhat less difficult undertaking, pro-

vided one has trees of the right size that are free-rif-

ted and split well through the heart. We have had
some experience in making troughs, hooping buck-
ets and large tubs for storintj sap, and know that

good timber is the important part of the opera-

tion. The complex and beautiful machinery that

manufactures water pails, keelers, and wash-tubs, so

rapidly, would be just the thing to work almo.-<t any
.soft wood into convenient ves-sels to hold sap, as it

flows from the trees. Assuming that one has a sup-

ply of good clean troughs or buckets, a reservoir at

iiis works perfectly tight for holding one or two days'

run of the bush, he should then provide a hor.'se or

ox-sled rigged with a sixty gallon cask, (this is large

enough for a single hor.se, a pair of oxen or horses

can easily haul a much larger one,) for gathering the

liquid which is to yield the sugar. A cask with two
heads entire, fastened to the sled and having a large

fininel made of a bucket which will hold a pailful,

placed over the bung to receive the sap, as it is taken
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from the trees, is the best contrivance. Fair roads

slioiild be cut all throup-h the sngar orchard, if it

be not completely under-brushed : and when a load

of sap is brought to tlie camp the reservoir sliould

stand a little lower than the sled, so that by pulling

a plug, or turning a faucet, all the sap in the hogs-

head on the sled will run without labor into the sto-

rage tub near the evaporating pans or kettles. To
carry sap in buckets on one's neck and shoulders

with a yoke, as many a reader has done, through deep

snow, seems very much like hard work.

That side of a tree v/hich has the larger part of

the top, and grows most thriftily, with the biggest

roots, will yield the most sap, if properly tapped. If

one begins early, the south side is best, other things

being equal ; if late, the north side should be prefer-

red. There are many facts pertaining to the tlow of

sap, which are involved in much obscurity, such as

the influence of the wind, sunsliine, freezing at night,

fee, that somehow modify the ascent of liquid, and,

perhaps, the descent, in the vascular system, and the

evaporation of water at the terminal buds. Where
the sugar comes from, and how it is formed, are

quite as curious studies as the way in which its cir-

'Ij)
culation is kept up before the tree has any leaves to

h aid in the operation.

jj],
.We are not disposed to enter into either a physio-

logical or chemical discussion at this time, but aim
to give a few practical hints on sugar making. As
in the dairy business, one's kettles and utensils of

every name should be perfectly clean and sweet, and
the syrup should be settled ten or twelve hours be-

fore it becomes molasses, to remove all fine particles

of dirt which no cloth strainer can sepcrate. This,

with judicious skimming,*will give pure sugar, which
can be farther whitened by percolation, if desired.

—

As the trees that yield this delicious sweet are cut

down, and fine maple sugar and syrup become scarce,

the price advances and their manufacture b^omes
more of an object. We have seen a good many tons

of good maple sugar sold at five cents a pound ; and
it was once thought a liberal price, when wheat
brought but thirty and forty cents in Western New
York. .

Instead of having to dip cold sap into boilers, it is

much better to have a small stream constantly run-

ning from the reservoir into the kettles just equal to

the liquid driven oti' in vapor. In this way there is

little danger of the syrup boiling over and being

wasted, or burning on tiie sides of the kettles, and

no time is lost in bringing the liquid up to the point

of ebulition. To decide when the sugar is evapora-

ted enough to cake well, is a matter that experience

alone can teach. A plenty of dry wood, a comforta-

ble house, kettles well set in an arch, with conveni-

ences for filtering and settling syrup, and "sugaring
off," are all points not to be overlooked whei-e the

business is prosecuted to any extent. PVom 8,000

to 10,000 lbs. are the largest quantity that we have

ever known manufactured in one orchard in a season.

Mr. Marthkr, of Fairfield, Herkimer county, N. Y.,

formerly, (about thiily years ago,) often realized

$1,000 for his sugar crop ; but of late years, the sac-

charine matter of sugar cane has nearly driven that

of the acer siicckannuin out of the market. Land
that bears a fine growth of rock maple is usually val-

uable for tillage, meadow and pasture ; and unskilful

tapping, in a few years, will nearly destroy any tree.

Success is the child of courage and perseverance.

COETNT-GROWINa.

Messrs. ErnxoRs :—I have a desire to communicate
to you, and througb the medium of your valuable
paper to others, the method I have successfully prac-
ticed in growing corn for several years past—not
that I claim to have made any important discovery
in its cultivation, but simply to have combined and
practised the experience and recommendations of
men wis-^r and more experienced than myself. The
soil that I have tilled is a gravel loam. I have usu-
ally, for corn, turned over in the month of April, or
early in May, a clover sod, by plowing carefully and
deep—a little deeper than ever before plowed. I have
spread t!ie manure upon the ground before plowing,
I dig up the grass around the stumps and then tho'r-

onghly harrow until the surface is well pulverized
and mixed. To mark the land for planting, I have
used a ligiit j)ole about thirteen feet long, twelve feet
of which is divided into three equal spaces, four feet
apart, (the distance I have between the rows) and to
it I attach, by means of ropes, four pieces of chains
which I have found to make the best marks to follow
in planting-. Two men or boys, by each taking an
end of the pole, can mark both ways ready for plant-
ing, several acres in a day. The benefit of thus
marking I have found to be saving of time, straighter
rows, and a uniform distance between them, and also
the entire independence of the planters of each other,

so that boys who can plant only a part of a row and
keep up, can do so correctly. I grow the large dent
corn which is adapted to this climate. Four kernels
are usually dropped in each hill and slightly covered
with not more than two inches of earth. As soon as
the corn has come out of the ground so as to be seen
and follow the rows, I prepare a composition by mix-
ing equal parts of slaked lime, ashes, and plaster, of
which about a gill is dropped upon every hill of corn,

and which is quickly done by suspending a pail or
other vessel across the shoulders by a strap of leather
or rope, walking nearly erect, and with a small shin-
gle dip out of the vessel and throw it upon the grow-
ing corn. Should the leaves be open and the prepa-
tion drop into them it does not injure the corn. I

liave found this composition thus applied, to cause the
corn to grow rapidly and vigorously. And also what
to me has been a great benefit, crows have never
pulled up any after its application, although they had
began to pull before. As soo.«, as the rows could be
easily traced, I have gone between them with a horse,

and a culti\ator so constructed that alltiie earth was
moved and cleaned of whatever was growing, thirty-

five inches wide. The cultivator has fiat teeth shaped
like a common flat-iron, with a shank from the wide
end eighteen inches long, and fastened on the top of

the frame by screws and nuts. I have found that

passing once with it has been as effectual as twice

with any cultivator I had previously used. After
passing both ways through the corn as above men-
tioned, I leave it till about the first of June, when I

again go through the field in the same manner, and
then thoroughly clean the hills with the hoe and
hand, leaving the ground level. About the first of

July I again clean the hills, after having been through
as often as necessary with a horse and cultivator.

The average yield per acre, in favorable seasons,

when harvested, has been one hundred, or morg, bu.

good sound ears of corn, Tlie cultivator is gaged
by a wheel so that it can be used without disturbing

the sod. The benefits of level culture I have found

-fl
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to be that corn resists the winds better, extends

without intcrrnptioii its innumerable fibrous roots all

tlirou^lh the earth so near the s\irface that they de-

rive every benefit from heat and moisture. I have

often dug between the liilis when the corn had at-

tained nearly its growth and set for ears, without

finding any space that the roots did not occupy. I

had designed to have written more but my article

would be too long. Orangk H. Wait.— Willough-

bi/,ItL, Jan., 1851.

BUTTER AND CHEESE MAKING.

Messrs. Editors:— I saw, in the October number

of the Farmer, certain questions from the Commis-
sioner of Patents, and a request tliat farmers would

answer tlifm. Living, as I do, on a farm almost

new, and under rather a poor state of cultivation at

that, I can not expect to furnish much information

of importance ; but such information as I am able to

give, is at your service. My business is dairying,

and what I have to say is connected with that branch

of farming.

I find that my cows, thirty-six in number, have

averaged of cheese for market, 280 pounds ; and of

butter, 48 lbs. each ; besides what the family have

used, which I estimate for the whole year at 600 lbs.

of cheese and 500 lbs. of butter. Average price of

cheese, 4 cts. 6 mills per pound ; and my butter I

contracted in the spring, at 12^ cts. the season through,

which has been the highest price until within a few
weeks. My cows have had nothing but grass, and
short picking at that most of the time, owing to

drouth and grasshoppers.

With regard to the comparative difference of

making butter or cheese, I am not able to state ; but

theditiierence between making hatier and cheese will

appear by comparing the results of the following ex-

periments :

Exp. 1. Milk skimmed and churned while sweet,

and the butter-milk worked into the cheese. Milk,

720 lbs.; butter produced, 25 lbs.; curd, 79 lbs.;

cheese from press, 60 lbs.; cheese ready for market,

65J lbs.

Exp. 2. All the cream worked into the cheese.
Milk, 822 lbs.; curd. 111 lbs.; cheese from the press,

92 lbs.; cheese ready for market, 86 lbs.

Exp. 3. Night's milk set in vat, skimmed in the
morning, churned, and bntter-milk worked into the
cheese. IMilk, 771 lbs.; curd, 100 lbs.; cheese from
press, 79 lbs.; cheese ready for market, 74 lbs.;

butter, 11 lbs.

Uy the above you will perceive that I get more
p*uuds of butter and cheese tlian of cheese alone,

from the same quantity of milk. In each experiment,
the milk was weighed as soon as milked.

]\Iy melhod of making butter has been this : In
warm weather I put ice in the cream until it is cooled
to a proper temperature— say, when tiieair is 70^ or

80^, I cool the cream to 45*^
; when the atmosphere

is from 55'^ to 70^, I cool the cream to 50'^; and when
the atmosphere is below 50^, I warm the cream —
more as the weather is cooler ; but in no case should
it be warmer than 55'^ when the butter comes. In
spring and fall I scald the milk whcu it first comes
from the cow; ?. e., hent it to 125*^ or 130^: this

makes it keep longer before souring, I get more
cream, and it churns much easier, besides it removes
all bad flavor caused by the cows eating vegetables
such as leeks, ruta baga, kc.

After butter is churned I work all the milk out

that I can, with a paddle, and then work in about 1

!b. of good salt to every 20 lbs. of butter. I then
put it in a coul place— if the weather is warm, I put
it in a tin pan and set it on the ice in the ice-house
until the next day, when I work it thorouglily with
the hand, being careful not to warm it so as to make
it oily, and then pack it down solid in air tight pack-
ages, and keep it in a cool place. Butter made in this

way has the reputation of being the best in market.

My method of making cheese is to warm the milk
to 88°, and then add sufficient rennet to "fetch it"

(as the old dairywomen say,) in about 40 niinutes,

I then cut up with an instrument made with a steel

frame and strung across with fine brass wire. I then
commence heating it slowly, stirring it all the time
to prevent its sticking together, until I heat it to 108^,

when I turn the heat off, cool it a little, and let it

stand about half an hour. I then drain off the whey
and put in 1 lb. of salt to every 20 lbs. of cheese
from the press, and then put in the press.

Perhaps some of my remarks may be rather unin-
telligible without a description of my apparatus for

making cheese. I hardly know how to describe it

without a drawing. I will give you a vertical sec-

tion, and by that means describe it as well as I can.

A, vat of wood, with metalic vat inside. B, heater,

7 inches in diameter inside, 12 inches at bottom, 8
inches at the top on the outside, and 14 inches high.
i, i, space between outside and inside, which, by
means of pipes, E, E, E, E, bolted to tub and vat (C,

A,) at m, m, m, m, is kept filled with water which is

heated by fire inside the heater B. As the heated water
rises, it passes off in the upper pipe, and its place is

supplied by cold water through the lower pipe, k,

stove-pipe with door, /, to supply heater with fuel.

d, d, d, d, connecting cocks, by means of which the
heat may be thrown either way.

J", f, rods of iron

to support the heater, g-, g, posts to vat. h, h, posts

under tub. A. Bartlktt. — Fowler s Mills, O.,

Dec, 1850.

Experimknt O.N Potatoes.—In the spring of 1847
I planted potato seed in drills, it grew, and 1 trans-

planted one plant, hoed it often, and the produce was
about half a pint. In the spring of 1848 I planted

the produce of the one plant, and in the fall I dug
one bushel of beautifid potatoes, the largest two
weighing 19 and 20 ounces. I have planted seed

from the ball four years in succession, and have pro-

duced some new and excellent kinds that I never

saw before. I have experimented on potatoes more
or less for twenty years past, in Warren countj', Pa.,

and think that they do best of late years, when plant-

ed very early, on quick, warm soil. I have some
old potatoes raised in 1849, which I intend keeping
to experiment upon in 1851. Samuul BartOiN.—
Pillsjield, Pa., Dec, 1850.

t
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^I)e Jpoultnj llarb.

SONNEEAT'S JUNGLE FOWL.

Soni^erat's Jungle Fowl is found wild in the Jun-
gles of India. It is contended by some that to this

species alone are our breeds of domestic fowls to be
traced. They are represented as being very easily

tamed, and in their habits much resembling the

domestic fowl. They are rather below the medium
eize.

POULTRY - HOUSE AND YARD.

Messrs. Editors :—The following is a plan of my
poultry yard and hen-house, which, if you consider

worthy, you can give a place in the Farmer. I am
induced to give this to the public, from the fact that

fio many are expressing a desire for information upon
this subject. I think they will find it a very conve-
nient form, and attended with but little e.xpense.

The hen-house can be made of rough boards, if cheap-
ness is desired, and the size can be varied according
to the number of fowls kept. I have 70 in mine, at

present, and think three or four times as many more
could be kept in it without difficulty. The park is

surrounded with a picket fence five feet and four in-

ches in height, a sixteen foot board cutting three

lengths of pickets. I find this abundantly high, by
clipping one wing of each fowl : thereby they are

prevented from flying, in the least, as one wing being
of full length, gathers air, and the other, from its

shortness, cannot ; so upon every attempt at flying

they will be turned completely over. It is set out with
standard fruit trees of various kinds, and seeded down
with clover.

8 Rods.

I was induced to make this division, as seen above,
on account of the difliculty of sitting my hens, while
among tho.?e that were laying. When a hen attempt-
ed to sit, every hen in the yard appeared determined
to lay in no other nest, thus preventing them from
having that quiet so necessary during incubation.
When I attempted to force them to sit upon a nest,

which I would make in some conrenient place, by
confining them upon it, I found them like other bi-

peds, determined to have their own way, and would
stand up for days as though thoy feared a particle of
the warmth of their bodies should be imparted to the
eggs beneath them. As one of my neighbor's boys
said, " they wcrf> bound to stand vp and sit.^' I

now, when I discover a hen inclined to sit, make a
nest in the breeding-room and shut her in permitting
her to take the nest of her own accord, which she
will generally do in a very short time. After the
chickens are hatched, I put them, with the parents,

into the small park, thus making it much less trouble

to feed and attend them. S. M.—Cameron Mills,

JV. Y., Feb., 1851.

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

I

CJncken

Park

aeiie

Hen ParR

^

1, Laying room. 2, Roosting room. 3, Breedino: or sittinj; room. 4, Bins for
grain. .5, I'.oxes foi laying and sitting. 6, Doors. 7, Poles lor roosting. 8, Little
sheds for chickens.

Messrs, Editors :—Having witnessed much valua-

ble in.formation from your pen, in answer to questions

from farmers and others, in different parts of the

country, I have been induced by the request of seve-

ral of your friends here, to take the liberty of asking

you a few questions respecting a disease in poultry

which has prevailed here this fall and winter to a
considerable extent among dung-hill fowls. In the

first place they appear stupid, their eyes heavy and
almost entirely blind. In the next place there is a
swelling of the neck and head, succeeded by a
cough peculiar to hens, and making a noise as if

partially choked. In this way they linger along
two or three weeks, and either die or become very

poor. During this time they discharge at the nose

a viscid matter, in some few instances quite offen-

sive to the smell. If you can tell us what the dis-

ease is, or what will cure it, you will oblige many
of your friends. R. II. Foster.—Lyons, JW Y.

The disease with which your fowls are affected,

we should judge to be the roup, though a very dif-

ferent disease is sometimes called by this name.
Fowls thus affected should be kept warm and have
plenty of water and light food, such as scalded bran,

Indian meal, &c. The English authors say give

calomel in grain doses, made into a pill with bread,

but we never had ranch success in "physicking"
fowls. Washing the head in

warm milk and water some-
times gives great relief, and
if it does not effect, hastens

the cure.

A farmer in tl^is county who
has had much experience in

rearing poultry, informed us

that he had discovered an ef-

fectual remedy for the rotip,

which he promised to furnish

us in season for this number.
If not received in time, we
will give it in our next. It

)s represented as being a

ceitain cure in the worst
cases.
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MORGAN HORSE, GENERAL GIFFORD.

MORCJAN HORSE, GEN. GIFFORD.

Eds. Grv, Farmer :— The now edition of Youati
on (he Horse, alliuled to in your last number, con-
tains a defective cut of the Moroan horse, "General
GifFord." Althougfh the pub!i:*hers have fjiven this
horse the hicrh praise (after an examination of sev-
eral where perhaps a preference miirlit almost appear
invidisus,) of selecting him as the best livinir speci-
men of his race to illustrate their work, it is to be
regretted that a more truthful representation was not
obtained. As the horse himself appears as near per-
fect as any I ever saw, I have procured from his
present owner, Mr. Ingkrsoll, of Lodi, a stereotype
copy of a better cut, which I send you, tliinking vour
numerous readers may bo pleased by seeing jtln the
Farmer It was engraved by Messrs, Mili-er 8c
Mix, of your city, from a drawing by Mr. Wyckoff,
an artist of great merit at Lodi. Though no power
of the pencil can convey to paper the animated coun-
tenance or majestic strength and beauty of the origi-
nal, it is as near like to nature, perhaps, as a jticture
can be made, anrl the best of several drawino-s of the
same horse which has yet met my eye. The pro-
portions of the original are eminently graceful ; his
color a dark chestnut. lie weighs about 1100 lbs.,

and possesses immen.se power for his inches. lie is

perfectly gentle, kind, and true, in all places, at
draught or otherwise ; a capital saddle-horse : and
was called by his former owner, Mr. Maso.n, now of;
Syracuse, a three minute horse, as I doubt not truly, I

from a specimen of his sneed which I then saw. !

J. Dorr.—SeoUsville, FcVy, 1851.

Charcoal in Ci.stf.rns,— Two gallons of fine'
charcoal will pnrify a dozen hogsheads (»f water,
when the smell is so unpleasant it cannot be used.

S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

The loading editorial article in the last Farmer con-
tains extracts from Mrchi's lecture before the Soci-

ety of Arts, which, with the accompanying editorial

remarks, are worth a life subscription to the Genesee
Farmer. The best mode of making and saving stable

manure is there shown : and its indispensable impor-
tance to every husband of the soil must be seen, felt,

and fully comprehended by the most obtuse reader
;

more particularly by those who have toiled half their

lives in exhausting their own God-given heritage.

The great secret why China is enabled to feed

such a dense population, is, their superior art of
making, saving, and applying manm-es ; the maxi-
mum vegetable product is always attained there, be-
cause every element of vegetable nutrition is saved
and judiciously applied both to the soil and in top-

dres.^ing the growing crop. How much nitrogenous
matter is lost by our farmers, that might be saved
by the application of simple pulverized clay and a
little common salt, to fix the volatile ammonia. IIow
much labor is lost in loading, hauling, and spreading
manure, the most important part of which is lost,

either before or after feeding a single crop, Liebig
says that the "liquid maiuire of animals contains

nearly ail the nitrogen originally present in the food

consumed." JInw importeiit, then, for every farmer
to follow the plan indicated in Mecmi's lecture— the

"open floor and stable-cellar'— by the aid of which
every particle of azotised matter is saved. Well may
Mr. Lawes exclaim that manure may be made vastly

cheaper and better by keeping stock, than by buying
guano.
Why is the Agriculttoal so far rEiiiNn the

Mechanic Arts ? Because, no matter how slovenly,

or awkward, or neglectful, the farmer, nature will
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perfect her grain and her animals, if she has only-

half a chance : but woe be to that mechanic, or mas-
ter builder, who constructs a bad ship, that neither

sails well, nor carries well, nor behaves well in a
gale at sea. It is sudden death to a foundry, or a

machine shop, to turn out a bad steam engine, a bad
boiler, or other imperfect machinery. No matter
how much tlie master workman may console and
stultify himself with the belief that his employers
are no judges ; he is emphatically a laid overman.
On the other hand, the farmer may go on from year
to year, growing shorter and shorter crops, eschew-
ing all the late improvements as empiricism ; and in

the plethora of his stolid impracticable egotism, he
can lay all the blame of his short crops to the sea-

sons. Still, he gets some corn, rears pigs and cattle

to consume it, and the little surplus he sells is some
times unexceptionable in quality, thanks to natn j

and not to his art. But methinks the necessit of

the case is fast working out a better system of farm-
ing. Even in our favored land of alluvial deposits,

the farmer has long since found that the fatness of

his soil is not as indefeasible as his title to its super-

ficial surface ; hence the general movement among
our more enlightened farmers to pursue a more per-

fect system of manuring and culture ; an example
that cannot fail of having a salutary influence over

the most doltish one of his class.

The Culture or Flax.—A correspondent of the

Ohio Cultivator says that twenty bushels of flax

seed may be grown on an acre as easily as ten bush-

els. He says, "as flax produces only one stem, it

is absolutely necessary to sow two bushels of seed

to the acre in order to get the largest yield, and to

shelter the ground from the sun during the time the

seeds are developed and matured ; the soil should be

deeply plowed, finely pulverized, and early sown, be-

fore the season of drouth arrives.*' To secure a

perfect crop, he advises that artificial manure as a

top dressing, composed of "ashes, gypsum and com-
mon salt, three bushels of the former to one each of

the latter, to be applied to each acre two week after

the plants appear."' " On the Maume valley, as well

as that of the Wabash, flax has been extensively

cultivated during the past ten years, but owing to

the improvident culture that has been very generally

practiced, the crop has grown more and more into

disrepute ; hence the great falling off in supply in

our markets, and the consequent veiy high price ob-

tained for seed during the past two seasons." " When
the top dressing is applied it would be well to seed

down the field with timothy and clover, by which a

luxuriant growth of clover will be obtained, even in

adverse seasons for that crop. If the flax crop be

pulled, no damage is done to the young clover plants,

but on the contrary the loosening of the soil will im-

part a vigorous growth to the latter, that no other

management could effect. Where it is intended at

the time of seeding to pull the flax, the sowing of

the timothy may be omitted until after the flax is

pulled." In his next number the writer promises to

give directions how to prepare the flax fiber for mar-
ket. As the flax crop is a greater consumer of nitric

acid, than any other crop, tobacco excepted, it is

all important that stable manure should be freely

applied to the soil; the top dressing above referred

to will then do much toward fixing that ammonia,
which alone by its transformation can supply the re-

quired nitric acid.

Do YOU TAKE AN AGRICULTURAL PaPER ? Ten

years ago there was not over thirty agricultural pa-
pers, all told, taken from this Post Office. At this

time there are over 150 copies of the Genesee Farmer
alone taken here. Still, there is a majority of men
among us rejoicing in the name of farmer, who take
no agricultural paper, and not a few who take no
paper at all, nor any other printed article, if we ex-
cept the Physic Almanack that they receive from the
apothecary gratis. Such men put about the same
value on a book as the Highlander did on the watch
after it had run down.

—

Waterloo, Feh'y, 1851

HAV RAKES.

M'-.ssRS. Editors :—Having noticed in perusing the
-olumns of your valuable paper, (Vol. 12, No. 1,) an
inquiry for the best plan for a Hay Rake, attended
with some remarks from yourselves relative tiiereto,

I take the liberty to write a few words in regard to

Hay Rakes used in Vermont, especially in Orange
county and the counties adjoining. There are two
kinds of horse rakes (wire tooth) used by the farmers
in this section quite extensively, and in very good
repute, commonly designated the double coil tooth

Rake, and Ladd's Rake—Mr. Ladd being the origi-

nal inventor and patentee of said rake. In perform-
ing the labor with these rakes, both are held and dis-

charged as described in the remarks alluded to. The
latter, when first introduced into the farming commu-
nity here, was a revolving rake, but not giving satis-

faction to the purchasers, the manufacturers of it left

off" the revolving part, and have succeded very well

in the sale of it, and it now gives general satisfaction,.

The operation of performing the labor in the common
way of holding and lifting up, is represented as being
very hard and fatiguing by the operators, especially

on large farms where there are ten or twelve acres

raked in an afternoon. But there is an improyemcnt
on horse raking by the use of wheels, recently inven-

ted in this State, which greatly facilitates the labor,

making it truly easy, and is highly approved of and
recommended l3y those who have used it. It is known
as Hovey's Improved Horse Rake. It is so construc-

ted that the person performing the labor is accommo-
dated with an easy seat, can manage the horse with-

out any difficulty, and, by a very simple process, can
charge and discharge the rake with ease and dexter-

ity. The labor is done as fast and as well by this

manner of raking, as by the common way of raking

with a horse, and thought to be easier for the horse.

Another advantage of this rake over others, is the

saving of labor, by having it done by those who can-

not do the raking in the ordinary way, or perform

much amount of any labor. I know a man in this

vicinity, upwards of seventy years old, who has raked

from a hundred to a hundred and fifty tons of hay the

past haying season with one of these rakes. He calls

it a resting spell to get on to this machine and rake

ten or twelve acres. of hay in an afternoon. The ex-

tra expense of this over the common rake is not great,

as it is not necessary to have extra wheels, the hind

wheels to a common buggy waggon being generally

used.

I am decidedly of the opinion that this improve-

ment will very much benefit the farming interest and

laboring agriculturists, and will take the preference

over all other rakes, especially by those who are far-

ming to any great extent. A Subscriber.—Wash-
ington, Vt., Jan., 1851
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

LiTTLR can be done in tho kitcli?n garden this month,

at least in this section of conntry, nnle?s it be the

preparation and care of hot-beds. For the manner

of constructing- tliem, we should have referred tiiose

who iiave inquired to previous volumes of the Farm-
er : but as we now have on our list nearly twice as

many subscribers as ot any previous time, many have

not the volumes to wiiich we refer ; we therefore re-

publish the information desired :

r",very one shoulil have a hot bed, if it were only to for-

wnril plants for the pardon. The too prevaleni opinion is,

that ihcy nre oxponsive nrtifles and dilVicult to munago. re-

qiiiriiiij llio skill of tlie professed gardener. liotli c'lpposi-

tions are tniirely erroneous. A lud-bec] may be conslr')cted

by any mm ofordintiry iiigeiniity. A frame of about 12 iV>et

long an\ wide, wliieli will nilow of 3 sashes, eaeh 3 fee,

wide will he iound large enough for any family. It should

be made of common two inch plant;— the back about 3 feet

high, the front about half that, tlie ends having o regular

slope from back to front. This will give an angle sufficient

to throw oft' rain, and give the full benefit of external heat

and light to the plants within. If the beds nre narrower,

the front must be higher in proportion. The sides and ends
are simply n:'.iled to a strona post, four inches square or more,

piae^nl in each rorner. I'or the sashes to rest ami slide

wpon, a strip (3 inches wide is placed across the frame, the

ends morliced or sunk in the sides of the frame, so as not to

ciiuse a projection. The sashes are made in the ordinary

way, but without cross bars ; and in glazing, the lights are

made to overlap an eighth or quarter of an inch, to exclude

llie rain. Such a frame, costing but a mere trille beyonJ
the labor, will last for years, and furnish all the cabbage,

tomato, celery, caulillower, egg. pepper, melon, and cucum-
ber plants needed—with a sprinkling of early radishes, &,c.

Where so large a frame may not be wanted, an old window
may be used for sash, and all expense of glazing be avoided.

The annexed figure will convey an idea to those unac-iunin-

ted with it. One of the sashes is moved upward as in

admitting air.

Hot beds should occupy n dry situation, where they will
not bo affected l)y the lodgement of water during rains or
thaw.s. They should he expijsed to the east and south, and
be protected by fences or buildings from the north and
northwest.
Where it is intended to merely grow plants for tran.?plant-

ing to the cnrden they nmy be .ounk in the ground to the
de[>tli of 18 inches, and in such c^ase recjuin! not more than
2 feel of manure

; hut when forcing nnd perfecting vegeta-
blen is <lesigncd, a permanent heat must be k(>pt up, and ihc
l)ed must be made on the surface, so that fresh and warm
tmnurn may be adde<l when necessary. A depth of three
to four feet of manure will in such crises be wanted. Ma-
nure for hot beds require some preparation. It should he
fresh stable manure, placed in a heap, and turned and mixed
several times, promoting a regular fermentation. It is thus
made to retain its heat a long time ; otherwise it would
burn and dry up, and become useless.

The mold should be laid on as soon ns the bed is settled,
nnd has a lively repiilar-lompere<l heat. Lay the earth
evenly over the dung about six inches deep. Radishes and
leiiiiee require alwut a f>ot of earth. .After it his lain a few
days it will be fit to receive your phnts. unless tho mold
has turned to n whitish col.ir or has a rank sinelK in which
case atld some fresh molrl for the hills at the same time
vacaneies stiould be made to give vent to the steam, by run-
ning down stakes.

The following is described as the German method,
and we intend to try it :

Take a white cotton cloth of a close texture, stretcli and
nail it on frames of any size you wish ; take 2 oz. of linsR«d

oil, 1 oz. white of eggs, 2 oz. of yolk of eggs, mix the lime
and oil with very gentle heat. !>eat tho rgfis well separately,

and mix with the former—spread this mixture with a paint

brush over the cotton, allowing each coat to dry before

applying another; until they become water proof. The
foliou iiig arc the advantages these siiades {ws.sess over the
glass ones '

1st. The cost being hardly one-fourth.

2il. Repairs are easily and chea|)ly made.
3d. The light. They do not rerjuire watering ; no mat-

ter how intense the heal of the sun, iho plants are never
struck down or burnt, faded or checked in growth, neither

do they <;row up hmg, sick, and weakly, as they do under
glass ; nnd .still there is abundance of light.

4111. The heat arising entirely Trom below, is more equa-
ble and temperate whieh is a great object. The vapor rising

ir>m the m.iiiure and earih is condensed by the cool airpa.ss-

ing vcr the surface of the shade, and lianas in drops upon
the niside and iberefore iho plants do not recpiire ns frequent
watering. If the frames or slretcher.s are made large, they
should be intersected with cross-liars about a foot square to

support the cloth. These articles are just the tlinig for

bringing forward flower seeds in season for transplanting.

Lettuce should be .sown as early as the ground can
be prepared. Early peas should be sown as soon as

possible. Now is the time to select seeds, prepare

bean-poles, pea-sticks, &i.c., and when needed they
will be in readiness.

SALT FOR CATTLE AND SHEEP.

Mr. SoLO?f Robinson, of the American Agriculturist,

calls in question the propriety of salting cattle and
sheep in summer or winter, as is practiced by most
persons who keep these animals. He has seen sheep
do well on the western prairies without salt, and
thinks it could be dispensed with without detriment.

Unquestionably all domestic aniti^als can subsist on
their appropriate aliment without salt, just as men
can live on lean meat, or bread, or beans and peas,

alone ; but that fact by no means proves that a little

salt in the food of man and briUe, is not really bene-
ficial. All physiologists agree that both chlorine and
soda are found in the digested food and blood of ani-

mals ; and that chlorine aTds much in the procer-s of

dige.stion, and soda in the purification of venous
blood. Now, salt is a compound of these two ele-

ment.*, viz., chlorine and soda or sodium. It is true

that lions subsist on fresh meat without salt, and
many savages do likewise ; so too, lions and savages

live without clothes or houses, but is that fact suffi-

cient to overthrow the necessity of wearing apparel

and artificial shelter ? Many things are jx)ssible in

vegetable and animal life, which are by no means de-

sirable or profitable. A small quantity of pure salt,

taken daily into the system of man, or those of his

cattle, sheep and horses, will promote digestion, and
aid in purifying the blood. I3uffalo, deer and wild

cattle got saline water or clay when they can—in-

stinct teaching them lis use and value, as it does the

value of grass.

Staggers in cattlk is cau.'sed by a change from

poverty to rich feeding. It is most common in cattle

turned into luxuriant pasturage in the spring, or early

in summer ; and those that have been kept poorly

during the winter are most liable to this disease.

Sifinploms— Diiliiess; a constant dispositson to

sleep, resting the head on any convenient place, and

reeling and staggering in attempting to walk.
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BEES. -No. 7.

Spring Management.—The months of March and
'

April are a critical period for bees. Many families

perish from lamine during;" these two months. Dee-
keeper's should examine tiieir hives early and often,

and such as are apparently without honey, should be

fed. You should remove all families liable to sufier

from famine, to your cellar, if a dry one ; if not, to

any room in the house, or out-house, that can be

made dark. All li^iit must be excluded Here you
must set the hives bottom upward. The next point

is to give the food. If you have any honey in the

comb, lay the pieces directly upon the combs within

the hives, and as near to the bees as possible; then

rap upon the sides of the hives, and the bees will

ascend and remove the honey to the centers of their

combs, to be consumed at their leisure. If you feed

liquid honey, you should heat it enough to run freely;

then lay a piece of empty consb, as nearly horizon-

tally as may be, over or near the bees ; and to do

this, you may have to cut off the tips of combs in

hives but partially filled, or place a strip of wood
across the interior, to serve as a support of one side

of the comb. When adjusted, take your warm honey
in a small pitcher, and nil the cells at the upper sur-

face. The bees will remove this honey as before

mentioned. When no honey is to be had, (West
India honey is as good as any,) you may make a

syrup of sugar, by adding about a half pint of water

to three pounds of sugar ; then heat it till it boils.

After it cools, take otF the scum, and it is ready for

use. Hives that are full of combs, require a portion

to be cut out sufficient to insert a piece of comb hor-

izontally, as before stated. The hives may be cov-

ered with a cloth, or a wooden cover, always giving

sufficient room for the admission of air, without al-

lowing the bees to escape. The feeding should be

done at evening, since the bees will be much .more

quiet at this period, while removing the honey, than

in the day time, even if it be a perfectly dark place

where the bees are kept. They are apt to endeavor

to escape wlien aroused in the day-time, especially

if any light enter the hive. The period to remove
the bees to a dark location, for the purpose of being

fed, is at any time from December to April. As soon

as pleasant weather approaches in April, place them
where they are to stand for the season. I now refer

to a northern latitude, and especially to Western
New York, where we have but little warm, sunny
weather in the winter season. In sections where
tlie skies oiq more clear, and especially farther south,

feeding may be eflected, through the aid of the sun,

in the supers or chambers of hives, as fully set forth

in the Bee-Keeper's Manual. A little salt should

be put in the food of bees in the spring. Don't be at

all uneasy in regard to keeping your bees confined

several months, when it is necessary to do so. It is

better that they should be allowed to void their foeces,

but it will not seriously injure tiiem to be shut up
five months- T. B. Miner.

An Enquiry—Facts vs. Theory.—H it he s.s Mr.
DoWxM.vG states, that the " air-tight and ten-plate

stoves" are the great poisoners of American health,

how does it come to pass that the Germans, of Penn-
sylvania, who have used the "ten-plate" longer, and
more generally, than any other American citizens, are

the healthiest and longest lived people in the United
Slates ? Can Mr. Downing answer ? S.

^ountni l'lcs'ii)fucc0.

We shall continue, during tlie year, to give plans of

cottages and farm-houses. If none exactly suits the
wants or taste of any one about to build, tliey will

certainly aid all in forming their own plans. The
one helow is from a correspondent, and the cottage
on the next page we take from Downing's Country
Houses,

PLAN FOR A FARM HOUSE.

Messrs. Editors :—A.s you are in the habit of giv-
ing such plans to your reader.-;, I will give you a
plan of a very convenient farm house. Being a joiner

niy.self, and working among the farmers, I have had
a very good chance to learn tlieir wants ; an !, as it

is the poorer class of farmers that are in the most
need of help for a plan to come within their purse
and convenience, (for those are tiie most difficult

houses to plan,) I will give you one of a small cheap
farm house. 1 told one of my neighbors the other

day, when he called on me to give him a plan of a
house, I should charge him one dollar (and very
cheap at that) for drafting for him a farm house,

but if he would pay three shillings for the Farmer
he should have as good a plan as I was capable of

drafting, for his convenience, and the paper to boot.

So he thought it much the cheapest way to obtain

'he plan for his house.

A, Parior. ISbylS. B, Diniug room, 14 by IS. C. Kitchen. 15 by
IS. D, Bed room. 8 by 8. K, Wood-house. 12 by 16. F, Hall, 8

by 1.5. G, Veranda, 7 by 17. a, a. Bed rooms, "i^ by 8. b, b,

Closets, c, Pautry. 8 by 8.

Here you see a house, standing end to the road,

23 by 33 feet, 1 J stories high, and 14 foot posts ; the

chamber to lie partitioned lilce the first floor, with

frieze lights in the side to light the bed-rootns, and

other rooms, if required. The wing on the right, 22

by 18 feet, is a dining room, or common living room

for the family ; with a veranda in front, and bed-

room, clothes-press, and pantry in the rear. You
see the pantry has two doors, to be convenient for

both rooms ; a wood-house in the rear, 12 by 16 feet.

The large rooms all open in the hall, and being com-
pact, makes it convenient. My estimate on the car-

jjenter and joiner work is $354, and board !|80. The
cost of materials would vary in diflerent places ; in

this place, the carjieuter and joiner work would about

equal all the rest of the expense of the house. Phil-

ip HoAG.

—

Richburg, JV. Y., Jan., 1851.

.«
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A SYMMETRICAL COTTAGE.

Whoever loves symmetry and the simpler kind of

cottage beauty, including good proportion, tasteful

forms, and cliasteness of ornament, we think, cannot

but like this little design— since it unites all those

requisites. It is an illustration of a cottage made
ornamental with very trifling expense, and without

sacrificing truthfulness to tiiat kind of tasteful sim

plicity which is the true touchstone of cottage beauty.

This "cottage is designed in the rural Gothic or Eng-
lish manner, but much modified, so as to adapt it to

almost any site.

The light, open porch of this cottage may be

omitted witliout injuring the design, but it gives the

front an air of so much feeling and refinement, aside

from its manifest utility, that we should always hope

to see it adopted by those about to execute the design.

GROUND PLAN.

Accommodation.— The kitchen is on the same
floor with the living-room. Many families would
prefer to use the room marked " parlor" in the plan,

as a bed-room, and, if so used, the cottage would be

I

bed-room on this floor, a parlor would be looked upon

as far more important.

In the plan, A is the porch, from which w'e enter

the hall or entry, 8 feet wide— with the two best

rooms, each 16 by 18 feet, on either side of it. Con-

nected with the living-room, in its rear, is a good

pantry. B is the back-entry communicating with the

kitchen. C is the back-porch, which may be left open

in summer and enclosed in winter, when it will serve

as a place for coal and wood. On one side of the

kitclien fire-place is a closet, and on the other a sink,

into which, if possible, a water-pipe should be brought.

The first story of this cottage is supposed to be

10 feet, and the chamber story 6 feet on the sides,

and 8 feet in the middle of the rooms. The pitch of

the roof is a right angle.

As the entry, or hall, of this plan is wide, and the

arrangements both simple and convenient, we think

it will be difficult to build a more agreeable cottage,

for the sum proposed, than the present design.

—

Though picturesque in its exterior, it is not so much
so as to demand a highly rural or picturesque site,

but would look equally well either in the suburbs of

a town or in the midst of the country.

The chimneys in the elevation show one of the

forms made in Garnkirk fire clay. These are sold

by the importers (Jas. Lee U Co., New York and

Boston) at from $4 to $6 each. The base of this

chimney (of common brick work) should be carried

up a couple of feet above the level of the ridge of the

roof before the chimney-tops are set.

Co.xsTRUCTioN.— The exterior of this cottage is

vertical boarding—of planed and matched floor plank

about ten inches wide. Tlie window frames are from

three to three and a half feet, inside measure— with

a centre muUion and latticed sashes. The roof of

the porch is nearly flat and roofed with tin, so as to

form a balcony to the bed-room window over it.

The house is, of course, filled in with brick on

edge, sot flush with the outside of the frame, and the

inside walls plastered on the face of the brick.

Estimate.—The cost of this cottage, with the inte-

rior neatly finished and painted in oil color, and the two

principal rooms grained and varnished like oak, anda very complete one for a small family— having., ^.^ ^

'iving-room, bed-room, pantry, etc., on the same
| their walls papered with suitable paper—all the other

Soor. But to others who would prefer to have no I walls being brown walls white-washed,would be $83o.
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PLAN OF A BARN WITH MANURE-CELLAR.

BARN WITH MANURE - CELLAR.

Messrs. Editors :— A few days ago I was on ousi- I

ness at the Post Office, when the Genesee Farmer
for January was handed to me, which I perused with
much inquisitiveness. In the course of my perusal

I saw a communication headed " Farmers, save the

wash of the barn-yard,'" a subject in which I feel

myself much interested. The past season I have
built a new barn, with a view to prevent the leeching-

of manure, which among other improvements con-
tains a manure-cellar and a cistern to receive the

drainage of tlie manure heap. For a full description

and cut, see the American Farmer, Vol. 1, No. 4.

Although it would be an expensive plan if every
farmer should build a new barn, yet, had I a Swiss
or bank barn, I would tear out the stabling below
and convert that place into a manure, and fit up the

stabling in one of the mows ; for no one who has
not the experience, can form an idea of the quality

of the manure made in a manure-cellar, by mixing
daily the droppings of horses, cattle, and swine, and
spreading it evenly on the manure heap. Edward
KoHLER.

—

JVorth Whitehall, Pa., Jan'y, 1851.

The following is a description of Mr. Kohler's
barn, with drawings, k-c, translated from the

"American Farmer," an excellent agricultural mag-
azine in German, published at Harrisburgh, Pa. :

"Mr. I. M. Beck:— Enclosed I send you, as

desired, a draft and description of my new barn.

Fig. 1 is a view from the south-east, (vide engra-

ving.) The barn stands at the foot of a western hill,

running south. The main building is 50 feet long,

38 feet wide, and 18 feet high ; and there is a build-

ing 18 feet square attached to the northeast corner,

on the north side, giving to the east side of the barn
a length of 56 feet. The
whole is "framed of strong

oak timber, weather-board-
ed and covered with slate

;

upon the western end of it

there is a lightning-rod.
" Fig. 2 represents the

lower or basement story.

A, manure-cellar. B, cel-

lar for vegetables. C, a
cistern for collecting the

liquid manure. Tiie floor

of this cellar is so laid that

from all sides the liquid

matter runs toward the cistern. D, door leading to

1
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THRESHING OATS.

Messrs. Editors :—Haviiifr seen in your February

numbpr a communication signed "Artki.," of Horn-
by, N. Y., containing an estimate of cost attending

the ibreshing of oats with the ordinary large " Iten-

erant TiiroHliing Macliines," making the cost, inchi-

dinsj board of men and team, upwards of three and a

half cents per bushel, (a pretty heavy percent, upon

their value,) and comparing the same with the cost

and advantages of threshing witli the flail, I beg the

privilege of going a little further, first acknowledging

the latter mode the better of the two described by him.

The farmer's grain not always being in a condition

to allow long delay, and the quantity too large to

admit of the slow process, as well as the fluctuation

of the market at diftorent seasons, together with the

exposure and waste from various causes, he is in

most cases compelled to submit to this extravagant

tax, levied on him by the " Goths and Vandals'' of

the surrounding country, in the form of the large

eig:ht and ten horse powers.

Having for many years devoted the greater portion

of my time and attention to the wants of the agri-

cultural public in the way of labor-saving implements

and machinery, and been engaged in the manufacture

and introduction of the same, I may perhaps be al-

lowed to "go a step further than " Artkl," and see

if a better mode can not be adopted, by which the

farmer maybe placed in a more independent position

in all respects, save much time and expense, and bet-

ter suit his own convenience at the same time. As
the Railroad Hors(5-Powers, together with tlie small

spiked cylinders now used for the threshing machines,

have been so simplified as to do awav tlie prejudice

heretofore so justly felt against all endless-chain

horse-powers, (on account of injuring horses,) I will

compare the cost, Sic, of threshing an equal amount
with the R. R. machines, (viz., GOO bushels,) rating

the capacity of the machines at the average amount
they will do, (and which the warranty of responsible

manufacturers makes a condition of sale, the pur-

chaser being his own arbiter, after three months use

and trial.)

With a two-horse power and the other parts to

match ; with two horses which shall together weigh
not less than two thousand pounds, on an elevation

of 1 J inches to the foot, and a travel of 2^ miles per

hour, either with our without harness ; and with four

men, four hundred bushels of oats can be threshed

per day for months together, without change or in-

jury to horses. Taking his rate of charges, we arrive

at the following result, assuming the farmer to own
his own machine :

Four men li days carh, $5 25
T wr) horsps I

.J
days each 1 50

Hoard of lour men 1 J days 1 14
Hoard of two horses 1 J days, 75
Cleaning up for market with fan-mill, 1 75

$10 39

making a fraction over one cent and seven mills per

bushel, and having at the same time the advantage
of doing his own work with his own farm help and
team, and at such times as the market, the weather,
or his own convenience is best accommodated. So
much for the two horse machines in 1

J days.

As a majority of farmers pursue a mixed farming,
and have a variety of grains and grasses, with a
power and a machine of the improved kinds now in

use, he can do all his threshing and secure his own
grass and clover seed, if not a surplus for market.
The power will be found of snfFicient use, in sawing
wood and for various mechanical purposes tn more
than pay the interest on the investment an-! ordinary
repairs from wear. Sec. Should the farmer prefer to

thresh his oats day by, at the rate of twenty or tliirty

bushels, with his monthly laborer he can <lo so with
the assistance of a boy in from one to one and a half
hours, with but one horse, leaving the h.-laiiro of the
day to be devoted to making and repairing implements
and attending to the thousand and one wants alwnvs
about the farm, buildings, Sic, 8ic. When the farm
is small, and the quantity of grain smaP, a saving of

some $-25 to $30 is made by the purchaser in buying
a one instead of a two-horse power, with which abiut
one-half the amount can bo done as with the double
power when each are worked up to their full capabil-
ities. H. L. E.

—

many, A^ Y., 1851.

Stock in Cayuga County.—MfKsrs. Edilors :

It may be of interest to the agricultural poriion of

your readers, to learn that an addition to the superior

stock of short horn cattle in Cayuga county has late-

ly been made, in the purchase by Elisha W. SnbL-
DON, Esq., of Sennett, of Mr, Geo, Vail, of Troy.
Mr. SuKLDON has obtained two thorough bred ani-

mals—" Kirkleavington,'' a bull calf, is roan, out of

Mr.Vails imported bull '•' Duke of Wellington ;*' and
" Lucilla 3d," a red and white heifer, between one
and two years old, out of " Licilla 21," and sirel by
Lewis F. Allen's bull "Don.'' For extended ped-
igrees, see American Herd Book.
At the hte Fair of the American Institute, " Kirk-

leavington'' and "Lucilla 3d*' were tach awar 'e I the

first premiums in their respective classes, a -d they
are intlesd a choice sidection from Mr. Vail's very
excellent herd, possessing, as they do, pedigree and
merit inferior to none. With such cattl^, th ; town
of Sennott will fully maintain her place in the pre-

mium lists (both County and State,) of formi-r years,

for which the enterprising farmers of that town de-

serve much credit. A. B.

Effects of Lime, Guano, and Plvstkr.—Some
fifteen years ago, I was among the first who intro-

duced lime as a fertilizer on our farms, since which
time almost every farmer is makinsr eff^ rts to pro'^uro

it, although at considerable cost. We have to haul

our lime from twelve to fifteen miles, at a cost <>f 15

cents per bushel. Within the two last years I have
b?en experimenting with Peruvian guano ; and so far

as it relates to my wheat crop, it has had the hap-

piest effect. Where I guanoed, the wheat was one-

third better than where I limed at the rate of fifty

bushels per acre, accompanied with a good supply of
barn-yard manure. Alike in all other i)articulars.

Last fall I put a very poor field to wheat, on part

of which I sowed a mixture of guano and plaster,

and on another part added common salt, and on the

balance of the field I sowed only the snlt, at the rate

of six bushels per acre. The parts having the gunno,

plaster, and salt, have the best top at this time.

Elida John.—Bear G ip, Pa., 1st mo-, 23d, 1851.

Mouldy Bkans may be restored and made fit for

use, if not very bad, by rinsing well in hot water,

I

and carefully drying. Mouldy corn or peas may bo

; treated in the same way.

1

i
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A FEW HINTS ON PRUNING AND MANAGING
ORCHARDS.

There is so much said about our clear and dry at-

mosphere, and bright sun, obviating the necessity of

pruning ; and so much said, too, about pruning being
an "unnatural" operation, that a great many people

have actually settled down in the belief that on the

whole it is as well to let trees grow in their own
natural way. The orchards of Western New York
are not much worse managed than those of other

sections ; in some respects, perhaps, they are better
;

but we can safely say that there is not one in 20 of

them but may be doubled in value in one year, by a

judicious pruning of the branches, and a dressing

of compost at the roots. Our young apple orchards

produce fruit of the finest quality—large, smooth,

brightly colored, and beautiful ; and it has not to be

hawked about the streets to find a purchaser. In all

states of the market there are buyers enough, and at

high prices, for such fine specimens
; $1 per bushel,

$3 and even $)4 per barrel, are ordinary prices for ex-
tra fine lots of Northern Spy, Red Canadian, Spitzen-
burgh, Svvaar, k,c., while the average market price

of these is about 60c. per bushel, or !$1,50 to $2 per

barrel.

The cause of the superiority of the fruit from a
young tree, is that, the head has not yet become
filled up with ad ense mass of small twigs, is open,

the sun reaches all its parts, the wood is stout and
mature, the foliage is large and healthy, the soil too

is unexhausted, the roots spreading rapidly in conse-

quence of the vigorous condition of the head, find

abundant nutriment ; and the result is large, bright,

and beautiful fruit. As the trees become old, being

left unpruned, the heads graiiually fill up with a pro-

fusion of weak twiggy shoots, growth among the

branches b?comes less vigorous, and consequently the

roots push feebly too. An immense number of fruit

buds are produced ; indeed, every part of the head be-

comes crowded with them ; consequently the fruit is

small, three-fourths of it is shut out from the sun, or

rather the sun is shut out from it, and therefore it has

neither flavor nor color. Hence we frequently see

Spitzenburglis, Northern wSpys, Baldwins, &.c., that

ought to be as red as blood, present a blanched and
sickly appearance, that completely disguises them; and
no man who knows what a good apple is, or ought
to be, will buy them to put upon his table. We
have a barrel of Spitzenburghs and Northern Spys
in our cellar at this moment, and the two put togeth-

er are not worth a dollar. They were sent us too
by a gentleman who ought to have known better

;

but he probably had not seen them. Occasionally

they have a red spot or streak on them ; but as a
general thing, they have a pale greenish hue, and
are totally void of richness or flavor, and they keep
badly ; their juice is watery and immature. They
explain the cause themselves—they were grown on
the lower side of branches, or in the interior of trees,

where they had no sun.

When the public, we mean the consumers of fruit,

in our towns and villages become more familiar with
the peculiar characters and qualities of fruit, it will

bo more difficult to dispose of these green, insipid

productions ; and we would now caution every oao
against buying such things as pea-green Northern
Spys, Baldwins, or Spitzenburghs, because they are

destitute of flavor, and will not keep. Yellow apples

sufller just as much from shade, but do not show it

so strongly. They have a cold, bluish tinge, that

indicate their imperfect character, and their juice is

like water. Those grown in a sunny aspect have a

deep warm color, and the juice sparkles like wine—
a peck of these is worth a bushel of the others.

We would have cultivators and orchadists, think

of their own interests, and turn to, now, and thin out

with the saw and the pruning knife the weak super-

fluous branches that fill up the spaces that ought to

exist between the bearing branches, to admit the

sun to all the fruit. Do it freely but carefully. An
active man, who knows how to handle a saw and a

knife, can soon go through an orchard of considera-

ble extent. In connection with the pruning, a libe-

ral dressing of compost should be given ; stable ma-
nure well decomposed, ashes, and muck, well mixed
together, will do very well ; lime, too, is generally

good : and in light, sandy soils, clay may be added :

but in all cases the well rotted stable manure should

be the basis. Peach trees should be pruned, but not

till the hard frosts are over and the buds are swelling

slightly, so that fruit buds will be easily discerned.

—

We are glad to find that this subject begins to re-

ceive more attention. Some of the best orchadists

about our city begin to prune regularly, but not one

of them do it thoroughly. They allov^r their trees

to bear twice or three times as many fruit as can be

matured with safety to the tree, and they let the low-

er parts become gradually denuded ; they confine

their pruning too much to the outside of the tree
;

there only they remove the points of the shoots : but

this is not the way to do it well. The pruner should

have a pair of pruning shears, with which he could

cut faster than a person can count ; and taking one

branch of the tree after another, shorten all last

year's shoots on it so much that half the fruit buds

will be taken away and new shoots for next season's

bearing produced towards the base of the present

shoots, to keep up a supply of young wood on all

parts. This is the only way in which a peach tree

can be maintained healthy and fruitful. Pjvery

branch, large and small, should be furnished with

bearing wood on all its parts. Some people who
have never given such attention to their trees, will

look upon this as a prodigious labor altogether too

great to be undertaken ; but we only ask them to

try it on one tree, and note the results. It is no ex-

cuse for a man to say, " it takes us so long, because

we are not accustomed." Those who are engaged

in peach orcharding should learn to handle their

knife and shears, or hire some one to do it ; for thev
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cannot expect to get along well without using them,

and that expeditiously and well. Tiie time is com-
ing when tiicre will be more competition than there

has been in the fruit nuiikct, and those vvlio have

pursued the most thorough system of culture, by

which tlicy are enabled to present tlie largest and

most perfect fruit, will monopolize all the profitable

part of the business. The negligent, half-way cul-

tivator, will have to be contented with the crumbs.

RARE AND FINE FRUITS.

We give below, from the Hortiatllurist, ligures and
descriptions of two new or rare fruits that strike us

as being likely to prove valuable. We know noth-

ing of them personally, but the character given of

them by Mr. Dow\ni.ng presents them under a very

flattering aspect. A short time ago C. M. Hovey,
Esq., of Boston, informed us that a cherry resembling

this Great Bigarreau. and very probably the same,
had been imported to that vicinity from France, with-

out a name, and tiiataname had been given it, which
we do not now remember. We hope this point will

be cleared up.

I

THE GENERAL UAND PLUM.

" We think this may be called the Largest yellow plum
known—cenaiuly ihe largest nalive variety. Its liistory is

obscure, but we boheve it was originated somewhere in
Maryland. The first trees were, we believe, sent out from
the nursery of Messrs. Sinclair, of Baltimore, a number of
years ago, but the variety is still very little known to
cultivators.

" We first received specimens of it from Mr. Ei.i Parry,
of Lancaster, I'a., and noticed them very hrielly in the IJort.
for 13 13. The only accurate account publislicd of tliis fruit,
by any reliable practical cultivator, is contained in a note
from Mr. A. Fahnkstock, of Lancaster, Ohio, in the Hort-
iculturist, vol. ML p. 3.i2, in which he says, ' from the fruit-
ing of this tree, f(»r eight years jiasl, and general obscrvaiion
—(though the location is a bad one,) I am induced to cull it

•one of the most valuable plums, on account of its never
having failed to bear a full crop, and its mnturing its fruit
perfe«;tly. I admit that it is not so finely flavored as the
Waslungton'.
Our opinion of this plum is, that it is simply a gnnil fruit,

not of high flavor, but so large, handsome and productive,
lliat it will become a fivoritc for market cuitivaiion.

I'ruit very large, roundish oval, regularly formed, with an

obscure suture running half round, and terminating at the top
in a sm-.ill scarred point—the remains of the old style. Skin
smooth, deep golden yellow, slightly marbled with greenish
yellow. Stalk unusually long, niodenitely stoiu, set in a
very small shallow cavity—the whole of that end of the fruit

being rather llattoneil. Flesh palo yellow, nioilcrulely juicy,

swoct and good, though not of biirli llavor. It parts freely

from the stone, which is ovate, light colored, aid small for

so large a fruit. Branches nearly smooth, leaves large and
long, with long foot-stalks. Ripens the first week in Sept.

THE GREAT BIGARREAU CHERRT.

This, unquestionably the largest and most beautiful of all

cherries, appears to be scarcely at all known to pomologists.
A foreign variety, perhaps more distinct than any other large

clierry in its foliage, growth, and in the size, excellence, and
color of its fruit,—which is equal to the Black Tartarian in

llavor, and surpasses it in beauty and productiveness, cer-

tainly should not be unknown to American pomologists.
And yet we cannot identify it with anything known or de-
scribed in the English, French or American bonks on fruits.

The only tree known to us of the Great Bigarreau, (a

name we have adopted temporarily, until the real name is

discovered.) is one of pretty large size, upon the premises
of Mr. LiNDLKY I\L Ferris, nurseryman, Coldenham, Or-
ange county, N. Y. Mr. Fekius first astonished us by
bringing branches of this tree in full, laden with superb fruit,

2 years ago—supposing we should be able to identify it with
some foreign variety, we made a drawing and description of
it at the time, and waited to make further research on the
subject. So fir, our labor for two seasons to identify it with
any other sort, has been in vain, and we now publish the
description, to introiluce what we think the most magnificent
of cherries, to the notice of our fruit growers, and partly
with the hope that some of our pomological readers in France
may be able to recognise and give us its true name.
The Colden estate, which Mr. Fkrris now holds, has some

valuable sorts of foreign fruiis upon it ; and among a number
of trees imported from Franco about 20 years ago, were this

and several other cherries—including the Belle de Choisy.
No labels or invoices having been left, all record of the sorta

was lost. But the trees have grown finely, and this one in

particular has formed a large and luxuriant head, and for sev-

eral years has been annually loaded with large crops of fruit.

As a young tree, the Great Bigarreau is remarkable for its

upright growth, with very few side branches. The foliage

is also very distinct from that of either the Tartarian or the

light colored Bigarreaus, by being unusually lung as well as

large—much larger indeed,^ than the leaf of any other cherry
known to us.

The tree is usually a great bearer, producing heavier
crops than the 'I'artarian, and nothing can well be more
bcauiiful than its branches laden with clusters o( very huge
cherries, much ruddier and lighter in color than the fruit of
the lUack Tartarian—something in color between red and
black.

1!'
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The fdllovvincr is its pomoloprical clwracter. Fruit very
Inrge—considprably larger than tlie fjlack Tartarian, which
it most nearly resembles in flavor, texture of the ilesh and
general appearance, thoiiirh it (Hirers in color, size and form
—the form being an oblong heart-shape

—

high shnuldered,

and not irregnlar in outline like the Tartarian, Skin beau-

tiful deep red, becomins n?arly black at maturity. Stalk

thick, rather short, swollen at both ends, and set in a deep
cavity. Flesh, in texture, juiciness and flavor, very much
like and fully equal to the I'Jack Tartarian. Tree very lux-

uriant, foliase very long and large. Ripens with the Tar-
tarian, or a few days later.

We liave only to add that when we first saw this cherry

in bearing, we supposed it would prove identical with the

Great Bigarreau de IMezel, a French cherry described in a

previous vol. of this .Journal. But a comparison of the foli-

age and growth of the young trees of both vatielies in the

same sod, the past season, has proved that the two are quite

distinct. We can only say, therefore, that the Great Bigar-

reau is a very distinct and a very superb foreign cherry,

which succeeds admirably here, and must become a great

favorite in fruit gardens

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

Mr. Editor —Is thp Xorthern Spy affecttd by the bitter-rot as

has been ri^portfJ in the we?t ? (1)

How does the Red Canada compare in value as a tree and fruit

•wi'h the Esopus Spitzenburgh—where the former flourishes, is it

not a profitable variety ? (2)

What is tlie best Professional IVorlj on Trees and Plants ? I

have several, but they are abridged so very meagre as to be quite
unsatisfactory. (3)

Will you please give us the most approved method of- rearing
Evergreens from the seed—or more especially the Red Cedar ?

The cut worm proves exceedingly troublesome here with any
such choice feeble seedlings. (4) F. K. P.

(1) Not to our knowledge ; we have never heard a sylla-

ble to tliat eflect among our cultivators, or others who use

the fruit here.

(2) To our taste the Red Canada', as it grows here, has no
superior, except the Melon. It is better than the Spitzen-
burgh, and the trees about alike—neither vigorous.

(3) London s Arboretnm Britaniaim—four large volumes
of text and four of exquisite engravings. It costs about $40.
You can get it in New York, of John Wiley, G. P. Put-
nam, or any importer of foreign works.

(.4) This is a problem we are trying to work out. The
great difficulty is our hoi snn, that burns off the young plants

as fast as they appear. We have no experience with the
cut-worm. The be.st method of rearing evergreens from
seeds that we know of at present, is to sow them in boxes of
light earth—say about ecjual parts of fine leaf mold from the
woods, common bank sand, and good friable loam, free from
insects. Mix all these thoroughly. Sow the seeds broad-
cast in the boxes, cover lightly, place the boxes on the north
side of the wall or fence, and water carefully. By being in

boxes you will be better able to winter them carefully.
After two years' growth, they may be bedded out into a
nice, light, north border, quite close. Red, cedar does not
generally come up the first season.

Pear Seeds.— (P. R., Trivoli, Peoria Co., Illinois.) We
do not know of pear seeds for sale at present. Mr. Isaac
HiLDRKTH, of Big Stream Point, N. Y., collected and fur-

nished many busiiels of clean seed last autumn, at the rate,

we believe, of $40 or $50 per bushel. You had better apply
to him another season.

Grafting the Currant and Gooseberry.— (J. W. G.)
This can be done ; but as both are so easily propagated from
cuttings, grafting is seldom practised. Both plants vegetate
very early in the spring, and the scions should therefore be
collected in winter, and grafting be performed rather in ad-
vance of the grafting season—say early in March.
TwtNTY BEST ApPLES FOR GENERAL CULTIVATION IN

Connecticut.—Early—American Summer Pearmain, Red
Astracan, Early Harvest, Sweet Bough, Early Strawberry
or Summer Rose. Antumn— Golden Sweeting, Graveri-
stein. Fall Pippin, Hawthorndean, Dyer or Pomme Royal,
Winter—Baldwin, Peck's Pleasent, Rhode Island Greening,
Newtown Pippin, Seek-no-farther, Talman's Sweeting,
Swaar, Northern Spy, Roxbury Russet, Ladies' Sweet.
B K.ST Twenty 1'ears.—Bloodgood, Bartlett, Dearborn's

Seedling, Madelaine, Summer Francreal, Tyson, Bu.Tum,
Beurre Bosc, Beurre Dicl, Beurre Golden, Belle Lucrative^
Dix, Flemish Beauty, Louise Bonne de Jersey, (White

Do5'enne, if it succeeds there,) Vicar of Winkfield, Glout
Morceaii, Winter Nelis, Lawrence, and Beurre d' Arremberg.
Shipping Trees.— (J. 1)., Snowden Town.ship, Penn.)

Tiiere is no difficulty in sending trees from this place to

Pittsburg.

Hardy Cherries and Stocks.— (V. C. M., Wisconsin.)
The May Duke, Carnation. Belle 3Iagnifique. Belle de
Choisey, Rnglish Mnrello, and most of these classes, are
quite iinrdy. The Mahaleb is hardy and succeeds in many
places where the Miizz;u-d fills. Hardy seedlings may also

be produced from seeds of the common Morello, if you can
get them.
The Chili Pine.— (T. W. Painter.) The dinsy hue it

assumes in wintej; is not permanent ; with the return of the
growing season it resumes its green color ; the hardy native
cedars turn brown in the winter. Plants cfin be obtained
here.

Northern Spy Apple.— (J. A. P.) Pleaffe refisr to the
November number of the Farmer for some very conclusive
facts in regard to the points referred to. Your other requests
will be attended to.

A Disease of the Cherry Tree.— (E. B. B.) Such a
malady as you describe—the effusion of gum on the young
sho&ts—is entirely unknown to us, and may be produced by
some insect. Are your trees on dry ground ? If not, the
cause may be there. Cherry trees will soon canker and die

off on a retentive or ill-drained soil.

When to Transplant Evergreens.— (N. W. V., Da-
mascus, Pa.) Any time in th« month of April. 3Iay will

do very well ; but dry weather is more to be apprehended
then. Take up a ball of earth about the roots, if possible.

How TO Repel the Locust Borer.—Mr. Ed-
itor

:

—I have a beautiful locust tree, twenty feet in

height, wliich I raised from seed sown by myself in

April, 1838. In the summer of 1847, the trunk, to

the height of 5 feet, was attacked by the Borer,

which made sad destruction with my tree. I wash-
ed the bark with ley, soap suds, lime water, brine,

Jic, without effect. In 1848 my tree appeared to

be dying. I then took a knitting needle and insert-

ed int^the holes made in the bark by the Borer, a
quantfty of smoking tobacco. I repeated the same
in the spring of 1849 and 18.50; at this time the bark

has in many places nearly healed up, and the tree

has assumed a healthy appearance, bearing last

summer several racemes of beautiful flowers. Per-

haps some persons who value locust trees as I do

mine, may try tobacco with the same success as I

have done. . A. F. A.

A Horticultural Hall in Cincinnati.—A. H.
Ernst, Esq., President of the Horticultural Society

of Cincinnati, has addressed Mr. Longwortli a pub-

lic letter on the subject of the erection of a Hall for

this Society's exhibitions and kindred purposes.

From the harticultural zeal of Mr. Longvvorth, his

ample means and liberality, we have no doubt what-
ever but that he will give substantial and efficient aid

to the enterprise. And the citizens of Cincinnati,

more especially her numerous and wealthy amatuer

horticulturists, will not fail to perform their part

well. The building must go up ; it will be an honor

to the city, and particularly to those who participate

in its erection.

Revival of the Maryland Horticultural So-
ciety.—We are glad to see by the Jlui. Farmer,
that this old Society has been re-organized under

favorable auspices. We notice among the names of

the officers most of the gardeners and nurserymen,

and several zealous and wealthy amateur horticultur-

ists of Baltimore. They propose to hold weekly ex-

hibitions, to which members and their families are

admitted, and in June next their first grand public

Exhibition is to be held.
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MARKET GARDENING- AROUND LONDON.

Genkral Rkmarks touching Rotatio.v of Crops,

kc.—If wo take a five-acro piece of pround, say in

Novcnibor, wo shall find it full of cabbages, wliioli

being ])lantod out about the 25th of October, will be

stronnr healthy ])l:uits. The moment these are off,

the land i^^ apaiii trenched and cropped witli early

celerv, in well dunged trenches six feet apart, with

two or throe rows of lettuces or colcworts in the

middle : lor market gardeners do not mould up celery

until it is very large, (often eighteen inches high,)

60 there is plenty of time fjr a crop of cabbages,

coleworts, or lettuces, to come to maturity. When
the celery is removed, the ground is cropped with

winter greens, and again cleared off; for nothing

pays so well as the London greens or young unheart-

cd cabbages. In November Mr. Frrcii, of Fulham,
has often upwards of twenty acres of these, besides

twenty acres of cabbages ; every hole and corner

under trees, and all spare places being full. Wiien
the five-acred piece is cleared of coleworts, say by

,r the first of March, it is again dunged and trenched
' ^ and sown with onions, and very often lettuces are

planted in the beds as well as in the alleys. When
the onions are off, the ground is trenched and planted

with cabbages or coleworts, &c.: next spring a crop

of cauliflowers, gherkin cucumbers, French beans,

or scarlet runners, is taken off; but the grand point

in the course of rotation, is to be continually sowing,

and whatever plants are ready when the ground is

empty to plant these. The land can well sustain so

much cropping on account of the heavy dungings,

trenchings, and hoeings which it receives. If you
ask a market gardener what is to succeed this or that

crop, the answer is, "Don't know, it depends upon
what is ready for jdanting." Continued trenching

two spades deep for any crop seems expensive* but

a strong Irish laborer will turn over from twelve to

fourteen rods a day, with comparative ease ; and I

may here state that if it were not for the Irish labor-

er, the prices of vegetables would be much higher.

j> Market gardeners know that after an active crop

the top soil for several inches deep is entirely cx-

hauste.l, and hence the reason for continual trench-

ing, in order to bring up the top soil that but a few
months before had been turned down, with a large

proportion of dung, to enrich it and fit it for active

use along with the half decayed manure.

Market gardening is well conducted about London,
and if young gardeners were to spend only one year
with such men as Messrs. Fitch, of Fulham, it

would teach them a lesson which would amply repay
a twelvemonth's hard labor. They would there be
taught how to grow digestible vegetables, and not

those Btunted blue cabbages and other things that

are, in too many cases, huddled up in walled-in gar-
dens. I am almost certain that the day will arrive

when the latter will be converted into forcing groimds
and when vegetables will be grown in the open nidds,

which are their proper places. If a farmer were to

Bond his son to be a laSorer in a market gardrn for a
year or two, the vahie of such a school to such a man
in after life would be great to himself, his landlord,

and to the country at large. The expensive system
of a market garden would not be required in a farm ;

it could not be maintained ; but it would sliow him
that one acre cultivated by the spade is equal to five

by the plow. We know that some market gardeners
use the plow ; but how does it pay ? Their things

are always the last sold, and that for the most part

to the liawker, whose name will toll the price ob-

tained. It is, however, necessary to have a scarifier

plow in all market gardens, in order to tear up the

earth after the carts in wet weather.

Some years ago I took the late Mr. Smith, of

Deanston, over Messrs. Fitch's grounds. Till then

he had no knowledge of the enormous expenses of

keeping a large gan#[;n. " I have not seen," said he,

"on the whole loO acres, a weed ; all the ground
exhibits a fine level surface ; every inch is cropped

;

all the paths regular ; the cart-roads in good order
;

the hedges of the boundaries very dwarf ; no ditches,

and all the large plantations of apples, pears, and
plums, amounting to fifty acres, with every young
shoot made during the summer, pruned down to a
couple or three buds from last year's wood." Pruned
after the manner of currant bushes, they look well,

and bear enormous crops. The ground under the

tree is all cropped with rhubarb, currants, gooseber-

ries ; and during the winter with coleworts and cab-

bages. I have seen eight acres of cabbages in seed

beds, after the rest are all picked out for spring cab-
bages. Every spare piece of ground is filled ; when
the asparagus haulm is cut down, the ground is

forlced over, and all planted with coleworts, alleys and
all

; and when the rhubarb leaves die down, this

ground is also filled : so that altogether, besides the

other crops, there must be several hundred thousand
heads of greens for winter market. All liquid ma-
nure from dunghills is collected into a large tank

;

this is conveyed to and distributed over the ground
before digging ; but the great objection to the use
of sewage water after the crop is in, is that it fills

up the pores of the earth, cements the mold, and pre-

vents heat and air from acting on the roots.

Some market gardeners keep large herds of pigs,

which live night and day among the hot dung, and
subsist upon the corn that they pick out of the straw
and dimg, as well as on green food. Mr. Fitch
keeps twelve horses, whose whole imployment is to

cart goods to the various markets, bring home dung,
and convey it to vacant pieces of ground, which occur
every week. The carts and wagons in use in market
gardens have generally broad wheels. The wagons
are very large, and the carts will hold as much as a

Suffolk wagon. The laborers employed by Messrs.
Fitch on 150 acres, amount to about 70 during win-
ter, and in summer to about 150. The rent per acre

is from 9/. to 10/., the tithes being from 10s. to 12».

per acre. Men's wages are 2s. per day ; women,
from Is, to Is. Gd. Some idea of the amount of la-

bor in small matters will be conceived, when I state

that the whole of the frames, amounting to 1000
lights, are all painted and repaired every autumn.
The whole of the hand-lights, 4000 in number, are

also repaired ; and every description of vegetable is

washed before it is sent to market. When men are

at piece-work, they receive 2^d. per rod, for trench-

ing two spades deep ; thus an acre highly manured,

using cart-loads instead of barrowfuls, and trenching

with spade, instead of shallow digging, or what is

worse, using a plovv, pays just in proportion to the

way in wliich it is treated.—/. Culkill, in London
Gardeners' Chronicle.

(t/** Will some of our correspondents favor us

with a description of a first rate Fruit .Market

lydgon, with cost, !k.c.?
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Cai)ic9' ^Department.

THE SEASON 01 FLOWERS.

The storms and frosts of another season are almost

at an end. Old Winter, with his stern countenance

and whitened locks is retreating- before the smiling

face of Spring. Soon her glad and welcome song

will be heard

—

" I come, I come ! ye have called me Ions:,

I come o'er the mountains with liglit and sonsr !

Ye may trace my steps o'er the wakenini^ e:irth.

By tlie winds whicli tell of the violet's birth,

By the primrose-stars in the shadowy grass,

By the green leaves, opening as I pass."

Her arrival is hailed by singing: birds and smiling

flowers. All love Spring and flowers. The child

delights to gambol on the green and stops to admire

and pluck the daisy and the dandelion. The youth

loves to present to his idol these beautiful emblems
of innocexice and loveliness. And what more fitting

—

" They were born to blush in her shining hair."

Those who have felt a sad pleasure in adorning the

dearly loved and early dead with these mementoes
of beauty and frailty can appreciate the words of

Mrs. Hemans:
"Bring flowers, pale flowers, o'er the bier to shed,

A crown for the brow of the early dead I

For this through its leaves hath the white rose burst.

For this in the woods was the violet nursed !

Though they smile in vain for what once was ours.

They are love's last gift—bring ye flowers, pale flowers."

A little knowledge and skill is necessary in the

cultivation of flowers, and many from the lack of

this knowledge find the results of their efforts rather

unsatisfactory, and become discouraged. Some with

little time attempt to cultivate flowers that require

much care, consequently their flowers fail, when if a

difi^erent selection had been made their labors would
have been well rewarded. We shall devote this de-

partment during the spring to descriptions of flowers

and their cultivation.

When a number are planted together iji a bed, they
intermingle and form masses of great beauty, and
no dry weather injures them. They keep in blos-

tiU they are destroyed by frost. Plants may be pro-

cured at the green-houses, or may be raised from
seed. The Petunia flowers the first year from seed,

but fine varieties are propagated by cuttings, as the
seed will not produce flowers similar to the parent.

PETUiNIA PUNCTATA.

The Petunias are trailing or spreading p ants of

almost every variety of color, from white to purple.

dwarf lupin.

The Dwarf Lupin is another fine flower. It bears
leaves cut so as to somewhat resemble expanded
fingers. It is aboui a foot in height, and bears
long spikes of blue flowers. The seed shoud be

planted wiiore the flowers are to remain.
Phlox Drummondi is a pretty dwarf annual that

remains in blossom every day the whole season,

and we know of no annual that makes a more bril-

liant appearance when planted thickly in a bed.

They are of all shades of pink and purple.

Portulacca is a very showy succuleut spreading
annual that loves tlie hottest and dryest weather.
They grow almost as readily as weeds. There are

four varieties, scarlet, pink, yellow and white.

Ten-Wekk Stocks were our favorites from
childhood. Easily cultivated, coming rapidly to

maturity, free and almost constant bloomers; of

every shade of color, from white to the darkest and
richest purple; they are entitled to a place in every

collection of flowers.

These all blossom the same season they are

planted, and with only ordinary care. Desiring to

encourage a taste for the oultivation of flowers

among our fair readers, which does so much to make
home pleasant, we will furnish any who may apply

in season, with a small collection of seeds that with

a little care will make their gardens "blossom as

the rose," till Winter again with his icy hand sus-

pends all vegetable life.
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Uoutljs' Pcpartmcnt.

FOREST TREES.

There aro few objects in the vcgretable world really

more interesting and beautifnl tiian tlio noble forest

tree. The Elm, with its graceful, drooping branches,

is one of the most elegant of forest trees.

.. .j«-f^^-''r '^-•^ ^'^^-^- V'^^- fJM^-i}.

^r^..;^.

THE BEECH TREK,

as may be seen by the engraving above, is trnly

ft fine tree, and were it not so common its noble

appearance would be more generally appreciated.

The Oak has always been held as the emblem of

majesty and strength. It is one of the most mag-
nificent, as it is one ef the longest-lived of the forest

tribes, and its timber is valuable for its strength and

durability. A variety called the Live Oak, an

evergreen which grows at the south, is esteemed the

most durable timber for ship-building.

Have Courage to discharge a debt while you
have the money—to do without that which you do

not need—to speak your mind when it is necessary,

and hold your tongue when it is prudent you should

do so — to speak to a friend in a seedy coat, even
though you are in company with one richly attired

—to own you are poor, and thus disarm poverty of its

sharpest sting—to make a will and a just one—to

"cut" the most agreeable acquaintance you have,

when you are convinced that he lacks principle.

" A friend should bear with a friend's infirmities, but
not with his vices"—to show your respect for hon-
esty, in whatever guise it appears, and your con-
tempt for dishonesty and duplicitj', by whomsoever
exhibited— to wear your old clothes until you can
pay for new ones—to obey your conscienc at the
risk of being ridiculed by men— to wear thick boots
in the winter, and in every prefer comfort and pro-
priety to fashion, in all things.

How TO Make a Fortune.—Take earnestly hold

of life, as capaciated. for, and destined to a lii^h and
noble purpose. Study closely the mind's bent for a
labor or profession. Adopt it early, and pursue it

steadily, never looking back to the turned furrow,

but forward to the new ground, that ever remains to

be broken. Means and ways are abundant to every
man's success, if will and action are rightly adapted
to them. Our rich men, and our great men, have
carved their paths to fortune and fame by this eter-

nal practice—a principle that cannot fail to reward
its votary, if it be resolutely pursued. To sigh or

repine over lack of inheritance, is unmanly. Every
man should strive to be a creattn- instead of inheritor.

He tHiouId bequeath instead of borrow. The human
race, in this respect, want dignity and discipline.

It prefers to wield the sword of valorous forefathers,

to forging ^^s own weapons. This is a mean and
ignoble spirit. Let every man be conscious of the

God in him, and the providence over him,' and fight

his own battles with his own good lance. Let him
feel that it is better to earn a crust, than to inherit

coff'ers of gold. This spirit of self-nobility, once
learned, and every man will discover within iiimself,

under God, the elements and capacities of wealth.

He will be rich, inestimably rich, in self-resources,

and can lift his face proudly to meet the noblest

among men.—JV. Y. Sun.

The Young Man's "I Cannot."—You cannot!
yes you can sir ; everybody can, and you amongst
the rest. That's a fine way to talk at this time of

day. You are young, your limbs are strong, your
energies are all laying fresh in the chambers of your

nature like the stores of a ship just launched for the

voyage of life ; all the world is before you ; there is

little of it behind you, and that you have skipped and
played roll hoop over. Yes, young man you can, so

never let that declaration of cowardice and weakness
"I capnot" pass j'our lips. I do not qualify the in-

finitive of the verb active that describes your capaci-

ty. You can " do anything that has been done,

may be done, or should be done,'' either in the world

of physics, morals, or metaphysics. You can rivet a

bolt, tear up a furrow, overturn an empire of false-

hood, or produce a new idea. God grants you
amongst the abundance of his beneficient possibilities

one of those humanizing faculties : and you can if

you will, make youi one faculty, however apparently

humble, a blessing to yourself and to humanity.

Discontent.—Discontent is a sin that is its own
punishment, and makes men torment themselves : it

makes the spirit sad— the body sick— and all the

enjoyments sour ; it arises not from the condition,

but the mind. Paul was contented in prison;—
Ahab was discontented in a palace ; he had all the

delights of Canaan, that pleasant land, the wealth of

a kingdom, the pleasure of a court, the honors and

powers of a throne
;
yet all this avails him nothing

without Naboth's vineyard. Inordinate desire ex-

poses men to continual vexations, and being disposed

to fret, they will always find something to fret

about.

—

Matthew Henry.

Want of a Pursuit.—A man without predomi-

nant inclination is not likely to be either useful or

happy. He who is everything is nothing.
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Oltor's ^ablc.

Pknxstlvania State Agricultural Society.—A State Agricul-

tural Society has beeu recently established in Pennsylvania. We
believe the farmers of Pennsylvania are waking up to their true

interests, and we anticipate much pleasure in meeting the intel-

ligeut yeomanry of Pennsylvania at the first Annual Fair.

Sale of TuoROunHBRED Short Horn Stock.—Mr. Vail of Troy,

so well known as an importer and br<eder of fine cattle, intends

to sell at public auction a part of his fine herd of Short Horns,

on the 20t,h of June next. We shall publish Mr. V.'s advertise-

ment with particulars in the next number.

Wk have received, and shall give in our next, the list of premi-

ums for the next State Fair, to be held at Rochester, September

16, 17, IS and 19th of the present year.

j\NSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mfssrs. Editors :—For one. T have determined, during our long

winter evenings to pursue such a course of reading as shall enable
mc V) practice our noble art understandingly.

ft". , object in addressing you. is to enquire what books I .shall

procu. e to obtain a good knowledge of Scientific Agriculture,
without the aid of a teacher. If you should publish in the Farm-
er a list of such books as would comprise a proper course of agri-

cultural studies, I presume you would conf. r a favor on many
others of your readers as well as me. P. C. Rey.nolds.— Manches-
ter, N. Y. February, 1S51.

A knowledge of (Chemistry and Geology is of great service to

the cultiv.ators of thesoil. This can be obtained by any young
man from the books used in the schools without the aid of a

teacher. Silliman's School Chemi-stry is perhaps the best on this

subject. Sufficient knowledge may be gained by study and care

in a .short time. On Chemistry, as applied to Agriculture, we
would recommend Jo/i«s(on's Co(pcAiVhi of Agricultural Chemis-

try and Geology, and Norton's Elements of Scientific Agriculture.

These are small books, costing together but 7,5 cents, and con-

taining less than 300 pages. As soon as these are mastered, the

young man will have more knowledge of the philosophy of Agri-

culture, than nine out of ten of the farmers in the world, and be

prepared 10 understand Johnston's JlgncuUural Chemistry, and
Soussirigaulfs Rural Economy. These two works will cost $1,25

each, and will furnish matter for profitable study during a leisure

moment for many years, and will be worth more than their cost

as books of reference, till the eyes of our young friend grow dim
with age.

J. T..Pomfref.—We should thiak Emery ^s Corn Planter, would
answer your pxirpose well. It can be procured at Albany. Roch-
ester, or at any place where a general assortment of agricultural
tools are kept. Price $1-5.

J P J., n'infeld. Her. Co.. N. K.—The State Tran.sactions are
distributed by the State to the County Agricultural Societies, and
by them dist ibuted, as premiums, &c. Perhaps the County So-
cieties do not in all cases make good use of these volume.s. but
the larmers are themselves responsible. Every farmer is respoa-
siblefor the character and effic eucy of his county Society. The
Transactions are sold at about $1.25. which is not half the trade
price of such ii book, and can be had in Albany or Roche ter.

R. W. L.. Els;in. N. F.—Buckthorn plants are sold at the nur-
series at from $S to $10 per 1000.

N. E., EaH Liberty, Ind.—fiu\)-M\l Plows cost full rigged. $15.

FriiU ScloiLS for 1851.

THE subscriber will furni.sh Scions of the justly celebr.ated Fruit
of Western New York, of the different varieties mentioned

below.

To Officers and Sokliers of tUe Kevolution, tlieir
Widows and Heirs.

FOUND, about the 1st of January. 1851. a large quantity of the
old original records of the services of several thousand Offi-

cers, (in the Coinmiss.-iry and Quarter-.Ma.ster's Dejiartment.)
Surgeons, Jirtificers, JVagnn Conductors. Wagoners, Teamsters,
Carpenters, Blacksmiths, Boat Builders, Faliguemcn, <J-c., <J-c., in
the war of the Revolution. These records hive been preserved
by descendants of Officers, and are admitted as authentic in estab-
lishing claims against the Government. Officers, soldiers, their
widows, or heirs, who have omitted to assert their claims, or failed
to obtain their just due", when application has been made, for
want of evidence or assistance in prosecuting their claims, are in-
formed that the subscriber having bejn engaged for nearly ten
years past in prosecuting claims for Pensions, Bounty Lauds. &c;,
collecting documents and statistics relating to the Revolu ion. he
is prepared to aid, promptly and vigorously, all persons who re-
quire the assi tance of an acent or attorney in prosecuting claims
before Congress, or any of the departments at Wa.shington.

Persons, or the widows of such as served in the capacity of either
class above named, who hate been pensiomd, will find it to their
interest to send a statement of facts to the subscriber, as but few
of those reci'ived what was justly tlieir due.

Letters of inquiry or application should be addressed to the
subscriber, post-paid, at Washington City, D. C.

February, 1851. WILLIS G. WADE.

Northern Spy,
Norton's Melon,
Knrly Joe,

Baldwin,
RJbston Pippin,
Red Canada.
Graveiistein,

Red Astrachan,
Lowe/,
Dyer,
Porter,

F&mense,
Yellow Belljlower,

Wageiier,

Sicaar,

We-itfield Seek-no-further,

Rambo,
Esopus Spitzetiberg,

Ro.vbnry Rtissett,

Autumn Strawberry.
Green Sweeting,
Munson tweeting,
Talman Sweeting,
Summer Rose,
Early Harvest,
Hawley or Douse,

St. Lawrence.
I will pack and send, at One Dollar per hundred, either by mail

or express.

I refer to Mr. Vick, of the Gen. Farmer. All orders must come
post paid.

Virgalie.u. Osband's Summer, Onondaga or Swan.s Orange, pear
Scions, at Three shillings per dozen.

{J(?- In all cases where it is possible, I will send specimens of the
Northern Spy apple. JAMES H. WATTS.
Rocheste, Feb , 1S51. ^^^^^^_^

For Sale.

A FARM in the easterly part of Walworth County, Wisconsin,
on the Plank Road leading from Racine to Jamesville. Said

Farm is well located in a healthy, pleasant and thriving part of
the State, and is well calculated for a 1 irge farm, or it can be con-
veniently divided into three or more small ones, and each suppli-

ed with wood and water. The general surface has an inclination
south and east.

In the centre, where the buildings are now located, there are
four or five hundred Fruit Trees of the various kinds. Some have
commenced bearing, so that the occupant now enjoys a comfort-
able supply of delicious fruit.—There is about two hundred acres
under the plow. In fact, so far as good roads to important places,

mills, school houses, nurseries, &c., are concerned, this place is as
well located as one could desire.

But as no one will purchase upon the strength of this notice
without first viewing the place, it will only be necessary for one
to call and satisfy himself, when a trade can be made on accom-
modating terms. Any information can be obtained in reference
to the same by addressing A. G. COLE, at Burlington, Racine
County. Wisconsin. February. 1851.

DENTAL. NOTICE.

AS it has been currently reported that I have left the bu.sincss

and the office has passed into other hands, I would beg
leave to state to my friends and the public, that I am yet to be
found at my office in the Emporium Block during week days from
'I}4 A. M. to SK P. M., in every way prepared to insert the latest

improved Mineral Teeth on California Gold, in a style of finish

not to be surpassed in the State, and to fill decayed natural teeth

so as to preserve them during life. All of which work is war-
ranted not to fail.

Morgan's Premium toil, Gold and Tin, at all times on hand for

sale.

Q(J=- Office. No. 6, second floor. Emporium Block, corner North
St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y.
March, 1851. ANSEL A. MORGAN.

nionroe Nursery.

THE .subscriber deems it almost superfluous to publish an ad-
vertisement at this time, from the fact that his Nursery is

so universally known
;
yet he would beg leave to say to his friends

and the public, that his experience as a Nurseryman of eight

years is certainly some guaranty that the articles purchased of

him would be correct and adapted to modern cultivation. Of
the different fruits, he only cultivates a few varieties, such as has
been proved and acknowledged to be the best.

He has a good stock of Apple, Pear, Peach, Apricot, Grape,

Shrubs, Tuberous. Bulbous and green-house plants at reduced
prices. Dahlias also ot latest varieties.

Greece, March 1. 1851. [3-3t.J CHAS POWIS.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
VOLUME XII, FOR 1851.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2 ; Eight Copies for $3, and any larger

number at ihe same rate.

[0= All siibscriplions to commence with the year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

{ftj" Post-Mastk.rs, Aof.nts, and all friends of improvement, are
respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be seat (post-

paid or free,) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIEIi t.EE,
December, 1850. Rochester. New York
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THE XKAV YOKK. KBAPER..
MANUFACTURF.D BY SKVMOUR & MORGAN

THK umlersignt (1 after many years cNporionce in the msntifac-

tur^ of the difTorent Rcuihts heretofore used, are iit last, by

the applicatioa of new principles lately patented, and to >yhieh

they have theexdusive right, prepared to offer to the farmers of

the United States a

P K R K F. C T REAPING M A C H I N K ,

vrhich in durabiliiy of coestriiction, perfect manner of cutting

grain and the ease with which it may he worke J, has never teen

equalled.
The following are some of the advautages possessed by this Ma-

ch ue over any other heretofore used :

1. The Kinger-piece is placed within the circumference of the

driving wheel, and the other ground wheel idaeed nearly opposite,

and greatly in-jreased in size, which Ics.^^ens the power necessary

to work the machine at least one-third, and does away with all

difficulty in backini; and turning.
2. The method of changing the cut is so improved that it can be

done instantly on the small ground wheel by means of a lever, and
on the driving wheel in much less time than in any other Rkapkk.

3. The .siekl" or knife is constructed of patent hollow teeth

which C.\NNOT Bt CLOGGKD. and which in case i f accident

can be repaired by any good blacksmith without the least dif-

ficulty.

4 The man is placed on the backside of the platform where he

has his work directly before him and is capable of performing it

in a perfectly natural and easy manner, when compared with the

old way of stretching from behind the gearing, with his back to-

wards the team.
5 The gearing is of new and improved construction, combining

GREAT STRENGTH AND DURABILITY with perfect sim-

plicity of arrangement, and possesses Great ..Idvantages, in many
respects, .no- atl other similar machines.
We are now manufacturing several hundred of the above Reap-

ers for the Harvest of 18jl, and are prepared to receive orders of

purchasers for the same Our terms of sale, warranty, &.C.. will be

asfivo'-afif as evrr. and we .shall spare no pains to make our work
Batiafactory ; as we are

BOUND TO KEEP AHEAD
of all other manufacturers in the quality of our Machines. We
will cheerfully give further information to any one who may ad-
dress us versoiially or by mail. SEYMOUR &. MORGAN.
Brockport, N. V"., Feb., 1851.

"We would here take occasion to refer to a difficulty with C. H.
McConnlck. growing out of the fact, that we last year manufac-
tured ami V Id a Machine of our own getting up. instead of p.iyiug

him a patent fee fur the privilege of making his "Virginia Reaper"
which had b en thoroughly tested, and found to be very unpopu-
lar with large portion of the farming community.
The Machine made by us did not in the slightest particular in-

fringe upon any pxti-nt of the said McCormick. but the plea was
made use of as a hug-bear with which to frighten farmers from
the purchase of our Machines, hoping thereby to dispo.se of some
portion of a large number of Virginia Reapers which are now
scattered throughout the country (condemned) and now unsold.

The .Machine W'* are mannfacturing contains none of the parts

complained of as infiingemeuts. which was only in the position of

the Raker : having now placed our Raker in a more favorable po-

sition that matter of dispute is done away with and uo person need
fear the complaints of the maker of the •• V irgiuia Reaper" as he
will naturally feel sore that he can no longer monopoliz- the bu-
Fines< of manufacturing Reapers to the groat damage of all inter-

ested except himself.

The following are extracts from Letters received by us :

Wi-n Liberty. Logan Co , Ohio. Aug. 1. 1830.

GF.trs :— It is with satisfiction that I inform you that the Rea-
per I purchased of you, performed equal to my highe.-,t expecta-

tions, and I think it can justly cla ni precedence over either Hus-
sy's or • I c! :ormick"s.unt only in the construction of the machinery
hut also in the manner in which it cuts, and performs its work
The greatest improvement is in the cutting apparatOs which is far

superior to any other iu use htre, and is just what has long been
Wanted. All who have seen your .Machine have expressed for

it a decided preference to any other. Yours, respectful'y,

J. P. BlTFINr.TON.

Urbana. Cham. Co., Ohio. Oct. 18. 18.50

Gr?«Ts :— I b.ought one of your Reapers for last harvest, and cut

my own hnr>e«t of about 150 acres with it. The Reaper performed
to my eutire satisfaction ; it will cut wet and grassy grain antl

corn ftalks without choking. I have seen all the other kinds of

Reapers wiirk and believe yours to be the best Reaper ever intro-

duced into this State. Yours, iic, AsDREw McBktii.

Covington, Wyoming Co., N. V., Aug. 10. 18.jO.

Mr.ssRi SkvM'U-b it Mor<;an—Gknts :— We have just finished

cutting our wheat, and a very bad harvest we have had. it being

bad wcath' r and our wheat very badly lodged down, notwith-

«l.indiu'.{ your Reaper has done Well, taking up our lodged pr.iiu

beyond our expectati'ius. we think it a good way to cut grain do-

ing it with lefs expense thsn any other way.
Yours, respectfully, JajiksCat.

.lanesville, Wisconsin. Nov. 1. 18.50.

Mfs«r«.S» VM )vr. 8t MriRr.AN— iJknts .— I own one of Met ormirk''',

oneiif llu^'y's. and one of your Reapers; upon g ving g ch a fair

test the present season I found that where both oiherii clogged so

that it was impo.sible to use them, yours worked like a charm
; and

I have no hesitation in pronouncing it much the best in use.

Frkkman Hitchcock.

Urbana. Cham. Co.. Ohio, Oct. 19,1950.
Mfs.srs SEVMOin & Morgan—Gents :— I purchased one of your

Reapers for last harvest. I have seen the different kinds of Rea-
pers work and consider yonrs far superior to any other.

Yours, Stc, E.MA.NUKL SnofPE.

jmwAiii

KETCHUM\S PATENT MO^VlNG MACHINE.
THE subscribers having purchased the entire interest of the in-

ventor. .Mr. Wm. F. Ketchum, and al.so the interest formerly
owned by S. W. Hawes, are now manufacturing the above Machine
iu the city of Buffalo. The Machine has been greatly improved,
and is fully capable of performing all we recommend it to do, and
capable of cutting 12 to 15 acres of grass per day with 1 span of
horses
The price of the Machine is filOO.OO with one sett of knives, and

$110.00 with two sett of knives.—Cash in Buffalo.
Any information wanted, or orders left with Mr. George Shef-

FF.K, Scottsville, Monroe Co., or Mr. Morgan Butler, New Hart-
ford. Oneida Co., will meet with prompt attention

February, 1851. G. W. ALLEN &. CO.

C. J. RYAN «& CO.,

WOULD most respectfully call the attention of the public
particularly the trade, to their Nursery Stock, consisting

in part as follows :

—

-A pple Tree.s, 3 and 4 years old. all the most popular long keep-
ing varieties $!18 per 100.

Northern Spy. 3 and 4 years old $25 per 100.

Cherry Trees, the principal varieties, from 5 to 10 feet high,
straight stems, and headed $20 per 100.

Hedge Pln.nts.— Arbor Vitse. American. 1 to 4 feet high. $5 per
100; Hemlock Spruce, 1 to 4 feet high, $5 per 100; Privit, strong
thrifty plants. $4 per 100. —

5000 Giant Rhubarb Roots, fine productive sorts, for hotels ana
market gardeners $10 i>er 100.

fliyatfs Victoria Rhubarb, true sort $4 jier il z.

Downing's Colossal, extra fine flavored and tender .$4 per doz.

1500 select and very choice Verbenas, in fair condition for bed-
ding out. su.h as Anacreon. Scarlet Defiance Polka. Loreii, Rosy
.Morn, and a d izen other varieties !fil.50 per doz.

2000 Petuuies. all the best self and varigated colors, strong
and thrifty plants $1,50 per doz.

500 Double White Feverfews, fine for planting in beds or bor-
ders $1.50 per doz.

Also, Buddlyas. Salvias, Neirembergias. Sic, in large quan-
ties at low rates

1000 Scarlet Geraniums, dwarf varieties, best adapted to

beds $2 per. doz.

5000 Prize Double Dahlias (gj^ at low rates.

A great improvement on any before offered—75 varieties of
them are those which attracted unusual notiae in Re3-nold'8 .'Ar-

cade. Rochester last year, and obtained the first class prizes

wherever exhibited.
00 still newer and finer varieties have been added the last au-

tumn at great expense and are now under extensive propagation
—will be ready for delivery in pots 1st .May.

(JQ" Roses on their own roots.

A superb collection of Hybrid Perpetuals, Nf isette Tea, Bour-
bon. Bengali .ind Prairie Running Roses, cultivated largely.

{IQ' Rochester and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries. Rochester,

N. \ . City Office, 16 Reynold's Arcade. Rochester, N. Y.

March 1st. 1851
[

1831 ROCHESTER IS^l

STAINED GLASS AVORKS.

I
AM now prepared to produce upon Glas.s. the copy of any
Dcsii^n, Picture, Figure or Ornomejif, ancient or modern, En-

amelled. Emb08.sed. Painted or Stained'.

Lead Sash, and Diamond Glass, for church or et>ttage windows,

supplied to order. M. F. REYNOLDS.
February. 1851

GUANO.

WE are in daily expectation of arrivals of Peruvian Guano.
Those wishing to order, will do well to do so at the e.-irliest

moment. A. B. >» LLEN & CO.
New \ ork Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, 189 and 191

Water street. [2-3t-oJ
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GREAT BOOKS
FOR r\RMF.ns, OARDKNERS AND HORTICULTURISTS,

R \RI'. cnAyCE FOR AGENTS TO MAKE MONET.

J
rill V r t" VVKTT & COMPANY, Publishers, Nns. 17 and 19

.ivnliill. Bo'?ton, take pleasure in announeinfr to (he intelli-

g.ii! V r;n •!•<!. Gard'^ners, and Horticulturists of the United States
th-it ihcyhive at l<>ngth eompleted their valuable collection of
work= n'l >jir"'cuUure, audits kiudred sciences, aud that the two
lR,sf of the series are now in the hands of the stereotypers. and will
leri'MiIy for delivery to subscribers and others, on or before the
fir.^t d.iy of March. The two volumes now in press are, firat

—

BRECK'S BOOK OF FLOWERS, *

/?;/ Joseph lirec/r, Esq., of Brighton,
Forinmiy yrars editor and publisher of the New En^rland Farmer,
aud on'' of till' most d!stinf;ni.shed Florists in America This vol- I

anv CO itainsthe results of the practical experii-nce of a man of
j

ta>--tp i:v' r-Mnce. aud is. without doubt, thi most thorough and .i

reliable book on the cultivatiou of flowers, and the liying out of
flowr ijir-b-ns to be found in any language; it is cmphatic.illy
the La.i'os" a!id frentlemen's complete Floral Vade Mecum. This
book will li" in 12 mo. form, coa'aiuino; about 33G pages, fine cloth
biii'l'i'it -.Mid we have determined to sell it at 75 Cents, to bring it

with 11 the means of n\\. and to ensure a large sale
; as it is a book

which "vvy lover of flowers must own.
The s.'co:iil in the series is

—

TM''-. KITCHEN G.^Hb^^NER-S TEXT BOOK,
By OTie (if the most distinguished Gardeners of New Jersey. This
is truly a practical work, avoiding useless, and to the masses, un-
meaniut; t chnicalitie-!, the author handles his subjects witli the
skill of i thoroughly versed, common-sense practitioner. With
thn ail of (his volume, the merest Tyro may rapidly advance
through th" varirtus stages of Horticultural knowledge, to com-
plete ^iuc-ri'ss. A simple, practical and cheap work on this sub-
ject has loiiiT been needed The price of this book will be 50 Cents,—12 mo 21 () p ises. handsomely bound in cloth.
The third book is—

A TREATISE ON HOT -HOUSES,
B'l Robert B. Leuchars, Garden Architect.

This work by Mr. Leuchars, who is one of the most distinguish-
ed among Ihe many Scotch Gardeners of America, is a practical
treaiL-^e on the .CONSTRUCTION, HEATINfi AND VENTIL-
ATIOV OF HOT- HOUSES, including CO.MSERVATORIES,
OR •.EV - HOI'SK-J. GRAPERIES, .and other kinds of HORTI-
CULTURir. fiTRUCTURES, with practical directions for
thi'ir manaiT'raent in regard to Light, He,\t .\mi Am. Illustrated
with nioH' thin fiermty En'rarings. This is the first and only
wovkof tlii,< kind ever published in this country or in Europe, and
isrecomni'Muled vei-y highly by Professors ''illiraan and Dana, of
Yal> <"ollege and by many other scientific gentlemen. Price One
Hyllar. It is H, very learned work, and an invaluable one to any
person who owns, or who intends to erect, either of the structures
upon which it so ably treats.

The foiirih book is

—

MR. COLE'S GREAT WORK ON
THE DISEASES OF ANIMALS,

OR T II F. AMERICAN VETERINARIAN,
30.000 copie« of which have already been sold, and the sale of which
continui's in a manner almost without a preci'dent. To every
man who owns a horse, a cow, a pig. or even a hea. this work by
Mr Cole is of more value th.an ten times its cost.

The lives of many valuable animals have .already been saved by
following Mr Coie's [dain directons for their treatment when sick.
This is the cheapest work of the kind ever published, in America,
being but at) v^fe^NTS at retail, and we do not beli.-ve that any
farmer wouid ivillingly be without it, if placed within his reach.

'Ihe liflb book is—

hlR. VOLE'S OTHER VALU.iBLE WORK,
THE AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK,

OK, FRUITS AND FRUIT TREES OF AMERICA,
18.00U of which have been published in le.ss than two years.
Tliis beautiful and thorough work is illustrated by over 200 cn-

graviius. of Vpples, Fears, Peaches, Plums. Cherries, (jrapes, R.asp
berries. Gooseljerries, Currents &c., Sic, and tlie various Fruit
Trees of our rwu counlry

; iilso, cuts repi-eseuting the v.arious
modes of ti-.iining vines, and the different styles of grafting, bud-
ding, pruning, &c It is a work which, for accuracy of description
and reii.ibiity. has never been exceeded, if equalled, and contains
more than twice the amount of matter of any other Fruit Book
putilislie I in vmerica at the same price, viz: 50 cent,^. We could
fill a voluiufwitli the recommendations of Mr. Colo's two books,
which we iiave received from the most eminent Fai'mers aud Hor-
ticult.irisLs of New England, the Middle States and the great
West,

A WORD NOW TO AGENTS.
We are now prepared to offer to capable, responsible and ener-

getic Book \gent3 a chance for making money, such as seldom
occurs. VVilh he above five works, an Agent of tact or ability
could hai'Uy fall upon a spot so barren that he could not dispose
of one or more of these works, aud in many cases would sell one
of each

; aud in populous distpicta, a large number of copies
could bi' MiU\ daily. We intend to district out the New England
States, mostly into counties. Also, the States of New Vork,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio and the Western States, we
should prefer to dispose of to some one individual in each State,
for him to di.strict out into sub-agencies.
The books will all be ready for delivery by the 1st of .\Tarc!i,

and it is important that the various Counties and States should
be disposed of befon that time. A cash capital of from $.30 to

$50 will be needed by every Agent for a County, and a much
larger sum by a State Agent.

Address, po.st-paid the Publishers,
JOHN P. JEWETT,
17 & 19 Cornhill. Boston.

HIGHIiANO NURSERIES, IVEWBURGH, N. Y.

A SAUL & CO . beg leave to call tiie attention of Dtaltrs and
• Planters of Trees, and the.public in general, to their very

iarge and complete stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,
Which they offer for sale the coming spring. The Trees of their
Nurseries are all grown on the premises and propagated undei
the immediate supervision of .\!r. Saul, whose long connection
with this establishment, is some guarantee for the accuracy of
the stock now offered for sale. It consists in part of over—

20 000 Pear Trees. 5 to 8 feet high, and embracing all the lead-

ing standard varieties, as well as those recently introduced, of
merit, either of .\merican or Foreign origin

20,000 .A,pple Trees of extra size, 8 to 10 and 12 feet high, inclu-

ding every variety worthy of cultivation.
10,000 Plum Trees. 5 to 8 feet, of every known kind of reputa-

tion, a.r well as all the novelties of recent introduction.
10 000 Chei-ry Trees, 6 to 8 feet aud over, among which may be

found all the desirable and choice varieties.

A large stock of handsome Peach, Apricot, Nectarine and
Quince, in every variety.

Also, Grape Vines (native and foreign,) Raspberries, Goose-
berries and Currents, and Strawberry plants, of all the most ap-
proved kinds, as well as excellent roots, such as .Asparagus. Rhu-
barb. Sea K.ale. &c,, &c.

Pear on Quioce. Cherry on Mahaleb, and Apple on Paradise
stocks— tor Pyramids or Dwarfs for garden cultuie, and embraces
all the kinds that succeed ou these stocks.

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN ORNAMENTAL TREES
AND SHRUBS.

Embracing all the known kinds suitable for street planting of
extra size ; also, Ihe more rare, and select, as well as all the well

known kinds .suitable for Arboretums. Lawn and and Door-Vard
planting, &c. including Weeping Trees. Vines, Garden aud
Climbing Roses in great variety. Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid
China, Hybrid Bourbons, Hybrid Damasks, Hybrid Provence, aud
Bourbon, Tea, China, and Noisette, and Prairie aud other Climb-
ing Roses.
A large quantity of Arbor Vitte for Serenes, Burkthorn, Osage,

Orange an<l other hedge plants.

The above will be sold on as liberal terms as simil.ar stock can
be purchased elsewheie.—For further particulars see catalogues,

a new edition of which is just issued, and will be forwarded to all

Post-Paid applicants by mail. A liberal discount will be made to

persons who buy to sell again, and extensive planters on their

own account
P, S.-Frieght paid to New York..
NewhurL'h. March 1st 1851. [3-2t]

Agficultaral Warehouse and Seetl Store,

QUINCY HALL, (OVER THE MARKET.) BOSTON.
THE proprietors having recently enlarged their Warehouse,

and iucr aged their Works at Woi'cester, would respectfully
invite the attention of planters and dealers in Agricultural Im-
plements. Garden and B'ield Seeds, &c., to their stock, comprising
the largest and best assortment in the United States, which are
offered at low prices.

Of Plows we have the greatest variety of kinds and sizes,—Im-
proved Sod Plows for flat furroiv.s,—Improved Scotch do for lap-

ped furrows — Improved Stubble do. which are especially adapted
to deep tillage, and varying from 6 to 12 inches in depth. Self-

Sharpenins;. Hill Side, Sub Soil, Double Mold, Corn, Cotton. Sugar
and Rice Plows.

Cylinder Hay Cutters. Smith's patent Lever Gate and others,

Patent Corn Shelters, with and without Separators, Seed Sowers
of various sizes and prices. Bachelder's patent Corn Plautejs im-

proved. Fanning Mills of various sizes. Horse Powers. Threshing
Machines. I'hemometer Churns, Robbin's patent Centrifugal do,

Cylinder do. Dash do, <:oruaud Cob Crushers, Corn Planters, to-

gether with almost every article wanted on the Plantation, Farm
or Garden

Illustrated Catalogues sent gratis on application, post-paid.

RUGGLES, NOUKSK, MA.>50N St CO,
Boston and Worcester. iViass,. March 1st. 1851.

To Nursery Gardeners.

AGENTLEMAN wishing to establish a Nursery Garden,desires
to enter into arrangemi nts, for that purpose, with a person

who understands the bu.-iiuess, 8 to 12 acres, or such other quan-
tity as may be required, of excellent laud will be furnished, with

a comfortable dwelling house, and the use of a Green House,
rent free, till the business could yield a return. Situation—Two
miles from ICingstoii. Canada, on the highroad. Avery moderate
capital would suffice.

Apply (if by letter, post paid.) to Messrs. ELLW.A.NGER &
B.VKR Y, Rochester, N, V., or to J. H. \V., Kingston, Canada.
February, 1851.

I
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EMERY & CO.'S
NEW VOFK (.rVTF AnHim.TUriAl. SnriETV's FinST PBEMU'M

RAIL-RniD HnRSE-PflWER k THRESnER,
TUF, nttention of the farminp; public is colicitod to the npwly

improved Kail T?oai.l Horse Power, as now made and offered
to thera by the siibseribers.

Having been lone pnfr.igod in the manufacture, pale, and intro-
duction of ajiricultural machinery, they hare had ample opportu-
nities to ascertain the wants of the farmer.'! as well as the merits
of the various machines now in use—they hare endeavored to
better adapt .such as they manufacture for the purposes designed,
and having paid more attention to these Horse lowers than al-

most all other implements together, they flatter themselves that
they have'succoeded iu so improving the endless chain power as
to do away the strong prejudice against its use. and at the .same
time so adapted it to a greater variety of uses that no farmer of
any considerable extent will do without one when once having
s«en them in operation.
As their power is so dissimilar to those chiefly made and sold by

them previovis to last sea'dn. and from any others now in use. that
they deem it an olyect to themselves, as wel' as an interest to farm-
ers, to give a description of its principal parts with cute, as fiUowg :

^^33.

^';?-.3.

Fig. 1 represents the top view of the running geer with the floor-

inp off. A, A. the sills, supporting the bearing-* and main shafts.

B the band-whe"l. 3 feet diameter connected to shift C the cou-
Tiirre fer wheel connected to shaft
D the pinion working inside the
converi-'e wheel and connected to
shaft, a. a, a. a. the ends of the
main shafts with couplings and
nuts attached, b. b. the two
main shafts of the power, c. c,

the reels (iron) on the forward
main shaft which supports the
endless platform in its revolution
at the forward or upper end ot

the power. The.^e reels, as also
the coupling*, are all fitted firmly

and permantly to the main shafts
as represented.

Fig. 2 a represents a face and
edge view of the couplings which
are fitted permently to each end of each main shaft, (enlarged.)

Fig. 3. e represents a side view of
the converge wheel with a concave
or sunken hub and fitted to the
shafts and couplings a. a, a, a. and
confined with anut or screw. One
of the arms of this wheel is provided
with a projection plate to receive a
wrist pin for driving a pitman, of-
ten convenient in sawing wood,
churning butter, etc., etc. D rep-
resents a side or face view of the
pinion, vhinh i.s about '4 the di
ameter of tlie converge wheel, and
working into it : this has al«o a
concave huh anci fltte-1 to couplings
and confined by a nut. the arms of
the converge wheel passing over it

when in operation.
Fig 4. B repre.aents a face or side

view of the banil wheel, three feet
diameter, (he hub of which is form-

form i^nT-u :^ «-. - . X,
*'^ °' ^'"'^ """"^ plates so made as tolonn caTjties to receive the apokcs as represented, and when bolted

throu;:;h the spokes and plates forms a strong and substantial
wheel. The back plate is also concave to receive a nut, fastening
and fitting also to each and all the couplings.

Fig 5 shows the side view of one
the reels—two of which are used
on the forward main shalt. The
small rods of Ihe endless platform,
fitting in the c.xvities as they re-
volve, thereby giving i.iotion to the
reels and shaft, to which they are
firmly and permantly fastem^d.
The diameter of these reels ia

such that tliey receive from the
platform, with the ordinary walk

of a horee, about fifty-five revolutions per minute, which it com-
municates to the converge wheel outside the frame. This wheel
in its turu communicates its motion in Ihe same direction to the
pinion working into it. which pinion, being only one-fourth the
diameter, n-ceivcs two hundred and twenty revolutions per min-
ute—the b.ind wheel B being attached to the opposite end of the
pinion shaft as represented This wheel being three feet diame-
ter gives sufficient speed for threshing, sawing wood, grating ap-
ples, ginning cotton, cutting and grinding feed. etc.. etc.

Wtien the power is to be used for churning, (with band.) driving
grindstones, corn shelkrs, or when a slower motion is desired, the
baud wheel can be attached to either end of the reel shaft, at fifty

five revolutions per minute. Should it be desirable to have a still

slower motion for elevators, hay presses, driving paddle-wheels for
small boat, instead of propelling them by manual labor on many
of our streams and lakes, in the wood and lumber bnsriiess. etc.

—

all that is nece.ssary is to put the pinion on the reel shaft and the
converge geer wheel on the other, working into it. and we have a
motion of about fourteen revolutions per minute, and with an in-
creased power in proportion to the decrease of motion, the horse
walking the same speed in all cases.

The advantages of these arrangements are too plain to require
comment—only one or two need be mentioned, one of which is,

the removing the whole of the geering from under the horses and
from the dust and dirt always about the machines, where it may,
if desired, be boxed up and kept perfectly clean, requiring very
little oil or care to keep Ihem in order. There isno possibility of
breakage, or wear, or slipping of gearing, as is unavoidable in all

other powers \\ hich we have heretofore sold or seen.

The platform, small shafts, rail-tracks, and wheels, are similar
to those made and sold by ns for several years past. The.so im-
provements having been tes'ed in vipward of two hundred Horse
Towers, made and sold during the last .season, and invariably given
good .satisfaction, and had the preference over any we have before
made, we have no hesitation in commending them to the favora-
ble notice and trial by all farmers or others desiring a cheap, ef-

ficient, and durable Horse I'^ower. For further particulars see
catalogues of " The Albany Agricultural Works, Warehouse and
Seed Store," furnished gratis on application to

E.MKKV kCO..
369 and 371 Broadway. Albany, N. Y.
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IMPROVING LANDS IN VIRGINIA.

A GENTLEMAN in Virginia has requested us to write

and publish an article on the improvement of the

naturally thin or partially exhausted lands of that

State. As the fundamental principles of agriculture

are the same everywhere, we have no hesitancy in

offering a few suggestions to our numerous readers

in the " Old Dominion," on the renovation of impov-

erished fields.

Grass, sedge, briars, wild plum.", sumac, and fc-osr

trees, are nature's agents for regaining lost fertility

on lands which have long been tilled and finally

turned out as an open common. The farmer natu-

rally seeks the best ways and means to impart a

profitable degree of fruitfulness to lands in this con-

dition. Stable manure in his case is out of the ques-

tion ; for he has neither stock at his command, nor.

summer or winter feed adequate to fertilize one acre

in ten of the old plantation. It must be improved by
a less expensive process, or not at all. There are

two ways in which the desired result may be attained,

either or both of which are open for successful ex-

periment. One is to convert the plantation, in the

first instance, into a grazing farm. This may be

done without ever putting a plow into the ground.

We assure our friends that some of the most profit-

able farms in the southern tier of counties in the

State of New York were never plowed since the

primitive forest covered their hills and valleys. One
or two crops of wheat or rye are put in by the use

of the harrow, after the land is first cleared and
burned, when it is seeded with timothy, clover, or

hei'd's grass, and kept in pasture or meadow.

There are but few acres in Virginia that ever bore
crops, that will not grow grass of some kind by the

use of lime, grass seed, and thorough scarifying

wjin a sharp iron or steel-toothed harrow. After
the lime and seed have been applied a week, if the
farmer has any doubt as to the strength of the soil,

the application of 100, 150, or 200 pounds of Peru-
vian guano, will secure to the grass plants a fine

growth of roots and stems, precisely on the same
principle that this fertilizer increases a crop of wheat
or oats, which are varieties of grass. Land well set

in timothy, clover, or red-top, is half redeemed, and
in a condition to ^-eld an income in wool, butter and
cheese, beef, mutton, live hogs, mules, horses, and
neat cattle. There are millions of acres in Virginia
that would make profitable dairy, stock, and wool-
growing farms, which now produce next to nothing.

This may be done with little or no plowing, if one
prefers to operate by seeding, liming, and using in

some cases a little guano, in the manner indicated.

The quantity of lime which one can afford to apply
per acre will depend entirely on the cost of the arti-

cle, aiid the probable value of the crop when grown.
From five to fifty bushels would be the limits which
we recommend. So soon as practicable, every farm-
er should grow his own clover and grass seed, and
be extremely careful to raise clean seed, and to sow
no other. We have had considerable experience in

growing clover and other forage seeds, and know how
sadly a man maybe injured by purchasing and using
foul seed. A farmer in Virginia who will establish

a reputation for growing pure clover and timothy
seed, can make a fortune at the business. He must
manure well and be familiar with this branch of hus-
bandry.

In plowing with a view to improve land, much de-

pends upon the condition it is in. If it will bear a
crop of rye of five, eight, or ten bushels per acre, it

should be plowed early enough to seed with rye in

September or October, harrowing in a top-dressing

of lime or marl with the seed. If one is short of hay
or fodder, sheep and calves can run more or less on
this rye field during the winter months. A seed of

rye, where the plant tillers well in the fall, by the

first of May, if not fed, will give in organized matter,

from 50 to 75 times its weight. This immense gain

is manure, drawn in a considerable degree from the

atmosphere. If it be turned into the soil by the plow,

and peas, with a little more lime be sown, they too

will draw fertilizing atoms from the air. Hogs may
eat the peas in the field, and the land may be plowed
deep, well cultivated with a two-horse cultivator, und
sown with wheat in October, which is early enough
for central or southern Virginia. If the ground ia

extremely sterile, plow in the fall deep with a stout

team, and let the frosts of winter operate on the min-

erals before either seed or lime is applied. In the

spring, sow lime and peas, and harrow thoroughly.

Southern planters, as a general thing, fail to have

first rate harrows ; and when they do have them,

they are not used half enough to do up tillage

" brown." It is a good plan to sow a few oats with

peas, for they assist in keeping the vines from falling

upon the ground, where they frequently lot before

the seed is ripe. Let hogs ea-t both peas and oats,

and plow in all vegetable matter with another coat

of lime sown before plowing. Now, sow wheat and

apply 200 pounds of the best guano per acre, and
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seed with clover. Give the clover a top-dressing of
100 lbs. of jrypsum per acre, and not plow again in

two yearp, if the clover takes well. Unless the
clover is quite thick on the ground, sow timothy. It

is a point of great importance always to have clean
clover, timothy, and herds-grass seed on hand, to sow
on every half naked spot on the plantation. In low
grounds sow red-top ; and be sure to make food for

stock to grow every where. An acre of decently
managed grass will yield a clear profit of $3 per
annum, which is 6 pe'r cent, interest on $50.
The dairymen of New York are making money

quite as fast as the wheat-growers : and skilful wool-
growers and growers of good carriage horses are
doing as well as either. To rear fine mules and
roadsters, both for home service and for the cotton
growing States, will pay a good profit in two-thirds
of the counties in Virginia. Every branch of agri-
culture can be made to pay the good husbandman a
liberal profit in that State. Tobacco culture is now
quite remunerative. Grain growing is perhaps less

profitable than any other department of agriculture
;

but even that will gire a fair living if properly con-
ducted. In regard to sheep husbandry, we must say
that the best grass fed mutton which we have seen
in America, came into Washington city from the
grazing districts of Virginia. Sheep are remark-
ably healthy and fine. The native cattle arc gener-
ally mean, having large long legs, big Iieads and
horns, thick necks, with precious little of good pieces
for roasting or steak. Cattle of this character ought
to be driven out of the United States, and those infi-

nitely better take their places. First rate milch
cows sell at a round profit to the breeders. Lime
and gypsum, guano and good husbandry, must give
a plenty of good fornge the year round.
Among other truly valuable plants, turnips and

corn may be cultivated with great facility and in

quantities. They will add largely to the stock of
manure and the means of enriching the soil. All
corn, peas, oats, rye, and barley fed to hogs, mules,
or horses, had better be boiled before feeding. With
one or two cauldron kettles set in an arch, it could
be attended to by the help in the house, and corn, or
other small grain cooked with very little trouble or
expense. Next in importance to the economical con-
sumption of food, stands the art of saving and skil-
fully using all the manure produced on the plantation.
For this purpose, working mules, oxen and horses,
(for all are worked in Virginia,) should be fed in sta-
bles or under sheds where their droppings can be
saved under shelter and protected from washing
rains. All manure should be covered and kept from
loss by volatilization and leaching. Manure is the
very cream of the soil, and the right use of this
cream is what many cultivators do not understand,
although they believe they do. We have traveled a
good deal over the United Stated for the express pur-
pose of seeing with our own eyes, and learning from
practical men who never write for the press) how
they manage straw, corn-stalks, and whatever else
adds to the compost heap; and, when we say that
about half of the elements of fcrtilty in the organized
substances used as manure is lost before these sub-
stances are fairly buried in the soil, taking the coun-
try together, wc are under the truth. We believe
It will pay on farms where so much wheat is grown
that farmers cannot well consume the straw, to cut
It in pieces about six inches long, in larrre cuttin<r
boxes driven by horse power, and then spread the

straw and plow it in. It is apt to make bad work to
attempt to plow under long straw, as we know from
experience. With cut straw there would be no seri-
ous impediment, while the straw, rotting, would yield
soluable silicates and all its organic elements for the
production of new crops. We say to our Virginia
friends, and to our readers everywhere, if you fail to
feed the land it will certainly fail to feed you, sooner
or later. If corn-stalks were chopped up and covered
with earth by the plow, they would rot and greatly
enrich the soil. Don't be afraid to trust your com-
mon mother. Earth. When she ceases to yield her
annual fruits, there will be no place for us bipeds, or
quadrupeds on this planet.
So soon as her numerous railroads are completed

which are now in progress, Virginia will place her
native salt and gypsum at the command of all her
farmers. These fertilizers, with the aid of lime, gu-
ano, and salts drawn from the ocean, obtained in a
way hereafter to be described, will enab!e her to be-
come one of the richest farming States in the Union.

POTATO CULTURE. -THE MALADY.

A CORRESPONDENT of thc Boston Cultivator has the
following remarks on a topic which eminently de-
serves the consideration of every farmer :

Mr. Editor :—I have perused the address of Dr. Lee
before ihe Hampshire Society at Northampton, with the
greatest pleasure, and I am .sure, to my own improvement

;

but there is one thing that I would ask tlie Doctor, and that
is, is he prepared to grow large crops of potatoes free from the
rot—while that distemper is wasting the crops around him

—

by the information derived from chemical analysis, whicli
shows precisely the quantity of alkali con'aii.eu in the ashes
of the tuber after incineration, and by which he has made it

appear, that the rot is the consequence of the waste of that
article in the .soil? If so, he had better turn his attention to
the business while the price of sound potatoes is so high , I

know of no crop that would pay equal to this, as by his
extensive information he need not lay his crop at less than
tJOO bushels per acre, I presume. But is it not strange, that
every one does not see at a clance the futility of such argu-
ments ? Let but a congenial season occur the coming spring,
and away goes nil chemical reasoning on the subject, and wc
shall nil grow sound crops, although another year of mis-
management—according to the above reasoning—has been
added to the list of our misdeeds. I speak it reverently, but
if the Almighty should see fit thus to visit our infirmities the
coming season. I know of no way in which he could so eflect-
ually proclaim man's weakness ! If the Dr.'s reasoning be
correct, our learned friends ought long ago to have taught up
by example, and not have confined their labors to prec pt.

In illustration of the practical part of this potato
question, we copy the following remarks from thc
Patent Office Report for 1845. A writer over the
signature of "Chemico" (unknown to us) says :

Dr. Lke, a scientific gentleman of New York, who is at
present engaged by the New Vork State Agricultural Soci-
ety to vi.sit every county in that State, and deliver lectures
on agricultural chemistry, iu a letter to the edtior of the
Albany (Cultivator, remarks: "More than one-half of tlie

ashes of potatoes is pure potash. A Sugar maple, a grape
vine, a potato plant, and an apple tree, needs n soil that
abounds in potash. In every town i have found scientific

firmers. who by the use of UMlcaclied ashes, lime, and plas-
ter, in equal parts, and placed in the hill with the seed, and
on the hill so so(m as thc tops are well grown, Jiavc wliolly
cicaped llie potato rot, and harvested fur several years from
JUO to GUO bushels per acre.''

Although in writing to the Cultivator we followed
the statements of our informants, wc regret that we
did not reduce the figures one-third before committing
them to the press. We have read of crops equal to

1000 bushels per acre, and many of more than 600
;

nevertheless, a good cause is always injured by state-

I
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ments which appear improbable, if strictly true.—
We have paid particular attention to the culture of

potatoes from our boyhood till this present writinf^.

No part of the answers sent to the Patent Office from
all parts of the United States, in response to 8000
circular letters, has interested us so much as the

responses to questions concerning the cultivation

and yield of potatoes. In the report recently sent to

Congress, of which the joint committee have report-

ed in favor of printing 130,000 copies, Mr. O. C.
Motley, of Clatsop Plains, Oregon, near the mouth
of the Columbia River, says, under date of December
15, 1S50, that "the average yield -per acre, on ma-
nured land, is 400 bushels. Cost of culture ten

cents
;
price at the last harvest $2,75 a bushel

;

giving $1,100 in cash for an acre of potatoes."

We have reliable information that wheat, potato, and
turnip crops, are usually excellent in that Territory.

Beef is worth from 15 to 25 cents per pound, butter

a dollar, and cheese 75 cents. A good dairy cow is

worth $75, which is cheap, considering that half her

butter for a year will pay for her. Potato crops in

Utah are quite as good as those in Oregon. In Iowa,
fresh lands rich in decaying sod and potash, have
produced an average of 300 bushels of potatoes to the

acre. In New England, the average is not over 75
bushels. Let the farmers of Iowa practice after the

New England plan of wasting the raw material for

making potatoes 50 years, and the soils that now
yield 300 bushels of sound potatoes, will produce no
more than 75, and they will be extremely prone to

premature decay.

To our mind, there is no more mystery about the po-

tato rot, than there is about the rot of an unripe frost-

bitten pumpkin ; or the rotting of apples and onions.

Whatever weakens the organic functions of a living

being, no matter whether an animal or plant, nor

whether the injury be done by frost or heat, by poison

or starvation, the effect is to hasten death and the
" rot" incident to' it. In the potato malady, the con-

stitutional strength of the plant has been impaired by
many years of bad treatment, so that even seedlings

fail to possess the same vital force which its own
family enjoyed ten generations back. A feeble child,

afflicted with hereditary scrofula, is past receiving a

new ana perfectly sound constitution. In a similar

manner, plai.+s have different degress of vital force,

or constitutional power ; so that two seeds of wheat,

corn, or "eyes" of potatoes, shall proJuce very unlike

results in offspring, or crops, under circumstances

precisely similar. Changing seeds is founded on
this principle. Too many farmers constantly breed

downward instead of upward—deteriorating vital en-

ergy in place of improving it. Families of men,
and all inferior organizations, are liable to "run out,"

provided the physical laws of their being are habit-

ually violated. It is not a temporary pcs'Jlence that

causes the disaster, but the pestilence and premature
death are the effects of human action performed
through ignorance. Man does a thousand things that

operate to shorten his own life through ignorance and
folly, as well as to induce the potato rot. Instead

of regarding this malady and cholera as special in-

flictions of Providence, they should be treated on
scientific principles, as one would treat fever and
ague, or as he would create a great smoke in an or-

chard on a frosty night, to avoid losing fruit when the

trees were in blossom. The effects of a killing frost

are to be prevented, not cured. So, too, the prema-
ture decomposition of potatoes must be prevented, not

cured. This prevention consists not merely in sup
plying a due quantity of potash to the soil where the
plant is cultivated, but in carefully avoiding all

excess of moisture, all deficiency in good healthy
mould, and in clean culture, after every mineral ele-
ment required by nature to form perfect plants is

furnished in proper proportions. On good sod, fairly

rotting a mixture of ashes, lime, and gypsum ; or
ashes and salt, thoroughly incorporated with the
soil ; we have seen operate most satisfactorily many
years.

In the volcanic regions of Utah, Oregon, aud Cal-
ifornia, the soil abounds in alkalies in a peculiar
degree ; and while the climate of those regions is

well adapted to the potato plant, the earth is not less

favorable to the growth of starch in tubers, and of
wood in the mammoth trees of an Oregon forest.

We have said repeatedly, in public addresses, that pot-
ash and soda, which so abound in the alkaline springs
of the Rocky Mountains, and in those that feed the
salt lake of Utah, will one day be brought into the
old states to aid in organizing carbon and the ele-

ments of water, into starcn, oil, sugar, and wood.
Potash is now worth five dollars per 100 lbs. for

agricultural purposes ; and it cannot well be lower,
so long as one-third of the earthy matter in a bushel
of wheat is pure alkali. Soils that abound in the
alkalies, potash, and soda, and in the alkaline min-
erals lime, magnesia, and ammonia, are distinguished
for the magnificence of their forests, provided the
climate is not too rigorous. Constitutionally sound
potatoes planted in fresh soils, where immense oaks,

hickory, sugar maple, elm, and black walnut grow,
festooned v/ith grape vines six or seven inches in

diameter, have never failed, to our knowledge, to

yield satisfactory crops, when properly cultivated.

The farmer is bound to comply with all che conditions

of nature in maintaining health and fruitfulness, or

he has no right to expect either.

The United States census shows that in one cojnty
in Georgia, with a population of over 7000, there was
not a single death in the year preceeding June 1st,

1850. We venture to affirm that one can not find

much decaying vegetable or animal matter ia that

county to poison either the air or water consumed by
its inhabitants. Of course, the land is not rich, the

soil being mostly sand, and the forest being exclu-

sively pine.

Mulching Irish potatoes is very useful at the south,

and beneficial every where by moderating the ex-

tremes of heat and cold and keeping the surface of

the earth moist. At the south, a covering of forest

leaves is mostly used ; at the north, straw is abund-

ant and might, in addition to forest leaves, be spread

over the ground between rows and quite up to the

stems of t!ie plants. A climate where the thermom-
eter never indicates a higher temperature than 70°,

is best for the solanum tuberosum. As a general rule,

early planting is best, on deeply plowed land abound-

ing in natural mould, strengthened by wood ashes.

Some times strong, green manures operates well
;

but the practice is like giving large doses of calomel

in a critical case— it is hazurdons. It is a little more
difficult to raise a first rate crop of potatoes than of

corn or wheat. A strong sod broken in March or

the fall, turned handsomely, and manured with well

rotteJ compost containing leached ashes, a little

salt and gypsum, will do the business. Much is

gained by frequently stirring the earth with the cul-

tivator or plow ; bnt no amount of tillage can form

= 1
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the first small potato from nothing, or from other

ingredients than such as Providence has fitted for the

purpose. A hill to each nine square feet, placing them

three feet apart in the rows both ways, with but little

seed in a hill, and not over four or five stems allowed

to grow in each hill, has given the cheapest and best

crops. If the land is sufficiently dry, hilling up the

earth is unnecessary and often prejudicial. Place

the seed not in a deep furrow, but on the same level

with the surface, taking care that the soil is well

pulverized at least six inches below tlie seed. In

covering potatoes when planted, the depth should vary

somewhat with the soil and season. The judgment
of the farmer.must decide in each case. One can

afford to give a bushel of potatoes at harvest for a

like quantity of good ashes to be used in making
the crop.

The following is the composition of the ash of this

plant

:

Tubers.
Carbonic acid. 13.4

Phosphoric acid...- 11.3

Sulphuric acid, 7.1

Chlor.ne, 2.7

Lime, 1.8

Magnesia, 5.4
Potash, 51.5
Soda, trace

Silica, 5.6

Oxide of Iron 0.5

Charcoal and loss, 0.7

Haulm or Vines.

11.0

10.8

2.2

1.6

2.3

1.8

44.5

tra.

13.0

5.2

7.6

100.0 100.0

The above analyses were made by M. Boussing-
AULT, and are reliable. By deducting the carbonic
acid and loss, nearly 60 per cent of the ash of the
tuber is potash, and the vines are nearly as rich in

this mineral.

POTATOES.

Ik the February number of the Farmer I find some
remarks and inquiries in relation to planting large
and small potatoes. My father always preferred
large ones for planting—at least, those above medi-
um size, and was not particular about cutting them,
putting one in a hill. My own experience is this :

I have generally sorted my potatoes in the fall, feed-

ing out the small ones and reserving the others for

family use. In the spring, only the smaller ones of
my winter's stock would remain, and these I- have
used for planting. When, however, I have been ap-
prehensive of coming short, I have supplied niy.self

by cutting from those used for eating, a chip, or slice,

about half an inch thick, from that end of the potato

that contains the eyes. The product has always
been of good size, as well as abundant, whenever the
soil and the season have been favorable. I ought to

state, however, that as I purchase most of my win-
ter's supply, the small potatoes that I plant may have
been raised from larger seed. What the effect would
be, of planting small potatoes raised from small .^eed

for several years in succession, I am not prepared to

say. Perhaps the result would be degeneracy.

In the spring of 1849, ail my seed was such as
above described, and yet my crop was good. Some
that were planted on a kind of ridge formed of the
earth that had been thrown out of a ditch cut through
a low marshy soil, were first rate both in size ai.d

quantity. In digging the ditch, the first soil that
waa thrown out, consisting oi a black clay muck,
was covered with a gravelly clay loam from the bot-

tom of the ditch. The potatoes raised on this soil,

from small seed, surpassed every thing raised in the
vicinity, and were admired by all who saw them.
Thoy were chiefly Mercers, English whites, and Sar-
dinia?, or flesh-colored.

Seedlings.— It was at this time that I raised a
fine lot of seedlings, consisting of five or six appa-
rently distinct varieties. These I planted in the
spring of 1850, in the same garden with some half
dozen other varieties, consisting of Mercers, Sardin-
ias, several kinds of white, one of black, and some
of a pale red, or flesh-color, known here by the names,
Waterbury reds, Sandlakes, &i.c,, very similar to a
kind cultivated in Eome parts of New York, and
called by some " Western reds," if not the very same.
The soil was a deep, dark, clay muck, with a sandy
clay subsoil, very rich and moist. All the potatoes
.seemed to do well till about the time of flowering,

when I discovered indications of disease. The dis-

ease did not seem to spread much until the tubers
were about half grown, when the leaves appeared to

die suddenly, leaving the stems green. Examination
was wholly unsatisfactory. I immediately began to

dig them ; but they decayed so fast that in a few
days full three-fourths of them had perished. Some
that were sound when dug in the morning, would be
partially decayed in the evening, and reduced to a
pulp, with a fcEtid odor, the next morning. The
" Waterbury Reds" withstood the disease best ; the
seedlings were only second on the list. From a
piece of ground that would once have produced
twenty-five or thirty bushels, I obtained less than
one when I dug them at the close of the season. H.
—Down East, FeVy, 1851.

SMALL POTATOES.

Messrs. Editors :— I noticed an article in your col-
umns, recommending small potatoes for seed. As
that does not altogether agree with my experience, I

wish to communicate to you the result of an experi-
ment.

I think it best not only to select the large potatoes,
but the best part of each should be used for seed.
Every seed in the potato commences its grovrth at

the small end, and are matured only as the potato
expands and they are brought over its surface by its

growth
; consequently the eye or seed at the small

end has not come to maturity. Who would be wil-
ling to run the risk of planting their crop of corn by
taking their seed from the small end of the ear, that
was not half grown or matured.
The following experiment has been made : Selected

large potatoes, divided the eyes as nearly as possible
into three equal parts by cutting them crosswise.
The pieces next to the stem, or large end, were
planted in one row, the middle pieces in another row,
and the small end,s in the third row. They were all

equal in regard to soil and cultivation. At harvest

they were dug and kept separate, and each weighed.
The difference between those raised from the large

ends and the middle pieces were in favor of the for-

mer ; but the difterence between those raised from

the large ends and those of the small end.i, were in

proportion as one and a half tons to the acre in favor

of the former. Pleast to make the experiment for

yourself. A Subscriber.

Bes^er by far not to start an object, if its pursuit

is to be abandoned at the first difficulty.
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NEW YORK STATE AGRIOULTURAL SOCIETY.

LIST OF PREMIUMS FOR THE ANNUAL SHOW, TO BE
HELD AT ROCHESTER, SEPT., 16, 17, 18, & 19, 1851.

CATTLE.
Short Horns.—Best bull over 3 years old, $2.5; 2(1 do, 15; 3ddo.

5. Best 2 years old bull, 20; 2d do, 10; 3d do. 5. Best 1 year old

bull. 15; 2d do, 10; 3d do. 5. Best bull calf. 10; 2d do. Trans & 3.

Best cow over 3 years old. 25; 2d do, 15; 3d do. 5. Best 2 years
old heifer, 20; 2d do. 10; 3d do, 5. Best 1 year old heifer, 15; 2d
do. 10; 3d do. 5. Best heifer calf, 10; 2d do. Trans and 3. Best
3 cows and 3 heifers, the heifers under three years of age, to be
owned by exhibitor. 25.

Dkvons.— Best bull over 3 years old, $25; 2d do, 15; 3d do. 5.

Best 2 years old bull. 20; 2d do. 10; 3d do, 5. Best 1 year old bull.

15; 2d do. 10, 3d do, 5. Best bull calf, 10; 2d do, Trans and 3 —
Best cow over 3 years old. $25; 2d do, 15; 3d do, 5. Best 2 years
old heifer. 20; 2d do, 10; 3d do, 5. Best 1 year old heifer, 15; 2d
do, 10; 3d do. 5. Best heifer calf. 10; 2d do, Trans, and 3. Best
3 cows and 3 heifers, as in Short Horns, 25.

Hkrefords.— Best bull over 3 years old, $25; 2d do, 15; 3il do, 5

Best 2 years old bull, 20; 2d do, 10; 3d do, 5. Best 1 year old bull,

15; 2d do, 10; 3d do, 5. Be.st bull calf, 10; 2d do, Trans, and 3.—
Best co\\ over 3 years old. 25; 2d do, 15; 3d do, 5. Best 2 years
old heifer. 20; 2d do, 10; 3d do. 5. B>>st 1 ye^r old heifer, 15; 2d
do, 10; 3d do, 5 Best heiter ca f, 10; 2d do. Trans, and 3. Best
3 cows and 3 heifers as in Short Horus, 'Z5,

AvRSHiREs — Best bull over 3 y(:ars old, $25; 2d do. 15; 3d do. 5

Best 2 years old bull. 20; 2d do. 10; .Sd do. 5. Best 1 year old bull.

15; 2d do, 10; 3d do. 5. Best bull calf, 10; 2d do. Trans, and 3 —
Best cow over 3 years old 25; 2d do, 15; 3d do, 5. Best 2 years
old heifer, 20; 2d do. 10; 3d do. 5. Best 1 year old heifer. 15; 2d
do. 10; 3d do. 5 Best heifer calf. 10; 2d do, Trans, and 3. Best
3 cows and 3 heifers, as in Short Horns, 25.

Nativus and gross bktwkk.v Natives and Improved Cavtle.—
Best cow over 3 years old. $20; 2d do. 12; 3d do, 4. Best heifer 2
years o'.d, 15; 2d do. 10; 3d do, 3. Best 1 year old heifer, 10; 2d
do. 8; 3d do, 3. Best heirer calf, 3; 2d do. Trans.
Working Oxen.— Over four years o/d—Best team of 20 yoke from

any county. $50; 2d do, 30 Best team from any town, not less

than 10 yoke, 25; 2d do, 20; 3d do, 10. Best yoke of oxen, 20; 2d
do, 15; 3d do. 5.

No yoke of cattle competing in teams can compete as a single

yoke; nor can a single yoke, competing for premium, be allowed
to compete in the county or town teams.

Steers.— Three years old—Best ten yoke from any county, $20.

Best single yoke, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 3, To boys uuder 16, train-

ing yoke of steers, best. Silver medal ; 2d do. Trans, and 3. Two
yeais old- Best ten yoke from any county, 15. Best single yoke,
10; 2d do. 8; 3d do. Trans, and 3. To boys under 16, training
yoke of steers, b«st. Silver Medal; 2d do, Trans, and 3. One year
old—Best ten yoke from any county, 15. Best single yoke, 8; 2d
do, 5; 3d do. Trans, and 3. To boys under 16, training yoke of
steers, best. Silver Medal; 2d do. Trans, and 3.

Milch Cows.— Best miloh cow, $20. The cow to be kept on
grass only during the experiment, and for fifteen days previous to
each period of trial. The time of trial from 10th to 20th of June,
and from 10th to 20th of August.

Statement to lie farniihed. containing—1st, The age and breed
of cow, and time of calving. 2d, The quantity of milk in weight
and also of butter, during each pt^riod of ten days. 3d. The but-
ter made to be exhibited v.ith the cow. at the Fair, and the state-
ment to be verified by the affidavit of competitor and one other
person conversant with the facts.

Fat Cattle — Stall J'ed—Yw.st pair f&t oxen 4 ySars old. $30; 2d
do 15; 3d do. 10. Be^t single ox over 4 years, 15; 2d do. 10; 3ddo.
6. Best fat cow over 4 yi-ars. 15; 2d do, 10; 3d do, 6. Best pair

fat steers, 4 years old. or under. 15; 2d do. 12; 3d do, 8. B"st single
rteer, 4 years or under. 10. 2d do. 6; 3d do, 3. Best single heifer,

4 years or under, spayed or not. 10; 2d do, 6; 3d do. 3.

Fat Cattle.— On Hay and Grass ajter one year old—Best pair
over 4 years old. $20; 2d do. 12; 3d do, 8. Best single ox over 4
years. 10; iA do. 6; 3d do, 4 Best cow over four years, 10; 2d do,

6; 3d do, 4. Best pair fat steers, 4 years or under, 12; 2d do. 8;

3d do. 5. Best single steer, 4 years or under, 8; 2d do, 3; 3d do.

Trans. Best heifer. 4 years or under, spayed or not, 8; 2d do, 3;
3d do. Trans.

Applicants for premiums on fat cattle, must furnish particular
statements of the manner of feeding, and kind, quautity, and cost
of food, and all the expenses connected with the fattening

; and
tho.se offered as grass fed, must have with them the affidavit of the
breeder, that they have been fed on grass and hay alone, since one
year old. otherwise I hey will be excluded Animals exhibited in
pairs can not compete for single premiums.

Foreign Cattle.— Best Short Horn bull. 2 years or over. Diploma
and $15; best heifer or cow, 2 years or over, Dip. and 15. Best
Devon bull, 2 years or over. Dip. and 15; best heifer or cow, 2 years
or over. Dip. and 15. Best Hereford bull, 2 years or over, Dip.
and 15; best heifer or cow, 2 years or over. Dip. and 15 Best
Ayrshire bull, 2 years or over, Dip. and 15; best heifer or cow
Dip. and 15.

HORSES.

For all work.—Best stallion over 4 years old, $25; 2d do, 15;
3d do, 5; 4th do, Youatt. Best brood mare, (with foal at her foot.)

25; 2d do, 15; 3d do, 5; 4th do, Youatt.

Draught.—Best stallion over 4 years old. $25; 2d do, 15; 3d do,
5; 4th do. Youatt. Best brood mare, (with foal at her foot.) 25;
2d do. 15; 3d do. 5; 4th do, Youatt.
Thorough bred.—Be.-t stallion over 4 years old. .$25; 2d do, 15;

3d do. 5; 4th do. Youatt. Best brood mare, (with foal at her foot.)
25; 2d do, 15; 3d do, 5; 4th do, Youatt.

In order to compete in this class pedigrees must bo produced,
showing the purity of blood of the animals exhibited. None
others will be allowed to compete, and the judges are required to
reject any horse with which there is not furnished a complete
pedigree on the side of dam and sire.

Three years old Stallions and Mares.—Best stallion, $20; 2d
do, 10; 3d do, Youatt; 4th do. Trans. Best mare, 20; 2d do, 10;
3d do, Youatt; 4th do. Trans.
Two YEARS OLD Stallions AND Mares.-Best stallion, $15; 2d do,

Youatt; 3d do. Trans. Best mare, 15; 2d do, Youatt; 3d do, Tr.
One year old Colts.—Best stallion, .$10; 2d do, Youatt; 3d do,

Trans. Best mare. 10; 2d do, Youatt; 3d do. Trans.
Matched Horses.—For the Carriage or Road — Best pair of

matched horses. Dip. and $15; 2d do. 10; 3d do, Youatt. For
Drought or Farm—Best pair. Dip and 15; 2d do, 10; 3d do, Youatt.
Best 10 pair farm horses, from any one county, to be owned by
exhibitors, and in use on farm, 25 (No team competing singly
can compete in this class )

Geldings.—Best gelding. Dip. and .$10; 2d do, 8; 8d do, 6; 4th
do, Youatt. Best mare. Dip. and 10; 2d do. 8; 3d do, 6; 4th do,
Youatt.
Foreign Houses.—Best blood stallion, over four years. Dip. and

$10; best brood mare, over four years. Dip. and 10. Best stallloa,
horse of all work, over four years, Dip. and 10; best brood mare,
over four years. Dip and 10. Best stallion, draught do. over four
years, Dip. and 10; best brood mare, over four years. Dip. and 10.

SHERP.
Long Wooled.—Best buck over 2 years, $10; 2d do. 8; 3d do, 5.

Best buck 2 years or under, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen five
ewes, over 2 years. 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5, Best pen 5 ewes, 2 vears
or under, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do. 5. Best pen 5 buck lambs, 8; 2d do,
3 and Morrell's Shepherd. Best pen 5 ew» lambs, 8; 2d do. 3 and
Morrell's Shepherd.
Middle Wooled.—Best buck over 2 years, $10; 2d do. 8; 3d do,

5, Best buck 2 years or under, 10; 2d do. 8; 3d do. 5. Be.stpeuft
ewes, over 2 years, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen 5 ewes, 2 years
or under, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen 5 buck lambs, 8; 2d do.
3 and Morrell's Shepherd. Best pen 5 ewe lambs, 8; 2d do, 3 and
Morrell's Shepherd.
This class includes South Downs, Norfolk, Dorset, Native, &c.

Merinos.— (The sheep must be shorn during the season, and the
sample of fleece exhibited.) Best buck over 2 years. $10; 2d do,
8; 3a do, 5. Best buck 2 years or uuder, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 8.

Best pen 5 ewes, over two years. 10; 2d ilo, 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen
5 ewes, 3 years or under. 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen 5 buck
lambs, 8; 2d do, 3 and Morrell's Shepherd. Best pen 5 ewe lambs,
8; 2d do, 3 and Morrell's Shepherd. Best samples of wocl, not
less than 10 fleeces, Silver Medal.

Saxons.— (Th' sheep must be shorn during the seacon, and
sample of fleece exhibited.) Best buck over two years, $10; 2d do,

8; 3d do, 5. Best buck 2 years or under, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5.

Best pen 5 ewes, over 2 years, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen 5
ewes, 2 years or uuder, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5, Best pen 5 buck
lambs, 8; 2d do. 3 and .Morrell's Shepherd. Best pen 5 ewe lamba,
8; 2d do, 3 and Morrell's Shouhord. Best samples of wool, not
less than 10 fleeces. Silver Medal.
Sam] les of each fliece prepared for exhibition, must be deposi-

ted with the Secretary of the Society, to be preserved in the Agri-
cultural Museum, in Merino, Saxon, and Orosa Breed classes of
oheep.

Cross Breed Sheep — (Sheep to be shorn during the season, and
sample of fleece exhibited.) Be.st buck over 2 years, $10; 2d do,
8; 3d do, 5. Best buck 2 year> or under. 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 6.

Best pen 5 ewes, over 2 years, 10; 2d do. 8; 3d do, 5. Best pen 5
ewes. 2 years or uuder, 10; 2d do, 8; 3d do, 5, Best pen 5 buck
lambs. 8; 2d do, 3 and Morrell's Shepherd. Best pen 5 ewe lambs,
8; 2d d ), 3 and Morrell's Shepherd.
Fat Sheep.— Lon^ Wooled— Best fat sheep, over 2 years, $5; 2d

do, 3; 3d do, Morrell's Shepherd. Best fat .'heep, 2 years or under,
5; 2d do, 3; 3d do, Morrell's Shepherd. Middle IVooled—Beet fat
sheep, over two years, 5; 2d do, 3; 3d do, Morrell's Shepherd.
Best fat sheep, two years or under, 5; 2d do, 3; 3d do, Morrell's
Shepherd.
Statements required as to the manner of feeding, as for fat cattle.

Foreign Sheep.— r.ong JVooled—Best buck. $10; best pen five

ewes, 10. Middle IVooled—hest buck. 10; best pen five ewes, 10.

Mer(7ios—Best buck, 10; best pen 5 ewes, 10. Saxons—Best buck,
10; best pen five ewes, 10.

shepherd's dog.
Best shepherd's dog, $5; 2d do, Morrell's Shepherd.
Evidence to be furnished of the thorough training of the dog,

otherwise no premium can be awarded.

SWINE.
Best boar, over 2 years old, $10; 2d do, 5. Best boar 1 year old,

10; 2d do. 5. Best boar 6 months and under 1 year, 8; 2d do, 3;
Best breeding sow, over 2 years, 10; 2d do, 5. Best breeding sow
1 year old, 10; 2d do, 5. Best sow 6 months and under 1 year, 8;

2d do, 3. Best lot of pigs, not less than 5, under ten months, 10;

2d do, 5.

(Concluded in our next.)
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PABKINSON'S IMPROVED

Eds. Gen. Farmer :— Having procured an interest

in •< Parlvinson'd Improvement in hanging and opera-

tin"- Gatcp," for the use of my farm, and finding tliem

far superior to any gate I have ever used or seen,

and finding them thus pronounced by numerous

others, I have thought it might be attended with

benefit to my fellow farmers and all others who are

freeholders, and consequently gate users, to introduce

them through your widely circulated and valuable

journal. Their simplicity, cheapness, convenience,

and safety, also that they may be used as well in

winter as summer and never sag, being among their

most prominent features of superiority. They may
be made of either slats or pickets, nearly in the same
m-^ni er in many respects as our common gates,

except that no frame-work is required, slats being

used iusiiad of morticed scantling. The posts

aie split down with a saw, (either at the mill or by

hun-1,) and a tongue taken out the thickness of the

gate, or enough thicker to admit of the gate's work-

ing freely in the space, and hung at the bottom by

simply passing through both gate and post a single

wooden pin. After the posts are set, (which is not

usually done until the gate is atiacheJ,) they are

sawed asunder in the middle and roll over each way,
having previously prepared slats in the midlle, in

order to make two gates of it. A small sliort post is

placed in the middle, with a Jiotchcut in it to receive

and steady the gates when t^hut ; also, a small slid

GATE.

hoven by the frost sidewisc, they are operated nearly

as well. The fence, if board, is nailed to the same
posts, requiring no extra ones. They may extend

liigher than the gates, if desired, and be capped by
splitting the cap the same as the posts, and the gates

made in the most beautiful style, of pickets, or may
be made of the coarsest material, with planks or slabs

pinned together at the bottom for posts, at an expense
(without posts) of jFrom seventy-five cents to two
dollars. They are equally convenient for small as

large gates, a small spring or snap being attached to

the post to hold the gate down.
Persons who have not seen a full sized gate, may

come to the conclusion that they are too heavy for

common use, which, however, is a mistake, as a child

who can by no possibility carry round or open one-

half of our common farm gates, can open a sutficient-

ly heavy one for common purposes, the lifting being

equal to 8 lbs. 3 oz. at the starting point, on the

gate I use, and becoming lighter every inch it is

raised. If desired, however, a pulley may be attached

by placing the roller near the top of the post, fasten-

ing one end of the string to the inside corner of- the

gate, and the other end to a weight wliich passes

down the back side of the post, in a carding or open,

as preferred. G. H. Lambi.rton.— H'aiervilii, JV.

Y., Fcb'xj, 1851.

We hope our correspondent will continue to be

well pleased with the operation of these gates ; but

A GOOD NATIVE COW.

is attached, to pass through both parts and fasten
[
we have seen so many improved gules that were in-

them so firmly tliat iiu animal, however sagacious, ' ferior to the old swing g ite, well made and hung,
can open ihen^. Thus we save the expanse of hinges,

j

that we should prefer having them well tested before

(not a small item in hanging a dozen gates,) save
,
recommending'.

half the expense in making, and some expense in

material ; besides, any common farmer can make
and hang his own gates without the aid of a machine,

and have a gale that can never sag, (the pest of uli

hinge gates :) also, it can be used the year round,

never being obstructed by snow, as in case of a very

heavy fall the gate may bo raised b)*' raising the pin,

thus raising the gate to a level witli the snow.
Your readers will readily sec that these gates are

operated quicker, as a person can stand by their side

and throw them both over at once with one finger of

each hand, and they will remain open without fasten-

ing while the team passes through, which may be
held by the bit while opening and the reins while
shutting, the operator having to ?tep but one pace
after sliutting one to reach the other, which may be
thrown carelessly together witli no fear of their

breaking or splitting when made of common J inch
pine, spruce, or hemlock lumber. They never can
blow open to expose crops ; they work as well on
uneven ground as anywhere ; and if the posts are

il

Messrs. Editors :—Through the nnedium of your

paper we find many of the farmers throughout the

country boasting of the fine qualities of their stock

—their "Short Horned Durhams," their "Devon-
shires," or some other "blood"—as far superior to

any other for workers or milkers. All I have to say

through the same medium, is that I have a JVative

scrub cow which I wish to class with their number
one " bloods," as a milker. Let those that have any
better speak out. From my cow, in just ten months,

commencing March lOlh, 1850, was made 3973 l^s.

of good well-worked butter, besides one churning of

about four pounds from which we were unable to make
butter ; also furnishing milk for my family, aver-

aging about four persons, for the same length of

time. Her keeping was besides good hay or pas-

ture, four quarts of wheat bran per day. William
Perry.—Florence, Ohio, Feb., 1851.

f"
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STEWART S PATEMT STUMP MACHINE.

STEWAE'^'S PATENT STUMP MACHINE.

Having been requested to give a plan of a stump
machine, to be operated by a horse, we present the

above, which is very highly recommended in the

eastern agricultural papers. Never having seen the

machine in operation, we give the following descrip-

tion from the New England Farmer :

"This machine is not only used for pulling stumps,

but it is applicable to moving buildings, rocks, k,c.

It possesses great power and may be worked with
ease and convenience.

A strong chain is put around the root of the stump
to be removed, as represented in the engraving on
the left. This chain passes over shears, or strong

timbers so placed as to give the power at the stump
an upward direciion. In many cases this part may
be dispensed with, and the chain pass over the

stump. The chain continues onward to the lever,

on wheels, to which the horse is attached. This
lever is fastened te a ordinary stump. When the

horse has passed on, according to his present posi-

tion, the length of the lever, he is turned in the

other direction, and at the same time, the outer chain

is dropped and the inner chain is hooked into the

leading chain, and the horse passes on to the extent

of the lever in the other direction.

A pair of oxen may be used, if more, convenient.

When stumps are thick, a large number may be

pulled without removing the lever from the stationary

stump. It is said that the largest stumps may be

easily extracted with this machine. A pair of horses

or oxen is a sufficient team to take it from place to

place, and three men are sufficient to manage it in

the harvest work. The removal of 100 stumps is

considered a day's work.

Machines and patent rights are offered for sale.

A'^.dress, William W. Willis, or James Kilburn,
Orange, Mass. Reference is made to the following

Sientlemen :—Alvah Crocker, Esq., Fitchburg, for-

merly President of Vermont and Mass. Railroad ; S.

F. Johnson, engineer of Troy and Greenfield Rail-

road ; Gilmore k, Carpenter, Boston, railroad con-
tractors , Boody, Dillon, k, Co., Springfield, railroad

contractors."

Remedy for. Looseness or Scours in Calves.—
Make a tea, of equal portions of white oak, beech,
and slippery-elm bark, and give in moderate doses,

twice a day.

—

Cole.

WHEAT RAISING AND WOOL GROWING.

It has been said (how truthfully we will not argue)

that the American nation is a nation of gold hunters

and gold worshippers—that they pay a ready homage
at the shrine of mammon, and are last to leave hor

devoted altars. That they are highly impulsive, im-
patient, and restless for gain, and contrast strangely

with the sober, patient, and reflective German, is ob-

viously apparent. Acquisitiveness is a striking fea-

ture in their national character, and is often cultivated

at the expense of the very object in view. The truth

of this may be seen particularly among agriculturists

in grain growing districts. They are like the sel-

fish child who strives to grasp in his tiny hand a

treble portion of nuts or fruit, and loses his hold and
finds himself without any. A most suicidal policy

is pursued by the majority of farmers in the grain rais-

ing sections of our country. Eager for gain, and
unwilling to pay out, they go on from year to year

cropping and carrying ofT, without restoring suitable

fertilizers, until, ere they are aware, their farms are

impoverished and stinted crops and barren soils are

the certain results.

According to the census of 18<10, the average pro-

duct of wheat per acre throughout the Empire State,

was 14 bushels ; oats, 26 ; barley, 11 ; rye, 9 J ; and

Indian corn, 25. The number of sheep in the State,

was 5,000,000, or over one quarter of all in the Uni-
ted States. They yielded 2| lbs. of wool per head.

Had these sheep been of the Spanish Merino breed,

and well kept, they might have yielded 2 lbs more
per head, which, at 20 cts. per lb., would have added

to the amount $3,500,000, a very pretty item to be

divided between the wool growers of the State, but a

serious drawback on their gains. The wheat and

corn crop might, and ought to have been doubled.

The number of bushels of wheat grown in New York
in 1847, was 14,500,000 bushels. Had it been

doubled, as it could have been on a less number of

acres, over $14,000,000 of dollars might have been

added to the pockets of the wheat growers ; and

by doubling the corn crop, which was 16,000,000

bushels, an additional sum of $8,000,000 might have

been realized. Of the practicability of this I have

not a doubt.

We affirm that it is as easy to obtain 30 bu. of

wheat, or 50 bu. of corn from an acre, as one-half

that amount ; and it is as practicable to clip 500 lbs.

of wool from 100 sheep, as 300 lbs., and this from

II
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the same cost of keeping. It has been found that on

a wheat farm of 100 acres, 100 sheep may be kept

and quite as mucli vvlicat raised with, as without the

sheep. There is no manure equal to sheep manure
for the production of wlieat. It contains certain

properties that enters largely into the composition of

the starchy portions of the berry and contributes

greatly to the growtli of straw. VVheat raising and

wool growing should be united, and its results would

be seen in better yields of wheat and in ihe constantly

improving condition of the farm. Let no more land

be kept under tlie plow than can be suitably fertilized
;

and let it be remembered tliat sheep manure is more
valuable than all otht-r barn-yard manures for the

production of cereal grains. The character of soils

is constantly undergoing a change by cultivation,

and impoverishment is the certain result unless it is

averted by the skill of tlie husbandman.
Largo tracts of land in V'irginia, that were once

fertile' and productive, and yielded 30, 60, and 100

fold under the hand of the cultivator, have long ago
been abandoned as barren and dissert wastes. Of
late years these tracts of land are being redeemed
from the dominion of tlie wolf and other wild beasts,

and being restored and made available by sheep. In

time these lands will again be productive. Many of

the lands in Western Vermont were, thirty years

since, becoming unproductive and barren, but their

conversion into sheep pastures has made them now-

more highly productive. We are of the opinion that

if the farmers in the grain growing districts would
plow and sow one-half the number of acres they now
do, and keep double the number of sheep, their products
would be greatly enhanced, and their farms in 1 years
would be worth a third more and capable of yielding
returns commensurate with the labor bestowed.
One advantage of combining wool growing with

wheat raising is, that the farmer has a crop of wool
in the spring, which is converted into cash at a sea-

son when money is often scarce and obtained at high
rates ; and further, his wool crop never fails him,
while often his wheat crop is blasted. The same
land will yield a crop of wool and lambs every year,
whilo it takes two years to obtain a single crop of
wheat. These two great leading branches of indus-
trial pursuit should go hand in hand, there being a
mutual benefit resulting from each to the other, "it
is now the prevailing opinion of tlie best judges, that
the wool interest must necessarily form the great
leading business for the next five or ten years.
There is now an actual scarcity of wool throughout
the wool-growing districts of the whole world. Pre-
vious to the last clip, it was all worked up, and it is

believed that before the next clip many factories will
run on short time for want of stock. There is raised
in the United Slates, 75,000,000 lbs. of wool, and
annually consumed over 140,000,000 lbs—showing
that we raise only about one-half of what we demand
for home consumption. About three-fourths of thi-

amount is imported in manufactured goods, and the
balance in wool. We make these statements t >

show that there is little danger of over-duing the
business of wool-growing. So long as there are
26,000,000 of people in Great Britain that do not ov.n
one foot of God's creation, and are under such op-
pression that during the late famine there perished
over 1 10,000 in a country having a population of only
30,000,000, and yet according to their best authori-
tie<s it is capable of sustaining in high comfort a pop-
ulation of 180,000,000. The 39,000 landlords that

own nearly the entire landed property of England
Ireland and Scotland, are, by their oppressions, fast

driving their half-clad and famished millions to 6ur
shores. These must be clothed and fed.

Aside from the foreign emigration, judging from the
past, our population in 1875 will number 40,003,000,
and in 1900 it will count 80,000,000. It now takes
(allowing sheep to yield 3 lbs. per head) 50,000,000
nf sheep to supply our present demands, and at the
close of the present century, it would require the pro-

ducts of 200,000,000 sheep to clothe the inhabitants.

To return to our first position, we say take away no
more than you restore to your plow lands, and if you
do not care to purchase plaster, salt, guano, or other
fertilizers, then put on a flock of good sheep, which
are sure to enrich both your farms and your pockets.

S. B. RocKWKLL.

—

Coniivall, Ft., Feb., 1851.

WIRE - WORMS.

Messrs. Editors :— The writer under the signature
of S. R., Mendon, N. Y., states his experience, and
asks for some information in regard to the best method
of getting rid of the wire-worm. In reply to S. R.,

I will state a case— my own experience— if you
deem it worth inserting in your valuable paper.

Five years ago last fall, I turned six acres of

sward which had lain to meadow about eighteen
years. Said I to myself, as I rolled the sod over, " I

shall beat the nation in the corn business next year"
—the land was so rich—so nice. Well, I planted in

good season the next spring. When I hoed it the
first time, the corn looked fine ; but before we had
finished the second hoeing, one-half of the piece was
destroyed by the red-jackets. I tried some experi-

ments to kill them, but all proved useless. I then
plowed up the corn, and found that the ground was
full of worms. I raised nothing on the land that

year. I plowed it again in the fall
; plowed again

and planted in the spring, and cultivated the land

thoroughly. I had half a crop that season. I fol-

lowed the same course the next season, and the third

year the worms troubled but little. I have fall-plowed

every year since, and cropped it to barley, and the
worm has disappeared. My barley has yielded 35
bushels to the acre. The result of my experience
is this, (in more than one instance :) If you put
three hoed crops in succession on your land affected

with the wire-worm, and fall-plow it thoroughly,

you will use them up. He that is an unbeliever may
try it. Eliho Parry.— Fan Buren, JV. Y., 1851.

Remedy for Roup in Fowls.—Messrs. Editors

:

Having notirel a letter from R. H. Foster, in the

March number of the Farmer, asking you a few ques-

li.)ns lespecting a certain disease in poultry, with

whicK his neighbors' fowls have been troubled, I

tike the liberty of writing to you of the experience I

have had in the same disease, which I callei the

roup. Last fall I purchased a pair of fowls of one
of my r.eighbors, which showed symptoms of dis-

t a.-e, which were tlio same as Mr. Foster speaks of.

It soon went through my flock of twenty fowls, and

f)r sometime seemed incurable ; but asa last resort,

I mix(d wit 1 about four ounces of fresh butter, one
lable-spoonlul of finely pulverized sage, one of rue,

and one of soot, and gave each fowl a pill of this,

about the size of a cranbcirr)-, once a day lor three or

lour days ; and within two weeks ihoy had all recov-

ered. L. RooKRS.— If'illowvalef *V. I'., 1851.
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GALLOWAY CATTLE.

The Galloway Polled Cattle we once much admired
as we saw them exhibited in the Smithfield Show.
Indeed, they appeared to have more admirers than
any other breed. The favorite color is black; and it

is stated that the darkiness of color indicates hardi-
ness of constitution. The following description is

by Martin, the celebrated English author :

TAT GALLOWAY OX.

" The semi-wild cattle of Chatelherault Park, in

Lanarkshire, the descendants of an ancient race, are
mostly, if not always polled ; and probably the pres-
ent polled black cattle of Galloway may be derived
from the same ancestry.

" F )rmerly, few polled cattle were to be seen in

this district of Scotland ; but within the last century
the breed has greatly prevailed, and it is highly val-
ued. Occasionally, cattle make their appearance
with very minute or rudimentary horns, attached,
however, to the skin merely, and not sheathing a
bony core, indications of a tendency

to the acquisition of these natural

weapons
; and were the point to be

followed up by the breedsr, these

might be soon restored. The breed-

er, however, is interested in keeping
his polled Galloways pure ; they are

in great request by the grazier, they
are of considerable size, fatten read-

ily, accumulating flesh on the best

parts ; they are less wild than the

horned black cattle, and less quar-
relsome, and under certain circum-
stances, as on ship-board, may be

packed somewhat closer than the

others.

"A well-bred Galloway ox is of

admirable form ; all is close and
compact ; the barrel is rounded and
ribbed home to the hip-bones ; the

chest is deep, the shoulders thick and
broad ; the neck short and thick

;

the head clean
; the back straight and broad

; the
limbs short, but extremely muscular

; the skin mod-
erate, but mellow, and well covered with long soft
hair,—that on the ears, which are large, is peculiarly
rough and lono-.

<' In the bull, the head is heavy, the neck thick
and boldly erected above

; the frontal crest or rido-e
is elevated and covered with long hair

; and the
genera! form is robust, with great depth of chest and

roundness of barrel.

"The cow is much lighter, but

^, yet presents those points which
attract the regard of the grazier.
As a milker she is inferfor

; for
though her milk is rich, it is de-
ficient in quantity, and on the
average will not amount to more
than six or eight quarts per day,
during the summer months, after
which it rapidly diminishes. —
This inferiority, as it respects
milk, is of little importance to
the Galloway farmer, his chief
pursuit being the rearing of graz-
ing stock ; consequently, as a
rule, he never kills his calves,
but looks to profit from them at a
future day. Tiiese are generally
dropped at the latter part of win-
ter, or very early in spring, and
are permitted access to the mother
at certain times daily, as long as
she continues in milk. For the
first five months the dairy-maid
and the calf, morning and eve-
ning, divide the contents of the
udder pretty equally between

them ; after this period, when the calf begins to

graze, its allowance is diminished, till, the cow dry-

ing, this supply is of course stopped altogether.

During the winter the young animal is housed at

night, and fed upon hay, turnips, and potatoes, with
a liberal hand.

" Of the calves bred, a few of the moot promising

females only are reserved aa breeders,—the other fe-

males are rendered sterile. Heifers in this condition

fatten with great rapidity, arrive very early at matu-
rity, and their meat is deemed peculiarly delicate."

I- I

GALLOWAY COW.
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Inquiries ani) Answers.

s

MARL.

Messrs. Editors :—There are in this vicinity several beds

of marl. Some of the beds arc found in the banks of the

Elk Creek, and other* deposited in boggy wet land. I have

one of the latter upon my land. There are no persons in

this region who understand its value or use. so far as I can

ascertain. You would confer a favor upon several of your

subscribers in this place, by informing us through your pa-

per, what is the comparative value of marl as a manure.
Upon what kind of lands is it most useful? At what sea-

son of the year, and in what manner and quantity should it

be used. A Subscriber.— Girard, Pa., Feh'y, 1851.

Your marl is doubtless nearly pure carbonate of lime.

Such deposits are not uncommon in Cattaraugus and other

counties in Western New York and Western Pennsylvania.

These are formed by the precipitation of lime from lime-

water, just as a crust forms on the bottom and sides and in

the spout of a tea-kettle. When the carbonic acid in the

water escapes into the atmosphere, which acid holds the

calcareous salt in solution, down falls the carbonate of lime,

as an impalpable white powder. Sometimes the particles

are cemented together. Spread this freely over a few rods

in different fields, and watch the result. Sometimes it does

much good, and in other cases none at all. If the soil con

tains lime cnougli, adding more can have no effect ; or, if

the soil lack other indispensable elements of crops, then

lime alone can not give an increase of grass or grain. Marl

should be dug and lie for months in small heaps exposed to

the air. In this w-ay, if it contains sulphur, salts of iron, or

alumina, as if often does, gypsum is formed, which is worth

for more than pure lime on most farms.

PLASTER.

Messrs. Editors :—I wish to make some inquiry of you or
some of your numerous correspondents, in reference to ihe
application of plaster to wheat and grass ; at what time it

should be applied ; about how much to the acre ; wliat kind
of soil it does the best on ; whether it would pay cost to
have it shipped from Cleveland about fifty-five miles up the
Cteveland and Columbus Railroad ; and how much of it

ought to be a bushel or barrel at Cleveland. There is very
little used in ibis part of Ohio, and we young farmers here
are iguvT^nt of its use and its worth. M. A. Hall.—Rip-
leyviUe, Ohio, reo'y, losi

A bushel of plaster will weigti i,ot far from 100 pounds,
which is about the usual quantity sown upon an acre.
April is good season to sow it broad-cast over wheat, clo-

ver, pastures, and meadows. Where the article is high, by
reason of the cost of transportation, many use only from 50
to 60 lbs. per acre. In applying it to corn and potatoes, one
bushel of plaster should be mixed with two of unle.iched
ashes, and a small handful put upon each hill, takin-^ care
to spread the fertilizer a little over the ground. Mike the
application just after the first weeding or hoeing. Peas au;l
beans contain a good deal of sulphur, which plaster supplies
where needed.

PEAT.

Messrs. Editors -.—Can you inform me, through the Gen-
esee Farmer, respecting the mode of converting peat inm
fuel

;
or where an establishment of this kind may be founi.

where lean learn its comparative value, cost of manufiictiirc
A:c ? In looking over the back volumes of the Farmer \

tuid It intimated that the business is briskly carried on in
various parts of the northern Stales ; but I find nothing defi-
nite. A Connecticut Subscriber.—/VAy, 1851.

We question whether peat is used as fuel to any extent in
the United States. There is an establishment near Port-
land, Maine, for charring prat to use the coal in the manu-
facture of nightfioil, «hich we believe is after the plan
invented by Mr. Rogers, of Ireland. It is said to operate

well both in Ireland and Maine. Peat may be dried and

burnt to coal or coke in cast iron furnaces, or large stone or

brick kilns. Coal is itself a fertilizer, and a mo.st powerful

deodorizer. We will learn more about its preparation (which

we have seen described in English agricultural journals,)

and publish the information.

Ens, Gen. Farmer :—I wish to improve my stock of cattle,

and wish to know which is the best kind—the Short-horned

Durham, or Devon 1 Let mc have your opinion in the next

number. S. Johns.—Point Comfort, FeVy, 1851.

Our opinion is, that both raoes are good for particular pur-

poses ; as certainly l)Otli are propagated with about equal

satisfaction in results in this country and in England.

—

Wlie.e feed is not abundant, the Devons being smaller, can

sul .s'.st and do well in pastures that would not keep Short-

hoi.R in equal condition. For making beef, milk, butter,

an. cheese, it is generally supposed the Durhams are a little

s'iicrior ; but that this notion is well founded, we know of

no satisfactory tests having been put on record.

Messrs. Editors :—We should like to hear your opinion,

or those of the readers of the Farmer, of the cause, and cure,

if any, of three different diseases that the horse is subject to

in this section of country, viz : what we here term Big-head,

Big-shoulder, and stiff complaint; all prove fatal in the

course of time, or leave the animal in such a state that it ia

of not much account. T. C. Y.

—

Beverly, III., Jait'y, IQ5\.

(Hountni Iic0ij)cncc5.

GROUND PLAN.
A, Kitc>Jon.^2b.v^^. B. Oininfc Room. 14by 18. C. Sitting Hoom,

13 by 16. D, Parlor, 13 by 18. E, H.iU, 8 by 18 F, F, Piazzas,
6 by 10 and 5 by V2. G. Wood house. 12 by IS. H. Small Bed
Uoom. I, Pantry. 6 by 10. J. Meal Koom. eby8. K, BathiDg
Room. 6 by 8. L, Bed Room. 8 by 10- M. Clolhos i'ress, 4 by 8.

Eds. (Je.v. Farmer:—Knowing that you frequently
give plans nnd drawinirs of buildings in the Genesee
Farmer, I send you the above plan, which I have
decided to build after ; and which, though somewhat
similar to a plan published before, is essentially dif-

ferent from anytliing that I have seen, and suits we
much better than any at the same cost. The front

if
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end will face a street to the north, and the side a

street on the east. The main part will be 24 by 32

feet, and two stories high ; the wings only one story.

The pantry is as convenient to the dining room as

the kitchen. The outside cellar door will be under

the meal room, in front of the piazza. Folding-doors

between the sitting room and parlor. J. H. An-
drews.—Almont, Mich., 1851.

OTJR LITTLE COTTAGE.

Messrs. Editors:— I have been particularly de-

lighted from time to time, with the plans of building

farm-houses and cottages, given in the Farmer, and

as you say you shall continue to give plans through

the year, I will venture to send you the plan of our

little cottage built the past year, if you think it worth

a place in your paper.

What is more beautiful than a neatly finished cot-

tage, surrounded by trees and shrubbery both useful

and ornamental, the well-trained honeysuckle and

jasmine, the roses of diirerent varieties, anl flowers

of various liues, that perfume the atmosphere with

their sweet fragrance, tastrfully arranged around it

;

this will make home pheasant, and surely it may be

called one of the bright spots of earth. When we
rise in the morning and look out upon the flower-

yard, and see tlie crystal dew-drop hanging upon the

newly blown rose or the more modest lilly, and the

meek violet peeping out from its fellows, we say

truly this is rural beauty— a luxury that every one

might wish for ; a-nd those vvho desire the beautiful,

can with a little labor enjoy it.

a
7/2-7

B

9-13

3-9 C

II- 15
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF A TARM COTTAGE.

" The windows are all desiorned to be of jrood di-

mensions, and protected by wooden blinds. Towards
the top of each g-able end, there is a latticed window
for ventilation, which may be closed at pleasure in
stormy weather.

" Under the entire floor of the main body of the
house, a cellar is intended, with walls and arches laid
in cement, to be entered by stairs from the dining
room, and by a six foot door way on the easterly side,

from without. Beneath the kitchen, there is also
another cellar, designed for storing wood or coal, en-
tered from the kitchen through a trap-door, and like-
wise by a passage, on the easterly side, from out-
doors. If circumstances require it, a dairy, or milk
cellar may also be constructed under the dining room,
and lighted, or ventilated, by windows at each side
of the house.

"The whole building is designed to be protected
from lightning by aTialf-incli copper roi, 48 feet in
length, erected at the gable end near the back parlor
window, and secured in its place by means of wooden
props, extending from the roof.

"In the groimd plan, H denotes the front lobby, or
hall, 7 feet wide, including the front stairs.

P, a double parlor, 14 by 28 feet, with folding
doors communicating with the front lobby, or hall.
Either, or both these parlors might be used as sleep-
ing apartments, should circumstances require.

L, a room communicating with the front lobby, or
hall, 11 by 12 feet, with a closet 4 feet square, and
may be used for a library, office, living room, or nur-
Bery, according to the taste or wants of the occu-
pant.

B, a bed room, designed for the head of the family,
11 by 12 feet, with a closet 4 feet square, and com-
municating with the library and dining room.

D, the dining room, 14 by 20 feet, communicating
with the front lobby, II ; the back entry, E, and the
eellar at S.

K, the kitchen, 12 by 20 feet, communicating with
the dmmg room by the back entry E, and a sliding
wmdow in the pantry C ; with the wood cellar at d

;and the back yard, by the steps S.
E, the back entry, 4 by 4 feet, communicating with

the verandah, kitchen, dining room, and the back-
garret stairs.

V, the vault, 5 by 6 feet, communicating with the

verandah by a passage under cover, 3 feet wide.

C, C, C, closet, or pantries.

S, S, S, S, stair ways, or steps.

c, kitchen and dining-room chimney.
d, trap-door, covering the wood-cellar stairs.

I, the lightning conductor.

PLAN OP THE GROUND FLOOR.

"The reader will bear in mind, that the dimensions
of a house, built on the foregoing plan, may vary in

size, or may be constructed of bricks or stone, as may
best suit the taste, ability and wants of the occupant

;

but the position, in regard to tlio sun, and the gene-
ral arrangement, may be the same."
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THE DORKING FOWL.

If

We have received several letters similar to the fol-

lowing, of late, asking for a description and engra-

vings of the Dorking fowl :

" Messrs. Editors : — You will oblige me, and many of

your subscribers in ihis place, by giving a description of the

Dorking fowl. Some of us who are not engaged in farming,

prize your paper very raucli for the information it contains

about fowls." H. C. J.

—

Cazmovia, N. Y., 1851."

WHITE DORKING COCK.

We are constantly receiving requests from new
subscribers for information on subjects of which we
have fully treated in previous volumes of the Farmer.
We have before published a description of these

fowls ; but for the benefit of new subscribers, we
take pleasure in again bringing the Dorldngs to the

notice of our readers. Mr. Eben Wight, of Ded-
ham, Mass., has very kindly and opportunely sent us

portraits of two of his white Dorkings, which grace

this page. We have no need to speak of their beau-

ty, as they speak for themselves.

We regret that the price of the finer sort of fowls

is so extravagantly high ; but these prices can not

long be maintained, and the time is not far distant,

we think, when every farmer, and every farmer's

wife and children, can have a poultry-yard well

stocked with the Dorkings, Shanghaes, and Cochin

Chinas, It is foolish to go crazy on the chicken
question, and applaud everything new, or with a new
name ; and it is equally foolish to suppose there can
be no improvement in fowls—no superiority in one
breed over another— and that the fowls which we
see running around our streets and yards, are "good
enough."

It is generally supposed that the Dorking fowls

originated in Dorking, Surry, England, from which
place they take their name. The Dorkings were
originally white, but latterly, even in Dorking, have
become of all shades of color, by crossing, so that the

pure white Dorking is scarce. Since so much at-

tention has been attracted to the subject, pains have
been taken to increase the pure breed, and for this

purpose they have been imported. The cock and
hen of which we give the portraits, are from fowls
imported by Mr. Wight. We have seen fowls of

every shade of color, and of every form, bought and
sold for Dorkings, and it is well to learn the true

characteristics of the breed. Martin, an English
author, who visited Dorking in Surry, and examined
the fowls there, says :

" The Dorking fowl is a short-legged, plump,
round-bodied fowl, remarkable for having
five toes,— that is, a supernumerary hind
toe. We have indeed seen some with one
or two more supplemental toes, in a rudi-

mentary condition, and which appeared
anything but ornamental. The pure Dork-
ing fowl is of good size, and of a white
color ; but such are now seldom seen.

During a recent visit of some weeks to

Dorking, though vi^e visited the market
regularly, and explored the country round,

on one or two occasions only did we meet
with pure white birds. In all, however,
more or less white prevailed ; but the

cloudings and markings of the plumage
were unlimited. Many were, as we ob-

served, marked with bands or bars of ashy
gra}?, running into each other at their paler

margins. Sume had the hackles of the

neck white with a tinge of yellow, and the

body of a darker or brownish red color, in-

termixed irregularly with white
;

yet in
^ all were the five claws present. Neither

in form nor coloring is the Dorking breed

attractive ; it is too rounded on the body,

and too low on the limbs to be graceful
;

but its flesh is in high repute, and vast

numbers of these fowls are sent to the

London market.

"This breed has recently been introduced into

other parts of England, and also into Ireland, and in

the latter instance without any deterioration. It is

chiefly for its flesh that the Dorking fowl is valued,

yet the hen is an excellent layer and sitter, as in

fact all short-legged fowls are ; in incubation, indeed,

the advantage of short legs is evident ; the eggs are

in less danger, and less liable to disturbance."

WHITE DORKING HEN.
Some English breeders think the Dorking fowl

desrenerates if removed from its native climate.
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Ijnitimlttttal Hffiitfintnt.

EDITED BY P. BARRT.

I

At the present time there is an unusual interest felt

amonw all clnsses of people, in every part of the
country, in relation to the culture of i'riiit and gar-
dening in general. But the want of information—
we moan real practical information— is a serious
stumbling block. Books and periodicals are to be
had, and good ones too, that ofTcr nearly all the assis-

tance that written instructions are capable of yield-
ing ; but this falls far short of supplying the want.
Half an hour a day in a good garden, where gardening
operations are carried on by practical and well trained
men, would be better than a month's reading of the
best books that can be written. But very few of our
people have access lo such gardens. Here and there
we have good gardens ; but they are private, and
conducted for private purposes. What is wanted
are public gardens— horticultural schools— where
all branches of gardening will be publicly taught to

all who desire to learn it, and where experiments
and systems will be carried out for the public benefit.

There are a multitude of gardeners employed in

various parts of the country. Some are well trained
and really skilful men ; but tlie greater part are mere
laborers from the old world, who know next to nothing
of our climate, productions, want*, tastes, and habits.
The consequence is a woful mismanagement, that
discourages people, retards t!ie aivancemetit of good
culture, and creates a nujltitude o' misapprehensions.
Shall not some steps be taken to remedy this great
evil ? We have one to propose, but it may appear
visionary. VVe are well satisfied, however, that it

is not so ; but a plain, ft-asilde plan, carried out suc-
cessfully in countries that can not boast our resources.
We are not about to propose an appeal to either our
national government or State legislature— we are
not sure that it would be proper to do so ; and even
if it were proper, it would undoubtedly be vain.
What we would propose is, that every large city

and town, such as, for instance, in our State, New
York, Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, and Buf-
falo, where horticultural societies exist, establish a
Horticultural School, to be managed by the execu-
tive officers of the Society in conjunction with the
Mayor and Common Council of the city— that all

branches of gardening shall be taught in it theoreti-
cally and practically, by competent instructors—that
a definite period or course of study be adopted, at the
end of which pupils, after passing a satisfactory ex-
amination, might receive a diploma— that terms or
conditions of admission might be so arranged as to

meet the circumstances of all clasBes. The fees and
productive labor of the pupils might almost, if not

quite sustain the school. The sons of wealthy men,
who would be sent there to learn the art and science

of gardening for their improvement and recreation,

only might be required to pay a certain fee, while the

sons of poor men, who would go to learn it as a trade

or profession, might be admitted free and be supported

during the term of their study.

Our attention has been particularly called to this

subject now, by hearing that the Garden of Plants at

Rouen, in France, has been, or is about to be, con-

verted into such a school as we have described.

The plan is set forth in the following programme :

"Article 1. A Scliool of Horticulture will be establislicd

at the Jardiii des Plantes of Rouen. Tlie course of instruc-

tion will be three years, and will comprise both theory and
practice.

"Art. 2. There will be taught—1st, A course of elementa-

ry botany, with concise explanations of geology, chemistry,

aiid physics,applied to horticulture. 2d, A course of arboricul-

ture, including the laying out and management of parks gar-

dens, &c. 3cJ, A course of natural and forced culture of

culinary veiietables, bolli for market and private use, and in

different soils and situations. 4th. A course of floriculture,

comprehending hardy and hot-house plants of ornament, both

for sale and private gardens.
" Art. 3. The Professor of the fourth course will be

charged with the superintendence or government of the gar-

dens of the work, the pupils, and care of all the materials.

"Art. 4. Mach Professor will have the direction of his

own course, and the exclusive control of its labors. The
rules will be made by the concurrence of all the Professors,

and he Eubmittcd to the approbation of the .Mayor, in order

that the Institution may correspond in all its parts,

"Art. 5. There will be admitted, gratuitously, to this

school, children from 14 to 18 years of age, whose parents

reside in the city of Rouen, and who are unable to pay any
fee. These children must have attended the primary schools,

and possess the know ledge to be acquired in them. There
will also be admitted, under the same conditions of instruc-

tion, in consideration of a fee to be fixed by the municipal

council, children whose parents are able to pay, without

regard to their place of residence. The number of pupils to

be fixed in such a manner that all can be usefully employed
in the manual labor of the school.

" Art. 6. Provides for the em[)loyment of assistant teach-

ers, practical workmen, who will conduct the dilTerent

branches of labor.

" \sv. 7 \'vo\ ides for tlie payment of salary to such pupils

as may deserve it, before the expiration of the three years'

coiir-ie.

" Art. 8. Relates to the public examination of the pupils

and the award of diplomas at the end of their study.
" Art. 9. A general report of the situation of the school,

and the progress of instnuiion, to be submitted annually to

the !\l:iyor and mnnicipnl council, by the Professors.

" Af<T. 10. .All the lal-.or of gardening, plantations, and

care of trees in the public groimds in the city of Rouen, will

be executed by the pupils of the school of horticulture.

" Art. 11. All the course will be public, the instructions

<o be applicable to the management of public and private

gardens of all sorts."

Now, we ask the friends and promoters of im-

provement, those who desire to place within the reach

of the rising generation a knowledge of the most

important and interesting arts and sciences, what

they think of this programme, and whether it be not

possible and perfectly practicable to establish in such

cities as Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

kc, a school of horticulture on a similar plan ?

Let us at least discuss the matter, and test the feel-

ing in relation to it. Is it not time for Americans to

move in the matter of training their own gardeners,

and of giving their youth an opportunity of learning

how to manage their gardens 1 The noble Society

of Massachusetts will soon, we hope, give attention

to the subject ; and why cannot our great Sute Ag-

I
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ricultural Society ? We trust the time Will come
when horticulture will form a part of common school

education, and when, if ^^normaV schools exist, they

will have gardens attached, where those who are to

be trained there for the teachers profession, will be

qualified in this, as well as in other departments.

NOTES BY THE WAY.

Rkcrntly in returning from New York by the Erie

railroad, we made a hasty visit to the elegant resi-

dence of RoswKLii L. Colt, Esq., of Patterson, N.
J., who is well known as one of the most spirited

gentlemen in the country in agricultural and horti-

cultural improvement. His residence is situated on
the summit of a pretty little hill commanding a fine

view of the town and the surrounding country. Im-
mediately around the mansion the grounds are taste-

fully laid out and well furnished with rare and fine

trees. Among others we noted a Pawlunia of flow-

ering size, many beautiful specimens of English and
Irish Yews, Deodars, Cedar of Lebanon, Mies mo-
rhida, Pinsapo, Wehhiana, and others quite rare and
scarce ; some fine Scotch and Austrian Pines, and a

fine Magnolia conspicua covered with buds.

Around the base of the hill are his green-houses and
graperies. The latter are numerous and extensive,

both warm and cold. Mr. C. informed us that last

year he sold about $500 worth of grapes, besides

what were consumed by his family and friends. He
is about erecting a new one. His fruit and kitchen
gardens are very complete and well managaed. The
improvements were commenced in 1840, but by a

liberal and thorough system of management, the

greater portion has the appearance of being a quarter
century old at least.

We were not a little gratified with the inspection
of Mr. Colt's live stock, among which were some
beautiful specimens of Hungarian and Alderney cat-

tle. Of poultry the collection is very extensive.
The most remarkable were Golden and Silver Phea-
sants, the most charming birds we have ever seen.

They cost $25 per pair. We also noticed White
Shanghaes, a Black Swan and a pair of White ones;
besides all the other popular breeds of domestic fowls.

Mr. Colt has promised to bring some of his best
stock to the State Fair at Rochester.
Geneva.—In waiting (or a train westward, we

made a call upon some of our gardening friends

there. Capt. Dakin, the well known, gentlemanly,
commander of the "Ben Loder," has one of the most
complete establishments of the size in the State,

—everything in such compleie order that an amend-
ment could scarcely be suggested. A small plot in

front is devoted to ornamental articles and is separa-
ted from the main garden by a very pretty privet
hedge. It is laid out with walks covered with a soft

blue slate that makes a path as elastic as a fine lawn,
and edged with perfect lines of box. The beds are
covered with grass and planted with choice shrubs,
roses, kc. In the garden are fine beds of raspber-
ries, strawberries, Src. The walks are lined with
dwarf apples, and the interior filled np with dwarf
and low standard trees of all kinds among which his

vegetables are grown. He has a very complete
poultry house and a nice collection of Dorkings,
Shanghaes, &:c.

Indeed, the whole establishment is one that any
man might feel proud of. We could not but remark
to a friend who accompanied us, " what a pity that

,

every citizen whose means would justify it, does not
make such a home as this. What comfort there

would be and what a charming town it would make."
H. L. SuYDAM, Esq., is the next neighbor to Capt.

Dakin, and is worthy of being so. His garden pre-

sents the same form and a similar arrangement. His
improvements are not complete, but he is pushing
them forward vigorously. We found him draining
his garden and fitting up a very complete little c^ld

vinery about 30 feet long and 12 feet wide. We
might point to these two gardens as models for busi-

ness men who reside on small city and village lots.

We would have been pleased to visit the fine resi-

dence of Thos. D. Burrall, Esq., and some others

who have fine gardens, but our time was limited.

HORTiaULTURAL SOCIETIES. ,

BUFFALO HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We are indebted to Benj. Hodge, Esq., for the pro-

ceedings of the annual meeting. The following offi-

cers and committees were elected for 1851 :

President—Benjamin Hodge.
Vice Presidents—Abner Bryant, H. B. Potter, Joseph G.

Martin, and James W. Brown.
Corresponding Secretary—W. R. Coppock.
Recording ISecretary'^iohn B. Eaton.
Treasurer—A. A. Howard.

COMMITTEES.
Ott Ploivers and Floviering Plants—W. R. Coppock, J. W.

Brown, J. F, Bryant, C. F. S. Thomas, and E. Ford.

On Fruits—L. F. Allen, Lewis Eaton, H. W. Rodgers,
J. G. Martin, and J. Dart, jr.

On Vegetables—J. Sexton, O. Allen, R. Hadfield, S. J.

Millsand, T. Burwell.
On Printing—Tlie President, Treasurer, and Recording

Secretary.

On the Library—J. B. Eaton, A. A. Howard, and J. Sexton.

It was resolved that four exhibitions be held during

the ensuing season, in May, June, August, and Sep-
tember ; and also monthly meetings.

On motion of Lewis F. Allen, it was resolved to

subscribe for the Horticulturist, Western Horticul-

tural Review, Hovey's Magazine, The Genesee Far-
mer, American Agriculturist, Albany Cultivator, and
Hovey's Fruits of America.
The following gentlemen were elected honorary

and corresponding members :—Hon. M. P. Wilder
and C. M. Hovey, Esq., Boston ; Dr. W. D. Brinckle,

Philadelphia ; Dr. J. A. Kennicott, Northfield, 111.
;

S. Young, Esq., Louisville, Ky. ; A. H. Ernst, Cin-

cinnati, O.; David Thomas, Cayuga Co., N. Y.; B.

P. Johnson, Esq., Sec'y N. Y. State Ag. Society
;

J. C. Holmes, Esq., Detroit; James Dugal, Esq.;

Amherstburgh, C. W.
ALBANY & RENSSELAER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETV.

We are indebted to B. P. Johnson, Esq., for a

pamphlet containing the list of officers, Constitution,

rubs and regulations, and premiums for 1851.

President—Y. P. Douw. Wolvenhook, Greenbush.
Vice Presidents—F.. P. Prentice, Mount Hope ;

Herman
Wendell, M. D., Albany ; D. Thomas Vail, Troy ; William
Newcoinb, Piitstown.

Secretary—B. P. Johnson, Albany.
Treasurer—Luther Tucker, Albany.
Ma?tagers—B. B. Kirtland, Greenbush ; J. McD. Mcln-

tyre, Albany ; J. M. Lovett, Albany ;
L. Menand, Water-

vliet ; S. Morgan, Watervliet; W. A. McCuIloch, Green-
bush ; James Wilson, Albany ; J. S. Goold, Albany ; E.

Dorr, Albany.

The Society will hold four exhibitions during the

year 1851, in the Geological rooms, Albany. The
first on the IBlh and 19th of June, the second on the

9th and 10th of July, the third on the lOth and 11th
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of September, and the fourth on the first Wednesday
of February, 1852.

HOUT. SOCIETY OF THE VALLEY OF THE GENESEE.
The following ofllccrs for 1851 were elected at the

annual meeting held on the 3d of February, 1851 :

Pies'ulent—Lkvi A. Ward, Rochester.
Vice Presnleitts—JIathew G. Warner, Rochester ; Henry

P. Norton, Brockport ; J. J. Thomas, Macedon ; Asa Howe,
Sweden ; S. Donollan, Greece.

^o''-'"!i>nndhig jSecre/ary—Delon M. Dewey.
Recording ISecretary—J. A. Eastman.
Treasurer—James II. Watts.

BETJHRE DE WATERLOO PEAR.

Among some 50 varieties of new and rare pears
which fruited here the past season, (1850,) the
Beurre de Waterloo was considered as one of the
best, if not the best ; and therefore we consider it

worthy of notice as promising to be of great excel-
lency.

Size medium. Form obovate, slightly pyriform,
tapering almost to a point at the stem, which is

about an inch long, moderately stout, and inserted
rather obliquely, without any depression. Calyx
open, segments long, basin shallow. Skin grecni.sh
yellow, sprinkled with rough brown dot.", and occa-
sionally with a blush on the .«ide exposed to the sun.
Fle.«h fine grained, buttery, melting, juicy, very
sweet, with an airrecable perfume. Ripe with us
from the 20th to 25th of October.

Tree erect, moderately stout, with light olive col-
ored shoots, thickly sprinkled with brown dots.

—

Grows well both on pear and quince, and bears early.
We do not recommend this yet for small collections,
but as boin? worthy the nttention of tho.~c forming
large collections, and who may desire to obtain new
and promising sorts.

THE WESTERN HORTICULTURAL REVIEW. Jno.
A. Wardkr, M. I)., Editor. Cincinnati, O.

The first number of this journal appeared in October
last. A notice of it was then prepared, but accident-
ally omitted, and to this time has been overlooked.
We are glad to be able to say that, so far, it has been
conducted with great ability, and given very general
satisfaction. Each number contains 48 pages of
large quarto size, printed on good paper, with fair lype,
and tastefully illustrated. A journal of this kind was
greatly needed in the west, where orchardinjr, gar-
dening, and the vineyard, are becoming sucli great
interests

; and Cincinnati, surrounded as she is with
gardens and vineyards, possessing an excellent Horti-
cultural Society, enterprising amateurs and skilful

gardeners and nurserymen, is the very place for such a
journal as the Review, to become useful and popular.
We commend it to our readers, and wish it success.

Californian Seeds.—We are indebted to Messrs.
J. M. Thorburn &. Co., 15 John street New York,
the well known seedsmen, whose advertisements will
be found in this paper, for a catalogue of between
forty and fifty species of Californian seeds, compris-
ing annuals, perennial shrubs, bulbs, and trees,

which they ofler for sale in packages at $2.50 each.
Most of them appear to be quite new, and will prob-
ably prove to be valuable acquisitions. They ara at
least worthy the attention of botanists, nurserymen,
and those who are curious in the matter of rare plants
and trees.

TuE CuRcuLio.—Mr. Harvey Green, of Jeflferson
Valley, Westchester Co., N. Y., informs us that he
has repelled this insect in the following manner :

" I tie up straw in bundles about as large as a man's
arm, run a long handle into them, set them on fire,

and pass them quickly round the trees ; the insects fly

into the blaze and perish."

He gives this experiment for what it is worth.
If at ; 11 avilable, it should be commenced as soon as
the insect appears.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(N. S.. Claridon, Ohio.) There are no two varieties of
good, long keeping apples, on wliich you may depend for
such large crops, as tlic English and Roxbury Russets. The
Ivhode Island Greening is as prolitable as any, but does not
keep so long as the Russets mentioned. For feeding stock,
or for sweet cider, the Jersey Sweeting is probably one of
the best. Lyman's Pumpkin Sweet and Pumpkin Russet
are large and very productive sorts, valuable fl)r stock.
Peaches.—Crawford's Early Ulclocolon and the old Red

Cheek Melocaton arc two of the hardifst, mist productive,
and profitable varieties we can recommend for general pur-
poses, and will probably give you the greatest number of
bushels to the acre of any you can plant.

((iKORGK A. .If.NKiNs. ) The rose cannot be successfully
praftrd on the locust. In relation to gnifting, the natural-
law. that art cannot change, is that tiie scion and the stock
must bo of the same or a closehj al/ieJ .fpecie.t.

{.1. Fkasto. Kempfield, Pa.) Many of the kinds of fruit

yoii want can be procured here at the nuseries. You had
bet'.er order the cat.alogue.''. See advertisements.

( V Nkw Sur<ciheh.) Bury your thorn apples in a heap
till next fill ; then povv them in light soil in drills, covering
one to two inches deep.

(R. R. Cc)Li,iNs.) Corn and all other grain crops are iii-

jirious to young orchards. Crop with roots and fiive your
trees a drcs>ing of a.shps or lime, half a peck to a tree, and
see that your soil is \\ell drained. Much moisture in a soil

retards the hearing of fruit trees.

(A Fakmkii.) 'I'o givf even the outlines of a profitable

system of market gardening would require more time and
^p:lCo than we can at present nfibrd. We should also want
10 know something of your poil, markets, A:c.
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THE HIGH- BUSH BLACKBERRY.

This is a spontaneous production of the Ne v Eng-
land States, and bids fair to become a valuable gar-

den fruit. Already great improvement has been made
upon it by high culture. The accompanying figure

and account of it from Hovey's Magazine, will be

interesting :
*

" The blackberry is likely to become one of the

most esteemed of the smaller fruits. Since the in-

troduction of the improved variety, about six or seven
years ago—of wliich we have heretofore given sev-

eral accounts, and whose cultivation has been so well

detailed in our last volume, by Capt. Lovett, of

Beverly, who has been one of the most successful

growers of the fruit—it has been very generally dis-

seminated ; and, the past year, many remarkably fine

specimens were exhibited before the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society.

" The liberal premiums offered for this fruit, by the

Society, have had the good effect of producing very

general competition ; and so superior have boon some
of the specimens— so much larger than when first

exhibited, evidently showing what care and attention

will do f(!r this as well as other fruits—that the Soci-

ety have deemed it advisable to offer a high prize for

a seedling, with the hope of still further improve-
ment ; for, although what few attempts have been
made in this way have not been attended with very
favorable results, there is still good reason to believe

that it will yield to the ameliorating influences of

cultivation, as well as the strawberry, the gooseberry,
or the raspberry.

" Our engraving represents a single cluster of the

blackberry, of the ordinary size, under good cultiva-

tion. Several of the berries exhibited by Capt. Lov-
ett, C. E. Grant, and other amateurs, the past

season, measured one and a half inches in length.
" We can commend the blackberry to all lovers of

fine fruit, as one which should in no case escape their

attention. A dozen vines, when well established,

will yield sufficient fruit for an ordinary family. For
its cultivation we would refer to the article of Capt.
Lovett, above mentioned ; merely remarking that

the berries should be allowed to get fulli/ in.-itnre

before they are gathered ; otherwise much of their

excellence is lost. They will drop from the stem,

upon the least touch, when they are quite ripe."

t
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ANNUAL FLOWERS.

I

I

I

We are all prone, perhaps, to attempt to do more
than we can do tccU. The ambition of the farmer is

to add acre to acre, and field to field, altlioiigh he has

more in his possession than he can half cultivate.

We see this in the flower garden as well as in the

field. How often do we witness large flower gardens

containing a great variety of half-starved, sickly fl nv-

ers, contending for a bare existence with the sur-

rounding weeds. A space of a few square fett, and
containing but one or two varieties in perfection,

would aflord far more satisfaction. In our directions

for flower gardening, we shall take it for granted

that our readers have other and important duties to

engage their attention, and that their labors in the

flower garden are principally confined to an hour or

so, morning and evening. We know of no better

exercise or recreation for a leisure hour
; and we

never knew one who loved flowers, who was not

better for it.

The first work is the selection of the ground and
its preparation. A warm and sheltered position

should be chosen, if possible, as on the south side of

a fence or house ; but care must be taken to select a

place on which water will not stand. The ground
should be deeply dug and well pulverized. If not

rich, well rotted manure should be dug in. If the

ground is clayey, and liable to become hard by the

beating of the rain and the drying sun, some light

mold from the woods should be added, or some sandy

loam, or mold from an old pasture ; one of which can

be procured in almost any neighborhood.

After the ground is prepared the seed may be

sown ; but, a little caution is necessary, not to sow
seed too thick, as beginners generally make this

error. As there is some difficulty in sowing the

finer seeds evenly, they may be mixed with three or

four times the quantity of sand or ashes. They may
be then lightly covered with fine mold, sifted over

them—the smaller the seed, tlie lighter the covering.

It is better to cover too lightly than too heavily.

You now have nothing to do but to wait patiently

till they ^' come up.'''' Be sure and destroy all weeds
as fast as they make their appearance. If your

plants are too thick, which they are very apt to be,

transplant them to other beds, or along the borders

of the paths, choosing some showery day for this

work. Eut be sure and remove them before the plants

in the bed become crowded, or they will become in-

jured— taking out the smallest and weakest plants.

In removing plants, they should be taken up care-

fully, with a ball of earth attached, disturbing the

roots as little as possible. This is better done when
the ground is moist. The plants that are named in

our last, and those which we may hereafter recom-

mend, will need no further care except to keep the

weeds destroyed and the ground in a mellow condi-

tion. Those'who have the convenience, can raise a

few plants in the hot-bed for early blooming. In

this section of country, seed in the open ground
should nut be sown much before the first of May.

In planting, some attention should be given to the

height (if the plants, so that the larger do not hide

thoou of a smaller growth. A little taste, also, is

necessary in the arrangement of colors, to produce a

good cllt'Ct ; but this will be learned by experience.

We only intend to throw out a few hints, and leave

the matter to the good sense and cultivated tastes of
our readers.

In addition to the annuals named last month, we
would recommend the JVetnophilas, which are very
beautiful, of a spreading habit, and about a foot in

height. A new variety, {Maculata,) white flowers,

spotted with purple.

Sweet Peas Rre very ornamental in patches.

—

Habit, climbing
; flowers of various colors. Height

from three to four feet. Like the common pea, they
need sticks to support them.

Golden Bartonia is very showy, of a spreading habit.

Flower golden yellow. About two feet in height.

Balsams, we need not recommend, for they are

universal favorites. But those who usually cultivate

them have but little idea of the beauty of the finer

sorts. We saw them last season as large and as

double as the rose.

listers. These are gay star-like flowers, growing
a foot or fifteen inches *

. .

high, upright, but

spreading when they
once begin to branch.

The original has a sin-

gle flower, in shape
like a daisy ; but there

is a great variety in

gardens, and the double
and full-quilled sorts

only are prized. The
colors are various ; not

only are there all

shades of red and blue,

both of which appear
mixed with white, but

the white is mixed
singly with all the

shades ; so that the

autumn garden is in-

debted to this flower

for a good deal of its

gay and brilliant ef-

fect. The Germans
have raised many varieties, which are sold under the

name of German asters : and the imported seeds

generally produce very fine varieties. We have
obtained some of the imported seed, and have some
of our own raising that we know to be fine.

Of all the flowers we have named, and still others,

we have procured the seed, and intend to supply those

of our friends who apply. We shall do them up
car(jfully and send by mail, so as to subject the re-

ceiver to single letter postage only. Our object in

this is to encourage a love of flowers, by furnishing

those with the finer sorts, who from their location

are unable to obtain them. All we ask is that these

little friends—some of which we watched over last

season till we really lov(!d them, and took with so

much care from the parent flower—be not permitted

to starve and perish in a liard and impoverished soil,

surrounded by grass and weeds. Plant them in a

good and generous soil, watch over them a little in

their infancy, and protect them from their stronger

enemies, and in a little while we and you shall have

our reward. Our appreciation of the beautiful will

be quic»'ven(>d ; and as we love the beautiful in na-

ture, we shall lore the Author of nature's beauty.

Show the flowers at your County Fair, and next sea-

son distribute the seeds among your neighbors,

always exacting a pledge for their good usage.

CHINA ASTKR.
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A WALK IN THE GARDEN.

It is now the month of April, the snow has disap-

peared, the ground has become thawed, and partially

dry. It is now time to commence gardening opera-

tions, and we will take a walk in the garden, as it is

a favorable time to see the commencement of the

work for the season ; and if you are observing, you
can hardly fail to learn much that will be useful.

You notice the frames and glass on the south side

of the high and tight fence. This is the hot-bed.

It was probably prepared about the 1st of March.
We will examine it, and see what it contains.

—

There you see lettuce large enough for the table,

radishes growing finely, cucumbers in blossom. In
another frame you see cabbage, and tomato, and cel-

ery plants. These you see can all be raised much
earlier in a hot-bed than in the open ground. Plants

are thus raised for planting out in the open ground, as

soon as we could plant the seed. The heat is obtain-

ed from the pile of manure on which you see the frame
placed. You have often seen the steam ascend from
a pile of manure when turned over. About six

inches of earth is placed on the manure, and the

seeds planted in the earth.

You see that the greater part of the garden was
dug in the fall, and left in ridges. This was done to

allow the frost to enter the ground for the destruction

of worms and insects that would be apt to injure the

crops. Frost mellows the ground. You notice how
soft the roads become after frost. A little further on
we see a man digging. We will look at him a little

while. He has a new spade, and see how deep he
drives it in with his heavy boot. Some plants

send their roots deep into the ground, in search

of nourishment, and it is best to dig or plow deep to

allow them an opportunity to penetrate the earth.

The rains, too, descend to nourish the plants ; when,
if the ground wa« dug only a few inches, the greater

part would either lay on the surface or run oiF.

Some times gardeners dig two spades deep, and this

they call trenching. Digging and plowing are both

for the same purpose—to make the ground light and
mellow, so that roots of plants can penetrate it in

search of their proper food. If we were to sow seeds

or plant trees or shrubs in the hard ground, if they
grew at all it would be a very poor and sickly growth.
Notice what pains the gardener takes to have every
spade-full well broken up. He turns it bottom up-
wards, as he throws it from his spade, and if this does

not entirely loosen the particles of earth, he strikes

it with his spade. Weeds are thus buried, where
they rot, and form manure. These trenches you see

open, are to drain the surplus water from the ground.
They will be partly filled with stones or tile, so as to

leave a channel for the water, and then covered.
Now that he has dug quite a piece, he rakes the

surface with an iron-tooth rake, and you see how
much pains he takes to break every large piece of

earth, and before he leaves it, not a stone or lump of

earth is to be seen. This is intended for fine seed,

and you can readily imagine how much better this

nicely prepared land will be for such seed, than
though it was rough and uneven, where many of the

eeeJs vvovjlJ be uncovered and thus perish, and even
those seeds that happened to fall in a favorable spot,

would find their roots obstructed before they had
proceeded far, by hard balls of earth, and crevices,

into which the drying winds penetrate, causing their
destruction.

The peas are already up and growing finely.

—

This must be some early sort, probably the Early Em-
peror, which is the earliest kind. The gardener, if

he wishes green peas for a long time, will sow o, few
every two or three weeks.
The Pie plant is just making its appearance, and

it has received a good dressing of well rotted manure.
Manure is dug in around all the fruit trees, and the
ground looks as though it had received a liberal sup-
ply

;
for every good gardener knows he cannot raise

good vegetables without plenty of manure.
The grape vines, currant bushes, and fruit trees,

have all been pruned and put in order, the gardener
taking off such branches as he thought necessary to

make them of a good form, and bear Jine fruit —
We have not time now to talk of pruning, but some
other time we will try to show you how and why,
the gardener prunes his trees.

You will observe that all the peach trees have had
the ends of the shoots cut off. This was done early

last month. Nearly all the old peach trees you see

in gardens have three or four ong branches, with-
out a leaf or branch, except at the extreme ends.

They are easily broken by the wind, soon become
old and useless, not living out half their days. But
these trees have a very different appearance, and for

future reference we will make a drawing of one of

them. We may not

get every limb in its

place, but we can easily

get the general form
and appearance. The
sap which furnishes the

tree with nourishment
has a disposition to go
to the ends of the shoots,

causing the buds there

to grow, and leaving

the buds further back to

perish. By cutting off

the tops of the shoots, the buds at the lower ends of

the branches obtain sufficient sap to nourish them
;

and thus they grow, and the tree is supplied with
enough branches to make a fine shaped head, as we
have made in the drawing.

In this part of the country it is yet too early to

sow radishes, beets, beans, and other tender vegeta-

bles. The earth is not yet warm enough, and they

would be apt to be destroyed by frosts. But some-
times gardeners put in a few, and if the season Ir

favorable, they succeed and very early vegetables

are obtained ; if not, the ground is planted again.

No sensible gardener will put in the main crop till

there is little danger of frost. Peas and lettuce being

quite hardy, they can be sown very early.

In the border on the north side of the garden early

potatoes are planted. The ground being yet cold,

they are slow in coming up ; but as the sun gets a

little warm, they will make their appearance, and

we shall have potatoes fit to dig by the first of July.

The raspberries are all nicely tied up, and the

strawberry beds have all been raked over, and the

dead leaves removed. The black looking mold that

you see mixed with the soil, is well rotted manure
that has been dug in with the fork. Every thing

appears to be in good order, and during the summer
we shall see the fr«its of this good management.
We will visit the garden again next month.

1
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There can be no better evidence of the progress of ngricul-

tural improvement, than is furnished hy the increased circu-

lation of agricultural journals. We rejoice then to learn that

the agricultural papers generally are receiving increased

support—that their field of operations is enlarged, and conse-

quently their ability to do good. The price of the Genesee

Farmer is too low to render its publication a matter of indi-

vidual aggrandisement ; but as long as our friends show the

same willingness to lend a helping hand that they have the

present year, they shall not want a good and cheap ngri-

ciiUtiral Journal. Through the exertions of voluntary and

unpaid agents, owr circulation the present year has nearly

doubled, and we now have on our books more than 35,000

regular subscribers, ond the number constantly increasing.

If each of these papers are read bj' four individuals, we
have, then, about 150,000 regular readers. The question is

not with us how we shall furnish each subscriber with the

value of his subscription, which we think we have ever

been able to do, but how we shall render the Genesee Farm-

er of tlie greatest possible benefit to i'.s numerous readers.

The principles of vegetable economy are the same the

world over, and though we have large lists of subscribers

in every state and territory in the Union, not excepting Cal-

ifornia and Oregon, and in British Americii, as well as Great

Britain and Ireland, we do not despair of being able to make
our journal at once interesting and profitable to all.

Mode of preparing cloth for Hot-bed Frames. •.— In

consequence of an error in our last, we republish the method

of preparing cloth for hot-bed frames :

" Take white cotton cloth of a close texture, stretch and
nail it on frames of any size you wish ; take 2 oz. of lime
water, 4 oz. of linseed oil, 1 oz. white of eggs, 2 oz. yolk of
eggs ; mix the lime and oil with very gentle heat, beat the
eggs well separately, and mix wiih the former. Spread this

mixture with a paint brush over the cotton, allowing each
coat to dry before applying another ; until they become
water proof."

[Ij= We refer those who have sent us lists of subscribers,

to our offer of premium books in our January number.

—

Those who wish to increase their duhs so as to claim eiilief

of the books oftered, will do so an soon as convenient. Those
who wish any particular work will plcnse inform us, otlier-

wise wo shall use o«ir own judgment. Those who are enti-

tled to premiums, and to whom they have not been sent,

will receive them this montli. In most cases they have

been forwarded.

[ITj' We have been requested by several correspondents tu

notice a very foolish attack of a ceriiin p\iirnicious editor at

the West. We beg to say that we consider the man and liis

motives rather beneath notice.

]JZr Many communications have been received too late

for insertion or notice this month, and many more for which

we could not find room.

Osage Orange Seed.

THE subscribers haye jusit rpci'ived a supply of fresh, well saved
Osnge OraTig<" seed, warranted to vegetate freely, vnt being

taken from the fruit by the common process of boiling. Price $1
per quart, or at a reduced rate by the bushel. PriDted directions
furnished for its culture.

Also, Honey Locust, Yellow Locust Seed, &c.
J. M. THOUBURN 8c CO.

April, 18.51 1-5 John Street. New YoT^{.

Morgan Hor«e, "General GifTord."

THIS justly celebrated horse will stand the ensuing season at
the jitable of the subpcriber. in Lodi. Seneca county, N. Y.

A likenpfis and description of this animal may be seen in the
-March number of this journal, page 64, and also in the Rural New
Yorker, under date of 6th March.
Terms of insurance. $12. Pasture provided for mares flrom a

distance at the unual rates.
April, 1S51. CHAS, W. INOERSOLL.

C. J. RYAN & CX>.,

WOULD most respectfully call the attention of the public,
particularly the trade, to their Nursery Stock, consistinff

in part as follows :

—

-A pple Trees, 3 and 4 years old, all the most popular long k ep-
ing varieties, jjig per 100.
Northern Spy, 3 and 4 years old ; . .$25 per 100.
Cherry Tree.i, the principal varieties, from 5 to 10 feet high,

str.aight stems, and headed $25 per 100
Hkdgk Plnnts.- Arbor Vit.-c, American, 1 to'4 feet high, $5 per

100; HemlockSpruce, 1 to4 feet high, $5 per 100; Privit, strong
thrifty plants, $4 per 100.

5000 Giant Rhubarb Roots, fine productive sorts, for hotels and
market gardeners, $10 per 100.

nlyatt's Victoria Rhubarb, true sort $4 per doz.
Downing's Colo.«sal, extra fine flavored and tender ,$4 per doz.
1500 select and very choice Verbenas, in fair condition for bed-

ding out, such as Anacreon. Scarlet Defiance, Polka, Loveii, Rosy
Morn, and a dozen other varieties , . . . . $1.50 per doz.
Also Petuniiis, Scarlet Geraniums. Prize Double Dahlias, &c. &c.

For particulars, see March nnmber of the Farmer.
(HT- Rochester and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries, Rochester.

N. Y. City Office, 16 Reynold's Arcade. Rochester, N. Y.
March 1st . 1851.

Liutipcan Botanic Gardea and Nurseries.
WM. R. PRINCE & CO., FLUSHING, L. L

WM. R. PRINCE St. CO., sole proprietors of this ancient es-
tabli-hment. would respectfully invite the attention of Ama-

teurs, Nurserymen, and others, to their fine and extensive collec-
tion of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Plants, Shrubs, Roses, and
Green-Hcuse Plants. &c , which are offered for sale on terms much
below former prices. Their Fruit being propagated from bearing
trees on their extensive specimen grounds, enable them to guar-
antee the varieties to be genuinf and true to name. Their trees
are well formed and thrilty, and such as will give complete satis-
fueticu. To Niir.«orymen wishing trees in quantities, by the hun-
dred or thousand, they are enabled to offer very liberal discount.
Their exten.^ive coi lection of Standard and Dwarf Pears, their new
varieties of Italian and French Peachcw. and m.my new and supe-
rior fruits of other kiuds, are well worthy the attention of all lov-
ers of fine fruit. Their collection of Roses is the most extensive of
any Nursery in tbe country, and many new varieties have been
added to their collection.

Orders for Trees from any part of the country will meet with
prompt attention, and goods be packed so as to Insure their safety
to any distance.
Catalo»ues with a detailed list of prices, will be sent to all post-

paid applicants, or can be had of our city Agents, Clark, Alsi in &
Smith, 205 Broadwiiy. New York.
N. B.—The public will please not confound this with the Nur-

sery of Winter & Co., who have taken the title of this establish-
ment, but who are selling out and closing their business.

April, 1851. [4 lt»J

Clover and Grass Seed.

WE would respectfully call the attention of Farmers and oth-
ers to our stock of Grass Seeds.

We have now in store and offer for sale at the lowest cash
prices

—

230 bu.fhels Ohio medium Clover Seed.
50 do Seneca Co large do.
20 do Wh.-atland do do.

lOuO do first quality Timothy Seed.
10 do Orchard Grass Seed.
10 do Italian Kay Grass Seed.

For .'-ale at the Genesee Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse,
No o5 Uutfiilo street, Rochester. J. RAPALJE &. CO.

April. 1851.

Tobacco Seed.

THE subscribers have ju,st received a small quantity of the
Broad Leaf Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco, apure and fre.-h

article. Price $1.00 per oz.

-Vlso, genuine Havanna Tobacco Seed from one of the most cel-
ebrated plantations on the island. Price $1.00 per oz.

Maryland Tobacco Seed, in varieties, at 50 cts. per oz.

Kentucky Tobacco Seed, at $1.00 per oz.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
15 John Street. New York.

OjT" The largest collection of Vegetable, Flower, Field and
Garden Seeds, to be found in the United States. Catalogues on
application.

April, 1851.

Genesee Seed Store and Agricnltnral Warehonse,
NO. 65 BUFFALO ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

J RAPALJE & CO.,%Vhole8ale and Retail Dealers in all kinds of
• Imported and American Garden Seeds, Agricultural Imple-

ments, Reaping Machines, Horse Powers. Threshing Machines,
Fanning Mills, Ploughs, 8ic., &c. J. RAPALJE.

April, 1851. W. 8. RAPALJE.

Seed Corn.
AVERY choice lot of Eariy Dutton, eight-rowed. White Flint,

and other varieties, for sale in the ear, by
J. P. FOGG & BROTHER,

April, 1851. Rochester Seed Store.

H
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New York State Agricultural Works.
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES AND IMPLEMENTS.

WHEELER, MELIGK, & CO. continue their Manufactory
at the corner of Liberty and Hamilton Sta., Albany, where

they are prepared to fill all Orders with despatch.

Orders for WHEELER'S PATENT RAILWAY. CHAIN
HORSE POWERS, and OVERSHOT THRESHERS &. SEPA-
RATORS,will receive their prompt attention. The large and in-

creasing demand for these Machines, has induced the proprietors

to erect a new and spacious Manufactory, and otherwise extend
their means ot promptly filling orders. Their Powers and Thresh-
ers have been sold in nearly every State in the Union, during the
past year, and their superiority has been acknowledged by numer-
ous testimonials, not only from Agricultural Societies but fiom
per.sons who have used them. They have been awarded the first

premiums at all the principal Fairs where they have been exhibi-

ted in operation, including the Pennsylvania State Eair, the Pro-

vincial Fair of Upper Canada, and the Michigan and Ohio State
Fairs, together with numerous County Exhibitions in the differeat

States.

The Two Horse Machine with from three to five hands, will

thresh from 1'2.5 o 200 bushels of Wheat per day, or twice that
quantity of Oats.
The One Horse Machine will thresh rather more thin half that

quantity.
PRIOR AT ALBANV.

For Two Horse Machines, $145 00
For One Horse Machine 120.00

Machines will be .shipped to order to any part of the United
States or the Cauadas, {fff- and waiiar\led to gire satisfaction to

the. purchaser, or they may be returned within sixty days.

The subscribers also Manufacture and will furnish to order the
most approved kinds of Feed Cutters, Clover HuUers, Circular

Saw Mills, &C..&.C.

They will iil-;o furnish Horse Powers properly geered for driving

Churns, Elevating Grain, or other purposes to which Horse Power
can be applied. WHEELER, MELICK & CO ,

Corner of Hamilton and Liberty bts.. Albany, N. Y.
For sale by J. Rapauk, & Co. at the Genesee Seed Store and Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, 65 Butfalo St , Rochester, N. Y.

CAUTION.
The Bubscnbers, Patentees of }fheelers Patent Hurse Powers,

having noticed that an Agricultural Firm is advertising that
Wheeler's Patent Horse Powers and Overshot Threshers are man-
ufactured and sold by them, when in fact they have not obtained
from us any liberty to use our Patent, we hereby caution all per-
sons ihat said firm has no right to use our Patent, or to manu-
facture or sell said Horse Powers, and that a sale by them will con-
fer no right upon the Purchaser to use such Power.

Mcs.srs. WHEELER, MELICK & CO., of Albany, and their
Agents, are the only persons authorized to make or sell ir/ice/tr's

Patent Horse Powers ; and every such Power made or sold by
them, or by any person having a License to do so. has upon one of
the Cast Iron Semi-Circles at each end of the Power, the words
" Whekler's Patent— Wheeler, Meuck & Co., Makers, Alba-
ny, N. Y.",
A due attention to this fact will enable purchasers to avoid im-

position and fraud.
No person or firm in Albany, except Wheeler, Melick & Co., is

authorized to make or sell said Horse PoMers.
Albany, April, 1851. A. & W. C. WHEELER, Patentees.

t

Emery & Co.'s Latest Improved Premium Rail
Road Horse Powers.

WARR.\NTED superior to any other kind before made or sold

by us. For particulars, descriptions, &c., see catalogue of
Albany Agricultural Works Warehouse and Seed Store, furnished
gratis on application by mail. Also, see Genesee Farmer lor March,
1851.

Price of new Power, for two horses, $110.00
" " " " '• one horse, 80.00
" •' Saw Mill, (24 inch saw in order for use.) 35,00
" " Threshing Machine, with Separator, of one horse
Power, , ; 35,00

Price of Threshing Machine and Separator, for two horse
Powers, (if sold with Power, $35) without Power 37,50

Pr ce of 6ett of Bands, Wrenches, &c., complete, for all the
above machines, 5,00

Also, Wheeler's Rock and Pinion Horse Powers and Threshers
manufactured by us, and warranted equal in all respects to any
of the kind made, which we offer, and guarantee the purchaser
the full privilege of using the same, for the loUowing prices :

Two Horse Power, $100.00
One Horse Power. 75.00

The Threshers not being patented the prices are the same -.s

above, which are very low, considering the quality as now ^nade,
being much heavier, with more spikes than the ordinary Thresh-
ers sold by U8. H. L. EMERY & CO.,

April, 18 ol. 369 and 371 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

KETCHUM'S PATENT MOWIIVG MACHIJVE.

THE subscribers having purchased the entire interest of the in-

ventor, Mr. Wm. F. Ketchum, and also the interest formerly
owned by S. W. Hawes, are now manufacturing the above Machine
in the city of Buffalo. The Machine has been greatly improved,
and is fully capable of performing all wo recommend it to do, and
capable of cutting 12 to 15 acres of grass per day with 1 span of

horses.
The price of the Machina is $100.00 with one sett of knives, and

$110,00 with two sett of knives.—Cash in Buffalo. -

Any information wanted, or orders left with Mr. Georgf. Shff-
FEii, Scottsville, Monroe Co., or Mr. MoRGAit Butler, New Hait-
ford. Oneida Co., will meel with prompt attention

G. W ALLEN & CO.
Ofiico at the store of Howard, Newman 8c Co.. foot of Lloyd

street. February, 1851.
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DOI^IESTIC ANIBIAIiS AT AUCTION.

THE postponed yoarly sale of Full Bred Short Horns and Im-

proved Dairy Stock, consisting of about fifty head, will come

off at my farm on Tuesday. June 24th, 1851. at 12 o'clock, M. I shall

dispose of all the improved Dairy Stock, which is composed of the

finest Short Horn, with a slight cross of Amsterdam Dutch, which

Bome writers say was part of the original ingredient which com-

posed the improved Short Horns.

I am now breeding Short Horns. Devons and Ayrshires. each

separately and pure, which, owing to the limits of my farm, make
it necessary to confine myself to those three breeds. Hy the award.s

of the i^tate .VgriculturalSociety. the American Institute, and my
own t'ounty Society, (with the exception of last year, when I was

not a competitor at either,) it will fully appear that 1 have been a

very successful exhibitor. The Cow which won the First Prize as

a milker, at the American Institute last year, was bred by me. and
composed of the above alluded to Daiiy Stock Several of the BulKs

got by Lamartine will be of the mo.st appropriate age for efficient

service the coming season. All Cows and Heifers old enough, will

be warranted in calf at the day of sale, by my imported Bull. Lord

fcryholrae, or my celebrated Bull. Lamartine.

I owu two thorough bred Devon Bulls ;
one the celebrated old

Major, the other, oue and a half years old, imported by mo from

Devonshire. One of the above auimals will be sold—which, 1 have

not yet determined.
A full Catalogue, with the pedigree of each animal, will be pub-

lished in due time, with minute description of sale, &o.

I also have a number of Suffolk Sows, in pig to my imported

Boar, most of the progeny of which will be old enough to dispo.-.e

of on that day.
I also have about 20 South Down Ewes, most of which I imported

from the flock of Jotiaa Webb, and now in lamb to my imported

Buck. Babraham. Some of the Buck Lambs will be offered at auc-

tion ou that day.
This sale will not only offer an opportunity to obtain Stock from

my previous herd but will also enable persons to procure calves

from my imported Bull, lambs from my imported Ram. and pigs

from my imported Boar—all of which animals were recently selec-

ted by me in person, when in England.
The mode of warranting the Cows and Heifers in calf, is this :

in case they prove not to be so, it shall be optional with the pur-

cha.'er, on his cerlificaU of thai fad, either to receive fi-om me if2.')

(say twenty-five dollars) or to send the cow to my farm, and 1 will

keep her the proper time (free of expense) to have her got in calf

to either one of my Bulls, which he shall choose. I will give $25

for any Heifer calf frum either of the Cows or Heifers sold at the

sale, delivered ou my farm, at two weeks old.

Stock purchased to be sent at a distance, will bo delivered on
ship-board or railroid in the city of New Vork, fiee of risk or ex-

pense to the purchaser.
Persons living at the South, in a climate to which it would not

be well that stock should be transporteJ at that hot season ot the

year, may let such animals as they may purchase, remain with m,;

until the proper season, and I will have them well taken care of.

and char ;e only a reai^ouable price for their keep One of my ob-

jects inbreeding improved domestic animals, is to assist in distri-

buting them throughout the Union, deeming it one if not the most
important featuri> to promote profit to tlie cultivator of the t-oil

and to benefit the consuming country at large.

All communications through the Post please pre-pay. and I will

pre-pay their answers, and also a t^atalogue if required. Cata-
logues will be to be had at all the pr)ncipal Agricultural Ware-
houses and offici-s of the principal .Agricultural Journals, on and
after tiie 1st day of June next. Person wishing to view the stock

at any liuie will find my superintendent, .Mr. Wilkinson, to give

Iheni the dc-irel inf.irmation when I am al not at home.
Dated, this 4th day of .March, 1S51 at Mount Fordham, AVesl-

chester < ounty. eight miles from the City ot .New Vork. by the
Harlem Kadroad. [4-3t] L. G. MOKRIS.

The ThorougH Dred Blood Iloi-sc, Sir Henry,

WILL stand, at the ctable of the subscriber, through the sea-

R.'n. and let to .Mares at tlU each. 1 he subscriber tikes

this method to infjrin gentlemen of Western New \ ork whu have
hr-ri'tofore. and others who would seek to. patronize him, they will

find such accommodation and attention as they may desire, and
upon the most reasonable terms. It perhafs will be needless to

enter into a detail of pedigree here, but suflice it to say, he is di -

Fcended through all the generations that are recorded in the Eng-
lish Turf Kegii-ter. There is no horse living that can boast of a
mo.-e illu'triou pedigree.

8iH iicsiiv is iif a beautiful unfading b ly color, stand 16 hauda
and 1 inch high without shoes, is comp ict and short legged for a

blood horse, yet of a rangey and maje.-^tic figure. His action is

graceful, but at the same time proud and commanding. Sir H'-ny
was pureha.sed by Wm. V. Wilson, Ksi] , of Kidgeway, Orleans co .

at the State Fair held at I'tica, in lS4o, for !f>t>00. when but five

y^-aisold. His stock hai been so'ight for, and at great prices,

.'(latched geldings have brought $12u0 a pair, single geldingn have
sol I for $7uO. and owners ofyoung stal ions havej"efused If-tiOO and
(buu, iu many instances, and one has refused $10UU for his boise

The proprietor, after numerous attempts and at a great price,

ocoeeduU in obtaiuing this horse and brought him to this place
where he has be.-n kept two years, and now. out of convenience to
bims ' I. w;ll remove to Uerguo Corners, CJenesiec co.. a di-tanccof
four miles, where he expects to receive his usu.al amount of pa-
ti-onagu BILLING Uil ll.MOND, Jh.

Kigi, N. Y., March. 18.>1. [4-lf]

Great Sale of Saperfor ThorongIi_Bred Short Horn
Cattle.

THE subscriber having more Stock than he can well sustain on
his farm, will offer at Public Auction about THIRTY head of

his Improved Short Horn Cattle, consisting of Bulla, Cows. Heifers
and Hull Calves, on the 26th day of June next, at his farm2>2 miles
from this city.

It is known to breeders of improved stock, in this country, and
in Canada, that the projirictor of this herd during the past 12
years, has through the medium of importations from England, and
selections from the best herds in this country, spared no expense
to rear a herd of cattle from which superior animals could be safe-

ly drawn for improvement and crosses upon other breeds. His
importations have been derived from that eminent breeder, the
la e Thomas Bates. Esq . of Kirklevington, Yorkshire. England,
which herd it is well known has recently been disposedof at public
sale by his adminstrators, and dispersed into many hands, andean
no longer be resorted to as a whole, for improvement. The an-
nouncement of that sale created great interest, and all Short Horn
breeders in England seemed emulous to secure on'.; or more of these
aniiu.als to mingle with the blood of their own herds, and at the
d.ay of sale, there was found assembled the largest audience ever
before witnessed upon a similar occasion, numbering, as was said,

from 4 to 5,000 persons, and among them the best breeders in Eng-
land, and several from other countries. Some of the animals bro't
prices which seemed incredible to many.

I n the her._i now offered for sale, will be included the Imported
Bull, Duke of Wellington, and the premium Bull, Meteor. These
are Bates' Bulls, and their reputation as stock-getters are too well

known to need any comment. I am authorized to say by Lewis
K. Allen. Esq., of Black Rock, one of the most prominent breeders
in this country, and who has had ample means of forming a judg-
ment. ' That in no instance, to his knowledge, had these two Bulls
been bred to Short Horn Cows of other herds, previously imported
into the United States, but that their produce were superior in
general qualities to such herds."
The most of the Stock which is now offered for sale, have been

bred from these two Bulls; and the proprietor, having a young
bull more remotely connected with that portion of the herd he re-

tains, (being about 14 in number,) can ^p.are these two valuable
Bulls. There will be in the Swick offered for sale. 6 young Bulls,

from 8 months old to 2 years, in addition to the two named above
;

and the remainder of the Stock will be composed of Cows, (most
of them possessed of extraordinary milking qualities.) Heifers and
Heifer Calves. It is believed that no herd of Short Horns ha.s ever
been offered for sale in this couutrj', exhibiting more of the valu-
able combinations of qualities which contribute to make up per-
fect animals.
A Catalogue containing the pe ?igrees of these animals will be

ready for delivery at an early period, in which the Terms of the
Sale will be particularly stated. A Credit will be given from Six
to Eighteen months. Gentlemen are ic vited to examine the herd
at tlieir convenience. GEO. VAIL.
Troy, N. i'., March. 1861. . [4-3t]

Youug Morgan Tiger & Sampson Chief
WILL stand, the present season, on Fridays and Saturdays nt

the.•stable of Lewis B B.ildy, Seneca Falls and all other days
of the week at the stable of the subscriber, two miles south-east
fiom ClyJe.
Morgan Tigkk is a beautiful dark bay, over 16 hands high, pos-

sessing figure and action unsurpassed by arij/ horse of hi celebra-
ted stock, and no evidence can be so Satisfactory of his superior
qualities as a personal examination of him. and his stock, now one
and two years old He was sired by old .Morgan Tiger, formerly
owned by Uoct. May. of Palmyra

; dam, by Sir tlharles Durock.
He was awarded the lir.^t Piemium at the Wayne Co. l-'air, 1850.
SiMPsoN Chief was .•<ired by the Engli>h Draft Horse Sampson,

imported by John KoUnson. of Palmyra ; dam. a Nimrod mare.
He, and his stock, are highly prized by farmers and othe.s need-
ing horses of his class. Terms, for either horse. $8 to insure.
I'asture. on the farm of the sub.scriber. at reasonable charge. Ac-
c.dents at the risk of owners

Persons wishing to inquire respecting these horses, are referred
to .Messrs. Hiram Woodruff, .A.uburn ; John L. Hubbard. Water-
loo ; D. W. Colbiu, (Jeueva ; Ab"m Parish. Batavia ; and many
other gentlemen who know them and their stock.

1S\AC M. GILLET.
(;iya.), N. Y., March, 1S51.

[
4-2t']

Agricultural Bookstore.
123 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

THE subscriberr have for sale the largest assortment of .Agiicul-

turul Books m this country. Almost every work useful to

tlie Farmer and .Mechanic, both European and .Vmeric m. m.iy be
fouud at their store. Orders from any part of the country prompt-
ly supplied at the lowest prices, for Gash or approved credit.

N. B.— Also a full assortment of J heological Classical, School,
Miscellaneous, and Blank Books, and Stationary.

April, 1851. VAN NO.STR;*ND & TERRETT.

THK NEW YORK KEAPKU.
M.\NUFACTURED BY SEY.MOUR t MORGAN.

WE hope our friends and those wishing to purch.asc the New
\ oi k Keaper will giro in their orders early, as last year wo

were unable to supply tlie demand. Sec last number of the Far-

mer for particulars. SEYMOUR &. MORG.\N.
Brockpor;, N. Y., April, 1851.
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Thorp, Smith, & Hanchett,
PROPRIETORS OF THE SYRACUSE NURSERIES,

SYR.1CUSE, N. K,

CULTIVATORS of. and Dealers in, all kinds of Fruit Trees,

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Ireen House Plants, Bulbous

Roots. Hedge Plants. Seedlings, &c., &c.. offer for the spring sales

A very large stock of the best varieties of Apples, Cherry, and
Peach Trees.
A chQice selection of native and imported Plum Trees.

And a iplendid importation of Pyramidal Pear Trees on Quince,

from 5 to 7 feet high, at 50 cts. each, consisting of nearly one hun-
dred ot the most celebrated varieties, old and n^w. These trees

have invariably given the most entire satisfaction, and are sold at

a quite unusualy low rate

They have also for sale a large assortment of Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, Vines, Green-House Plants, Evergreens, and Plants for

bedding out, among which are
Deodar, and Lebanon Cedars, 3 to 5 feet, price $2 each ;

Japan
Cedars ;

Magnolias ; Daphnes ; Altheas ;
Honeysuckle.* ; Dah-

lias ; Roses of all classes, including Fortune^s China ; Phloxes
;

Petunias ; Verbenas ;
Maurandias ;

Lophaspheruums ;
Caleste-

gia Pubescens, a new and beautiful climber, covered with a profu-

sion of largo double flowers of a d^lieate rose color from June till

cold weather ; Heliotrope^ ; Geraniums; Salvias; Double Fever-

fews : Plumbagos ; Tree and Herbaceous Pajonies
;
Double Lich-

nes, &c , &c., all of very .superior quality and beauty.

{|Z7= Persons favoring u.s with their orders shall have no cause to

complain 'f the quality of any articles sent them.

{Jg- Catalogues sent gratis, as usual, to post-payiug applicants.

N. B.—T., S , & H. have formed a partnership, under the firm

of TrioRF, Smith, Hanchett, & Co.. to take place in May next,

with .Mr. A. FAH^3T0CK, a skillful, practical, and iuteliigent nurse-
ryman and propagator, whowdl superintend the management of
the Green-House department, which they design shall constitute,

henceforth, an important feature in their business By this ar-

rangement, they be -omo joint proprietors with him in the • Auguo-
ta'' Rose, an acquisition to the floral world which is destined to

create a marked sensation. It will be sent out in the Spring
of 1852. [4-2t1

Genesee Valley Nurseries,

BY A. FROST 6c CO.
SOUTH SOPHIA STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE proprietors of this establishment wish to call the attention
of Nurserymen. Fruit Growers and Amateurs to their present

stock which is partly embraced in the following :

Apple Trees IS?.^ cts. each. $15 per 100. Standard Pear Trees
2 years old. 40 cts. each. Dwarf do. do. on the Anjers Quince, 30
to 50 cts. each. Plum Trees. 50 cts each. Standard Cherry Trees
5 to S feet high, with fine heads, 35 cts. each. Standard Cherry
Trees, 3 to 5 feet, 30 cts each, or $25 per 100. Peach Trees* 2 yrs.

old. from bud. very thrifty, 123a cts. each, or $10 per 100.

All ot the above trees are worked with the choicest and newest
of their respective kinds, and are remarkably thrifty and well
grown Gooseberries, Raspberries, Strawberries, Currants, &c

,

all of [he newest, and the most of lately imported kinds.
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Plants, Stc, embi-acing all the rare

anil most ornameulal kinds.
Green-house and bedding plants in great variety, including a

large i»ud most splendid collection of double dahlias.

The above plants will be packed carefully aud left at any of the
Freight Oflices in the city, according to advice, without an extra
charge
Our new descriptive catalogue of the above fruits, and giving

a general description of the articles now under cultivation, is

ready f )r distribution, and will be mailed gratis to those that
apply post-paid-

(^S=- OfBc No. 47 Exchange street. [4-2t"|

h rult ami Ornamental Trees,

AT THE GENEVA NURSERY, N. Y.

THE I'roprietors of this establishment invite the attention o^
Plantrr.^ anil Dealers, to thoir very large and extensive col-

lection of Kruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Stc. These Nur-
series are very large, from 15 t« 20 acrss. The trees are large
h.andsome, and thrifty growth, raised on a cluy and gravel .soil.

It has been the study of the proprietors, for many years in the bu-
siness, to select only those varieties worthy of cultivation, and
universally approved ; and from the extensive patronage they
have received, believe they have given complete satisfaction.

We h.avc, also, a large collection of Strawberry Plants, of all the
new and choice varieties

; also. Hedge Plants. Buckthora. Erglish
Thorn Seedliufjs of Cherry, Pear, and Horse-Chestnuts.

50,000 European Mountain Ash. of one year's growth of uncom-
mon size. -t^lO per lOCO.

Scions furnished of all the new and rare varieties.

All orders promp ly attended to. aud Trees carefully packed fjr
transporiatioQ.

'

\V. T. & E. SMITH.
Geneva, N. V'., March, 1851. [4-lt*)

Tlie Old Rocliester Nursery
CONTAINStheusualStock of Trees and Shrubs, Ornamental

and Utilitarian. The entire satisifaction which orch.nrds have
given where the selections hiive, been left to th" proprietor, sup'-r-

c.des the necessity of a lengthy advertisement Catalogues gr,T is

Orders solicited, and Treej properly packed for all parts of the
continent. SAMUEL MOULSON,

39 Front Street, Rochester.

HIGHLAND NURSERIES, NE^VBURGH, N. Y.

A SAUL & CO., beg leave to cnXX the attention of Dealers and
. Planters of Trees, and the. public in general, to their very

large and complete stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,
AVhich they offer for sale the coming spring. The Trees of their
Nurseries are all grown on the premises and propagated under
the immediate supervision of Mr. Saul, whose long connection
with this establishment, is some guarantee for the accuracy of
the stock now offered for sale. It consists in pirt of over—
20 000 Pear Trees. 5 to 8 feet high, and embracing all the lead-

ing standard varieties, as well as those recently introduced, of
merit, either of American or Foreign origin

'

20.000 Apple Trees of extra size, 8 to 10 and 12 feet high, inclu-
ding every variety worthy of cultivation.

10,000 Plum Trees. 5 to 8 feet, of every known kind of reputa-
tion, as well as all the novelties of recent introduction.

10.000 Cherry Trees, 6 to 8 feet and over, among which may be
found all the desirable and choice varieties.
A large stock of handsome Peach, Apricot, Nectarine and

Quince, in every variety.

Also, Gr-ape Vines (native and foreign,^ Raspberries. Goose-
berries and Currents, and Strawberry plants, of all the most ap-
proved kinds, as well as excellent roots, such as Asparagus, Rhu-
barb. Sea Kale. &c , Sec.

Pear ou Quince, Cherry on Mahaleb, and Apple on Paradise
stocks- tor Pyramids or Dwarfs for garden culture, and embraces
all the kinds that succeed on these stocks.

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN ORNAMENTAL TREES
AND SHRUBS.

Embracing all the known kinds suitable for street planting of
extra size ; also, ihe more rare, and select, as well as all the well
known kinds suitable for Arboretums, Lawn and and Door- Yard
planting, &.C.. including Weeping Trees. Vines, Garden and
Climbing Roses in great variety. Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid
China, Hybrid Bourbons, Hybrid Damasks, Hybrid Provence, and
Bourbon, Tea, Chi-ia, and Noisette, and Prairie and other Climb-
ing Roses.

.\ large quantity of Arbor Vitae for Serenes, Bnrkthorn, Osage,
Orange and other hedge plants.
The above will be sold on as liberal terms as similar stock can

be purchased elsewhere.—For further particulars see catalogues,
a new edition of which is just issued, and will be forwarded to all
Posf-Pa/ii applicants by mail. A liberal discount will be made to
persons who buy to sell again, aud extensive planters on their
own account.

P. S. — Frieght paid to New York.
NewbuTiih, March 1st 1851. [3-2t]

AUiiurn Nursery.

THE proprietor has now ready for s.tle Ten Thousand Apple
Trees. 4 and 5 years old. from 7 to 9 'eet high, comprising all

the leading standard varieties, propagated by himsslf and warrant-
ed genuine.

Also, a good assortment of Pears on their own roots, and on
Quince for Dwarfs

;
andCherries. Peaches, Apricots, Gooseberries,

Currants, Raspberries, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c. &c.
Also a qujinlity of Buckthorn for hedges.

All of thn above articles can be furnished of good quality, and
as reasonable as at any Nursery in the State.
Catalogues sent to all post-paid applicants.

S. S. GRAVES.
Auburn, N. Y , March. 1851. [4-2t*J

Monroe Nursery.

T^HE subscriber deems it almost superfluous to publish an ad-
vertisement at this time, from the faot that his Nursery is

80 universally known
;
yet he would beg leave to say to his friends

and the publie, that his experience as a Nurseryman of eight
years is certainly some gui>.ranty that the articles purchased of
him would be correct and adapted to modern cultivation. Of
the different fruits, he only cultivates a few varieties, such as has
been proved and acknowledged to be the best.

He has a good stock of Apple, Pear, Peach, Apricot, Grape,
Shrubs, Tuberous. Bulbous and green house plants at reduced
prices. Dahlias also ol latest varieties.

Greece. March 1. 1851. [3-3t.J CHAS POWIS.

Penficltl Nursery.

THE subscribers offer for jale at their Nursery, in the village

of I'enfield. a very extensive assortment of unusually iargs
and thrifty Fruit Trees of the most approved varieties, some of

extra size, from 8 to 12 feet high, aud from 3 to 5 years growth,
for Orchard culture, at 'flG per loO. Persons wanting Trees to sell

again, will be liberally de.lt with.
HENRY FELLOWS & SONS.

Peufield, N . Y.. March. 1851
.

(4^U1

Corn Shellers.

ANEW article, only one foot in diameter, the latest improve-
ment. Priee only %'i 00. It can be seen in operation at the

Seed Stores of .J. IIAPALJE & CO.. and J. P. FOGG & BRO-
THER. No. 20 Buffalo street. Rochester, opposite the Arcade.

.\pri l. 1851.

Field Peas.

/^nA BUSHELS Early Canada and Marrowfat Peas. free from
0\J\J bugs, for sale by J. P. FOGG & BROTH^:R,

April, 1851. 29 Buffalo street, Rochester.

I
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A New Work on Friiit.

CHARLKS SCRIBNER (late Baker & Scribner) has in press,

and will pub'ish early in April,

'• T n K FRUIT GARDEN ,»

A Treatise intended to illustrate and explain the 'i neory and

Practice of all operalions connected with the Propa?:ation. Tr.in?-

pl ntint:. Pruoinij and Training of Orchard and (iardeu Trees, as

Standards, Dwarfs. Pyramils, Esp.iliers. 8tc., the Laying out and

arranging different kinds of Orchards and Gardi-ns, the Selection

of Suitable Varieties fir diffiTeiit purposes and localilie.s. Gather-

ing and Crfseriing Fruits, Treatment of Diseases. Destruc-liou of

lu'iicts. Description and Uses of Implements. &.C., llusfraled wi A

upwards o/ One. Hundred and Fijiy J-'i^ res, representing the Dif-

ferent Parts of Trees. I'raotical Opera.iong nod 8 'f 1 raining, De-

signs for I'Jantations, Implements, (Sic. »5y I' Bakiiv, of the Mount
Hope iVurseries. Rochester, N. V. 1 vol. 12 mo.

9U,«MART OF COtTKNFS.

Part I. Describes the different parts of Frnit Trees-Roots,

Stems, Branches, L,eaTe.«, Blo.ssoms and Fruit ;
explains their dif-

fi-reut Characters, Fuuctious. and Practical Clas.-ifieations. U
treat s, aiKO nf Suils and \1 an ures. c,f ihe be.^t .M odes of Propagation.

and the General Principles and Practice of Pruning,

Thi^ Part is a new feature in Treatises of this kind, and is in-

tended to be the ground-woik of all the operations of culture.

Part M. Treat.* of the I'rojiag.itiou and .Management of Trees in

theNur-tery in detail, both Standards and Dwari.-<. beginning with

the Stocks and ending with taking up Ibo Trees, The various

kinds of Slocks, thiir particular Uses, &c., arc all correctly de-

scribed.

Part HI Treats of the Laying Out and Arrangements of diBi.r-

ent kinds of Orchards and Kiuit Gardens, the s- lection of Trees

Bn« of varieties. I'lantiiig. Pruning, and 1 raining of Standard^.

Dwarf, fyramids. and various other forms, in a manner calculated

to furnirh i'.iiput-tant inforuialioi much sought for at thij time.

p.' . . t; .ntain. Abridged Descriptions of all the best Fruits

r- »rii-estahli»h«d merit, with KeUetions fur various purposes and

localiti.-s and lists of new and pronii.iing varieties ;
also, a Chip-

tcr . n Diseases and Insects ; anothi r on Gathering and I'lc.MTr-

ing Frui'.s. and one on the more ioiportant linpl-mints u.sed in

Vt\iit Cnlture. CH.AKLKS SCKlB.VH.R,

No. 36 Park Row. and 14o Nassau St., New Vork.

April. 18.il.

Clover and Timothy Seed.

QnCi BUSHELS Clover; 2,'.0 bushes Timothy, warranted free

OUU from f.jul see la. t or sale at the Rocl.ualer Seed btore.

No .9 Bullalo street, by
April, )801. J. P. FOOO & BROTHER.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, die.

THi^ subscribers solicit the attention of Nurserymen, Orchard-

Ists, and Amateurs, to their present large and fine Stock of

Nursery articles.

Standard Fruit .Trees, for Orchards, thrifty, well grown, and

handsome, of all the best varieties.

Dwarf Trees, for Gardens, the largest Stock in the country and

the most complete. Many thousand i^ear Trees, of bearing age,

can be furnished.
Cherry Currant—ihe largest variety known. Upward^ of 1000

plantJ on hand.
English Gooseberries—2000 strong plants of the best sorts.

Large Fruiltd Monthly Raspberry, that gives a crop of fine fruit

in the Autumn.
Strawberriis—M the best sorts.

Orninnental Shade Trees, ot good size for Streets, Parks, &c,—
large and w«U grown.

Choice Trees and Shrubs (or lawns and pleasure grounds, inclu-

din<< all the finest, new, and rare articles recently introduced.

JIardy F.vergreen Trees— Normiy Spruce and Balsam Fir of

small size in large quantities, and a moderate supply of large ones
;

besides nearly Fifly New and Rare Evergreens, including Deo-

dars. Cedar of Lebanon, Chili Pine, Crypto.u.ria or Japan Cedar,

Himalayan Spruce. &c , &c.

Roses. Pa:o).ies. Phloxes, ^-c—a large and comp tte collection,

including the finest novelties.
. , ,. ..,. ^ i.

i)rtA/iaJ—upwards of 100 select varieties, including the finest

English prize flowers of 1849 and 1850.

Border P/ant*.for bedding oul. such as Phloxes, Verbenas, He-

liotropes, Salvias, Cupheas, Scarlet Geraniums, Plumbagos or Te-

comas. &c., &c , can be supplied in quantities at very low prices.

The following Catalogues, giving full information as regards

terms, prices, &c., will be sent gratis to all who apply by post-paid

letters, or at the office

1st. A general descriptive Catalogue
_

•.id. A wholesale Catalogue, for those who purohaee extensively.

3d. A Catalogue of select Green House Plants.

4th. A special Catalogue of Dahli.as and Bedding Plants, for

1851
^ ELLWANGER & BARRY,

Mount Hope Garden and Nurseries.

Rochester. N. Y . .April, 1801.^
ROCHESTER

SEED STORE
A.ND

Agi'iciUtiiral

WARE-HOUSE
1 EMOVED

Fr.O>l FRONT STREEl' TO

Ko. '.iH Buffalo Street,

OPPOSITE THE
ARCADE.

A L.VhGE VARIKTY OF
SEEDS.

FARMING TOOLS
OF F.VFRT

DESCRIPTION
J. P. FOGG & BUOTHER,

April, 18 >1.

CaliforiiKt Flow er. Shrub and Tree Seed«.

rpHE su'ijcribers lave just received from the hands of the col-

L bctor marly ijn varieiirs of the above, all fre<h and in good

c >n(lition. No o'thr country in the world, with a temperate cli-

mitc. presents such sii army of floral beauties as do the western

.sbipcs of the Nevada Hills, where the present collection was made,

and it is believed, that as regards uoveltj and beauty, no previous

e cctioa has <"xceedcd the one now offered.

The Seeds are put up in neat small packages of 4i varieties,

I rice *2 SO each, with descriptive catalogues, and can he sent to

ny part of the United States or Europe, by mail if desired.
' '^

J M. THORBURN &C0.
Apr;i 1851. 15 John Street. New York.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
VOLUME Xn, FOR 1851.

Finy Cents a Year, la Advance.

Five Copies (or $-i ; KigUi Coiics for $:), and any larger

iiiiinlicr nt iho .same r.ilc.

O" All siihscriptions to rommrncc witli Die year, and

the eniire vjlutnc supplieJ lo till ,sub!?(^rihprs.

(SI- P»5T-\i*9TKR«, AoKNis. aud all friends of improvement, aro

resivctfuUy s elicited U. obtain and forward subscriptions.

Sub,ciiptio:i m,)u.y. if properly enclosed, may be gent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIEL LEE,
December, 1850^

Rochesltr. New Vork

iri.REOTTrKD BT J. W. BROWW, BOCHF.STEB, It. T.
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Agricnlture is the most Hezdthy and Honorable, as it is the most Natural and Useful pursuit of Man.

VOL. XII. ROCHESTER, N. Y.— MAY, 1851. iNO. 5.

THE PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE
DURING THE LAST EIGHT TEARS.

The above is the title of an extended and valuable

essay by P. H. Pusey, M. P., editor of the Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society, which appears in

the last volume of that excellent work. The eight

years immediately preceding the commencement of

the last half of the i9th century, will long be remem-
bered for the new impulse given to agricultural im-

provements in the most civilized and best-informed

nations of Europe and America. It is within the

period named, that farmers in Englanc', and in this

country have fairly comprehended the fact that agri-

culture is a science more varied and comprehensive
than almost any other in the whole range of human
knowledge. The successful study of its numerou-
phenomena and practical truths, is the work of a life-

time. Hitherto very little progress has been mad -

in any country from the want of cordial co-operation

for the advancement of knowledge between practical

and scientific men. Mr. Pusey thus alludes to the

labors of Baron Liebig ; "That eminent philosopher

prepared and sold under a pa ent, manure containing

the mineral ingredients so prepared as to be slowly

soluble, and therefore to supply to wheat what was
wanted, when it was wanted. Ammonia was omitted,

it was thought it would be supplied by the air. The
scientific manure was applied, but the wheat did not

mend." The mineral theory then eagerly adopted

was contained in the following axiom of Liebig :

—

"The crops in a field diminish or increase in exact

proportion to the diminution or inc^•ease of the min-

eral subsances conveyed to them in manure."

This doctrine received its death-blow from Mr.
Lawes' experiments at Rotbamstcad, in the follow-

ing manner :—Plants, it is well known, consist

chiefly of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon
;

the gas first named forming water by uniting with the

second, air with the third, and carbonic acid with

the fourth. These invisible gaseous bodies form

what are called the organic elements of plants, lint

when burnt, they all yield an incombustible ash,

which is called the inorganic, or mineral part of veg-

etables. Baron Liebig's theory was that the supply

of this earthy part of plants removed in crops was all

that the farmer need trouble himself about. To test

this chemical suggestion, Mr. Lawes tried sundry

experiments with the following results :—An unma-
nured field gave 16| bushels of wheat per acre.

—

One manured with 700 lbs. of superphosphate of lime.

(similar to burnt bones) yielded the same quantity.
Eight lots fertilized with various phosphates, also

gave 16g bushels per acre. The ash of 14 tons of
farm-yard manure gave but 16 bushels ; while an
equal quantity of manure gave 22. These four ex-
periments demonstrated tiiat on land devoid of mould
or organic elements, fertilizers containing such ele-

ments are indispensable. Hence, Baron Liebig's

theory that cereals can derive all their carbon and
nitrogen from the atmosphere is proved to be incor-

rect. The subject, however, is far from being
exhausted ; for the question still remains to be de-

cided how far carbon may be dispensed with in ma-
nure as in guano, and by what means ammonia or

nitric acid can be most economically added to a soil

in which one or b th of these fertilizers are lacking.

Ashes (done, whether of forest trees, crops, or good
manure, will not sufBce to give a fair yield of wheat
on exhnusled land. Upon land not exhausted, but

abounding in rich soluble mould, the effect of wood
ashes is very beneficial to wheat. When Mr.
Lawks applied various salts to the amount of 619
lbs. to supply the mineral elements of a crop of

wheat on exhausted land, without benefit, by the addi-

tion of 156 lbs. of rape seed cake, (nitrogenous mat-
ter,) the crop was increased from 16 to 22| bushels per

acre. In another experiment, 646 lbs. of mineral

salts aided by 80 of sulphate of ammonia, the crop was
raised from 16 to 26| bushels. This result is the

more noticeable from the fact, that no carbon, (coal,)

was added to the soil in the manure ; while the sup-

ply of nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, potash, magne-
sia, chlorine, fee, was abundant.

The scientific reader will not fail tov/eigh the fact

that 80 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia increased a crop

of wheat from 16 to 26 J bushels, while 14 tons of

barn-yard manure increased it only to 22 bushels.

Mr. Lawes and Mr. Pusey ascribe this remarkable

gain to the available nitrogen in the ammonia ; but

we think that the sulphur in the fertilizer contributed

to the result. Mr. Pusey says " upon these experi-

ments rests the now established doctrine that nitro-

gen is what white crops require. And it may gen-

erally be assumed for practical purposes, that if

ammonia be supplied to wheat, it will find the min-

eral ingredients for itself, either in the soil or in past

or present dressings." This is doubtless true, espec-

iallv on highly manured land in England.

Mr. Lawks' experiments on turnips are more

complicated, and as the culture of this renovating crop

is li'itle practiced in this country, we shall pass on to
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the next topic under review. Suffice it to say that

carbonaceous manures, lilve the solid excrements of

animals, and phosphates, do better for turnips, com-
paratively speakinfj, than ammonia, which operates

so favorably on wheat. Mr. Pusky says : "I am in-

clined to suspect that carbon has a much more active

principle than we suppose, even in small quantities."

The fertilizing power of oil is ascribed to tliis ele-

ment ; as is also that of pulverized bituminous coal.

Water charged with carbonic acid lias been found

very useful in nourishing plants. "At present,"

says Mr. P., " we can only say that the three leading

principles of manure are

—

1, AiMMOiNIA
;

2, Phosphorus ; and probably

3, Carbo.n."

To the above we should add sulphur and potash.

The author discusses the subject of nmmonia,
phosphorus, and carbon, at considerable lengch, and

gives due credit to Baron Likbig for being the first

to suggest the use of sulphuric acid to dissolve bones
for agricultural purposes. In this country tlie cost

of this acid (oil of vitriol) is sue!) as to forbid its

general use. It is cheaper to boil bones to powder
in lye, than to buy acid to dissolve them. If all the

ammonia wasted in cities were saved, it would adJ
immensely to the grain crops of the United tStatf^s.

The power cf gypsum to "fix" ammonia is dis-

cussed at length. Until it is dissoved it is valunless

to form the iiivolatile salt called sulphate of ammonia.
Thus, the oil of vitriol, combined with lime to form
gypsum, or planter, can only leave the lime to unite

chemically with ammonia, after the two salts, (car-

bonate of ammonia, and sulphate of lim^,) arc

brought together in solution. Then the carb)nic

acid leaves the ammonia, and combines with the

lime ; while the sulphuric acid leaves the lime, an,i

unites with the ammonia. This is what is called

double decomposition. Dr. Sprengel recommend-
green vitriol (copperas or sulphate of iron) to fix

ammonia in urine tanks ; but its price is a seriou-

objection.

By the important discovery of Mr. Thompson.
substantiated by the experiments of Professor Way,
farmers in England are now using dry clay to deo-
dorize manure, by absorbing all its gases. Mr. PIox-
TABLE found that putrid urine and offensive s-e.ver

water, in passing through seven or eight inches of
loam, became pure as well as clear. Thus a deei;

loam is able to retain the manure committed to Tt,

until the future crop requires nourishment. It is the

present practice with the best English farmers t"

cover with the plow manure ab.)ut four inches deep :

and twelve inches of mellow soil should lie under it

to retain all its fertilizing elements. Loam alone
retains ammonia, i. c, a mixture of clay and pan I,

for pure sand permits this volatile, and very soluble
alkali, to escape readily.

In the matter of forming the fat, flesh, and milk of
domestic animals, Mr. P. does full justice to the
chemistry of physiology ; at least so far as Liebig,
Boussi>CAULT, PLAVFAin,and Paye.v are concerned,
lie has, however, overlooked the services of Mulder,
whose profound researches we regard as second in

impfjrtance to those of no other analyst in this depart-
ment ot chemical science. Our Sj)ace is too limited
for the discussion of physiology in this connection.
At another time we will endeavor to give our ro ulcrs
some idea of the present con lition of animal-and veg-
etable chemistry in its bearings on rural affairs.

On the subject of agricultural meteorology, an ex-
tract is made from Prof. Dove's Chart, to illustrate

by colored lines the variations of cold and heat on the
surface of the earth, and how temoerature is modified
in England. Facts un<ler this head can have but
little interest out of the kingdom. If any of our rea-

ders desire to learn in which Slate of the Union the
most water fell in 1850, we can inform them that

Arkansas has the pre-eminence. In answer to let-

tors by the proprietor of this journal from the Patent
Office, many returns were received, and among others

one from 'Vrkansas slatinnf that 85 inches of rain

foil in the year 1850. We are collecting data on
this interesting subject and in due time our readers

shall have the benefit of the same.
This article is written on a frosty morning, in

Rochester, on the 12th of Airil, after wo have seen
green pe;iw in Snuth Carolina and corn and figs much
advanced in Georgia, this spring Tnc protracted

cold weather in northern S.ates is a great drawback
on the profits of agriculture ; and we are more than
ever impressed with the necessity of drainina; all wet
lields and places to warm the soil. Mr. Pusey has
ftome valuable remarks on draining, the substance of

which with some of our own, will appear in our next.

TOBACCO CULTURE.

The world is so given to the mastication of tobacco,

and to smoking and snuffing the vile weed, that its

production is just now one of the most profitable crops
grown in the United States. Young plants are

started very much like those of cabbage in small

beds ; often by burning brush to form ashes an 1 kill

all insects where the seed is sown. Tobacco needs
a rich soil to do well, and it is an exhausting crop.

The American Farmer, published in Baltimore, in

the heart of a tobacco-growing region, has given
^everal valuable essays on this subject. We copy
the following from that journal, which is written iiy

Mr. W. J. Blackinstone, a gentleman who has had
much experience in the production of tobacco, an I is

commended by the Farmer as "one of the best plant-

ers in Maryland":

"The first thing necessary to the successful culti-

vation of tobacco is early plants. I shall therefore

begin with the preparation of tobacco beds. I do
not know how the subject ciin be better treated of by
me, than by giving my own practical exi)erience.

I select a virgin soil with an exposure from the east,

south, to west. It is raked clean, it is then burned

over with brush or small wood, then hoed to the

depth of 3 or 4 inches, until the whole is reduced to

a tine tilth ; it is then laid oft" in ridges 4 feet wide
and raked with a fine rake, the space between the

ridges being the width of the ho?, the surface of the

ridges as nearly level as possible ; the ridges should

be north and south if the location will admit of it—

I

then apply one four ox load of most recently raised

stable manure to 400 square yards, vpjn llie siujacr,

;uid seed one table-spoonful of seed to 103 sq. yds.,

;iud then pat with the hoe. The manure is raised

thus : The ttables aie swcj-t clean of all seeJ.s, and

then \'\{iCT(n\witk wheat straw: the horses' long food

is wheat t-traw, their manger food, corn. It is ke])t

free from rain, an i sun, until used upon the beJ, and

then equally distributed over the surface with the

hand. Care sliojld be taken that no lumps .^huul i be

left on the bed, so as to prevent the seed from rL-ach-

ing the earth. No other covering should bo used, as

i
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the wheat straw in the manure is amply sufficient,

and the best covering it can have. I then apply

plaster at the rate of one bushel per acre, and when
securly fenced in, either with a rail or hedge fence,

the bed is completed. Brush should never be used as

a covering, as it certainly from my knowledge gained

by experience, retards the plants at least three weeks,

and moreover renders them more liable to be de-

stroyed by the fly, particularly when taken off. The
straw should not be removed at all. It is no injury

to the plants, on the contrary, a constant benefit. It

keeps off the frost, and is a great protection against

the fly. When the plants generally are up, I would
top dress with drawn ashes,* hen manure, and plaster,

mixed in the following proportions :— 1 bushel drawn
ashes, half a bushel of hen manure, 1 gallon of plas-

ter, which will be sufficient for 400 sq, yds., to be

repeated whenever washed off by the rain, unless the

plants should indicate from their growth the absence

of any necessity for further use. If the fly is bad,

the mixture should bo used whenever washed off, but

always applied when the plants are dry—about noon
is the best tin>e. If a long drouth should come on,

an occasional application of half the above compound,
say twice a week, is the best preventive against its

effects. Liquids should never be used except to pro-

mote the growth of plants in damp weather, and then

are not necessary if the above mixture is used, as it

will accelerate their growth as much as is desirable.

I omitted to state as indispensable, that the bed should

be ivell drained, and kept at all times free from
lueeds and grass. I have succeeded in raising plants

in the mode above indicated for twelve years, with-

out a failure. I work two farms, and one bed at

each, the size being regulated according to the pro-

posed crop, has been all that I have found it neces-

sary to prepare within that time. No bed has been

injured by the worm since I have adopted the above

plan ; before I have had them entirely destroyed

when the plants were fit to set out, when the manure
was incorporated with the soil. I would caution all

who may adopt these suggestions, not to rake the

bed after the manure is applied, as it will most cer-

tainly ruin it. Would any profit by the above, I

would remind them that personal attention is the best

security against failure.
" The Time and Mode of sowing the Seed.—

The time must depend in a great measure upon the

season ; if wet, the bed can not be properly prepared.

1 have had good beds which were sown the 10th of

January, and others as late as the 25th of March.
The first good weather in February, say, (if it hap-

pen on,) the 20th, I would prefer, but as the weather
is uncertain, the first opportunity that may offer be-

tween the middle of January and the last of March
should be embraced, and that the time may not find

us at fault, it would be well to have the brush or

wood hauled in place, ready lor use.
" I usually mix the seed with drawn ashes, a table

spoonful, (the quantity for 100 sq. yds.) to a half

gallon of ashes, and sow them with the hand, and that

they may be as equally distributed as possible, make
two sowings, one lengthwise, and the other crosswise

the bed.

"The maimer of protecting the young plants, as

well from frost as from insects, I have indicated

above in the application of stable manure with the

wheat straw, upon the surface before seeding ; it is

• " Drawn ashes" are leached ashes.

a.i effectual protection against frost, and a great secu-
rity against insects, and with the top dressing recom-
mended above, to wit : 1 bushel of drawn ashes, ^
bushel hen manure, 1 gallon of plaster, mixed to-
gether, and put on 400 sq. yds. and repeated as
often as circumstances may indicate, will prove as
efiectual a remedy against fly as can be devised.
Soot added, would be an improvement perhaps, say 1

gallon.

"I have no doubt guano would be an excellent Top
dressing put on when the plants are dry, say at the
rate of 100 lbs. to the acre, with plaster. I have
never used it for that purpose, and therefore do not
feel at liberty to do more than express an opinion of
the probable good effects it might produce.
The Period and Method of setting out Plants.—Much depends upon the care and attention bestow-

ed upon tlie bed as to the time when they will be fit

to plant. I have usually had them fit to plant by the
15th of May, sometimes by the 1st of May, and then
they require moist weather to transplant them, other-
wise many would perish. The usual season for plant-
ing is from the 15th of May to the 1st of July ; the
first is considered early planting, the latter late plant-
ing, and in danger of an early frost.

The Method. They are drawn from the bed by
the hand, and conveyed to the soil prepared for them,
where they are transplanted one in each hill, a hole
being made (by a planting stick, about 8 inches long,
and 1^ inches in diameter) to receive the roots which
are compressed by the hand with the surrounding
earth. If planted in hills, about 5 or 6 thousand to
the acre, if in drills, from 7 to 8 thousand, according
to the views of the planter ; the usual distance in hills
is 30 inches, in drills about 20 inches, by 30 inches
the wide way—I would prefer 36 inches. If it is

desired to make large tobacco, planting in hills at 3
feet distance each way is best ; if fine tobacco, closer
planting must be resorted to, either in hills or drills.

Much depends upon the locality, as to which is the
best mode of planting—there are various opinions—

I

have planted both ways this year. I plant in hills,

and I am satisfied with the crop, as it is as good as
any I ha<-.> seen;

" The soil best adapted to the growth of tobacco is

a light bright brittle soil—newly cleared land produ-
ces the finest and best tobacco, but the quantity is

usually less per acre, than upon land of similar tex-
ture well manured. Land intended for tobacco as for
all other cultivated crops, should be freed from water
by thorough draining. Wet land causes it to french,
as we call it, and renders it unfit for use. The leaves
present the appearance of being frozen, and cannot
be restored by any eflTorts again to healthfulness.

Lands gently undulating are best suited to its growth,
as they wash off any excess of moisture so injurious

to the plants. Of all the manures I have ever tried,

stable manure is to be preferred ; it causes a quick
growth, which is very desirable, if not absolutely ne-
cessary to the production of a good article. The
quantity of stable manure generally raised on a farm
being insufficient to manure a large field, the mixture
of virgin soil taken from the woods, headlands, and
ditches, with the stable manure, would much increase

the planter's available means of manuring his grounds,
and amply compensate him for the labor expended.
Ashes are a valuable and lasting manure, but in dry
seasons apt to fire the tobacco, unless plaster is used,

which keeps it green and makes it coarse."

(To be cunt'mued.)
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HOW TO MAKE VINEGAR.

^

I

Wk have several requests for information in mal<in<T

vinegar. We copy the following from the volume

of the Genesee Farmer for 1840 :

" Many people find it difficult to make good vine-

gar. When we moved to Wheatland, we found two
barrels partly full of old cider standing in the sun, in

tljc iiope, on the part of the owner, tliat the cider

would become acetic acid. A few grapes, and we
believe some yeast, had been put into the barrels, but

still the transformation would not take place. Ry the

following process good vinegar was made in two or

three days, and with closer attention might have

been made in 36 hours :

One barrel was set up on end, the hoops started

and the upper head taken out. The cider had been

taken out below the middle of the barrel, so that the

bung could be open to admit the air. Several small

sticks were set on end in the barrel, on the upper ex-

tremeties of which pieces of shingle rested just above

the surface of the cider. On these strips of shingle

was placed a quantity of clean pine shavings, which
happened to be at hand. With these the barrel wa^
loosely filled. A pailful or two of the cider was
drawn by tapping the barrel near the lower heal, an 1

warmed to blood heat, and made to trickle down over

the whole surface of the shavings into the cider below.

After this, sufficient heat was generated by the active

chemical action, or acetous fermentation that follow-

ed, to keep the shavings at 98 °, or thereabouts. So
soon as the cider began to turn sour, a part of it was
made to trickle dow a piece of old carpet like an un-

twisted rope, into the bung-hole of the other barrel

of cider. This barrel was tapped, and the cider

drawn and poured over the shavings, and also con-

verted into good vinegar.

The rationale of making alcohol into acetic acid is

this :

The alcohol found in cider, wine, beer, fermented
milk, whiskey. Sic, is made of elements contained in

Bugar and starch, which are elaborated by living

plants in their fruit, like apples and grapes; and in

seeds, as in corn, rye and barley. Starch and sugar
are composed of elements precisely alike in charac-

ter and quantity, viz : 12 parts of carbon, 10 of oxy-
gen, and 10 of hydrogen. Before alcohol is formed
of these elements, they combine with 2 atoms more
of oxygen and hydorgen, and make grape sugar.—
The formula of which is, 12 carbon, 12 oxygen, and
12 hydrogen. The formula of alcohol is 4 carbon, G

hydrogen, and 2 oxygen. To make two atoms of al-

cohol will require 8 carbon, 12 hydrogen, and 4 oxy-
gen. As one atom of grape sugar has 12 carbon, 12

hydrogen, and 12 oxygen, it is obvious that 8 parts of

oxygen and 4 of carbon will be left from an atom of

grape sugar after 2 atoms of alcohol have been form-

ed. Now in making an atom of carbonic acid, oxy-
gen combines with carbon in the ratio of 2 parts of

oxygen to 1 of carbon, or 8 of O. to 4 of C. Hence
we see ir/tj/ it is that in all vinous fermentation,

whether in the domestic brewing of small beer, rais-

ing bread, or in making ale or whiskey in large estab-

lishments, fixed air, or carbonic acid gas, is generated.
To understand the transformation of alcohol in

cider, beer, whiskey, or brandy, into vin?gar, the
unlearned reader will note the following facts: The
composition of alcohol is 4 carbon, 6 hydrogen, and
2 oxygen. That of pure vinegar—aniiydrous acetic

acid— is 4 carbon, 6 hydrogen, and 3 oxygen. Wa-

ter is composed of an atom of oxygen united with an
atom of hydrogen, althouijh the atom of oxygen is 8
times heavier than that of hydrogen. If 4 atoms of

oxygen (wliich exists in tiio atmosphere) combine
with 1 of alcohol, the composition of the latter will

stand 4 C, 6 H., and 6 0.* Tliree atoms of the ox-
ygen thus derived from the air unite wilii 3 atoms of

the hydrogen in alcohol to form 3 atoms of water,

which leaves 4 carbon, 3 hydrogen, and 3 oxygen, or

an atom of pure vinegar, diluted in 3 atoms of water.

We omit to state the process of forming what
chemists term aldehyd, intermediate between alcohol

and acetic acid, as unimportant to the practical far-

mer. Practically, it is seen that to convert alcohol

into vinegar, we have only to o.vidize the alcoliol.

—

This is done by exposing alcohol to the chemical ac-

tion of the atmosphere, by spreading it over an im-
mense surface of thin coiled up shavings for a short

time. Warmth favors the chemical change. B'lt

when cider is confined from the air in a light

barrel, except with an open bung hole, and perhaps
the neck of an inverted bottle in that, it may take

three or four months to change it into vinegar. Every
body knows that a high heat is generated when alco-

hol is burnt in a spirit lamp. This is owing to the

formation of water by the chemical union of oxygen
in the air with the 6 parts of hydrogen in 1 of alco-

hol. For the same reason heat is evolved in the sha-

vings in a cider barrel when the alcohol in cider is

transformed into acetic acid."

*C. stands f >r carbon. H. for hydrogen, and O. for oxygen.

EXPERIENCE IN THG USE OF PLASTER.

Mkssrs. Editors:— I send you my short experience

in the use of plaster and clover. I purchased my
farm in .Tune, 1847, it being what is called hard run.

Being engaged in other business, I let it out to the

neighbors, to be cropped. The ground that I had
sowed with wheat was broken up in June, and cross

plowed before sowing, and put in well. The next
spring, (1848,) I sowed clover, four quarts to the

acre. When the clover came up, I sowed plaster,

30 lbs. to the acre. The wheat was gathered and
threshed, and the yield was only 6^ bushels por acre,

weighing 58 lbs. to the bushel. The clover grew
up after harvest, and went to seed. I could have
gathered, I think, at least two bushels of seed to the

acre ; but not having time to attend to it, I let it all

rot on the ground. The next spring, 1849, I sowed
it with plaster again, 30 lbs. to the acre. The clover

grew up knee high. I plowed it down in June, cross

plowed it on the first day of September, and sowed
on the twelfth. Last harvest (1850) the yield was

33 J bu.shcls of wheat per acre, weighing 62 lbs. to

the bushel. Before plowing, I pastured the clover

enough to pay for the clover seed and plaster, and

the sowing of the same : so it leaves me a gain, in

favor of clover and plaster, of 27 bu-.hels to the acre.

This may not be called an experiment. It is true

1850 wa.s a better year for wheat than 1848, where

the land was in good condition ; but where it was

poor, the wheat dried up befurc it filled. A neigli-

bor, not forty miles from Iiere, had a piece of land in

about as gool condition as m no was in 1817. It

yielded (taking his own words for it) 30 bushids on

5 J acres— not quite six bushels to the acre, and a

poor article at that. After this, no one need say

that he is too por)r to buy clover seed and plaster.

C. W.—Bri,njicld, O., 1851.
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CJIonCienBCi) €orrc0ponlicnce.

Such a mass of matter has accumulated on our hands
of late, mostly communications from practical fartn-

ers, that we are compelled to condense them or leave

the greater part unpublished. Some of these it is

necessary that we should give the present month, to

be of any advantage the present season. We have,

therefore, concluded to give a few pages in a con-

densed form, retaining, however, all the material

statements.

PROPER TIME FOR FELLING TIMBER, &c.

.Messrs. Eeitoks :—Having for the past two years been a
reader of your vahiable paper, I consider myself under obliga-

tions to its Editors and Contributors for the pains taken to

please, as well as to instruct its patrons in the various depart-
ments of our useful occupation. And. notwithstanding much
ability and practical knowledge are displayed by most of its

coniriliutors, it is to bo expected that all of them have some-
thing yet to learn, and are liable to be mistaken in vvhat they
feel well assured they perfectly understand.

In perusing the pages of the Farmer, I sometimes find

what is not in accordance with my views ; and. as truth is

frequently elicited by compuring diseordant opiniiiis, and
weighing asiigned reasons, I have concluded, as brietfy as
possible, to notice a few subjects upon which I, or some
others, want a littlo more ligiit ; and. perhaps, ask a few
questions, and impart my raito of information, for tlie benefit

of our great fraternity
;
provided, of course, the editors think

my contribution worthy the room it would occupy.
First, I would advert to an extract from a letter on the

proper time of felling timber, and the editorial remarks there-

on, on page 11, of the current volume. If there is so great
a difference in the durability of timber, cut in different sea-

sons of the year, as the writer feels confident of, certainly it

is a matter of importance to us to know it, and ts know
when IS the right time ; neither would we object to knowing
the reasons therefor, as it might be well worth while to put
by some of our ordinary business, urgent as it is. at the sea-

son proposed by the writer, if thereby we might save half
the expense of fencing our farms.

When I was a boy, some thirty years ago, I was taught
to cut bushes, for the purpose of killing them, just after they
had completed their annual growth ; the reason assigned
was, the roots were exhausted by f.irnishing the material for

their growth, and the sap that was necessary to enable them
to withstand the effects of winter, was not returned to thoui

bul was still in the trunks and branches. Our late friend

and devotee of agricultural iinprovoinent, Jessk l?i;i;i,, wise
as he w.is, entertained a theory as absurd as the aliove, tlial

is, that the sap is in the alSiurniim or sap-wood in summer,
and in the heart-wood in winter. Now provided the pres

enco of sap. witiioiit reference to its condition, be the cause
of the speedy decay of ti;nber, then, of cour.se. it vvo;dJ be
best, if tlie sap occ jpies the roots in winter and the trunk
and brandies in sunnncr, to cut timber of all kinds;, and for

all purposi's, in the f )rmer season ; but if the sap fills alter-

nately the pores of the he.irt and sap-wood, then cut in sum-
mer, especially large timber, which is mostly heart-wood.
But both of tbe above no'.ions are, in my opinion, but no-
tions, and without any foundation in truth. 1 concur in the
remark of the editor, that " the proportion of sap or water in a

green tree, varies but little in different seasons of the year, as

compared vi'ith its dry matter." 'I'lie condition of the sap
at the time of felling timber, must tiien. in my opinion, be
looked to as affecting its durability ; and ihe relative strength

of sticks that have been cut at different times, I would attri-

bute to another cause than that of their cells being stored

with starch and albumen. If timber is cut before the insol-

uble starch and albumen are, by the vital energies of the

tree, converted into soluble sugar, gum, &c., the sap or wa-
ter is evaporated, and' no fermentation effected ; but if the
tree is felled when its pores are filled with a solution of su-

gar, dextrine, and gum, as soon as the vital action is suspen-
ded, a play of chemical affinities commences, and a rapid

decomposition, not only of the substances held in solution,

but p;irti:illy of the woody filircs of tiie aibnrnum. iscffected.

and a consequent weakening of its cohesive property. But
after all, is the evil so great as is imagined ? Undoubtedly
it is in a sapling of suitable size for a lever. But the ques-
ion I propose for solution is, whether the heartwood is at all

affected by the condition of the sap? whether there is any
circulation of sap going on in its pores ? whether vitality in
it is not extinct, and it serves only as a support to the won-
derfully organized .structure and vital operations by which
it is envelopiMl, wailing the summons of the woodman's axe
to appropriate it to his use at any season that may best suit
his convenience.
On page 41) of the same volume of the Farmer, I notice a

communication from a person who, it seems to me, is not
quite so competent to answer the enquiries of those who ask
for information on the best mode of destroying, or resiriciing
to prescribed limits, that pest of our farms, the Snapdrason,
(Lmaria Anlirrhiuum) as though he had been better acq u'a'in-
ted with its habits, for, from his observations, we would in-
fer that he has once passed through a district infested with
it, and has cultivated it in a flower border, but not long
enough to know that it is a pcrrennial instead of an annual.
We, who have been fighting it some twenty years, with the
vain hope of its final extermination, do not feel disposed to
set onl- brother fanners to digging with a hoe, but I would
recommend the use of salt, where it appears in isolated
patches: and would all the farmers in a neighborhood not
much infested with it, unite in a war of externiination it

might be kept from Sjirtading, except by its gradual en-
croachment from districts alre.uiy overrun

; but o'li- farmers
arc not all c.iref il, and if it is suffered to take quiet posses-
sion of one farm, the owners of those adjoining may
n.'arly as well give up, for ihe light seeds are driven by tiie
winds on the crusted snow from field to lield, and every root
broken by the jdow is sure to produce a progeny of tiny
plants, in which case the farmers only alternaliVe fs. to ma-
nure well and smutlicr it with a luxurious growth of grass or
grain. In hue I crops it is not to be dreaded, neither'^does it
nourish m good meadows, or fields well cultivated vviih grain,
but in poor pastures it seems to find a congenial home, and
gr.ass and weeds of every (dass yield it undisputed posses-
sion

;
but even then, a good coat of manure, and plowiiif^

and seeding with a liberal hand will prove effectual. This
may seem like giving up to an enemy too easily, nut from
long observation and experience, I am persuaded that it

would be time and labor thrown away to tfy to destroy
snapdragon by digging, after it had spread to any considera-
ble extent.

I will not at this time comment upon any other subject
but as the sea.son fn- gardening is approaching. I will com-
municate a little item of information, that ma.v^be of service
10 some who are fond of Lima Beans, but find it difficult to
grow them. 1 have f )und the most difiiculty in their coinini>-
up, and the reason is obvious emmgh too. when once thouglu
of; they are so large and Hat, ihatwtien thrown down in the
usual way they fall on the side, and when sv»ollcn by the
moisture, their circumference is so much increased that the
.stem has not sufficient sirengih to raise or displace the super-
incumbent earth, consequently it curls around in the soil
and finally dies. i\ly Limas," planted in the usual way,
never half came up, but slick them in carefully with the
heart, or point whence the root issues, downwards, and all
that are good will come up.

And lastly, although it is not the season for gathering pears,
yet while I am wri;i:ig and think of it. I would like to be
inibrmed of the bsst mode of saving winter pears, as I com-
pletely filled last winter by wrapping some separately in
paper, and keeping them in a dry room." iMy pears were the
iSV. Germain. The trees were procured from A. J. Downing,
b.itare identical, both tree and fruit, with the Co Imar d'
[liver

^ from New Bedford, Mass. Are the two variejties
nearly alike? My pears withered and were utterly worth-
less. S, \l.—Plattskill, N. Y.

NATURAL AND CULTIVATED GRASSES.

A Young Farmer, of Wolcot, N. Y., in the December num-
ber of the Farmer, .isks your advice about manuring

—

whether to plow it in deep or lay it on the surface. He then
goes on to speak of wild Juno grass as of something inferior
to artificial grasses. This I think entirely a mistake. I am
sure I am much within the limits that truth would permit me
to take, when I say that 75 ver cent of all the English but-
ter that supplies the London market, is made frorn natural
grass in the summer and from hay of the same material in
winter. Now, I apprehend that about Christmas the Lon-
doners would be very much puzzled to say on whi'jh side
their bread was buttered, if English hay, made of natural
grass, was as vvorthless for butter making purposes, as timo-
thy hay is known to be. It must be borne in mind, too, that
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slopping and feeding grain to railiting cows, is a practice un-
known to butter makers there, and that there is nearly ns

much butter made in the winter as in the summer. I will

just add, in corri)boration of t!ie opinion of the writer's father,

that many English agricultu'dsls believe that grass land, if

generally pastured, will goon to improve for half a century.
While you are at the World's Fair, go down to the v.de of

Aylesbury. There you may see several thousand acres of

the richest grass land in the world, that has been undisturbed
by the plow since the days of the Tudors, and much of it

docs not show the slightest trace of ever having been culii-

vated ; and, though called a vale, the land is as rolling as

much of Western New York. I am clearly of the opinion

that there is a great many acres of land in this country, tliat

would, if it had been cleared olf without plowing and left for

permanent pasturage, at this day have been much more val-

uable than it now is or can be for many years to come.
J. G.— Wayne, Sleub. Co., N. Y.

We certainly iliink our correspondent mistaken when he

says that " seventy-five per cent, of all the English butter

that supplies the London market is made from natural grass."

This may be true of butter from certain sections. Kye-grass.

orchard-grass, or coeksf>ot, and other varieties of grass are

cultivated extensively, as well as clover. V'etshes, or tares,

lucern, sanfoin. tSoc., are raised in almost all parts of the

country for soiling. Hay, in England, i^f cured with much
care and labor, and placed in very neat stacks, from which

it is cut,- by a knife, in square "trusses," weighing about

fifiy-six pounds. We never noticed that English tiay was
superior in any way to American. We rather think the but-

ler is more indebted to the care of the dairy maid for its good

quality, than to any virtues in the hay or grass. Although

good butter is always to be found in England, by paying the

highest price, yet the traveller will have no difficulty in find-

ing that which is inferior at a cheaper rate.

The propriety of laying down lands to permanenC pastures

has been much discussed in England, and this course is more
generally adopted, but in Scotland very little land which is

capable of being brought under the plow is kept in perma-

nent grass. But, in England these permanent meadows are

not left unmanured and uncared for, as our correspondent

would lead us to suppose. We have seen farmers in Eng-
land manuring their meadows with liiinid mmurefroma cart

such as is used in watering the streets of our cities. In other

cases meadjws in England receive a thorough top-dressing

of well-rottej in mure. Tha scarilier, or harrow, is then

used, scratrhin:^ the surface, and pannitting the manure to

penetrate t'> tlio roJts. Kiier the scirilicr, we have .seen

large biin(A<'s of thorns and brambles drawn across the field,

to aid in in^^'^rporaiing the rnxmire with the soil. No won-
der that land in grass, thus treated, constantly improves,
ytatements of the practice of English agriculturists, unless

very explicit, are apt to mislead.

DLSK.AStS OF CATTLE.
HoRi» DiSTEMPKR.—Farmers are generally aware of the fact
that cattle once attacked with the horn distemper are subject
to similar attacks every succeeding winter or spring. I have
fourtd by experience, that a dose of soot and salt given occa-
sionally, with a little spirits of turpentine between the horns,
will prevent an attack.

Black Ekg.—Many calves are lost every year by this dis-

ease. It is generally believed to be caused by change of feed
in the spring. I have kept a large number of calves for sev-
eral winters past, and have never had one nffected by thi<
disease. I raise a large quantity of roots, (principally sugar
beet) and feed them during the winter to my young stock
The change in the spring is not so great as though they had
been kept on dry feed during the winter, and I think calves
fed partly on roots during the winter will not be troubled
with I. lack leg.

Many of our cows have been attacked with a disease soon
after calving. For a short lime ihey appear well, but soon
«rc taken with an infianiuiatory disease, (I suppose.) and
most thus ntlarked die, unlnss "helped specifily. 'I'lie licst
femedy we hove fnind. is a lablp-spooriful of saltpetre, dis-
solved in a pint of whiskey. This remedy is quite success-
f"J- U. I).

POTATO CULTURE.
Eds. Genesee Earner :—Many years since I discovered
that new potatoes invariably set above the tubers, or seed
planted, and in accordance with my knowledge of that fact,

I commenced planting the potatoes as deep in the ground as
I ever designed they should bo at any lime during the sea-
son of cultivation. The practice has thus far fully answered
my expectations. I have for the past ten years invariably
raised very good crops of fair sized potatoes, while many of
my neighbors, tilling the same kind of soil, who have pur-
sued the old method of hilling and tillage, have had lighter
yields and smaller and inferior potatoes. 1 have found that
the seasons of severe drouth have not as seriously alfocied
my crops as those of others. I prepare the land for potatoes
the same as for corn. I plant in hills three feet apart, and
usually with a spade dig as deep as the ground has been
plowed, and. if a sod, I cut through it. The tops are longer
in coming out of the ground, but as soon as out, I pass
through the rows with a cultivator, and with a hoe clean
the hills. When hoed, I put the same composition in the
hills that I use fjr corn, which greatly bene.'iis the crop.
I endeavor to keep the ground clean during tlie season. I

have usually planted about the lir.?t of May, and dug and
housed as soon as they were sutliciently ripe, and therefore
have lost but few by the rot. 1 doul>t not that if fu-mers
would, where their soil admits, practice the losel mode of
culture, both with corn and potatoes, that they would gen-
erally be much belter repaid for their labor. But enough
upon this subject.

Now a icord about Sowing Piaster. The use of it is rapidly
increasing in the country, and consequently the best method
of sowing should be adopted. [I may not be known by all

of the readers of ihe Farmer who use it, that sowing from a
wagon is the quickest, easiest, cheapest and best method,
where sown by hand. Place the barrel, or barrels, in a
wagon, taking out a head. A man will sow it about as fast

as horses usually walk, if he has a person to drive. By this
means a ton can be very accurately sown in a few iiours
without much fatigue or sulfering from the dust. Okvnge
H. Wait.— WUloughby, Ohio.

FOOT-ROT IN SHEEP.

Messrs. EDiTORS :—The following is an infallible cure for

Foot-Rot in Sheep, if faithfully applied, and the sheep put
into pasture that is not infested with the »lisea>e. M^ike
1 gall, of strong tobacco water by boiling 1 lb. of good toli:icco.

skim out the tobacco leaves, and while lioi, add 1 lb. of blue
vitriol, i lb. of copperas, and .4 lb. alum—if partly pulver-
ized it will dis.^olve the boiler. Afier it is cold, add half a
pint of spirits of turpentine.

To work to advuui.ige, it needs two men. One catches
the sheep, sets ii on its rump belvvecn his I'ecl. with the back
of the head up ag.iinsi his breast. Seating himself on a low
bench, with a .sharp knil'e he clears the hoofs of the fore feet.

paring off all the loose hoof, and applies the medicine with
a sm.ill brush that will work between ihe claws, as it must
l)c applied ihorouglily belween iheui, an J on the outside to

the top of the hoof. Tiie oilier is seated so as i < conveni-
ently attend to the hind feel. Thus two men will doctor
from iifty to one hundred sheep in aiiay, which must be done
three times a week, it is no doubt highly contagious after

it is once seated. If one is Lame, the whole liock must be
doctored. It is allowed by many experienced shepherds that
the disease is often produced by nogleciing to clean and trim
the feel in the spring when warm wcal.'ier (ir»t commences,
ill March or April, the shell of the hoof growing down below
the sole of the fool and turning under, where dirt accumu-
lalca, and also between the claws, creating a fever and gen-
erating the loathsome disease, wliicli^ when il once gets in-

to a llock, is hard to remove, being so contiigious, and yet
in a single sheep it is easily cured. See '•Americ.in Shep-
herd," liy L. \. M,, page 3Ud. A Shepheru ok Steuben.
—Heading, N. Y,

'•CALF FEVER."

Some time since I noticed an article in the Farmer, from a
cflrresporident, asking for information upon what he ealleil

the "calf fever." I was in hopes that some one cfSmpeteril

to the task, would take the matter up and give us some lii;hi

upon the subject. Hul as that is not the case, I will oiVer

my opuij.in. The "cilf tevcr."' I iliink. is the same com-
plaint that in England is emphatically called ihe •• f:il|.'

irom the fact, I presume, that in ninety-nine coses out of

i\

I
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every limulred, an animal so filling never rises again ; onr

only hope, tiierefore. is in ward'iig oti'tlie aitack. far cure is

almost impossible. It is eniirely independent, I believe, of

any previous course of feeding, except, however, that those

cows that are in the higiiest condition vvill be most liable to

attack, but is brought on by exposing th* cow to the burning

rays of the sun immediately after hiving calved. I am the

more conlirmed in this opinion from the fact that although I

have knoun many cases, have never known one to occur in

cold or cloudy weather, and it is more c juimon in the early

part of the season than later in the summer, when the ani-

mal frame has become more inureil to the \v^nt. If the weather

is hot let your cows be kept in the shade (if they are shut

up, the place should be well ventilated.) for at least two or

three days after calving. I imagined I relieved a cow that

showed strong symptoms of this complaint, by sjirinklinj

her copiously with cold water from the he id to the tail. If

your correspondent is in possession of any ficts thit conflict

with this view of the case, I hope he will publish them.

J. Q.— Way?te, Steub. Co., N. Y.

RAISING CATTLE.

In the spring of 1 8 18 I planted fifty rods of ground to carrots,

from which! obtained 280 bushels. The September follow-

ing I purchased ten calves, for which I paid 5c. per lb. per

head. The ensuing winter 1 fed them three pecks once a

day, one small ear of corn, and wh.U hay and corn fodder

they could make way with ; I gave them good pasture

through the summer. The next winter I fed them with two
quarts of corn-cob meal per day, together with other fodder.

They had good pasture through the past summer. On the

11th Uecember last, I weighed them and they averaged
12:24 lbs. each, the largest weighing li'2;J lbs.

Upon close calculation, I think a mm had better raise cat-

tle in this way than the common way—of not feeding any
grain— for the average weight of steers that are one year

older, would not be more than llOl) lbs., take the country

through, and we have a line stock-growing country in old

Jefferson. E. Gore.—Bellville, N. Y,

Remedy for Botts.—Those who have horses troubled

with ijotl.s, will find the following a very good remedy :
—

Take half a pint of molasses and one pint ofnew milk, which
put in a bottle and shake well together—tlrench with this.

Then dissolve a quarter pound of allum in warm water, and

in fifteen minutes give this. Physic should be given after

this. P. C.

Juqmrics anli Answers.

Messks. Editors :—In the October number of the Farmer,
for 185U, you published a communication signed Joseph
Harris, in which the writer endeavored to show that plow-
ing in clover is an actual damage to the wheat crop, and 1

was not a little surprised when '-S. VV." endorsed the theory

in the succeeding number. Now, if 1 have understood the

editor of the Farmer, he has heretofore recommended the

plowing in of green clover, and taught the same, as the very

best mode of general practice. Indeed, in the same number
you gave an account of an uncommon yield of wheat, (sixty

bushels to the acre,) said to be raised on poor land manured
with lime and ashes and a fine growth oi clover turned under,

so 1 think the editor has not given up his old theory, but the

wonder is how such a statement as the one referred to, came
to be inserted without note or comment. It seems to me to

be a mistake which vvill tell against the acknowledged mer-
its of the Genesee Farmer. Farmers who have successfully

pursued the course of plowing in clover and summer fallow-

ing for wiieat, (both of which you lately seem to discourage)
will not be easily induced to change it for an opposite course.

I have universally observed that where this course has been
followed, it has been more successful than any other. With-
out disrespect to Mr. Harris, who says he is an English
farmer, recently arrived in this country, I would advise that

he test the matter a little more fully before prejudging and
condemning ihe almost universal experience of others, whose
chances to know are probably as good as his. Who does not

know that the wheat crop of Western New York would he

very much reduced— | rob ihly one-half—if the valuable aid

of plowing in clover vv.is dispensed with, yet foreigners set-

tling in this country gei^er illy affect a superior knowledge of

everything American that is not precisely like the same thing

in the old country. In regard to this, only two things sur-
[irises me ; one i.s that they should leave so good a country
as the one they emigrated from : the other is, that they should
settle in a worse one, or in one where they are so ignorant
as they are in the United States of America. They scarcely
wait till ihoy strike our shores ere they endeavor to teach
their exploded dogmas.

I should like to hear some of S. W.'s reasons for believing
" the system still persisted in (plowing in clover) is attend-
ed with the steadily increased diinunition of crops." Such
is the very reverse of my own experience, and if any plausi-
ble reasons can he given for such speculations, I should
like to see them put forth in the Farmer, or some other agri-
cultural pr'ut.

I noticed m your paper of January last, a communication
concerning horse-rakes, and would ask you if the rakes then
recommended are the best in use. If so, tliey are far from
being perfect, 'i'lie wire-tooth rake is too weak for heavy
grass, and good only for gleaning, while the wooden turn-
over rake is absolutely too provoking for a christian to use,
if he would avoid profane language. They are hard to hold
and awkward to turn over : they also tangle up the hay, so
that you must lift the whole rake full, with a fork, at once,
or spend some time in pulling it apart. If you have any
other kinds, please give us engravings of tbem, and their
prices now as well as any time, so that we can kn^w what
we wont and where to get it. Give engravings of all kinds.
Also, if it would not be out of place, give us an engraving of
Mr. Strektkr's barn you praised so highly in your August
number, with a description of the same. Anti-Hum bug.

The writer of the above shows more feeling than the top-

ics discussed call for ; but we will let»that matter pass. It

is our practice to permit farmers to express their views on
all questions like the plowing in of clover, or feeding it to

domestic animals and turning under the manure made from
it, instead of the plants, with the utmost freedom in the pa-

ges of this journal. There are soils so rich in vegetable

mould, that the dung and urine derived from a ton of any
forage plants, are better for a crop of wheat than the plants

without passing through the bodies of animals. We have
so often explained the philosophy of this, that we supposed
every reader of the Farmer understood our views upon the

subject. No one proposes to grow clover or grass and wholly
remove the crop with the expectation oi improving the land

thereby. The only debateable point is that of feeding grass

or hay and turning under the manure, or turning under the

plants without feeding. In a majority of cases, the soil is so

poor that the latter is the better treatment for the land. In

our •• Study of Soils"—a work now in press—this interest-

ing topic is discussed at length.

Eds. Gen. Farmer .—Although a stranger to you personally,

yet as those wdiose attention is directed, in no small degree,

to agricultural pursuits, perhaps "mutual favors will beget
mutual benefits." Living at some distance from market, I

have been convinced for a long time that a small capital can
be better invested than in raising wheat and corn. Accord-
ingly, among others, I have had my attention directed to the

cultivation of Mustard and Flax seed. So far as I am able

to inform myself, I have become satisfied that a mustard crop,

where it hits, is profitable, and perhaps more so than any
that can be raised. But how to make it hit is the difficulty.

On turning to the Prairie Farmer for information on this sub-

ject, the editor very clearly intimates two things :— first, that

if you succeed in raising a crop you will not find a market
for it ; secondly, that the crop (based upon past experience)

will prove a failure. On recurring to other works, and par-

ticularly to the Patent Office Report of 1848, I find the same
discouragements held out. After giving the cases of those

who had tried to raise this crop, without success, it concludes

by saying that, with one exception, no person could be found
who had attempted to raise a second crop, and that the per-

son who made a second attempt, wound up his experiment
by assigniug over his property for the benefit of his creditors.

Now after all this, we do know of one individual who has

been uniformly successful in raising this crop ; but as to the

secret of his success, if there be any, the public are inacces-

sible. Will you, then, do the writer of this the favor to an-

swer the following interrogatories :

What kind of seed should be used, and how much to the

acre ?
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When should the seed be put into the ground, nnd how
many bushels may bo considered nn ordinary yield ?

And, generally, how should the crop be cultivated ; or,

in other words, what ore the causes why so many fail in

their attempt to raise it ?

In relation to the raising of Flax, our enquiries will bo en-

tirely confined to the culiivatiDu of it simply for the seed.

It is said there are three kinds of seed, and that one kind will

yield much more seed than either the others. If this be the

case, will you describe this seed so that it may bo known.
Again, at what time in the ycarshoald it be sown, and how
much seed should be sown to the acre ? On this latter point

there seems to be a variety of opinion. The Patent Office

Report referred to above varies the quantity from half to one
and a quarter bushels to the acre. The (complete Farmer
says that six pecks is the least, and two bushels the most
that should be sown. The Prairie I'armcr lays it down at

one bushel to the acre. The Valley Fanner, in an article on
this subject, affirms that from fifteen to twenty quarts is

enough ; while a writer in the St. Louis In'.elligencer of a

late date, says that six to eight quarts is amply .sufficient.

From these various statements, you will see that in sowing
say thirty acres, the matter of seed alone becomes a question

of some importance, especially when good seed is worth
from 1 1,05 to $1,75 per bushel, and it becomes doubly so

when from the sowing of six quarts to the acre, according to

the writer in the Intelligencer, a person may expect as an or-

dinary crop, eighteen Ijushels to the acre, and from that to

twenty-four. This writer signs himself an " Kasiern Man,"
and professes to give his experience as such, with that of

others within his knowledge.
Now, Messrs. Edilwrs, living, as we do, some distance

from any market, having at least one hundred miles of land

carriage, you will sec that the more capital we can get into

the bushel, other things being equal, the belter. Any infor-

mation in answer to this, will be fully appreciated by one
subscriber at least. II. 1). J.

—

Eddyville, la., March. 1G51.

One must have choice land and a favorable season, to real-

ize from eighteen to twenty-four bushels of (lux seed per

acre from a field of thirty acres. Practical men dilTer in

opinion as much about flax culture, as on any other subject.

To obtain a large crop of seed, the soil should be finely cul-

tivated and rich, and care should be taken not to sow too

much seed per acre. We have many readers of experience

in the production of this crop, nnd we should like to learn

from some of them the quantity of seed which they use.

The demand for mustard is loo limited for the general cul-

ture of this plant, if it paid well as a field crop.

Messrs. Editors :—Will you have the goodness to inform
me whether old chip manure is well adapted to a garden of

stony, gravelly soil. I do not sufficiently understand the

chemical analysis of the manure—the soil to which it is to be

applied—the vegetables to be grown in the soil—to decide.

But I am seeking for the requisite knowledge on these points,

through your very careful journal, and other sources, lioping

I may soon be able to determine such questions for myself.

But for this time if you would give some general views in

relation to this point, you would do me a favor and per-

haps your readers generally. iNfiUiuKR.

"Chip manure'" is better adapted to a heavy, clay soil

than to one which is light, or " stony and gravelly." By
mixing leached ashes with decaying chips, their fertilizing

power, for any soil, will be greatly improved. They are

.also admirably adopted to the wants of trees, as a mulching,

covering the entire area of the roots of the tree. Chip ma-

nure is light and porous, and may Imj advantageously mixed

with the solid and liquid droppings of animals.

Eds. GF.!f. Farmer :—Please publish information relative

to the different kinds of mills for cleaning clover seed—hand-
mill, horse-power, and water- power—and the cost of each.

Wm. S. Fi.ack.—£.«*«, A'. 1'., Feb., 1851.

There have been several improvemenu in machines for

cleaning clover seed, since the Editor of this jjurnal was
familiar with the operation. Perhaps some one now en-

gaged in the husinc.><s of growing clover seed will give the

desired information. We believe E. J. Borrall, of G'tneva.

manufactures a good mill.

Messrs. Editors :—If it will not tax your time too much, I
should be glad to have an answer from you to one or two
questions which I am unable to answer for myself, and that
you may answer undcrstandingly, 1 will transcribe an anal-
ysis of our soil and subsoil, made for us by Dr. Salisbury.
It is as follows. 100 parts of dry soil give of

Surface 8oil. Sub-soil.

Iluminc and Ilumic acid, CTIG")
Apocrcnic acid,.. O.l-Kj I

Cronicncid, o!o5e S 3.300
UnJecomposed or insoluble vegeta-

|

bin mailer,
5,802J

Silira, 8:>'.G91 84.310
Alumnia and Iron, 7.842 8.560
Lime, 0..5G0 (1.590
Phosphoric acid, 0.0.53 0.056
Magnesia, 0.437 0.920
Potash, 0.853 0.940
Soda, 0.343 0..580
<-"l»l»nne, o.lGO 0.170
Sulphuric acid, 0.261 0.280

99.970 99.766
Now, what I wish to know is this : would the following

rotation, accompanied by the soiling system, be a beneficial
one or not?—that is. would the soil probably grow better or
worse under it? The rotation is as follows :

l.st year. Manure on green crops, as turnips, potatoes,
and corn, drilled for fodder, &c.
2d year. Spring grain, seeded with clover.
3d year. Clover cui for hay and feeding, then turned over

in the fall and sowed with wheat.
4th year. Wheat, seeded with clover.
5th year. Clover, cut and turned under in the fall, and

sowed with wheat.
Clh year. Wheat.
7th year. Manure again, say twenty loads to the acre.

An answer to the above, through your valuable paper, or
otherwise, as most convenient, will much oblige A IIkad-
KK.—Loc/iport, N. Y., March, 1S51.

Our correspondent has a soil which is better than an ave-
rage in Western New York, although it contains only a half

per cent of lime, or thereabouts. If we understand him. he
proposes to seed with wheat four falls in succession, viz.

3d, 4ih, Sill and 6th, in his system of rotation. This is too

much of one while crop, unless ho applies ashes, salt, lime,

and stable manure to keep up and augment the fruitfulness of
his arated land. There are few soils which can bear over
one crop of wheat (a good one) in three years, and as a gen-
eral rule, one in four j-ears will be better in the long run.

Green crops made into manure, and that restored to the fielda

whence the crops were taken, should be more practiced, if

farmers wish to improve their estates. This, with un-
der-draining and deep-tillage, will change the whole face of
our country for the better. Rear choice neat stock on grass

and other forage plants, and the business will be profitable.

AIf.ssrs. Editors :— I have purchased a lot of hair from the
tanners, for the purpose of applying it to my land. If con-
venient. I would be pleased to be advised how and when the
hair ought to be applied to the soil for the benefit of the sum-
mer crop. I propose applying at the rate of tvventy bushels
per acre. Elida Joh.n.—i'UasaiU Dale, Pa., March, 1851.

Cover the hair with a plow, to decompose in the soil ji'st

below the rooU» of your crops ; ami be careful to spread it

evenly in the rows, or broadcast, as you may think best to

apply it. Hair is a powerful fertilizer when it rots.

F,Ds. Ge:«. Farmer :—Will you do me the favor to inform
mr", at j'our earliest convonience, whether Distillery Manure
is good for raising vegetables and grain. -Any information
you may be pleased to give me will be thankfully ^ccei^e(l.

I do not recollect seeing anything in your paper respecting
it.—Joii.v G. KiLitY.— W'aterford, N. Y., Feb., 1851.

Distillery manure being formed of the seeds of grain, cither

corn, rye, or barley, is valuable for all veget.iblcs. It is

usually diluted with a good deal of water, but this dues not

change the nature of any of its fertilizing elements.

II

I
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IMk^srs. T'imtoks :

—

TIkto is one point in agricultural books
and poriodirals, wliicli, lo my niiml. has never been treated

satisfactorily ; I mean the theory and usefulness of turning

in crops for manure. If, as is said even by Prof. Joiinston
liims(df. in some of iiis writings, tlie philosophy of the ope-

ration ronsisis in llio nl)HorptioM of organic and inorganic

elements from ihc subsoil by the roots lo be plowed in, and
so enriciiing the surface, there would be at all events in the

long run. no aildition (jf fertility, uidess all plants intended
for green-manuring hail roots able lo jienetrale deeper than
IhosG of the cereals, niul other |)lants to follow, which does
nol appear lo mo to lie ihe case. The w hole advantage,
ihen, might con.sist in the mellowing oflho soil, which a

naked fallow might do as well.

If the absorption of gases from the atmosphere, by the

leaves of the plants, constitutes the etn-iching addition, then
let it be more conlidently staled, and let some discrimination

bo made, having in view that position beiween the plants

intended for that use. I'",ither of the above suppositions be-

ing established, is the result found in practice to warrant the

outlay, considering the price of labor and of produce in

America?
Some words of comment on the above, will oblige

A Subscriber.

Our correspondent alludes to points of the highest practi-

cal importance. We rejoice to see so many readers of this

journal waking up and pushing iheir investigations beyond

the mere surface of things and theories. The ascent and

descent of the soluble elements of crops, both organic and

mineral, through the soil and around the roots of plants, is

an interesting study. Not less cin-ious and instructive is the

increase and decrease of vegetable mould in cultivated land.

Wo have two liumlred closely written pages of manuscript

on the " .Study of Soils," and more than eight hundred on
" Agricultural Geology,'" embodyingall that the books have

to show, in the way oi facts, on these subjects. But we are

all small school-children in this matter, and after three win-

ters of hard labor at Albany, and two winters and one sum-

mer at Washington, the writer is constrained to say that,

unless the farmers instruct their public servants to lend a

little aid to Agricultural Science, it can never begin to make
progress in this country.

ANALYSIS OP MARL, AND ITS VALUE AS A
MANURE.

Analyticat, Laroratory, Yai.k College, >

New Haven, Conn., April, 1851. )

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—During a visit to your
part of the State uf New York, in the months of Sep-
tember and October last, I was greatly impressed by
the remarkable amount of mineral and vegetable

wealth that lies locked up in your swamps and hol-

lows, in the form of Muck and Marl. These inval-

uable deposits were so frequent, so abundant in the

quantity of their fertilizing materials, and withal, so

little valued, as to awaken my astonishment. I am
aware that this lack of appreciation of these riches,

is not for want of means of information, for your val-

uable paper has frequently endeavored to arouse the

farmers upon this very subject. I have thought,

however, that a few words from a stranger might
possibly produce some effect ; and that the analysis

of one of your own marls, which has been made in

my laboratory during the past winter, might possess

a degree of interest to the practical farmer, beyond
that of any mere abstract argument.

The marl alluded to, was from a drained swamp
that I visited in the town of Clyde, Wayne county.

The field belonged to Mr. Jos. Watson, then Presi-

dent of the County Agricultural Society, an active,

intelligent and enterprising farmer, one who is labor-

ing, both by example and by precept, to elevate the

character of Agriculture in Wayne county.

The analysis of this marl was carefully performed

by one my students, Mr. Jo.\. B. Bunce, of Hartford,
Ct,, and his results are given in the following table :

Comiwsilion of 100 llis. of Marl.
<-^lyJe. Peterboro, N. y.

Sand, 090 9.r)7
I'lme, 50.5U5 45.02
Carbonic Acid,.. 38.519 35.00
Magnesia, 072 0.66
Iron and Alumnia, with some

Phosphoric Acid, 061 2.69
Common Salt, trace
Sulphuric Acid, trace
Organic Matter, 10.693 7.06

100.000 100.00

This marl, according to the above statement, is
one of an uncommonly fine character. Adding to-
gether the lime and carbonic acid, we find that in
100 lbs. of the dry marl, there is 89.084 lbs. of car-
bonate of lime, or nearly nine-tenths of the whole.
Indeed, if we leave out the organic matter, this marl
is almost an absolutely pure carbonate of lime. The
small quantity of carbonate of magnesia adds some-
what to its value, and the phosphoric acid, although
in an extremely minute proportion, is of much impor-
tance. If there is but one pound in a thousand, it will
amount to sometiiing worth mentioning when we add
a number of tons of the marl per acre. The mere
traces of sulphuric acid, and of salt, are also, in this
vein, of considerable importance.
By way of comparison, I add the analysis of a marl

from Peterboro, N. Y., also made in my laboratory.
This is a marl of good quality, but does not equal the
first sample, which is one of the purest that I have
ever seen.

^
Any person who has studied even the rudiments of

Scientific Agriculture, must say at once, on looking
at these analyses, that the substances named are such
as enter into the composition of plants, and are, m
fact, indispensable to their growth. The experience
of all European, and many American practical far-

mers, confirms, by actual results, this theoretical
view. Why then is it that your farmers, as a class,

do not make any use of that species of manure which
has thus been deposited for their benefit at their very
doors ? It is not because their land is fertile enough
already, for a journey through even your most thriv-
ing districts, will prove amply that this is not the
case. There are hundreds of fields in your richest
counties, gardens as these naturally are in soil and
climate, that look unmistakably poverty stricken, that
cry out, as plainly as man could do, for food.

If the present generation of farmers do not make
use of the treasures which nature has so abundantly
provided, the next will be obliged to do so, for they
will find the land exhausted, and will be forced to

study the best means of bringing it up again. But
if the farmer can be induced to take the right course
now, to employ every variety of fertilizers wherever
the produce of the soil begins to fail, they will never
have to go through with the long experience and
toilsome process of restoration. Once run down, it

is hard to bring land up ; but a fertile soil may be
kept so, and even be made to improve, with a com-
paratively small amount of labor.

You have farms and farmers in your section of the

state that are alike creditable to American agriculture;

such need little urging. But there are others who
have scarcely made any advance ; and others still, who
are even retrograding. To each of these latter class-

es, I should say that a dose of marl and muck would
be of essential service. Joun P. Norton.

«
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NEW TORE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

LIST OF PREMIUMS FOR THE ANNUAL SHOW, TO BE

HELD AT ROCHESTER, SEPT., 16, 17, 18.. & 19, 1851.

[Continued fI om page 85.)

rOULTRY.
Best lot of Dorkings, not less than 3. 1 cock and 2 hens, $3. Best

lot of Polands, do do, 3. Best lot of .^lalay or Chittagoug fowls, 3

Best lot of Bantams, do do. 3. Best lot of Garni-, do do. 3. Best

lot of Turkeys, not less than three, 3. Best lot of .Muscovy Ducks,

do. 3. Best lot of Small Ducks, do. 3. Best lot of Guinea Mens,

not less than six, 3. Best pair of Largo tJeese, 3. Best pair of

Wild Geese, 3. Best lot of poultry owned by exhibitor, (state-

ment to be furnished and verified,) 10. Best exhibition of Pigeons,

3. Best lot of wild Turkeys, 3.

PLOWS.
Best plow with newly invented principles or arrangements, not

heretofore known.which on trial jiroves buneficial to the furmer.Jlo

PLOWIN6 MATCH.
First premium. $10; 2d do. 8; 3d do, u; 4»h do, Trans. Boys

undei- 18 years of age—First premium. 10; 2d do, 5; 3d do. Trans.

The competition for plowing open to competitors out of the

State. The name ot plowman must be given as well as the kind

of plow used, at the time of entry.
Rules to be observed—depth of furrow 7 inches, width 10 iuches.

lap furrow.

FARM IMPLEMENTS NO. I.

Be.st farm wagon, $5. Best harrow, 3 Bust corn cultivator, 3.

Best fanning mill, 5. Best corn stulk cutter, 5. Best straw cut-

ter. 3. Best corn and cob crusher by. horse power. 5. Best clover

machine, 5 Best flax and hemp dresser, 5. Best horse cirt for

farm. 3. Best ox cart, 3. Best horse rake. 2. Best ox yoke, 2.

Best roller for general use. 5. Best clod crusher and roller com-
bined, 5.

FARM IMPLEMENTS NO. II.

Best plow harness, $2 Best wagon harness for firm, 2. Best
carriage harness, 3. Best sadlle and harness for general purposes.

2. Best dozen axes. 2. Best churn, 2. Best cheese press. 2. Best
six milk pans. 2. Best potato washer, 2. Best grain cradle, 2.

Best six hand rakes, 2. Best six hay forks, 2. Best six grass
scjthes, 2. Best six cradle scythes, 2. Best six manure forks. 2.

Best hay rigging. 2. Best lot of grain measures 2 Best dozen
wire brooms, 3; 2d do. 2. Best dozen Shaker, or twine-tied brooms,
3; 2d do, 2. Sample of each kind of brooms to which premiums
are awarded, to be deposited in .Museum.

FARM IMPLEMENTS NO. III.

Be.st horse power for general purposes on the sweep or lever
principle, $>5 and Dip. Best horse power on railroad or endless
chain principle. 6 and Dip. B st iron horse power, 5 and Dip.
Best thresher, to be used with horse or steam power. 5 and Dip.
Best seed planter, for hand or horse power, for hills or drills. Sand
Dip. Beft wheat drill, not less than six drills. Dip. Best grain
drill, with apparatus for depositing manure. Dip. Be.'^t cultivator
and drill combined. Dip. Best broad cast sower. Dip. Best wheat
cultivator. Dip. Best portable sawmill, for wood, fenci s. and for
farm use. Dip. Be-it corn sheller, horse power, Dip. Best corn
sheller, hand powcr^ Dip. Best vegetable cutter Dip. Best and
most numerous collection of agricultural implem-^uts. $20 and
Dip. Best and most numerous collection of agricultural imple-
ments, manufactured in the State of New York, by or under the
supervision of the exhibitor, materials, workmanship, utility, dura-
bility, and prices, to be considered in both cases, $20 and Dip.
In these last cases, a cata oguc ot the implements, and the price

of each, must be given, and certificate as to the manufacture.
I*- S.—Persons presenting agricultural implements or articles of

mechanical ingenuity and utility, are requested to furni h the
Secretary with a particular description of the article, the price,
and place where it can be had—as it is intended to publish a de-
scriptive li<-t of the articles exhibited at the Show, for the benefit
of manufacturers and purchasers.

MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS NO. IV.
Fop the most valuable machine or impleia-'nt for the farmer.

either newly invented or an improvement on any one in use. Sil-
Ter Medal.
Steam Enfii.sK kor fabm plbposp.s.— Best steam engine for ag-

ricultural purposes on the farm—being moveable— which, from
its utility in saving labor and expense, simplicity and cheaj'ness
of construction, or other circumstances, shall be deemed worthy
of public notice. The ri-port mutt be accompanied by drawings
and descriptions of the machine and by a model—the model or
machine to be deposited in Society"* Museum, Sil. Med. and S2.5;
2d do, $20.

Silver .Medals will also be awarded for articles of mecbauical in-
genuity, and machinery deemed useful.

BUTTER.
Best lot (quality ai well as quantity considered) made from five

cows in 30 consHcutive days, 25 lbs of the butter lo be exhibited
$2o; 2d do, 15; 3d do. 10.

tonipliancc with the following rules will be strictly required of
those who compete for these premiums, vi» :—The cows to bo fed
on pasture, green corn stalk fodjer. or grass cut for the purpose
only. No grain, roots, or slops of any de.scription. lo b. fedduring
the tnal. The cows to be owned by the competitors previous to

the first day of February, 1851. '1 he milk to be drawn from the
cows on some day during the trial to be accurately weigbid and
measured, and the re t.M stated. A sample of at least 25 pounds
of the butter so made to be exhibited at the Show for ihe inspection
of the examining committee. The particular breed of cows to be
stated, if known, and the method of niakiiig and preserving the
butter. A c rtificate signed by the owners oi the cows, and at
least one other per.son who assisted in milking and making the
butter, detailing the above particulars, will be required.
Let the above regul.ttions be observed, and an o)>inion approxi-

mating lo accuracy may be formed by the public, which of the
several breeds of cows are the best for dairy purposes ; and from
those that prove the best, further improvements may be made.

Best 25 lbs. of butter made in June. $10; 2d do. 5; 3d do. Trans.
Best 50 lbs. made any time. 15; 2J do. 10; 3d do. 5; 4th d). Trans.
Best half dozen butler lirkins. 2. Best half dozen butter tubs, 2.

The claimants for premiums must slate in writing when the
butter was made ;

the number of cows kept on the farm ; the
mode of keeping ; the treatment of the cream and milk before
cliurning. winter an<l summer

;
the method of freeing the butter

from ttie milk ; the quantity and kind of salt used ; whether salt-

petre or any other substance has been employed ; also whether in
the use of any variety of salt injurious results have occurred ; if

so, slate variety and wliere manufactured.
1 he butter offered for premiums must be presented in butter

tubs. jars, or firkins.

Girls under 21 years of age— Best lot of butter, not li-ss than 10
lbs., made at any time. Silver Milic Cup; 2d do. Pair Butter Knives'
3d do. Set Tea Spoons.

A statement of the manner of making the butter must accom-
pany each sample.

CHEESE.
One year old and ore)—Best 100 lbs

, $20; 2d do, 10; 3d do. 5;

4th do, Trans. Less than one year old—Best 100 lbs., 15; 2d do,

10; 3d do. 5; 4lh do, i raus. Best half dozen cheese boxes, 1.

Best six dairies (not less than three cheeses from each) from any
county, 30. Best three dairies, (not less than three cheeses from
each.) from any town, 15.

Those who present cheese for the premiums offered, must state

in writing the time it was made; the number of cows kept; whetb-
er the cheese was made from one, two. or more milkings; whether
any addition is made of cream; the quantity of rennet used, and
the mode of preparing it; the mode of pressure; and the treat-

ment of cheese aftei wards, and the kind of salt used.

SUGAR.
Best 25 lbs. maple sugar, $10; 2d do, 5; 3d do, 8; 4th do. Trans.

The process of manufacturing and clarifying must accompany
the samples offered.

HONEY.
Best 20 lbs, $5; 2d do, 3; 3d do. 2.

GRAIN. AND SEEDS.
Best sample winter wheat, not less than one bbl. $5; 2d do, 3.

Best sample of spring wheat, 1 bbl, 5; 2d do, 3. Best sample of

rye, 1 bbl, 5; 2d do, 3. Best sample of oats, 1 bbl. 5; 2d do, 3.

Best sample of barley, 1 bbl, 5; 2d do, 3. Best sample of Indian
corn, 1 bbl, 5; 2d do. 3. Best Simple of buckwheat, 1 bushel, 3; 2d

do. 2. Best sample of flax seed, 1 bushel. 3; 2d do, 2. Best sam-
ple of hops, not less than 25 lbs. 5; 2d do, 3. Best sample of timo-

thy seed, 1 bushel, 3; 2d do. 2. Best sample 01 newly introduced
grain, valuable to the farmer, not less than 1 bbl, 3.

Samples of grain and seed in all cases to be deposited in the

Museum of the Society.

Sample of crops cultivated and raised on any one larm, tastefully

arranged and exhibited on a wagon or cart, $10; 2d do, 5; 3d do,

Small Silver .Medal.

The exhibitors to present a certificate to the committee, that

all were raised on the exhibitor's own farm.

VEGETABLES.
12 best stalks of celery, $3. 6 best heads of cauliflower. 3. 6 best

heads of brocoli, 3. 12 best white table turnips, 3. 12 best car-

rots. 3. 12 best beets, 3. 12 best parsnips, 3. 12 best onions, 3.

6 best heads of cabbage, 3. 12 best tomatoes, 3 2 best purple

egg plants. 3. Bust halt peck Lima beans. 3. Best half peck Wind-
sor beans, 3. Best bunch double parsley, 3. Three best squashes,

3. Largest pumpkin, 3. Twelve best ears of seed corn. 3. Best

half peck of table potatoes. 3; 2d do. 2 Best and greatest variety

of vegetables raised by exhibitor, 5; 2d do, 3. 12 best sweet pota-

toes. 3. Best new and valuab e variety of vegetable, with evidence

of Its superiority, 3.

Discretionary premiums will be awarded on choice garden pro-

ducts not above enumerated.

FLOUR, INDIAN MEAL, STARCH, AND FARINA.
Best barrel flour. S. Sil. .Med.; 2d do. Trans Best barrel In-

dian meal prepared fir warm climates. S. Sil. .Med.; 2d do. Trans.

Best sample starch from corn. S. Sil. Med. Best sample starch

from wheat, S. Sil. Med. Best sample corn or wheat farina, S. Sil.

Medal.

SILK AND DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES NO. I.

Best specimen manufactured silk, (woven into cloth or ribbons,

not less than ten yards.) Dip and $10; 2a do, 8; 3d do. 3.

Hr-KLKD Sii.ii.— Bi.'st specimen, not less thau one pound, Dip,

and $5; 2d do. 3; 3d do. Trans.
Se»i.<io Silk —Best specimen. Dip. and $5; 2d do. 3; 3d do, Tr.

Cocoo.is.—Best half bushel, (185L> $6; 2d do, Trans.

I
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Woolen Goods.— Best pair woolen blank ;ts, $6; 2(1 do 4; 3d do,

2. Kest ten yards flannel, 6; 2d do, 4; 3d do. 2. Best 10 yards
woolen cloth, 10; 2d do, 8; 8d do. 3. Best 15 yards woofen carpet,

10; 2d do 8; 31 do, 3. Best hearth rug 5; 2o do, 4; 3d do 3; 4th
do. 2; 5th do, S. Sil. Med Best rag carpet, 15 yards, 5; 2d do, 4;

3d do, S. Sil Med.

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES NO. II.

Best double carpet coverlet, $5; 2d do. 4; 3d do, 3; 4th do, 2;

6th do, 1. Best ten yards ke sey. 5; 2d do, 4; 3d do. 2. Best pair

woolen knit stockiuES. 2; 2d do, 1. Best pair woolen wove stock-

ings, 2; 2d do, 1. Best pair woolen fringe mittens, 2; 2d do, 1.

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES NO. III.

Best 10 yards linen, $8; 2d do, 6; 3d do, 4, Btst ten yards linen

diaper, 6; 2d do, 4; 3d do. 2. Best 15 yards tow cloth. 5; 2d do, 2,

Best pair of cotton knit stockings, 2; 2d do, 1. Best pair cotton
wove stockings, 2; 2d do, 1. Best pair linen knit stockings, 2; 2d
do, 1. Best pair linen wove stockings, 2; 2d do, 1. Best pound
linen sewing thread, 2; 2d do, 1.

Articles in each of these domestic classes to be manufactured
within the year—and in all cases the exhibitors must furnish evi-

dence that the articles are so manufactured. And no article man-
ufactured in factories, or out of the family, will be received in

either of the classes ot domestic goods. No, 1. 2. and 3. Exhibitors
must accompany their articles with a certificate of their manu-
facture in the family, Eud within the year

Discretionary premiums will be awarded on articlesof merit not
included in the above lists,

MANUFACTURES OTHER THAN DOMESTIC.
Best piece of black broadcloth, not 1. ss than 2U yards. Diploma.

Be^t piece of blue do. Dip. Best piece of woolen carpet, mauufiic-
tory, not less than 20 yards. Dip. Best piece of satinet. 20 yards.
Dip. Best piece of cotton shirtiug. bl'jached. 20 yards. Di[i. Best
piece of cotton shirt ng. unbleached. 20 yards. Dip Best piece of
oil clo'h. 10 yards. Dip Best piece of prints, 20 yards Dip Best
piece of mousselia de laines, 20 yards, Dip. Best piece of black
broadcloth, from American wool, 20 yards. Dip. Best piece of blue
do do do. Dip. Best piece of blankets. Dip. Best piece of flannel.

Dip. Best piece of woolen shawls, from American wool. Dip. and
Sil. Medal.
Competition open to the world.

NEEDLE, SHELL, AND WAX WORK.
Best ornamental needle-work, $3. Best ottoman cover, 3. Best

table cover, 3. Best group flowers, 3. Best variety of wor.'ited

work, 3. Best fancy chair work with needle, 3, Beet worked
cushion and back. 3. Best worked collar and handkerchief 3.

Best woolen shawl, 3. Best worked quilts, 3. Best white (juilts,

3, Best portfolios worked, 3. Best silk bonnets, 3. B« st straw
do, 3. Best lace capes, 3. Best lampstand mats. 3; 2d do. 2. Best
ornamental shell work, 3; 2d do, 2; Best specimen of wax flowers,

3; 2d do, 2.

Discietionary premiums will be awarded for articles of merit
not included in the above list; and small silver medals, to the
number of twenty, may be awarded, and Transactions, Downing
or Thomas on Fruits, and Norton's Prize Essay.

FLOWERS.
Professional List.— Greatest variety and quantity of flowers,

$5; 2d do, 3. Dahlias—Greatest variety, 5. Best 24 diss milar
blooms, 3; 2d do, 2, Best single dahlia, 2. Koics—Greate^t vari-

ety, 5. Best 24 dissimilar bloouis. 3; 2d do. 2. P/i/oxrs -Best ten
vaiietiej. 3. Best seedling. 2. Feri en at—Greatest variety. Silver

Med. Best 12 varieties. 2. Best seedling, 2. Gtriann j-lsttri—
Best collection, Sil. Medal; 2d do, 2, Panstcs-Best and greatest
variety, 3. Best 24 varieties. 2.

AMATt.uR List—Greatest variety and quantity of flowers, Sil.

Med.; 2d do. 3 7JuA/t(is—Greatest variety, Sil. Med. Best 12
dissimilar blooms. 3 Best (3 varieties. 2. Best single varieiy, S,

Sil. Med. Koses— Greatest variety, Sil. Med.; 2d do, 2. Best six

dissimilar blooms. 3. P/i/oo?;;*- Be.st six varieties, 3. Best three

varieties, 2. Best seedling, 2 Fnifnas— Greatest variety, Sil.

Med. Best fcedliug. 2 Best six varieties. 3. Best 3 varieties, 2.

G'jiman .ds(ers—Best coll ctiou, S. Sil. Med. Pansies—Best and
greatest variety. Sil. Med Best 6 x varieties, 2.

General List — Open to all Compeliturs. — Best collection of

green house plants, owned by one person, Sil. Med.; 2d do, 3.

Best floral design. Sil. Med.; 2d do, 3. Best floral ornament, Sil

Med.; 2d do, 3, Best hand boquet, flat, 3; 2d do, 2. Best hand
boquet, round. 3; 2d do. 2 Best basket boquet with handle, Sil.

Med. For the most beautitully arranged basktt of flowers, Sil.

Mod. Best floral exhibition by any Horticultural Society, Lou-
don's EncyclO|iedia of (Jardening. Best exhibition of dried speci-

mens of plants, Sil. Med. For newly discovered varieties of plants
SU. Med.

FRUIT.
Applks.—For the largest and best varieties of good tabic apples,

3 of each variety, named and labelled, grown by exhibitor. Dip. &
Hovcy's Colored Fruits; 2d do, 5; 3d do. Trans For best twelve
varieties of table apples. 6; 2d do. Trans and 2. For best fall

seodliug apple, for all purposes, with description of tree, history of

its origin, &c., one dozen specimens to be exhibited, 6. Best bas-

ket of standard fruits, Sil. Med.
Fears.— For the largest number of varieties of good pears, named I

and labelled, Dip. and llovey's Colored Fruits; 2d do, 5; 3d do, •

Trars., For the largest and best collection of autumn pears,

named and labelled, Dip and 5; 2d do. Trans, and 2. Best cil-

lection of newly introduced pears, with a description, &c., Dip. & I

Hovey's Colored Fruits. /

Peaches— Best six varieties, named and labelled. Dip. and 5;
2d do. 3. Best three varieties, named and labelled, 3; 2d do. Tr.
Best twelve peaches. 2; 2d do, Trans. Best seedling variety, sil
specimens, 3
Plu.ms.— Best collection of plums, six specimens each variety,

Dip and 5; 2d do, 3. Best 4 varieties of good plums. 6 specimens
each, 3; 2d do, 2. Best 12 plums, choice variety. 2; 2d do. Trans.
Nectarines.—Best and largest number of good varieties, six

specimens each, 5; 2d do, 2. Best 12 specimens of any good varietv
2; 2d do. Trans.

^

Quinces —Best 12 quinces of any variety, 3; 2d do, Trans.
Grapes.- Best and most extensive collection of good native

grapes grown in the open air, 5; 2d do. 2. Best 3 varieties of
native or toreign grapes, grown under glass three bunches each
to be shown. 5; 2d do. 2. Best dish of native grapes. Trans.
Watermelons —Best specimen of any variety. 3; 2d do, 2. Best

colli'Ction of watermelons. 3.

RIu8Ki\iEi,ON9.—Best specimens of any variety. 3; 2d do, 2. Best
collection of muskmelons, 3
Ckanberbies.- Best peck of domestic culture, 5; 2d do, 3.

To be accompanied with a fulldescriptionof tht manner of cul-
tivation, nature of toil, &o.
Any premiums may be withheld, in the discretion of the com-

mittee, if the samples exhibited are not worthy ot a premium.
The finit eihibited for which premiums are awarded, to be at

the dispos.il of the committee.
No jierson can receive but a Single premium on the same fruit.
12voluinef of Downing, coinniou edition, and 12 of 'i houias'

Fnut Culturist. will be awarded by the committee iu their discre-
tion, for choice fruits not i uiiuurated.

FOREIGN FRUITS.
Forb^jst exhibition of cticii variety of fruit named in the above

list, h.v persons out i.f the State, Sm. Sil, Med. and 'lians.; 2a do.
Downing or Ihomas.
Volumes of Downing or Thomas will b« awarded by the judges

in their discretion, for choice fruits not i numerated.
PAINTINGS, DRAWI>G.S, ETC-

Best specimen of animal painting in oil by American artist, Dip
or Sil, Med. Do, do, in water colors. Dip. Best specimen of ani-
mal painting in oil. by foreign artisi. Dip. Do do, in water colors
Dip. Best specimen of cattle drawing. Dip Best drawing tif show
grounds for Society, Dip Best portrait of some animal of merit
of an improved breed, (the painting to be the property of the So-
ciety, on approval by executive committee,) J.2o. Best S| ecimeu
of paintings of fruit. Dip. Best daguerreotype of auj domestic
animal Uip.

STOVES.
Cooking.—Best cooking stove for wood fire, Sil. Med.; 2d do, S.

Sil. Med. Best cooking stove for coal. Sil. Med.; 2d do, S. S. Med.
Best cooking range for families. Sil Med.; 2d do, S. S. Med.
Best furnace or other apparatus for warming houses economy

of construction and consumption of fuel, and security to premises
to be taken into consideration, Sil. Med.

Best ornamental parlor stove, Sil. Med.; 2d do, S. S. Med. Best
hill stove, Sil. Med.; 2d do, S. S. Med. Best sample of hollow
ware, S. S. Med.

SILVER WARE, CUTLERY, AND ERITTANNIA WARE.
Best exhibition of silver ware, Sil. Med. Best exhibition of sil-

ver table cutlery, Sil. .\led. Best exhiliition of t.ible cutieiy,
American mauutacture, i?i . Med ; 2d do do. S. S Med. Best ex-
hibition pocket cutler}!. American manufacture. Sil. .\Ied.; 2d do
do, o. d Med. Best specimen of silver ware with agricultural de-
signs suitable for premiums, tSil, Med.; 2d do, S. S. Med. Best
specimen of argentine and brittannia ware, SiL Med.; 2d do, S-

SU. Med.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
Best iron gate for farm purposes, Dip. Best ornamental cast

iron vase on pedestal. Dip. Best water pipe, of water lime or oth-
er durable material other than iron or lead, Dip. Best sample
drain tile. Dip. Best drain tile or pipe draining machine, Dip, and
$10. Best quarter acre osier willow and the specimens of product
manufactured. $5. Be.st wire hurdle fence. Dip. Best water ram
or other hydraulic apparatus, Sil. .Med. Best wire fence for farm
purpo.^es, with full description, cost of construction, and evidence
of its adaptation to practical, beneficial, and economical uses, Sil,

Medal.

DISCRETIONARY DEPARTMENT.
For improvements in machinery useful to the farmer, and hav-

ing valuable properties, and not included under any head of any
of the regular premiums, dis^cretionary premiums will be awarded.
Under this general head, premiums will be awarded upon arti-

cles of ingenui y. usefulness, and merit, which maybe exhibited,
which are not provided for in tho foregoing list of premiums

; and
they will he classed as follows :

No. 1. Jlgriculiural impleinents, or machinery for agricultural
purposes not before named.

No. 2. Machinery if metal composition for general uses.

No. 3. Articles constructed of wood.
No. 4. Jlrticlea manufactured of leather, India rubber, gutta

percha. 4'c., and not before named.
No. 5. Jlrtic'es com/iosed of cloth, fur, ^'c , such as caps, hats^

furs, umbrellas, ^-c .not before named.
In these several Discretionary Divisions, Diplomas, Small Silver

-Medals, Norton's Prize Essay. Transactions, &c., will be .awarded
as the importance of the articles may demand. The Diploma is

in all cases evidence of superior merit.

ii!
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A NEW WORK ON CATTLE.

We have just received from C. M. Saxton, of New
York, a book on cattle, of some 500 pages. It is

edited by Ambrose Stevens, well known as an im-

porter and breeder of stock, who has usually presented

some of the best specimens at our State Fair. It is

NEW LEICESTER LONG-HORN BULL.

an abridgement of Youatt and Martin, English

authors— but perhaps we could not better give a de-

scription of the work than by copying a portion of

the editor's preface :

" In presenting an edition of Youatt to the Amer-
ican public, the American editor may justly say, that,

of all the treatises on cattle, none is so valuable as

hig. Mr. Youatt was a man of rare ability ; a

scholar, distinguished for the extent, variety, and
elogaiicc ol liis attainments ; for

his power of research, historical

and scientific ; for the brilliancy of

his style : and as a veterinary sur-

geon of profound knowledge, in

both the science and practice of

his art, and of devotion to its pur-

suit. Scarcely any man of all the
world was so happily fitted as he,

to produce a great historical and
medical work on cattle.

" In preparing this treatise for

publication, the American editor

has abridged it of the history of
local and inferior breeds of cattle

in England, in which the American
farmer and amateur has no interest.

There is not a page in the whole
but has been carefully considered,
and, where it required, its matter
advanced to the present state of
knowledge on the subject. In
doing this, many works on the
Bubject, published since Mr.
Youatt's, have been examined.
»The chief of these is. The Ox, by

Mr. W. C. L. Martiw, one of the officers of the
London Zoological Society, a work never published
in this country.

"The editor has consulted three recent German
treatises on the diseases of cattle. The most valua-
ble of these is by Gunther, who has applied homoe-
opathy to animals. In addition to the ordinary modes

of practice, the editor has given
the treatment of Gunther. It

is within his knowledge that the
prescriptions of homoeopathy
have been eminently successful

in the diseases of both horses and
cattle. This method of man-
aging their diseases will be val-

uable to those who adopt tiie

school of Hahnemann, wliMe it

detracts nothing from tlie work
as a manual of ordinary veteri-

nary practice."

The work is fairly printed,

and the character of the engrav-
ings may be seen by the speci-
mens we give of long and short-

horn cattle. We have not space
this month for any description,

or for further extracts from the
work ; but those who want a
good book on cattle, with de-

scriptions of the various breeds
in England and this country,
can not do better than purchase
this book, as it contains the in-

formation heretofore confined to

expensive English works.

—

Those who have had no experience in the matter,

know little of the high cost of English books, as

compared with American. We have often paid from
five to ten dollars for an English work that if pub-
lished in this country would sell at from one to two
dollars. The present work sell* at t^l.25, and after

the new post-office law takes effect, can be sent by
mail to all parts of the country. For sale at our
office, and we presume by booksellers generally.

THE REV. BERRT's SHORT-HORN COW.
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POULTRY.

We liave received from the publishers, E. II. But-
ler k. Co., of Philadelphia, a new work on Poultry,

by Dr. Kerr, of Philadelphia, or rather a re-print of

Dixon's English work, with additions by the Ameri-
can editor, and his numerous correspondents, who
are among the most extensive and best informed

poultry breeders of the country. Mr. Eben Wight,
of Dedham, Mass., has also presented us with speci-

mens of his }Fhite Shanghae fowls. Mr. W. fur-

nished a description and portraits of these fowls for

Kerr's new work, which we copy for the benefit of

our readers

:

DR. EBEN WIGHT S WHITE SHA.NGIIAE FOWLS.

"Among tlie many varieties of the GalUis race

which have been introduced into the New England
States from China, there is no variety which possesses

so many good qualities as the White Shanghaes.

" The White Shanghaes are larger and more quiet

than other varieties. The flesh of these fowls is

much superior, not sinewy or " stringy," as is the

case with the flesh of most of the other Shanghaes.
The eggs are larger, and these hens are more prolific

than those of other colors.

" In their habits they are more quiet, and less in-

clined to ramble. These habits render the hens

invaluable for incubators and nurses, and the mild-

ness of their disposition makes them excellent foster-

mothers, as they never injure the chicks belonging to

other hens. I am induced to speak more fully of

these characteristics, from the many vexatious losses

I have suffered in the experiments I have tried.

"I have imported different breeds of fowls from
Europe and elsewhere, and have received from many
friends specimens of choice fowls, and my endeavors

to propagate them have been frustrated by the ram-
bling or quarrelsome disposition of the hens which I

have been obliged to use for incubators and nurses.

I have lost, oftentimes, by quarrelsomeness of the

hens, their entire broods ; foi- instance, the Game

hens are constant sitters and careful nurses to their
own chickens, but are exceedingly cruel to those of
other hens. The moment one of their chickens is

injured, a fight is commenced, and the chickens,
alarmed at the turmoil, crowding around their dams,
are many of them killed, and the victorious hen, after
her opponent has retreated, will attack every chick
withixi her reach, and oftentimes, in her desire for
revenge, mistaking her own chicks as belonging to
her antagonist, destroys them. In the mean time
the vanquished will destroy every stranger's chick
that comes within her reach.

"Having, as I before stated, met with many vexa-
tious losses, I, as you must readily conceive, do most
highly prize the White Shanghae fowls for their
quiet dispositions. These fowls are not sluo-o-ish

or stupid
;
on the contrary, they "are intelligent'and

confiding. To persons who have the "everlasting
layers," the Black Spanish, for instance,—a breed
that never shows the slightest des're to imrubate,

—

the White ShangJiaes are invaluable for the purpose
of rearing chickens.

"The fowls of which the artist made the drawing
from wJiich the portraits are e:ij;iav!:'.l, were imported
from Shangliae, and were th-ro purchased as a pure
race, and were warranted as f^uch. I received ihcm
directly from the ship, an I as evidence of the purity
of blood, I mention that every egg that has been laid

has incubated, and every chick t!iat has been hatched
has been uniformly white, and there has not been
the slightest variation in form or plumage.
"These fowls will rank among the largest coming

from China, and, as a proof that they thrive well in
this climate, I will instance that one of the progeny,
a cock, not yet eight months old, being one of the
first brood hatched, weighs fully eight pounds, and
the pullets are proportionably large."

We have to ihauk Capt. Dakin, of Geneva, the
gentlemanly navigator of

Seneca Lake, for a Poultry

Fountain, just come safe to

han>l, and of which we have
had an engraving made, for

the benefit of those who keep
poultry. It is simply a com-
mon earthen jar, with a little

basin in front, and a small

hole in the jar, through which
the water passes to the basin.

This hole must be closed

while filling the jar, which is

then corked tight and the ___=__
ping at the bottom removed. '*t^«di£K-r-

The basin is thus filled from the jar and kept full.

This is the most convenient

arrangement for watering
fowls that we ever noticed.

For those who are unable

to procure the above, wo
present a drawing of anoth-

er on the same principle,

which we have used—sim-

ple, and easily constructed.

An ordinary junk bottle

forms a reservoir ; the

trough below contains very
little water, and is never
overflowed. Pointed lath,

nailed to the sides and stuck into the ground, keep
the whole upright.

i
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Inrliraltiiral Dtiratlinciit.

EDITED BY P. BARRT.

A GOSSIP ABOUT WINTER, SPRING, &c.

In our region the winter has been comparatively mil9,

nothing seems to have suffered from cold, and at the

present moment there is a fine prospect for a fruit

crop. Early in the winter, before the ground was
frozen, we had an extraordinary fall of snow—in 48
hours it fell to the depth of two or three feet, and in

many places accumulated in heavy drifts, doing seri-

ous injury to young trees—more indeed than we have
seen done in tlie ten previous years, all put together.

The ground being warm below, it thawed and settled

rapidly, carrying down brandies and whole trees

with it. Many beautiful garden trees of several

years careful nursing have been ruined. This is one

of the draw-backs upon cultivators ; but we are not

to be discouraged by it in the least. The like may
not occur again in ten years, nor perhaps in our life-

time. We must train up new branches and new
trees to take the place of tliose destroyed.

The life of a cultivator is not, after all, so easy

—

so free from cares and disappointments. If his mag-
azines are not laid in ashes by a sweeping conflagra-

tion, nor his ships buried beneath the angry waves
of the ocean, nor his wares depreciated by a fall of

stock, bankruptcies, or revolution.-, his hopes aro not

uiitrequentiy blasted by blight, by hail, by dmuth,
and by snow storms. He has en<.ti;;li in his own way
to prevent bim forgetting his weakness and his de-

pendence upon a higher power. These litt-le adver-

sities are good for us ; they not only humble us,

which is a great point, but they awiiken us to in-

creased energy—they stir up our invoutivo faculties,

and lead to discoveries tliat ultimately prove of great

value. The pear blight, for example, has directed

people's attention to the investigation of vegetable

physiology more effectually than if a thousand men
had been engaged to lecture upon the subject through
the country for years. The destruction ^f insects,

the efTects of dry and wet seasons, of frosts, snows,
inc., all elicit experiment and research, that in the

end promote the general good ; so that these disap-

pointments, sad and sickening though they sometimes
be, are perhaps always "blessings in disguise."

Spring has opened with us unusually early. The
deep covering of enow excluded frost ; and as soon
as it disappeared, we were at once able to commence
ont-door operations. We commenced digging trees

the fir.st week in March, which is rather unusual in

Western New York, and we have not been inter-

rupted by rain or frost a whole day since. During

the last week in March we had a few days of warm,
May weather, that started the buds, and bade fair to

give us a spring of remarkable earliness ; but a sud-

den change came about, and we have had dry, cool,

fine weather ever since, without any frost worth
naming, and vegetation has remained where it was.

Apricots on a south wall have been in blossom for

ten days past, but no blossoms have yet expanded in

the open ground. This shows the influence of a

south exposure, and illustrates the impropriety of

placing early blooming trees, like the apricot, in lo-

calitie-s subject to late spring frosts, unless a proper

protection be given.

In the flower garden, crocuses are passing out of

bloom, spring colchicums, with their bright lilac

flowers close to the ground, are in perfection, and hy-

acinths are begining to open. Pansies and daisies

are quite gay ; and the early phloxes, such as elgans,

just opening—another day or two and they will be as

brilliant as possible. For a mass of bright, early,

spring flowers, this phlox elegans is really unsurpassed.

It seems astonishing how these little delicate looking

flowers can bear so well a temperature so steadily

cold—but a degree or two above the freezing point

continually, with frost at night.— In the woods, the

scarlet maples, the poplars, willows, and elms are in

full blossom, and present a strange contrast with the

naked and lifeless looking branches of their neighbors.

To some of our citizens who do not get abroad into

the woods and fields, the blossoms of the maples,

elms, and poplars, along the streets, are the first ap-

pearances of spring.

The markets are yet tolerably supplied with old

vegetable?, such as parsnips, cabbage, and such com-
mon things. A few apologies for lettuce and rad-

dishes have appeared, but nothing that we have seen

fit for table. We think our markets ought now to

warrant gardeners in forcing good things ; we ought
now to have rhubarb, asparagus, and sea kale, with
abundance of radishes, lettuce, fcc.

There appears to be no abatement of the tree plant-

ing spirit, but rather an increased activity in this as

in gardening matters in general. Eotli in city and
country tlie cultivation of fruit trees is becoming every

year more and mure attended to. Every conveyance
that leaves our city, cairries with it trees, and theim-
portiiiioiis of our nursery-men load train after train

of cars on the railroads. Almost every person one
meets is carrying trees, or is in some way busying
himself about them, and on all sides and in various

ways one can see indication of that general taste for

planting that so happily is possessing people now-a-
days.

We cannot now treat of the care required by new
planted trees, but must refer to the May number of the

last volume, which ofiers some suggestions on this

point that are worthy of attention.

*' The secret of Vegetation."—In our account

ot the proceedings of the State Ag. Society at Alba-

ny, it will be remembered that a committee, of which

A. J. Downing was a member, was appointed to in-

vestigate what purported to be the discovery of " the

secret of vegetation," by a philosopher in Dutchess

Co. Mr. Downing, in the April number of his journal,

makes a most humourous and sarcastic report on the

subject, in the form of a dug story—the best thing we
have read in a great while, and exactly the way to treat

such a nonsensical assumption. We trust the gentle-

man feels at ease now, over this wonderful discovery.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN, OR BRECK'S BOOB
OF FLOWERS ; in irhich are described all the

various Hardy Herbaceous Perennials, Shrubby

Plants, and Evergreen Trees, desirable for orna-

mental purposes, with Directions for their Culti-

Tation. By Joseph Brkck, Seedsman and Florist,

and former Editor of the New England and Hor-

ticultural Register. Boston: John P. Jewett &
Co. 1§51.

A GLANCE at this book gives us the im-
pression that it will be highly acceptable

at this moment. For years we have had
the question put, " What book can you
recommend us fur a guide in the cultiva-

tion of ornamental trees and plants ?"

We have never been able to give a satis-

factory reply, for such information could

only be found in the perusal of half a

dozen volumes, many of which would be

considered too costly by most people.

This book of Brf.ck's seems to be just

the thing, as far as it goes. It appears to

be plain, practical, and concise—much in

little, and that little to the point. It is

cheap, too, and that is important, because

it places it in everybody's reach. It treats

of nearly all the popular trees and plants,

from the daisy to the cedar of Lebanon,
in a way that we think will meet the approval of

most people in the country. Our lady friends who
are so industriously picking up floral beauties for

their gardens, will do well to cultivate an aquaintance

soon with Mr. Breck, through his " Book of Flow-
• ers." By-and-by, when the busy season is over, we
will give it a more attentive examination. In look-

ing for a few favorites of our own, to see what Mr.
Breck had to say of them, we find a great many
omissions not quite pardonable : for instance, among
the pines, one of the finest and noblest of them all,

the Excelsa, is not mentioned. In speaking of the

w^eeping ash, no note is taken of the beautiful Gold
barked variety. The graceful Sophora pendula is

also forgotten. Among the spruces, Ahies excelsa,

the Norway, is called Abies communis ; and the

charming new Himmalayan spruce, Abies morinda
or Smithii, is not mentioned at all. This we con-

sider as really one of the most elegant of all ever-

green trees. The European Silver Fir, Picea pecti-

nata, is classed erroneously with the spruces, under

the name of " Abies pulcherrima of Virgil." Among
shrubs, too, we find some of the most beautiful things

now under cultivation quite omitted, while many
others are described that might as well or better have

been left out, according to our taste.

Pears.—The Louise Bonne de Jersey and Louise

Bon d' Arranche pears, Mr. Downing says, are quite

different, as he saw them side by side on the tree in

the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. We cannot under-

stand this, for we have imported trees under both of

these names for eight years past, and have always

found them the same. They are considered as syn-

onvms both in France and England, as far as we are

aware, and it is possible that M. Cappe has made a

mistake.

Mr. Downing speaks of the Belle Alliance as

being a large and exceedingly beautiful fruit of very

good quality, and presenting on the tree, one of tlie

finest sights he remembers to have seen in a fruit

garden.

THE WHITE BELLFLOWER APPLE.
Bellfleiir Wldle of Downing

; Ortley or White Detroit of
Thomas ; Ortley Pippin, White Detroit, Warren Pippin,
&LC., of the west.

This was one of the finest fruits we noticed at the

exhibition at Cincinnati last autumn. Specimens
were presented in many collections, and all of them
were remarkably fine. It is unquestionably a first

rate fruit for the west. We brought some specimens
home with us, and notwithstanding all the carriage

and handling they have passed through, they are at

this moment (I5th March) perfectly fresh and sound

—

flavor as perfect as in January. The annexed out-

line is from one of them. Size large. Form conical,

generally a little one-sided. Color pale yellow or

clear straw color, v/itli a tinge of pink next the sun.

Stalk nearly an inch long, slender, and pretty deeply
inserted. Calyx closed, in a pretty deep basin, some-
times slightly plaited. Flesh white, crisp, juicy,

mild sub-acid, rich and fine flavored. To our taste

there is nothing superior at this moment. Tree a
fair grower, with slender shoots. Nov. to April.

Agricultural Educatioic in Massachussets.—
We are indebted to the Hon. M. P. Wilder, of Mas-
sachusets, for a copy of the report of the Conunis-
sioner appointed by the Governer and Council of that

State, to consider the subject of agricultural schools.

We find this a valuable and interesting document,
containing much information respecting the plans on
which the most celebrated of European Agricultural

institutions are founded, and their system of instruct-

tion, besides the outline of a plan for agricultural

education in Massachussetts.

We are also indebted to the same gentleman for a

report of the proceedings of the "Associated Agri-

cultural Convention," which met in Boston on the

20th of March, to concert measures for the promotion

of Agricultural education. The call for this conven-

tion was issued by the Norfolk Society, of which Mr.
Wilder is the President. Massachussetts is deter-

mined to be foremost in this great work. Our "Em-
pire State" is asleep on this subject.

Si

i'f

f
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MONMOUTH PIPPIN.

Red Cheek Pippin.

This apple is grown in a few orchards in this neigh-

borhood, and every season in the month of April, it

appears in onr market, and never fails to attract at-

tention by its fair appearance and fresh, fine flavor.

It was originally brought here from New Jersey,

where it originated. Size large to medium, roundish

similar in form to a Rhode Island greening, stalk

short, deeply sunk, calyx open, deeply sunk, sk>i

thick, greenish yellow, with a dull red cheek. Flesh

yellowish white, crisp, juicy and perfumed, keeps

well and retains it flavor and freshness admirably.

Tree a very fine upright grower and good bea.ier.

November to Nay. Well worthy of attention as an

orchard fruit, always commanding the highest price

in its season.

Spfximkn Pear Trees.—A short time ago, when
in Boston, we made a hasty visit to the nurseries of

Messrs. Hovey & Co., of Boston. We found their

green-houses and conservatories greatly extended

and improved ; but the most interesting feature about

the establishment, to ns, was their extensive collec-

tions of pears and their well managed trees. In

number they comprise thousands. They are planted

in borders along the walks, at six feet apart, and are

conducted in pyramids, or low standards. Few of

them exceed seven or eight years of age, and yet

they are generally in a fruitful state. They are the

most creditable examples, without any exception,

to be fouml in any American nursery, and form a

school in which valuable lessons noay be taken in the

art and science of tree culture. Among new pears

recently tested, Mr. IIovEr speaks very highly of

tiie Duchcsse d' Orleans, Bnurre Lan^etier, St.

Dorolhe and Triomph de Jodoigne. The Swan's
Orange sustains its character well ; Mr. IIovky has

many tine young trees of it, showing a profusion of

fruit bu Is, and some of them have already borne fine

specimens.

AcKsowLEDCMF.STS.—Wc nre indebted to IJ. P. Johnson,
Esfj., of Albany, for the April iiiini!>or of the Journal of the
Agricultural Society. We learn from it that Guverner
Hunt has appointed Mr. John^ox delegate on the part of the
Slate, to ilio Worlds Fujr in London. Letters to Mr Joh.n-
so.s may be adilressed to care of i'. Tiiomi'SoN. Esq., No. 5
Bank Chamhirs, l.othlxrry, London, (post-paid.)— To Jamls M. M'atts, Esq., fur fine specimens of
Northern ."5py aud other apples.

A SEEDLESS APPLE.

Mr. Editor:—'Permit me, through the
columns of the Farmer, to give a short
account of one of nature's freaks, as a
matter of curiosity

; and to ask of some of
your thinking readers an explanation of it.

In an old orchard, my father has a large
and thrifty apple tree, bearing a fine fla-

vored and finely formed apple, having a
dark yellow skin. Now, the peculiarity

of this fruit is, that as long as we have
been acquainted with it, it has been found
wanting in seeds, except in a, very few in-

stances, where it contained one or two.
The core of this apple, (if it may be said

to have any,) is very small, and it is no
preventive or objection to its being sliced

through, for all culinary purposes. This
apple has a rather thick skin. It keeps
well till late in the spring, and on the

whole is a very good fruit. Specimens of it have been
shown to a number of people, some of them eminent
nurserymen, but none of them have been able to give
a satisfactory solution of the enigma. Perhaps some
of your readers may be acquainted with similar in-

stances, and with the process by which this great
curiosity was produced ; if so, I should be glad to hear
from them. F. D,

—

Ballston Center, JV. Y., 1850.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Hedges — (J. P. Serviss, Hillsdale Co., Mich.) The
apples of the thorn, when gathered, should be placed in a
rot-heap mixed with earth, to remain there during the next
season. They should then be sowed in drills, and nt the
end of the first or second year's growth, will be fit for the
planting in hedge rows. Dtrarf trees are produced both by
budding or grafting on certain stocks, and by certain modes
of pruning.

(A. E. W., Genesee, Mich.) We have not observed such
an insect as you describe. The principal insects that attack
young shoots of fru-it trees, are the aphides, and they do not
sling, but suck the juices. Catalogue has been forwarded.

(U. Webb, King's Ferry, N. Y.) Cherries are dwarfed
on mahaleb stocks, raised from seed

;
pears on quince, raised

from layers or cullings ; and apples on Paradise, or Doucain,
from layers. You can usually purchase these stocks in any
of the leading nurseries. You will find such a book as you
speak of advertised. Scions can be sent by mail in a letter,

with safety.

(.S. H. Wheeler, Girard, Pa.) Buckthorn will suit you
best. Honey Locust will also make you a good hedge.

—

Seeds of eitiier can probably be obtained at the principal
agricultural seed stores. We have written you.

(I). S., Shireinanlown, Pa.) The Great Hij,'arreau cherry
can be had of Charles Dow.ni.ng, or .A. S.»ul &, Co., of
Newburgh. We are much obliged for the information con-
cerning the Gen. Hand plum.

(Jami-S Edgehton, JJarnesviile, Ohio.) The great re-

qui>iti.)n in a quince stock, is vigorous growth. In this par-

ticular the romuion apple or Orange variety is deficient, com-
piirod with "thors, and pears are stinted on it, and do not
form a perfect union.

(IL T. Woodward, Beloit, Wis.) You can probably
obtain a copy of the proceedings of the New York Pomulog-
ical convention by ap,)lyin.T to A. J. Downing, Esq., of

Newburgti. or S. H. I'ai<<<ons, of Flushing, L. L Those of

the Cincmnati convention, of 15. Hodge, of Buffalo, or F.

11. Elliot, of Cleveland, Ohio. The Tartarian Honeysuckle
is easily propagated both by layers made in summer, and cut-

tings taken ofl' in winter. They root as freely as the currant.

A'amf.f of Fruits — " Tnrt Bough." for aught we know to

the contrary, is a synonym of the Early Harvest. Royal,

Hertfor.^shirc, and Winter Pearmain, all mean the same thing.
" Steele's Red Winter"' is u synonym of the Baldwin. '• Ort-

ley Pippin'" is a synonym of Detroit of the west, or White
Bellilower. Early Red Margaret is the true name, and so is

Early Sweet Bough - Large Yellow Bough of Downing.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN/

Culture of Annual Flowers.—To succesd well

in this, there are a few points that should be well

considered :

—

1. The ground must be deep, rich, and mellow,

of such texture as not to harden or bake with rain

and drouth. When the seeds are sown, it must be

as finely pulverized as it is possible to be ; because

the seeds are generally small, and require a very light,

even covering, which can only be given in a fine

soii. When hard, stiff, or lumpy, the seeds get

buried too deep and beyond the reach of a sufficient

quantity of air, and heat, or they are exposed to an
excess of air, and either do not germinate or perish

during the process. Richness is indispensable, if a

luxuriant growth and brilliant large flowers are want-
ed, and this especially for the more robust species.

For succulent plants, such as the portulaccas and
mesembryanthemums, a dry, poor soil, will do well

enough. They derive a great portion of their nutri-

ment from the aerial gases. Balsams and coxcombs
in particular require high feeding, and therefore a

rich, deep soil.

2. The seeds mvst be soion at a favorable time. If

put in the ground too early, they rot from the want
of sufficient heat to effect the process of germination
and assist their growth. We generally succeed best

by sowing in the open border, about the fir<t to the

middle of May, and generally the latter. If the

weather be very dry, Avater must be applied in the

evening through a fine rose of a watering pot.

Heat, air, and moisture, are the great agents of veg-
tation.

4 Transplanting. Many things do well by being
sown where they are to bloom—the nemophilas, por-

tulaccas, mesembryanthemums, and mignonette, for

example ; but the better way in general is to sow the

seeds in a well prepared border, and transplant them
into their permanent situation, when an inch or two
in height. This should be done in a moist, dark day,

or evening. The earth being wet, adheres to the

roots, and especially if taken out with the point of a
trowel,

, 4. Arrangement. Where they are scattered along
a narrow border of a walk, the arrangement requires

little skill ; but when they are grouped in beds or

figures on a lawn, care should be taken to place the

tallest in the center, having the dwarfs or lowest at

the edge. They should not be crowded, each plant

should have space enough allotted it to obtain its full

natural habit and dimension, as nothing looks more
confused or disagreable than a crowded mass of promis-
cuous flowers. A mass of verbenas, or dwarf phloxes,

may run into each other with propriety ; but differ-

ent species should be seen distinctly and separately.

Bedding plants. A flower garden composed of

verbenas, petunias, fuchsias, heliotropes, cupheas,
salvias, scarlet geraniums feverfews, everblooming
roses and such things, is much easier managed than
that composed of annuals ; for the plants, when
turned out of pots about the last of May, or begining
of June, are in bloom in a few weeks, and with a little

attention to tying up, pegging down, and triming,

continue in bloom till frost comes ; while a succes-
sion of annuals is required for a succession of bloom.
Tiie bedding plants are tlierefore better for those
who have little leisure. Tliey, too, must have a rich

deep, and mellow soil, and in dry weather copious

supplies of water, and some liquid manure occasion-

ally, to sustain their vigor ; for if they cease to grow,
they cease to bloom—the flowers being produced on
the new sheots.

THE FUCHSIA.

We are pleased to see the interest felt by ladies

in the cultivation of flowers. When we offered, in

the March iiumber, "a small collection of flower

seeds to those who applied in season," we supposed

that a hundred or two of packages would have sup-

plied the demand ; but we are gratified that our cal-

culations were far below the mark. We have already

sent the two hundred packages we at first prepared,

and have now more than five hundred applications
;

and this is not all, for <' still they come." The seeds

of our own raising, and a few that we procured from

Europe, are nearly exhausted ; but by further pur-

chases and collections from our friends, we shall en-

deavor to supply the demand. We may not in all

cases be able to send all the kinds we should prefer

to, and shall have to give them in small quanties, but

we shall send only those that are good, and, under

the circumstances, do the best in our power for the

lovers of flowers, regardless of trouble or expense.

The cultivation of flowers affords the most innocent

and refined pleasure. It is a pleasure cheaply pur-

chased, and within the reach of all—alike accessable

to the rich and the poor. It enlivens the gloomy

mind, and invigorates the feeble frame. The moral

lesson taught by flowers is worthy of attention. Their

beauty refines the taste and improves the heart. Flow-

ers afford food for reflection— "Consider the lilies of

the field, how they grow ; they toil not, neither do they

spin, and yet I say unto you that even Solomon in all

his glory was not arrayed like one of these."

I
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A WALK THROUGH THE GARDEN IN MAY.

Foreigners universally express tlieir surprise and

delii^lit at the beauty of the American Autumn.

—

Those fine, smol^y days in November, when the woods

asjiume tlieir richest dress, colorin<r the waters of

brooks and streams witli the most beautiful sliades of

sc-arlet and crimson, are unknown we believe in any

other part of the world. But who praises the Amer-
ican Sprinn^? Occasionally we have a fine warm
day, but it is only occasionally—few and far between

—while cold winds and rains are common enough.

Yet we should not complain, as this weather keeps

back vegetation, and gives us more time to plant trees,

and shrubs, and arrange our walks and beds, and

prune and get every thing in order for fine weather.

T 'O many neglect these things during the unpleasant

weather in spring, and consequently they have every

thing to do at once, and are a little behind during the

whole season. But this is not the case with our

garden, as you will see on passing through it. As
we promised to visit the garden again this month, we
will see what progress has been made. You will no-

tice that the roads are all now in complete order, and

the general appearance of the garden entirely changed

since last month. Then everything looked unfinished

—ground partly dug and partly planted ; now it has

much more of a finished appearance, and looks in

better order.

The' peas we noticed last month as just making
their appearance, have grown so rapid[y that they

need sticks, which you see placed to support them.

Others are just appearing above the ground. These
were sown later, and when the first have done bearing

tha.se will supply their place.

The pie phiiit, or rhubarb, now has large leaves,

and long leaf stalks, fit for use. Currants, and

gooseberries are now in leaf and blossom. The
peach buds are swollen, and the earlier kinds just

bursting, and unless we have frosty weather as the

trees are going out of blossom, we shall probably

have a good crop of this delicious fruit.

Under the shelter of the fence we see the gardener

sowing radish seed. Radishes to be worth eating,

must have a very rapid growth, otherwise they are

hard and worthless. They require mellow, warm
ground. In England they generally cover radish

bads with a top-dressing of coal ashes, giving them
a black and singular appearance. Wood or coal

ashes might be used to advantage in this country.

Beets and carrots are sown, and these require a

very deep soil, as the roots e.xtend into the earth,

and it is impossible to get well formed roots, unless

the ground is dug or plowed deep and well pulverized.

We have seen the blood beet two feet in length.

How could it have grown to such a length if the

ground below si.x or seven inches had been as hard

as it is in its natural state ?

Ueans are very tender, and a slight frost destroys

them alter they are above ground ; so they are not

yet planted, and will not be until nearly the last of the

month. The most delicious of all beans is the Lini".

Tiiey require long and strong sticks, and are fine

when useil as shell beans in the summer, or dry for

wintoi-. Every body should plant a few Lima beans.

They like a dry, warm soil, a little inclined to be

sandy.

In the hut-bed you see lettuce and radislies fit for

use, and c<7en/, tomato, and other plants, almost ready
to put out in the open ground. But it is not too late

yet to start celery or tomato plants. Once we started
them in a warm sunny situation on the first of May,
without heat from manure, merely by placing a few
boards around and covering them nights, and had them
ready to transplant in pretty good season.
Melons and cucumbers are now sown in the open

ground, though jn the hot-bed you will see melon
plants in pots. These will be placed in the open
ground the last of this month, and will be earlier than
those started from seed in open ground. But those
who have a warm sandy soil, can raise good melons
without this trouble.

Asparagus is a great luxury, and as the gardener
is now making a bed, we will notice his operations.
The plants he is placing in the bed are two years
old from seed. The seed is sown in the spring, in

drills about one inch deep, and twelve inches apart.

Some at this stage water them with boiling water.
They are then covered, and the earth well pressed
down. In two years the plants will be ready to
transfer to beds. Those who live near nurseries had
better buy plants, as they will thus obtain asp&rao-us
for use two years earlier. As we can not stay to see
the whole operation of making the asparagus bed, I

will explain it : Mark out a bed about four and a
half feet wide, and as long as is needed, dig out the
surface earth three inches deep, and lay it on the
sides of the bed ; then spread short well-rotted ma-
nure three inches thick over the bed, dig it well in,

and smooth off with the rake
; then line out four

rows on the bed length-wise twelve inches apart,

and the two outer rows nine inches from the edge of
the bed. Place the plants flat on the rows twelve
inches apart ; this will make them twelve inches
apart each way ; then fill up the bed with the earth
taken out, and dress it neatly olFwith the rake.

In cultivating the garden, as in everything else,

it is necessary to do whatever you attempt, tvell. —
Dig deep and make the soil fine ; this is digo-incr

well. Manure well, for manure is the food of plants,

and without this food they will either die from star-

vation, or be poor and sickly and worthless, if they
find enough in the soil barely to sustain life. In the
next place, sow the seed carefully, so as to have it

even all over the bed— not too thick in some parts,

and too thin in others, as is too often the case. —
Then take good care of the plants when they come
up, by destroying all the weeds that interfere with
their growth, and take the food from the soil which
your plants need. Keep the ground mellow, so that
the air can penetrate, and the rains descend to

nourish them. If they require brush like peas, or
poles like bean.s, to sustain them, furnish them early,

a little before needed ; for if a little too late, the
plants droop and become injured and never obtain a
good form. If done early, you liave the satisfac-

tion of seeing the fruit of your labor; if too late,

you have had all the trouble and very little compen-
sation. So it is with farming and gardening opera-
tions generally ; he that expends his time and labor
in doing things well— and to be well, of course
must be seasonable— is generally satisfied with
the result of his labors ; but ho>hat half does things
never gets paid even for the labor actually be.->towed.

And this is right, an i in accordance with nature and
revelation. He that improves his talent shall receive
still others

; but he that improves it not, shall lose
even that he has.
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(SMtor'0 (Stable.

GiTi?jG Ckedit.—The Albany Cultivator and American Agricul-

turist have had considerable to say reprobating the common prac-

tice of copying articles, and using other men's knowledge with-

out giving due credit We have suffered depredations of this Isind

so long, that th^y very rarely provoke a passing remark. It would

be an easy task to fill a volume with plagiarisms perpetrated on the

senior editor of this paper. In 18-t5 and 1846 we published in the

Genesee Farmer sundry articles on the culture of wheat, show-

ing, from our chemical researches, the intimate relation that sub-

sists between clover and this important cereal. On page 56, vol-

ume 7, we use the following language :

'• There are 7.7 lbs. of ash in 100 lbs. of dry clover. If this crop

be taken from a field for a number of years, without making resti-

tution, it will be found quite exhausting, notwithstanding the
power of clover to draw its organic nourishment Irom the atmos-
phere. An acre of stout clover, when perfectly dry. has been known
to weigh 3693 lbs., containing 284 lbs. of ash. This is some 60 lbs.

more than is removed from an acre in a fair crop of wheat. It is

Useful to study the mineral elements of this plant in connection
with those of wheat. In 284 lbs. of the ash of clover there are of

Phosphoric Acid. 18.00 lbs.

Sulrihuric Acid, 7.00

Chlorine, 7.00

Lime 70.00
Magnesia 18.00

Potash and Soda, 77.00

Silica 15.00

Oxide of Iron and Alumnia, 00.90
Carbonic Acid, 71.00

283.90 lbs.

" Throwing out of the account the 71 lbs. of carbonic acid, we
have 213 lbs of earthy matter. An acre of wheat needs, to form
both seed and straw, 17 lbs. of phosphoric acid An acre of good
clover will furnish 18 lbs. That quantity of wheat needs 2 lbs of
sulphuric acid. An acre of clover will supply 7 lbs. The former
needs 1 lb. of chlorine—a substance th,at forms GO percent, in com-
mon salt. Clover will furnish 7 lbs. Wheat (an acre) needs 16
lbs of lime. Clover will supply 70 lbs. Wheat need.s 13 lbs. rff

magnesia. Clover will .'upply 18 lbs. Wheat needs 24 lbs. of pot-
ash and soda ; (and an excess.) Clover will fumi.^h 77 lbs.

Wheat needs 121 lbs. of silica
;
of which clover can furnish only

15 lbs. Except silica, or sand, it will be seen that an acre of good
clover yields all the several minerals needed by a crop of wheat ;

and some of the most valu.tble ones, iu largo excess. In its organic
element;-, the supply is not less abundant.

Caibon. Oxygen. iTydiosien. Nilrosfn.
Clover has in 3693 lbs. 1750 ]'396 1.S.5 78
Wheat crop, 3124 lbs., 1487 1262 171 32

' It is particularly worthy of note that clo.er yields more
than twlo'! as much idtrnc^en as both the wheat and straw reouire
It is proper to state that to make 3693 lb,-?, of perfectly dry clorer

one must have 4675 lbs of common clover hay. But iu plowing
in clover for wheat, we gain all the stubble and roots, in addition

to what the scythe clip? in mowing."

The editor of the Michigan Farmer, without so much as naming
this journal at all, in his -prize essay on wheat culture," published

in January, has made some professional reputation by following

our language and ideas thus closely ;

Wheat. Clover.
" Phosphoric Acid 17 lbs. 18 Iba.

Sulphuric Acid, 2 7

Chlorine, 1 7

Lime, 17 70

Magnesia, 13 18

Potash and Soda 24 77

Silica,
.' 115 15

' Thus it appears that all these mineral elements, except sand,

the clover plant supplies more than the wheat plant lakes away,
and one of them, which, perhaps, is the most important of all, viz :

lime, It supplies four times the amount which the wheat crop re-

quires. And these elements are drawn, to a great extent, from a
depth' where they previously lay in an unavailable state. There
is a deficiency in the quantity of silica, or sand, which the clover

plant furnishes, but in this there is no deficieucy in our ordiuary

Vfheat lands, except that it exist.'j there in an insoluble, and there-

fore unavailable state. But if the clover plant furnishes the ma-
terial to dissolve it, it does the same thing as to supply it, and this

is just what it does. Potash is the very element to bring it into

requisition, and of this element the clover plant furnishes three

times as much as the wheat crop requires.

" While the clover thus largely exceeds the wheat crop in the
mineral elements it contains, it also furnishes a somewhat larger

amount of all the organic elements, drawn mostly from the atmos-
phere, viz : carbon, oxygen, hydrogen ivnd nitrogen. Of nitrogen,

the clover crop contains two and a half times as much as the wheat
crop, and this is an element more frequently deficient in the soil,

more diflicult to be supplied, and, we may add, more important to /

make the other element"! available, than, perhaps any other al-

of wheat
"' °"^^ '° *^® ™''" proportion of 32 lbs. to an acre

Had the Genesee Farmer been copied throughout the essay, the
writer would have escaped the errors which impair the value of
his performance. Wo must do him the justice to remark that he
gives "Dr. Lee" credit for his analyses, but for nothing more.

In the ' Supplement to the Prize Es.say," which appears in the
April number of the Michigan Farmer, the editor adopts our re-
marks almost verbatim, on the relative advantages of turning in
clover with the plow to enrich land, and feeding it to domestic
animals and applying the manure, without giving the least credit.
What we had to say on (he subject, was based on chemical re-
searches, which cost both time and money, and for which we were
paid nothing. After working several y ears in We,?tern New York,
we took, in 1847, a fair apparatus for the analysis of soils to Geor-
gia, but did not realize enough to pay the breakage of glass-r.are
in getting it out and back to Washington, while two years in Au-
gusta.
These facts are named, not in the way of complaint, but that

our numerous readers out west (who are a.lso readers of agricul-
tural journals there which habitually throw stones at the Genesee
Farmer,) may judge rightly of the motives of its assailants. We
wish them all prosperity and shall never place a straw in their
way. The closer they adhere to the t.-nchings of this journal,
whether with or without credit, the more prizes they wiU win.

New York State Fair. -During the pa.«t month. John Dei..*.-

FiELD, of Seneca Co, President of the State Agricultiir.il Society,
Col. SHER-nooD, of Auburn, and J. D. Dlrnett, of Syracuse,
visited our city for the purpose of selecting ground for the next
State Fair. They were entertained by a committee of citizens,
who had designated several places as among the most eligible for
the purpose. We were much gratified by this visit of these sterling
friends of agriculture, and hope to enjoy their society often during
the coming season. It is the intention of our citizens and the offi-

cers of the Society, to make the coming exhibition creditable to the
Society, and to the reputation of the •• Genesee Valley."

Premiums —In consequence of the early day at which we are
compelled to put our paper to press, wo are unable to announce
our premiums this month as we intended to do. We are compell-
ed to stereotype the Farmer before the 15th. and even with this ar-

rangement some of our subscribers have too much cause to com-
plain of the late arrival of their papers. The premiums will be
awarded nest month.

New York and Erie Railro.id.—This invaluable work ap-
proaches its completion. Cars will soon run from Dunkirk, on
Lake Erie, to the city of New York, save the ferry across the Hud-
son from Jersey city. The luggage or baggage of passengers will

bo checked through from New York to Cleveland, Toledo. Detroit,

Milwaukie and Chicago. ' Competition is the life of business."

Melancholy Death of John S. Skinner, Esq.—Since our last

paper went to press, John S. Skinner, Es(J., the founder of the

American Farmer, iu Baltimore in 1819, (the oldest agricultural

journal in America) met with an accident in that city which sud-

denly terminated his valuable life in the midst of its greatest use-

fulness. In going out of a room in the interior of the Post office,

he unfortunately opened a wrong door and stepping rut, fell into a
cellar and received such injuries, a fracture of the skull and oth-

ers, that he never spoke afterwards. The deceased was widely
known and esteemed for his intigrity, talents, industry, and life-

long devotion to the advancement of agriculture. His labors have
been eminently useful to his country

; and nothing but the lack

of space prevents us from expressing, at much greater length, our

appreciation of his worth as a man, and distinguished services as

an agricultural writer. At the time of his death he was editor

and proprietor of •' The Plow, the Loom and the Anvil," published

in Philadelphia.

Death of Gov. Isaac Hill, op New Hampshire.—Mr, Hill, foun-

der of the " Farmer's Monthly Visitor," and an agricultural wri-

ter widely known, has died, in Washington city, of a pulmonary

complaint, within a few weeks of the present writing. As a polit-

ical jouru.alist and Senator in Congress, he acquired a national

reputation. As an agriculturist, his efforts were well directed and
reasonably succosstul.
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WoBK FOB THE Month.—May is ene of the busiest months in

the year with farmers. It is seed time in all the northern States
;

and such as would enjoy the blessings of generous harvests must

plant and sow in due season. All the manure one can reasonably

command should be placed in the soil, and within reach of the

roots of growing plants. The skilful use of manure is a matter of

great importance, especially that of never spreading too littU>, nor

too much, on a given area of laud. The right quantity per acre to

secure the largest return, is a mooted point among practical cul-

tivators. That question settled, the depth at which manure should

be covered is another question about which men differ in opinion.

Four to six inches is the depth generally preferred, so far as we

arc informed.

It is much to be regretted that all the manure wasted in cities

and vilages. which is so much needed to give crops a start in May

and June, can not be carried in the country and used. The til-

lage of much poor land that might be fertilized, is a serious public

loss. To le.«sen this as far as pr.ictible, every farmer should culti-

vate his soil in the best practicable manner. . His plowing, harrow-

ing, planting and hoeing, must be so thoroughly done that his crops

will enjoy every element ofl'oodwhich the ground really contains.

To secure this advantage is the work fur May. If one had a few

tons of well-prepared nightsuil to nourish youug corn, oats, barley,

peas, beans, potatoes and other cultivated plaut,^, it would priba-

bly double his harvests. But the science of agriculture is too Utile

appreciated in this country for much to be done in the way of pre-

paring the raw material of crops in a concentrated and portable

form. We shriU waste at least $100 000 worlh of the best manure,

in Rochester, in the the year ISol, which, by coiitamiuating the

air. and perhaps poi.'ioniug the water taken into the human sys-

tem, will doubtless cirry sickness and death into scores of fami-

lies. Time and the good examples of the wise will remedy this

obvious folly. To impoverish the soil in the country, and satu-

rate the earth in cities with the contents of the vaults of privies.

is the labor of millions.

Ik consequence of the unprecedented increase of our circulation,

now nearly forty thousand, and the time required to print so large

an edition, some of our subscribers complain that it is late in the

month when they receive their papers. To remedy this evil, we

have ordered another press, and by the issue of our next number

we hope to have our business so arranged that every subscriber

can rt-ad the Farmer by the fl'st of the month. Communications

and advertisments so crowd upon us that we think we shall be

comp'-lled to enlarge, by adding eii;ht more pag'.'S, and this we
sU»!ldo without additional expense to subscribers. To meet this in-

creased cost, we depend upon our frieads. who huve done all that

we have asked, and more than we could expect. Still each sub-

scriliT might introduce the Karm.-r to .«ome U'iighburor friend, and
witti but little exertion on the p.trt of those who now take th,-

Farmer, our circulation could be d')Uilid. We can at all ti;ui',<-

supply back numbers from the l.st oi Jiuiiiary. .Additions may be

mude to clubs at the lowest rutes

—

three shUUngt

ADveaTME.MeNTs, to secure insertfoain tb« Karmir, must be rc-

coivcU as early as the 10th of the previous month, and be of such a

character as to be of jatere.st to the farnier.s. \Vk publish no other.

Terms— $2,00 for every hundred word.i, each iaserti-<u, paid in

adaance.

S. W., and a numbar of other articles from correspondents, were
received just as we were going to press, and will appear next
month.

M. SHr,w.4N & Co., Booksellers, St. Lawrence Arcade, Toronto,
Canada West, will take subscriptions for the Genesee Farmer.

I

Imported Consternation.

THIS celebrated thorough bred Hor.^e will stand the present
sea«on. aa heretofore, at the farm of the subscriber, two miles

west of Syr,\cuse.
In order that farmers, of the most limited means even, may be

enabled to breed from this valuable horse, the subscriber has con-
sented to offer his services at the extraordinary low price of $7.00
-payable in advance in all cases—reserving the right to reject
mares that are deemed unsuitable. Fasturage, well fenced and
well watered, at three shillings per week. Mares to be entirely
at the risk of their owners. J.B. BUIINETT.

Syracuse, May 1851. [5-3t]

Osage Ovange,
FOR Hedeeit, price 31 per quart, just received at the Rochester

beed Store. No. 20 Buffalo street,
May, 18J1. j p jroGO & BROTHER.

A New Work on Fruit.

CHARLES SCRIBNER (late Baker St Scribner) has in press,
and will publish early in April,

'THE FRUIT GARDEN,"
A Treatise intended to illustrate and explain the Theory and
Practice of all operations connected with the Propagation, Trans-
pi mting. Truning and Training of Orchard and (jarden Trees, as
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Kspaliers, kc, the Laying out and
arranging different kinds of Orchards and Gardens, the Selection
of Suitable Varieties for different purposes and localities, Gather-
ing and Preserving Fruits, Treatmentof Diseases, Destruction of
lusects, Description and Uses of Implements, &c., liluslrated with
upwards of One Hundred and Fifty j^'igHies, representing the Dif-
ferent Parts of Trees, Practical Operations, .Modes of Training, De-
signs for Plantations, Impiemeuts, &c. By P. Bakry^ of theMount
Hope Nurseric«j Rochester, N. Y. 1 vol. 12 mo.

SU.MMAKV OF CONTENTS.
Part I. Describes the different parts of Fruit Trees— Roots,

Stems, Branches, Leaves, Blossoms and Fruit
; explains their dif-

ferent Characters, Functions, and Practical Classifications, it

treats, also, of Soils and vlanures. of the best Modes of Propagation,
and the General Principles and Practice of Pruning.
This Part is a new feature in Treatises of this kind, and is in-

tended to be the ground-work of all the operations of culture.
Part 11. Treats of the Propagation and Management of Trees in

the Nursery in detail, both Standards and Dwaris, beginning with
the Stocks and ending with taking up the Trees. The various
kinds of Stocks, their particular Uses, &.C., are all correctly de-
scribed.
Paut III Treats of the Laying Out and Arrangements of differ-

ent kinds of Orchards and Fruit Gardens, the selection of Trees
and of varieties, Planting. Pruning, and Training of Standards,
Dwarf, Pyramids, and various other forms, in a manner calculated
to furui.-h important iuformatiou much sought for at this time.
Part IV. Contains Abridged Descriptions of all the best Fruits

of well-established merit, with selections fur various purposes and
localities and lists of new and promising varieties

; also, a Chap-
ter en Diseases and Insects

;
another on (jathering and Preserv-

ing Fruits, and one on the more important Implements used in
Fruit Culture. CHARLES SCRIBNER,

No. 36 Park Row, and 145 Nassau St., New York
April, 18.51.

Wayne County- Agricultural W^arehouse 6i Seed Store.

I7^
C. WILDER & CO., Dealers in Hardware, Iron, Steves, Hy-

li. draulic Rams, Lead Piie, Horse Powers and Separators,
Reaping .Machines of latest improvomeut, Eagle Plows, Cast-iron
beam do. Vegetable Cutters, Hay Cutters for hand or horse power,
and Agricultural Implements of evsry variety. Paints, Oil, 8c.c.

Palmyra, May, 1851. [5-8t]

Eagle Plows.

WE are now receiving 150 Premium Massachusetts Eagle plows
which we offer at 25 per cent, less than ever before sold in

Rochester. Farmers are invited to call and examine them. We
have a plow-room 50 i>y 00 feet, expressly for exhiliitinj; Plows and
Cultivators. J P. FOGC it BRUPHER,
May, l&oO. Opposite the Arcade, Buffalo st.

Soiic Manure.

AVT.ilV superior qiiality of Bone Dust, finely ground and war-
ranted pure, is i:ow prepared at the 'Eagle Manufacturing

Co." lor Farmers and Gardeners. It iS perl'ectiy dry, will be

packed in tight barrels, aud warranted to keep sound in any cli-

mate. -Apply to ALl-'RED F. KEMP,
[5 lt*J 02 Beaver street, New York.

Cinrtlenliig and fanning Tools,

QUCH as Shovels. Hoes. Spades. Forks. (Jai den Reels and Lines.

O Transplanting and Weeding Trowels, Floral Rakes, Hedge
Shears, aud other articles too numerous to mention, for sale at the

.Monroe Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse, .No. OS State

-ireet, by BRIGG-S Jc BROTHER.

600

Oortlen and Field Peas. -

QEVER.A.L choice varieties—some new kinds—of imported Oar-
O den Peas. Also, a largo lot of Canada Field Peas, of extra
quality, just received at the Monroe Seed Store and Agricultural

Warehouse, 68 State st. BRIGGS & BROTHER. ^
B.^RRELS of Bone Black, or Burnt Bones ground, at $2
per barrel. For sale by G H. BARR,

Publisherof the Workiug Farmer,
[5.3t] No. 25 CUff street, New Vori.

PROUTY & MEARS' CELEBRATED PREMIUM CENTRE
DRAUGHT PLOWS. A large assortment can be found at

the State Airricultural Warehouse, No. 26 Cliff street, New York,

[5-3t] Q. H. BARR.

Seed Planters.

E.MERY'S and Platfs for sale at the Monroe Seed Store and
Agricultural Warehouse, 68 State street, by

May. 1851. BRIGGS & BROTHER.

EED DRILLS.—Emery's Improved Seed DrilU. the best in use,

for sale by J. P. FOGG & BROTHER.

Jl
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New York State Agricultural Works.
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES AND LMPLEMENTS.

WHEELER, MELICK, & CO. continue their Manufactory

at the corner of Liberty and Hamilton Sts., Albany, where

they are prepared to fill all Orders with despatch.

Orders for WHEELER'S PATENT RAILWAY. CHAIN
HORSE POWERS, and OVERSHOT THRE.SHERS & SEPA-
RA.TORS,will receive their prompt attention. The large and in-

creasing demand for these Machines, has induced the proprietors

to erect a new and spacious Manufactory, and otherwise extend

their means of promptly filling orders. Their Powers and Thresh-

ers have been sold in nearly every State in the Union, during the

past year and their superiority has been acknowledged by numer-

ous testimonials, not only from Agricultural Societies but f.om

persons who have used them. They have been awarded the first

premiums at all the principal Fairs where they have been exhibi-

iir ted in operation, including the Pennsylvania State Fair, the t'ro-

i "l
Tincial Fair of Upper Canada, and the Michigan and Ohio State

W Fairs, together with numerous County Exhibitions in the differeut

The Two Horse Machine with from three to five hani?s, will

thresh from 125 o 200 bushels of Wheat per day, or twice that

quantity of Oats.

a'he One Horse Machine will thresh rather more than half that

quaatity.
PRICE AT ALBANT.

For Two Horse Machines, $145 00

For One Horse Machine, 120,00

Machines will be shipped to order to any part of the United

St.ites or the Canadas.
, , i. ^t, •

The subscribers are now shipping Powers and Threshers to their

ao-ents on the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, and:in the interior of th,-

states bordering on tho.^e rivers, and to all the principal ports on

the Lakes, as well as to their numerous agents in the interior of the

Lake States. They will be delivered at all our agencies with only

the cost o' transportation added to our home prices. Per ons

wanting to purchase, may. by writing to us, learn where they can

obtain our machines most conveniently.

jsf B —Our .Machines are warranted, as heretofore, to work to the

3al.i,fiicUon of the purchaser, or they may be returned within sixty

days after thi y are received, and the purchase money, if paid, will

be ri'funded.
, ..x, oi t m 4 »

We want a few more agents in most of the States. To competent

men. who can give satisfactory references, liberal commission will

be allowed WHEELER, MELICK & CO,
Corner of Hamilton and Liberty Sts.. Albany, N. Y.

(Near the Steamboat Landing )

For sale by J. Rapalje & Co.. at the Genesee Seed Store and Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, 65 Buffalo St , Rochester, N. Y.

CAUTION.
The subscribers. Patentees of ir/iee/ers Patent Horse Powers.

havinc noticed that an Agricultural Firm is advertising that

Wheeler's Patent Horse Powers and Overshot Threshers are niau-

ufHCtured and sold by them, when in fact they have not obtained

from us any liberty to use our Patent, we hereby caution all per-

Eons that said firm has no right to use our Patent, or to manu-

facture or sell said Horse Powers, and that a sale by them wUl con-

fer no right upon the Purchaser to use such Power.

Messrs WHEELER. MELICK & CO.. of Albany, and their

Aeents are the only persons authorized to make or sell Wheeler's

Patent Horse Powers ; and every such Power made or sold by

them or by any penson havini? a License to do so. has upon one of

the (:;ast Iron Semi-Circles at each end of the Power, the words

"Whkkler's Patent- Wheeler, Meuck & Co., Makers, Alba-

\ due attention to this fact will enable purchasers to avoid im-

position and fraud.

No pel son or firm in Albany, except Wheeler, Mclick & Co.. is

authorized to make or sell said Horse Po«er8.

Albany, April, 18il. A. & W. C. WHEELER, Patentees.

Great Sale of Superior Tliorougli-Bred Sliort Horn
Cattle.

THE subscriber having more Stock than he can well sustain on
his farm, will offer at Public Auction about THIRTY head .of

his Improved Short Horn Cattle, consisting of Bulls, Cows. Heifers
and Bull Calves, on the 2Gth day of June next, at his farm 2)^ miles
from this city.

It is known to breeders of improved stock, in this country, and
in Canada, that the proprietor of this herd during the past 12
years, has through the medium of importations from (England, and
selections from the best herds in this country, spared no expense
to rear a herd of cattle from which superior animals couid be safe-

ly drawn for improvement and crosses upon other br eds. His
importations have been derived from that eminent breeder, the
la e Thomas Bates. Esq . of Kirklevington, Yorkshire. England,
which herd it is well known has recently been disposed of at public
sale by his adminstrators, and dispersed into many hands, andean
no longer be resorted to as a whole, for improvement. The an-
nouncement of that sale created great interest, and all Short Horn
breeders in England seemed emulous lo secure one or more of these
animals to miagle with the blood of their own herds, and at the
day of sale, there was found assembled the largest audience ever
before witnessed upon a similar occasion, numbering, as was Kiid,

from 4 to 5,000 persons, and among them the best breeder,^ In Eng-
land, and several from other countries. Some of the aninials bro't
prices which seemed incredible to many.

In the herd now offered for sale, will be included the Imported
Bull, Duke of Wellington, and the premium Bull, Meteor. 'J hese
are Bates' Bulls, and their reputation as stock-getters are too well
known to need any comment. lam authorized to say by Lewis
K. Allen. Esq., of Black Rock, one of the most prominent breeders
in this country, and who has had ample means of forming a judg-
ment. That in no instance, to his knowledge, had these two Bulls

been bred to Short Horn Cows of other herds, previously iui^ioited

into the United States, but that their produce were superior in
general qualities to such herds."
The most of the Stock which is now offered for sale, have been

bred from these two Bulls ; and the proprietor, having a young
bull more remotely connected with that portion of the herd he re-

tains, (being about 14 in number,) can ^pare these two valuable
Bulls. There will be in the Slock offered for sale, 6 young Bulls,

from 8 months old to 2 years, in addition to the two named above
;

and the remainder of the Stock will be composed of Cows, (most
of them possessed of extraordinary milking qualities.) Heifers and
Heifer Calves. It ii believed that no herd of Short Horns has ever
been offered for sale in this country, exhibiting more of the valu-
able combinations of qualities which contribute to make up per-

fect animals.
A Catalogue containing the po 'igrees of these animals will be

ready for delivery at an early period, in which the Terms of the
Sale will be particularly stated. A Credit will be given from Six
to Eighteen months. Gentlemen are invited to examine the herd
at their convenience. GEO. VAIL.
Troy, N. V ., March, 1S51. [4-3t]

Plows ! Plows ! I Piow^s ! !

!

ANEW SERIES OF PLOWS for deep tillage and laying flat

or lapped furrows, lately got up by Ruggles, Nourse, Mason,
Hi. Co., after long and expensive experiments. Some of the Nos.
of this series of Plows are described in an article on Plows and
Plowing, by H. F. Holi rook, of Brattleborough, Vt., which has been
published in the Albany Cultivator and in Nos. 67 and 68 of

Moore's Rural New Yorker.
E.\GLE PLOWS of different sizes, among which are the Eagle

C and Eagle 20.

SUB-OiL PLOWS, different sizes, plain and full rigged. Also,

SID/-II1LL PLOWS, different sizes.

PLOW CASTINGS, such as mold-boards, land sides, and
points, for all of the above Plows.

'the above Plows and Castings will be kept constantly for sale by
the subscribers, at Boston and Worcester retail prices, at the
.Monroe Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse, No. 68 State St.,

where we would be pleased to have all those who take an interest

in the improvement of the Plow, to call and examine our assort-

ment whether they wish to purchase or not.

Rochester, May, 1851. BRIGGS » BROTHER.

Plow^er .Seetls.

WE have received from England, sin e the first of March last.

nearly 200 different varieties of Flower Seed.s. selected

from an English catalogue of nearly 500 different varieties, by gen-

(lemen perfectly competent to make a good selectim. We will

put up and send to order. 20 papers of the choicest kinds, such as

would make a good as.sortment for any Flower Garden, fur ^Sl- -45

varieties for $2 and the same proportion for larger quanties. De-

scrifjtion and directions for cultivation are given on each paper.

Please call uoon. or address (post paid.) to
"

' BRIGGS & BROTHER,
May. 1851. G8 State street, Rochester. N. Y.

Garden and Field Seeds.

WE have received from Loudon, since the first of M.arch. nearly

two tons of the choicest Garden and Field S^eJs—such as

Cabbage, diff' rent kinds. Radi.sh do , Turnip do., and Kuta Baga,

&c he Also White Dutch Clover, and Lawn Gr.iss for lawns,

door y.irds . Stc. BltlOCS St. BRO.. 68 S.af .^t.

rr^lMOTHY SEED.—400 bushels, of different qualities, just re-

X ceived, and for Sile low by BRIGGS & BKOTHER.
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GREAT BOOKS
FOR FARMERS, GARDENERS AND HORTICULTJRISTS,

RARE CHANCE FOR AGENTS TO MAKE MONET.

JOHN P. JEWETT 8c COMPANY. Publishers. Nos. 17 and 19

('ornl)ill. Boston, take pleasure in announcing to the intelli-

g-nt K.irmers. Gardeners, and Horticulturists of the United States

th:it they have at length completed their valuable collection of

work.s on .Agriculture, and i's kindred .sciences, and that the two
last of the series arc now in the hands of the stereotypers. and will

I e reaily for delivery to subscribers and others, on or before the

first day of March. The two volumes now in press are, firat-

BRECK'S BOOK OF FLOWERS,
/?(/ Joseph Breck, Esq., of Bright 07i,

For many years editor and publisher of the New England Farmer,
and ene of the most distinguished Florists in America. This vol-

ume contains the results of the practical experience of a man of

taste and science, and is. without doubt. th>- most thorough and
reliable book on the cultivation of flowers, and the liyitig out of
flower gardens, to be found in any language ; it is emphatically
the Ladies' and (lentlenien's complete Floral Vade .Mecura. This
bonk will be in 12 mo. form, containing about XIG pages, fine cloth

binding, and we have determined to sell it at 75 Cents, to bring it

within the means of all. and to ensure a largo sale ; as it is a book
which every lover of flowers must own.
The .second in the series is

—

THE KITCHEN GARDENER'S TEXT BOOK,
By one of the most distinguished Gardeners of New Jersey. This
is truly a practical work, avoiding useless, and to the masses, un-
meaning technicalities, the author handles his subjects with the
skill of a thoroughly versed, common-sense practitioner. With
the aid of this volume, the merest Tyro may rapidly advance
through the various stages of Nortioiltural knowledge, to com-
plete sueces?. ."V simple, practical and cheap work on this sub-
ject has long been needed The price of this book will be 50 Cents,
—12 mo . 216 pages, handsomely bound in cloth.

The third book is—

A TREATISE ON HOT -HOUSES,
Brj Robert B. Leuchars, Garden Architect.

This work, by V.r. Leuch.ars. who is one of the most distinguish-
ed among the many Scotch Gardeners of America, is a practical
treatise on the CONSTRUCTION, HE.VTINO AND VENTIL-
ATION OF UOr-HOUSE.S. including CONSKIIV.VTORIES,
GREEN' - HOUSES. GRAPERIK.S. and other kinds of IIORTI-
CUI.rUlLIL STRUCTLREF;, with practical directions for

their management in regard to Li«iit, Hk.at and Air. Illustrated
with more than Seventy En^ratinss. This is the first and only
work of this kind ever published in this country or in Europe, and
is recommended very highly by Profes.sors Silliman and Dana, of
Yal«- CoUege.and by many other scientific gentlemen. Price One
Doll,\r. It is a very learned work, and an invaluable one to any
person who owns, or who intends to erect, either of the structures
upon which it so ably treats.

The fourth hook is

—

MR. COLE'S GREJIT WORK ON
TFIE DISf]ASES OF ANIMALS,

OR THE AMERICAN VETERINARIAN,
30 000 copies of which have air ady been sold, and the sale of which
continues in a manner almost without a precedent. To every

man who owr.s a horse a co»v, a pig. or even a hen. this work liy

Mr Cole is of more value than ten limes its c^.st.

The lives of many valuable animals have already been saved by
followineMr. (oie'spliin directonsfor their treatment when sick

Thi.i is tjie cheapest work of the kiiid ever published in America,
being but 50 ut..\l"^> at retail, and we do not b('li. ve that any
fariuir wuiild willingly be without it, if placed within his reach.

'1 he tirth book is-

MR. IDLES OTHER VJiLU.IHLE WORK.
tup: AMERICAN FRUIT BOOK,

OK, FRUITS AND FlUIT TREKS OF AMERICA,
18.000 of which have been published in less than two years.

This beautiful and Ihornueh work is illustrated by over 200 en-

gravings, of .Apples. I'ears. Tea fi ••. Plums. Cherries, tirapcs. Rasp
iM-rries. iiooseorrries. Currenu-. «ie.. &c . and the various Fruit
Trees of our nwn counuy ; il-o. cuts rep esenting the various
modes of tniin'.ng vines, and the different styles of grafting, bud-
ding prnninif. &c It is a work which, for accuracy of descrijition

and reli.ibiliiy. has neviT b' en exceeded, it ei4Ualli'd, and contains
mure tli:iii twice the amount of matti-r of any other Fruit Hook
pnl'lisliel in .\merica Ht the same pric-e. vi?,: 60 cents. We c^uld
til K volume with the reC'immendatioiis of Mr Cole's two booU.s.

whieh we lia»e re.tcived from Hie most eminent Farmers and llor-

ti(u!lnrihts of New England the .vliddle States and the great
Wt«t.

A WORD NOW TO AGENTS.
We are now prepar, d to offer to cajiaMe. responsible and ener-

gi'tic Hook VgiMil< a chance for ina.ing money, nuch as seldom
otcur.H. With he above fife Moiks. an Ag.-nt of tact or ability

cuuld hardly r..ll upon a spot so barren lli.il he could not dispose
of one or more of these wtirks. and In many cases w.iuld sell one
of each ; Hud in populous d stricts. a large numbiT ot cpies
coulU be Kuld d^ily. W'e intend to liistrirl out the New England
StaU-f, moHlly iulo couuiius. AUo. Iho Slatei* of NdW Vork,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio and the Western States, we
.sh'inld prefer to dispose of to some one individual in each State,
for him to district out into sub-affencies.

'i'he books will all be ready for delivery by the 1st of .March,
and it is important that the various Counties and States should
be ili.*posed of before that time. A cash capital of from $30 to
Vo^ will be needed by every Agent for a County, and a much
larger sum by a State Agent.

Address, post-paid the Publishers,

JOHN P. JEWETT,
17 & 19 Uornhill. Boston

DOMESTIC ANIMALS AT AUCTION.
THE postponed yearly sale of Full Bred Short Horns and Im-

proved Dairy Stock, consisting of about fifty head, will come
o(T at my farm on Tuesday, June 24th, 1851, at 12 o'clock, M. I shall
dispose of all the improved Dairy Stock, which is composed of the
finest Short Horn, with a slight cross of Amsterdam Dutch, which
some writers say was p>irt of the original ingredient which com-
posed the improved Short Horns.

1 am now breeding Short Horns. Dcvons and Ayrsbires. each
sep.arately and pure, which, owing to the hmits of my farm, make
it necessary to confine myself to those three breed.s. liy the awards
of the J^tate Agricultural Society, tbe American Institute, and my
own County Society, (with the exception of last year, when I was
not a competitor at either.) it will fully appear that I have been a
very successful exhibitor. The Cow which won the First Prize as
a milker, at the American Institute last year, was bred by me. and
composed of the above alluded to Daiiy Stock Several of the Bulls
got by Lamartiue will be of the most appropriate age for efficient
service the coming season. All Cows and Heifers ofd enough, will
be warranted in calf at the day of sale, by my imported Bull, Lord
Eryholme, or my celebrated Bull, Lamartine.

1 own two thorough bred Devon Bulla
; one the celebrated old

Major, the other, one and a half years old, imported by me from
Devonshire. One of the above animals will bo sold—which. I have
not yet determined.
A full Catalogue, with the pedigree of each animal, will be pub-

lished in due time, with minute description of sale, &c.
I also have a number of Suffolk Sows, in pig to my imported

Boar, most of the progeny of which will be old enough to dispose
of on that day.

I also have about 20 South Down Ewes, most of which I imported
from the flock of Jonas Webb, and now in lamb to my imporf.cd
Buck. Babraham. Some of the Buck Lambs will be offered at auc-
tion on that day.
This sale will not only offer an opportunitj* to obtain Stock from

my previous herd, but will also enable persons to procure calves
Irom my imported Bull, lambs from my imported Ram, and pigs
from my imported Boar— all of which animals were recently selec-
ted by mr, in person, when in England.
The mode of warranting the Cows and Heifers in calf, is this :

in case tbey prove not to be so. it shall be optional with the pur-
chaser, on his ctrlificatt of that fact, either to receive from me $^25

(say twenty-five dollars) or to .siuid the cow to my farm, and I will
keep her the proper time (free of expense) to have her got in calf
to either one of my Bulls, whieh bo shall choose. I will give $25
for any Heifer calf fr jm either of the Cows or Heifers sold at the
sale, delivered on my farm, at two weeks old.

Stock purchased to be sent at a distance, will be delivered on
ship-board or railroad in the city of New V ork, free of risk or ex-
pense to the purchaser.

Persons living at the South, in a climate to which it would not
be well that stock .should bi; transpoi tea at that hot season ot the
year, may let such animals as they may purchase, remain with me
until the proper season, and I will have them well taken care of,

and charge only a reasonable price for their keep. One of myotn
jects inbreeding im. proved domestic animals, is to a.ssistin distri-

buting them throughout the Union, deeming it one. if not the most
important feature to promote profit to the cultivator of the soil,

and to benefit the consu ning country at large.

All communications through the Post please pre-pay. and I will

pre-pay their answers, and abii a Catalogue if reijuired. Cata-
logues will be to be had at all the principal Agricultural Ware-
hou.sesand offices of the principal Agricultural Journals, on and
after the 1st day of June next. Person . wishing to view the stock
at any time, will find my sujierintendent. .Mr. Wilkinson, to give
them the desired infurmation when I am .at not at homi^.

Dated, this 4th day of .March, 1851 at Mount ForJham, West-
chester County, eight miles from the City ot New York, by the
Harlem Railroad. [4-3t] L. G. MUltKIS.

Farm Vov Sale.

AN IMPROVED f'ARM of about 100 acres of excellent land, for

only 'J'wenty dollars per acre.

Said Kami lies wiihin one mile of the beautiful and thriving vil-

lage of Adrian. Lenawee t.'o., Michigan, on the line of the great

Southern Michigan Hailroad. ruunir.g from Monroe and Toledo
direct to Chicago, and from thence to the Mississippi river, con-

n' eting a so witQ the Road running round the Koutbern shore of
Lak- i;rie. till it meets the New 1 ork and l-.rie Hailroad.

On the Farm is a iwo t ory dwelling house, considerable fruit,

and living .spr ngs that never freeze aud ui'ver dry. It is unijues-

t o labiy worth, and wdl hoon command, Thirty dollars per acre.

I wi 1 take oni'-fourth the purchase moo y down, and the bal-

anrc in three annuiil payments.
l-orfnriher [mtt curars enquire of W. S. Wilcox, Adrian, or of

the siibscr ber, at Lafayette, Indiana.
April, 1851. ANSON TUCKER.
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Thorp, Smith, & Hanchett,
PROPRIETORS OF THE SYRACUSE NURSERIES,

SYR./1CUSE, N. r.,

CULTIVATORS of, and Dealers in, all kinds of Fruit Trees,

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Green House Flants. Bulbous
Roots, Hedge Plants. Seedlings, &c., &(;., offer for the spring sales

A very large stock of the best Tarieties of Apples, Cherry, and
Peach Trees.
A choice selection of native and imported Plum Trees.

And a splendid importation of Pyramidal Pear Trees on Quince,
from 5 to 7 feet high, at 50 cts. each, consisting of uearly one hun-
dred ot the most celebrated varieties, old and mvf. These trees

have invariably given the most entire satislaction, and are sold at

a quite unusualy low rate.

They have also for sale a large assortment of Ornamental Trees.

Shrubs, Vines, Green-House Plants, Evergreens, and Plants for

bedding out, among which are
Deodar, and Lebanon Cedars, 3 to 5 feet, price $2 each ; Japan

Cedars ; Magnolias ; Daphnes ; Altheas ; Honeysuckles ; Dah-
lias ; Roses of all classes, including Fortune's China; Phloxes:

Petunias ;
Verbenas ;

Maurandias ; Lophasphernums ; Caleste-

gia Piibescens, a new and beautiful climber, covered with a profu-

sion of large double flowers of a d<-lieate rose color from June till

cold weather ; Heliotropes ; Geraniums ; Salvias ; Double Fever-

fews ; Plumbagos ; Tree and Herbaceous Paeonies ; Double Lich-
ne.s. &c.. &c., all of very superior quality and beauty.

0(y= Persons favoring us with their orders .shall have no cause to

complain of the quality of any articles sent them.
{Jlj- Catalogues sent gratis, as usual, to post-paying applicants.

N. B.—T., S., & H. have formed a partnership, under the firm

of Thorp, Smith, Hanchett, & Co., to take place in May next,
with Mr. A, Fahnstock, a skillful, practical, and intelligent nurse-

ryman and propagator, who will superintend the management of
the Green-House department, which they design shall constitute,

henceforth, an important feature in their bu<iaes3 By this ar-

rangement, they become joint proprietors with him in the •Augus-
ta"' Fiose, an acquisition to the floral world which is destined to

create a marked sensation. It will be sent out in the Spring
of 1852. [4-2t]

^ Genesee Valley IVurserles,

BY A. FROST «& CO.
SOUTH SOPHIA STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE proprietors ofthis establishment wish to call the attention
of ISIurserymen. Fruit Growers and Amateurs to their present

stock which is partly embraced in the following :

Apple Trees IS;!^ cts. each. $15 per 100. Standard Pear Trees
2 years old. 40 cts. each. Dwarf do. do on the An rcrs Quince, 30
to 50 cts. each. Plum Trees. 50 cts each. Standurd Cherry I'roes

5 toSfei't high, with fine heads, 35 cts. each. Standard Cherry
Trees. 3 to 5 feet, 30 cts each, or .$25 per 100. Peach Trees, 2 yrs
old. from bud, very thrifty. 12,'^ cts. each, or $10 per 100.

All ot the above trees are worked with the choicest and newest
of their respective kinds, and are remarkably thrifty and well
grown. Gooseberries, Raspberries, Strawberries, Currants, &c.,
all of th(! newest, and the most of lately imported kinds.
Ornamental Trees. Shrubs, Plants, &.c., embracing all the ran-

and rao-t ornamental kinds.
Green-house and bedding plants in great variety, including a

large and most splendid collection of douVile dahlias.

The above plants will be packed carefully and left at any of the
Freight Offices in the city, according to advice, without an extra
charge
Our new descriptive catalogue of the above fruits, and giving

a general description of the articles now under cultivation, is

ready f )r distribution, and will be mailed gratis to those that,

•ipply poot-paid.

id!" OfSir No. 47 Exchange street. r4-2tl

.lubua IVarsery.

THE proprietor has now ready for sale Ten Thousand Apple
Trees. 4 and 5 years old, from 7 to 9 'eet high, comprising all

the leading standard varieties, propagated by himself and warrant-
ed genuine.

Also, a good assortment of Pears on their own roots, and on
Quince for Dw.arfs

; and Cherries. Peaches, .Apricots. Gooseberries,
Currants, Raspberries, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Ptoses, Stc. Sici

Also a quantity of Buckthorn for hedges.
All of the above articles can be furnished of good quality, and

as reasonable as at any Nursery in the State.

Catalogues sent to all posc-paid applicants.
9. 9. GR.WES.

Auburn, N. Y , March. 18.11. [4-2t»
|

Uloiiroe Nursery.

THE subscriber deems it almost superfluous to publish an ad
vertisemont, at this time, from the fact that his Nur^ery i

so viniversally known : yet he would beg leave to say to his frieml
and the public, that his experience as a Nurseryman of eigh
years is certainly some guaranty that the articles purchased of

him would be corn.'ct and adapted to iiiodi'ru cultipation. 01
the different fruits, he only cultivates a few varieties, such as h.t

been proved and acknowledged to be the best.

He has a good stock of .Apple. Pear. Peach. Apricot, Grape
Shrubs. Tuberous I5ulbi>us and green-houso plants at red .ee

prWies. Dahlias also ol latest varieties.

Gree,;e, March 1. 1831. [a-3t.J CHASP0WI8.

D. APPLETON & CO., PUBLISHERS, 200 BROADWAY, N. Y.

DoAViiing's Clieap Cottages anil Farm Houses.
Adapted to the United Statee.—Price $2,00

THIS volume is Part 1st of Downing's ' Country Houses." pub
lished separately at half the price of theentire work. It con

tains numerous desigus for Cottages and Farm Houses, of mode-
rate cost, varying from $4U0 to $4000, and will be found especially
adapted to the wants of the American People, who wish to build
convenient, comfortable and tastetul homes at a very moderate ex-
pense. The volume is illustrated with numerous engravings, and
contains all the latest improvements in building, and the use of
materials, and plans of barns and stables, and much valuable in-
formation as to construction and arrangements of cottages, both
in the country and the suburbs of towns.

*4* Part II. of this work contains villas, with the interiors and
furniture of Country Houses, remarks on warming and ventila-
ting, etc. The whole work, complete, called the "Architecture of
Country Houses." with three hundred and twenty engravings, is
sold at $4,00. '

NOTICES OF THE PRE33.

" This Book will effect more in the way of making a general and
healthy taste for Architecture, even in the cheapest dwellings,
than anything which has been issued from the Press "'

—

N. V.
Courier

<J- Enijuirer.

" This work is eminently a contribution to knowledge—a combi-
nation of jus^ such knowledge as was wanted—and the general
communication of which to the minds of our wide-spread popula-
tion, will accomplish an inestimable service. If our mechanics
and tradesmen will consult the drawings, they will find that very
limited pecuniary resources are sufficient to secure a dwelling that
will satisfy their necessities, and minister to their comfort as n
pasteboard Villa or gingerbread Castle ever could."

—

New Eng
lander.

' No work of more practical and general value has been issue i

from the American Press for a long time."

—

Jilbany Mlas.
•' Mr. Downing has a great deserved reputation, but he has

never issued so elaborate and splendid a volume as the ' Country
Houses ' ''—Boston Post. [5-ltJ

Young Morgan Tiger & Sampson Chief
WILL stand, the present season, on Fridays and Saturdays at

the stable of Lewis B Baldy, Seneca Falls, and all other days
of the week at the stable of the subscriber, two miles south-east
from Clyde.
Morgan Tiger is a beautiful dark bay, over 16 hands high, pos-

sessing figure and action unsurpassed by any horse of hi? celebra-
ted stock, and no evideuce can be so satisfactory of his superior
qualities as a personal examination of him. and his stock, now one
and two years old He was sired by old Morgan Tiger, formerly
owned by Doct. May, of Palmyra

; dam, by Sir Charles Durock.
He was awarded the first Premium at the Wayne Co. Fair, 1850.
Sampson Chief was sired by the Engli.^h Draft Horse Sampson,

imported by John Robinson, of Palmyra ; dam, a Nimrod mare.
He, and his stock, are highly prized by farmers and othes need-
ing horses of his class. Terms, for either horse, $8 to in.sure.

Pasture, on the firm of the subscriber, at reasonable charge. Ac-
c dents at the risk of owners.

Persons wishing to inquire respecting these horses, are referred
to Messrs. Hirain Woodruff, Auburn ; John L. Hubbard. Water-
loo

; D. W. Colbin, Geneva ; Ab'm Parish. Batavia ; and many
other gentlemen who know them and their stock.

ISAAC M. GILLET.
Clyde, N. Y., March, 1851. [4-2t»]

Farm For Sale.

THE subscriber offers for sale his Farm which comprises 84 acrer,
60 of which is in a good state of cultivation, 2 acres Or-

chard, planted with choice Fruit Trees — Peach, Apple, Cherry,
Sec. And 22 acres of Timber Land. 9 acres of which are nearly
cleared and easily got under cultivation this Spring.
The Farm is situated in the Township of Raisin, County of

Leuawee, State of Michigan, being the west half of the noilh-
east quarter of Section 11, in Township No. 6. south of Range No.
4, east.

There is a good Log House with a new frame addition and cellar,

added therot ' la.*t 8ummer. with every convenierco for a family
wis'iing a healthy and pleasant location.

The Farm buildings cumpri.^e a large Barn with stabling forft ur
horsis ; a la-ge Cattle Shed with Cow House, New Hog Pen-^, ('orn
Cribs. Asiuries. Poultry House, &c.. &c., with a good Log Work
S.iop. 20 by 14 feet, all newly Roofed and Shinglid last FmII.

In the immediate n< ighborhocu are Churches of nio^t denomi-
nations, and good Schools ; also Grist and Saw Mills ; with good
reads .'ind easy distances from Cash .Markets.
This Kare.i is to b sold soely on account of the owner having

had a hasty call home to his native country, and to a Cash I'ur-

cha-er. wiliioiu dehiy. may be had for $1,700. There is neither
lortgage. or any ineumVirance thereon, and the stock, comjiri.'^ing

every article m cessary for working, may also be had on advaiita-
^cons terms.
Apply per onally. or post-paid, to

R. HEICH,
Raisin, near Tecnmseh. Mich,,

or to R. W. Vivian, F.sq.. 296 Bro;idway, New Voik, or of B. -V.

,Ma«)cmk«ti r. Esq , 6 i ast Seneca street. Butfa 0.

April, 1851. 15-U]

lb
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1000 Men "Wanted to Circulate tlie following

USEFUL BOOKS FOR FARMERS
And all who are iiUerested in Agriculture, Horticulture, ^r.

C. 31. SAXTOIV,
AGRICULTURAL BOOK PUBLISHER,

12-3 Fallen street, (up stairs) New Ynrh,

TAKES pleasure in announcing to the Farmers. Gardeners and
Horticulturists of the United St.i.tes. that he ha.s added a

largi? number of Books to his list of Publications, and is prepared
tooile geat ind'iccmenls to Travcllins; ^i^enls ; and here let it be
distinctly understood that, as we do business on the Cash Plan, it

will be necessary for persons who apply for an agency to have a
capital i)f from $2-) to $108 to start with.—and with such an as-

sortment, adapted to the actual wants ot the people, no person
Willi the ri^ht. kind of enerfjy. can fail to make good wages. In
l.ict it is a tart chance for Agents to nialce monni Address, post-

paid, C. M. SAXTON,
At^icultural Book Publisher,

No. 123 Fulton street, (up stairs) New ifork.

Amriicin Farm fi'ok; or Compond of Ameiican Agriculture
Containing a concise and plainly written Kxpcsitioii of Duties
perta-niiig loihe Cultivation of ihe tlarth, the .Management of
ih" Farm &c.. 8ic . on practic.il seientifiii princ pies. By R. L.
.\llkn. Price, in cloth. $1 ; mail ed.. paper cover, 75 cts.

Tiratise on Dnineatic Aiiimats, (Illustrated) Being a history and
de.scription ot the Horse. Mule, Cattle. Sheep. Swiue Poultry, and
F.inu uogs. with Directions for their iManageraent. Breeding.
Cio,*f> ni^. Re.iring. FVeding; also. Oirections for the Mana^'e-
meiit of the Dairy Dy U . L . Axlkn . Price, cloth, 75 cts.; mail
el., paper cover, 50 cts.

./hii'iican Pou'tiy Ya'd ComprisiDg the Oiigin, History, and
Description of the ditferent Breeds of Dome.<tic Poultry with
Direction-) for their Breed iig. (.^rjs.sing. Hearing Fattening. &c.
By D J. Bkowmk and Sa.mukl Allkn. Illustrated by numerous
Ku;^ravings. Price, cloth, $1 ; mail ed , paper. 75 cts.

.•7'ii TiV'iri H'rit Fnnrirr ; cons d Ted with reference to the Breed-
in'. Rearing Feeding ManHgi-ment, and Peculiarities ot l^age

atid House Birds By 1). J. Bkownk. Illustrated with Engra-
ving<. Price, cloth gdt. 50 cts.; cheap ed . paper. 25 cts.

B 'J, Piz''<>ns, Ribl'i's. and tlie Canary Bird, fimiliarly described ;

their Il.ibils. &.c. By Pktkk I!os«i;ll. 1 vOi. 12 mo. In J'rrss.

S'ti'liern Jlnriciitturt ; being Piize E8.s;;y9 on the Cultivation of
< orn. Il.'m . Pobacco. Wheat, ike , and the be.'-t mode of Reno-
v.iting fhe Soil, liy .Vu*ii Ckatty. Price, cloth, !f>l ;

paper,
75 ct<.

Shfp -III ir Breids. Manaj^rmrvt. Structure and Diseases; with
lllusliation/*. and an .Appendix of valuable Tables &c. By IIkn-
KT (., (AjiFiKLD. Price, clolh, !fl ; paper. 75 cts.

Co iipirte Farmer,and llural Economist. By Thomas O. F'ejsrn-
DCIf.

Jl If . s.-.in Gardener, fontaii ing Practical Directions on the Gui-
tar,! (if KniilH an ' Vi'gi-tablis. Land.N'*ape and Ornamental Gar-
dening. &c . &c. ily Thomas (J Fibsknoen. The two \.ork»
biuiid log'-ther, making about 7U0 pa^es. Price, clotb, ^125;
m lit ej . >1.

Trralite on the Grape Vint, with Illustrations. I. V. ALLr.,<i. Price,
clolU. $l.li>i ct.« ;

paper. H
Prize K ,ay\ on .V nures, submitted to the Trustees of the Mas-

s.irhu-''-tt'« r>oci.ty for Prouiuting .Agriculture. By S. L. Dana.
Price 25 cts.

Treatise on Ihe Cullivalion of the Grape Vine on Open Walls, with
a descriptive account of an Improved Method of Planting and
Managing the Roots of Grape Vines. By Clement IIoarf.. To
which is added an Appendix, containing Remarks on the Cul-
ture of the Grape Vine in the United States. Price, cloth, 80 ots.
paper 37 cts.

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. By James F.
W. Johnston. Price, cloth, 50 cts.; paper, 40 cts.

Lectures on the Applications of Chemistry and Gcolog'/ to Agricul
turc. ByjAMES F. W. Johnston. New edition, with an Appen-
dix, containing Suggestions for Experiments in Practical Agri-
culture. Price, cloth, $1.25

;
paper cover, for mail, $1.

Lectures on the General Relations which Science Ijears to Practical
Agriculture, delivered before the N. Y State Agricultural Soci-
ety. ByjAS. F W. JoHNsTo.N. With Notes by an American
Farmer. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; mail ed., paper, 50 cts,

Family Kitchen Gardener. Containing plain and accurate De-
scriptions of all the Different Species and Varieties of Culinary
Vegetables, with the best mode of Cultivating them in the Gar-
den, or under Glas.^, &e.; with twenty-five Engravings. By
Robert Buist. Price, cloth, 75 cts

;
paper. 50 cts.

American Bee Keepers'' Manual. Being a Practical Treatise on
the History and Domestic Economy of the Honey Bee. ByT.
B. VliNER. Price, cloth, $1

;
paper, 75 cts.

Shtep Husbandry. Comprising a Treatise on the Acclimation of
Sheep in the Southern States. Also, a Complete Manual on
Breeding, Summer and Winter Management, and of the Treat-
ment of Diseases, with seventy-five Illustrations. By Henry S.
Randall. Price, cloth. .'81,25

;
paper, for mail. $1.

Bonk of the Farm. Detailing the labors of the Farmer, Steward,
Plowman, Hedger, Cattle Man, Shepherd, Field Worker, and
Dairy Maid. With numerous Engravings. By Henrv Ste-
phens. To which are added Explanatory Notes, Remarks &o.
By John S. Skinner, Esq. Forming two volumes octavo, of over
one thousand pages Price $4.

Chum stry made easyfor Farmers. By J, Topham, Price 25 cts,
American Fruit Culturist. Containing Directions for the Propa-

gation and Culture of Fruit Trees, iu the Nursery, Orchard and
Garden, with descriptions of the principal .American and For-
eign varieties. Illustrated with three hundred accurate Fig-
ures, By J A.Thomas. Price, cloth, $1

;
paper. 75 cts.

The American Art hie t. The cheapest Agricultural work ever
puli.shed iu the United States. Carpenters and others design-
ing to build would fiud this publication to be a valuable aid.
Country builders, especially, would derive substantial assistance
fr.im the Details and fully-patronized Specifications. It con-
sists of Original Designs of Country Dwellings Each number
contains a Perspective View, two Elevations, two Plans, a Plate
of Details, and fully described Carpenter's and Mason's Specifi-
cation. Now complete, in 24 Numbers, at 25 cts. each, or $5 for
the 24 Numbers j>6 bound in 2 vols.

Domestic Medicine; or, Poor Man's Friend in the Hours of Afflic-
tion, Pain, and Sickni'ss. By J. C. Gu.nn, It contains 900 pa-
ges octavo at the low price of $3.

Yoiiall and Martin''^ Great Work on Ca'tle. Being a Treatise on
their Breeds, Management, and Diseases, Comprising a full

History of the various Races, their Origin, Breeding, and ,Mer-

its ; their capacity for Beef and Milk ; the Nature and Treat-
ment of their Diseases. 'Iho whole forming a Complete Guide
lor the F'armer, the Amateur, and the A eterinar>' Surgeon,
With one hundre Elegant Illustrations. Edited by Ambrose
Stevens, Esq. Price $1,50.

NEW SEKD STORK A SID AGKICUL.TURAL.
VVAKEHOUSE.

No. 68 State street, first door south cf Wells & Co "s Express OflBco,

Arnold's Block. Rochester, N. V.
'T^HE subscribers, under thu name of Briggs & Brother, arc now
JL opening a naw Seed Store and ^ gricultural Warehouse, lo-

cated as above, which will be known as the

MONROB SEED STORE AND AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSK,
where will be kept a full assortment of American and Imported
Field, Garden, and Flower SeeJs, and the most approved Agricul-
tural Implements and Machines. 1 hose wanting any thing iu

our line are requested to call. We will make it an object for such
to d.. so, CHAS. AV. BRIGGS,

of the late firm of Rapalje & Briggs.
Rochester, May, 1851. JOHN T. BRIGGS,

THE GENESEE FARMER,
VOLUME XII, FOR 1851.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies I'or $2 ; Eight Copies for $3, and any larger

nuni!>er at liio same rale.

dlJ' All suljscripiioiis to commence with ibo year, and
the entire volume supplied to nil subscrihers.

Q(J- Post-Mastkr». Aoknts. and all friendsof improvement, are
respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscriiainn money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-

paid or free.) »t the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DAJIIEL LEE,
December. 1850. Rochester. New York

nt-HfioTtriiO BY J. w. aBOwa, kocH>:aTAH, n. r.
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UNDBE-DHAINAG^E AND LIMSINS.

"UNDER-DRAmAGE," says Mr. PusEY, " has been used

in England since liie great rebellion, as Lord Bkay-
BROOKE has shown, and it received a new impetus from

the late Mr. Smith, who coupled it with subsoil

plowing." By private enterprise, about 600,000 acres

in the great Level ot the Fens have been draine^l,

although below high-water mark. The water is

wholly pumped out by steam power and windmills.

To avoid this expense and obtain a natural fall of

1 1 feet in 30 miles, the Fen men have just paid £1 50,--

000 (!$750,000) and "have agreed to contribute £60,-
000 more towards new works in the Wash," merely

for the benefit which will arise to their drainage.

Fortunately there is much less occasion to drain

land in this country than in England, but even here,

the necessity really exists in millions of acres. Tiles

which formerly cost 90s. yer 1000 feet, ?. e. 60,«. for

tile and 30s. for soles, can now be wholly dispensed

with, and pipe of 1^ inch aperture substituted, which
costs but one-sixth of the money, or I5.<r. per 1000

feet. A kiln for burning tile or pipe, on the cheapest

plan, costs but £5, or $25. It has been tried by Mr.
Hodges, the inventor, six years, and answer* every

purpose. ]n estimating the expense of draining, Mr.
Parkbs remarks : " The fact is that we have been
too systematic in draining, especially when the work
is begun upon a grand scale. The source of econo-

my now must be in the maxim, that one drain ivell

laid to suit the circumstances, icill often save a dozen

by I'ule." There is great force in the above obser-

vation, for many fields require but one, two, or three

well-laid drains in the proper places, instead of cov-

ering the whole area with one in 25 or 30 feet. Ex-
perience has taught this important lesson in Englan 1,

that a soil may be over-drained. It is about equally

injurious to crops to have too little or too much wa-
ter in the earth where they grow. A good practical

farmer is seldom at a loss to decide whether any pan
of arable meadow or pasture land is too wet for the

production of wheat and clover. If the ground is too

moist for these erops to do well, timothy and most
other English grasses will not yield sweet and nutri-

tious food.

Much has been written on the subject' of the

depth of drains ; some contend that four feet is shal-

low enough under any circumstances, while others

are content with drains only 30 or 36 inches below
the surface. Few farmers have gone below three

feet in making drains in the United States, and this

depth seems to answer every useful purpose. Horse
power is often applied to the excavation of ditches
preparatory to putting down either tile or pipe. The
latter is so much cheaper, and withal less liable to

get stopped up, that pipes, and collars at the joints,

are taking the preference and seem likely to drive
horseshoe tile out of use. The collars are intended
simply to protect the joints of the clay pipe, and are
somewhat larger than the pipe which they surround,
so that water can run in freely at each joint to fill

the conduit. Before the earth is thrown in upon
either pipe or tile, straw, or inverted turf, is spread
over it to keep the soil from settling compactly around
the apertures into the pipe or tile. Some use horse-
shoe tile without a sole or bed-piece, but the pressure
ot the earth t>om the superincumbent weight is apt
to force up the clay into the concave tile, and com-
pletely stop the drain. The deeper the drain, the
greater is the danger of this result.

John Delafielo, Esq., 'he distinguished Presi-
dent of the N. Y. State Society, has the honor of be-
ing the first to import a Tile-Making Machine into
this country, which, we are happy to say, has an-
swered every expectation and served as a model for

the manufacture of many others, with such improve-
ments as American skill has been able to suggest.

In regard to the cost per rod of making a ditch,

buying and putting down either tile or pipe, in the
best manner, we are not sufficiently informed to ex-
press our opinion. Some gentleman in Seneca, Cay-
uga, or any other count}', who has had experience in

the operations named, will oblige us by communica-
ting the results of the same for the Farmer.

LiMEiNG, as well as draining, has been more prac-
ticed in England and Scotland than in any other
country. Without some lime in a soil, no crop can
grow ; and there are, comparatively speaking, but
few districts in the United States where there is as

much calcareous matter in the earth as is desirable.

There is, however, an essential difference in the ac-

tion of fine limestone naturally in the soil, and caustic,

recently burnt lime applied by the hand of man. The
latter acts powerfully on all organized substances

and organic acids, and thereby sweetens sour soils.

It also more readily decomposes salts of iroii, alumina,

and other minerals, and forms bone earth, or phos-

phate of lime, gypsum, or sulphate of lime, the chlo-

ride of lime, and other valuable fertilizers. We were
on the beautiful farm of Mr. Patterson, near Balti-

more, not long since, which has been dressed with

lime at an expense of some $40,000. Mr, P. inform-
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ed Uri that he applied quick lime at the rate of 200 bti

per acre : there are some 1400 acres in the farm. The
lime was hauled several miles, and the experience of

many years has proved the operation to be a profit-

able investment. Tlie land was badly exhausted in

tobacco culture, before the revolution. It now pro-

duces excellent clover and wheat. We have visited

the plantation of Gov. IIammonp, of Soutii Carolina,

on which have been spread over 300,000 bushels of

unburnt marl, composed of marine shells, more or less

finelv comminuted. In this case, the result has been

equally satisfactory. Gov. H, applies about 200 bu.

per acre. More lime is used in New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, than in

any other part of the Uniyn. Its high price, and the

equal lack of other elements necessary to the growth

of cultivated plants, diminish the consumption of cal-

careous manure. \V"here the cost of the article is a

serious impediment, much less should be applied to

an acre : even five bushels will pay well in addition

to other ingredients. The ten thousand miles of

railway now completed, must obviate the difficulty of

procuring lime in many States, and we hope tiiat all

farmers will give this mineral a fair trial. Land that

abounds in organic matter or mould, requires more

lime than a soil which possesses very little. Wet
pieces of ground which have recently been drained,

arc peculiarly benefitted by a liberal dressing of caus-

tic lime, which may cither be harrowed or plowed in,

as circumstances may seem to favor. Moderate
doses, and often repeated, is a better practice than

large ones at distant intervals.

Recent discoveries by Prof. Way, and others in

Englan 1, go to prove the necessity of lime in the soil

not merely as an element of nutrition to be taken in-

to the circulation of plants, but as an ingredient

which is indispensable for the most favorable action

of manure of every kind that fields ammonia. Ey
decomposing salts of lime, such as the carbonate, sul-

phate and chloride, in the earth, ammonia is arrested

and retained to feed and nourish vegetation. Stable

manure operates much better on land that contains

from one to three per cent of lime, than on that which
contains only one-tenth of the proportions named.
Every observing farmer knows that any given ("pian-

tity of manure does produce equal results on all fields.

Hence the question has been much discussed whether
a man will make most money to apply his manure on
his best or on his poorest land. As a general thing,

the gain from the manure will be greater on good
than on poor soils. Largo experience, in countries

where arable land is less abundant than in this, has
shown the wisdom of limeing poor fields and thor-

oughly incorporating the alkaline mineral with the

earth, before applying manure. If the dead clay con-
tains any alum, lime will convert its sulphuric aci;l

into gypsum ; if it contains copperas, gyjjsum will

also be formed. If it possesses any phosphate of

alumina, or iron, as poor soils often do, then lime
forms bone-earth by combining with the phosphoric
acid. Suppose the earth be nearly pure sand, alum-
ina, (clay,) and iron—the commonest sort of poor
land^—and lacks vegetable matter, and all fertilizing

acids and alkalies, even then it is advisable to apply
lime, not in the expectation that it will alone suilice

to renovate sterile earth, hut to prepare it for the re-

ception of organic manures. Lime is truly one of
the staples of fertility, and those that can readily
command it should see that all their pastures, mea-
dows aiid tilled fields do not lack calcareous matter.

THE EOONOMIOAL USES OF PEAT.

The Journal of the Ilighlnnd Agricultural Society
for the last quarter, contains an exceedingly instruc-
tive paper from Dr. ANUBaso.v, Chemist to the Soci-
ety, on the "Economical Uses of Peat." The
researches of Dr. A. were directed t-i the object of
determining, by careful expi-riments, the actu'al and
relative powers of dried peat and peat charcoal to ab-
sorb and retain ammonia, and other gaseous bodies,
which escape from nightsoil, stable manure, and
other putrescent substances. His Report fills fifteen

pages in the Journal named, and it ought to be repro-
duced in this country. We can find room only for

the results obtained, with little of the details of the
processes and experiments. We will state, however,
tiiat peat, for making coal, is cut into pieces equal to
the half of a cubic foot and placed on trays or baskets
of wicker-work, one above another, to dry. It is then
carried to the building in which the burning takes
place, where it is arranged over furnaces and still far-

ther dried six or eight days. The furnaces in which
it is carbonized may be described as a sort of pyra-
midal boxes of sheet iron of variable length, and
about five feet wide at the bottom, gradually taperincr

to about a foot at the top where there is a sort of vent-
hole. These pyramidal furnaces are open at the
bottom and stand in trays also of sheet-iron. They
are filled by tilting them on their sides, when the dry
peat is carefully packed in, and retained in by bars
which pass across the bottom ; and after being fired

ihey are returned into an upright position. The
combustion is allowed to go on until the flame ceases,
which generally requires from five to six hours.
Water is then let into the tray so as to exclude all

air I'rom the furnace, and thus extinguish the remain-
ing charcoal. The reader will see that this is a very
simple apparatus and must be elTectual. The water
in the tray does not rise high enough to reach the

peat, or coal in the furnace. When it is cooled down
suHiciontly, the coal is removed and put through large
sieves, the larger pieces being employed as fuel and
the fine powder as a deodorizer. In Ireland, the cost

of production appears to be as follows :

£ 5. d.

Draining the bog and cutting the turf to produce
u ion of drieij peat 16

I'.irking on the trays and wagons, and conveyance
to the i'urnace-house, *.. (12

Wear and tear, &c., 6

£0 4

It requires four tons of peat to make one ton of

coal.

£ s. d.

Four tons of peat, at 4*., .^ 16
Labor, and expense of burning, 4 6

(Grinding nnd sifinig, - - 2 6

£13
By the above figures it will be seen that a ton of

peat coal costs nearly six times more than a ton of

air dried peat.

We must now pass over much that is valuable to

reach the comparative power of dry peat and peat

coal to absorb ammonia.
" Experinunt 1. A glass tube about half an inch

in diameter, liaJ a piece of cloth tied over its lower

end, and was filled to the depth of about twelve inches

with Irish pc.it charcoal and a solution of ammonia,

containing 2.42 grains to the cubic inch, poured into

it. The first drop of fluid that pasted through it was

i
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as distinctly alkaline as the original fluid, indicating

that no rapid, or abundant absorption had taken

place."

In the second experiment, putrid urine, which liad a

distinctly alkaline reaction, was used, and the first drop

was distinctly alkaline. The liquid, however, lost

both its smeli and color in passing through the coal.

In the third experiment, a small quantity oT am-
monia, in solution, was poured over 1000 grains of

charcoal and carefully stirred in. The smell of am-
monia did not disappear, even after it had been cov-

ered up some time, and a test paper suspended in the

upper part of the vessel was strongly affected. An
additional quantity of ammonia was added, until, in

all, 1.7 cubic inches had been used. This quantity

of the solution contained 4.11 grains of ammonia, and

it was consequently obvious that peat charcoal can-

not absorb one-fourth of one per cent of ammonia—

4

parts in 1000.

Without pursuing these experiments farther at this

time, suffice it to say, that they contradict and seem

to overthrow all previously conceived notions of the

relations that subsist between ammonia and charcoal

;

but if these notions are really erroneous, the sooner

they are overthrown the better. The truth is what
is wanted—not error, however plausible.

1000 grains of surface peat—not charred, but dried

at a temperature of 212^—took up 8.3 cubic inches

of a solution of ammonia, equal to 20.0S grains of the

alkali, or 2 per cent of the peat. 1000 grains of peat,

dried to the same degree, taken 4 J feet below the sur-

face, took up 21.78 grains of ammonia, or over 2 per

cent. These experiments prove that thoroughly

dried peat imbibes some eight times more ammonia
than the too open peat charcoal. Hence, dried peat

is one of the best substances known to mix with ma-
nure of all kinds, and for bedding for horses, cattle,

sheep and hogs, to absorb their urine.

Dr. A. experimented to determine the relative power
of "a good wheat soil" and dry peat to absorb and

retain ammonia. The soil was found to contain G.186
per cent of nitrogen, (the fertilizing base of ammo-
nia) and only 0.203 per cent when fully saturated

;

indicating the absorption of only 0.017 per cent un-
der the circumstances. As peat absorbs about 2 per

cent, the difference is greatly in favor of the latter.

The readers of the Farmer in 1845 and 1846, will

remember our urging the importance of digging and
drying swamp muck for bedding for domestic animals

and to absorb all liquid and semi-fluid manure.
When applied alone, the experiments made by Mr.
McVean, and others in Wheatland, did not indicate

so high a value in muck or peat as Prof. Norton
suggests in his excellent letter in our last.

PARING AND BURNING.

At a late meeting of the Staindrop Farmer's Club,

Mr. Heavisiue said that he would " break up all the

old, tough, matted pasture land, and secure the im-
provement of its herbage, if subsequently it should be

laid away [seeded again] ; but he would pare and
hum, and not plow in the sod. He had tried both

plans, and if he might judge from the crops, he had
100 lbs., in one case, by adopting the plan of paring

and burning instead of plowing in the turf.

This quite common practice in England, of paring

off a part of the turf in old pastures and meadows,
drying and burning it, is seldom, if ever, resorted to

in this country. The advantages of the operation

may be thus briefly stated :—The soil in such cases,
contains an excess of vegetable matter, and, usually,
an excess of acids which need to be neutralized. By
paring or cutting oflT a part of the turf, and drying
and burning it, a considerable quantity of ashes is

produceJ, which, having aa alkaline reaction, cor-
rects any acidity that the organic matter below may
exhibit when turned up by the plow, and decomposed
preparatory to seed with wheat or other grain.
Lands of this character are apt to be too wet for the
production of the most nutritious grass and heavy
crops of wheat. Draining, in such cases, should pre-
cede tillage. In England and Scotland, little beside
burnt clay pipe or tile is used to remove any excess
of water from the subsoil. Land treated in the way
indicated, has, when re-seeded for pasture or meadow,
produced three times more grass and hay than be-
fore.

Mr. Bell said, (at the meeting above referred to)

"Farmers do not want an herbage which stock
would eat rather than starve, that will not pay ; they
want an herbage which stock relish, and which fat-

ten them and add to their weight." Grass that grows
on wet ground, is always of an inferior quality.

Mr. B. said "there was another kind of land which
he would plow out, land with a thin soil and a wet
bottom. lie would begin by draining such land
thoroughly

;
plow it, it needs no paring

; take a crop
of oats, give it a covering of lime; fallow it again,
iow in wheat, and afterwards lay it away in grass.''

We regard the above as excellent advice. In this

connection it is proper to inform the reader that Mr.
Harrison said that " he had great experience in

plowing out land, and he had always observed his

crop weaker where he had pared and burnt than
where he had plov/ed in the turf.

"

The condition of soils is so unlike, even where
externally they resemble each other most perfectly,

that one man's experience flatly contradicts the ex-
perience of another.

S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

Potato Rot.—Doct. Lee, in the last Farmer, says
that to his mind, " There is no more mystery about
the potato rot, than there is about an unripe frost-bit-

ten pumpkin." It is humiliating to me to be obliged
to dissent from the opinion of a man from whom I

have already learned so much ; and the simple fact

that he is at issue on the subject of the potato dis-

ease, with most other practical and scientific men,
would hardly suffice to shake my faith in his posi-

tion, did not the sober lessons of both experiment and
experience prove that he must be in error. If, as he
asserts, the rot is owing to the constitutional strength
of the plant being impaired by the exhaustion of the

soil—bad treatment—why is it that the malady has
been so universally prevalent, at the same time, in

the old world and the new, on highly manured land
and on poor land, in the new states, on new lands,

and on the worn land ? Because the potato seed ta-

ken from our diseased region to the alkaline, volcanic

soil west of the Rocky mountains has there produced
sound tubers, the Doctor infers that on any soil in

like condition, sound potatoes may be grown. But
facts show that salt, plaster, unleached ashes, and the

most liberal application of well-rotted animal manures,
with the best of tillage,have failed to arrest the disease.

Oa Flickinger farm, in Fayette, potatoes were plan-

ted last year on a ridge of pebbly clay loam, which
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had just been cleared of its heavy maple, bass-, and

whitewood trees, a lieavy coat of virgin mould was
plowed in, the potatoes planted had been grown on a

sandy soil and were free from rot ; still the vines

died very early, and nearly the whole crop was lost.

On the best clay loams in Fayette, on old sward with

manure plowed in, every crop of potatoes has been

almost an entire failure—no matter how rich tlie soil

or how careful the cultivation. Strange as it may
seem, the potato plants on the poor, sandy plains in

Waterloo and Junius, have been very little affected

by the rot, although the yield is small. Near this

village, on six acres of light, sandy loam, never be-

fore planted witli potatoes, potatoes were planted last

year by Jos. Wkight. He manured v.'ith well rotted

manure, ashes, plaster, salt, kc, and had a great

yield of large potatoes, but one-third the crop rotted,

leaving about 250 bu. of sound potatoes to the acre—

a

sufficient proof, and so far in favor qf Doct. Lee's
theory, that good manuring and culture will do much
towards overcoming the disease, on a dry sandy soil.

Our Couxtrv.—Napoleon once said that these

United States exhibited the simple manners of early

Rome, with the luxury of Rome in its decline. At
no period of our history, has this remark applied with

such truth as at present. If it is astounding to see

the rapid strides that luxury has made in our great

commercial metropolis, even within the last brief

year ; it is not less remarkable to note how very fast

it is creeping into the interior. How often have
I heard a farmer, in the midst of the annoying distur-

bances of his present social position, sigh for the
primitive simplicity of his early log-house life. The
day was when the household imported luxuries of the
farm were purchased by the gute vrow, with the
avails of her industry—the tow cloth, the home made
flannel, woolen socks, dried fruit, (which included
peaches, plums, and apples,) the churnings and the
eggs. The prudent farmer who " owed on his l(jnd,"

had then a good excuse for appropriating all the

avails of his corn and his cattle to the liquidation of

the mortgage on his farm ; and his wife, with praise-

wortiiy self denial, sets herself to work to earn her
own pin mon'^y. But, as the French say, all that is

changed now. The spinning wheel and the loom,
once the never-failing, and I may say precious, appen-
dages of the farm house, the badges of its industry,

its simplicity, and true economy, more common forty

years ago than a carpet on the floor, are now con-
signed to the tomb of the Capulets ! The farm is

now paid for, and the lord of tlie soil can no longer
plead exem])tion from domestic taxation. Tiie wheat,
the Indian corn, and the pork, are now fairly assessed
by the wife, the sons, and the ckughters, that they
may adorn themselves and the house, to the delight
of their own eyes and to the critical approval of the
eyes of others. 'Tis true that with commendable
industry the fruit is still cut up and dried, and the
churnings are as large as ever ; but in the round sum
now required for family expenses, these things are
like the drop in the bucket. But tlie salvo is that
industry does not flag ; the time that was spent at

the wheel and the loom, is required in the now mul-
tipled duties of the menage and the increased claims
incidental to fashionable civilization. Still no oiher
class of our people are so little liable to exceed their
income, as the farmers. Their self-denial, if not per-
fect, is always respectable. While our manufactu-
rers besiege Congress yearly, clamoring for a bounty
on their probducts, in the sliape of a protective tariflf,

to enable them to flourish and live comme il faut,
the farmer sees fine Mestizo wool imported into the
country, under a nominal duty, without a murmur

;

the idea of living on any other industry than his own,
perhaps never entered his head. His physical train-

ing, his industry, his economy and solf-denial, over-

comes all competition, and he is enabled to rejoice in

a self-sustained manhood that is truly respectable.

Newspaper Imfluence.—It is said that every
man, woman and child, of a reflecting age and sound
mind, is brought under the influence of journalism

every twenty-four hours. To be convinced of the

truth of this assertion, only so far as relates to agri-

cultural papers, talk with a soi distant farmer who
reads nothing, and he will speak of many improve-
ments in manuring and tillage that he has orally

learned from his reading neighbor ; but only compli-

ment him with being under the influence of book
fanning, and he will deny the charge as though it

reflected on his manhood ; he is like the infidel who
denies Christianity, while he is ashamed to be found
acting out of the pale of the christian morality. Far
more excusable is pedantry in the reading man, than
the senseless pride of truth-hating, marvel-loving ig-

norance.

Potatoes again.—Since writing the foregoing, I

have seen Joseph Wright. He said that about one-
third of his crop rotted ; that the other two-thirds

averaged considerably more than 250 bu. to the acre,

large sound potatoes. Twenty-five two horse loads
of soap boiler's ashes were applied to the acre, with
as many more loads of well-rotted stable manure. He
is decidedly of the opinion that the ashes alone saved
the crop, as where the most ashes were found in the.,

hill, the potatoes were the largest and best. 4Ie sold

his Mercers for five shillings a bushel, and the bal-

ance of his crop to a shipper, this spring, at four and
sixpence a bushel.

Tile Machine.—In this number of the Farmer
will be found an advertisement from Waterloo, of the

improved Tile Machine. Such is the demand for

draining pipe and tile, this spring, at Whartenbv's
Pottery there, that his large stock of ready baked tile

is already exhausted. The price averages about one
shilling or thirteen cents the rod.

In the last Farmer a writer who sports the cogno-
men of "Anti Humbug,'' seems yet to lack that

equanimity and comprehensiveness of mind, without
which the critic himself is little better than a prag-

matical " humbug." That article of Joseph Harris,
which he so opprobriously assails, has been pronoun-
ced, by some of our best wheat growers, (and there

are none better on this side of the Atlantic,) to be
the best communication from a scientific practical

farmer that has appeared in the Genesee Farmer for

many a day. Mr. Harris does not condemn green
crops as manure. He is undoubtedly an advocate

for the system of manuring with green clover to a

certain extent, urging only the necessity of keeping
more stock, and making and applying some of the

nitrogenous manure of the stable, as indispensable to

the maximum yield of all cereal grains, after the soil

has been so long worn without other manure than

green clover.

S. W. has always, in his articles to the Genesee
Farmer, held up the importance of the clover plant

as a medium of manuring. Its long tap root acts as

a subsoil plow to bring up the unexhausted pabulum
from below ; and then its ample leaves and lateral

branches also collect and organize nutriment from the

t

I



atmosphere. But facts are stubborn thing's. I did

say, and now repeat, on the authority of some of the

best wheat-growing farmers of Senecn, that after a

long course of manuring with clover alone, their

crops of wheat have sensibly and gradually dimin-

ished, both in quantity and plumpness of berry ; but

that when only a little barnyard manure was super-

added, the gain in yield and quality of wheat was
very perceptible.

But Joseph Harris, Vv'ho has served under Mr.
Lawes, the greatest experimental farmer in England,

will not probably be in the least jostled from his

position by this discourteous charge of introducing
" exploded transatlantic dogmas." I have no spleen

to indulge against "' Anti Humbug." He holds a

well practiced pen and may yet arrive at an experi-

ence that will teach him to be less hypercritical. 1

hope he will continue a contributor to the Farmer
and to give the results of all his experience in rural

economy, in which his love of truth's triumphs may
shine forth to the discomfiture of all ill-directed

spleen and preconceived error. If, in my sere and
yellow leaf, 1 felt an impulse to glory in my own
knowledge of rural economy, it would be at once
dissipated by the sad consciousness that our best

practice in growing plants,'at the present day, is still

encumbered with doubt and uncertainty. Farm-
ing is still far behind many other arts, and the idea

is humiliating that the present theory and practice of

rural economy is to be referred to by the yet unborn,

as belonging to a wasteful, improvident and barbar-

ous age. S. W.— Waterloo, J\\ Y., May, 1851.

TOBACCO CULTURS.

( Cuiit'mued from page 107.^

I have used guano with some success. In the

spring of 1846 I applied 300 lbs. of African guano,

(at a cost of >^34.50 per ton) to the acre ; it produced

a fair crop of tobacco, as good as the average crop.

I used plaster with it, a bushel to the acre. The
guano was applied in misty weather, ploughed in,

the land prepared, and planted. In the fall I sowed
the land in wheat,—the crop was quite a satisfactory

one. In the spring of '47 I seeded clover on the

wheat,—it took remakably well, and in '48 I had a

fine crop of clover on the land. In the spring of '49

it was prepared for corn, and the crop on it at this time
shows the most deciaea effects of improvement. I am
therefore of opinion, that guano may be used to ad-

vantage as an improver for the growth of tobacco, as

well as wheat, and corn crops, h,c.

The opinion is very prevalent that the effects of

guano after the first crop is scarcely perceptible, and
not at all to be relied upon. This arises from the

fact that so small a quantity is applied, that the first

crop appropriates so large a portion of its fertilizing

qualities, that little is left for the succeeding crops.

If small quantities of any other manures are applied,

I am inclined to think that a similar result might be

expected. I am sure the wisest economy in any and
all manures is to lay it on plentifully, as it ensures
good crops and permanent improvement, with judici-

ous management in the rotation of crops. After to-

bacco should follow wheat, then clover.

It is important in the preparation of land for tobac-

co, that it should be well plowed, and that as early

as the weather will permit. The first open weather
in February should be availed of, to break up the to-

bacco land. The subsequent frosts will in a measure

diminish the number of v/orms which cut off the
young plants when first set out. I have heard of salt

being used successfully, sown at the rate of 2 bushels
to the acre—I have never tried it. The other meth-
od I have tried and found decided benefit from.it.

—

The land being plowed ia February should be rolled

down so soon as the frost is out of the ground— it

should be checked off with the plow that the ma-
nure m.ay be equally distributed. The manure should

not be permitted to remain on the surface, but should

be turned under about the depth of three inches, and
the land rolled down compact, and so remain until the

leaves of the tobacco plants become as large as a

dollar, or an inch and a half in length. It is then
time to begin getting your land ready for planting, as

with seasonable weather, the plants in a week or ten

days will be fit to set out. The land should be thor-

oughly plowed, raked, an 1 rolled, and reduced to a

fine tilth, and then laid off, if for hills, 30 inches each
way, to make fine tobacco, or 3 feet if it is desired to

make large tobacco ; if for drills, they should be about

three feet apart, and the plants about 20 inches apart

in the drill. So soon as the plants are large enough
to set out, (which is when tlie leaves are from 4 to 6

inches long) the first rain they should be transplanted,

the earlier the better. When the plants have taken
good hold on the soil, they should be weeded, which
is to scrape off the surrounding surface of the hill or

drill so as to destroy the young weeds and grass that

may be putting up. The land should be kept mellow
by the plow or cultivator until the tobacco plants

are nearly grown, that is, until the land is well sha-

ded by the plants. The hoe should be used at any
time grass or weeds are discovered near the plants,

which the plow cannot remove, and also to put dirt

to the roots of the plants^ where they have been kept

exposed, either by the plow or cultivator. The
preference between the plow and cultivator must be

determined according to the soil, season, and locality.

I would prefer, (all things suiting,) the use of the

cultivator, but in seeding the tobacco, and in wet
seasons, the plow is necessary. The hoe at all

seasons indispensable. When the tobacco begins to

button, or put forth the seed-head, it should be top-

ped ;—the plant usually indicates the point of topping,

having two leaves nearly the same length, at the

place where the top should be taken off. The num-
ber of leaves that should be left on the plant, depends

upon the time of topping, the growth of the plant,

and the richness of the soil, from 16 to 22 leaves are

the usual number ; less would make the tobacco

coarse, more might make the leaves short. I usually

top and sucker with the hand— knives might be

used if desired. The suckers soon make their ap-

pearance after topping, and when 3 or 4 inches long,

should be taken off, as they draw from the stock

juices that belong properly to the leaves. This
operation of suckering has to be performed as often

as necessary—twice is generally sufficient, though
sometimes 3 or 4 suckerings are required, before tlie

plant is ripe.

Many are the enemies of the Tobacco plant ; the

fly attacks it in the bed, and sometimes sucks out its

juices after it is set out, and it perishes. The ground
worm sometimes in armies attack the beds and blight

the hope of the planter by a total destruction of his

plants ; and when set out, they are ready deposited

in the soil, to commence their work of destruction.

Freed from all the above enumerated pests, the no-

vice would suppose his prospects bright for a crop
;

I
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his lands well manured and well set iu plants, the

promise of a luxuriant growth full before him, when
the tobacco fly appears. He deposits his eggs upon
the leaves, and multitudes of worms are hatched

and enter life feeding upon the plant. The egg is

about the size of a pin's head, deposited upon the un-

der side of the leaf; at first, the worm is very small,

but so rapid is their growth that in a few days they

become tliree or four inches long, and most destruct-

ive. They are the greatest gormandizers in the

known world, eating more than several times their own
built of green tobacco daily, casting off their old skin

as it becomes too small, assuming a new one, large

enough to gratify their insatiable appetite. When
these pests become abundant, the planter has his hands
full ; constant attention is requisite to stay their pro-

gress, and sometimes crops have to be cut before they

are fully ripe, to save even a portion of what these

horn ivorins liave left. The best means of prevent-

ing their ravi^ges, is to examine the tobacco and de-

stroy the eggs. Every leaf should be carefully ex-

amined. Turkeys, and poultry generally, are great

aids in keeping under the horn worm. Kept in the

field a few days, and regularly fed before being set

to work, (on corn or tail ends of wheat) they become
fond of their employment, and seem to delight in the

amusement which their daily wanderings over the to-

bacco field aflbrds them.
The time for cutting tobacco must depend upon the

time of planting, the soil, and season, and much up-
on the cultivation. If planted by the middle of May
by the middle or last of August it should be ripe, and
when ripe, cut. The appearance of the tobacco is

the best guide by which to be governed in cutting.

The color changes, and it becomes of a yellowish-

green, and sometimes spots when very ripe. It is

better to cut it when well ripened, as it cures better.

I use a knife for cutting ; the stalk of the tobacco is

split, and then cut off near the ground—it is then
hung on sticks about 4 feet 4 inches long, about 6

large plants on a stick, and the number increased if

the tobacco is small. The knife used forcutting, has
three sharp sides, and is fixed in the end of a stafi^

which is about 15 inches long, and has a handle at

the opposite end.

It is held perpendicularly when spliting the stalk,

and then the stalk is cut off by either of the sides that
it may be most convenient to use. Some cut the to-

bacco without splitting the stalk, and use a spear in

hanging, by which the stalk is pierced ; the spear is

placed on the stick by means of a socket, and the to-

bacco passes over the spear on to the stick. I have
heard Gen. Wm. Matthews, of Charles Co., speak
veay favorably of this method. I have never tried it.

He is a gentleman well worthy of credit, and would
be sufficient authority to justify planters in trying the
spear, as used by him, in hanging.
When the tobacco is hung on the stick, it is either

put on a scaffold, in the sun, or hung in the house, if

it is desired to cure the tobacco red ; the scaftbld

should be used if yellow tobacco is desired ; it should
be housed immediately it is taken from the field. If

it should be put upon the scaffold, care should be ta-

ken that it should not be caught in the rain after it

has begun to cure. If house room is plenty, I would
prefer hanging in the house, as it saves one hand-
ling

; if scarce, scaffolding is best, as the house will
hold more when partially cured in tlie sun. The
sooner tobacco is stripped after it is cured, the better;
and when stripped, should be very carefully handled,

so as not to break the leaves. The stripping is done
by hand : it would be a matter of great saving of
labor, if it could be done by some sort of machine,
constructed for that purpose. I, however, doubt its

practicability. When stripped, the tobacco should
be carefully packed away, if in proper condition ; if

not, it should be again hung on sticks until such
time as it will bear packing down. If put down too
wet, it will mould ; if too dry, it breaks and much
disfigures it. The size of hogsheads, aa fixed by the
act of the Legislature of Maryland, in 1828, ch. 164,
seems to me reasonable, to wit : 50 inches in the
length of staves, and 76 inches in diameter at the
cross and bilge. Oak is perhaps as good wood as
any for materials for hogsheads

;
pine will answer

very well, and gum or poplar, if sawed, would an-
swer for staves ; the hoops should be of red oak.

—

All should be perfectly dry before packing the tobac-
co in them.
As to the best mode of prizing', there is a great

variety of opinion. If it is desired to use great ex-
pedition, the horizontal screw prize, perhaps, would
be preferred ; if it is desired to pack neatly and safe-

ly, and, at the same time, with ordinary speed, the
beam and lever prize, with a swinging weight, that
can be increased or diminished at pleasure, would be
recommended. Mr. Rodolph M. Gibson, of St. Ma-
ry's county, has obtained a patent for prizing tobacco,
which I have heard highly spoken of, and which from
the high recommendation 1 have heard of it, I have
no doubt is well worthy of public attention. I regret

that I am not sufficiently acquainted with its con-
struction to furnish a correct idea of it in detail.. It

is, however, very simple.

I have given a plain statement of the culture of

tobacco. I have studied brevity, even, perhaps, at

the expense of perspicuity, and yet this communica-
tion has far exceeded the limits of my original design.

My object has been to impart to others the benefit of

my own experience, to instruct, not to amuse them.
Having given my own opinions and practice, I

should be much gratified if othen?, of more experi-

ence and practice, would favor the public with com-
munications of more practical utility. I desire no
one to adopt any opinion or suggestion of mine,

except so far as his individual benefit may be thereby

promoted.
" Whether it would not, under the present circum-

stances of the tobacco trade, be to the interest of the

planters to decrease the quantity grown, and intro-

duce the culture of other agricultural products, and

if so, of what kind ?"

I propose a brief examination of the above ques-

tion, and shall then close tliis communication. 1

have always thought that the planters would best

consult their own interests by limiting the amount of

tobacco grown, and improving the quality, Uiereby

increasing the demand, and consequently the price.

This view seems to be entertained by most intelligent

planters whom I have seen, nearly all of whom have

reduced the quantity grown, and many have abandon-

ed its culture altogether. Those who have soils

adapted to the growth of tobacco, may, I think, with

great propriety, continue the culture with the very

confident hope that good tobacco will (after the ex-

cess of over production of former years shall have

been exhausted) pay a fair remuneration for its pro-

duction. This must soon be the case, as the very

reduced prices have so diminished production, that

the demand must greatly exceed the supply, and pri-
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ces must advance. One or two hogsheads, at the

must, should be the limit to the hand, and that of a

greatly improved quality. Those of our planters who
have abandoned the culture of tobacco, have greatly

improved their farms and added much to their corn

and wheat crops.

The spirit of improvement seems to be abroad in

our land, and I know of no mc^e assignable reason for

it than that many persons who had predjudices against

book farming, have become daily readers of the

'American Farmer'

—

the renovator of their minds, the

fertilizer of their soils, and the great team-horse of
their agricultural prosperity.

I know of no other agricultural product than such

as are raised by our farmors, that could be profitably

introduced. A diminished crop of tobacco would en-

able the planters to raise more corn and wheat, and
could any assurance be given of a remunerating price,

I would recommend the experiment. The foreign

demand can seldom, if ever, equal the supply of our
breadstufFs, and except in cases of such unexampled
famine as Europe has been visited with in the last

few years, her consumption of our grain crop must
be very limited. The chief reliance, then, of tha far-

mer, must be in the home market. That we know
is not sufficient to consume a moiety of our surplus

productions. What, then, is to be done ? My opin-

ion as a Marylander, as an American, as a philan-

thropist, is, that we must increase the number of

consumers until they shall bear a fair proportion to

the number of producers, and he who shall be main-
ly instrumental in producing this result, will entitle

himself to the appellation of the benefactor of his

country.

PRODtJCE OF SEVENTEEN ACRES

Messrs, Editors.—I send a statement of the product

of seventeen acres of land cultivated by Arthdr
CuLLUM, Esq., one of your subscribers here. I

may add Mr. Cullum is not a professional farmer,

but one who appropriates, with an amateur's devo-

tion, his leisure hours from other business, to agri-

cultural pursuits. The farm is a hill side, with a

clay subsoil, and a southern exposure.

Product of 17 Acres cultivated by A. Cullum, Esq., Craw-
ford Co., Pa., 1850.

25 Tons of Hay, at $5 per ton, $125,00
55 Bushels of Wheat, (raised on sod turned over in

in August—yiel d therefore less,

)

55, 00

76| Bushels of Barley 53.00
75 " Shelled Corn, 30,00

60 " Potatoes, (the crop partly blighted, 15.00

40
•' Rutabagas, 8,00

20 " Oats, 5,00

Corn Fodder equal to two tons of Hay, 10.00

$301,00

On another part of farm Mr. C. raised on six acres,

213 bushels of wheat, of a variety known as the soft

white. A. HuiDEKOPER.— Meadville, Pa., Feb.,

Remedy for Lice on Colts and Cattle.—Take
white oak bark, boil in water, making a strong decoc-
tion, and wash the animals on the back and sides.

Ih twenty-four hours the lice will be completely

tanned. S. L.—Piffard, A". Y., 1851.

To RESTORE Pork.—In warm weather, the brine

on pork frequently becomes sour and the pork tainted.

Boil the brine, skim it well, and pour it back on the

meat boiling hot. This will restore it even wliere

it was much injured. S. h.—Piffard, JV. Y., 1851.

(Hountr^ Hc0ilr£na0, ^r.

PLAN OF A BARN.

Messrs. Editors :—I herewith send you the ground
plan of a Barn, which I think meets the wants of a

very large class of your readers better than any I have
noticed among the many excellent ones presented in.

your valuable paper, with the exception of the one
presented in the February number. However all

farmers cannot have side hills to build upon, of which
the writer is one. Thinking my barn combines con-

venience with good taste, to some little extent, I place

the within plan at your disposal.

The main building is 30 by 50 feet, with 14 feet

posts. No. 1, wagon house. No. 2, horse stable

for one team ; the black dots are slats for the rack,

which are put up perpendicular ; a very wide board

is fixed in the passage. No. 3, against the lower part

of the rack, and the upper part of the board is two
feet and a half from the rack and held there by two
cords, one at each end. No. 4, grainery. No. 5,

barn-floor. No. 6, bay for grain. Over the wagon
house, stable and grainery, I have a tiglit floor, and
there I keep my hay. No. 7, a place to keep sheep.

No. 8, open shed. No. 9, four stalls to keep cows,

or two cows and an extra team of horses, with rack,

mangers, and a passage three feet wide to feed from

Under this stable is a tank to receive the urine and

wash from the barn-yard. No. 10, open shed ; over

this shed I keep hay for the cattle and sheep. Nos.

11, 12, and 13, hog pen ; No. 11, sleeping apartment
;

No. 12, yards; No. .13, feed house; overhead a

place to keep corn. The black dots are iron rods put

on the front side of the trough. There is a partition

through the center of the yard and sleeping apart-

ment, so I can keep four or six porkers on one side,

and a breeding sow on tiie other. Over No. 11, hen

house. No. 15, pump. No. 16, water trough.

Nos. 17 and 18, gates to barn yard. No. 19, a drain

to the tanks, a, door ; b, b, b, b, windows ; c, c,

swinging doors ; d, d, doors ; e, e, e, doors
; /,/, ff,

windows
; g, door ; h, h, windows ; i, i, doors : k,

door ; I, sliding door ; m, door ; n, door. Obscura.
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AN OCTAGON HOUSE.

Mkssrs. Editors :—I enclose the accompanyincr

plan of an octagon house vhicli I think very conve-

nient for farmers' iise,thoug-h somewhat unfashionable

and uncommon in this part of the country, yet tlie

form contains some advantiio;es not perceptible at the

first glance, one of which is that of enclosing more
space, with less wall, than the square form ; an-

other, is the more solidity of such form, and less lia-

bility to be racked with high winds ; and last, though

not least, is its compactness, and short distance from

room to room. Tlic cost would be considerable less

than for a right angled house of the same number of

rooms of the same size.

PLAN OF GROUND FLOOR.

1, Parlor, 18 by 14. 2, Sitting room, 18 by 14.

3, Dining room, 20 by 20. 4, Square room or Li-

brary, 18 by 14. O, O, O, Rooms with closets

attached. P, Triangular porch, passage, &.c.

PLAN OF A CH3AP AND COMMODIOUS FARM HOUSE.

Ens. Gkn. Far.mer :— Noticing that you devote a

portion of your valuabh? paper to this part of general

improvement, in favoring llie wants and lessening

the expenses of farmers, especially in that branch of

improvement which is so much engaging the minds

of a great portion of the public at this time.

—

We are, at this age of improvement, generally t^el-

fish in regard to our pecuniary affairs. In erecting

our farm buildings, it is a desire, and an interest, and

at times necessary that we should use the utmost
economy to curtail our e.vpeuses until we all get the

upper hand of poverty.

Influenced by these just considerations, I propo.se

to give to your niunerous readers, the following hand-
some, convenient and cheap plan for a farm house.

By the preceding ground plan, you will see it pre-

sents the upright part 22 feet front, and 27 feet back,

—

the end to the front. To the left is a wing 21 feet front,

20 feet back, with wood-house 20 feet still back,

which gives a front view of 43 feet by 40 feet back.

The rooms above are to be one front room, witli clos-

ets on each side, two bed rooms back, with closets,

which at first glance will be found to be very handy
and convenient. Chas. H. Hobart. — YalesvillCf

JV. Y., May, 1851.

SEED POTATOES.

Messrs. Editors.—Having seen the subject of seed

potatoes noticed in your valuable paper, the Farmer,
I thought I would give my experience about them.
My father taught me by practice that large ones
were always to be prefered—a practice I followed till

necessity induced me to try small ones : and I can
now say with a good deal of confidence, that small

potatoes are fully equal to large ones. My experi-

ence has been thus : I have planted one part of my
patch with large ones whole, and part with large ones
cut in pieces, and a part with small refuse ones, and
I could discover no difl^erence, except that those from
the large whole ones were more nearly of one size,

the yield being about equal, where the ground was
equally good. So fully satisfied am I, that I usually

eat or sell the large potatoes, and plant little ones.

In fact the greatest yield I ever had was 65 bushels

from a half bushel measure three times even full.

But I took a different plan with these, which was to

cut them about four weeks before planting, and
spread tiiem in a dry airy place and let them dry.

This practice I think, will increase the yield, and
pretty certainly shorten the time to maturity. How-
ever, each one can easily test the matter for him-
self. By the by, while I think of it, will you, or

some one, through the Farmer tell me when is the

best time to cut under-brush to prevent sprouting up'

from the root again. A Subscriber.—Allen, Ind.,

March, 1851.

SEED POTATOES.

Messrs. Editors ;—Your correspondent, " A Sub-
scriber," in your April number, questions the cor-

rectness of my opinion and advice—that small potatoes

answer well for seed. It does not accord with his

"experience. He does not state any experiment where
the comparative results of small and large seed are

ascertained. But I presume he has made such ex-

perii^ont. He states, however, an experiment made
with large seed only, which 1 think interesting and

worthy of further and full investigation. The eyes

tVom the large end and from the middle, and from the

small end of the same potatoe.*, were planted in sep-

arate rows, and the product of tiie seed taken from

the large end exceeded that from the seed of the

small ends, at the rate of one and a half tons (say 36

bushels) per acre. Now I confess that I am sur-

prised, and wholly unable to account for this result.

The fact I admit, because he states it ; out I can see

no reason why it should be so. And if this is to be
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an uniform fact, it is important that it should bo

known, for it would be better to cutoif he small ends

and throw them away and plant only from the large

ends. The difference in the product would repay,

fmr-fol', ihe loss of the portion tlirown away. I

deem it, therefore, a matter of much interest to have

the experiment repeated, in order to ascertain wheth-

er the results will be uniform, or whether in this case

it may be considered fortuitous.

I consider your correspondent as suggesting, indi-

rectly, a reason for this result in the opinion which

he expresses, that the eye or seed at the large end is

more mature and perfect than at the small end. I see

not the truth of this position, nor the force of this

reason. How is it ascertained that the eye at the

large end is mature and perfect, while that at the

small end is not equally so ? And how does it appear

that on a potato that is ripe, whether large or small,

all the eyes are not equally matured 1 The fact that

they are not, may be conjectured and assumed—but

is it really so ? And if it were so, provided they

were all sufficiently ripe to germinate, why should

there be a difference in their products 1 I make these

remarks, not to controvert the suggestions of your

correspondent, but to induce thorough investigation

into this subject.

Now as to small seed. Influenced by early educa-

tion, and the force of example, I should not risk them
but for the results of actual experiment. Nor would
I be induced to confide in them, after one experiment
only. But having tried them two years, and on dif-

ferent soils, embracing different degrees of richness,

and different characteristics, and rinding, uniformly,

the product of the small to be equal to the large, I

have given the opinion that it would be safe to hazard
them as a field crop. This opinion will govern my
practice the present season. Should further experi-

ments produce a different quotient, and prove that

uniformity in the results is not to be depended upon,

then there will be reason to discontinue the practice.

E.

THRESHING OATS.

Messrs. Editors :—As there has been two articles

written on this subject, I suppose that I cannot say
anything that will be instructive in relation to it

;

nor do I wish to ; but I would like to give my opinion
in regard to H. L. E.'s threshing 400 bush, of oats

with his machine, with only four men and two horses.

H. L. E. has one man to feed, one to untie the sheaves,

one to take the straw, and one to take the grain, with-

out chaffing, which would make about 800 bushels,

chaff and all—a pretty good day's work for one man.
But he might do it. One man might feed the ma-
chine ; but he cannot untie and feed. Nor can one
man throw the sheaves from the mow and untie.

One man might get the straw from the machine, but
he cannot stack it nor pitch it on the stack. H. L.
E.'s horses might go without a driver, but all horses
will not. Now if H. L. E. had said eight men in-

stead of four, and an extra span of horses to change
with, we might come to the conclusion that he had
seen service

; but as it is, we think that he is better

at puffing than he is at threshing. Honest.—Read-
ing Center, JY. Y., 1851.

We leave to others the question of economy, merely
remarking that we have often seen these machines
in operation, but never saw any necessity for a dri-

ver.

A FEW THOUGHTS FOR FARMERS.

Messrs. Editors :—I take considerable interest in
agricultural science and would like to suggest a few
thoughts, to which you may give such prominence as
you think proper.

I have observed among farmers, an almost endless
diversity of opinion as to agricultural practice.

—

'^-very other individual has a different method, and all

ha 'e full confidence in the superiority of their own
ways. For example, in endeavoring to avoid the
destruction of potatoes by the rot, one believes ia
digging early, and another goes for leaving them in

the ground as long as possible ; one succeeded best
by spreading them upon his barn floor, and another
by putting them in the cellar and covering them with
ashes. And so, in relation to almost every part of
agricultural practice, farmers differ in some points,

and often to the extent of direct opposition. The
consequence is, that agricultural experience is an
exceedingly unreliable guide, and the science itself is

perplexed with confused, if not contradictory opinions.

The course of this diversity, it appears to me, is

two-fold. With the great mass of farmers it is the

product of limited information. They read but lit-

tle, and of course base their conclusions upon their

own narrow views and vngue impressions, and as

these differ in the case of different minds and circum-

stances, the conclusions themselves must be equally

diverse. Among the better class of farmers, the di-

versity of opinion springs from imperfect observation.

The farmer but partially notices the first facts of the

case in hand, and trusts to his memory for the pres-

ervation of these, so that when he arrives at the final

result, his conclusions are based upon partial data,

and thus a wide margin is left for error, and conse-

quently diversity of opinion. For example, the far-

mer may have .carefully and correctly noted the

chara,cter of the soil, the mode of preparation, the

quantity of seed and the time of planting, and yet

have neglected a dozen points that might very mate-
rially change the great result and thus give ground
for a different conclusion.

Now, as to the means of removing this diversity

of opinion, and settling the facts of agricultural prac-

tice upon a certain basis, so that the farmer's experi-

ence shall be a safe guide and a valid ground of

belief, it will be seen at once that, in the first case,

resort must be had to increased knowledge. When
the farmer has, through the various channels of infor-

mation which are open to him, thoroughly informed

himself as to the present state of agricultural science,

he will be less likely to be governed by crude im-

pressions and limited views. In the second case, and
this I regard as the most important to be noticed here,

the evil must be removed by cultivating habits of

thorough and systematic observation. The intelli-

gent farmer might accomplish this by keeping a
farm-book of facts, in which he should enter in reg-

ular order, every fact in his practice that could in

any way afford data for sound conclusions. He
might enter as follows, or in some tabular form, facts

like the succeeding, in relation to a certain crop :

The Field.— 1st, it.? exposure ; 21, character of

the soil ; 3d, its condition ; 4th, manner of prepa-

ration.

The Seed.— 1st, its character ; 2d, the quality
;

3d, the mode of preparation for planting.

The Planting.— 1st, the precise time; 2d, the

manner; 3d, its character as proven by time.

)l

I
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Thb Weather. — 1st, the weather preceding;

2(1, tlie weatlier immediately succeeding planting

;

3d, its.general character accurately observed during

the growth of the crop.

I'he Growth.— 'st, noticeable peculiarities; 2d,

dates of difterent stb^es ; 3d, Uie weather connected

with such stages ; 4th, general characteristics of

growth.
The Harvesting.— 1st, time; 2d, manner; 3d,

condition of the crop ; 4th, the weather ; 5th, gene-

ral treatment.

Produce.— 1st, quantity by actual estimates; 2d,

quality ; 3d, par value, k,c.

In this way, substantial data for the comparison

of modef^, and the settling of principles, would be

obtained, and the conclusions of the former be fixed

upon the firm basis of accurate and reliable facts.

Frederick S. Jewell.

poxtltry facts.

Messrs. Editors :—In this age of big theories and

big fowb, we need facts to guide us. Therefore, I

herewith contibute my mite. In most of our statis-

tics, all the facts arc not given, so that we are not

able to form a correct judgment. I will try and

avoid this error.

My fowls are of the Poland variety, full-blooded,

jet black, except the top-knot, and sometimes two
partly white feathers in the tail of the cock. I ob-

tained them, originally, from the Aviary in John St.,

New York. On the first day of March last, I had

eight hens and one cock. One of the hens had the

rheumatism ia her neck. I cut her head off on the

23d May, and buried her near the foot of one of my
grape vines. The others were healthy and laid be-

tween six and seven hundred eggs before September,

and raised twenty-four chickens. Being engaged in

building an addition to my house, my poultry record

was lost for a time in August, so I cannot give the

exact number of eggs. Uut it will be within the

bounds of truth, to say that the seven hens laid six

hundred eggs between March and September, and

raised twtnty-four chickens. The early chickens

commenced laying in November, anJ have continued

to lay until the present time, with the exception of

about 5 weeks in the coldest weather. Early chickens

at maturity make much larger fowls than late ones.

The cost of keeping my hens has been forty cents

per year, each. Living in a village, I keep them
housed until four o'clock in the afternoon, when they

have the run of a yard, and are shut up at night. I

usually feed screenings, at twenty-five cents per

bushel, and corn at forty-five to fifty cents. My early

spring chickens weigh from three to three and a half

pounds in the fall, when dressed. I have now twen-
ty-four hens, and expect to revel in fat eggs all the

year. You are probably aware that there is as much
difference between fat eggs and poor eggs, as there

is between fat beef and poor beef. E. \Vare Syl-
vester.—Lyons, .V. 1'., Feb., laol.

To prevent the Bug from uestrovi.ng Vines.—
A small striped bug in the west, that destroys vines,

te particularly troublesome in gardens, and but a few^

people in this country know a remedy ; a small hand-

full of tansey pullod and placed around each vine,

will drive tlie bugs away. A knowledge of this

might save a great amount of care and vexation.—
M. H. B.

—

Spencer, Ind.

VALUE OF SWAMP MUCK AS A MANURE.

Messrs. Editors.—While reading J. P. Norton's
remarks on the value of swamp muck in the May
number of the Farmer, it brought to my mind a cir-

cumstance (which by tl\e way, I have related to

hundreds of owners of such swamps.) that took place

on my father's farm in Manchester, Conn. My
father had a sand hill on his homestead, that con-
tained from two to three acres of drifting sand,

entirely useless and good for nothing. He also had
a muck swamp near by, and he concluded to try it

on his sand hill. We hauled I should think, from
100 to 150 loads of the muck to the acre, and spread

it on his sand hill. This was done in the fall, and
the next spring we ])lowed and planted it to corn, we
had about ten bushels to the acre. My father there-

fore said he had lost his labor. I wished the follow-

ing year to have the same again planted to corn, to

which he objected, saying he had had enough of muck
manure. I however persuaded him to let me plow
and plant it. It yielded twenty bushels of shelled

corn to the acre. My father then sold the farm, and
the same sand hill was plowed and planted for thir-

teen years in succession to corn, and at the end of

which time the owner and myself while passing over

the same ground, then planted to corn, we concluded
that there could not be less than forty bushels of

shelled corn to the acre, he at the same time as-

sured me that he had never put a single load of ma-
nure on the lot with the exception of ashing and plas-

tering his corn and said that the crop you now see is

no better than for several years past. There was
also a fine young and thrifty apple orchard growing
on the same laud, beginning to bear. Frederick
Woodbridge.—Franklin Mills, O.

GLOVER MILL.

A Correspondent in our last number desired to be

informed of the best clover mill in use— price, k,c.

We take the following from the Ohio Statesman,

being notes made by the editor, at the Ohio State

Fair. This machine received the first premium.
Ill the Agriciiltuial Implement Department, ii clover seed

hulling and cleaning machine was exhibited by M. II. jMans-

lield, of Ashland, Ohio, which in many particulars is superi-

or to any machine of the kind yet introduced in New York
or the New Kngland tStates. This machine -will hull and
clean ready for market, in a perfect manner, 5 bushels of

clover seed per hour, with the power of three to four horses,

which is at least 30 per cent, more thjn can he done by the

latest improvements known in the east. In its principles it

is entirely new, differing materially from any clover hulling

machine, previously brought into use. The threshing or

hulling part is simply a cylinder about 20 inches in length,

suspended on a shaft with a 4 inch pulley to one end, to

which is attached 80 spikes or rubbers in parallel rows simi-

lar to the drum of threshing machine. The concave has 128

of those spikes or rubbers, which are also set in parallel rows.

The spikes are made of malleable iron, and are 2^ inches

long, and !{ inches wide. They are neatly lluted on each

side, having ten of those llutes to a looth, and being so ar-

ranged that the teeth of the cylinder nearly touch those in

the concave. The process, it will be readily seen, is one,

when the proper power for motion isapjilicd, which will rub

O'lt the seed most perfectly, as last as it can be fed into the

machine. Those tinted teeth or rubbeis each pass through a

smidl hub ill the inner (art of the cyliuder, and arc so arranged

that li.ey ar-' thrown bai k on the .surface of the cylinder at the

iri.suuii a slick, stone, or any other serious obstruction rnay

accidentally get into iho inachiui;. The se()arator and fan-

ning apparatus are got up on the most improved principles,

and the whole riiachino is built with a view of coinbining

durabiliiy wiih ellicienty. T.lie price of these machines at

the place of manufactory is $'Jo, being warranted to perform

all that we have ventured to say in their favor.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECTS OF GYPSUM,

Eds. Gen. Farmer:— In looking over the Farmer
for 1850, page 34, I found an article headed "Gyp-
sum—its Elements and Value," in which the author

has given answers to three inquiries, most of which

accords with my opinion ; but there is one fact I have

observed that has escaped his notice, viz : that there

is a certain principle in gypsum which has the power

of retaining moisture of rain and dew. I have dis-

covered that when walking through a field of clover

where gypsum had been sown in the spring, when
the clover is ancle high, the feet would be moistened

with dew, when an adjoining field of clover, not

plastered, was perfectly dry. This constrains me to

differ in opinion from the learned author, where he

says, "Gypsum does not, in the opinion of the writer,

contribute to the growth of plants from the fertilizers

which it draws directly from the air." In my opin-

ion, this property of retaining moisture is the main
cause of the astonishing effect gypsum has on plants.

How it does this I will leave to science to determine.

I have seen, on a dry, sunny day, when the dew on

unplastered clover has been evaporated for hours,

where gypsum has been sown the dew on the leaves

collected in globular balls ; and hence a thought

struck me that gypsum was an agent in forming

those balls of water, and in doing so it might have

formed a thin transparent shell not perceptibly to the

naked eye, to preserve them from speedy evaporation

by solar heat ; for if one of these balls is pressed by

the finger, it will appear to burst and the water to

run out like the contents of an egg when the shell is

broken, and sometimes it will collect again Into sev-

eral smaller ones. This I will also leave to science

to investigate.

Another thing I have observed, which I think is

in support of my position— that when I have sown
gypsum in dry weather, and there has not been any
rain for some time after, and consequently but little

dew, I have never perceived any benefit from it
;

therefore I would recommend it to be sown early in the

spring, as soon as vegetati®n begins to start, so that

it may take the advantage of early rains. I have al-

ways found this way to succeed best. Green Farmer.

VIRGINIA LANDS.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—I perceive an article in the

Genesee Farmer in relation to Virginia lands. Being
a resident there, and land holder, a few remarks in

relation to the subject, might be acceptable. 1st, As
to health, from the head of Tide-water to the Blue
Ridge, no country can be more salubrious. The
lands are moderately rolling. One-third may be nat-

ural forest oak timber, principally, one-third "old
field pines," so called—that is lands that have been
worked a few years and turned put ; the balance in

cultivation, the second growth, is invariably a luxu-

riant growth of pines. The manner of cultivation is,

first, two crops of tobacco, then wheat and corn, alter-

nately, for four or five years, then a crop or two of

oats—then it is called " worn out." One horse, or

mule, is the usual team for plowing. The soil is

usually of a sandy nature for a few inches : subsoil,

clay, sometimes quite to the surface. No lands are

more easily improved, or retain manure longer, or

with as good an effect. Clover grows luxuriantly,

with a little help, and when once seeded, no after-

culture will eradicate it. Wheat is generally sure,

and the quality very superior, as is well known ; the

same of corn. For fruit of all kinds, grapes, peaches,
apples, &c., particularly, it can't be beat. Never-
failing springs, on most plantations, are plenty.

I am anxious for a company of northern farmers,
say 100 to 150, to purchase a tract of land, of 20 to
40,000 acres, (some well improved and with excellent
buildings,) within 20 to 30 miles of the principal cities
and tide-water, on and adjacent to railroad and water
navigation, 30 hours distance from New York by land,
and 48 by water. The average price may be $4 per
acre. For health, nearness to market, and genial cli-

mate, it certainly offers greater inducements, in my
opinion, than any other portion of tlie United States.
The following may be about the prices of produce :

Wheat, prime, Si.05 to $1.10 ; corn 70 to 75 cts.;
rye, 65 to 70 cts.; buckwheat, $1.00 to $1.25 ; hay,
$20 to $25 ; oats, 50 to 65 cts.; butter, 25 cts., al-

ways
; cheese, none made ; cotton, 12 cts., little rais-

ed, but might be
;
potatoes, $1.00 ; Irish and sweet

potatoes, $1.00 to $1,50; beans, $1.30, fee, fcc.

It is generally supposed that it is disgraceful for a
white man to labor ; nothing is further from the
truth. \\.ny that wish to inquire more particularly,*

may write to me at Proctor's Creek, Chesterfield Co.,
Va.—post-paid. Samuel Clare, Jr.

FRENCH AND SPANISH MERINO SHEEP.

tl\[

Messrs. Editors :—Having been somewhat exten-
sivel}?- engaged for the last sixteen years in the grow-
ing of wool, and the rearing of fine sheep, I propose,

very briefly, to offer to the public, through your highly
esteemed journal, my views on the comparative mer-
its between the French and Spanish Merino sheep.

When the French sheep were first imported, some
four years since, I visited the flock, and re-visited it,

and was in doubt whether they were an improvement
or not. I hesitated about purchasing, but finally

concluded to take a few and give them a trial. I was
pleased with the result. I found that my Spanish
sheep were improved, both in quality and quantity,

by a cross from the French bucks. I now own a few
of each importation made. I have recently purchased
twenty-two ewes, being all but two in the hands of

the importer. In addition to these, I have purchased
thirteen bucks which were imported during the past

winter, a part of which are for sale. The last ten

ewes cost me $2250, or $225 eac-h. For ease in

taking on flesh, constitution of the animal, and weight
of fleece, these sheep have no superiors, and I can
cheerfully recommend them as the best among the

races of fine wooled sheep. At least this is my opin-

ion after a trial of three or four years. Merril
Bingham.—Cornivall, Vt., May, 1851.

Messrs. Editors ;—Three years ago a piece of land (six

acres) was planted with corn, the seed rolled in plaster (gyp-
sum) and a little put on the hill, previous to hoeing, and
without manure ; the next spring it was plowed and seeded
with clover. The next season, for several weeks previous
to mowing, it could plainly be discerned, by the freshness
and rankness of the clover, precisely tlie spot from whence
came the hill of corn. In going through, we could plainly

discover where a hill of corn was missing, in consequence of
the absence of the plaster.

1 wish to inquire whether the plaster acts on the depth of
the soil, that the plowing of six inches in depth should not
remove the hill, and what is the nutriment it extracts ? The
top soil is gravelly loam. I should like to hear from S. W.,
of Waterloo, or from some other coirespondant. Frederick
WihLiAUS.—Dewiiiville, N. Y., April, 1851.

^1

II
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METHOD OF GROWING MELONS.

Messrs Editors.—Select the poorest, and if possible

a completely barren piece of ground : the reason for

which will appear in the sequel. Lay off your
ground into holes 2J or 3 feet square, in rows 8 feet

by 10. Late in the fall or during the winter, these

holes must be filled with manure even with the sur-

face, and then hilled up into hills with the soil or clay

taken from them. Plant the seed from the 1st of

April to first of June, according to your latitude,

or your de-iro for early or late melons. P^rom the

15th of April to the 1st of May is a good time in the

latitudo of Virginia and North Carolina. To avoid

the ravages of the striped bug as well as in some
measure obtain the advantage of a hot-bed, I intend

hereafter to make small boxes, without bottoms, but

covered on the top with millinst, which will, I think,
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effectually answer the purpose intended, and save me
much anxiety, as well as trouble in having to visit

my tender vines -.wice a day to bug.

The best watermelon I have ever seen, is the

Hanover, with white seed and red " meat,''' After

the vines commence rnnnin<r, the boxes can be re-

moved and packed away safely until another year.

No work is required after the first, second, or third

week, as it is disadvantageous to disturb the vines

after they have commenced running pretty freely,

being liable to be bruised or broken, and the ground

around the hills being barren gives entire freedom to

the vines to run, and the melons to ripen, without

being shaded or injured by weeds or other growth.

S. W.— Virginia, Jipril, 1851.

A CHEAP STUMP MACHINE.

Messrs. Editors.—I wish to know from you, or some of
your worthy correspondents, relative to a stump machine.
1 have sixty acres of what we Buckeyes call barrens, — the

growth of the timber on it is from one foot down to a small
twig. I wish to procure a machine that has sufficient power
to pull small stumps in a green state. Let me know through
your valuable paper the kind most suitable for small stumps,

the cost of the machine, and where it can be obtained. J.

S. Funk.— West Liberty, Logati Co., Ohio.

In the April number we gave a description of a

stump machine. This however may be too cosily

and too difficult to obtain for genera! use. We now
give a plan of another, and one that can be made by

any farmer with the aid of a blacksmith. It was
published in this journal some years since, and many
of our subscribers have used it with advantaore.

" There may be many of your readers living, like

myself, on farms not very heavily timbered originally,

and which have been cleared long enough for the

roots of the stumps to become considerably decayed,
to whom it would be some object to obtain a small,

cheap and simple stump machine, which would
answer th^ir purpose as well as one more costly. In

the sketch 1 is a round pole 10 inches long, 4 inches in

diameter at the largest end, which is well banded.

Into this is inserted a bar of iron 2 by 1\ inches,

drawn to half that size at the end inserted into the

pole, and 2 feet long. Near the end
of this, two notches are cut, a little

over 4J inches apart. In the mid-
dle between these, a hole is punched
and a link 6 inches long inserted, as

seen in Fig. 2, which represents
the bar, large hook to hitch under a
root of the stump, a link inserted in

each, and a connecting hook. The
links are made of round % inch
Swede's iron, the connecting hook
of 1 ^ do. ; the large hook of a bar

Fig. 2. of old sable iron 18 inches long,

bent round edgewise* 3 is a frame consisting of two
oak planks 3 inches thick, 8 wide, and 7 feet long

pinned together at the end through a piece of 4 inch
scantling, between the planks. There are two rows,
4^ inchesapart, of 1^ inch holes through these planks;
the holes being 3^ inches apart in the rows, from
center to center. The holes in the right hand row
are one inch lower than the opposite ones in the left.

Through these holes two iron bolts, as large as the
holes, are made to pass for the bar or lever to rest upon.
To use this machine,.il is set up as seen in the

figure
; 4 being a board for a brace, the lever placed

between the planks, the notches resting on the two
bolts, and the hook hitched under a root. Now ele-
vate the end of the lever, (vv'hich needs a short pole
attached by a ring to the end of a long one,) with-
draw the left hand bolt and raise it one hole higher

;

now depress the end of the lever and raise the right
hand bolt ; and so on as high as yQU wish. The cost
of the machine was $7—iron $4, making $3. Any
blacksmith and carpenter can construct one. With
a team and sled and stone boat to draw the machine
about, I have seen two hands, on a lot that had been
cleared fourteen years, pull in a day from sixty to a
hundred stumps, mostly from ten to eighteen inches
in diameter. T. W.

—

Ontario Co., 1849.

POTATOES.

Potato Rot.—Last spring I planted several varie-

ties of potatoes, many of them mixed in the same
row and in the same hill ; soil rather moist, rich,

loamy, some parts sandy, clayey, &.C., and some with
decaying vegetable matter, as chips, fragments of

bark, grass, weeds. Sic, intermixed. Among the

varieties of potatoes were the Sardinias, or flesh col-

ored, the White and the Purple Pinkeyes, Mercers,
Large English Whites, and several others Of the

Purple Pinkeyes there appear to .be ^wo varieties

—

the one resembling the Long White Pinkeyes, the

others more coarse and irregular in their appearance.

At the time of digging, several of these last were
affected "by the rot, (the dry rot chiefly,) and some
few of the others, more especially of those that grew
amidst the decaying vegetable matter. Most of the

coarser- variety of the Purple Pinkeyes, which at the

time of digging were apparently sound, have since

been destroyed by the same cause, the dry rot.

Seedlings.—A few years ago I sowed some pota-

to seed, and the result not proving satisfactory, I

repeated the experiment last spring. The season

was cold and backward, and the plants did not come
forward till late. I then transplanted about a dozen
of them, which did very well, although they were
late, and were overtaken by the frost while yet green

and thrifty. I dug them, however, and found among
them four or five distinct varieties, though only two
or three appeared decidedly new. Some were long,

white, smooth, with shallow eyes ; others similar in

size and shape, and of a beautiful, though not deep,

red ; the largest over three inches long and three in

circumference ; others similar in color, but differing

in shape, the largest over three inches long and about

five in circumference, smooth, flattened or com-
pressed ; others white, round, deep-eyed ; and others

very pale flesh-colored ; fee. The greater part of

them were small. I have kept them in an open box
in a cool and tolerably dry cellar. On examining
them January 10th, I found a large number of them
affected with the dry rot. The kinds described above

are least affected. It is my intention to repeat the

experiment. H.

—

Doivn East, March, 1851.
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"I CAN appreciate the beauty of a fine field of wheat,

corn, or clover, and I like to see fine horses and cat-

tle, but as for your trees, and shrubs, and flowers, I

know little and care less." This is a very common
way for men to talk who have been born in the coun-

try, and whose whole lives have been spent there,

surrounded by trees, shrubs, and plants, the most

beautiful in the world. To such people, the country

has really no beauties, save those that contribute to

their riches or worldly prosperity. They seem to feel

that it would be inconsistent for a good, thorough

working farmer to give some attention to the sponta-

neous productions of his woods and meadows—to

stud}-, and become acquainted with the names, char-

acters, and beauties of the trees, shrubs, and plants,

that nature has planted and reared for him. Is it so ?

Is it real'" ^ecossa'-y, in order to be a good farmer,

to avoid ah muorcourse with nature, except in field

crops ? We know that is not so ; for seme of the

best agriculturists we ever knew, practical, hard

working men, too, were as keenly alive to the natu-

ral beauties of a landscape, and to the individual

beauties of trees and plants, as though they had noth-

ing else to do but cherish and cultivate that taste.

They knew the locality of every noble or remarkable

specimen of forest trees in all the country about, and

the favorite haunts of the most rare and beautiful wild

flowers within many miles. They could tell in a

moment how many species of oaks, elms, maples, Sic,

were indigenous to their forests, with as much accu-

racy as a good fruit grower could tell the varieties of

fruit in his garden or orchard. To such people coun-

try life has a charm that sweetens and lightens the

burden of labor, and they, and their family, are noted

for their superior taste and intelligence. He only,

who has a knowledge of trees and plants, and who
has learnt to appreciate their beauties, can enjoy the

pure pleasures of the country. In the spring of the

year the budding and blossoming of the various spe-

cies are noted from day to day with a lively interest,

and not for their beauty alone, but as indicative of the

earliness or lateness of the season. So are the peri-

ods of the maturity of their seeds, and the autumnal

changing and falling of the foliage. These are the

interesting and beautiful signs of the progress and

change of season, that every man, and woman, too,

living" in the coimtry, should, by no means, be insen-

sible of.

We do not expect that anything we may say, now
or hereafter, on this subject, will awaken those who
have grown gray in their indifference to the produc-

tions of our woodlands, but we do hope to stir up the

young, whose habits of thought and action are not

yet formed, and who have not become wholly pos-

sessed of the one idea—that of money making—which
blights and destroys all the finer and bettor feelings and

tastes. They have more leisure than ihcir fatliers

had, education is more general, science and taste are

both uniting with labor in all parts of the world, so

that working men w'ill not be mere machines, per-

forming their day's labor as an ox or a horse. " The
cultivation of the soil" is no longer the farmer's mott'",

but the "cultivation of the soil and the mind,"—the

mind above all.

But the native riches of our woods are not neglect-

ed by farmers or country people alone, they are ne-

glected, unjustly, by all classes. There is a great

taste throughout our country, and especially around

our cities and villages, for planting shade and orna-

mental trees. Thousands and thousands of dollars

are annually expended m ornamental planting, and
whilst rare and costly exotics are gathered from all

parts of the world, our own beautiful trees are ne-

glected. The Tulip tree, or white wood, is one of

the finest deciduous trees in the world, whether we
consider its habit of growth, lofty and elegant, its

foliage large, tropical-like, and glossy, or its flowers,

as large and beautiful as the world-renowned tulip.

People every day admire it, and enquire its name,

when they see it growing luxuriantly in our grounds
;

but when when we tell them it is simply their native

"white wood," they are surprized. Yet we can

hardly persuade any one to plant it, just because it is

a native of the woods-

What tree can be more beautiful than our chest-

nut, with its large, glossy foliage, and graceful clus-

ter of flowers ; or the elm, with its wide-spreading

and gracefully-drooping branches ; or the scarlet

maple, with its bright and early blossoms, and silvery

foliage ; or the Amelanchier, (shad blow,) now light-

ing up the woods with its flowers of snowy white-

ness ; or the azaleas, (honeysuckle,) that will soon

set the hills in a blaze of bloom. Then our noble

oaks, hickory, walnuts, fcc,—why neglect such trea-

sures, and seek for foreign species not half so grand

or so beautiful ? We would not discourage the in-

troduction and planting of rare and fine exotics ; they

should be mixed wnth our native trees, to give the

plantation an air of keeping and cultivation.

People who have not seen our native trees in open,

airy situations, under good, careful culture, know
nothing of their real beauties. An elm, or a tulip

tree, crowded up in a thicket, with a tall, naked trunk,

thirty or forty feet high, and a mere tuft of leaves on

the summit, is a totally different object from the same
tree standing on a lawn, with a finely developed form,

and luxuriant foliage. Trees, like men, and more

than men, show culture and care in their training.

Now, we ask our young friends in the country, to

take up this matter the present summer, and cultivate

an acquaintance with the woodlands of their neigh-

borhood. Some choice young specimens may be

selected for removal, next autumn or spring, to the

pleasure ground, or donryard, or to the side of the

highway, skirting the dwelling. Seeds may be col-

lected as they ripen, and thus specimens may be

reared that cannot be successfully transplanted from

their native locale. Keep your eyes open ns you

pass around the fields and woods, as you would if

you were " gunning," but withdifirrent feelings, and

you will discover beauties that will surprise you and

\t

(!
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make you exclaim, " How strange we did not see

these thing-s before." It would give us great plea-

sure to hear from our friends in the west respecting

their native trees.

HARDY TREES.

It is interesting to note the hardiness of various trees or

shrubs not yet well known in the country. Thougli the

past winter has not been a cold one in the northern states,

yet the alteration of heat and cold have been so frequent as

to affect many half hardy plants quite as much as a much
lower state of atmosphere usually does.

Cryptomeria japonica and Taxodium sempermrens, two
new evergreens which were expected to prove decided ac-

quisitions to our pleasure ground, do not, we are sorry to

find, after two years trial, prove to be really hardy. The
young shoots of the latter have either been quite killed by
the frost — even when the plants have been covered

;

while the former, though not absolutely killed, becomes so

browned and enfeebled that it can never be looked upon as

a hardy tree north of Philadelphia. In the climate of Balti-

more and southward, we have no doubt that both these

trees will prove quite hardy.
Pinus excelsa, abies Smithiana, Picea cephalomca, Thuya

filiformis, prove perfectly hardy in all exposures. The
Deodar cedar, we are glad to mention, is quite hardy, and
flourishes admirably in this climate, and will soon be exten-

sively planted as one of the most beautiful of evergreens.

We have still some doubts about the hardiness of the Arati-

caria or Chili pine. It certainly stands the winter—but still

it seems enfeebled by it. The tree seems to demand a soil

composed of three-fourths sand as a necessity. In rich,

damp, loamy soils it neither grows nor bears the winters

—

even about Philadelphia—while in a somewhat shaded posi-

tion and in a very sandy soil, it thrives as far north as the

Hudson Highlands. Whether it will take to our climate as it

does to that of England— where it is certainly the most
striking of all evergreen trees—remains yet to be proved.

One of the handsomest of all the new evergreens, is the

Yew-like tree from Florida — Torreya taxifolia. Its rich,

dark green foliage, its extremely elegant habit and rapid

growth, recommend it particularly to amateurs. It has

borne the past three winters about New York and in this

neighborhood quite without protection.

Rhododendron catawbiense and its many beautiful varieties,

sent out here from English nurseries, prove much better

adapted to hardy culture than even the R. maximum of our
native woods. They should find a place in every good gai-

den— and should be planted in a deep shapy border com-
posed of sand and leaf mould.

Wiegela rosea, Spirea prunifolia plena, Buddlea, Ltndle-

ana and Forsythia viridissima—three of the finest new decid-

uous shrubs lately introduced, prove perfectly hardy in all

situations. The evergreen Euonymus and its two varieties

with gold and silver striped foliage, are quite hardy about

New York, and seem particularly well suited for town gar-

dens, where verdure in shrubs during winter is desirable.

—

Horticulturist.

The Taxodium,we may add, does not prove hardy

with us. A plant that stood the winters of 1849 and

1850, died last winter. The Cryptomeria is much
hardier. We have had three plants out two win-

ters, very slightly protected, and they now look well.

Many of the first plants sent out were cuttings.

When we get good, healthy, stout seedlings, they

will, we firmly believe, be perfectly hardy here.

—

Ed.

The Fruit Crop.—We have never had a more
abundant promise, in Western New York, than at

this moment. May 13th. Tn many parts of Ohio, and

elsewhere in the west, late spring frosts have cut off

everything.

A friend writes us from Boston, that the crop prom-
ises fair, but not large. The seasom there has been

cold and backward, but less so than last season.

In the peach regions, New Jersey and Delaware,

the crop will be much smaller than last year, but the

quality better.

REPORT OF THE POMOLOGICAL OONGRESB.

We learn from the " Western Horticultural Review,"
that the proceedings of the Congress has been pub-
lished, embodied with the annual report of the State
Board of Agriculture, and consequently out of the
reach of the greater number of those who take an in-

terest in the subject. This was a poorly managed
affair, and we would be glad to know from our friend
Lewis F. Allen, Esq., of Buffalo, who was mainly
instrumental in connecting the pomological meeting
with the " Board," what he thinks of it now. In the
first place, the connection destroyed the value of the
meeting at the time ; and next, it withheld the pro-
ceedings from the public for six months, and then
sent them out embodied with State documents ! We
think that there will not be nmch difference of opinion,
hereafter, as to the impropriety of pinning the pomo-
logical meeting to tbe skirts of agricultural, or any
other societies or institutes, except those strictly hor-
ticultural. The only consolation we have, in regard
to the proceedings, is that, save a few items already
published, they are of very little importance.
We have received the following note from our

friend Col. Hodge, since we wrote the above :

Friend Barry.—In the May number of the Farmer you
inform a Horticultural friend, that the published proceedings
of the late Pomological Congress, can probably be pro-
cured of the undersigned. And from very numerous inquir-
ies, I infer that not a few of the 40,000 subscribers to the
Farmer, are desirous, to procure a copy of these proceedings.
Now, it would give me great pleasure to forward to any of
our Horticultural friends a copy of this work— but I am
unable to do so for the following reasons ; I have no copies
to spare ; I have not even one for myself: I have never had
the pleasure of seeing one. And although I have the bump
of hope pretty prominently developed, yet the prospect of
obtaining a copy grows less every day. I do not know who
the publishers are ; but would say to them, wherever they
may be, that by forwarding me by express forty or fifty

copies, I will honor their draft for the amount of their bill.

Query. — Which is the better way, for the^Pomological
Congress to publish its own proceedings and pay for the
same, or leave this matter to be attended to by others ? B.
Hodge.—Buffalo, N. Y., 1851.

Mulching.—We must again remind those who
planted trees last spring, of the importance of this

operation. It is now so much spoken of as to be
pretty well understood— a covering of the ground
about the base of a tree, to the depth of three or four

inches, with litter or half-decayed manure, extending
around as far as the points of the roots. All newly
planted trees, shrubs, and plants, should be thus

treated. It keeps the ground from drying up about

the roots, and prevents the growth of weeds. And
not newly planted trees alone, should be mulched,

but bearing dwarf garden trees, gooseberries, straw-

berries, and all other plants whose roots are near the

surface. For mulching strawberries, some clean ma-
terial should be used, such as saw-dust, chaff, short

hay, or straw, or something of that sort.

The Fruit Garden.—Our treatise on Fruit Trees

is now published and may be had, we presunie, at all

the principal bookstores in the country. In the first

edition, which was issued hastily during the busy

season, a few errors appear ; for instance, in the in-

troduction, Kenrick is printed " Renwick." On page

52, pipe tile is said to cost " a shilling," instead of a
cent, per foot. Pear No. 28 was intended to succeed

No. 37. There are some other, less important, errors,

all of which have been corrected in the second edi-

tion, just issued.
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THE SEASON.

The eighth day of May was really the first clay of

a spriiif^ warmth. Through all the month of April

it continued cold and dry. On the night of the 10th,

we had a soaking rain that went fairly to the roots of

trees ; nnd the day following, and to day, (the 12th,)

have been as warm as mid-summer—the thermometer

as high as 90^. This has brought out the leaves and

blossoms with magical rapidity. Three days ago,

only a few of the earlier currants, gooseberries, al-

monds, cherries, and plums were in blossom ; to-day

the gardens and orchards are white—everything, but

apples, in full bloom, and promising a most abundant

crop. We have not, in ten years, had a fairer prom-

ise. Of ornamental trees and shrubs in bloom, the

principal articles are.

The Pynis Japonica, scarlet and blush.

The .Mahonias, beautiful evergreen shrubs, low and

spreading, with great clusters of bright yellow flowers.

The Amtlanchicr vulgaris, covered with snowy-
white blossoms.

The Almonds, large and dwarf, double and single

species and varieties, all very pretty.

Double flowering Peach, Cherry, and Sloe, and, in

in a few days, we shall have the Thorns.
The flowering Currants are now in perfection.

The Gordoni, crimson and yellow, and the new Dou-
ble Crimson, {Sa7-guinea Jlore pleon,) are beautiful

things—the latter, much finer than we anticipated.

The clusters of flowers are three inches long, of a

deep crimson, and each flower quite double.

LIGHT SELF-SUSTAINING FRUIT LADDERS.

For gardens where trees are low, and it is desirable

to avoid bruising or breaking the branches, a "self-

sustaining'^ ladder, of some sort,

ought to be used. The annex-
ed cut represents one which, if

made of light material, can be

conveniently carried in the

hand. The steps should be
wide enough to be stood upon.

The single leg moves on a

joint. A better way is to have
two moveable legs, in order to

give it increased strength and
stability, and the vveigiit is not

greatly increased. Sometimes
an upright piece is placed on
the top to hold by, if necessary.

t^ Any ingenious person can

make one of these, or something better, in an hour,

and it will be found a great convenience ; indeed it

is indispensible where a few garden trees are to be

managed, for the operations of pruning, fruit gather-

ing, destruction of insects, inc., k.c., require its fre-

quent use.

Jacqvks' New Enolasd Frltt Trk.k.s ; A Practical Treatise on
the Management of Fruit Trees. Adapted to New England
By George Jacques, Worcester, Mass , 1849.

We are indebted to the author for a copy of this

treatise, a neat, comprehensive, little volume in

which we find the usual topics connected with fruit-

tree culture, discussed in a manner that shows Mr.
JAcqL'KS to be a man of some experience. We have,

for many years, heard his name connected with the

nursery business, and the exhibition of fruits at the

Worcester showa.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

( Mrs. Jas. H. Wilson, Whitesboro. ) The insects you speak
of as infesting your roses now, nre aphides, and are easily

destroyed with tobacco smoke, or by syringing them freely

with n solution of tobacco juice and soap suds, or rain water.

(J. W. Gray, Balls Pond, Ct.) The Northern Spy apple,

with us, is this moment, middle of May, as fresh as it was in

January last*-decidedly the best long keeper wo have. The
tree is a rapid grower and good bearer, and the fruit, in addi-

tion to its excellence, is large and beautiful. We cannot,
however, advise you to plant it extensively, because it may
not succeed so well in your locality as it does here.

(J. R. 3I0SER, Flint Rock. N. C.) Shorten, but do not
entirely remove the shoots from the stems of your trees.

Tlio.se cut back within a fool or so of the base, should have
all the branches shortened but the leader, unless you intend
to trainthem in the form of a pyramid, in which case you
leave the lower branches entire for they must be the long-

est. You will find instructions in detail on these and similar

points in the " Fruit Garden." Your other requests have all

been complied with.

Celery for Winter use.—(D. B. W., Horse Heads.)
The seeds, with you, ought to have been sown in the latter

end of April, in a worm border of rich, light soil, and then
transplanted when three or four inches high to strengthen
and fit them for final planting out in the trenches. The
trenches should be a foot deep, with at least three inches of
well-rotted manure worked into the soil in the bottom be-
fore setting the plants. Hoe frequently and water freely in

very dry weather. As soon as the autumn weather becomes
cool, the earth may be gradually drawn in around to blanch
it. In dry ground it may be preserved well in the trenches,
all winter, by covering with leaves, or some other material
that will so far exclude frost as to admit of some being taken
out when wanted. Enough to last a month may be taken
out at once and kept in earth in a cool cellar. It can also be
preserved in pyramidal heaps out of doors, like potatoes, with
earth mixed witli them, and a thick covering to exclude frost.

(J. Edwards, Little Genesee, N. Y.) We nre not cer-

tain that it is possible to restore apple trees in the condition
which you describe—the heart wood decaying. They prob-
ably stand on wet ground. We find that in soils containing
but a very small amount of stagnant moisture, apple trees

soon become mossy in the bark, and the heart wood unsound.
It might be that a good scraping and washing of the bark,
and a moderate shortening and thinning of the branches, in
connection with good culture around the roots, would re-

store them.
Culture of the Isabella and Catawba Gkapes.—

(Anne C. McCuLLouGH, Mt. Morris.) Very simple. They
are propagated by cuttings of twelve or eighteen inches in
length—two or three joints taken otV in the fall or winter,
and planted in the spring in good, deep, dry ground. The
cuttings planted so that but one eye remains out of ground.
In one or two years they are fit to be transplanted to the
place where they are to bear. Before planting, a good, rich,

deep border should be made, and a trellis, or poles, provided
for them to be trained to. They require an annual pruning,
that is, shortening the shoots of the previous season's growth
to three or four buds. See our Inst volume, pages (39 and 70.

(Daniel Bigelow. Lakeville, N. Y.) Your apple, " Su-
per'nr," resembles the Rambo in size, form, color, &c., but
is less juicy and more compact, and, we should think, would
keep much longer. It is a good apple, but not so good as

the Northern Spy, nnd some other late keepers. We are

obliged for your kindness in sending the specimens.

Foreign names of Fruits and Flowers.—Not-
withstanding the outcry against the w/i-English names
of fruits and flowers, our floral friends at Cincinnati

have just named a beautiful new seedling Azalea,

Boule dc A'eige, being pure white and of compact

habit. They are not among the " reformers," else they

would have called it, in plain English, " Snotc Ball."

Another, raised by S. S. Jackson, Esq., is named
Wardeiia, in compliment to Dr. Warder, the editor

of the " Review." This one is described as "white,

with stripes and splashes of pale bUish."

We see by the reports of the weekly exhibitions of

the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, thr.t their spring

bhows have been peculiarly rich.

it

^W'
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Cables' fDcpartincnt.

I

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Throughout all the month of June, the decoration of

beds and borders in the flower garden may be contin-

ued. We rarely plant our dahlias till the middle of

the month. When planted earlier, they come into

bloom in July, when the weather is so excessively

warm and dry that they are scorched, the flowers do

not open, and, on the whole, they do not give such

satisfaction as when planted later, so as to come into

bloom in the middle or latter part of August.
The Dahlia requires a good soil, moderately, but

not too rich. When set in a bed of strong manure,
the plants make a rank growth, but do not bloom so

well, and the flowers are more apt to be coarse and
ill-formed. A stake four or five feet in height should

be set with each plant, to which it must be kept tied

as it grows, being very easily broken by the wind.
The Dahlia^ is really an autumn flower, and should

not be expected to bloom, or forced into bloom, in mid-
summer.
For a few beds or masses on a lawn, or to fill up

vacant borders, we would recommend,

1st, A few Monthly Roses, well selected as regards

the color. They may be partly composed of Chinese,

Bourbons, and Noisettes, as all these bloom inces-

santly, in a good rich soil. We may name, as first

rate free growing, profuse blooming sorts,

Bourbons—Hermosa, pale blush, very double and
compact. Souvenir de la Malmaison, pale flesii color,

very large and beautiful—indeed, one of the finest of

ever-blooming roses, both in form, color, and luxuri-

ance of growth and foliage. Gloire des Rosamrns,
a rapid, strong grower and fine bloomer, flowers not
very double but large and of a most brilliant crimson.
Edward Defosse, one of the finest new Bourbons, of

a deep, rosy pink.

Noisettes— Opliire, buff. Chromatella, or cloth

of gold, deep yellow—very large and beautiful. Fel-
lenberg, bright crimson, ^mie Vibert, pure white.

Bengals, or China Roses.

—

Ccls, blush—a very
free and fine bloomer. Agrippina, rich, velvety
crimson. Sanguinea, blood red, with a stripe of

white. fVhite Daily, creamy white, and very sweet.

Teas—Lady Warrender, pure white. Luxem-
bourg, salmon buff. Dcvonicnsis, straw color.

These are all good, and there are many others,

perhaps, as good. A dozen plants, well assorted,

will fill a good sized bed, and they will probably give
more satisfaction than anything wo could name.

Next to the roses, we would recommend a bed of

Verbenas. No plant is better adapted to our dry,

sunny climate, than this. A dozen plants, of as ma-
ny different varieties, will make a beautiful display,

from mid-summer until frost comes. The branches,

as they grow, should be spread out and peg'ged down
so as to cover the whole surface of the bed, making
it a dense mass of flowers, relieved only by the

mingling of the different colors. Then the

Petunias.—These also are particularly well adap-

ted to our climate, and cultivation has so improved
their size, and varied their coloring, that they have
become a most interesting class of plants. A single

plant will cover, in a short time, three square feet of

ground, and they bloom incessantly.

Heliotropes.—Too many of this cannot be plant-

ed, it is so sweet and so fine, either in masses, or.

mixed with other plants of more showy colors. The
old sort is of a pale lilac, and the new one, Voltari-

amiin, is a deep purple, rather bluish. These might
bn mixed, and some white flowering plant, such as

Double Feverfew, set in the middle : or the deep blue

Plumbago larpenlte, or the Scarlet Salvia, or even
a fine Fuchsia, will make a good centre piece, both in

growth and contrast of color. For single specimens
on a lawn or border, the Salvia Splcndens Major
surpasses all other plants we know of. A small

plant turned out in May or June, commences to bloom
immediately, and it grows so rapidly, that, in the

co'irse of a month or six weeks, it will be three feet

in height and as much in diameter, and will bear
twenty or thirty long spikes of flowers of the most
dazzling brilliancy. As we have said before, we
know of no bedding plant, taken altogether, more de-

sirable, and we recommend it among the smallest col-

lections.

Cuphea platy centra, is another fine thing, either

for planting singly or in masses, and it mingles well

with Fuchsias, Heliotropes, he. Its flowers are tube
shaped, about an inch long, and the mouth is of an
amaranth purple. Treated as a pot plant, in the

house, this is an admirable thing. One of the best

of recently introduced species in our green-houses
now, small plants, are perfect masses of flowers. Its

compactness of habit is a great recommendation.

CALIFORNIAN ZAUCHSNERIA.

The Californian Zauchsneria is one of Mr. Hart-
weg's discoveries in California, an excellent and pop-
ular bedding plant, every way as easily propagated
and managed as a verbena. The plant grows com-
pactly, about two feet high, and blooms in the

greatest profusion, even when quite young. The
flowers are of an orange scarlet, in shape not unlike

the trumpet honeysuckle. We think it may be pre-

served over winter, in the open ground, by laying a
piece of turf over it in the beginning of winter ;_ but
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it scedd well, aiul may tlms be easily propagated like

half-hardy annuals.

Phloxes we have not mentioned, because they are

now so generally cultivated as hardy border plants,

that we do not deem it proper to claas them with

summer bedding plants. Still they are indispensable,

and tliose who have not already supplied their gar-

dens, may obtain plants in pots that will bloom the

coming autumn.

Scarlet Geraniums.—We must not forget their

large foliage and brilliant flowers, added to their free

and constant blooming—qualities that make them
desirable.

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS FGH LADIES.

Perhaps we could not at a more appropriate sea-

son call attention to the nice collections of Garden
Implements for Ladies, which are to be found at the

Aorricultural Implement Warehouses. Specimens

shown us this spring, by J. Rapaljh &. Co., of this

city, are ncatei and better than any we have before

seen.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 1, is a small Spade, with a handle of the ordi-

nary length, so that it can be used without stooping.

Fig. 2, is a Garden Fork, for loosening the earth

around flowers and plants. Fig. 3, Floral Rake.
Fig. 4, Hoe. Fig. 5, Garden Fork, for loosening
the earth around small plants and flowers. Fig. 6,

Transplanting Trowell, invaluable for transplanting
annuals from the seed bed to the place whore they
arc intended to bloom, or for any other plant that
it may be desirable to transplant

(Sbitor's (liable.

To OUR Readers.—Tho present number completes the

first half of the year. We have spared neither labor nor mo-
ney to make the Genesee Farmer worthy of its extended eir-

ciilation. We think we have tho means of making our Jour-

nal still more interesting, during the remainder of the year,

and we ask our readers, to make another effort to increase our

circulation in their respective neighborhoods. We ask this

particularly in places where few copies are now tciken. —
We can supply back numbers from January with plate of

Glass House. With the July number we shall probably

commence q series of letters from the World's Fair, illustra-

ted with such engravings as may be necessary to a proper

understanding of the subjects treated of. Before this num-
ber reaches most of our subscribers Mr. Barry will have

reached the shores of England, whither he has gone for the

purpose of furnishing for our pages a full and correct ac-

count of what he may notice that will be interesting and

profitable to the American Farmer- To those who read the

HoTticulturui Department of this joutnal, we nebd not say

that our repoU will be at least equal to any furnished for

the American press. Mr. B.'s habit of close observation,

practical common sense, and general information on all

rural affairs, connected with excellent descriptive powers,

warrant us in promising our friends a treat not to be ex-

celled.

The next State Fair is to be held in this city, and being

on the ground, we shall be enabled to add to the interest of

our pages by a full report of what we may see and hear.

Wc have been often solicited to take subscriptions for a

less term than a year, which for obvious reasons we liave

hitherto refused to do. At the request, however of many
who for years have interested themselves in the success

of the Genesee Farmer, and whose advice we always

respect, we have determined to take subscribers com-

mencing with the next number, which will be the first of

the second half of the volume. The price will be one-

half our usual charges for tho volume, 25 cents for single

subscribers, $1.00 for five, and $1.50 for eight copies.

We are induced to make this offer, because our agents repre-

sent that many who have been deterred from subscribing on

account of the high rates of postage, will gladly avail them-

selves of the reduction of postage by the new law, which

takes effect on the 1st of July, to enroll themselves among
our subscribers, and obtain a good agricultural paper at a price

altogether trifling.

Agricdltural Implements.—The improvement inagri

cultural implements certainly keeps p.ice with the improve-

ment in agriculture. There never was before such a fine

stock in Rochester, as at this time. We now have three

well-filled establishments, Messrs. Rapalje & Co., J. I*.

Fogg & Brother, and Briggs & Brother, and, from

what we can learn, they are all doing a good business.

David Hall, of Gaines, N. Y,, passed through this city a

few days since with a fine lot of French sheep, of the Tain-

tor importation, purchased of Merril Bingham, of Vermont.

Mr. H. wishes the farmers in his neighborhood to call at his

farm and examine them.

Rates of Postace oh the Farmer established by (Ae neto law,

which takes effect on the Ist of July .

50 miles 5 cents a year.

300 ' 10 " " "

1000 « 15 " « "

2000 " 20 " " "

The distance between 50 and 300 is reckoned as 300. and so be-

tween 300 and 1000, and the rest.

Mr. Barrt's '• Fruit Garden" can be procured at our office, and

as Boon 08 the new Post Office l.iw t.ikes effect, we can send it by

mall to any part of the country. Price $>1.25.
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Premiums.—We have been a little delicate about sending

bound Books by mail, on account of the high rates of postage,

and from the fact, too, that it was forbidden by the old !n.w.

Tho paper bound books, which it is lawful to forward, com-

ing under the head of pamphlets, are not durable, and in no

way suited to a farmer's library. By the good sense of our

rulers, this evil is to be remedied on tho 1st of July. We
never could see why ihe Post Office Department should re-

fuse to carry bound books, if fairly paid for the work.

Below we give the award of Prizes for subscribers obtained

for the Farmer up to the 16th of April. In addition to the

names here given, a large number of persons have procured

very handsome lists—to whom we are greatly indebted—and

in most cases have forwarded the books which we offered

every agent who procured sixteen, or more, subscribers.

We feel a great pleasure in being thus able to scatter useful

books on agriculture, over the land. We have already sent

nearly two thousand books, and have some more yet to for-

ward to agents to make good oar promise of premiums.

1st, Ontario County, N. Y., Fifty Dollars in Agricultural

Books, for the greatest number of copies of the Genesee

Farmer taken in any county, being 765. This Library, ac-

cording to the offer, is "to be kept as a County Agricultural

Library, under the care of the Agricultural Society."

2d, Calhoun Coui\ty, Mich., Fifty Dollars, as above, for

the greatest number of copies taken in any county out of

the State of New York, (448.)

3d, To the Town sending the greatest number of subscri-

bers, we offered a Library worth Thirty Dollars, which, we
think, is taken by the Town of Marshall. Mich., in which
246 copies are taken, but from the difficulty we have found

in ascertaining the towns in which the different post offices

are situated, we cannot announce this as certain. If more
copies than this are taken in any town, we hope some of our
friends will inform us of the fact at once.

1st, Jacob Frantz, Paradise, Pa., for the greatest num-
ber of subscribers sent by one individual., (414) Twenty Dol-
lars in Agricultural Books.

2d, To Charles P. Dibble, Marshall, Mich., Fifteen

Dollars, for the next greatest number, (323.)

3d, Wm. B. Stafford, WaterviJle, Oneida Co., N. Y.,
Ten Dollars, for the third greatest number, (165.)

Selections of Books can be made by those entitled to them,
or the choice left to us. Every agent can ascertain, by ref

erence to the premium list in the January number, the

amount to which he is entiled, and is requested to order, sta-

ting the mode of conveyance, &c.

Sales of Improved Stock.—L. G. Morris' Great sale of Improved
Domestic Animals takes place on the 24th inst. For further in-

formation see his advertisement in this paper. Catalogues oan be
obtained at this oflSce, or from Mr. Morris

; if required to be
sent by mail, the postage will be pre-paid.

Mr. Georoe Vail's sale is on tht 26th of June, at his farm, 2}i
miles from Troy.

Advertisements, to secure insertion in the Farmer, must be re-

ceived as early as the 10th of the previous month, and be of such a
character as to be of interest to the farmers. We publish no other.

Terms—$2,00 for every hundred words, each insertion, paid in
advance.

Messrs, Editors —Being a constant reader of the Genesee
Farmer, and knowing that you take a great interest in pro-
moting Agriculture in its various ways, and that you like-

wise haye analyzed many soils and vegetables, I therefore
take the liberty to ask you a question tibout the virtue of
old Hops as a fertilizer of poor soils. There can any amount
of two and three year old hops be bought at from one to two
cents per pound. Would they, in your opinion, be worth
that price for manure ; and, if they would pay at that price,
what would be the proper way to prepare them, and how
should tiiey be applied ? My land is generally sandy, with
a clay sub-soil. Jacob Frantz.—Mount Hope, Pa., Oct.,
1850.

It will not pay to purchase hops at even " one cent a
pound," for manure.

A New Work on Fruit.

CHARLF:S SCRIBNER (late Baker & Scribner) has just pub
lished

"THE FRUIT GARDEN,"
A Treatise intended to illustrate and explain the structure and
character of the different parts of fruit trees — the theory and
pi'actice of the various operations connected with the propagation,
transpliinting- pruning and training of orchard and garden trees
—the laying out ar>a arrangment of various kinds oi orchards and
gardens, selection of vai-i«ities, treatment of diseases and insects,
gatheringand preserving fruits, Kic, Sua.— illustrated witk upwards
of One Hundred and Fifty Figures. By P. Barrv^ of the Mount
Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 1 vol. 12 mo.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS.
Part I. Describes the different parts of Fruit Trees—Roots,

Stems, Branches, Leaves, Blossoms and Fruit
; explains their dif-

ferent Characters, Functions, and Practical Classifications. It

treats, also, of Soils and Manures, of the best Modes of Propagation,
and the General Principles and Practice of Pruning.
PARr II. Treats of the Propagation and Management of Trees in

the Nursery in detail, both Standards and Dwarfs, beginning with
the Stocks and ending with taking up the Trees.
Part III. Treats of the Laying Out and Arrangements of differ-

ent kinds of Orchards and Fruit Gardens, the selection of Trees
and of varieties. Planting, Pruning, and Training of Standards,
Dwarf, Pyramids, &.O., &c.
Part IV. Contains Abridged Descriptions of all the best Fruits

of well-established merit, with selections for various purposes and
localities, and lists of new and promising varieties ; also, a Chap-
ter en Diseases and Insects

;
another on Gathering and Preserv-

ing Fruits, and one on the more important Implements used in
Fruit Culture. CHARLES SCRIBNER,

No. 36 Park Row, and 145 Nassau St., New York.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" This admirably arranged volume possesses an almost incredi-

ble amount of condensed information, given, too, in so earnest
and easy a manner, that, despite of the really heavy freight the
mind is taking in on its way, the reader is carried on from chapter
to chapter, like a smoothly running car, and we suspect few could
put it by unfinished without regret, or renew its perusal without
a pleasurable certainty of entertainment or profit

;
and we would

especially call attention to the first chapter, for, remembering our
own ignorance, and the no less bungling efforts of our neighbors
and friends, in any operation of tree surgery, we feel how thankful
we should have been if we could have availed ourselves of Mr.
Barry's kindly offered solution of the many mysteries that puz-
zled us then."

—

Home Journal.
'• A valuable, because simple and practical, work upon fruits and

fruit trees in America. The book is illustrated with drawings
well calculated to assist the fruit grower, and it should be in the

hands of all who have a patch of land, or who love good frviits. —
North Jlmerican Mistellany."
'A mass of useful information is here collected, which will give

the work a value even to those who possess the best works on the
cultivation of fruit yet published. "—.ATeu) York Evening Post.

" This is, in brief, the title of a neat volume of about 400 pages,

prepared with evident care and ability by P. Barry, of the firm

of Ellwanger & Barry, proprietors of the increasingly celebrated
' Mount Hope Nurseries.' The author is not only well read on
the subject on which he treats, but in addition to his theoretical

and scientific qualifications, he possesses a practical knowledge of

the subject, in all its branches and bearings, that few writers

have ever enjoyed.
' The work before us seems to be a thorough treatise upon the

properties, modes of culture and most desirable qualities of fruits

in general, with selections and descriptions of tho most approved
varieties for especial as well as general use . And the experience of

the writer in the selection and rearing of the vast and superior

varieties of fruit in Western New York—the great fruit garden of

the country— as well as his familiarity with all the most approved

varieties of eastern and foreign fruits, invest his book with a de-

gree of authenticity and reUability well calculated to secure to it

the utmost confidence.
' Every fruit grower, whether large or small, should procure a

copy of this excellent work."—Rochester Daily Advertiztr.
" Our townsman. Mr. P. Barry, has done great service to the

cause of fruit culture and ornamenting ofcourt yards, in this new
treatise of his. The work, as the title page explains, is designed to

illustrate the physiology of fruit trees, and the theory and practice

of all operations connected with the propagation, transplanting,

pruning and training of orchard and garden trees. It also gives

many and valuable ideas upon the laying out and arranging of or-

chards and gardens, and, in short, is a very encyclopedia of all in-

formation pertaining to fruit and fruit culture. It is from the

pen of one in the highest degree competent for the task he has un-

dertaken, and is illustrated by many plates and figures. It is a

book that should, as it will, command a ready sale wherever its

author is known, and among all who desire a first rate treatise

upon the subject, from a practical hand. Mr. Bahry wields his

pen in a manner that does credit to him, and well illustrates the

the possible union of cultivation of the soil and cultivation of the

mind."—iioc/ics(cj- Daily American.
" It is, externally, a most pleasant appearing volume of nearly

400 pages, printed in elegant style. To all who take an amateur's

delight in the cultivation of fruit trees and fruit bearing vines,

the information embodied will be of great nee."—Rochester Daily

Democrat.
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MCCORMICK'S PATENT VIRGINIA REAPER.
THE undersignpd, in a<:ain offering his Ucaper to the farmers of

N. York, for the ensuing hnrvest, deems it unnecessary to say

much in the way of aitvertisement, liaving provided for bringing

tlie subject directly to the attention of those interested, by means
of travelling and local agents, whoare provided with band-bills om-

distribution in the ditrirent «lii'at growing sections of the ijtate.

which furnish fuller accounts of the Reaper with tb^'fct'it im-

provements made on it. than could be generally (T'>en through the

newspapers of the country. It is deemed sufficient to say here

that the undersigned has made amjile arrangements for the supply

of whatever demand sh.Tll be found in the State of New V ork. for

his Improved Reaper, (having improved it more or le.^s every suc-

cessive year since its first introduction.) provideii that application

Jor the same shall be made in due time, and that lion Thomas J.

Paterson, of this city, will still act as bis principal traveling agent

and will appoint local agents in all the unoccupied districts, and
from time (o time supply local agents for counties or small districts

with hand-bills and all needful information in relation to the

Keapers. which will be kept on deposits at Buffalo and Rochester,

and it is also intended to have one at Brockport. at some suitable

place where persons desirous of purchasing will do well to call and
examine them. They are referred forthemto Holt, Palmer & ("o.,

of Buffalo. T. J. Paterson, Joseph Hall, and David R. Barton,

Esqs., of Rochester—Mr. Hall well known throughout this State

for the last 10 or 15 years as the most extensive and successful

manufacturer of Thrashing Machines in this state; and Mr Bar-

ton, equally well known as the most extensive '• Tool manufactu-
rer" in the State, have, as will be seen from their advertisements,

taken agencies for the sale of of the Reaper, the former in the

counties of Monroe. Ont.irio and Wayne; and the latter in those

of Livingston, Genesee and Wyoming. Mr. Hall will be supplied

with patterns, and can furnish any parts of the Reaper that may
be wanted, to purchasers, and Mr. Barton will be supplied with
sickles for new and old machines.

The improvement made on the Reaper since the last harvest,

which is in the Cutting Apparatus, as shown iu the F'igure. con-

sists of a combination of the Shoulder or back angle of the Finger

(as patented and used in my Machine.) with a slightly indented or

zig-zag edged Sickle, by which arrangement, as seen from the cut.

the angle in the Sickle edge is made so obtuse, as together with the

angle of the Kingerfor holding the grain to the Sickle, to effect

the most perfect philosophical principle of cutting, by using just

the right slope for cutting with the least resistance, and in the

most perfect manner. The objections to the zig-zag edge, as used

by Hussey and others, are in this entirely obviated, while all the

benefits derived from the use of my Finger are still secured —
Without the angle in the Finger for holding the grain to the

sickle, it has been necessary to use so acute and abrupt an angle

in the blade to effect the cutting, as to require a very high motion

to the blade, and that, with so much friction and resistance as to

make the Machine very liable to get out of order—the cutting

being done more by means of the abrupt stroke against the grain

than by the edge of the instrument. This is understood by every

boy who knows how to draw a knife in cutting a stick, and needs

only to be stated to be understood by all.

The price of the Re-sper will be the same as heretofore, deliver-

able at Rochester or Buffalo, subject to storage—^0 payable on

dolivery, and $80 on the first of December thereafter, with inter-

est from the first of July, or $105 cash, and warranted to cut one

and a half acres of wheat or other small grain per hour, and that

the raking can be well done by a man riding upon it—that it is

well made and durable with proper care. One of them cut at a

late harvest 300 acres without a shSling's repair, or without

changing or sharpening the sickle. Further comment is unne-

cessary—the undersigned being still determined (as heretofore) to

introduce the Reaper upon its merits and to the satisfaction of

the favoring community, who should look well to the form of the

guarantee offered by others.

The undersigned will be excused for taking only a passing no-

tice of two or three other Reapers he finds advertif-ed in the

papers before him. And first as to Seymour 8c .Morgan's New
York Reaper, it would seem almost like being cruel to say much
now. after the tame and subdued account given by them in the

April number of the ' Gene.sec Farmer," comi)arcd with the inso-

lent as well as false account published by them in tile Democrat of

December last, which was replied to by the undersigned shortly

thereafter, (and which may bo seen by reference to the Democrat
or to any of the agents.) and to which they have not ventured an
attempt at ^ repiy. It may be remarked here, that th« certifi-

cates they have published, are of the operations of the Reaper of

last year, which they have been enjoined from building or selling;
^

that those certiflcates are few and far between—there being but
one from ti^is State, and that a very weak affair; that all of the
thousaud and one reapers offered to the public, have been accom-
panied with a flourish of certificates quite equal, if not superior
oc recommend it to the public favor; provided, too, that they had
to theirs — some such being in all such cases, attainable at a
cheap rate, and that this new born experiment of theirs, to
which they have felt themselves driven a.s a last resort, has noth-
ing but their opinion, in their straightened situation, to sujiport
the right to make and sell it. which, also, remains to be tested.

—

From trials made in the west of placing the raker on the
"back side" of the platform, and which were well known to Sey-
mour St .Morgan before they, from their suppose I necessity of the
case, adopted it, the undersigned is sure it will result in a failure,

and has been informed that they have provided what may be
used as a seat at the side of the machine also, in direct and abso-
lute defiance of the injunction, to be rest rted to if the other should
fail. The effect of the weight of the man on the left and back
sides of the platform will be at once perceived by all who know
any thing about the machines,—and which creates the iudispen-
siblo necessity for the ' lai-ge wheel" on that fide, of which they
speak, in addition to the fact that it is impos,sible for the man
from behind to discharge the grain from the machine in good
order for binding, which can only be done at all by a fork, at arm's
length, instead of the grain being turned around neatly, as it

can only be done by the natural sweep of the rake around the
body of the man, (at the side,) as the centre of the circle describ-
ed, and his weight balances so much on the other side of the ma-
chine, instead of adding to it. Under these circumstances, how
far the public can again be induced to lean upon the broken reed
of ' Seymour 8t Morgan" remains to be seen. Their repeated
cry of •' wolf," in the former case, will at least not be likely to be
headed in the latter. And the public are really too well advised
of the fact that the Virginia Reaper has been thoroughly test-

ed," and they might have added, by thousands, to be influenced
in the smallest degree by the ridiculous, as well as false statement
of S. M., that a '• large number of Virginia Reapers are now scat-
tered throughout the country, condemned and unsold." This is

another base and unmitigated falsehood of their own making, there
being only thirteen of the (Chicago) Reapers sold in the State of
New York, now unsettled for, most of which, if not all, it is be-
lieved will be, after a trial in the next harvest, and which was
mainly owing to a want of due attention in putting them in opera-
tion properly, and believed to be a larger number than all other
contested cases put together, of the 1400 Reapers sold at Chicago
for the last harvest. These worthies well knew that, considering
the amount of business done in the manufacture and sale of the
Virginia Reapers, no parallel to its success can be furuLshed iu this
country in the manufacture of agricultural implements; and yet
they would resort to such unmanly and contemptible meaiiS to
undermine the character of a Reaper which they have been unable
to overthrow by all these piratical efforts, which are likely soon to
be punished as they justly deserve.

In relation to Hussey's machine, tho undersigned will only repro-
duce the following notice of the inventor, in the last number of tho
Albany Cultivator, which repudiates his own machines as hereto-
fore manufactured at Auburn for years by bis brother, and which is

the only one that has been offered to the farmers of New York, and
refer to the communication of Joseph Hall, Esq., which follows it.

•' Editor Cultivator—As the inventor of what is known as Hus-
sey's Mowing and Reaping Machine, 1 am not willing to bo held
responsible for the operation of such machines as are not built by
myself at my manufactory in Baltimare

;
if those per.sons in other

parts of the country, who are building by permission, aiid those
who are infringing on my rights, do not keep up with my improve-
ments, it is unjust that these machines should be allowed to give
a character to my own. OBED HUSSEY."

C. H. McCormick, Esq :— I haye been induced to take an agency
for the sale of the Virginia Reaper, believing it to be the test ma-
chine for cutting wheat in use. and have determined to place one
upon my own farm, after having purchased and used one of Hus-
sey's Machines, and thrown it aside upon finding there was no
economy in using it ; it being necessary that the grain should be
bound as fast as cut, reqtiiring more help at one time than at oth-
ers, to keep up with it, occasioning the stoppage of the machine
at times, while at other times the men were not fully employed.
Then again, tho difficulty of cutting thin wheat, or cutting at all

upon hill sides, the speed with which you have to drive, the power
required to cut scout wheat, the wear upon hor.se flesh, and the
impossibility of cutting at all (as it has no reel) when the wind is

blowing with you. destroys, in my judgment, the utility of the ma-
chine. JOSEPH HALL.

Rochester, May 13, 1851.

Local Agents are requested to keep up a regular Correspond-
ence with the undersigned, at Chicago. 111., who wiJI at all times
be pleased to be enquii»d of through the mail, by any one, in re-

lation to the Reaper, or so directly to receive orders for the same.
Mr. PaterS'in may. and should also be written to, but he will

necessarily be much from home, and all delay should be avoided
that can be. V. II. i»IcCORI»UCK.

N. B.—Keapers will be forwarded to any part of this State, or
to (Canada; where there are no local agents to attend to the de-
livery and in starting them, without warantee, at five dollars de-
duction from the prices named, if ordered in season of THO.M.AS
J. PATERSON. Rochester, N. Y., Office No. 6 Bum's Build-
ing.', accompanied by a satisfactory reference.

Rochester, June, 1851.
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New York State Agricultural Works.
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES AND LMPLEMENTS.

WHEELER. MELIGK, & CO. continue their Manufactory
at the corner of Liberty and Hamilton Sts.. Albany, where

they are prepared to fill all Orders with despatch.

Orders for WHEELER'S PATENT RAILWAY. CHAIN
HORSE POWERS, and OVERSHOT THRESHERS' & SEPA-
RATORS,wiU receive their prompt attention. The large and in-

creasing demand for th^e Machines, has induced the proprietors
to erect a new and sproious Ma,nufa^ory, and otherwi.se extend
their means ot promptly filling orders. Their Powers and Thresh-
ers have been sold in nearly every State in the Union, during the
past year, and their superiority has been acknowledged by numer-
ous testimonials, not only from Agricultural Societies but fiom
persons who have used them. They have been awarded the first

premiums at all the principal Fairs where they have been exhibi-
ted in operation, including the Pennsylvania State Fair, the Pro-
vincial Fair of Upper Canada, and the Michigan and Ohio State
Fairs, together with numerous County Exhibitions in the different
States.

The Two Horse Machine, with from three to five hands, will

thresh from 125 I o 200 bushels of Wheat per day, or twice that
quantity of Oats.
The One Horse Machine will thresh rather more than half that

quantity.
PRICE AT ALBANY.

For Two Horse Machines, $145.00
For One Horse Machine, 120,00

Machines will be shipped to order to any part of the United
States or the Canadas.
The subscribers are uo'W shipping Powers ,"ind Threshers to their

agents on the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, and;in the interior ofthe
States bordering on those rivers, and to all the principal ports on
the Lakes, as well as to their numerous agents in the interior of the
Lake States. They will be delivered at all our agencies with only
the cost of transportation added to our home prices. Per; ons
wanting to purchase, may, by writing to us, learn where they can
obtain oi* machines mo.st conveniently.
N. B.—Our Machines are warranted, as heretofore, to work to the

satisjaction of the purchaser, or they maybe returned within sixty
days after they are received, and the purchase money, if paid, will

be refunded.
We want a few more agents in most of the States. To competent

men. who can give satisfactory references, liberal commission will
be aUowed. WHEELER, MELIGK & CO.,

Comer of Hamilton and Liberty Sts., Albany, N. V.
(Near the Steamboat Landing.)

For sale, at Albany prices, by RAPALJE & CO., General agents
for Western New York, at the Genesee Seed Store and Agricultu-
ral Warehouse, 65 Buffalo St , Rochester, N. Y.

CAUTION.
The subscribers. Patentees of Wheelers Patent Horse Powers.

having noticed that an Agricultural Firm is advertising that
Wheeler's Patent Horse Powers and Overshot Threshers are man-
ufactured and sold by them, when in fact they have not obtained
from us any liberty to use our Patent, we hereby caution all per-
sons that said firm has no right to use our Patent, or to manu-
facture or bell said Horse Powers, and that a sale by them will con-
fer no right upon the Purchaser to use such Power.

Messrs. WHEELER, MELICK & CO., of Albany, and their
Agents, are the only persons authorized to make or sell Wheeler''

s

Patent Horse Powers ; and every such Power made or sold by
them, or by any person having a License to do so, has upon one of
the Cast Iron Semi-Circles at each end of the Power, the words
" Whekler's Patent— Wheeler, Melick & Co., Makers, Alda-
KV, N. Y."
A due attention to this fact will enable purchasers to avoid im-

position and fraud.
No person or firm in Albany, except Wheeler, Melick & Co., is

authorized to make or sell said Horse Powers.
Albany, April, 1851. A. & W. C. WHEELER, Patentees.

IMPORTANT TO MILLERS. '

TUe American Miller and MQl-Wrlglit's Assistant.

THIS is the most valuable book for practical Millers and Mill-
wrights, extant. It is a new work recently published by

Wm. C. Hughes, who is himself a practical Miller, and has spent
the best portion of his life in the business of constructing, plan-
ning, and managing of Flouring Mills and the manufacture of
flour. In preparing this work for the Milling public his object
has been to establish a correct guide to the bn,sines3, instead of
speculative theories. Special regard has been paid to most of the
essential improvements which have of late been introduced for
the benefit of the Miller.
A few of the important subjects treated of and here given, taken

from the contents of the work, are
Water power calculated for all heads; The size of tha wheels for

all heads, with the amount of water necessary to use on the same;
The entire science of dressing the Mill Stone, with a practical
treatise on Grinding

; Remarks on the Culture of Grain ; Stc;
Table of Grain grown in the United States; Explanation of Tech-
nical terms used in Milling; The Quality of French Burr, as best
adapted for grinding Wheat and Com; The proper size of Mill
Picks for dressing Stones; Composition for Tempering Cast-steel
Mill Picks; The amount of Help necessary to be employed in a
Mill of four run of Stones, with their dutie respectively; Remarks
on Packing Flour; Table for Packing Flour; &c., &c.
No .Miller or .Mill-wright should be without the Book, as the price

is nothing in comparison to the value of the information it con-
tains. The following Millers in Michigan, having examined the
work fully approve of and recomend it to public notice

;

Mathews & Beach, Pontiac;
R W Lawson, Mt. Vernon Mills,

E R Brookfield, Volant "

J W Fenner. .Mt. Pleasant "

WW Eddy, Sturger's Prairie "

L Dow Crippen, Cold Water "

D P Bonnell, Tecumseth Mills;

Charles W Chapel, Utica "

E Brakham, Rochester City "

E Carpenter, Pontiac
J W Hughtlin, Charleston '

J Cupit, Stony Creek
A long list of others might be given, but it is thought unneces-

sary.
Mr. Hughes has recently been appointed Flour Inspector at

Buffalo, a very important post, showing the confidence the Millers
and Shippers have of his ability.

The book is 12mo. size, and done up in good strong binding.
Price, $1.50, at retail. {t(7- Any person sending me three dollars
by mail, and paying postage, shall havs two copies sent him, done
up in paper binding, (the only mailable way.) free of charge, or
four copies for $5.
Books sold to pedlars and agents at reduced prices.

GEO. W. FISHER, Bookseller and Publisher, .

Rochester, June, 1851. No. 6 Exchange st.

NEAV YORK WIRE KAIIiING AVOKKS.
WIRE RAILING.

[secured by letters patent.]

ENCLOSURES FOR PUBLIC GROUNDS AND CEMETER-
IES

; Fences "for Cottages, Gardens, Farms, &c.
Window Guards and Gratings, for Stores, Dwellings, Lunatic

Asylums, Prisons, &c.
Columns and Cornice Work for Cottages and Verandahs.
The above are made entirely of Wrought Iron and Wire, at one

half the cost of Cast Iron, being extensively usrd in the city of
New York, Stc—Superceding all other kinds of work for the same
purpose.

RAILROAD AND FARM FENCE,
Made with Wrought Iron or Wooden Posts, being so constructed
as to be used for moveable or permanent fence, at 80c. to $3 per
rod.
Wire for Fences always on hand.
Portable Iron Bedsteads, Iron Statuary, Greyhounds, Dogs,

Lions, &c.
Wrought and Cast Iron Railings made to order.
By addressing the Manufacturer and Proprietor, Circulars and

drawings of the above will be forwarded.
JOHN B. WICKERSHAM.

Works, 59 and 61 Lewis Street. 240 Broadway.
AGENTS—C. B. Conant &. Co., 215 Pearl street, New York.
New York, June, 1851.

est ratas, wholesale and retail.
Rochester, June. 1851.

Removal.
A. R. PRITCHARD'S Trunk

Depot hus been removed fyom
19 to 78 State street, recently
occupied by Stoddard, B'reeman,

& Co., where can be found the
largest assortment of Trunks,
Valises, Carpet Bags, ^c.. west
of New York, and at the cheap-

Improved English Seed Drill.

THIS is the best Drill out for sowing onions,carrots, beets, tur-
nips, &c., &c., and should be in possession of every farmer

and gardener. A full assortment constantly on hand and coming,
and for sale at manufacturers prices, at the Agricultural Head
Quarters, No. 65 Buffalo St., opposite the Eagle Hotel
June 1851. J. RAPALJE & CO

.

sEED DRILLS.—Emery's Improved Seed Drills, the best in use,

for sale by J. P, FOGG & BROTHER,
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EME RY & CO.'S
NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTUKAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMIUM
RAHiROAD HORSG POWEK,

AND

OVERSHOT THRESHER AND SEPARATOR.
THE attention of the farming public is solicited to the newly

improved Railroad Horse Power, as now made by the subscri-

bers. Also to their Overshot Spike Cylinder Threshers, with Vi-
brating and Revolving Separators.
Having had much experience in the sale and manufacture of

Horse Powers and other Agricultural Implements, and being ac-

quainted very extensively with the wants of the farmers of this

country, as well as the character of most of the implements and
machinos now in use, we think we hazard nothing in pronouncing
our latest improved Horse Power far superior to any before made
or sold by us. or with which we are acquainted
At the late Fair of the New York State Agricultural Society,

held at Albany, their committee on Horse Powers unanimously
awarded us the highest pi-emium for the best Railroad Horse Pow-
er, among the large number of the mot t popular and approved
Mads of the day. which were on exhibition and in competition,

—

it being considered the most efficient and durable on the ground.
As the principal mechanical parts of its construction differ so

materially from those mo.stly sold by us. previously to the past
season, as well as from all others now in u.se, we have thought it an
object to the farmers, as well as for our own interest, to illustrate

them by cuts and descriptions, as shown in the Farmer for March.
The advantages of the recentlj' adopted improvement are numer-
ous and plainly seen, one of which is removing 8,11 the gearing aid
wearing parts to the outside of the Power, where it is free from
dust and dirt. &.C.. and where it may be boxed up, requiring little

time or oil to keep them in the best possible running order.

The liability of brealiage and wear, and slipping of links and pin-
ions, as in the rack and pinion powers, and most others, is wholly
removed. In shipping them, the gears are taken off and packed
in a box with other things.

Having sold a large number of the 'IMPROVED Machines the
past harvest, all of which having given entire satisfaction, and
when used side by side with the most approved of other kinds,
having been preferred, we do not hesitate to recommend and war-
rant them equal, if not superior, to any before made or sold by us.

or of which we have any knowlea.;e.

Our Thresher consists of a small spiked cylinder, about fifteen

inches in diameter, and twen,ty-8ix inches long, with a substantial
8pikcd concave above this cylinder, which is adjustable to the
work to the work to be done. The feeding table being level, allows
the feeder to stand erect, and is little annoyed with dust and dirt
—and no possibility of hard substances getting into the Thresher
to its injury.

We attach a vibrating or revolving separator to them, which
serves to separate all the grain from the straw, and leave it with
the fine chaff for fanning mills, while the straw is carried off for

stacking.

Having heretofore been obliged to have a large portion of some
parts ofour work done by contract, we have felt the inconveni-
ence and want of depcndendence to bo placed upon the quality of
materials and workmanship ; we have now so extended our facili-

ties as to enable us to make all parts of all our own machines, and
can now assure the public that none but the best work and stock
will be offered by us.

The Two Horse Power Thresher and Separator-is capable, with
three or four men of threshing from ISO to 200 bushels of wheat or
rye. and the single one from 60 to 100 bush., or double that quan-
tity of oats per day.

The price for Emery 8c Co.'g one Horse Power.. . . $85 00
do do Thresher and Separator.. 35 00
do Bands, wrench, oiler and extra pieces,. 5 00—^25 00
do Two Hor.se Power 110 00
do do Thresher and Separator.. 35 00
do Bands, oiler, wrench. &.c , 6 00—$150 00 '

Price of Emory's Thresher and Cleaner, with bands wrench-
ed' ^c., ... J75 00
do Saw Mill, complete for use, 35 00

Price of Grant's Fan Mills, adapted for hand or power

^JJ""-
•••••••:•, $22 00 to 28 00

Also Wheeler's Rack and Pinion Power, manufactured by our-
selves, and warranted equal to .any of the kind in use. [or made
and sold by any other manufacturer.) which we sell with a full
guarantee of the right of using the same in any territory of the
United States, for the following prices :

One Horse Power $75 OO
Two Hor.se Power 100 00

The Threshers not b(!ii)g patented are the same as above quoted.
All the above are subi|^ to the warranty of three months use

and trial, and if not satKfactory may be returned and full pur-
chase money refunded.
For further particulars see Illustrated Catalogue, furnished

gratis on aiiplication to EMERY & CO.
Original and sole Proprietors of the Albany Agricultural Works,

Warehouse and Seed Store, Nos. 369 and 371, Broadway, Albany,
N. y.

• June 1S51.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS AT AUCTION.
THE postponed yearly sale of Full Bred Short Horns and Im-

proved Dairy Stock, consisting of about fifty head, will come
off at my farm on Tuesday, June 24th, 1851. at 12 o'clock, M. I shall
dispose of all the improved Dairy Stock, which is composed of the
finest Short Horn, with a slight cross of Amsterdam Dutch, which
some writers say was pwt of the original ingredient which com-
posed the improved Short Horns.

1 am now breeding Short Horns. Devons and Ayrshires, each
separately and pure, which, owing to the limits of my farm, make
it necessary to confine myself to those three breeds. By the awards
of the State Agricultural Society, the American Institute, and my
own County Society, (with the exception^f last year, when I was
not a competitor at either,)Jt will fully appear that I have been a
very successful exhibitor. The Cow which won the First Prize as
a milker, at the American In.stitute last year, w.as bred by me, and
composed of the above alluded to Dairy Stock Several of the Bulls
got by Lamartine will be of the most appropriate age for efficient
service the coming season. All Cows and Heifers old enough, will
be warranted in calf at the day of sale, by my imported Bull, Lord
Eryholme, or my celebrated Bull, Lamartine.

1 own two thorough bred Devon Bulls
; one the celebrated old

Major, the other, one and a half years old, imported by me from
Devonshire, One of the above animals will be sold—which, I have
not yet determined.
A full Catalogue, with the pedigree of each animal, wiU be pub-

lished in due time, with minute description of sale, &.c.

I also have a number of Suffolk Sows, in pig to my imported
Boar, most of the progeny of which will be old enough to dispose
of on that day.

I also have about 20 South Down Ewes, most of which I imported
from the flock of Jonas Webb, and now in Iamb to my imported
Buck, Babraham. Some of the Buck Lambs will be offered at auc-
tion on that day.
This sale will not only offer an opportunity to obtain Stock from

my previous herd, but will also enable persons to procure calves
from my imported Bull, lambs from my imported Ram, and pigs
from my impiorted Boar— all of which animals were recently selec-
ted by me m person, when in England.
The mode of warranting the Cows and Heifers in calf, is this :

in case they prove not to be so, it shall be optional with the pur-
chaser, on his cerlifiratt of that /act. either to receive from me !^25

(say twenty-five dollars) or to send the cow to my farm, and I will
keep her the proper time (free of expense) to have her got in calf
to either one of my Bulls, which he shall choose. I will give $25
for any Heifer calf from either of the Cows or Heifers sold at the
sale, delivered on my farm, at two weeks old.

Stock purchased to be sent at a distance, will be delivered on
sbip-board or railroad in the city of New York, free of risk or ex-
pense to the purchaser.
Persons living at the South, in a climate to which it would not

be well that stock should be transported at that hot season of the
year, may let such animals as they may purchase, remain with ma
until the proper season, and I will have them well taken care of,

and charge only a reasonable price for their keep. One of my ob-
jects inbreeding improved domestic animal.«, is to assist in distri-

buting them throughout the Union, deeming it one, if not the most
important feature to prom'ote profit to the cultivator of the soil,

and to benefit the consuming country at large.
All communications through the Post please pre-pay, and I will

pre-pay their answers, and also a Catalogue if reciuired. Cata-
logues will be to be had at all the principal Agricultural Ware-
houses and offices of the principal Agricultural Journals, on and
after the Ist day of June next. Person.* wishing to view the stock
at any time, will find my superintendent, Mr. VVilkinson, to give
them the desired information whep I am at not at home.
Dated, this 4th day of March, 1851, at MoAt Fordham, West-

chester County, eight miles from the City of New York, by the
Harlcip Railroad. [4-3t] L. G. MORRIS.

Ein»ry ^ Co.'s Horse Potvers and Tlu-eshcrs.

EMERY & CO.'S Premium Railway Horse Powers and Thresh-
ers, which were asrarded the first premium at the last State

Fair, in competitien with many others, for sale at the State Agri-
cultural WHrehouso No. 25 Cliff street. Now York.

[6-4tJ O. H BARR.

I
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WHEAT SOWN WITH A DRIIX.

SEYilIOUR'S GRAIIV DRILL.
THIS Machine is established upon the principle of Seymour's

Broadcast Sowing Machine, and proves to be better adapted
to the purposes for which a Grain Drill is wanted than any other
which has been tested in our country, being not only capable*of
Rowing Wheat, but all Grain and Seed, from Peas, Corn and Cot-
ton to Gra.ss Seed, either BROADCAST OR IN DRILLS, and
fine fertilizers, such as Lime Plaster, Guano, Bone Dust. &c. may
be mixed with the grain if desired, or sown by itself broadcast.
AVhen drilling with this Machine, the grain falls from the grain

box to the tubes (a space of six inches) in full view of the person
attending it. so that in passing over the field he may be constantly
assured that the seed is

deposited as he designs.

The teeth are all raised

from the ground at once,
with one lever, and the
seed all stopped at once

;

or any one may bo rais-

ed at a time. The con-
venience and simplicity

with which this machine
is managed is unparallel-

ed. No necessary expense
or pains have been spared
in making it as desirable,

in all respects, as possible;

and after many and the
most satisfactory experi-
ments.—not in the winter
on the floor of the ma-
chine shop merely, but
in seeding time, with the
farmer, under various cir-

cumstances, on rough and
smooth, hilly and level,

stony and clear land,

—

the inventor (who was
bred a practical farmer,
and ought to know some-
thing of the farmer's

wants) feels fissured that
the Machine is not only
established on correct
principles, but is got up
in that simple and permajient Style and good taste whioh cannot

fail to suit all. Teeth 8 in-

ches apart or as ordered.
The first premium for

a Grain Drill, capable of

depositing fine manures
with the grain, was a-

warded to this Machine
at the Fair of the New
York State Agricul-
tural Society, held at
Syracuse in September,
1849— and again by the
game Society at the Fair
in Albany, in 1850. It al-

so received the first pre-
mium at the Michigan
State Fair, in 1849, and
the first premium of the
Ontario County Society.
It has been much improv-
ed within the last fifteen

months.
The difference at har-

vest, between the appear-
ance of wheat sown with
a good drill, and that— '"

—

' sown broadcast, is fairly

represented by the cuts
;

they show that sown with
the Drill to be more uniform in its growth and maturity, and a
heavier crop. Drill with 7 tfeth, .f70 ; 9 teeth, $80 ; 10 teeth, $90.

SEYMOUR'S GARDEN DRILL
Is a small machine, of suitable size to be dra\<n by a man. It is

got up on the principle of the Grain Drill, and will plant peas,

beans, beets, and even carrots, or any kind of garden seeds, mix-
ed with plaster, &c. It is very convenient for large gardeners.
It will sow 7 rows 5 inches apart, 4 rows 10 inches apart, 3 rows
15 inches apa^;, 2 rows 20. 25 or 30 inches apart, as readily as any
other Garden Drill in common use will sow one, and is much less

liable to clog. It is the Grain Drill reduced in size.

Price of Garden Drills. $50.00.

REFERENCES.
D. W. Martz,
Fred. Buel,
Peter Barnard,
Philip Reed,

Ilarlow Mtmson,
Hiram Steele,

E. F. Wilson,
Enos Boughton,

Marcus Norton.
Sam'l Westfall,'

Sylvenus Emmons,
Isaac Moore.

SEYMOUR'S BROADCAST SOWING MACHINE.
This Machine is well known in Western New York, and is uni

versally acknowledged to be the best implement in our country,
for the purposes for which it is intended. It sows correctly all

kinds of Grain (and any desired quantity per acre) from peas to
grass seed—including wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, rice,

hemp, flax, clover and timothy seed. Also, plaster, lime, salt, ashes,
bone dust, &c., &c. It is capable of dusting every inch of ground
on an acre of land with less than half a bu.shel of plaster, and thir-
ty or forty bushels of lime may be thus evenly applied to the same
amount of land, il desired. It sows ten feet wide, or may be made
narrower to order. This Machine has been much improved by
substituting iron in several important parts in the place of v70od,
making it a very durable article. It has received the highest re-
commendations from hundreds of the best farmers in our country,
among whom are Myron Adams, W. W. Gorham. D. C. Bates.
Dea. S. H. Andrews, Rufus Humphrey, Jared H. Boughton, Levi
Boughton, Hon. Robert L. Rose, Guy Collins, of Ontario County,
and others (too numerous even to mention their names) in many
parts of the United States.

(U?- It has taken the FIRST PREMIUM at five County and
three State Ac;ricultural Fairs. All Orders promptly attended to.

PRICE—Fifty Dollars. PIERPONT SEYMOUR.
East Bloomfield, Ontario Co., N. Y., June, 1851.

Great Sale of Superior TItorougIi_Bred Short Horn
Cattle.

THE subscriber having more Stock than he can well sustain on
his farm, will offer at Public Auction about THIRTY head of

his Improved Short Horn Cattle, consisting of Bulls, Cows, Heifers
and Bull Calves, on the 26th day of June next, at his farm 2>^ miles
from this city.

It is known to breeders of improved .stock, in this country, and
in Canada, that the proprietor of this herd during the past 12
years, has through the medium of importations from England, and
selections from the best herds in this country, spared no expense
to rear a herd of cattle from which superior animals could be safe-

ly drawn for improvement and crosses upon other breeds. His
importations have been derived from that eminent breeder, the
la' e Thomas Bates, Esq, of Kirklevington, Yorkshire. England,
which herd it is well known has recently been disposed of at public
sale by his adminstrators, and dispersed into many hands, andean
no longer be resorted to as a whole, for improvement. The an-
nouncement of that sale created great interest, and all Short Horn
breeders in England seemed emulous to secure one or more of these
animals to mingle with the blood of their own herdJ, and at the
day of sale, tbure Was found assembled the laigest audience ever
before witnessed upon a similar occasion, numbering, as was said,

from 4 to 6,000 persons, and among them the best breeders in Eng-
land, and several from other countries. Some of the animals bro't
prices which seemed incredible to many.
In the herd now offered for sale, will be included the Imported

Bull, Duke of Wellington, and the premium Bull, Meteor. These
are Bates' Bulls, and their reputation as stock-getters are too well
known to need any comment. 1 am authorized to say by Lewis
F. AUen, Esq., of Black Rock, one of the most prominent breeders
in this country, and who has had ample means of forming a judg-
ment, ' That in no instance, to his knowledge, had these two Bulla

been bred to Short Horn Cows of other herds, previously imported
into the United States, but that their produce were superior in
general qualities to such herds."
Tho most of the Stock which is now offered for sale, have been

bred from these two Bulls ; and the proprietor, having a young
bull more remotely connected with that portion of the herd he re-

tains, (being about 14 in number,) can spare these two valuable
Bulls. There will be in the Stock offered for sale, 6 young Bulls,

from 8 months old to 2 years, in addition to the two named above
;

and the remainder of the Stock will be composed of Cows, (most
of them possessed of extraordinary milking qualities,) Heifers and
Heifer Calves. It is believed that no herd of Short Horns has ever
been offered for sale in this country, exhibiting more of the valu-
able combinations of qualities which contribute to make up per-

fect animals.
A Catalogue containing the peOigrees of these animals will be

ready for delivery at an early period, in which the Terms of the
Sale will be particularly stated. A Credit will be given from Six
to Eighteen months. Gentlemen are invited to examine the herd
at their convenience. GEO. VAIL.
Troy, N. Y., March, 1851. [4-3t]

Important to Wool Gro\irers.

I
PRO POSE to sell twenty-five pure Pauler Merino Ewes with
lamb by a French Merino Buck, purchased of A. L. Bingham,

of Vermont. Also, twonty-five yearlings from my Pauler Ewes and
French Buck. Also, a few choice Bucks. My flock originated

from R. V. R. Horton's flock, of Rut-land Co., Vt., a description of

which can be found in Vols. 2 and 3 of the Cultivator. I pur-

chased, of Mr. H., eleven Ewes and one Buck in the winter of '45.

I have also had Bucks from Avery, of Saratoga, at different times,

which I will sell at prices within the reach of common farmers.

N. B.—Any one wishing to purchase some good Sheep, could
satisfy themselves by calling at Shearing time. For information
address N. H. NOYES,

[6-lt] Otisco, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Tile Macliliie.

AN elegant and finished article, an improvement on Wharten-
by's imported Tile Machine, may be had, made to order, at

Purdie's Foundry, Waterloo, N. Y. It is double acting, with dies

for both pipe and tile, of various sizes. It is capable of moulding
5000 tile per day. It may be worked by hand, horse, or steam pow-
er. The price is $250 with two tables, or $225 with one table—all
the dies included. [6-lt»] JOHN PURDIE.
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Kell'a Pi-emlnm Horse Power and Tlueslilng
J>IacI)Ine.

ry^HE New York State Agricultural Society, at the last Fair,

X aw arded to the Horse Powers manufactured by the subscri-

ber at the city of Hudson, the
FIRST PREMIUM,

they having been presented for competition by Messrs. Emery &
Co.. of Albany, who, within nine months past, have sold over 125
of these Powers.
The attention of Farmers throughout the country is therefore

solicited to the Railway Horse Powers and Overshot Threshing
Machines with the Vibrating Separators, as now manufactured by
the subscriber. PHILIP H. KELLS, who is the first and original

inventor of the present improved mode of constructing these
Powers, and who has been constantly engaged in the manufacture
and sale of Horse Powers. Threshing Machines, &c., for the last

ten years. On this account with his facilities for carrying on the
busine.=s arid his knowledge of the wants of the Farmers of this

country, he is satisfied he does and can execute this kind of work
in a manner not to be excelled by any manufacturer in this

country.
For the drt.3il8 of my mode of constructing the Railway Horse

Powers, reference may be had to the advertisements and Illustra-

tions published by Messrs. Emery & Co., of Albany, in the Culti-

vator since June 1850, at which time I commenced manufacturing
for them.

All persons wi.ihing to purchase Horse Powers or Threshing Ma-
chines of the latest and most approved oonstruction are requested
to call on. or forward their orders to the subscriber at his manu-
factory, on State street, Hudson, or at Griffith's Long Wharf.
Buffalo, N. y.

PRICE OF MACMiriF.S.

For Two Horse Machines, $145 00
For One " " liO 00

Machines will be shipped to ar y part of the United States or th^
Canadas. (pj" and warranted to give satisfaction to the purcha-
ser, or thry may be returned wilhin 60 days.
June 1851. PHILIP H. KELLS.

Nov Oxfordshire Bucks For Sale.

THE subscriber has a number of yearling and two year old

Bucks whirli he will soil any time when called for, and has no
he3itr\tion in saying that lhi'< breed of Sheep are supericr to all

others, for large carcass, heavy fleece, early maturity, and consti-

tution. anJ defies competiton with all other bretds for profit.

This flock, which has been bred from some of the best ever impor-
ted, is so well known they need no further description than to say
that the sire clipped 18 lbs. of washed wool, and weiglK-d 361 lbs.

alive. Gentlemen are invited to call and see for thimselves, or

communicate by maU. Direct to CLAYTON B. REYBOLD,
{6-4t] Delaware City, Delaware.

For Sale.

A FARM in the easterly part of Walworth Co., Wis., on the
plank road leading from Racine to Janesville. Said farm is

well located in a he.althy, pleasant and thriving part of the State,
and is well calculated for a large farm, or it can be conveniently
divided into three or more small ones, and each be well supplied
with wood and water. The general surface has an inclination
South and East.

In the center, where the buildings are now located, there are
four or five humlred fruit trees, of the various kinds. Some have
commenced bearing, .so that the occupant now enjoys a comfort-
able supply of delicious fruits. There are about 200 acres under
the flow.

In fact, so far as good roads to important places—Mills. School
Houses, nurseries, &c.—are concerned, this place is as well located
as we could desire. But as no one will purchase upon the
strength of this notice without first viewing the place, it will only
be necessary for one to call and satisfy himself, when a trade can be
made on accomodating terms.
Any information can be obtained in reference to the same, by

addressing A. G. COLE, at Burlington, Racine Co., Wisconsin.
June 1851. (6-2t-8»)

"SPEED THE PLOW."

Genesee Seed Store and A^Icultural AVarehouse.
THE Subscriber's beg leave most earnestly
to call the attention of the farming commu-
nity to the fact that they have just received
a supply of the popular and modem im-* proved implements used in AgriculturaPand

Horticultural pursuits.
They would particularly invite all interested, to the well estab-

lished Mass. Eagle Plows, in a series of 24 different sizes, manufac-
tured by Ruggles, Nourse & Mason. Also the latest and most ap-
proved kind of Seed Planter, invented by the same firm.
We have also on hand the well known Curtis or Albion Plow, of

various sizes and extra manufacture.
Wheeler's Horse Power. Thresher and Saw Mill.
Hus>=ey's celebrated Graiu Reaper.
Peunoek's Wheat and Grain Drill.

As also a complete a,ssortment of Field and Garden Seeds, both
domestic and imported. J. RAPALJE & CO , Irving Block,
June 1851. 65 Buffalo st., Rochester.

For Sale.

GIFFORD MORGAN a very superior stallion colt, of a beauti-
ful dapple bay color, sired by Gen. Gifford, g. s. Gifford Mor-

gan. Age, three years on the twenty-sixth day of August next
;

measured on the 12th of March last, 14'^ hands ; and weighed
840 lbs. ; is growing rapidly, and in spirit, figure, and activity,
closely patterned after his sire, and promises to fully equal his
size. His dame, a Morgan built, unrivalled roadster, called the
Beckwith mare, it is believed can trot 100 miles with any living
mare of her age. See Genesee P'armer for March, page 64.

Scottsville, Monroe Co., N. V. j. DORR.

Harrows.

WE invite the attention of the farmers of Western New York
to our large and superior assortment of Harrows—the

best ever offered in this market. Among others we have Geddes'
Harrow, Scotch Harrow, Square Harrow, &c., &c., of various sizes,

and prices ranging from $10 to $12.

Please call at the Genesee Seed Store and Ag. Warehouse, No.
65 Buffalo St., Rochester, and examine for yourselves.
June 1851. J. RAPALJE & CO.

SubsoU Plows.

WE are now receiving our spring supply of the various sizes of
this justly celebrated Plow, direct from the manufactur-

ers. Messrs. Ruggles, Mason & Co., of Boston. We sell the Plows
at the Boston pricts, without charge for transportation, at the
Genesee Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse, 65 Buffalo st.

June 1851. J. RAPALJE St CO.

SCRAPERS. — A superior article of Cast-iron Scrapers, and
other kinds, just received and for sale at the Agricultural

headquarters, 05 Buffalo st, J. RAPALJE & CO.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
VOLUME Xn, FOR 1851. •

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2 ; Eight Copies for $3, and any larger

numlior nt tlie same rate.

Qi^j' All subscriptions to commence with the year, and
tlie entire volume giipplied to all siil>scril)ers.

(tr^ Post-Masters. Aof.nts, and all friendsof improvement, are
respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-
paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIEIi LKE,
December. 1850. Ilochettrr. New York

• rEREOTVPEO BT 1. W. BROWN, BOCHEITEH, tf. Y.



Agriculture is the most Healthy and Honorable, as it is the most Natural and Useful pursuit of Man.

YOL. XII. ROCHESTER, N. Y.— JULY, 1851. NO. 7.

POTATO CULTURE AND POTATO ROT.

We are obliged to our friend and esteemed corres-

pondent, " S. W," for his critical remarks on the
" Potato Rot," as it gives us an opportunity to ex-

plain more fully than we yet have done, our views of

this malady, and the best means of prevention, by the

more skillt^ul culture of an important crop. First, let

us consider the origin of the disease. It consists

essentially in the premature decomposition of the

organized elements in the tubers, which artificial

agencies have developed, for the fact should not be

overlooked that wild plants growing indigenously,

produce but few, and they very small potatoes. Their
preternatural enlargement by cultivation, may give to

the tissues of the parts so affected, a degree of ten-

derness analogous to what is called " proud-flesh,''

or the excessive accumulations of fat in the systems
of animals. A race of long pampered -sheep, horses,

or horned cattle, is vastly more susceptible to inju-

ries, and subject to diseases, than wild animals

belonging to the same species. The more artificial

the treatment, and the wider the departure from na-

ture's standard, the more feeble the vital force within,

and the more potent all adverse influences without.

In our humble judgment the causes of the potato rot

are as numerous as those that induce disease and
death in animals. Life and death, whether in a plant

or animal, are phenomena of the causes of which we
know nothing. Why they should die so soon, or live

so long, or live or die at all, is a secret not likely

to be revealed by science. Nevertheless, we know
that some substances operate as poisons, others as

aliments, and that all living beings maybe starved to

death from the lack of suitable food. We know also

that some diseases are constitutional, and extend from
parent to oifspring ; and that others are temporary,

and affect the individual alone. In testing the hered-

itary vital strength or constitutional power of differ-

ent seeds, it has been found unequal—feebleness

begetting feebleness, and .strength strength, to a

degree that enables 1000 seeds of corn, well-treated

for several generations, to produce a third larger har-

vest than a like nuniber of seeds long ill-treated—both

kinds having equal advantages of soil, culture and
climate. These remarks will apply to potatoes, wheat,
and other plants. To plant the seeds of potatoes

which have suffered from bad treatment through ten,

twenty, or thirty crops, or generations, by no means
secures the benefit of a sound constitution to start

with as the liead of a new family. Seedlings, how-

ever, are preferable to buds or sets, and we advise all

potato-growers to save seeds washed clean from the
balls and dried in the shade soon after they are ripe.

We have undertaken to procure five pounds for Mr.
BoDisco, the Russian Minister at Washington, and
as many more for Baron Von Gkrolt, the Prussian
Minister, to be sent to their respective Governments.
These gentlemen take a deep interest in agriculture,

and if any reader can save a few pounds, or a pound,
of potato seeds, they may be franked to the Commis-
sioner of Patents, for the agricultural department,
and will be paid for, or other valuable seeds sent in

return or exchange.
We do not suppose it possible always to prevent

the premature extinction of vitality in potatoes, and
their speedy dissolution thereatler, any more than it

is possible to avoid all untimely frosts, the attacks of
rust and mildew, or the death of children. Nor can
we appreciate any peculiar mystery in this fact, as

nature operates by general, not partial, laws. If

medical science shall ever approximate perfection, it

will be by preventing, not. curing, maladies. To pre-

vent the potato disease, all the conditions necessary to

a healthy growth of the stems, leaves, roots and tubers

of the plant must be complied with, from generation
to generation. We know a lad not twelve years of

age, and perfectly temperate, who suffers much from
the gout, a disease of which his father and grandfa-

ther died. Many noble families have become extinct

from the misconduct of progenitors ; and the same
law extends not only through all inferior animals, but

to the lowest plants endowed with life. That is, if the

living principle is mal-treated, the organized matter

which it pervades, returns more speedily to its origi-

nal elements. To apply a good deal of putrescent

manure to feeble potato plants, is like treating indi-

gestion with a double meal of pickled clams.

In the way of a postscript, S. W. gives the follow-

ing information: "Since writing the foregoing, I

have seen Josp:ph Wright. He said that about one-

third of his crop rotted, and the other two-thirJs ave-

raged considerably more than 250 bu. per acre of

large, sound potatoes. Twenty-five two horse loads

of soap-boilers ashes were applied to the acre, with

as many loads of well-rotted stable manure. He is

decidedly of the opinion that the ashes alone saved

the crop, as ivhere tnosl aslics tvere found in the hill,

ihcpolaloes were the largest and best."

Those who have read this journal during the last

six years, need not be told how " decidedly" the opin-

ion of Mr. Wright, founded on experience and obser-
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vation, coincides with onr own. la 1845, when the

potato malady was first seriously felt in New \oik,

it so happened tliat the writer spent the summer

months in ffivinp public lectures in difFerent counties

and naturally took pains to learn the circumstances

most lavorahle to tlic rot, and those whore the disease

did not appear. In most cases, the lack of alka-

lies in the soil was connected with the premature

decay of the tubers ; in some instances, however, we

found insects preyinjj injuriously on the stems of

plant.5. Had Mr. Wright applied 25 bu. of nn-

leached ashes instead of as many loads of stable

manure, to the acre, in addition to those from the

soap factory, it is more tlian probable that his potr.-

tocs would" all, or nearly all, have been sound. A
farmer should be coiuent wiili 300 bushels of sound

potatoes per acre, and such crops were grown in

1850 by the aid of forest leaves and lime. The lat-

ter was spread broadcast and harrowed in at the rate

of sixty bushels per acre, while moist leaves and a

very little earth covered the seed planted in drills or

row's, one way only. When forest leaves decay and

yield their organic and inorganic constituents, 100

ibs. furnish about six times more alkaline salts than

a like weight of rotting wood. Hence, if a farmer

had his choice to apply a ton of rotten wood, dry

weight, or a ton of leaves, equally dry, as a fertilizer,

the ""latter would be worth six times more than the

former. To feed potato plants with the high-st suc-

ce?s, one needs to understand the composition of every

substance grown on the farm, whetlier in the woods,

in pastures, meadows, or plowed ground. Fortu-

nately, the laws of God are uncliangeable, and have

never to be learned but once, altliough they should be

obeyed always. Instead of carefully studying the

laws which govern the healthy organization of plants

and tlie improvement of domestic animals, there are

at this time not less than four millions of farm opera-

tives at work in the United States, in violation of one

of the plainest duties that Providence imposes on man,

wlio is the only animal that impoverishes the earth.

Not one agriculturi.-t in a thousand has a clear idea

of the elements of grain, provisions, wool, cotton, to-

bacco, potatoes, hay, and other crops, which exist in

an available form within two feet of the surface of tiie

earth ; nor of the quantity of these elements of food and

clothing annually removed from American soil, over

and above what domestic animals take out of fields in

their stomachs, and what are carried ofT in crops.

We athrm, without the fear of successful contra-

diction, that subtract the total consumption of. the

people of the United States in the year 1851, from

their total production in said year, and the surplus

will not pay sixty cents a day for the labor necessary

to replace in the earth as much potash, soJa, magne-

sia, liine, sulphur, phosphorus, ammonia, and chlo-

rine, as the sixty millions of acres most exhausted

will part Willi in a twelve-month. It is a great and

pad mistake to regard our planting and tillage labor

as productive industry ; it is emphatically the most

destructive that can well be imagined. We have

been two centuries exporting potash and pearlash, and

wasting the same in soap-suds and manure at home,

every pr)und of which came from the soil that now
needs alkalies above all things. More than a moiety

ofalittie incombustible matter in a mature potato plant

is potasii ; and ai least a third of the ash in every seed

of wiieat grown in the Union, is the same alkali.

Pigeons scratch the surface of the earth, fill their

crops and fly away ; squirrels have holes and work

industriously at their autumn harvest, to garner up a

fair stock of nuts for future consumption; and man too,

waxes fat by simply extracting the elements of breaa

and meat from a virgin soil, which lie never placed

there, and intends never lo return, lie assumes that

God created fertility for the pVcsent generation only,

and that the one hundred millions of souls who will

be in this Republic fifty years hence, and before our

children shall be off the stage, can have no ])ossible

rights nor interests in the continued fruilfulness of

the earth ! A tree is known by its fruit, and men
must be judged by their uniform conduct. The pol-

icy which we condemn with so much earnestness, has

diminished the population cf Ireland nearly two mil-

lions in the last decade ; and it was the leading, all-

controlling cause of the downfall of Babylon, Palmyra,

Tyre, Carthage, and Rome itself. Who does not

know that there are many millions of acres in this

young agricultural nation which have been bled, and

skinned, and finally abandoned, because they have

been insanely robbed of their alkalies, their phospho-

rus, and available sulphur ? The most pains-taking

researches and estimates show that at least ten thou-

sand dollars worth of the elements of fertility are

daily washed into the river Thames from London,

while laboring people are fleeing from the United

Kingdom by hundreds of thousands, annually, to es-

cape' hunger and starvation. Belgium is the most

densely peopled and the happiest nation in Europe,

and simply because her farmers have the common
sense to make the excreta from each inhabitant worth

to the land an average of five dollars a year. At this

rate, the nightsoil annually wasted in the State of

New York is worth the trifle of fifteen millions ; and

the soil from which all this fertilizing matter is drawn,

cannot but be growing poor and poorer as tinso ad-

vances. Suppose all the potash annually wasted in

the State of Ohio and exported therefrom, was put in

one heap, and all that is imported placed in another,

how would the two compare in size 'and weight ? In

each cubic foot, or 100 lbs., of her soil, there may be

an ounce of potasli available for the. organization of

starch in potatoes, wheat, corn, and other crops.

Thirty years hence, when this fertilizer and all others

are mainly consumed, from what source will the far-

mers of the Buckeye State obtain three or four thou-

sand tons of potash needed to-make the crops of a

single season 1 Can they go to the city of Cincin-

nati and gather up the alkalies that have been washed

into the Ohio river in the preceding half century ?

Will Lake Erie give up the raw material of hunian

food that Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Erie, and Bufialo

have poined into it ? The people of China save the

potash in the soap with which a man is shaved, and

the ammonia (another alkali) in his beard also. Pot-

ash is worth, even in this country, six dollars per

100 lbs. for agricultural purposes, and ammonia is

worth double that sum. When shall we begin to

study rural atTairs as a useful science, establish agri-

cultural schools, and think as much of knowledge as

we do of new carriages, carpets, or pianos ? Five

millions of farmers, and not an agricultural college

in the thirty-one States ! Fifty millions annually

expended by Congress, and not the first dollar appro-

priated to promote agricultural science ! We begged

and prayed for the piitance of !S?200 to try experi-

ments in the culture of potatoes, corn, and wheat,

and the preparation of nightsoil, for the common

benefit of all that till the earth, but not a dollar could

be had. While Congress publishes 130,000 volumes
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a year of agricultural reports prepared by the writer,

it insists on keeping tlie light of science out of these

books. We are compelled to look to England, France,

and Germany, for knowledge that ought to be fostered

and developed under our own free institutions ; but

so long as Americaji farmers send selfish politicians,

instead of statesmen, to their national legislature,

there can be no change for the better. The writer

has tlirovvn away ten years hard labor and accom-
plished next to nothing, from tlie lack of $10,000

which the Legislature of his native State might have

granted without the least inconvenience. To increase

knowledge, as well as to diffuse it, is an object wor-

thy of any man's ambition. But there is not one ex-

perimental farm in all the New World to bring to

light the laws which govern the healthy organization

of potatoes, or any other crop grown in America.
What Agricultural Society has given the first dollar

to aid any gentleman in his critical study of soils ?

His time, his apparatus, and his chemicals, all cost

money ; but he is expected to work for nothing and

find himself. Public Opinion, the seeds of which are

now being scattered broadcast over the land, will

order things differently in the next generation. In

our time, tlie great work of impoverishing the soil

will never be less than it is in the year of Grace 1S51.

"WRETCHED PASTURAGE."

In volume eleven of the Journal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, we find remarks on " wretched pas-

turage," which vividly brings to our recollection

many a sterile field, valuable only for starving the

animals doomed to subsist .thereon. Judged by its

results, one might say that the art of tillage and hus-

bandry consists in making one spire of grass grow
where three grew before. Our author says : " In
Ireland, after an exhausting couise of potatoes and
oats, the ground is left out ' to resl^ for several years."

While the soil is "resting" the people of the "Green
Isle" are expatriated by hundreds of thousands. To
cure wretched pasturage, and prevent the constant

increase of the like, a better system of agriculture

must be universally practiced. Limeing, reseeding

and manuring, are the remedies most successfully

used in Great Britain. We hope Professor Emmo.ns
of Albany will soon bring his recently discovered

phosphate of lime (apelite) into market. It is said

to contain over 90 per cent of pure phosphate. The
New Jersey mineral is equally valuable. We have

just analyzed two specimens of gypsum, one from
Alabama and the other from Tennessee, and from
recently discovered beds ; both of which are equal to

Nova Scotia plaster. We have a sample of nearly

pure carbonate of potash from Utah, which is from a

mineral spring that yields it abundantly. So soon
as a railroad shall be built to the Rocky Mountains,
potash will be an article of export. In Texas, there

is a salt lake, yielding minerals so cheaply that they

can be used for agricultural purposes. Should this

natural deposite contain considerable potash and
magnesia, as well as soda, it will be very valuable to

renovate old pastures. If one could procure ashes
enough to give all. liis fields a top-dressing, it would
improve the herbage immensely ; but ashes are not

to be had in any large quantities. Probably the sub-

soil is the most available source from wnich to draw
the mineral elements of clover, timothy and other

grasses, on farms that afford " wretched pasturage."
Marl, salt and lime, bone dust, shading the ground

with straw and forest leaves, which rotting, form

manure, are all popular and often efficient remedies.

Every farmer who can should save grass seed, and
always have a little on hand to apply to places that

need it. American pastures and meadows yield on

an average, about one-fourth as much fc&d as they

ought to produce, take one year with another. We
have often thought that a cow's eyes should be at

least as big as her belly to see grass enough to fi-11

her stomach once a day on farms that we have visited.

MIXING GYPSUM WITH MANURE.

In the June number of the American Farmer pub-

lished in Baltimore, the Editor devotes over twelve

pages to the discussion of the propriety of mixing

gypsum with guano and other animal excretions, or

manures. A correspondent had condemned the prac-

tice on the ground that the strength of guano and

the dung of domestic animals, was greatly impaired

by the addition of plaster. As may well be supposed,

the evidence in favor of mixing gypsum with putres-

cent manures is overwhelmingly abundant. Those
that use plaster should know that if it be spread over

the excrements of horses and cattle in stables having

plank floors, the latter will soon give way by the cor-

rosion, or rotting of the wood, and a valuable horse

may break a leg in breaking through a plank on

which he stands. Accidents of this kind have hap-

pened.

Incidentally the Eilitor of the Farmer copies the

remark ;
" that a plant growing in a glass vessel,

will decompose the glass to obtain the potash which

enters into its composition." This is an error which

has b_^en handed down in our profession some years,

from one to another. Glass is often corroded in

soils, but not by the roots of plants that may happen

to be in contact with it, but by carbonic acid, either

from mould or from the atmosphere and rain-water.

Glass tumblers used to drink Congress water, so

highly charged with carbonic acid at Saratoga, soon

part with their clearness and become rough from the

chemical action of said acid. The chemical changes

that transpire about the roots of the plants, are mainly,

if not entirely, independent of their presence. It is

true that their pores and cells present unequal facil-

ities for dissolved salts to enter into general circula-

tion through them — a fact for which no sufficient

reason has been found. The growth of a plant, from

the first expansion of its germ to full maturity, and

the passage of nutritive matter through the walls of

minute cells and along continuous canals or tubers,

from the extremities of roots to the extremities of

leaves, and from the leaves to the roots again, present

phenomena which we intend to discuss at some length

in future numbers of this. journal. The inside work

of plants and animals should be better understood.

Quantity' of Seed Wheat per acre.— Mr. R.

B. Wolfe, near Newport, England, has tried many
experiments with different quantities of feed and dif-

ferent width of drills, the upshot of the whole is that

six.peck? of wheat planted in drills eight inches

apart gave the best returns on strong clay lands. —
We suspect that the berry of this wheat is something

like a third larger than seeds of white wheat gener-

ally sown in this country, and consequently six pecks

form no more plants than four would of smaller grain.

It is important that seed be covered at a uniform depth

— a result best attained by the use of a good drill.
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CULTURE AND USE OF THE POTATO.

Eds. Gen. Farmf.r :— Plca^o permit me to pive yonr

readers a short history of this valuable root, also of

its culture and use.

We are indebted to Soutli America for tliis article,

where it.grows wild, and whore it was cultivated

long before it was made known in Eiii'ope. Clusius
is the firsl European writer who mentions it, about

tiie year 1588, and from this period it spread into dif-

ferent parts of the Eastern Continent with greater or

less rapidity. The potato has been cultivated in

Suabia and Alsace only since 1720, and did not reach

Switzcrlaiid till 1730. Almost everywhere its intro-

duction met with a great deal of opposition. The
French especially vver*^ excessively prejudiced on the

subject, and it was not till a lime of scarcity, during
the revolution, had fastened it upon them, that its

culture became general. The potato has probably
added millions to the population of Europe, and for a

long succession of years rendered unknown those

distressing famines which had previously been so

frequent.

In addition to the usual culinary uses of potatoes,

bread may be made by mixing with them nearly an

equal portion of wheat flour ; and also a kind of

cheese, by reducing them to the consistence of paste,

adding an equal quantity of curd, with a little salt,

and some other ingredients, mixing the whole togeth-

er and forming it into moulds. Alcohol is very ex-

tensively distilled from the potato in some parts of

Europe. Starch may be made by the simple process

of scraping them into water and well washing the

pulp, when the starch settles to the bottom in a heavy
and dense sediment. This starch is not only used
for the same purposes as that prepared from wheat,
but also as a size, which does not putrify like that

produced from animal substance, and has no disagree-

able smell. Yeast may also be prepared from the

potato, and even the seed-vessels may be made into a
pickle.

As food for the cattle of the farm— horses, cows,
pigs, and likewise for jfoultry— potatoes are all but
invaluable. Every creature seems to relish tlicm,

particiil irly when they are steamed or carefully boiled.

Previous to the appearance of the I'ot, and now,
W'here that malady does not injure the crop, potatoes

arc the most valuable and profitable crop a farmer
can raise. The manure used may be of the coarsest

kind, and still an amount of fruit is yielded almost
incredibly large. A few of these cases may be stated

which will at least show the capabilities of this plant

under circumstances the most favorable :

Mr. Kmght, the President of the English Horti-

cultur;il Society, a few years since, obtained from an
outside row a ])roduce eqtiivalent to more than fifty-

eight tons per acre. He says that " single rows and
outside rows are usually more prolific than the inte-

rior rows of a plot, garden, or fielJ. Tliis depends
on a variety of circumstances, the chief of which is

tho more perfect exposure of the foliage to the agency
of the air and the light."

The Banff Journal, published near Aberdeen, in

Scotland, mentions that a gentleman in Bauf!', in the
spring of 1848, received a quantity of potatoes from
Rotterdam. He took a small parcel and planted
them in his garlen. The plants vc^ry soon appeared,
and through the summer continued to grow most
luxuriintly, so that all who saw them, predicted
that they would be nothing but a thicket ot stems

and leaves. The prediction however, was not ver-

ified ; for when the crop was dug, there were gath-
ered from the ground, which was 160th part of an
acre, four bushels and a half; being equal to 720
bushels to the acre. At several of the stems upward
of forty potatoes were found ; one had 03 full-grown
potatoes, and on another were counted the very ex-

traordinary number of 110. They were entirely free

fiom disea.-e.

Mr. TiiACHER Clark, another Scotch g'entleman,

has raised from a plot, a crop which was equal to

960 bushels to the acre. And one of our own
countrymen, a few years since, Col. Criggs, of

Brighton, Mass., dug from one acre of land 800 bush-

els of fine English Whites, some of which weighed
twenty ounces, and all of an excellent quality. Tlie

common field crop does not rise above 2U0 bushels to

the acre, and oftener below that.

I say nothing in regard to the mode of cuHivating
the potato, for I presume this is a matter with which
all are familiar. And if, among tho difl'erent modes
of doing it, some are preferable to others, changes
will be adopted by those who wish to make them,
according to convictions resulting from experience
and observation, and not from any written details in

agricuHural books. In this case, therefore, as in

others where the subject must necessarily be familiar

to the reader, I pass it over in silence.

It may doubtless be expected that I shall discuss

the causes and the remedies of the potato disease.

This I can not do satisfactorily, as both are matters

yet to be ascertained. The sensible editor of tho

Agriculturist says : "We are constantly receiving

communications on the cause and remedy of the in-

explicable disease of the potato, often contradictory

in themselves, few if any of wliich are without ex-

ception. By one class the cause of the malady is

attributed to parasitical fungi ; by another, to insects

or worms ; a third, to exhausted vitality from long

cultivation ; a fourth, to an impropei use of ammo-
niacal or stimulating manures ; a fifth, to the want
of lime in the manure or soil ; a sixth, t« drouth ; a
seventh, to a superabundance of rain ; an eighth, to

a deficiency of electricity in the atmosphere ; a ninth,

to an excess of electricity ; and by a tenth class, to a

miasmatic or some unknown agency, the mode of ac-

tion of which it is beyond the liuman prcccption to

compreliend."

Among the numerous remedies which have been
recommended, those, says Mr. Allen, that seem
to merit attention are, the production of new varieties

of seed, early planting, followed by early harvesting,

and securing tlie crop from the wet and frost, and,

lastl}', what he suggested three years ago : namely,

planting on moderately rich, warm land, having a

good sod, with no manure but plaster, charcoal-dust,

wood ashes, salt, or air-slacked lime.

It seems now to be pretty well settled that early

planted potatoes escape tlie rot more generally than

late ones. Potatoes are a long while in coming
up, and they may as well be planted in April as at a

later period, for all planting can be done at once.

Greensward is not the best kind of furrows for

potatoes, unless the sod was turned as early as the

last of Uct)ber. For when it is turned in the spring,

it is more subject to the dDuth than old ground,

or grouiid plowed early e lough last October to be par-

t:a!y rotted and made to bo compact enough to attract

m:>isture from below.

If the sward must be turned for potatoes in the

(I
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sprin2"> it should be well harrowed, to prevent exces-

sive drying. Mr. Wm. CGrada', of Southborough,

says "he had not rot in his potatoes last season, and

he ascribes it to his mode of treatment. He put one

hundred loads of peat ou each acre of his land in the

fall I'reviouR, and last spring he planted, and put a sho-

velful of peat ashes to each hill. He did not have

a heavy crop, but had ab^ut 150 bushels to the acre.

Moi-e trials may be necessary to determine whether

peat aslies in the hill are an infalliable preventive of

the rot."

In 1847, a correspondent of the Agriculturist

makes the following remarks on the renovation of

the potato,as it is termed. He says, "A potato that

will not produce more than 150 bushel to the acre

is not worth the farmer's attentio:i, much less if it be

in a diseased state ; and, iu my opjnion, the old po-

tato is not worth redemption from disease, even if it

could be effected. The world I conceive is in imme-
diate want of new varieties— new from their origin,

from their seed

—

new in quality and productiveness.

Such potatoes have been produced, and are in ad-

vance of the old crop in every important particular.

They are cultivated by several persons in Europe, as

well as in this country."

A gentlemen in Germany, near Hamburgh, says

he practied raising potatoes from seed for fifteen

years, and obtained splendid varieties, which are not

attacked with disease. I have known the same
method to be practiced, and through my own obser-

vation relative to experiments and facts, T am fully

convinced that this is the true course to pursue.

I know of some who intend to plant large quanti-

ties from the seed of seedlings this season. Those
who wish to improve their seed, and prevent the rot,

should gather seed from the balls which grow on the

vine in great abundance. Half an ounce of seed will

plant a quarter of an acre. Those who try this pro-

cess will find every, year's experiment will bring the

tuber and its seed in advance of its former condition.

Charles W. Hobart.— YatesviUe, J\'. Y., 1851.

S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

Draimng-Tile and Draining.—An editorial request

is made in the June Farmer that some one in Seneca
county would give the price of tile, and cost of laying

them. Whartenby's price for both pipe and tile,

delivered at the Canal or Railroad depot at Waterloo,

is as follows :

2 inch Pipe $10 per 1000

U " " -- 9 " "
4 inch Tile 15 " "
3 " " ' - 12 " '•

2 " " 10 " "

Thirteen and a half pipe, o? tile make a rod ; hence,

it costs 13J cts. to lay one rod of two inch pipe' or

tile after the ditch is dug. The expense of digging
a ditch three feet deep, depends on the soil and the

presence or absence of stone, hard pan, k,c. Here is

an Irishman who has followed ditching in Dryden,
Tompkins Co., who says that the price of digging
Mind ditch there, was "two shillings a rod, and board-

ed ;" the digging was fourteen inches wide on top,

ten at the bottom, and two and a half feet deep. He
thinks that ditching in this county can be done much
cheaper than in Tompkins, as here there is compara-
tively no stone or hard pan, and consequently the pick

may be dispenced with. In laying pipe, the last six

inches in depth may be made very easily, and at little

expense, by the aid of a pointed or graduated spade.
Where tile is laid, a thin board to place them on is

found to be much better, and more stable, than the
short, earthen, often warped, shoes ; but where the
bottom is hard, no shoeing is necessary ; the two
iiich pipe, hov/ever, is now generally preferred to the
horse- shoe tile.

The advantages derived from-draining, were never
more apparent than at this wet and backward se^.son.

Indian corn may now be seen ten inches high, grocn
and thrifty, on an under-drained field, while in every
other location it is of a sickly yellow. The nearer
the drains are together, the better, as draining by ta-

king off the excess of water, keeps botli surface and
Eubsoil friable, and enables it to absorb by capillary
attraction all necessary moisture. Whartenby has
already sold his large stock of ready baked tile, but
as he is soon to set up one of Purdies' improved ma-
chines, he can fill all orders after the 20th of July.

Plaster.—F. Williams asks whether plaster

when plowed in, is useful to vegetation. On the
highlands of Chatauque, where there is no limestone,

plaster may become a substitute for carbonate of lime
in the soil. But Liebig tells us that the great value
of gypsum, and other salts of lime,' is in the fixed

condition they give to ammonia in the soil • hence
the value of gypsum when mixed with the uecompo-
sing manure of the stables, in the open air ; when
dissolved by water, its sulpliur unites with the esca-
ping ammonia, changing its nature from a volatile

escaping carbonate to a sulphate, "in which fixed

state not a particle of it is lost to growing plants."—Liebig's Ag. Chem., page 53. But as it takes
four hundred times its weight of water to dissolve

gypsum into a form to be decomposed by the carbo-
nate of ammonia, it should always be sown in winter
or early in the spring, to benefit the crop of the
season.

Some writers have supposed that Liebig gives too

much importance to plaster as manure, because its

action is not everywhere perceptible, like that of ani-

mal manures. On the sea-coast it has no beneficial

eflfect, and many practical farmers in the interior,

contend that it has no effect on some growing crops.

But it is sufficient that plaster does produce, in cer-

tain situations, all the effects he has ascribed to it.

The day is not yet when man is permitted to unravel,

or even account for all Nature's mysteries.

The Difficulties of Chemical Analysis.—It

has been asserted by some chemists, that spring wa-
ter is entirely free from the carbonate of ammonia

;

but Liebig says that the super-carbonate of lime in

spring water liberates the ammonia, and it is lost in

the air in the process of analysis. In the same manner,
many of other volatile substances are lost. Boussino-
AULT, in treating on the properties of milk, says that

the chemical composition of milk varies very little

when the cow's food is changed, and that " chemistry

is powerless in detecting tlie volatile principles which
give the agreeable tiavor to milk and butter."

The Season and thp; Crops.—The season, thus

far, is wet, cool, and backward, although we have
had no injurious late frosts. Hay promises to be a
large crop ; wheat looks well ; it is rather wet for

barley, oats, and corn, unless it is on well drained,

well manured fields. Farmers begin to talk much
about under-draining- ; they see its magical effects

at this particular time, and none but him who is deter-

mined to die game in the slough of traditionary prac-

tice, can resist occular proofs, however faitiiless they

If'
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may be in hook proscriptions. High farming is daily

gaining new converts. The day is coming wlientlie

farmer will know how to overcome most of the dis-

advantages of adverse seasons, and to obtain good
crops from an improved and improving soil. S. W

.

— fWaterloo, JV. Y., June, 1851.

THE OAUSB AND THE REMEDY.

Ens. Gkn. Farmer :—Tiie sentiment expressed by
Professor Johnstom, and published in tlie January
nnmber of your paper, "That the farmers of New
England are eighty or ninety years behind those of

Scotland, in tlie state of agricultural improvement,"
seems to be corroborated by other very intelligent

tourists. That such should be the fact will appear
most extraordinary, when it is considered that the

soil and climate of New England, if not superior,

is certainly not inferior to that of Scotland, her yeo-
manry equally intelligent, education more generally
diffused among them, and being proverbial for ingen-
uity, industry, and enterprise, are not inferior to any
people in any of the arts of war or peace ; that there

exists a radical cause for the inferior state of agri-

culture in New England as compared with that of

Scotland, there can be no doubt ; that that cause may
admit of a remedy, we have reason to hope : but
that the true cause must be discovered before the

remedy can be applied, is too evident to admit of con-
troversy. Professor .Tohnsto^j gave his 0|iinion as to

the cause, other travelers have given theirs ; each dif-

fering from the other, and all, in my opinion, erroneous.

As you had promised, I waited with solicitude and
read with interest your opinion on the subject, as

published in the February number of your paper
;

and though I heartily accord in much you say in that

number, I do not think you have given us the reason
why the state of agriculture of New England should
be inferior to that of Scotland. I would like to see
a further expression from you and your correspond-
ents upon that subject, and I will then hazzard an
opinion upon it myself. I am a subscriber to your
paper, and am, and have been for a long period, a

subscriber to other agricultural papers ; and while
yours is the cheapest, 1 believe it not to be inferior

to the best published io our country. I concede that

jour columns are filled with matter of the highest

interest to the farmer, and yet I think there is no
subject to which you can more profitably give a

place, than to a discussion of the subject under con-
sideration. An Old Farmer.—Hillsdale, 1851.

That the people of New England, and of the States

generally, are at least as intelligent as those of any
other portion of the globe, is a fact in regard to which
there can be no dispute. But the subject of agricul-

lui-e has been long neglected. . It has been consider-

ed a matter of too little importance to attract the

attention of scientific men. And when the light of

science has shone on the farmer's path he has too often

treated it with contempt, preferring to continue

groping his way in darkness. Farmers have had no
respect for their calling—no just notions of its im-
portance. If a farmer has a son of an inquiring

mind, who wishes to search out the ichi/ and the

wherefore— who will not rest satisfied without
searching for the cause, when he observes the effect,

he is too smart for a farmer, and must be sent to

some city, for a lawyer, or a doctor, or to engage in

commercial speculation. Indeed, the young have no
relish for a blind system of farming. But when our j

young men see that the operations of the farm call

for scientific acquirements, as well as for practical

skill—that it affords scope for the closest observation,

and the greatest powers of the greatest minds—and
that distinction, honor, and wealth await the skill-

ful farmer—then they will engage in it with an en-

thusiasm that will elevate American Agriculture to

its true position.—Ens.

FOREST TREES.

Messrs. Editors :—I read the Farmer with much
interest, although not engaged in agricultural pur-

suits. It is a satisfaction tome to know that "there
appears to be no abatement of the tree-planting

spirit," although it appears to bo. mostly confined to

fruit trees. Not that I am averse to the multiplica-

tion of fruit trees, to any extent that may be desired,

but I should also rejoice to see public attention turned

more than it now is, to the cultivation of forest trees,

especially in situations in which they now appear to

be growing scarce.

The idea of a country being stripped of its forests,

is horrifying to me. I have lived to see that part of

the country in which I was born, changed, not " from
a barren wilderness into a fruitful field," but from a

beautiful wilderness into an almost barren field. I

refer to the destructive tvaste, not the necessary use, of

timber, and the subsequent ruinous system of farm-

ing. The little remaining timber is almost the only

thing convertible into money, and yet there is less of

that than will be necessary to supply the present and
coming wants of the inhabitants.

And yet my native place is not the only place

where the same selfish, injurious, and ruinous policy

has been pursued. In almost all parts of the country

the land is fast becoming stripped of its "glory," not

to satisfy the necessary wants, but to gratify the

cupidity of men who seem to think that the only ob-

ject of life is to hoard up wealth, fegardless of con-
sequences to the world. But I have neither time nor

inclination to pursue this subject in all its legitimate

details. Suffice it to say, that it is no longer a dis-

puted point whether a country suffers from the de-

struction of its forests.

Before I close, allow me to address myself briefly

to those who have it in their power to remedy the

evil, both by prevention and cure, viz.:

TO LAND OWNERS.
The growing scarcity of timber is beginning to be

felt, and the inquiry is sometimes made, "What will

be the consequences to coming generations ?" T need
not stop to answer this question, but will simply re-

mark, that it is well known that in very many por-

tions of our widely extended country, timbered lands

are far more valuable than those under cultivation.

Hence the owners of land have it in their power to

increase its value bv making provision for the wants
of future generations. This ability consists in two
things : 1st, In avoiding all unnecessary waste and

destruction in the use and management of timber
;

2d, In cultivating a new growth, by sowing or plant-

ing the seeds, and preserving young trees of all those

varieties of forest trees that are usel'ul for fuel, build-

ing, or other economical purposes. Wherever a tree

will grow without absolute detriment, there set a tree

or plant a seed. Trees will grow while you sleep,

and will be like money at interest. Plant them, then
;

your children will be benefitted, if you are not ; and

coming generations will bless your memory. Coin-

I
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mence this very season. If too late to sow the seed,

or to transplant younp- trees, take up those that you

may find coming up from last year's seed, about the

fields. Remove them, with a little clump of earth,

to a sunnier place, and let them groio.

U you would save our country from becoming a

desert, plant and cultivate trees, and preserve those

you have from an unnecessary waste.

If you would increase the present and prospective

value of your lands, plant and cultivate trees.

If you would contribute to the beauty and health-

fulness of your country, plant and cultivate trees.

If you would benefit yourselves, your children, and

posterity, plant and cultivate trees. H.— Doum
East, May, 1851.

SUMMER-FALLOWS FOR WHEAT.

Messrs. Editors:— Summer-fallows are too expen-
sive for me, taking two or three plovvings and from
three to six harrowings, and after all having to wait
a year for the pay. I go for plowing but once for a

crop
; yet, if land is rooty or stony, fallowing must

be resorted to, in order to fit it for a crop.

Now, as I have charged fallows with being expen-
sive, it lies upon me to show a plan which is cheaper.

It is this : Plow clover sod as deep as it can be well

turned over, and sow with oats ; and as SQon as they

are harvested, harrow the land in order to start the

scattered oats to growing, and when growing suffi-

cient for the plow to destroy them, plow again and
sow with wheat. Now, this I have tried, with some
slight variations, for two or three years, and that

without manure, and I find my wheat crop is nothing
behind what it was when I fallowed for it. My oats

also were fully an average crop. Here are two crops

with but little more than the one raised on the fal-

lows, which I have described.

There is another good way of raising wheat,
which is cheaper than fallows. Plow clover sod as

soon after harvest and as deep as possible. Prior to

this, the clover may be either mown or pastured. —
Two or three weeks after it is plowed, take the har-

row, or what is better, the cultivator, and pulverize

the soil completely, and sow your wheat.
These plans are not entirely new, but have been

practised by some for many years
;
yet a great major-

ity of farmers, in this neighboorhood at least, raise

their wheat on fallows. I have commenced to prac-

tice a four course shift, which is—first year, oats and
corn on clover sod, with ten or twelve two-horse

loads of manure per acre ; second year, wheat and
clover ; third year, clover mown ; fourth year, the

same pastured. J. W. P.

—

East Brook, Pa., 1851.

House Beans — ( Vicia fabia.)^T\ie ash of this

kind of beans as recently analyzed gave 2.660 sul-

phuric acid ; 36.099 phosphoric acid ; 25.456 potash
;

20.675 soda; 2,101 common salt; 3,065 lime;
9,861 magnesia ; 0.061 oxide of iron ; 0,032 silicic

acid. This analysis by T. J. Hrrapath, shows
that phosphoric acid, potash and soda, form over 82
per cent, of the earthy matter in horse beans.

Judging from the results of the last analyses of

tlie ash of rye, common salt and lime will operate
very favorably on this crop. It contains 20 per cent
of soda and over 11 of lime.

Among the natural causes which affect vegetation,
the influence of temperature is the most obvious.

•TO DESTROY SORREL, &c.

Messrs. Editors,—There are some farmers in Mich-
igan troubled with sorrel, growing in their fields.

They have solicited the Editors of the Michigan
Farmer to tell them how to kill it. He told them
sorrel only grew on poor land, and if they would
make their land rich, sorrel would cease to grow.
Some of his correspondents refuted the Editor's the-
ory and showed that sorrel grew on rich as well as
poor soil. My opinion is that all land where sorrel

grows is more or less sour. Young clover plowed
under previous to blossoming contains perhaps 75 per
cent, of sap or water, and has a tendency to create
acid in the soil

;
plowing under sorrel has the same

efl^ect. But plowing under sorrel when in full bloom
will kill it ; still, in my opinion, the diseased state of
the land remains the same. The soil is sour, and to

cure this disease after the ground is plowed, spread
a sufficient quantity of caustic lime on the surface to

neutralize the acid, and then, vvith the harrow or cul-
tivator, mix it well with the soil. This will improve
the land, and, I think, will stop the further growth of
sorrel. Now I have given my views on this subject,

and I hope that the "Farmer" will correct my theory
if erroneous, and, at the same time, you would render
a kindness to some of your Michigan subscribers who
are troubled vvith this pest, if you would inform them
how to get rid of it and cure the land, if diseased.

I perceive by reading your correspondence, that
the farmers of the Empire State are badly annoyed
with Canada thistles, pigeon weed, and other obnox-
ious plants. We do not grow any such hard cases,
in the shape of weeds, in Michigan. June grass is

one of the worst pests we have had. To depend upon
it for hay orpasture, our cases would be almost hope-
less. Red and white clover, mixed with timotliy,

makes a favorite pasture for cattle and horses. Our
mowing ground, well stocked with clover and timo-
thy, turns off" in ordinary seasons two tons to the
acre. Every season, in March or early in April, our
pasture fields and mowing grounds receive one bushel
of plaster per acre. The grass and hay feed the
stock, and the manure feeds the crops.

Since I have been a resident of this State, I have
visited Western New York several times, and have
been surprised to see how barren the face of the coun-
try looks, compared with Michigan. We have had
plenty of rain since the middle of May. All our
crops look fine. Our wool brings, at our doors, 35
to 42 cts, per lb. Michigan can't be beat in grow-
ing good wool, and good sheep. We are now break-
ing up a field of 14 acres for wheat. We have used
it for a meadow more than twelve years, and it

scarcely ever failed in producing two tons of first

rate hay per acre. We plow but once, ten inches

deep, and finish with a cultivator. Last season we
broke up a field only two weeks before seeding time,

that had lain about ten years as a pasture field. We
plowed once, ten inches deep, and covered the seed

with the cultivator, and from its appearance now, it

will yield 40 bu. per acre. We applied no manure
to either of these fields, except the droppings of cat-

tle and sheep when at pasture. A Subscriber.—
Ann Arbor, Mich., June, 1851.

Sorrel is a perenial, and prefers a poor soil. Plow-
ing while in blossom will destroy it, and liming and
deep plowing will prevent its growth. The sour

taste in the weed is caused by the binoxalate of

potash.
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rLAX-METHOD OF OULTIVATIorJ.

t^

I

nV Wil. NE\VCOMR, PlTT3T0Wr<, N. Y.

The importance of this crop to tlie farmer lias just

ben^uii to be appreciated, and as it l;a3 a few peculi-

arities in its culture, I shall attempt to give the re-

sults of my experience for the last sixteen yerr.r. I

have been extensively engaged in the raisinj; anr'

managing ortlax, and have drawn the following c n-

clusions : First, the soil best ailapted to its culture

is a rich loam ; but it will succeed well on almisi

any soil, except sand, provided it be high or hilly ; il

will not grow well on low lands, on borders of st f a ns

or rivir.s ; it would not prVoably succeed oi'ten;>!

than once in ten years, for causes I shall preseuil

state. The seed b.^iug small, it must n )t be placed

deep in the ground. I would recommend tiie groimd

to be well plowed, and thoroughly pulver'zel by

dragging before sowing, and very lightly drjg^ed or

buf-lied in, after sowing. The earlier sown in the

spring after the ground is fit to work, the better, —
One bushel of seed to the acre is the best amount of

seed to ensure a good yield of seed and lint : if a less

quantity of seed be sown, the quantity of seed would
be increased, but the quantity of lint would be less-

ened, and if a little more seed be sown, the lint would

be increased but the seed would be lessened. On
low lands the flax is subject to mildew or rust, which
id of two kinds, the red rust, which destroys both

seed and lint, and black rust, which affects the stem
of the flax and destroys the lint ; this is the great

enemy of flax growing ; but on elevated or hilly

lands it is very seldom attacked with either of these

kinds of rust. Flax succeeds best after corn or pota-

toes, or such crops as have been cultivated the pre-

vious year so as to destroy weeds. The groun 1 can-

not be too rich, yet it must not be ma.le so by manur
ing the flax ground with manures filled with seeds ot

grass and weeds, which would spring up and destr.)y

the crop. Therefore I would not recommend manur-
ing the flax ground the season it is sown, except

with the f Uowing stimulants and manures, to wit :

to each acrexjf land apply one bushel plaster of Paris,

one bushe! of fine western salf^ one bushel of wood
asl.es, one bushel of slaked lime, of course varying

these manures according to the nature of your soil.

If it be a light loam' mixed with gravel or sand, leave

out the lime ; if it be a tenacious soil bordering on
clay, or nearly so, be sure and pat on the lime. The
salt and ashes in the quantity mentioned are not only

manures, but a preventive to the operations of the

worm, which is often very destructive to flax. Plas-

ter is a strong stimulant, and is invaluable on dry

Boils by its attractive principles lor moisture. The
expense of getting in a crop of flax is about the same
as oats. 'J'he expense of hand pulling usually is ^'i

per acre ; thrashing the seed and cleaning, 81 per

acre ; dew rotting and taking it up, ^l per acre ;

and dres^^iug at the mills from !^2 to $J.50 per hun-
dred lbs. of flax. The average quantity of seed

raised is eight bushels per acre, and the average
quantity of flax, 250 lbs. per acre ; althmgh this has

frequently been more than doubled both in seed and
lint. Tiie avfTa;.e ].ricc of eeed is i|l.i!-5 and aver-

age ir.ie of lint, 9 J cts. per lb.

Water Rolling.—There are two methods of rotting

flax, one by spreading it thinly and evenly on our
meadows, and is calleil dew rotting. Il is considered

sutficicntly rolled when, by rubbing the stem and

breaking it with the hand, the hurl or lint easily

separates from the woody portion of the stem. This
is the common ])rocess, and requires but little judg-

ment to do it properly. The other method is, by
immersing it in water, and as I have rotted by this

process many hundred thousand pounds, I may be

excused in being a little more particular, more espe-

cially as il requires more exercise of judgment, and
is a proce.^s less understood, and one which much
enhances the value of the lint when done. 1 have
been offered an advance of 25 per cent, on the pres-

ent price of dew rotted flax for water rotted ; and, it

miy be asked, what better is water rotted flax than
dew rotted ? In -answer I state that many articles

manufactured from flax are required by government
to be made from water rotted flax or hemp, and that

the cloth and twines thus manufactured will with-
stand in warm climates the mildew or rotting, which
dew rotted cloth is subject to. After water rotting

flax for an experiment, I have left lying on the
ground spread, a few bundles for months, without
injury to the flax, when dew rotted flax would have
been entirely lost. In water rotting flax, it is impor-
tant that the flax be entirely immersed in water and
kept under by heavy weights, and secondly, when
sutfiri nitly rotted, it must not remain in the water.

It is rotted much better in still water or vats, than in

running streams ; and I cannot perhaps do better, to

giethe ideaof what ought to be done, than to describe

my own pit, which is about 60 feet long by 20 wide
and jfeet deep, which will contain nearly 20 tons of

flax in the stem, with a gate at the lower part of the

pit, to draw oft' the water from the flax, and a gate
from the pond above to fill the pit with water. The
flax is first placed on poles laid on the ground, reg-

ularly as it would be in the barn, (I do not think .it

of any importance to stand it up,) and when the pit

is filled and the weights placed on the flax, let in

sufiicient water to cover the flax. In warm weather,

from the 6th to the 10th day fermentation will have
taken place, and the flax will rise above the water
and remain a few liours, after which it sinks and the

process of rotting is then finished. But this process

is retarded when new water is added, and then the

only way to determine is by the €tem. When the

lint slips freely from the stem, by drawing it through
the fingers, leaving the stem free from the fibre, it is

then sufiiciently rotted and the vat let oft^ and the

flax immediately drawn out and spread on the land

for drying. Of course all flax before being immersed
in water must be well bound in bundles with strong

bands, the size is not important, but if very large, it

makes very heavy hamlling while wet. I have rot-

ted in this one pit, during the summer and fall 60,000
pounds, and as I observed, the warmer the weather
and the water, the sooner the flax rots ; and I have
had a pit of 3,000 lbs. rot in five days, and I have
had, later in the season, the same quantity to remain
in the water for 30 days and not be over rotttd, and

even with all the directions that can be given in this

process of rotting, constant watching is necessary

and some experience before it can be done safely and
with certainly. The flax crop i consider less ex-

hausting to land than any of the cereal grains. It

is true the crops do not succeed well sown in succes-

sion, but ail other crops succeed better after flax

than any other, and it is my favorite crop to lay down
in gras.s seeds ; and I have uniformly had seed lake

bellcr after this crop than after any other.

—

Trans.

A'. Y. Ag. Sac.
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THE EXTERMINATION OF WEEDS AMONG WHEAT.

But a short time has elapsed since the idea of hoe-

ing wheat, or any other grain crop except corn, was
received in this country with perfect derision ; now,

however, farmers begin to appreciate the evil of

weedy grain fielos better than they once did, and,

since the introduction of the drill machines, some en-

terprising individuals have really begun to consider

ihe expediency of adopting the horse hoe also. Many
farmers have tried hand weeding for particular weeds,

and with good success.

Tliilt this proposition, as to the necessity of weed-

ing grain, is not ridiculous, can be easily ascertained,

and in a manner to satisfy even the incredulous. Let
any person take the trouble to look over such fields

of grain as lie nearest to his residence : the charlock,

the thistle, the yellow dock, the wild parsnip, and

many other weeds, will be found abundant in most

situations ; while in some sections the Canada this-

tle, monopolizes a lion's share, rendering it nearly

impossible to bind the grain.

Npw, in the first place, a great part of these pests

might be exterminated by more care in plowing, har-

rowing, and clearing the land ; and, in the second

place, by caution in applying any description of ma-
nure in which large quantities of undecomposed
seeds might remain.

Many weeds may be exterminated quite readily by
sending boys into a field, armed with siTch imple-

ments as were mentioned above. If stimulated by

an offer of so much per thousand, and their ambition

excited, there would be no fear of idling. Few far-

mers have any idea as to the extent of ground that is

occupied by weeds. I remember the case of a ten

acre field, in which the wild parsnip became rather

abundant. A casual observer would have said that

there might perhaps be from 200 to 300 in the whole
field. The crowns of the roots were cut off by a

straight chisel, and the tops counted; There were ac-

tually rather more than 1200 of them. If these

could have been all collected, and shown growing in

one plantation, no farmer would have questioned the

expediency of eradicating the whole ; and yet, grow-
ing singly about the field, they were larger, and occu-

pied individually more room, than had they been
close together.

It is always to be borne in mind that, when weeds
are thoroughly rooted out, a comparatively small

amount of labor afterwards vi'ill keep them down.
The farmer whose fields are infested, whose crops

are almost smoothered in weeds, looks upon the work
of exterminating them as entirely beyond his means

;

he wishes that they were away, and still cannot quite

muster courage enough to attack them But if he
commences clearing each field thoroughly, taking

care not to stock it again by impure seed or foul

manures, he will soon find the labor decreasing. —
After the business is accomplished, little more tlian

vigilance is necessary to keep down the first strag-

glers that appear.. A year or two of neglect will

soon renew the old difficulties. I have seen large

farms in England and Scotland where weeds were
scarcely to be found at all, and some few in our own
country that also approached to this condition. The
amount of labor required to keep such farms clean is

not by any means equal to that expended on other

farms, in vainly struggling against weeds which have
obtained such an ascendency as to threaten the exist-

ence of everything else. It is now ten years since

the field which I' mentioned above was thoroughly
cleared of wild parsnips, and to this day they have not
reapp.eared in any number. A single one occasion-
ally shows itself, but is pulled up at once.

On our plowed land the most obnoxious weeds are

the Couch grass (Triticum repens,) the Knot grass
(Arrhenatherum arenaceum,) and the annual meadow
grass. The leek, or wild onion, is excessively
troublesome on certain light soils. We have, in

short, imported nearly or quite all o'^ the w£)rst for-

eign weeds, and have reinforced them by various

specimens of native growth, such, for instance, as

the Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense,) which hold
their ground, as natives sh^u.a, even more obstinately

than the foreigners.

Our roads are too often nurseries for weeds, and
frustrate all attempts at clearing the adjacent fields.

Every farmer who means to be entirely triumphant,

must see that this source of supply is cut off. The
weeds around the margin of fields, in the angles of

fences, and in the sides of ditches, should also be
carefully kept down.
There are in many places laws intended to enforce

the cutting of weeds by the roadsides, but they are

too generally allowed to become a mere dead letter.

Daises can be driven out by enriching meadow
land, and even the Canada thistle will yield to an
obstinate course of cutting. It must not be left long

at a time, but kept cut, so that it may never have an
opportunity to gain strength.

—

From Prof. JYorton^s

J\''oles to Stephens'' Farmers' Guide.

Cattle Fairs.—It seems to me that, in this re-

spect, we might learn a good lesson from the Eng-
lish farmer. We have nothing analogous to the

numerous county and village fairs which are held at

stated periods in all parts of Great Britain. If a

farmer here wishes to buy a lot of sheep or cattle

for fattening or other purposes, either in the fall or

spring, he is obliged, after purchasing what he can
advantageously in his own vicinity, to wait for a

passing drove from which to make a selection. This
may not come at the right time, and may not suit

him as to price or quality when it does come ; he
may, therefore, be either disappointed altogether, or

forced to buy what does not exactly please. If he
wishes a pair of working cattle, or a horse, he must
leave his work, and drive about the country often for

days, before finding anything fit for his purpose or

within his means. I might go on to mention many
other inconveniences connected with the present

system, but every practical farmer kaows them bet-

ter than I.

That thf>re is a growing feeling on the subject, is

proved by the numerous attempts now making in

various parts of the country to connect sales of stock

and implements with the county and other fairs.

This is an excellent way of making these fairs still

more important, and more popular, than they have

ever been. If they could be made places to which,

at certain times, stock of all kinds will congregate

for sale as well as for exhibition, the interest of the

masses in them would augment wonderfully. Buyers
and drovers with stock would be drawn together from

a distance, more or less great, according to the

importance of the fair. By one influence or another,

the people of a whole county or district would thus

be gradually gathered in to take a part in the fair, if

not for the sake of improvement, at least as buyers

or sellers.

—

Prof. JVorton.
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inquluics antr ^iTlnsiucrs.

TO DESTROY ELDERS, &c.

'II

Ens. Gkn. Fakmku :— Is thero nny season of the year lliat

cntiiiifr, or n^peateii cuttings, will liestroy the willow, wliiie

birch, aKIer, and like shrubbery, th:it usually infest low, flnt

lan<i I There are many acres of land that would be easily

redeemed to fuir pasinrnsje, if this kind of shrubbi^ry could be

kept down by some cheap and easy process. .Some recom-
mend puJIiufi out by the roots ; this is a slow process, and if

cutlinj Would do the work, it would be preferable. I recol-

lect, wlien but a boy. of beina; sent out to cut such stulTat

full moon in August; but since the light of science (great

inni)vn;or) has stripped '"old Luna'' of lior magic iniluenc!

over this lower world's afliiirs, wc are left every man to his

own way. Any light you may give on tho subject will he

gratefully received. Johm Ci.akke.— Union Mills, N. Y.,

June, 18jL

Cut down Elders two or three times during the summer,

commencing in July, and grub them up in the fill. What
few show themselves next year serve in the same manner,

nnd you will overcome them, obstinate as they are.

THE PEA-BUG!—Bruchus Pisi.

Mrssrs. Editdks. — I shall bo greatly obliged if you will

inform me ilirough the ct>Iumns of tlie Farmer, some method
of preserving peas from the attacks of the bug or pea weavi!.

My peas have been destroyed l)y bugs the two seasons past,

nnd if a preventive could be discovered, I doubt not that it

would be very beneficial to many of your readers. Bekj.
G. Di.\.— Toledo, May, 18.5L

It may be interesting to our readers not familiar with the

subject, to lenrn something of the habits of the pea-bug. —
Early in summer, when the peas are in flower and forming

pods, the female beetle deposits nn egg in almost every pea.

When matured, the pea does not appear injured, but on

close examination we can discover in each a minute black

speck, which is the larva. Dr. Hakris says :
" The eggs

are laid only during the night, or in cloudy weather. Each
egg is placed opposite the pea, and the holes through which
they p'.iss are so fine as scarcely to be f:eon, and are soon

closed." The larva remains in the pea all winter, gradually

consuming its internal substance, and in sprmg it is trans-

formed into a perfect insert, pierces the skin, and emerges

to deposit its eggs in the new pods. The larva has a soft

whitish body, and a head small, scaly, and armed with

strong and sharp cutting mandibles. The maggot, when it

reaches inatiu'ity, gnaws a circular hole to the husk or skin

of the pea, and even cuts round the inner surface which
covers the aperture ; so that, when changed to a

beetle, l)y a slight dilation of its body it forces off

the lid and emerges the new-born Bruchus, as rep-

resented in the figure. In many of the peas the

insect will be found dead. Whether this arises from a lower

temperature than they are accustomed to, not invigorating

them sufficiently to leave their habitations, or whether thoy

return to feed when they cannot make their escape readily,

which is the case when the peas arc confined in sacks, or heap-

ed up in a warehouse, ha;< not been determined.

The vitality of the seed is not u.sually destroyed ; as the

egg is deposited in the side of the j>ea, where the insect

when hatched emergies, leaving the germ uninjured. It is

doubtful, however, whetlier the plants raised from such pens

are a'i strong and healthy ns those from perfect seed; nnd

they should therefore never be used for seed when it can be

avoided.

This insect, though coraraou in all older states, is almost
wholly unknown in Canada, owing perhaps to its not being

able to withstand the severity of a Canadian winter. Hence
thousau'ls of bushels of peas are annually brought from Can-
ndi to ihc United ritntes for seed.

Re:nedies and Preventives. — Late sowing has often proved
a successful preventive against the ravages of the pea-bug.

If sown the last of May or first of June, the peas will not

blossom or form their pods until after the beetles have dis-

appeared. But peas sown so late often suffer from the

drouth, and rarely yield a very abundant crop. It is re-

commended in Ilovey's Blctgazine to subject the peas imme-
diatly after they are gathered to the action of boiling water
for one juinute ; by this means the larv;c are destroyed,

which are at this time just below the integuuionts of the pea,

without afi'ecting the vitality of the seeds. If the peas re-

mtiin in tho boiling water/o«r minutes, most of them will be
killed. To kilndry the peas at a heat of 130 deg. to 140 deg.

will answer the same purpose, and does not destroy the

germ. When they are intended for culinary purpo.<<os, some
such means should bo taken to destroy llie larvae, as instan-

ces are given by French writers where persons have been
poisoned from eating worm eaten peas, containing the mag-
gots and beetles of the Brnchns Pisi.—w. p. f.

Messrs. Editors :—^^'hat kind of grass is the herewith in-

closed ? I have seen it before, but do not recollect where.
It grew on my farm, which is mainly limestone soil, adjoin-

ing a small elevation of the slate formation, which appears
to be thrown out of place, as the true slate formation adjoins

the limestone formation about one mile furtiier north. The
seeds ol this grass have been lost by some one, I suppose,
who traveled llie public highway above it, and washed down
w ith some of this slate fortuation. It grows on this compar-
atively poor place very luxuriantlj', and the covis have a
relish for it. If it is v\orlh cultivating, I would like to save
the seed and propagate it. D. Kohler.—Mcmterey, Pa.

The specimen of grass sent us with the above is Holms
lanatus, or Woolly Soft Grass, common in our country, but not

abundant, and is considered a poor grass here and in England.

.SiiNci.Aiu speaks of it as not sought for by cattle, but left to

stand while others are cropped to the roots. Its hay is soft,

and being covered w ith down, it is refused by horses. Salt-

ing would improve it. The grass would be more valuable

in early spring if it camo forward. It is easily cultivated on

moist soils, and is a handsome grass. Even beauty can not

sustain it.

Eds. Gen. Faumep ;—I wish to get some information in re-

gard to plastering corn. Which is the best method—to plas-

ter each hill separately, or sow it broadcast uoon the whole
piece 1 v. Miller.

Plaster in the hill is the most economical.

The Ash of Wheat.—The twenty-fifth number
of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society con-

tains a trustwortijy analysis of the ash of winter
wheat, in which soda took the place of potash to a
larger extent than we have elsewhere seen. The
fact is of importance as .soda is a cheaper fertilizer

than potash. The composition was as follows ; sul-

phuric acid 0.160
;
phosphoric acid 48.719

;
potash

20.019 ; soda 14.9(35 ; chloride of sodium (common
salt) 1.687; lime 1.360: magnesia 12.919: silicic

acid 0.191. Total 100 parts. If the reader will add

the pliosphoric acid, potash and soda together, he will

see that they constitute 83.703 parts in 100 of the

ash of wheat. Lime forms loss than IJ percent,

while magnesia is present to the amount of nearly 13

percent. 100 lbs. of this wheat contained a little

less than 2J lbs. of ash when thoroughly burnt

(2.298 in 100.) Per centage of nitrogen in dried

grain 2.611. These figures show that 9.5 parts in lUO

of wlieat are clear coal (carbon) and th3 elements

of water.

JoH.N Abf.r.nktht, the eminent surgeon, u.sed to

tell his scholars that all hutiian maladies arose from

two causes—stuffing and fretting.

I
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A SUMMARY OF THB METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVA-
TIONS MADE AT ROCHESTER, 1850.

BY L. WF.THERKL.

If

It will be remembered by the reader, that the spring

of 1850 was very cold and backward—more so than

any one for about twenty years, as far back as any

register of the weather made here could be traced.

The average mean temperature of the year, from

1095 observations, is shown to be 47,13 degrees.

The temperature of the spring months, 40.05 deg.;

summer months, 69.75 deg.; fall months, 50.76 deg,;

winter months, '27.60 deg.

The warmest diiy in the year, July 17th—the aver-

age temperature of the day, from three observations,

83 deg. The coldest day, Feb. 4—9 deg. The
mercury on June 19ih, rose to 94 deg. the highest

during the year. The lowest was 4 deg. above zero,

on Februarv 4lli—making the greatest annual range
90 deg..

The mean height of barometric column, 29.44 in-

ches. The same for the last ten years, 29.55 inches.

The mercury in the barometric tube was the highest

Feb. 6, at 7, A. M., when it stood, 30.17 inches

—

the lowest, May 17th, at 7 A. M., 28.83 inches —
showing the greatest annual range to be 1.34 inches.

The amount of rain and me'ted snow was 38.46S

inches, distributed as follows : January, 3.033 in.:

February, 1.948 in.; March, 1.679 in.; \fn\, 2.560

in.; May, 2.867 in.; June, 1.837 in.; July, 5.969 in.;

August, 1.929 in.; September, 2.951 in.: October,

5.058 in.; November, 3 355 in,; and December,
6.282 in.

Direction of the wind—north, 19^ days ; northeast,

43| days ; east, 14| days ; southeast, 19^ days
;

south, 21 J days; southwest, 69| days; west, 71

days ; and northwest, 96, The prevailing wind,

northwest.

The number of fair days, 158J ; the number of

cloudy, 206^ ; the number en which rain fell, 119 :

snow, 69 ; rain and snow, 11 ; whole number on
which rain and snow fell, 199.

The first frost, September 15 ; first fall of snow,
October 23.

The season was one of extraordinary productive-

ness. The cold weather terminated about the 4th

of June, after which the summer was very warm
until about the 20th of August, when there were a

few very cool days—frost was seen in various low-
lands in Massachusetts. After these few cool days,

the weather became warm again, and continued so

until vegetation had come to the perfection of matu-
rity. Thus the latter harvest, like the former, was
bountiful, notwithstanding the prospects were so for-

bidding on the first day of June. lie that refused to

plow and sovj because of the cold, shared not the

plentiful harvest of the diligent and trusting hus-
bandman.

GouBER Pea, or Pea-nut. — Where the climate
and soil suit, this is a valuable crop. The nuts are

capital for hogs and the haulm makes excellent hay.

In some parts of Tennessee, Georgia and Alabama it

is ail agricultural staple, and extensively grown for

export. The yield is from 25 to 50 bushels per acre
;

on good land 40 being about the average. They are

quoted in Nashville at from 75 to 100 cents a bushel.

They have been grown in Genesee county, Western
New York, but flourish best where it is warm enough

to bring sweet potatoes to perfection. A correspon-

dent writing from Hickman county, Tennessee says
;

" Thj ground is w^ell prepared by plowing and pul-

verizing, and the peas are planted in ridges or hills

and cultivated like other hoed crops. The peas are

produced in the ground, the tops ruiniing over the

same. About the last of September or first of Octo-
ber, they are ripe and ready for harvesting. This is

done by first carefully cutting oft' the tops which are

cured for hay. A plow then runs round a row of

peas turning a furrow away from it, and then they
can be lifted by hand, and after shaking the dirt off,

are left to dry in the sun on the vines. If the groimd
is wet, they should be picked and taken to some dry

place to cure."

In Georgia, it is common to let hogs gather a good
share of the crop, as they do peas and oats in some of

the western states. Where ground peas are a mar-
ket crop, the gathering and curing are the principal

expense. A light, sandy loam is most favorable to

their production.

MATERIAL FOR FENCING.

FenciiNG is such an expensive item in the farm ac-

count, that farmers are beginning to bestir themselves
to find some cheaper mode of fencing than that

in general use. The live, or hedge fence, and the

W'ire fence, are the modes generally recommended,
and each system has its friends and advocates, v\'ho

are trying experiments— and time and practice, the

great tests of theories, will ere long make known the

better way. We have (m our table many communi-
cations, asking for information, and giving the plans

of their several authors, and the results of their ex-

periments. The following is from Benton, JY. Y :

Mks.sus. Editors :—Having been a reader of the Farmer
fur a few years, I have been both plea.se(i and instrucled.

In an especial manner I have a deep interest in what has

heen said about live fences. The time is not far distant

when fencing materials will be in great demand, and some
are beginning to feel it already. Although my father's farm

has plenty of rail timber for the present, he has thought lit

to C()mn>8nce raising hedges, so that when he needs them he

will have them. The object of writing this is to tind out

which is the best material. We have some of the English

Hawthorn growing, but it is afl'ected bya kind of white lice,

something like those which are generally found on beech

trees : whether they will injure them or not we do not know.
Some recommend Honey Locust very highly.

I would like to know your opinion co,acerning Buckthorn

—whether it will make a duralde fence and a good one, and

when best to be planted for a fence— in the tali or spring?

and where can the seed be obtained ? Also, I should like to

know whether the Osage Orange will answer for fencing in

this climate. I would Hke to know, Messrs. Editors, which
you would prefer if you were going to plant fsnces for your-

selves. Where can the materials for propagating be obtained

and at what pri(^e, and the best way of propagating ? If yon
will answer these inquiries through the Farmer, you will

oblige U. S. Crozier.—Benton, N. Y.

The Hawthorn cannot be relied on for fencing. —
The best we have seen in this country is in the vi-

cinity of Geneva, in this slate, but they are not equal

to the English Hawthorn hedges. The native thorn

would be much better. The Honey Locu.=t will

make a good a and very strong hedge. The Buckthorn

also makes an excellent hedge. We cannot say at

the present tin.e that the Osage Orange will prove

entirely hardy, though we have seen the plants win-

ter in this section without the least apparent injury.

It is said that this plant proves entirely hardy in the

neighborhood of Boston. Our correspondent will

find all the information he needs in regard to the

\\
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propagation of plants, and making the hedge, in the

March number of the Farmer, for 1849.

Messrs. Editi^rs :— I intend to emigrate to tlie " natural

gardens" of Illinois, this fall, where fencing materials are

scarce, I write you, hoping some of your subscribers who
have have had some experience in making wire fence, and
who have tested its value, will inform me through your val-

uable paper, or otherwise, the best mode of making, and the
comparative value of, wire fence. I think of using No. 11

wire ; posts of common size, firmly set, ten rods apart
;

making the fence four strands high. I shall place the first

wire two feet from the ground; the second, six inches from
that; the next, eight inches; then ten inches— making a
fence four feet high. After the wires are properly stretched,

I shall drive from ten to fifteen stakes bctw-cen the posts, to

which I shall fasten the wires by means of staples or hooks
made of the same w'ire. Under the wires I intend to make
a ''stone wall" of sods and dirt.

In tlie volume of the Genesee Farmer for 1849, are several
articles on wire fence, from Mvron Auams of Kast Bloom-
field, T. C. Peters of Duricn, and U. Kingman of Ridge-
way. What has become of their fences? Does the wire
fence meet their expectation ? Will a fence made after the
above style answer the purpose 7 Any information on the
subject, from them or others, will be thankfully received by
II. G. SKi::^st:ii.— Praasf>urgli, N. Y.. June, 1851.

We believe most of the \yire fence constructed in

this sect' jn, and to some of wliich our correspondent
refers, .vas put up in too cheap and fragile a manner.
Wire fence may be the cheapest fence it is possible

to make in some places, and yet it can not be made
in a durable manner as cheap as it was at first sup-
posed. Wire fence with a post every ten rods, can
not bo substantial, and unless the intermediate
stakes are almost as substantial as post.?, we fear

our correspondent's fence will fail. The best we
have seen has a good post every twelve feet, and
a board at the base. Another, constructed in the
same manner, has a board both at top and bottom,
the one at the top being quite nr.rrow. This is as
durable and as pretty a farm fcryce as one would wish,
though we can not vouch for its cheapness. In an-
other page will be found an advertisement of J. B.

Wickkhsham, of New York, who is manufacturing
wire fence of difTercnt patterns, for farms, gardens,
cemctrics, k.c. The specimen in the engraving
costs $1 per rod, onc-(iuarter inch wire, with bolls.

Sic, complete, with the exception of the posts ; and
it would jjrobably be more economical for most farm-
ers to ui^e wooden posts.

Fig. 1, a, the straining pillar, or starting post, neces-
sary for the extreme ends of the fence, for the purpose
of making the wires tight— made of iron or wood

;

commencing from a tree is recommended, as it is

absolutely nccesbary to have firm posts at these points.
b, the manner of inserting the prongs or feet of the
post in wood, for permanent fence, c, the manner
of inserting the prongs or feet into the ground, for

moveable fence, e, intermediate screws to tighten

the wires, necessary every 300 feet ; with a rod pass-

ing through the center of each, locked at the top to

prevent persons loosening the wires.

Fig. 2.

Fig 2, g, sectional part of the posts, showing the

manner of securing the wire in the posts, the bolt

passing through the eyes of the rods, f, the bolt

and eye on the ends of each rod. Length of rods, 12

feet—making the distance between each post 12 feet.

L. G. Morris, of Mt. Fordham, N. Y., has had a

quantity of this fence put up on his farm, and we
should be pleased to have his opinion of its advan-

tages over other fences. We intended to visit the

farm of Mr. Morris, when in New York a few
weeks since, but could not make it convenient to do

so. We however saw specimens of tlie finer kinds

of this fence in Greenwood Cemetery, and they were
the most beautiful on the grounds.

i

OR.VAMKWTAL WraE OATB.

The above is one of the patterns of the ornamental

fence, and also a gate, wove in iron wire, and they

are very neat for village garden fences, making a

very beautiful appearance at a moderate cost.

I

a
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IMPROVED HAY- FORK.

Messrs. Editors :—As it is now about haying time,

I would bring to the notice of your readers a new
and simple contrivance for pitcliing hay by horse-

power. We all know that unloading hay and stow-
ing it away in the mow is icarm tvork some days in

July, and any labor-saving device which is not ex-
pensive, will, I think, prove as useful to farmers as
the horse-rake which is now coming into general use.

The annexed figures will illustrate tliis contrivance,
so that any farmer can put one up in his barn. The
design was shown to me by an ingenious farmer,
while in the Patent Office last year, but not being-

patented, it is of course public property. It consists
of three pulleys,

8 bout 80 feet of I

inch rope, and a

large fork. Fig.
] is the fork, the

head of which is

about 28 inches

long and 2J inch- F'g- 1-

es square, made of good hard wood. The handle is

5j feet long, morticed into the head, and secured
from splitting by a strap of iron clasped round the
head and extending some distance up the handle.

The prongs are made of steel, 20 inches long, | inch

thick at the head, and tapering to a point. They
may be set in the head at equal distances apart, with

a burr; ttached to screw them up tight. Two ropes,

or rod,' of iron, (a, a,) 3 feet long, fastened to the

ends o the head, are brought together at b, to which
a pully is attached. A small rope, c, is fastened to

the end of the handle, in length to suit the height of

the barn, by which the fork is kept level as it is

raised to the top of the mow, where the hay is dis-

charged by slackening the rope. In adjusting the

machine, let one end of the main rope be attached to

the peak of the rafter, about three feet over the bay,

as at a, fig. 2, which represents a section of the barn,

thence let it pass through the pulley 6 on the fork,

then through the second pulley c, then through the

third pulley d, fixed to the lower part of the door

post, to give a level draft for the horse. One man
on the load, another in the mow, and a boy to lead

the horse, constitute the force necessary to unload
hay in this manner ; it is done very rapidly, and the
machine, though a simple one, will be found to save
mtsch haVd labor. W. p. p.

CULTURE OF WHEAT I]f WESTERN NEW YORK.

It is universally admitted that Western New York
is the best wheat growing district in the world, both
from the superior quality and quantity of the wheat.
Any practical farmer would immediately pronounce
it first rate wheat soil, from its texture and appear-
ance—and these have more to do with it than most
scientific writers imagine. A ride, at this time of
year, through the Genesee Valley, on either side of the
river, would equally delight and reward an enlight-
ened agriculturist. The scenery is delightful—more
beautiful than anything I have before seen. The
neat houses, with well cultivated gardens of fruit and
flowers, good, substantially built barns, and board, or
good worm fences, are sure indications of indepen-
dence, intellect and plenty.

Many farmers informed me that their table-lands
have been gradually improving for years, owing to
good tillage and the growth and plowing in of clover.
The most peculiar feature; in this ivheat growing dis-
trict, is the exceeding luxuriance of the clover and
the comparative poverty of the wheat crop, though,
I am told, it is as good as other years, and will, per-
haps, average twenty bushels per acre— a small crop
lor such land and such a climate. I know a soil,

certainly no better than this, that has grown a crop
of wheat every year of 16, 18, and sometimes 20
bushels per acre, for ten successive years, and the
whole crop been removed and no manure supplied.
This same soil, by supplying ammonia, phosphoric
acid, and alkalies, yields 40 bushels every year, but
it would not pay ihus artificially to supply them.

Though twenty bushels in Western New York
might be considered remunerative, it appears to me
that thirty might be grown, and be more so. The
uxuriance of the clover indicates that there is abun-
dant inorganic matter in the soil, for crops now grow-
ing there would contain sufficient ash constituents
for thirty bushels of wheat and straw

; yet on this

same soil, eighteen bushels is considered a good crop.

It is plain, then, that the deficient element is organic,

and it has been clearly proved by a series of carefully

conducted scientific experiments, by Mr. Lawes, that

nitrogen is the one, and if that is supplied, the
other three, oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, will

be obtained from the atmosphere. The object,

then, of the farmer, is to obtain this nitrogen
from the atmosphere, and get the minerals in the

soil in a fit state for assimilation. The former
he can best do by growing clover and other ligu-

minous plants ; the latter, by good tillage and
under-draining.

In the May number, is given the analysis of

a soil from Lockport, by Dr. Salisbury, of Al-

bany, from which it appears that beside other

substances I have not calculated, this soil contains

in one acre, six inches deep,

Lime, 1.212
Potash, 1.851

Soda, 740
Phosphoric Acid, 109

The phosphoric acid would be soonest exhausted.

A crop of wheat of twenty-five bushels to the acre,

and equal weight of straw, would contain about twen
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ty pounds, so t^iat five such crops would nearly ex-

haust it- The potash would last for a hundred crops ;

the lime about the same ; but the straw is not usually

sold oti" the farm, and as it contains much the most

lime, and an equal amount of potash, these substan-

ces would not be cxhaustfd by tlie removal of two

hundred crops of wheat of twenty-five bushels per

acre. The intermediate crops, as they are, or ouglit

to be, consumed on the farm, drain the soil of very

little except nitrogen and phosphoric acid
;
the lat-

ter forming the base of bones, is largely exported

from tiie farm by the rearing of cattle and siieep.

Thus it will be seen that the soil is very likely to be

exhausted of.bone earth, and that the recent discov-

eries of this mineral on Lake Champlain and in New
Jersey, will be of great benefit, tiiough at present

little value will be derived from its application owing
to the want of nitrogen in the soil.

A crop of clover equal to one ton of hay, would

contain forty pounds of nitrogen, and as it requires

five pounds of nitrogen to produce a bushel of wheat,

such a crop plowed in would give an increase of

eight bushels over the normal produce of the soil, to

say nothing of the clover roots, which would proba-

bly be equal to half the crop of clover, and thus ma-
king on the \Vhole an increase cf twelve bushels,

through growing clover. But as in plowing in clo-

ver no phosphates or alkalies are supplied, but what
are obtained from the soil, and the crop materially

increased, thereby consuming and exporting more of

these substances,- the soil will so much the sooner be

exhausted 6f them : or, if not exhausted, in the strict

sense of the term, the proportion which they should

leave in a gcod soil will be so much reduced that the

crop will be defective, though there might still be a

sufficient quantity for a crop in the soil.

In the October number 1 attempted to show how
the nitrogen collected by growing clover might be

profitably increased, and potash, phosphoric acid, and
other valuable ash constituents, be supplied by feed-

ing sheep, or cattle, with clover, hay, and oil cake,

and, after a reconsideration of the matter, and an

examination of everything known on the subject, I

am still of opinion that something of that kind will

be found the best way of increasing the crops and
profits of the farm.

With " Anti-IIiimbug," (who every one who reads

carefully and intelligently, will perceive has mista-

ken my reasoning,) I think the wheat crop of West-
ern New York would be diminished one-half by
discontinuing the growth and plowing in of clover,

and, therefore, would advise that much more clover,

peas, and roots, should be grown, and either con-

sumed by sheep and the manure carefully returned,

or plowed in—the latter giving the quickest return

for labor, but the other the greatest profit ultimately.

Joseph Harris.—Rochester, JV. Y., June, 1851.

Comparative Value of Dung Heaps. — The
dung heap will, under the careless system, more rap-

idly diminish in bulk than in value, so that a load of

it unrotted is not worth much more than half a load

of the well-rotted manure ; while the wh(de bulk of

the heap after rotting in this way, may be worth,

perhaps, two-thirds or three-fourths of the whole bulk

in its original state. When carefully prepared, the

whole heap is worth as much as in its original state,

indeed, more, the labor spent upon it not being lost; and
as the bulk of the heap does diminish somewhat, the
value of a given bulk increases in the same proportion.

DRAINING.

Messrs. Editors :—Enough has been said and writ-

ton upon this subject, to convince the most skeptical

of its vital importance and practical utility
; yet, in

this vicinity, comparatively little attention has been
paid it. This is not by any means owing to the lack

of its necessity, on the contrary there is scarcely an
acre of land in the neighborhood that would not be

vastly benefitted by the operation, and a very largo

proportion of it would thereby be converted from al-

most uselessness to great fertility. We now see

most of the plowed fields (I will not say cultivated,

for that implies something more than the fact of its

having been scratched over for a series of years,) in-

terspersed w'ilh patches of grass, too wet to admit of

plowing—^swales, spring-holes, Slc. The effect of

capillary attraction is such that the crops raised in

the vicinity of these places, are always very inferior.

Their unsightly appearance, and the inconvenience

of plowing around them, should furnish sufficient in-

ducements to try the benefits of draining. My object

is not to furnish new arguments in favor of tliis ope-

ration. Its undeniable utility has already been set-

tled by many able papers in the columns of your
invaluable periodical. It is merely to contribute the

results of some eight years experience and observa-

tion in the making and filling of drains. Some of my
neighbors have failed in securing permanent advan-

tages to their land?, through the slovenly manner in

which they have proceided, viz : the want of depth,

and proper care in filling up—such ditches becoming
obstructed in a short time. I am in favor of deep

drains—not less than three feet—as narrow as they

can be conveniently dug ; the bottom should be but

little wider than the shovel—the narrower the less

earth to be excavated, reducing the expense by facil-

itating the work. The culvert can be constructed

with more ease and permanency ; my mode of doing

which is as follows : With flat

stones set aijainst the edges of

the drain, and brought together

in the center, roof-like : break

joints with flat stones,and wedge
firmly at the sides—then nicely

level off" and sheet over with flat

stones ; fill in with such as you
have left, to within fifteen in-

ches of the lop, taking care to

leave the top level and closely

packed, to exclude the dirt ; cov-

er with plow, and your drain is complete and will

never fail, and is capable of conveying a large stream

of water. C. W. T.—Enjield, JV. Y., 1851.

Renovati.ng old Treks.—The London Gardener's

Chronicle contains an intcrestering account of the

renovation of an old oak, the material facts of which
we will conJense in a single paragraph. The tree

was '20 feet in circumference, iiolluw, and the abode
of a famous swarm of bees, where honey was coveted

by some chaps who had no legal right to the same.

They set the dead wood in the hollow on fire, to

smoke out the bees and get their generous store of

sweet ; but justly fearing the combustion of the whole

tree, and punishment, with great efflirts and the aid

of a fire engine from the village of Buckinghamshire,

they finally succeeded in putting out the fire. By the

assistance of the ashes furnished from the dead wood
within the tree, it has been rejuvenated, bears abund-

ant crops of acorns, and may live another century.

I
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iBrtiriiltaral Defirtirinit.

EDITED BY P. BARRY.

THE SUMMER MANAGEMENT OF FRUIT TREES.

Wherever we see trees beautiful in form, and in a

condition of early fruitfulness, we may be assured
that the person who conducts them is not wholly ig-

norant of the means by wliich growth and fruitful-

ness are regulated. We have never met with a

Frencli gardener who had any practice in tree grow-
ing, who could not deliver a very interesting lecture

on the whys and wherefores of the various operations
he had been accustomed to perform in the propaga-
tion and training of trees ; and it is this theoretical

or philosophical knowledge that gives to French gar-
dening its acknowledged superiority. Everywhere, in

their gardens and in the essays we find in their peri-

odicals,-we see evidences of the fact that tree-culture,

there has been taught, philosophically and practically,

by such men as Thouin, D'Albret, Dubribal, Har-
dy, Cappe, and others who not only stand high as veg-
etable phisiologists, but as practical arboriculturists.

Gardeners trained under these men, in the various
public gardens of the nation, are scattered over the

country, giving beautiful practical illustrations of the
training they have received. Those who have been
fortunate enough to enjoy a ramble through French
gardens, know this very well.. English gardeners are

rather unwilling to admit that they are behind in this,

but they are, and they may just as well acknowledge
it ; and we can tell them another department in which
Frenchmen are in advance, and for the same reason
—that the subject is considered by them more pliilo-

sophically. We refer now to the packmg of trees

for long jom'nei/s. Nurserymen in this country, who
have imported from both countries, know something
of tliis. We rarely suffer from loss in our French
importations, but we rarely fail to suffer from our
English, although the passages from England are

generally much shorter than from France. When
the two packages are opened side by side—we mean
the French and English—the difference of the two
systems is at once observable, and any one, however
unskilled in such matters, would at once decide that

the Frenchman was more thoroughly acquainted with
the conditions of vegetable life, and the means of

preserving it, under certain circumstances, A few
English nurserymen who have become acquainted
with the French modes of packing, have learnt to

send us out articles pretty safe, but the greater num-
ber of them cannot be persuaded to abandon their old

routine, although they are told over and over again
that it is ruinous to their trade and their customers.

These are matters, however, that we did not intend
to touch upon now, but they occurred to us as illus-

trative of the importance to all men who desire to

manage trees successfully in any way, whether in a

growing or dormant state, of understanding their

nature.

The summer management of trees is everywhere
badly understood, and it is really the most important
branch of the art and science of tree culture. Trees
are very generally left to themselves, as reg-ards pru-
ning, during the summer, and when the winter or

spring pruning comes, immense quantities of surplus

wood has to be cut away, and this cutting promotes
a continued growth of wood and retards the produc-
tion of fruit. Without a judicious swmmer pruning,
we must say we would greatly prefer to have trees

left entirely to themselves during the whole season.

It would not only be a great saving of labor, but more
favorable to the health, longevity, fruitfulness and
beauty of the tree. In 1848, when we visited the

Chiswick gardens, where we expected to find the

master-pieces of English fruit tree culture, we saw
trees framed and trained into various forms, but in

nearly every case they were masses of young shoots

of the previous season's growth, and the pruning that

we then saw going on, was nothing but an indis-

criminate shearing or shortening of this superfluous

and unfruitful growth. When we crossed the chan-

nel and looked into the " Jardin des Plants," which
is the " Chiswick" of Paris, or rather France, we
found trees there in a very different condition. In

all the forms in which they were conducted, we found

them covered with fruit buds and fruit branches.

Every shoot of the previous season's growth, not

really required to make up the form of the tree, was
pruned or pinched during the growing season, so that

they were converted into fruitfulness instead of hav-

ing to be cut away at the winter pruning to make
room for another crop of barren shoots to be in their

turn cut away. The Frenchman's winter pruning

is almost a mechanical matter, a shortening of each

shoot, in proportion to its position and strength, with

a view to produce the form aimed at ; and this is all

it ought to be. The present is a good time to call

attention to this matter, and for the sake of making
ourselves understood, we subjoin the figure of a side

branch of a pear tree (Fig. 1,) which was shortened

at the winter or spring pruning, so that every eye

left produced a shoot.

—

We see that below the

leader two shoots, a, a, are

produced. Now instead of

allowing these two shoots

to acquire their natural de-

velopment, as they are not

needed in tiie frame work
of the tree, we pinch off

the growing points at three fi^./-

or four buds from their

base, say at the cross lines, b, b. This stopping con-

centrates the sap in these shoots and changes them
into fruit branches. The pinching may be performed

at any time when the shoots have acquired sufficient

length, but when pinched early, say in the latter end

of May, or in June, the buds frequently break and

grow strongly again ; in such a case the pinching

must be repeated when they have grown three or four

inches, or made two or three joints of new wood, or

if they are allowed to grow until the beginning- of

August and the ends of the shoots then broken, as at

it
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a, Fig. 2, and left to hang for a week or so, the effect

will be more complete, for the sap is not so suddenly

checked as when removed at once, and therefore the

remaining buds arc not so likely to push again into

wood. At the end of a week or so, these broken

points can be cleanly removed with a knife.

Another case requiring summer pruning or pinch-

ing, is to maintain a due relative degrcce of vigor

among the different parts of the tree. It very often

occurs that one branch will acquire so much more
vigor than others, as to destroy the balance of the

tree if left to itself all summer. All such cases should

receive attention as soon as the difficulty becomes
obvious. A simple pinching of a strong shoot over-

growing and robbing its neighbor, reduces its vigor

and allows the others to come up.

Another case still where pinching is of importance,

is to check, or remove entirely, shoots that are either

misplaced, awkward, or superfluous. By rubbing or

pinching them off" while soft, they are completely got

rid of ; but if allowed to remain till the end of the sea-

son and then pruned off', a portion of the sap and

force of the tree has' been uselessly expended and the

foundation laid for future crops of similar produc-

tions.

Besides these points, which we call the summer
pruning, there are others that should not be over-

looked. Where a branch takes a wrong direction,

either too much to one side, too pendulous, or too

erect, it should be brought to its proper place and

kept there by means of ties or props. Persons who
will give attention to these details, will soon acquire

the necessary skill and experience, and be able to

mould their trees into any desirable form, and at the

same time hasten and insure their fruitfulness.

FRUIT CULTURE IN CONNECTICUT.

There are three difficulties in the way of raising fruit

in the western portions of this State—the Climate,
Storms, and the Soil.

1st, The Climate.—When the country was new,
peaches, plums, &c., would grow in abundance, al-

most without care or cultivation. Now they are

raised only in some favored spots, and not even there

without great care. They thrive tolerably well for a

few years, and then die without apparent cause. The
last winter was not severe, and yet I counted, yester-

day, six or eight peach trees in one garden, that had
but just attained the size for full bearing, all appa-
rently dead.

2d, Storms.—These are often very severe, being
accompanied by high winds. In winter they are

called " ice Storms," i. e., storms that commence
with snow or sleet, and end with rain : which, freez-

ing on everything as it falls, loads the trees, &lc. with
ice so heavily as often to cause the partial, or entire,

destruction of many trees, and sometimes of nearly

whole orchards. Several years may sometimes pass
without serious damage from these storms, but gen-
erally, more or less injury is done every winter. Or-
namental and forest trees also suffer much, being
rendered unsightly by the loss of many of their

branches. Similar storms occur in summer, except the

freezing, accompanied by winds so violent as to blow,
or ratiier heat, otY young fruit, leaves, branches, &.c.

3J, The ISoil.—Though much of the country is

hilly, and even mountainous, yet the soil is often so
wet and marshy, even on the uplands, as to be unfa-
vorable to the growth of the apple, and much of it

wholly unfit, in its natural state, for the cultivation

of the peach, pear, plum, he. This difficulty might
be greatly lessened, and in most places entirely re-

moved, by a judicious system of draining. But such

are the stereotyped notions of the people generally,

(there are some exceptions,) that few, comparatively,

are willing to believe, or to act, on the subject, and

those who do, seem often unwilling to be advised, and

conduct their draining operations very injudiciously,

and, of course, unprofitably. Hence, farming and

gardening operations are frequently very much re-

tarded ; so that fields and gardens that might be in a

condition for the plow, or the spade, early in May,
are now often undisturbed until the beginning of

June. II.

—

Doivn East, .May, 1851.

NOTES ON SPRING FLOWERINa SHRUBS AND
PLANTS.

The Double Flowering Crimson Currant—(Bibes

Sanguinea Jlore pleno.)—Among the early flowering

shrubs, we have this season been particularly well

pleased with this new flowering Currant. We had

many young plants bloom in great perfection, both in

the houses and in the open ground. It forces well
;

indeed, a specimen in a pot, when in full bloom, we
considered as elegant as anything we have had in our

whole collection. The foliage and habit of the plant

J
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DOUBLE FLOWERING CRIMSON C0RRANT.

differs but little from other currants, but the flowers

are produced in long bunches like the old Single

Crimson—have the same brilliant color, with the ad-

dition of being quite double. It is really an acquisi-

tion, and we can cordially recommend it for small,

choice collections. It flourishes, like all its family,

in any common garden soil, and is readily propagated

by layers or cuttings. We believe it originated in

France and was there first introduced to culture in

1845, and has now become widely disseminated.
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Gordon^s Hybrid Currant—(Ribes Gordoniamim.)
—This we mentioned last season, being the first we
had it in bloom. We allude to it now to say that it

proves a hardy and really beauiiful thing. It is of

robust growth, like the old yellow flowering, and the

flowers are crimson and yellow—very showy. A
large, well grown plant in full bloom, is a rich and

beautiful object. It is easily grown and propagated,

like all other currants, by cuttings and layers.

Ribi's Mulvacevm.—This is described as being

rose colored, but the flowers, so far with us, have but

little color and is much less ornamental than we were
led to believe it would be. It is a Californian species,

and it may be that our plant is not genuine, though

it answers the description in all particulars, save the

color of the flower.

Ribes Albiduiii.—This is a white flowered variety,

and originated, we believe, in Scotland a few years

ago. Our plants have not yet flowered. We take

much interest in the ornamental species and varie-

ties of the Currant, and look to them as destined in

the future to produce many excellent things.

Double Flowering Plum- Leaved Spir^a—(Spi-

rcea prunifolia flore plena.)—This was noticedi n our

volume for 1848, page 123, at the time of its intro-

duction to this country. It proves a beautiful and

perfectly hardy shrub. It fo.-ms a fine, compact bush,

and now, early in May, it is covered with its small,

pure white, daisy-like blossoms. We speak of it

now because we are able to judge of the effects it

may produce, and its merits generally, from having

large and well grown specimens. It is one of the

earliest of all the Spiraes in bloom.

SIBERIAN THICIi-LRAVED SAXlFRAOi;,

Early Flowering Perennial Herbaceous
Plants.—Among showy border plants of this kind,

we have been particularly well pleased with the Sibe-

rian thick lea-ved Saxifrage (Saxifraga Crassifolia.)

The leaves remain green all winter, are almost as

large as a cabbage leaf, quite thick and close to the
ground. The flower stem is from six to twelve inches
high, bearing on its top an immense cluster of pretty
lilac flowers about as large as those of a hyacinth
and of similar shape. When the plants have become
well established, so that a number of stems are pro-

duced together, it produces a fine efl'ect. It is propa-
gated by division of the plants, succeeds well in any
good soil, and blossoms from the first to the last of
May.

holly-leaved berberry.

The Malionia Aquifolia— (Holly-Leaved Ber-
berry.)—This proves with us a fine, hardy, evergreen
shrub. Its habit is spreading, attains the height of

three or four feet. The foliage is dark green, glossy
and prickly like the Holly. The flowers are produced
in large heads or clusters, and are a beautiful clear

yellow color. They begin to open earl}^ in April,

and continue through all of May. A single plant, or

a mass of them, on a lawn produces a fine efl'ect.

The color contrasts well with the brilliant scarlet of

the Pyrus Japonica, (Japan Quince,) in bloom at the

same time. It succeeds well with us in any soil and
situation, but if possible it should be in a somewhat
shaded place, where the sun will not reach it in win-
ter with much force. It is so low, however, that it

keeps pretty well in the shade. It is easily propaga-

ted from seeds and by division of the plant, as it

throws up ra^'ical shoots freely.

The Fasiculwis, Repens, and Intermedia, are spe-

cies with some slight botanical distinctions, but they

possess the same general appearance in foliage and
flowers. They are all beautiful and merit a place

among small collections of shrubs.

Latb Tkansplanting.—Dig a trench carefully round tlio

tree, so as to leave a good ball of eartli, not inconvenient
to mannge, about the principal pan of the roots. The trench

should be as narrow as your spade will permit you to make
it. Fill the trench with water, and let it stand for 12 hours.

Then fasten a piece of coarse cloth or matting ahout the
hall—for it will adhere in a mass— lift it out of the hole, and
transplant it, tree and all.

—

HorticuUurist.
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Caiilcs' JDfpartincnt.

"RURAL HOURS."

A BOOK has recently been published, entitled "Rural

Hours," by Miss Cooper, of Otsego county, N. Y.,

daughter of J. Fen:<imoue Cooper, the novelist.

It contains pleasing pictures of rural life. Miss

Cooper is a close observer of nature— she sees

beauty in the flower, majesty in the forest tree, music

in the rippling waters, the sighing breezes, and

poetry everywiiere. We give a few pages from the

work, and we hope the remarks on the pilfering of

fruits and flowers will at least have an effect on those

who have hitherto acted thus from thoughtlessness.

If ycu must pilfer, cut the buttons from our Sunday
coat, or take the money from our pockets, but touch

not our fruits and flowers.

" One always loves a garden ; labor wears its pleas-

antest aspect there. F'rom the first days of spring,

to latest autumn, we move about among growing
plants, gay flowers, and cheerful fruits ; and there is

some pretty change to note by the light of every sun.

Even the narrowest cottage patch looks pleasantly to

those who come and go along the highway ; it is

well to stop now and then when walking, and look

over the paling of such little gardens, and note what
is going on there.

" Potatoes, cabbages, and onions, are grown here by
every family as first requisites. Indian corn and
cucumbers are also thought indispensable, for Amer-
icans of all classes eat as much maize as their Indian

predecessors. And as for cucumbers, they are re-

quired at every meal of which a thorough-going

Yankee partakes, either as salad in summer, or pickled

in winter. There is usually a pumpkin-vine running
about the corn hilis, its large yellow flowers and gol-

den fruit showing, as a matter of course, below tlie

glossy leaves of the maize ; a part of the fruit is made
into pies, the rest goes to the cow or pig. Some-
times you find squashes, also, in these small gardens,

with a few tomatoes, perhaps ; but these last are dif-

ficult to raise here, on account of the occasional frosts

of May.
" Flowers are seldom forgotten in the cottage gar-

den ; the widest walk is lined with them, and there

are others beneath the low windows of the house.

You have rose-bushes, sun-flowers, and holly-hocks,

as a matter of course
;
generally a cluster of pinks,

bachelor's buttons, also, and a sweet pea, which is a

great favorite
;
plenty of marigolds, a few poppies,

large purple china asters, and a tuft of the liiac phlox.

Such are the blossoms to be seen before most doors
;

and each is pretty in its own time and place ; one
has a long-standing regard for them all, including

the homely sun-flower, whif.-h we should be sorry to

miss from its old haunts. Tlicn the scarlet flowering

bean, so intimately connected with childish recol-

lections of the hero Jack and his wonderful adven-

ture, may still be seen flourishing in the cottage

garden, and it would seem to have fallen from a pod

of the identical plant celebrated in nursery rhyme,
for it has a great inclination fur climbing, which is

generally encouraged by training it over a window.
We do not hear, however, of any in these parts

reaching the roof in a single night's growth. You
must go to the new lands on the prairies for such
marvels now-a-days. They tell a wonderful story of

a cucumber vine somewhere beyond the great lakes,

in the last " new settlement," probably ; the seed

having been sowed one evening in a good bit of soil,

the farmer, going to his work next morning, found

it not only out of the ground, but grown 6fo much
that he was curious to measure it ; 'he followed it

to the end of his garden, over a fence, along an In-

dian trail, through an oak opening, and then seeing

it stretch some distance beyond, he went back for his

horse, but while he was saddling old Bald, the vine

had so much the advantage of him that it reached the

next clearing before he did; there he left it to go
back to dinner, and how much farther it ran that day
Ebenezer could not tell for certain.'

'• We have no such wonders hereabouts ; and even

the ambitious bean seldom reaches higher than a low
roof ; nor is its growth always sufficiently luxuriant

to shade the window, for it often shares that task

with a morning-glory. The plan of these leafy

blinds is a pretty one, but they are too often trained

in stiff' and straight lines ; a poetical idea, tiree a
quatrc rpingles. Frequently we see a cottage with

a door in the centre, and one window on each side,

and vines trained over the sashes in this way, v^hich

gives it an odd look, like a house in green spectacles,

as it were. When hop vines are used for screening

the windows, which is often the case, the plant is not

so easily restrained ; and throwing out its luxuriant

branches right and left, lakes care of itself.

" Currants are almost the only fruit seen in the

smaller gardens of our neighborhood ; even goose-

berries are not so general ; both raspberries and
strawberries grow wild here in such profusion that

few persons cultivate them. Currants, by-the-by,

both black and red, are also native plants ; the black

currant is by no means rare in this State, and very

much resembles the varieties cultivated in gardens
;

the wild red currant is chiefly confined to the north-

ern parts of the countr)', and it is precisely like that

which we cultivate. Both purple and green goose-

berries are also found wild in our woods.

'•It is often a matter of surprise and regret that

fruit should not be more cultivated among us in gar-

dens of all sizes ; but the indifferent common cherry

is almost the only fruit tree found here in cottage

gardens. Even the farmers neglect cherries, and
plums, and pears, surprisingly.

"There is, unhappily, a very serious objection to

cultivating fruit in our village gardens ; fruit-steal-

ing is a common crime in this part of the world
;

and the standard of principle on such subjects is as

low as it well can be in our rural communities.

Property of this kind is almost without protection

among us ; there are laws on the subject, but these

are never enforced, and of course people are not wil-

ling to throw away money, and time, and thought, to

raise fruit for those who might easily raise it for

themselves, if they would take the pains to do so.

There can be no doubt that this state of things is a

serious obstacle to the cultivation of choice fruit in

our villages ; horticulture would be in a much higher

condition here if it were not for this evil. But the

impunity with which boys, and men, too, are allowed

to commit thefts of this kind, is really a painful pic-

ture, for it must ine\:itably lead to increase a spirit

of di.ohouesty throughout the community.
"It is the same case with flowers. Many people

seem to consider them as public property, though

cultivated at private expense. It was but the other

day that we saw a little girl, one of the village Sun-
day-scholars, moreover, put her hand witiiiu the

i



railing of a garden and break oiF several very fine

plants, whose growth the owner had been watching

with care and interest for many weeks, and. which
had just opened to reward his pains. Another in-

stance of the same kind, but still more flagrant in

degree, was observed a short time since : the often-

der was a full grown man, dressed in fine broadcloth

to boot, and evidently a stranger ; he passed before

a pretty yard, gay with flowers, and unchecked by a

single scruple of good manners, or good morals, pro-

ceeded to make up a handsome boquet, without so

much assaying by your leave to the owner ; having
selected the flowers most to his fancy, he arranged

tliem tastefully, and then walked oft" with a free and

jaunty air, and an expression of satisfaction and self-

complacency truly ridiculous under the circumstan-

ces. He had made up his nosegay with so much
pains, eyed it so tenderly as he carried it before him,

and moved along with such a very mincing and dainty

manner, that he was probably on his way to present

himself and his trophy to his sweetheart ; and we
can only hope that he met with just such a reception

as was deserved by a man who had been committing
petty larceny. As<if to make the chapter complete,

the very same afternoon, the village being full of

strangers, we saw several young girls, elegantly

flounced, put their hands through the railing of

another garden, facing the street, and help themselves
in the same easy manner to their neighbor's prettiest

flowers ; what would they have thought if some one
had stepped up with a pair of scissors and cut half a

yard from the ribbon on their hats, merely because it

was pretty, and one had a fancy to it ? Neither the

little girl, nor the strangers in broadcloth and flow-

ers, seem to have learned at common school, or at

Sunday school, or at home, that respect for the pleas-

ure of others is simple good manners, regard for the

rights of others, and common honesty.
" No one who had a flower border of his own would

be likely to offend in this way ; he would not do so

unwittingly, at least ; and if guilty of such an act, it

would be premeditated pilfering. When people take

pains to cultivate fruits and flowers themselves, they
have some idea of their value, which can only be
justly measured by the owner's regard for them. —
And then, moreover, gardening is a civilizing and
improving occupation in itself ; its influences are all

beneficial ; it usually makes people more industrious,

and more amiable. Persuade a careless, indolent

man to take an interest in his garden, and his reform-

ation has begun. Let an idle woman honestly watch
over her own flower-beds, and she will naturally be-

come more active. There is always work to be done

in a garden, some little job to be added to yesterday's

task, without which it is incomplete ; books may be

closed with a mark where one left off, needlework
may be thrown aside and resumed again ; a sketch

may be left half finished, a piece of music half prac-

ticed ; even attention to household matters may relax

in some measure for a while ; but regularity and
method are constantly required, are absolutely indis-

pensable, to the well-being of a garden. The occu-

pation itself is so engaging, that one commences
readily, and the interest increases so naturally, that

no great share of perseverance is needed to continue

the employment, and thus labor becomes a pleasure,

and the dangerous habit of idleness is checked. Of
all faults of character, there is not one, perhaps, de-

pending so entirely upon habit as indolence ; and no-

where can one learn a lesson of order and diligence

more prettily and more pJeasently than from a flower-
garden.

" But another common instance of the good efl^ect of
gardening may be mentioned :— it naturally inclines

one to be open-handed. The bountiful returns which
are bestowed, year after year, upon our feeble labors,

shame us into liberality. Among all the misers who
lived on earth, probably few have been gardeners.
Some cross-grained churl may set out, with a deter-

mination to be niggardly with the fruits and flowers

of his portion ; but gradually his feelings soften, his

views change, and before he has housed the fruits of

many summers, ho sees that these good things are
but the free gifts of Providence to himself, and he
learns at last it is a pleasure, as well as a duty, to

give. This head of cabbage shall be sent to a poor
neighbor ; that basket of refreshing fruit is reserved
for the sick ; he has pretty nosegays for his female
friends ; he has apples or peaches for little people

;

nay, perhaps in the course of years, he at length

achieves the highest act of generosity—he bestows
on some friendly rival a portion of his rarest seed, a
shoot from his most precious root ! Such deeds are

done by gardeners.

" Horticulture is not carried on upon a great scale

anywhere in this country. We regret that this

should be so. A large garden, where taste and
knowledge have full scope, is indeed a noble work,
full of instruction and delight. The rare trees and
plants brought with toil, and cost, and patience, from
distant regions ; the rich variety of fruits and veget-

ables ; the charming array of flowers, are among
the most precious and the most graceful trophies of

commerce, and industry, and adventure. Such gar-

dens, whether public or private, are always desir-

able in a neighborhood. • They are among the best

gifts of wealth, and scatter abroad too many benefits

to deserve the doubtful name of a luxury. If we have

none near enough to bring good to our own rural vil-

lage, it is at least pleasant to remember that other

communities are more fortunate than ourselves.

—

When one cannot enjoy some particular good thing

one's self, a very little charity, and a very little phi-

losophy, lead one to be glad, at least, that others may
profit by it.

"A very striking proof of the civilizing effect of

large gardens may be seen any day in the great

towns on the Continent of Europe, whether in

France, Italy, Germany, fee, &c. In these old

countries, where grounds of this kind have been more
or less open to the public for generations, the privi-

lege is never abused by any disgraceful act. The
flowert!, the trees, the statuary, remain uninjured

year after year ; it never seems to occur to the most
reckless and abandoned to injure them. The gene-

ral population of these towns is, in many respects,

inferior to our own ; but in this particular point their

tone of civilization rises far above the level of this

country."

We have omitted our Youth's Department, in

this number, the above being so good we could not

well shorten it ; but we hope all the youth who are

in the habit of reading the Farmer, will read and re-

member this extract from Miss Cooper's book.

—

Pilfering and destroying the flowers of neighbors

is a disgraceful act ; and yet it is quite common in

our cities and villages. We suffer from it every

season. It is in most cases the result of thoughtless-

ness and the bad example of older persons.
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Gtpsi'm a'd Dew.—a correspondent who writes over the gifina-

ture of '-Green Farmer," had a few remarks in our last number on

the supposed power of gypgum to condense vapor diffused through

the atmosphere into dew. which deserve a word or two of com-

ment. He says, '• In my opinion this property of retaining mois-

ture is the main cause of the astonishing effect gypsum has on

plants. 1 have seen on a dry sunny day, when the dew on unplas-

tered clover has been evaporated for hours, where gypsum has been

sown the dew on the leaves collected in globular balls ;
and hence

the thought struck me that gypsum had an agen y in forming

these balls of water, and in doing so. it might have formed a thin

transparent shell, not perceptible to the naked eye, to preserve

them from speedy evaporation by solar heat."'

This conjecture about a '• thin transparent shell" ot gypsum, or

any other substance, is not well-founded. It is one of the natural

effects of luxuriant vegetation, which gypsum promotes, to cool

the surrounding atmosphere and thereby couJen.se an uncom-

monly large amount of water in dew. which when collected in good

sired drops, is slow in evaporating. These drops evaporate only in

proportion to their surface ; and if one was spread over ton times

the area the liquid would disappear, or be taken up by the atmos-

phere, in one-tenth of the time. If a globule of dew vvas as large

as a hen's egg, it would often last from morning till night. It is

the clover that causes the excess ol dew, and the gypsum the ex-

cess of clover.

Graziso in Tennessee.—a gentleman writes us from Tennessee,

who is settled in one ol the beautiful valleys in the eastern part of

the State, that he makes a business of rearing three year old steers

and heifers at six dollars a head, and finds it profitable. A friend

who is engaged in stock-growing in the Cherokee country, tipper

Georgia, has engaged all the Devon calves from the celebrated

herd of Gcorce Patterson, Esq., Maryland, for two years, at jjlOO

a head when' six months old. A half dozen young men (married

of course) might, by uniting their means, talent and industry, re-

alize fortunes by stock-growing and the dairy business, in the ele-

vated 1 ortions of A'irginia, or in any of the States south of it.

Good butter is worth, this Olh day of June, 30 cts. a pound in the

city of Washington, and fine Iambs sell at $2.00 and $.2 50 a head.

Mules and horses are too high to name. By taking ten mules in

a lot, a friend was able to get Ihcm for $1S00. The dams which
bore and nursed these mules, more than paid their way in farm
work. We venture to suggest a company to carry on the busi-

ness indioated, because it needs considerable capital to start with,

and the benefit of good society in the families of persons reared
from childhood in the same section, and with congenial view.-, and
feelings, is an object of great importance. There are richer mines
in the Atlantic States than any in California.

New Ar.nicfLTrRAL JouRNALf —Several new monthly agricultu-

ral journals have entered the field the present year, showing a de-

mand for reading on this subject.

The Ohio^lgricvUuHii, published at Tiffin, O., by Dr. Sprague.
Price $1.00 per annum.
The Pennsylvania Farm Journal, edited by S. S. Haldeman,

Lancaster, I'a. Price $1.00.

The Soil oj i\t South, published at Columbus, Ga. Price $1.00.

The U'e<:tern Jlgi-iciilturist, edited by W. W. Mather, Colum-
bus. Ohio. Price $100.

These Jourusils "l bid fair to be useful, and we hope they will be
Well sustained, as they certainly deserve to be.

A Hint toMeat-Makefs.—Bring all young animals intended for

the butcher rapidly forward in flesh, and sell them early. Far-
mers in Gloucestsbire. England, rear lambs that weigh from
twenty to thirty pounils per quarter, when from thirteen to

fifteen months old. and, of course, they fetch a high price The
same rule holds good in pigs, steers, and heifers. Calculate what
they consume every week and what they gain in fle»h and value.

The Cotswold and improved Leicester sheep above alluded to.

which grow so rapidly, are in great dvmand in all parts of England
and Ireland for crossing with other breeds.

Correction.—On page 1.30. in the first column, the important
word not is omitted in the June number of this joiimal in the fol-

lowing sentence : ' Every observing farmer knows that any givec

quantity of manure doej produce equal results on all fields."

Kc&d, ' does not produce equal results."

Improvement in Maryland.—A gentlemen writing from Cecil co.,

Md
,
gives us the following gratifying intelligence : 'I have just

returned from a visit on the lower part of the eastern shore of this

St.ate, some fifty to seventy miles south of this place, and find there

is quite a spirit of improvement getting among the farmers there.

They are reducing the size of their farms from 500 to LOO and 300

acres, and are also employing fewer slaves and more white laborers.

The change is principally brought about by the labors of-Ur. Hio-

f)i.N5, the ytate Agricultural Chemist, who has been analysing the

soils and lecturing through the different counties of this shore."

The next State Fair.—The President and Executive Commit-
tee of the State Society, aided by the citizens of Rochester, are

consummating their arrangements for the next State Fair, as

speedily as possible. We have an idea that Western New York
will do herself credit

; and we wish our friends, in making their

arrangements for the season, always to bear in mind the Great

State Fair to be held at llcchcster, Sept. 16. 17, IS, and 19.

To Correspondents.—We are often rentiested to return commu-
nications if not accepted, and sometimes to return the manuscript

after copying. This we cannot do. If correspondents wish to

preserve manuscript copies of their articles, they must make their

own copies

Advertisements to secure insertion in the Farmer, must be re-

ceived as early as the 10th of the previous month, and be of such

a character as to be of interest to the f^-mers. We publish no

other. Terms—$2.00 for every hundred words, each insertion,

paid in advance.

Subscribers from Jult.—Quite a goodly number have accepted

of our offer to take subscribers for the last half of the present year,

commencing with our July number, at one-half our usual ralis

for the volume. We can supply many more.

Hints for Jult.—Hoe and plaster corn, set cabbages, and get

everything out of the way preparatory to the great battle with the

grass and grain. See that forks, scythes, &c., are in order. Cut
wheat before it is quite ripe, better a little too early than too late.

The following is Prof. Norton's opinion :

'• The time of cutting grain very sensibly affects the proportion
of fine flour and bran yielded by samples of it. Careful experi-

ments have shown, with regard to wheat, that when cut fiora lu to

14 days before it is fully ripe, the grain net only weighs heavier,

but measures more ; it is positively better in quality, producing a
larger proportion of fine flour to the bushel. When the grain is

in the milk, there is but little woody fibre
;
nearly everything is

starch, gluten, sugar, etc , with a large per centage of water. If

cut 10 or 12 days before full ripeness, the stock of woody fibre is

still small
; but as the grain ripens, the thickness of the skin rap-

idly increases, woody fibre being formed at the cxpensi^ of the
starch and sugar ; these mu.-;t obviously diminish in a correspon-
ding degree the quality of the grain being of course injured. '1 ho
samo thing is true as to all of the other grains."

Buckvtheat shou'd be sown early this month, say three pecks

to the acre ; and round turnips the last of this mouth.

A

PROUTV & MF,ARS' CELEBRATED PREMIUM CENT'iR
DR.\UGHT PLOWS. A large assortment can be found at

the State Agricultural Warehouse, No. 25 Cliff street. New York.

r5-3t] <;. H. B.ARR

Pronty & Mears' Cpater Draft riov.-.q.

L.VRGE assortment can be found at the State Agricultural
Warehouse, No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

[G-4t] G. H. BA RB.

Manures.
PERUVIAN Guano, at 2!i cts per lb.; Bone Dust-sawings

shavings, and crushed— at $2.25 cts. per barrel ; Bone Black,

or Burnt bones, at J.O per hogshead ; Bone Waste, or Bone Ma-
nure, at IV4 eta. per lb ; Sugar House Scum, or Bullocks Blood, at
$2.50 p r hogshead ; Sulphate of Soda, at 1 cent per lb.

Packages iiicluiled at above prices. For sale at the State Agri-
cuRural Warehouse. No. 25 Cliff .'treet. New York.

[(5-4t] ^ G. H. BARR
lanportttd C'onstcrnndon.

THIS celebrated thorough bred Horse will stand the present
sr'a.son. as hcrctof,/r«, at the farm of the subscriber, (wo miles

west of Syr.'.euse.

In order that farmers, of the most limited means even, may be
enabled to breed from this valuable horse, the subscriber has con-
!<en "d to offer his services at the extraordinary low price of $7.(iO

— payable in advance in all cases— resi-rving the right to reject

mares that are deemed unsuitable. Pasturage, well fenced 11 nd
well watered, at three sbillingg per week. Mares to be entirely

at the risk of their owners. J.B. BUUNEIT.
Syracuse, May, 1851. [5-Gt)
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TO THE FARMERS OF WESTERN NEW YORK.
BICKJFORD & HUFFMAN'S PATENT GRAIN DRILL,

MANUFACTURED AT MACEDON, WAYNE COUNTY, N. Y.

ry^HE great superiority of the Drill system over the old mode of
JL sowing grain broadcast must be obvious to every intelligent
eultivator of thesoil. A saving at least of20 per cent, o^ seed and
nearly as much in labor— a manifest increase iu the product—

a

great saftguard against drouth, and the effects of frost,—are all

matters of moment to the enterprising farmer. Of scarcely less

moment, however, is the satisfaction to be derived from the beauty
and certainty of the operation. - He that runs may read" in the
perfect distribution of the seed, and the uniformity of its growth,
the reward of the labor be.stowed. and will contrast the appear-
ance of such a field with the patched and irregular appearance in-
separable from han'i sowing. As a matter of course, tlie demand
for implements of this description has induced machinists in vari-
ous parts of the country to engage in their construction. We.by no
means, wish to undervalue the merits of these, but we desire to be
understood as distinctly asserting that the Drill which we manu-
facture IS more perfect as a whole, than any other in this country.
The thougbt and labor bestowed upon it, and the complete success
which has crowned our efforts, warrant us in challenging the ut-
most scrutiny, whether in the practical workings, or in the
neatness, simplicity and adaptatioa of every part. Since last
year we have added an iron casing to the geer work, to guard
against possib lity of accident, and have also disposed the drill
tubes in two parallel rows—the front row being seven inches for-
ward of the back row, and sowing the grain in rows seven inches
apart, thereby facilitating the passage of the drill tubes among the
stones and clods.
Of the great number sold, not one has been returned, although

each is warranted to sow all kinds of grain with accuracy, and sat-
isfactory to the purchaser, and to be made in a workmanlike man-
ner. Subject to this warrant, we respectfully invite a free trial of
the merits of this most useful implement, with the full conviction
that the public, and ourselves, will be the gainers thereby. It

gives us great pleasure, as a confirmation of our statements, to re-
fer, among others, to the following gentlemen, many of whom are
well known to the community as well for their agricultural skill as
for their position and respectability.
To the ' Scientific American," of April 12th, in which appears

a highly complimentary and detaileti description of the Drill, by
the Editor, and to

Col. J. M Sherwood, Cayuga co.

Abram "Willis,
''

Henry Chase, "

Wra. Dean, "

Abram Reynolds, "

Henry Purdy. "

John King. ''

Amos R. Willits, "

Isaac Jacobs, ''

Stephen Sisson, "

John K. Archer, Seneca co.
H. O. Murray, "

James Qu ck, •'

John C. Hall, "

Cooper Sayer, Ontario co.
Wm. Post. "

Josiah Taft, "

T. R. Peck. "

Morris Rushmore, '•

Jared Smith, "

Hon. S. R. Strong, Wayne co.
Hiram Foster,
Samuel Hudson, "

Alfred Hale, Wayne co.
H. W. Levanw.ay, "

Col. Briggs, "

Thos. Knight, "

Samuel Peacock, "

Denice Denice, "

Israel VVoolsey, "

Isaac Reynolds, '

Gideon Kamsdall, Monroe co.

Wm. Lloyd,
Hiram Martin, '

Alex. Martin, Livingstor co.
Curtis Parker, "

Jeptha Wilbur, "

Samuel Chappel, "

James H. Glas.s. ••

Jefferson Verry, '•

Wm. FuUerton, '•'

C L. Marshall, "

Judge Bates, Orleans CO
J. H. Butterfield, Utica. Mich.
B. B. Dexter, Bataviji. 111.

Abner Wing, Geneva, Wis.

Price of 7 tube Drill, $6.5.00
" 9 " 75.00
«' 11 « 85.00

delivered at Canal or Railroad.
All orders thankfully received and promptly attended to.
Macedon, N. Y., July, 1861. BICKFORD & HUFFMAN.

I.MPORTANT TO MILLERS.
Tlie American JSIUler and Mill-AViigUt's Assistant,

THIS is the most valuable book for practical Millers and Mill-
wrights, extant. It is a new work recently published by

Wm. C. Hughes, who is himself a practical IMiller. and has spent
the best portion;of his life in the business of constructing, plan-
ning, and managing of Flouring Mills and the manufacture of
flour. In preparing this work for the Milling public his object
has been to establish a correct guide to the business, instead of
speculative theories. Special regard has been paid to most of the
essential improvements which have of late been introduced for
the benefit of the Miller.
A few of the iaiportaut subjects treatedof and here given, taken

ff i;n u e contents of the work, are
\\'»^.i r power calculated for all heads; The size of the -wheels for

all hea 's. with the amount of water necessary to use on the same;
The entire science of dressing the Mill Stone; with a practical
treatise on Grinding; Remarks on the Culture of Grain; &c.;
Table of Grain grown iu the United States; Explanation of Tech-
nical terms used in Milling; The Quality of French Burr, as best
adapted for grinding Wheat and Corn; The proper size of Mill
Picks fcr dressing Stones; Composition for Tempex-ing Cast-steel
Mill Picks; The amount of Help necessary to be employed in a
Mill of four run of Stouef with their dutie respectively; Kemarks
on Packing Flour; Table lor t'acking Flour; &c., &c.
No .Miller or Mill-wright should be without the Book, as the price

is nothing in comparison to the value of the information it con-
tains. The following Millers in Michigan, having examined the
work fully approve of and recomend it to public notice

;

Mathews & Beach, Pontiac;
R W Lawson, Mt. Vernon Mills,

E R Brookfield, Volant "

J W Fenner, .\It. Pleasant "

WW Eddy, Sturger'i Prairie ''

L Dow Crippen, Cold Water "

D P Bonnell, Tecumseth Mills;

(Jharles W Chapel, Utica ••

E Brakham. Rochester City "

E Carpenter, Pontiac
J W Hughtlin. Charleston '

J Cupit, Stony Creek '•

A long list o hers might be given, but it is thought unneces-
sary.
Mr. Hughes has recently been appointed Flour Inspector at

Buffalo, a very important post, showing the confidence the Millers

and Shippers have of his ability.

The book is 12mo. size, and done up in good strong binding.

Price, $1.50. at retail. {J(7= Any person sending me three dollars

by mail, and paying postage, shall havs two copies sent hira. done
up in paper binding, (the only mailable way,) free of charge, or
four copies for $5.

Books sold to pedlars and agents at reduced piices.

GEO. W. BISHER. Bookseller and Publisher,

Rochester, June, 1851. No. 6 Exchange s_t,^

A. LONGETT,
COMMISSION MERCHANT, Office at the State Agricultural

Warehouse, No. 2.j Cliff street. New Voi-k.

{fij= Thk WoBKiivG Farmer, a monthly publfcation devoted to

Agriculture, &o. &c., edited by Prof. J. J. Mupes, ond published by
A Longett, 25 Cliff street, New York. L"-^tJ
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A New Work on Fruit.
CHARLES SCRIBNER (late Baker & Scribner) has jnst pub

lished
"THE FRUIT GARDEN,"

A Treatise intended to illustrate and explain the structure and
character of the different parts of fruit trees — the theory and
practice of the vaiious operations connected with the propagation,
triinspl nting. pruning and training of orchard and (garden trees

— tlie laying out and arrangmout of various kinds of orchards and
gardens, selection of Tarietii*!, treatment of diseases and insects,

gathering and preserving fruits, Stc., SiC.

—

illuslrated with upwards
of One Hundred and Fifty J-'igures. By P. Barry, of the Mount
Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 1 vol. 12 mo.

Sl'MMART OF CONTENTS.

Part I. Describes the different parts of Fruit Trees— Roots,
Stems. Branches, Leaves. Blossoms and Fruit

;
explains their dif-

ferent Characters, Functions, and Practical Classifications. It

treats, also, of Soils and Manures, of the best Modes of Propagation,

and the Gcuer.il Principles and Practice of Pruning.
PAiir 11. Treats of the Projiagation and .Management of Trees in

the Nursery in detail, both Standards and Dwarfs, beginning with
the Stocks and euding with taking up the Trees.

Part III Treats of the Laying Out and Arrangements of differ-

ent kinds of Orchards aud Fruit Gardens, the selection of Trees
and of varieties. Planting. Pruning, and Training of Standards,
Dwarf. Pyramids. &c., &c.
Part IV. Contains Abridged Descriptions of all the best Fruits

of well-established merit, with selections for various purposes and
localities and lists of new and promising varieties ; also, a Chap-
ter < n Diseases and In.sects ; another on Gathering and Preserv-

ing Fruits, and one on the more important Implements used iu

Fruit Culture.

NOTICES OF THE PRF.SS.
'• This admirably arranged volume possesses an almost incredi-

ble amount of condensed information, given, too, in so earnest
and easy a manner, that, despite of the really heavy freight the
mind is taking in on its way, the reader is carried on from chapter
to chapter, like a smoothly running car, and we suspect few could
put it by unfinished without regret, or renew its perusal without
a pleasurable certainty of entertainment or profit ; aud we would
especially call attention to the first chapter, for, remembering our
own ignorance, and the no less bucgliug efforts of our neighbors
and friends, in any operation of tree surgery, we feel how thankful
we should have been if we could have availed our.selves of Mr.
Barrv's kindly offered solution of the many mysteries that puz-
zled us then."

—

Home Jvurnal.
' A valuable, because simple and practical, work upon fruits and

fruit trees in America. The book is illustrated with drawings
well calculated to assist the fruit grower, and it should be in the
bauds of all who have a patch of land, or who love good fruits. —
North ^imerican Miseellany.-'

••A mass of useful information is here collected, which will give
the work a value even to those who possess the best works on the
cultivation of fruit yet published."—iVeto York Evening Post.

" This is, in brief, the title of a neat volume of about 400 pages,
prepared with evident care and ability by P. Barry, of- the firm
of tUwanger 5t Barry, proprietors of the increasingly celebrated
' Mount Hope Nurseries.' The author is not only well read on
the subject on which he treats, but in addition to his theoretical
and scientific qualifications, ho posse.^ses a practical knowledge of
the subject; in all its branches and beariugs. that few writers
have ever enjoyed.

The work before us seems to be a thorough treatise upon the
propertie.', modes of culture and most dejirable qualities of fruits

in general, with selections and descriptions of the most approved
varieties for especial as well as general use. And the experience of
the writer in the selection and rearing of the vast and superior
v,irietie8 of fiuitin Western New York—the great fruit garden of
the country— as well as his familiarity with all the most approved
varieties of eastern and foreign fruits, invest his book with a de-
gree of authenticity and reliability well calculated to secure to it

the utmost confidence.
• Kvery fruit grower, whether large or small, should procure a

copy of this excellent work."

—

Rochester Daily Adiertizir.
•• Our townsman. Mr. P. Barry, has done great service to the

cause of fruit culture and ornamenting of court yards, in this new
treati.-?e of his. '1 he work, a- the title page explains, is designed to

illustrate the physiology of fruit trees, and the theory and practice
of all operations connected with the propagation, transplanting,
pruning and training of orchard and garden trees. It also gives
many and valuable ideas upon the layiug out and arranging of or-

chards and garden", and, in short, is a very encyclopedia of all in-

formation pertaining to fruit and fruit culture. It is from the
pen of one in the highest degree competent for the task he has un-
dertaken, and is illustrated by many plates and figures. It is a
book that should, as it will, command a ready sale wherever its

author is known, and among all who desire a first rate treatise

upon the subject, from a practical band. Mr. Baiiry wields his

P'U in a manner that does credit to him, and well illustrates the
the possible union of cultivation of the soil and cultivation of the
mind.'—KocAt«(er Daily Jlmtriean.

'• It is. externally, a most pleasant appearing volume of nearly
400 pages, printed in elegant style. To all who take an amateur's
delight in the cultivation of fruit trees and fruit bearing vines,
the information embodied will b« of great use."

—

HochetUr Daily
Democrat.

CHARLKS SCRIBNER,
No. 36 Park Row, and 145 Nassau St., New York.

HUSSET'S REAPING MACHIIVE.

WE would respectfully call the attention of farmers to the fact

that we have the agency and the sale of the above named
Reaper in all that part of the State of New York west of Oj'tario

county, and we are also general agents for the United States and
Canada. We sell the Reapers at the .Manufacturer's prices, ad-
ding only cost of transportation. They can be examined at our
Store. All who design purchasing are earnestly requested to hand
in their orders at once, as this will enable us to have on hand in

season all that may be required, and prevent any being disappoin-

ted, as might be the case if orders were delayed till the harvest
had begun. That they are the best Reapers made, and that it

would be greatly to the advantage of farmers to have them, there
is no doubt.
Annexed are a few of the many certificates which might he

given :

Macedon, Sept, 1850.

Messrs. Rapalje & Co.—Gents :—The Reaping Machine bought
of you, made by Messrs. Hussey Sc Co., at Auburn, has been thor-

oughly tested by me the present harvest, and I am happy to say

has exceeded my most sanguine expectations, I h.ave cut with it

125 acres of wheat, besides my own crop, making some 200 acres of

oats and wheat ; and I can confidently recommend it to my broth-
er farmers as just the machine they want.. I have cut 12 acres of
oats iu half a day, and 20 acres of stout wheat in one day, with
three horses abreast, and most of it was bad cutting. 1 think I

can cut 25 acres of good wheat in a day. and do it better than can
be done in any other way. My machine is now in perfect order,

and I consider it full as good as when I got it of you.
Yours, most respectfully, Thos Rushjiore.

Wheatland, April 20, 1850.

Messrs. Hussey & Co.—Gents :—I have now u.sed one of your
Reapiu» Machines for two years and do most cheerfully say that
it has given the best satisfaction. J have cut my whole harvest,

and a large one too, with my ordinary farm hands. I have cut 20
acres of stout wheat a day with ease, and I would most cheerfully

recommend it to my brother farm-^rs as the bett and most; eoonom-
ical machine that is used on a farm. In fact 1 think so much of
it that five hundred dollars would not iliduce me to part with it if

I could not get another. I have also two brothers, each of whom
have one of your machines, which they like very much, and could
not be induced to be without. I think your agents, Messrs. Rap-
alje & Briggs, will sell a large number of them in our county next
season, as many of my acquaintances have told me they intend lo

purchase one of your Reapers another season. Anan H armo>».

Bergen, May 10. 1850.

This is to certify that I last season used one of Hussfy's Reap-
ing Machines, which I purchased of Me.'.srs. Rapalje 6; Co., of

Rochester, and that it gives perfect satisfaction. I have cut my
wheat, which was very badly lodged, much faster, better and
cheaper than it could be done any other way. I have had one of
.McCormick's for the last five years, and it now stands in the road
as a useless article, as I consider it, having tried to use it for tbres
years without any success.

I consider Hussey "s Machine just the thing for our farmers, and
I could not now, after proving its merits, be induced to be without
one. Noah Wilbur.

We might give hundreds of other references of the s.ame kindj

but we deem it useless, as the reputation of the Machine is so well

established that almost every farmer in the State know it to be the
bo,<t Machine for cutting grain yet in use.

Farmers will please call on us at as early a d;iy as possible, at the
Genesee Seed Store and -Agricultural >. arehouse. tJ5 Buffalo .St.

Rochester, July. 1851. J. RAPALJK&CO.
Hnrro'wsf.

WE invite the attention of the farmers of Western New York
to our large and superior assortmenl of Harrows—the

best ever offered in this market. -Among others we have Geddes'

Harrow. Scotch Harrow. Square Harrow. Sic, tic, of various sizes,

and prices ranging from $10 to $\2.

Please call at the Genesee Seed Store and Ag. Warehouse, No.

Co Buffalo St., Rochester, and examine for your.selves.

June 1851.
[

J. RAPALJE & CO.

Subsoil PIo-^vs.

WE are now receiving our spring supply of the various sizes of

this justly celebrated Plow, direct from the manufactur-

ers. Messrs Ruggles. .Mason & Co . of Boston. We sell the Plows

at the Boston pric 8. without charge for transportation, at the

Genesee Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse. 65 Buffalo st.

June 1861. J- RAPALJE &. C\).

i

t

I
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Illllfniiii
LBANV AGRICULT{RfLi^lA*|h

EME RY & CO.'S
NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PKEMIUM

RAIIiROAD HORSE POWER,
AND

OVERSHOT THRESHER AND SEPARATOR.
THE attention of the farming public is solicited to the newly

iraproveii Railroad Horse Power, as now made by the subscri-
bers. Also to their Overshot Spike Cylinder Threshers, with Vi-
brating and Revolving Separators.
Having had much experience in the sale and manufacture of

Horse Powers and other Agricultural Implements, and being ac-
quainted very extensively with the wants of the fanners of this

country, as well as the character of most of the implements and
machines now in use, we think we hazard nothing in pronouncing
our latest Improved Horse Power far superior to any before made
or sold liy us, or with which we are acquainted.
At the late Fair of the New York State Agricultural Society,

held at Albany, their committee on Horse Powers unanimously
awarded v.s the highest premium for the best Railroad Horse Pow-
er, among the large number of the most popular and approved
kinds of the day which were on ex-hibition and in competition,

—

it being consid • ed the most efficient and durable on the ground.
As the priuc oai mechanical parts of its c instruction differ so

materially froc. those mcstly sold by us, previously to the past sea-

son, as well as irom all others now in use. we have thought it an
object to the -.rmers, as well as for our own interest, to illu.^trate

them by cuts md descrijitions, as shown in the Farmer for March
The advantages of the recently adopted improvement are numer-
ous and plainly seen, one of which is removing all the gearin.; and
Vvearing parts to the outside of the Power, where it is tree from
dust and dirt. &.C.. and where it may be boxed up. requiring little

time or oil to keep them in the best possible runiiing order.

The liability of breakage and wear, and slipping off links and
pinions, as in the rack and pinion powers, and most others, is

wholly removed. In shipping them, the gears are taken off and
packed in a box with other things.
Having gold a large number of the IMPROVED Machines the

past harvest, all of which having given- entire satisfaction, and
when u.sed side by side with the most approved of other kind.s,

having been preferred, we do not hesitate to recommend and war-
rant them equal, if not superior, to any before made or sold by us,

or i.f which we have any knowledge.
Our Thresher consists ot a small spiked cylinder, about fifteen

inches in diameter, aml'twenty-six inches long, with a substantial
spiked concave above this cyliuder.which is adjustable to the work
to be done. The feeding table being level, allows the feeder to

st:md erect, and is little annoyed with dust and dirt—and uo pos-
sibility of hard substances getting into the Thresher to its injury.
We attach a vibrating or revolving separator to tUem, which

serves to separate all the grain from the straw, and leave it with
the tine chaff for fanning mills, while the straw is carried off for
stacking.
Having heretofore been obliged to have a large portion of some

parts of our work done by contract, we have felt the inconveni-
ence and want of dependence to be placed upon the quality of
materials and workmanship

; we hMve now so extended our facili-

ties as to enable us to make all parts of all our own machines, and
can now assure the public that none but the best work and stock
will be offered by lis.

1 be I'wo Horse Power Thresher and Separator is capable, with
three or four men. of threshiugfrom 150 to 200 bushels of wheat or
rye. and the .single one from 00 to 100 bush., or double that quan-
tity of oats, per day.

The price for Emery & Co. 's one Horse Power, . . .$85.00
do do Thresher and Separator,. 35.00
do Bands, wrench, oiler and extra pieces... 5.00—$125.00
do Two Horse Power, 110 00
do do Thresher and Separator,. . 35,00
do Bands, oiler, wrench, &c., 5 00—$150,00

Price of Emery's Thresher and Cleaner, with band8,wreuch-
es, fcc, '

$75 00
do Saw Mill, complete for use, 35.00

Price of Grant's Fan Mills, adapted for hand or power
from, $22,00 to 23,00

Also, Wheeler's Rack and Pinion Power, manufactured by our-
selves, and warranted equal to any of the kind in use, (or made
and sold by and other manufacturer.) which we sell with a full

guarantee of the right of using the same in any territory of the
United States, for the following prices :

One Horse Power, $75 00
Two Horse Power, 100.00

The Threshers not being patented are the same as above quoted.
All the above are subject to the warranty of three months use

and trial, and if not satisfactory may be returned and full jjur-

chase money refunded.
F'or further particulars see Illustrated Catalogue, furnished gra-

tis on application to EMERY &, CO.,
Original and sole Proprietors ofthe Albany Agricultural Works,

Warehouse and Seed Store, Nos. 309 and 371 Broadway, Albany
N, Y.
July , 1851.

NEAV YORK WIRE RAILING WORKS.
WIRE RAILING.

[SKCURED BY LETTERS PATENT.]

ENCLOSURES FOR PUBLIC GROUNDS AND CEMETER-
IES ; Fences for Cottages, Gardens, Farms, &c.

Window Guards and Gratings, for Stores, Dwellings, Lunatic
Asylums. Prisons, &c.
Columns and Cornice Work for Cottages and Verandahs.
The above are made entirely of Wrought Iron and Wire, at one

half the cost of Cast Iron, being extensively us.d in the city of
New York, &c.—Superceding all other kinds of work for the same
purpose.

RAILROAD AND FARM FENCE,
Made with Wrought Iron or Wooden Posts, being so constructed
as to be used for moveable or permanent fence, at 80c. to $3 per
rod.
Wire for Fences always on hand.
Portable Iron Bedsteads, Iron Statuary, Greyhounds, Dogs,

Lions, Sic.

Wrought and Cast Iron Railings made to order.
By addressing the Manufacturer and Proprietor, Circulars and

drawings of the above will be forwarded.
JOHN B. WICKERSHAM.

Works, 59 and 61 Lewis Street. 240 Broadway.
AGENTS-C. B. Conant & Co., 215 Pearl street, New York.
New York, June, 1851.

For Sale.

A FARM in the easterly part of Walworth Co., Wis., on the
plunk road leading from Racine to Janesville. Said farm is

well located in a healthy, pleasant and thriving part of the State,
and is well calculated for a large farm, or it can be conveniently
divided into three or more small ones, and each be well supplied
with wood and water. The general surface has an inclination
South and East.

In the center, where the buildings are now located, there are
four or five humlred fruit trees, of.the various kinds. Some have
commenced bearing, so that the occupant now enjoys a comfort-
able supply of delicious fruits. There are about 200 acres under
the plow.

In'fact. sofar as good roads to important places—Mills, School
Houses, nurseries, &c.—are concerned, this place is as well located
as we could desire. But as no one will purchase vipon the
strength of this notice without first viewing the place, it will only
be necessary for one to call and satisfy himself, when a trade can be
made on accomodating terms.
Any information can be obtained in reference to the same, hy

addressing A. G. COLE, at Burlington, Racine Co., Wisconsin.
June 1K51. (6-21-8"^)

'SPEED THE PLOW."

Genesee Seed Store and Agiicultiiral Wareliouse.

THE Subscriber's beg leave most earnestly
to call the attention of the farming commu-
nity to the fact that they havejust received
a supply of the popvilar and modern im-

rrsscw'i^i**-"'" proved implements used in Agricultural and
Horticultural pursuits.

They would particularly invite all interested, to the well estab-

lished Mass. Eagle Plows, in a series of 24 different sizes, manufac-
tured by Ruggles, Nourse &. Mason. Also the latest and most ap-
proved kind of Seed Planter, invented by the same firm.

We have also on hand the well known Curtis or Albion Plow, of
various sizes and extra manufacture.
Wheeler's Horse Power. Thresher and Saw Mill.

Hussey's celebrated Grain Reaper.
Peuuock's Wheat and Grain Drill.

As also a complete assortment of Field and Garden Seeds, both
domestic and imported. J. RAPALJE & CO , Irving Block,
June 1851. 65 Buffalo st., Rochester.

Emery Hi Co.'s Horse Po'tvers and Tlireshers.

EMERY & CO.'S Premium Railway Horse Powers and Thresh-
ers, which were a\varded the first premium at the last State

Fair, in- competition with many others, for sale at the State Agri-
cultural WMrehouse, No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

[6-4tJ G. H BARE
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Burral's New Reaper.

AT the late State Fair, at Syracu.se. the first premium was awar-
ded to Mr. Burrai. for the best Grain Reaper, in competition

with Hussey's and McCorraick's—both present. Since that time
it has been improved in many respects, and is now unquestiona-
bly the best Afachine for the purpose before the public. It was
thoroughly tested the last season in the same field with Hussey"s
and McCormick's, and pronouaced by all present far superior to

either. L is sogeered that it runs light, can be drove either slow
OP fast, and cuts either wet or green grass, or lodged wheat, with-
out clogging. These are important <|Ualities in a Reaper all know
who have been bothered in the use of Hussey's and other Reapers,
from a lack of these qualities. The manner of raising and lower-
ing the apron, and throwing the .Machine in and out of geer, are
also improvements. But without particularizing further, we would
say. that having been interested, the last two years, in the s.ale of
the Hussi^y Reaper.*, we know its good and bad qualities, and have
had consiiierable acquaintance with other Reapers. We can point
out the differences between the Burrai Reaprrs and others, and
show wherein the Burrai Reaper is superior. All vho are think-
ing of purchasing Reapers are invited to cad at our store and ex-
amine the Machine and hear what we have to say in regard to
Reapers generally. The Reaper is warranted, and will be put to
work for the purchaser by us, if desired, free of charge, if we do
not have too far to go.

We have the exclusive sale of them in this city, and sell at the
manufacturer's prices, adding transportation.

BRIUGS & BROTHKR,
Rochester. N. t., July. 1851. No. OS State Street.

State Agricultural Warehouse.

THE subscriber would respectfully invite the attention of Far-
mers and Planters to his varied assortment of ^l^i icnltura'.

and lh> lic'.tllural Impli ments, among which may be found Prouty
&. .Mear's celebrated and highly approved Center Draught Plows.

Emery St Co "s Improved Railroad llor.so Power and Thresher, (all

of which took the first premiums at the late State Agricultural
Fair, an'l are unequalled by any now in use.) togi;ther with a full

assortment of the the li e.-t and most improved I'lows. Straw Cut-
ters. Fanning Mill.". Curn Shill.-rs. Seed .'lowers. Cultivators. Har-
rows. &n Stc which he will sell at as low rates as any similar es-

tablishment in the United Stales.

I shall at all times have ou hand a full stock of Field anil Garden
Seeds. Guano, and all other Fertilizers in the market, which may
be had on themo^t reasonable terms.

I'ergoDs purchasing articles from me may rely upon their giving
satisfaclioQ, as I intend keeping only such as I can fully warrant.

(JF,0 H B\'iK.
(7-3t] No. 25 Cliff street. New York.

(^uano.
FEW tons of pure Peruvian Guano just receiyed and for sale
low. by J. RAPAUE & CO..

"
"

No. 6j Buffalo St.

low. by
Rochester, July, 1851.

EMEKY & CO.'S
NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PRE.MIUM

RAILROAD IIORSK POWERS.
rr^HE above justly celebrated Power.s, as now made and sold by
-L the subscribers, are offered the public with the assurance
that they are all they are represented—they having been very ex-
ti'nsively and thoroughly introduced and tested side by side with
all the Tread Powers known of note in the country, and been pre-
ferred.

The Chairman of the Ag. Society's Committee on Horse Powers,
in a communication written some months after the awarding of
preniinins to the above Hor.se Power, says :

'
1 spent much time at

the late State Fair (Sept. 10th) at Albany in examining the various
Horse Fower.s. viz , Wheeler's. Allen's. Ham's, and Emery & Co.'s,

first with the owners and makers and heard all they could say. and
iigain in their absence, and the result most fully convinced me that
yours was the best, and if I wanted one. I would give Twkntt
Dollars more for yours than for any other on the ground; and as
you won yourlaurelsfairly.it is just that you should recf-ive afuU
reward." He further says. •' You know from experience. I have no
partiality for your establishment, and as a committee man of said
Society for years. I h.ave decided oftener against you than for you

;

and if others have a better article than you. 1 wouW decide in

their favor though it ruined your establishment, and, vica versa,
hurt whom it may." •

With the testimony of .'uch men as the author of the foregoing,
which, together with changeable geering. and other important im-
provements since last season, make it the most convenient, dura-
ble, efficient and economical Power now made ; and the public may
rest assured of being furnished by us with a supeiior machine.

—

For further particulars please see Catalogue of Albany Agricultu-
ral Works, and former advertisements, Sic.

Albany, July. 1851. EMERY & CO.

TUe Cheapest Ne%vspaper In 'Western Nov Yorfe.

THE ROCHESTER AMERICAN is published Daily, Tri-
weekly, and Weekly, by Lee, Mand & Co. The America.-*

supports the National Administration, and advocates the princi-

ples and policy of the Whig Party. It contains the latest and ful-

lest intelligence by Telegraph and the Mails—Congressional and
Legislative Reports—Literary Selections, Tales, Commercial Intel-

ligence, Cattle Markets. &c.. &c
The Weekly ^imerican isof the mammoth size, and tmsurpassed

as a Family and Business Newspaper.

TERMS.
The Daily American, by Mail, for one year. $6 00
The Tri- Weekly American, for one year, 4 00
The Weelily American, single subscribers, in advance.. 1.50

' to Clubs of Ten. or more 1.00

5l7=- All Post Masters are authorized to act as Agents for this

paper, and have power to frauk subscriptions and money to us.

Qg- Address LKE. MANN &l CO.. Kocbester. N. Y.

A. A. Morgan, Dentist,
OFFICE corner of North St. Paul and Main sts.

Ever at the old stand ready to insert teeth ou
plate ia all variety of forms, with every improve-
ment of the day. Atmospheric plates, and entire

setts with or without springs, made at short notice. Natural teeth

and fangs removed with a trifle of pain and inconvenience, and
their places immeJialely filled with artificial ones if desired.

Decayed natural teeth carefully filled with Gold and Tin. so as

to preserve them during life.

MORGAN'S Gold and Tin Foil always on hand andfor gale.

Rochester. June •20th, 1851.

Ne-»%' Oxl'oictshlre Buck-s For Sale.

THE subscriber has a number of yearling and two year old

Bucks which he will sell any time when called for, and lias no
hesitation in saying that this breed of Sheep are supericr to all

others, for large carcass, heavy fleece, early maturity, and consti-

tution, and defies compctilon with all other bre. ds for profit.

This flock, yhich has been bred from soma of the best ever impor-

ted, is so well known they need no further description than to say

that the sire clipped 18 lbs. of washed wool, and weighed 361 lbs.

alive. Gentlemen are invited to call and see for themselves, or

communicate by mail Direct to CLA VTON B. REV BOLD,
[ti.4t] Delaware City, Delaware

THE GE\ESEE FAK.WEK,

VOLUME Xn, FOR 1851.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies lor $'2 ; Kiglit Copies fur $:5, and tmy iarger

nmnlier nt liie saino rate.

dj' .Ml siihspriptions to commpnce with the yoar, nno

the entire volume supplied to nil subscribers.

(fi^ Post-.Masters, Agents, and all friends of improvement, ara

respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIEIi LKE,
December. iS.50. Rochester. \t.w York

SrtlCICuTYFED Br J. W. BROWN, KOCHESTEK, It. r.
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Agriculture is the most Healthy and HonoraDie, as it is the most Natural and Dseful pursuit ol Man.

VOL. XII. ROCHESTER, N. Y.— AUGUST, 1851. NO.

A CONGRESS OF AGRIOTJLTURE.

Although there is not a little ignorance in Franco,

as there must be in all nations whose population

exceeds thirty-five millions, yet we are inclined to

believe that it contains more science, and more of

the elements of agricultural progress, than is td be

found in any other equally populous and extensive

country on the globe. Certain it is, that the thirty-

five and a half millions of people in republican France
contrive to subsist very comfortably, judging them
by the European standard, and export more pounds

of flour and wheat to England than any other nation

on either side of the Atlantic. While the inhabi-

tants of the British islands find it necessary to buy
of other countries over ten million quarters of grain

a year, (85,000,000 bushels,) and import 110,000

tons of guano and an incredible amount of oil-cake,

from Russia, the United States, and elsewhere

;

France, with a population a fourth larger to feed,

imports very little manure, and still less of human
food. Great facts*like these are worthy of the pro-

foundest consideration of the citizens of this Repub-
lic. It has been well said that " history is philoso-

phy teaching by example ;" and of all history, that

of the present is most instructive, most truthful, and

most deserving of earnest and patient study. " The
institutions of society, like the laws," says the French
minister, "which satisfy the real wants of the public,

do not spring up spontaneously. Their history shows
us that they are always called for beforehand by the

public will, preceded by isolated efforts and partial

attempts up to the auspicious moment when the

legislator, constrained by the general sentiment, and
enlightened by the experiments already made, finds,

so to speak, the basis and the materials already for

the new edifice called for by the new wants of the

country."

The above is sound doctrice, and among the many
useful institutions called for by " the public will, to

satisfy the real wants" of France, its " Central Con-
gress of Agriculture" stands conspicuous. This
Congress is composed of 600 delegates chosen by the

various agricultural societies of the republic— is a

permanent body, which convenes once a year, and
has a president and seo-etary to carry its official acts

into effect. Its sessions continue from one to two
or three weeks, as the agrK'iltural interests of the

nation seem to require. Evei^ intelligent reader

will see at a glance the value of e' ch an organiza-

tion. It has appointed a committee of scientific and

practical farmers to attend the grand exhibition in
London, and purchase one of each new implement of
obvious value, not now in use in France, as a model
from which others can be constructed, make draw-
ings of new machinery which it may not be conve-
nient to buy, and collect useful knowledge from every
attainable source. M. Maureny, chairman of this

commission, has commenced his labors by an inter-

view with the committee of the Royal Agricultural
Society, at which he presented to the Duke of Rich-
mond, president of the Society, a set of the proceed-
ings of the sister Society, or Congress, in France.
This Congress keeps two or three gentlemen of
sound judgment constantly abroad, attending all ag-
ricultural and horticultural exhibitions, gathering
rare and valuable seeds and plants, as well as study-
ing the improvements made from year to year, in

constructing barns, stables, and stercoraries, and all

contrivances for draining and irrigation. Rural
economy, including tillage, husbandry, the breeding
of domestic animals, the daily care of stock, fruit

and forest culture, presents a wide field for critical

observations and universal advancement.
We have often had occasion to dwell on the fact,

in writing for other journals, that the United States
is the only civilized nation in the world which has
no national society of any kind, either agricultural,

horticultural, or botanical, to introduce valuable
plants, fruits, and seeds, from abroad ; and yet, no
other country has a wider range of climate and soil

to meet the natural wants of the vegetable kingdom.
The British East India Tea Company produce about
200,000 chests of tea a year, on land no better adapt-

ed to the culture of this great staple than millions of

acres in the southern States. A now variety of

mammoth hemp has recently been introduced into

P'rance from the east, which promises extraordinary

advantages for the cheap manufacture of textile fab-

rics. Where in the wide v^orld can a Congress of

Agriculture do more good than in this extended re-

public ? Are we to remain forever the mere hewers
of wood and drawers of water for ambitious politi-

cians, who rarely serve any other interest but their

own pockets 1 More than half a century ago the

great and good Washington urged Congress to estab-

lish a National Board of Agriculture ; and from his

administration to the present, the friends of improve-
ment have never ceased to advocate the claims of

rural industry and science to the fostering care of

government. But it is a foolish waste of time and
of energies, to go to a political Congress for any
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assistance whatever ; we must create an Industrial

Congress by the union of existinj^ societies, to look

after the aijricultural and meclinnical interests of the

Empire. Let such as worsliip at the shrine of Politics,

Kave both the alter and its divinity all to themselves.

There is truly somediing- higher, something nobler,

and infinitely better, than the common spirit of poli-

tics ; a;id the time ai)proache.s when other honors than

those wf,.n by the slaughter of our fellow beings, or

as a skillfnJ political gladiator, will be esteemed by

cultivated, ciiristian people. To hasten the advent

of such an era by all the humanizing influences that

can be brought to bear against the ignorance, the

prejudices, and the intense selfishness of semi-savage

man, is an object for which all hopeful persons will

ever labor.

What is now most needed, i$ a concert of action

among those that already believe in agricultural

societies, books, and schools. If we can devise some
plan by which all our efforts may be brought to one

focus, it will constitute a radiating point from which

the light of science and experience may be constantly

diffused, until the whole Union is fairly illuminated.

It has been calculated that at least 6000 American
citizens will visit London, to witness the royal show
in Hyde Park, and at an average expense of $600 to

each. At this estimate, which is probably much be-

low the truth, we have paid $3,000,000 to foster a

scheme gotten up to promote the manufacturing in-

terests of our rivals and competitors in Europe. A
national fair in our own country, designed to bring

the producers and consumers of all the States together

for mutual instruction and social intercourse, would

be invaluable ; and a national Society or Congress

could easily accomplish such an undertaking. Be-

tween the Atlantic and the Pacific we have a conti-

nent larger than Europe, ami instead of allowing its

cream to go to fatten the enemies of our institutions,

who sneer at the "prairie ground occupied by cousin

Jonathan" in the Crystal Palace, we ought to hus-

band all our resources to feed and clothe the ever

increasing millions that the Old World will cast upon
our shores during the next two centuries. In the

battle of life, they will come whether we will or no.

The Atlantic ocean is crossed in a week, and not

only Ireland and England are annexed on the east,

but China, with its countless myriads, is fairly at-

tached to the United States on the west, by the won-
derful power of steam. The Chinese are already

counted by hundreds and thousands in California
;

and every possible inducement is presented for them
to come in millions, to people the New World. An
Agricultural Congress is needed all the more by rea-

son of this double influx of foreigners, to keep the

good ship of state safe, and ever sailing in the right

direction. Ai! the commercial nations of Europe
have made war against the soil of North America
since its first colonisation, and unlesa somo means
can be provided to check the destruction of our cot-

ton, tobacco, wheat, and I'orn lands, filty years will

BUtfice to desolate all east of the Mississippi river.

The amount of fertilizing elements consumed in

forming a bag of cotton, a hogshead of tobacco, and
a barrel of flour, is too well unrlerstood for any one

to contend that the soil loses nothing in the opera-

tion. How best to replenish th« earth from which
crops have been taken, is the point to be investigated

with the utmost care. We have area enough to feed

and clothe half the present population o^' *h? gloue
,

but if all the raw material lor making grain, grass,

wool, flax, hemp, and cotton, is removed from all

clay and sand to the depth of two feet, how much
hotter than a dessert will be our old, impoverished,
deserted fields ? That there is now enough of the
elements of fertility in American soil, is the very
reason why we are so anxious to see these elements
every where husbanded with the greatest skill and
success. To wait till all the things near the surface
of the earth which can by any possibility form crops,

are consumed and wasted, before we begin to save
potash, soda, magnesia, phosphorus, and ammonia,
indicates a degree of folly greater than our patience
can bear without reproof. As no inconsiderable
share of the fruits of the earth are carried to cities

and villages for consumption, it is in these that the

greatest waste takes place. If a reform in this re-

spect could be effected by deodorizing and drying all

fecal matters, to be conveyed back to the soil whence
they were extracted, cities would be much healthier

and purer, and millions of acres saved from deteri-

oration. All existing agricultural societies should
take action on this subject, and seek the co-operation
of city governments. To be useful, agricultural

Oissociations must have an eye constantly on public

opinion, to bring it up to the full appreciation of ali

the wants of the most economical and self-susts ming
agriculture. At present, this country witnesses very
little of this kind of tillage and husbandry. Neither
the denizens of cities, who throw away the best of

fertilizers by the thousand tons, nor the cultivators

of poor lands in the interior, seem to care a straw
how much injury they together inflict on arated fields.

How rare it is that one meets with a man in town or

country, who has fully studied the inferences to be
drawn from the facts that nature never tills the land

to produce her harvests, and that of all the races of

animals that subsist on its products, man alone im-
poverishes it. In nature's broad domains, neither

beast, nor bird, nor insect, deteriorates the virgin

soil ; but when semi-civilized man comes with his

axe, his plow, his harrow, his hoe, and above all,

his insatiable avarice, then woe to the native forest,

woe to the fertile prairie, and woe to every element
of the earth's productiveness which can be coined
into the almighty dollar. Not that he wants to eat

the dollar, to wear the dollar, or that it will not be
as safe in the virg-in earth as in the vault of a bank

—

that is not his idea ; he wants to show his neighbors
and friends that he can beat them all in digging gold

out of the soil with the plow ! Strange ambition,

when the chances are ten to one that the gold will

be spent, perhaps foolishly, and the real productive-

ness of the land greatly impaired just at the time
when, from an increase of mouths to be fed and backs
to be clad, it ought to yield double harvests. Instead

of wasting the elements of fertility, we ought to be
accumulating them by every means in our power.
Believing a national Congress of Agriculture not

unworthy of public consideration as one means of

increasing and diffusing rural knowledge, we have
ventured to recommend it. This republic being

much larger in territory than France, 600 delegates

are too many to sit as a central deliberative body.

As many as there are represetatives in the lower

house of Congress would be all sufficient : and per-

haps two from a State, like the Senate, would be

still better. We should rejoice to see a meeting of

delegates from all the State Agricultural Societies

in the Union, to promote tiie ndorious cause ; such a

body of sound practical men, Tairly representing the
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landed interest of all the States, would command the

respect of all classes, and might do more for the ad-

vancement of agriculture in one year than Govern-
ment now does in ten. That a national organization

of some kind will be effected before many years, we
have no doubt ; the leaven is already at work, and

in time the whole lump will experience its influence.

SALT AS A rEHTILIZBR, AND FOR STOCK.

At the request of Baron Mertbns, Belgian Minister

at the court of St. James, the council of the Royal
Agricultural Society made the properties of common
salt the subject of discussion before one of the weekly
meetings of said Council in which Professor Way
and SiMONDS, and others participated. All the
speakers concurred in regarding salt as an element
of fertility in the production of wheat, turnips, car-

rota and other crops ; but Prof. Wat doubted its im-
portance as a food of plants. He said that when an
ordinary soil was stirred in a weak solution of salt,

the quantity of lime set free (dissolved) " was im-
measurably greater than before the salt was added to

the water." The lime he supposes before existed as

an insoluble silicate, which by some chemical action

of salt on the silicate named, and not as yet studied

or known, a soluble chloride of lime is formed and a
soluble silicate of soda. This reaction would enable
common salt to furnish, indirectly, silica to the stems
of wheat and other cereals, making a bright glassy
straw. It would also yield lime in combination with
the chlorine derived from the salt. Mr. Meciii had
used 150 tons of salt on 170 acres of land during a
five year's occupation. He found it essentially nec-
essary for cattle and horses, when fed on wheat straw
cut into chaff with bean meal. If salt were not

given, their coats appeared rough and unhealthy
;

but with salt they" were sleek and healthy. His pigs

and sheep also had salt. Horses and cattle received

two ounces daily, yearling calves one ounce. With-
out being able give the scientific reason, salt gave
strength and brightness to the wheat straw, and pre-

vented its lodging. He applied it at the rate of 3 cwt.

per acre, mixed with the same weight of guano. He
also used a large quantity under the animals, to fix

the ammonia in their manure, which it did far more
effectually than gypsum. He had known of great

advantage resulting from mixing it in the dunghill.

It was very beneficial to mangold wurtzel. It cer-

tainly, with all deference to Mr. Way, appeared to

render the land more wet and adhesive. He thought

it would not be so beneficial on undrained heavy
lands. Early on a hot snmmer's morning he had
observed the grains of salt formed a wet spot, as

though they had attracted moisture from the dews.

—

Professor Way explained that common salt might be

a better fixer of ammonia than gypsum, on account

of its greater solubility. Salt, from any deliques-

cence it occasioned, might affect land in regard to

color and resistance to the action of frost ; but mois-

ture was not the simple cause of the good effects of

salt. Mr. Dyer instanced the deliquescent effect of

salt in bacon-salting rooms, where uic pr"9ment was
constantly damp. He had even known milk spilt on
deal boards years ago, which now in damp weather
always attracted moisture where the milk iiad been
originally absorbed. Mr. Fisher Hobbs referred to

the power of the fishery salt to fix ammonia, and
used it frequently with guano with a view to that

object. Baron Mertbns expressed to the Council

his thanks for the kind manner in which they had ac-
ceded to his n^quest, on the part of the Belgian Gov-
ernment, thattliis subject should receive the attention
and give rise to practical discussion. He would only
further trespass on their time by inquiring whether
any experiments had been made to ascertain the in-
crease in the weight of milch cows, and of the milk
they yiol.led, in conesquence of the use of salt as part
of their food ? The Rev, A. Huxtable, having a
dairy of forty milch cows, had foand it difficult" to
make experiments on that express point : but Bous-
singault had last year given an account of exper-
iments similar in their object to those which were
now the subject of Baron Mertens' inquiry. On
motion of Col. Challoner, seconded by Lord Brid-
port, the thanks of the Council were given to Prof.
Way and Prof. Simonds for the favor of the state-
ments they had on that occasion made to the members,
on a subject interesting and important in itself, but
dependent on various circumstances of condition, and
a clear elucidation of scientific principles, for its cor-
rect comprehension and practical application. Mr.
Raymond Barker expressed a hope that the learned
Professors would kindly consent to deliver these
short introductory lectures more frequently to the
members at the weekly sittings of the council ; a re-
quest to which Prof. Way and Simonds expressed
their willing assent.

Qrbitorial (Eorresponlinta.

p. BARRY'S LETTERS TROM EUROPE AND THE
WORLD'S FAIR.

THE PASSAGE.
Steamship Arctic, June 2, 1851.

Friend Vick :—We expect a couple of days more
will carry us into port, and in anticipation of this, I

avail myself of one of the most charming days I have
ever enjoyed at sea, to give you a few facts and inci-

dents concerning our ship, voyage, company, &lc.,

intended especially for those who have felt interest

enough in my fate to bestow a conjecture now and
then on " what sort of a lime I have had."
You know that we sailed on a most delightful day,

just such as one might wish for, who was leaving
home, wife, children, and friends, to cross a wide and
dangerous sea. There is a sadness creeps over one
on looking back upon the fading outlines of the land

that contains all that he really loves on earth, and it

takes a bright day and cheerful faces around, to keep
the heart from sinking into absolute misery. That
first day and the second were fine, calm, clear and
beautiful, and there was nothing but health, hope, and
happiness to be seen in every face. Tuesday was,
however, a little rough and then . The tables

that before were crowded were now in greater part

deserted. The cheerful notes of music and laughter

that before were rising from every part of the ship

changed into melancholy sighs and groans. Sea
sickness had fairly taken hold of about two-thirds the

passengers, and we had a changed time of it sure

enough. From that tim.e mdny have not been on
deck at all, but the greater number have recovered,

and the tables are pretty well occupied again.

I must say a word or two about our passengers.

Tliey are in number 140, and present an assortment

as great as one would suppose it possible to obtain

even by special effort. We have persons from nearly

every state in the Union^ from Mexico, South America,
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California, the Islands of Cuba and Jamaica and
almost every where. We hear tne English, French,
Spanish, German and Italian languages spoken
around us at the same time.

There is a genllcman on board from JVeiv Granada,
who with his wife and family travelled 18 days over

the mountain.--, carried on llie hacks of Indians. —
When he reached New York he considered himself

at home, as it were, although his destination is the

interior of Germany. Several Germans who had
spent many years in the interior of Mexico, married

wives there and made fortunes in trade, are returning

to father land. They give interesting accounts of

their long journies. There is a Spanish gentleman
among us from the island of Cuba, (an extensive

planter there, owning 800 slaves, and great planta-

tions,) who has a little daughter about 4 years old,

quite a prodigy. I have heard lier recite long and
difficult pieces, in Spanish, French, and English,

with such perfect ease, and correct expressive gesture

as is seldom seen except in a theatre ; besides she is

a sweet and beautiful chihl. Her father is one of

the most frightful looking Spaniards I ever saw, and
allowed by all to be the ugliest man on board.

We have a large nuniber of Frenchmen on board,

among whom is Mons. Cabkt, one of the Red Repub-
lican community, or Socialists, who was expelled

with Louis Blanc, Raspail, and their confederates,

after the Revolution. This Mr. Cabet has estab-

lished a sort of community atTVauvoo, (a fit place,)

called the " Icarians."' They live

together like the Fourierites, discard

religion, and spend the sabbath in a

sort of home-made dramatical per-

formances. They number at present

280. He speaks well of their suc-

cess, and is now on his way to claim

sonre property he was compelled to

leave. Ho is an old white headed

man, apparently laboring under a

sort of monomania. He gave us a lecture one eve-

ning in the cabin, which gave rise to a general and very

animated discussion on political economy. Mr. Tup-
PER, the poet philosopher, is also on board, returning

from his short visit to America. He seems well pleas-

ed with the country and the people. He is a kind

hearted, amiable man, and has been a general favorite

OH board, especially among the ladies, on account of

his lively, playful and poetizing disposition. He has

written many little sonnets and rhymes on board, some
of which (the best) I enclose. The following is his

" Salute at Parting, to his American Friends."

A SALUTE AT PARTING,
TO MT AMERICAN FBIEIIDS

Though gratefully and gladly
r hasten homo once more,

Yet not n little Badly
I leave your happy shore

;

For. while I speed to others,

l"ar dearer and more near
A iiemispliere of brothers

I leave behind me here I

Your kindly words and faces

Have grorted me right well
In miiny pleasant places,

Yea,—more than I can tell

;

And though they seemed so llceting.

They mi^'bt not nil depart,

For every friendly greeting
Was graven on my heart

!

Then let my mem'ry rank you
Among her precioun things,

And my aflection thank you
For all your wolconiings :

I came a truant ranger,
Your fiir-ofl' (iidds to roam

;

But whore I went a stranger
You made me feel at home.

Oh ! in this world of trifles.

Of haste and frigid form,
How often folly slilles

The feelings fresh and warm
;

How seldom can a blessing

Flow from the hearts own well-
How rare the soul's confessine
With Kedar forced to dwell I

Then simply, but sincerely,

In plain, unworldly way,
O, friends remembered dearly,

Receive my thanks to-day
;

And if with pleasant savor
They reach you o'er the sea,

Think oftentimes with favor

And kindliness on me !

Steamer Arctic, May 25, 18.51. Martin F. Tupper.

I prevailed upon Mr. Tupper to give his auto-

graph, for my own gratification and that of the read-

ers of the Farmer. I*" Mr. T. should publish an ac-

count of his travels in America, I have no doubt he
would do us justice, and instead of adding to the

general ignorance of America now existing in Eng-
land, would do much to enlighten his countrymen in

regard to American customs and institutions. But
here is the autograph.

It is wonderful how this steam navigation, these

10 and 12 day passages across the ocean, are setting

people afloat. More than 100 of our passengers are

people who never could have been induced to cross in

a sailing vessel requiring 3 or 4 weeks voyage.

—

Close to my room are two old gentlemen from Ten-
nessee, who inform me that a short time ago neither

of them had dreamt of ever seeing Europe, but lately,

so much has been said of the ocean steamers and
short passages, that they agreed one day to cross and
see a little of the old world before they would die.

They had been doing business in a small town for 30
years, and had been quite successful, more so (they

say) than they deserve. They are bound to travel

over the greater part of Europe, and although neither

are well fitted by education, knowledge of languages,

and other qualities deemed necessary to make trav-

eling agreeable and useful, 3'et from their happy dispo-

sitions and long purses they will " get along."

There is on board a Mr. Kennedy, who is sent out

by our government to examine into the various modes
of census taking in Europe, with a view, if possible,

of making some improvements on our present system,

by which our stati.'^tics will be more reliable and use-

ful. This is an important subject, and I hope Mr.
Kennedv's mission will not be in vain : from what
I have seen of him I should say he is well calculated

to succeed in collecting information. He informs me
too, that iSlOOO has been placed in his hands to pur-

chase seeds for the Patent Office. I hope this will
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be well expended. From the samples I have occasion-

ally received of Patent Office seeds, I have been com-
pelled to believe that the selections were not generally

made by compete^it persons. I do not see that Mr,
Kkn?;kdy has any knowledge upon this subject, and

therefore he will be under the necessity of relying

upon the advice of European seedsmen. If our gov-

ernment will expend money in seeds, as it does annu-

ally, it should like all other matters, be done under

the direction of well qualified parties.

So much for our passengers. I must now tell you

something of our ship. This " Arctic" is really a

noble and beautiful ship, about 300 feet long, and 50

wide, with two cabins one above the other nearly all

the length. The upper cabin is furnished and fitted

up like the state rooms of a palace, with rich and

beautiful carpets, marble tables, luxurious chairs and

divans, magnificient mirrors, with such a profusion of

carving, gilding, and polishing, as dazzles one's eyes.

There are seats in the dining saloon for I suppose

200 persons, and the tables are supplied with every

luxury that one could have on land. We have had

letture every day on table as fresh and crisp as

though it had just been brought from the garden
;

beefsteaks and poultry as fresh almost as if brought

from the market every morning.
*

There are employed on the ship about 130 persons

in various capacities, all well paid. There are no
less than tive or six engineers. She consumes about

60 tons of coal per day—what a huge powerful thing

the engine is, and yet without a prodigious power it

would be useless. When the sea is running as high

as mountains, and the great paddles become com-
pletely submerged in the water, the force of the en-

gine is necessarily so great as to make every joint

creak and groan, and everything on board quake and
quiver like aspen. If I am to go to sea in a frail ves-

sel, which God forbid, let it be a sail and not steam.

There is a vast deal of superfluous exenditure in the

embellishment and management of these ships in

such an elegant and sumptuous manner. It is very

well for people who require it, and prefer paying for

it, but by and by there must be plainer finish of fur-

niture and living for plain business people, and the

cost of travel be much less ; but let there be no

economy in strength and safety.

Mr. TuPVER has writen the following which sets

off the Arctic poetically :

ARCTIC REMINISCENCES.

A floating palace of luxurious ease
Mirrored and cuskion'd, suinpluously built

With precious woods, polisficd and carved and gilt,

Full of the richest rare appliances

That wealth could wisli, or curious skill invent,
Body and mind to pamper and to please,

—

Such was our ship ;—and, for the way she went,
A magic race across the slumbering seas,

As if some giant cygnet, black of breast,

But snowy-winged, to catch the welsome breeze,
Gracefully skimm'd the waters :—for the rest.

Fair woman, with good natur'd merriment.
And frank fraternal manhood, did their best

To make our mem'ries of the Arlic blest

!

Martin F. Tupper.
Steamer Arctic, on the BmlIcs, May 28, 1851.

This is ci'ie fifth voyage the Arctic has made. —
The following lo the time run each day from my note

book ; 1st, 251 mue^j 2d, 272 do.; 3d, 274 do.; 4th,

281 do.; 6th, 270 do.; 6t.h, 24. b.: 7th, 273 do.; 8th,

271 do.; 9th, 306 do.; 10th, 280 uo.; 11th, sailing in

sight of land, did not note distance. During the 4th,

5th, and 6th days, we had considerable head wind, at

least all the wind there was was nearly ahead. —
Capt. Luce is a most gentlemanly agreable man, and
servants on board, could not be more attentive or
watchful of people's comforts than they are. I could
not wish any one crossing the ocean better fare than
they will find with Capt. Luce.

A RHYME ON RETURNING.

Hurrah for old England ! the happy '• Fair Haven"
We wish'd for by day, and we pray'd for by night,^

Hurrah for dear England ! that name ever graven
On hearts of her children in letters of light

;

Hurrah 1 for we honor, and cherish, and love her.
And count her the praise and the bl.3ssing of earth,

—

With no one but God and his angels above iier,

And rich with the best of humanity's worth.

Yes, heartily join, my American brother,

In echoino; back to your iioine in the west
Our patriot love to this Glorious Mother,
Whose conquering sons in two Vv'orlds are so blest

!

Hurrah ! as we near her v^'e'U heartily cheer her,

—

America, England, together rejoice !

The better you know her, you'll love her the the dearer,

Then give her three cheers at the top of your voice I

And, thanks be to God for the homes we are longing
Soon to behold, and to know tltat all's well,

With dear loving wives, and the little ones thronging
To hear of the wonders that travelers tell !

Yea,—thanks from us all
; for His bounties and mercies

Kept us, and help'd us, and blest us ahvay
;

And glad shall we be when remembrance rehearses

How God hath been with us by night and by day.

Steamer Arctic, June 2, 18.51. Martin F. Tupper.

Liverpool, June 5th, 1851.

We arrived and got through the custom house late

last evening. I am astonished to find vegetation so

backward. The v/eather has been very cold, the

thermometer stood at about 30 deg. when we landed,

overcoats and good fires were in demand. Most of

the vegetables in market are forced. New potatoes

at 6 cents per lb., small insiped cucumbers 12^ cents

each, green gooseberries as large as peas 5 cents per

quart, forced grapes !$1.25 per lb. Rhubarb, aspara-

gus, lettuce, cress, parsley, and all such things, good,

abundant, and cheap, about the same price as in our
market. I notice in the gardens and ])leasure grounds,

that lilacs, laburnums and thorns, are the most con-

spicuous articles in bloom at present, and 1 suppose

it is the same with you. The laburnums seem to be

especial favorites here. In almost every place where
trees are planted, 1 observe them loaded with their

gay golden tresses, and people of all ages and condi-

tions stop and look at them, and exclaim " how beau-

tiful." The taste for flowers seems to be increasing

in England. In a few minutes this morning- in the

market, I saw upwards of 20 young men buy bunches

of "eranium flowers. P. B.

FETE AT LONDON HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
London, June 7, 1851.

My Dear Sir :—I was fortunate enough to reach

London the afternoon before the great Floral fete at

the Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, and

never before having had an opportunity of attending

one, I very willingly postponed my visit to the Crys-

tal Palace.

A brief account of the more prominent and impor-

tant features of this beautiful floral show may be

interesting to those especially who take an interest

in horticultural matters.

The time fixed and specified on the cards, for the

*il
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admission of the public generally, was two o'clock,

but fit half past one, when I arrived, there were thou-

sands of people assembled around the entrance gates,

and a mile long of the most fashionable public and

private carriages awaiting an opportunity of getting

near the gales. Hundreds of police Avere stationed

along in the vicinity to maintain order, keep the pas-

sages clear, and give to each carriage its due prece-

dence ; and so well did they manage their business,

that, in all that immense array of people and carri-

aires, not a single collision occurred, nor a loud or

disagreeable word to be heard. By and by the gates

were opened. In each one two persons were sta-

tioned, one in the outside of the passage and one on

the inside. The first took the tickets, tore them in

two, kept one half and returned the other, which was
handed to the next. This was done so rapidly, that,

when I reached the inside of the gate, in about ten

minutes after it was opened, the grounds, in every

part, acres in extent, seemed swarming with people.

Within the entrance, and at various points through

out the grounds, were guide-boards, in different lan-

guages, directing visitors to the various departments

of the show and of the grounds, so that strangers

were at once able to direct their course to that which
most interested them, instead of having to wander
about in search of it, or make inquiries of those who
were probably as ignorant as themselves. The arti-

cles were exhibited in long tents, wide enough to

contain a stage in the centre for the plants, fcc, and

a walk on each side for the visitors. There were
some five or six tents for the plants, and several for

visitors to rest or find shelter in if it rained. Seats

were scattered pi ofusely through the grounds, and a

large tent was appropriated to refreshments. This
was also controlled and managed by the Society

—

two officers were stationed near the tables to sell

tickets—no money was taken at the tables, and each
ticket specified what it was to purchase; so that eve-

rything was done without any needless question or

explanation, or, indeed, without any.

I have seen a great many large gatherings of peo-

ple on similar occasions, but never one that ap-

proached this in excellence of arrangement. There
were probably 15,000 people, or more, present, and
from beginning to end, not a loud word, an uncivil

expression, or a rude vulgar laugh or jest was to be

heard. Neither was there anything reserved or un-

social in people's manner, for all were engaged in

the tents, examining and discussing with animation

the merits of the articles, or, in groups over the

grounds, admiring the rare and beautiful trees, and

brilliant masses of flowers with which it was studded.

There is, after all, something in the refined and

polished manners of the better class of English so-

ciety thut commands our admiration. This 15,000

people were composed principally of what are termed

the aristocracy. Judging from appearance, (which,

in this casf, is pretty good evidence,) there were but

few working people in the assemblage, and these

were the better class of gardeners interested in the

show. There was nothing of the flash of dress, or

affectation of manner, that in all countries character-

ise the ignorant upstart. Throughout, in both sexes,

there was a richness and chastencss of dress, an ab-

sence of glitter, an ease and gracefulness of manner,
and a refined, free and intellectual conversation, that,

to my mind, constituted the rarest exhibition of hu-

mun cultxire I have ever before witnessed.
The regulationt of the Society and the high prices

of admission ($1 50,) exclude the more humble clas-
ses, and maintain that selectness bo remarkable to us,

who are unaccustomed to such a state of society.
If these exhibitions were quite accessible to all, the
Society would not be able to accommodate them, for

thousands would come in from idle curiosity to see
and be seen. As it is now, those only come who are
enthusiastically fond of horticultural pursuits, and
anxious to promote their interests. It is some satis-

faction for a gardener to present to such an audience
the result of his "labors, for they are appreciated.
From what I have said, I would not wish it to be

inferred that I entertain the slightest partiality for

aristocratic distmction. I intend simply to express
my admiration of personal and mental graces and
accomplishments, without regard to class or caste.

In the English aristocracy there are as ignorant, dis-

sipated, and vulgar specimens to be found, as are
elsewhere in the world. These are to be seen at the
theatres, horse-races, gaming-houses, and similar re-

treats ; but I do not believe they frequent Jloral
fetes ; these entertainments are too simple, moral,
and refined, not boisterous or excitable enough.
They have a parallel in our mixed society—those
who would prefer the exhibition of a negro dance or
melody, or a low theatre comedy, to any exhibition
of earth's most beautiful productions. What a dif-

ference in the personal appearance of these English
people and Americans of the same class. With
scarcely a solitary exception, they are stout, well
built, fleshy, florid people. A lean, bony subject like

your humble servant, is quite a rarity, and when one
is seen, he is suspected of being an exotic. The
ladies, in this respect, contrast very strongly with
Americans. They are almost without an exception,

robust, fleshy, with much color in the face, and as

fresh and fair at forty as American ladies at twenty-
five or thirty. But, as a general thing, they are not
BO handsome, their features are more masculine and
less calculated to awaken passionate sentiments of

regard in the opposite sex. But their beauty, such
as it is, is more permanent.

I have, perhaps, dwelt too long upon the prelimi-

nary matters, but they are points that left an im-
pression on my mind, and I write to give you my
impressions, right or wrong. I now proceed to no-

tice briefly the articles exhibited.

Fruits.—No kind of fruit has yet ripened here in

the open air, and consequently all that were exhibi-

ted were forced under glass. Strawberries, Grapes,
Peaches, Pine Apples and JSIelons, a very few of each,

constituted tlie whole fruH department. The straw-

berries were almost exclusively of the Keen^s Seed-
ling and British Quern, both of which are esteemed
for forcing. The Queen were the largest specimens
1 have ever seen. Peaches were of Royal George
and Early Violet (violet hat.ive). The Royal George
wrre of monstrous size, nearly double the dimensions

it attains under our orchard culture. Pine Apples
were of the Providence and Queen, principally,

some of the former exceeding six pounds in weight.

The Grapes were chiefly Black Hamburg and

.Muscadine, very good, but not remarkable specimenf,

—the bunches, generally, were not over medium
size, but they were well colored and perfect. Of
melons there were but few. I observed that meagre

as was the show of fruits, it yet attracted more at-

tention than any other part. From the opening, un-

til late in the evening, it was surrounded by such a

crowd of persons that it was impossible to see the

il
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tables, and I had to wait till many had left before I

could get near enough to see them satisfactorily.

The great feature of the show was the flowering

pot plants. This was wonderfully rich, and aftbrdeu

a grand illustration of the enterprise of English ama-

teui'3 and nurserymen, as well as of the patience,

perseverence, and skill of the gardeners. Most of

the specimens were of large size, trained and pruned

into perfectly regular forms and covered densely with

blossoms.

Heaths figured prominently. i\Iany were so large

that one person could not lift them, trained in pyra-

mids or globes, and so covered with flowers that

scarce a leaf could be seen. They looked more arti-

ficial than natural. I noted two yellow sorts that

struck me, in several collections, as being very fine

—Depressa and Cavendishii, Azaleas (Chinese) were

largely shown, and like the Heaths, the specimens

were superb, perfect masses of bloom. I noted a

very beautiful striped (red and white) one, Gledstans-

sii, in many collections. i)ecorflr, a crimson variety;

Variegata, rose and pink ; Minerva, a scarlet crim-

son ; and Optima, scarlet ; were all particularly fine.

Of Orchids, there was a magnificient show, de-

cidedly the most interesting part of the exhibition to

collectors of rare plants. What curious and geor-

geous plants these are. I noted extraordinary spec-

imens of Cattleyas, StanJiopeas, Oncidiums, JDen-

drohiums, Saccolobiums, and JVepeiiihes ; the last

named is the curious pitcher plant. There were

many species shown, and among them a beautiful

blood-red one, (Sanguinea.) In this department our

Sarracenia, or side saddle, figured.

Of Geraniums there was a fair display, by Gaijtes,

of Battersea ; Hhnberson, of St. John's wood ; and

some others. I noted as the most striking varieties,

JYepaulcse Prince, Forget me not, Conspicua, Paint-

ed Lady, Star, and Rosamond, considerable attention

seems to be directed, to the fancy sorts, and one or

two good collections were presented. Anette, Alboni,

Prima Donna, Mrs. Loudon, (^ueen Victoria, and
Princesse Marie Gallitzin, are half a dozen that

struck me as the best. The cape species of geran-

ium are beginning to attract attention, and several

very brilliant ones were shown. They are showy
and distinct.

Roses were scarce. The season for out door or

open ground exhibitions of them is at hand, and that

probably prevented their exhibition in pots at this

time. Lane fc Sons, well known growers, had the

principal collection. I noticed some superb speci-

mens of Souvenir de la Malmaison, the flowers of

monstrous size, the plants were large and very vigor-

ous. Really, after all, it is hard to equal this famous
rose. Two poor specimens of Geant des Batailles

were shown ; but poor as they were, they attracted

attention by their peculiar richness and brilliancy of

color. Madam Plantier was shown fine, and a

charming white rose it is. So is Miss Glegg, and

Amie Vihert, among noisettes. Clara Wendel and

JVe plus ultra were among them too, and are both

first rate yellows. Among teas, Devoniensis, Paul-
ine Plantier, and Viscomte des Gazes, all yellow,

were shown, and they are all good. In form the first

is the best, and the last the deepest colored, like

Chromatella ; and by the way, this was not shown.

A few poor specimens of common sorts of Hybrid

Perpetual, and Hybrid Bourbons, and Chinas, Avere

shown, but unworthy of notice.

Verbenas, none worth naming. Petunias, a few

very large, but of dull, poor colors—our seedling's at
home much better.

Calceolarias, (seedlings,) a superb show. The
florists here are all raising finely spotted sorts. Tho
flowers are very large ; the ground color, from a pale
straw to deep yellow, with spots of all shades of red,

brown, and purple. Large plants like these, with 20
or 30 flower stems, each bearing many flowers, and
all tied up and spread out in great regularity, are

very pretty indeed, and made a bright spot on the

stage.

Pansies and Daisies I expected to see wonderfully
fine, but found theni decidedly poor. So of pinks.

In fact, nothing-- among them all was worth naming
;

but Ranuncuhts were fine. Among miscellaneous
articles, I must mention Pimelias. Some of the

specimens were of enormous size, and perfect masses
of bloom. P. Spectabilis, a white one, did not show
a leaf, its form was a globe, and it looked like a great

ball of snow. Of Aphlexis, or Helychrysus, there

were a large number of beautiful specimens, the

most showy plants exhibited. The flowers are of

various shades of purple, and resemble the raesem-

bryanthemums. Of Gardenia Fortuni there were
several noble plants, the leaves very large and glossy,

and the flowers as large as Camellia, and not unlike

a double white. Hoya alia; or white wax plant, is

a beautiful thing. A great pillaf of Stephanotus fio-

rubandui was shown, very attractive* Besides these,

I might mention the Ixora Coccinea, v'.'ith its im-

mense clusters of orange and scarlet flowers ;
Clero-

dendron Fallox, and other species, with great leaves

and scarlet flowers ; Saslicia Carnosa LcchenaultiaSf

and many other things, remarkable for the size and
perfection of the specimena and the showy character

of the plants themselves.

Lengthy as is this notice, I cannot close it without
mentioning the grand display of '* American plants,"

Rhododendrons and Azaleas, by Mr. Waterer, of

Surry. This occupied a separate corner of the gar-

den. The specimens were planted out in regular

flower garden style, arranged both in regard to size

and color of blossom, with the best taste. They
covered from one-fourth to half an acre, and surpass-

ed in brilliancy anything of the kind I have seen be-

fore. There were among the collection some large

Rhododendrons, worth $120 each. Amongthe Rho-
dodendrons, I noted as particularly striking, atrosan-

guinea, deep blood red ; Candidum, pale blush
;

Oeyiatum, deep rose ; Coeleslinum, pale lilac. The
Azaleas were tastefully mingled with the Rhododen-
drons, and by the brilliant yellow, orange, and scar-

let, produced a fine efiect. I find I must defer fur-

ther notices of this kind, as well as notes made of

interesting objects in the Society's garden, till

another time. ^__^___ ^' ^'

THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

London, June 9, 1351.

Dear Sir :^Were it not that I shall have no other

opportunity to write before the sailing of the steamer

on Wednesday next, I would not yet attempt to say

anything in regard to. the exhibition, for I have only

spent one day in it, and I found that not enough to

study the geography of the building and its arrange-

ment. To go into an examination of its contents,

and a comparison of them, will involve no little time

and labor. I can say this much now, that, extrava-

gant as my ideas were respecting the vastness of this

structure, and the almost infinite variety of its con-
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tent.', I find when I approach it, enter it, and move
about it, that all my conceptions were too small.

Only think of a building 1850 foet in length and 450
in width, composed of light and airy looking iron

posts and rafters, and covered with glass, admitting

and often containing 40,000 persons, and aflbrding

a front view along the dilFcrcnt avenues of ten miles

long, for the display of goods. It is estimated that

15,000 persons exhibit goods, and that one half of

these are British. 41,000 thousand persons had en-

tered to-day at 1 o'clock. There are four places of

entrance, and at each of these a policeman is stationed

to count the visitors as they enter. Along the sides

at various points are places of exit, intended to re-

lievo the main entrances and save people the trouble

of long journeys. The ground plan of the building

is that of a parallelogram, 1850 by 450 feet. Through
the center of this, crosswise, is a broad avenue, called

the tninscpf, 120 feet wide ; and through the center

lengthwise, runs another avenue, the nave, ab6ut 80
feet wide. These are the two great avenues of the

building. On each side of the nave are secondary
avenues, two on each side. The spaces allotted to

each nation generally run from the nave to the side,

and in many cases across the whole building, and in

front the name ol the nation is suspended in w'hite

letters on red cloth. The galleries are arranged in

the same manner, so that as you pass along these

two great avenues, you can visit nearly all the na-
tions of the world that can be said to be civilized.

For instance, in the transept, or main cross avenue,

in the south end of which is the main avenue, we see

on the right, Tunis, China, Persia, Egypt, and Tur-
key ; and on the left, India, Malta, Ceylon, &lc.

Enter the nave, or main avenue running lengthwise,
and you find the whole west end occupied by Great
Britain and her colonies, and on the east, Greece,
Spain and Portugal, Italy, France, Belgium, Austria,

the ZoUverein or German States that united in a

common system of duties, Russia, and at the extrem-
ity, the United States.

Now I mast describe the transept to you, for I

think, as far as appearances go, it is the glory of the

whole arrangement. I remarked before that this

crosses the building, and it is the part covered by
that semicircular roof which you see in the picture,

standing up so conspicuously above all the rest.

—

The main entrance is on the soutli end of this, and
as you enter, you pass on each side a group of small
buildings or apartments, which are used by the exec-
utive othcers. Here stand two of the noble old elms
of the park. You pass in the door, and there you
involuntarily stop, and gaze down that great avenue,
filled with statuary, magnificent fountains of various
designs with powerful streams of water gushing from
tl)em. Here and there are some rare and beautiful

palms and other trees, vases, he, and at the extrem-
ity, two more of those noble elms. The roof, too,

is 80 lofty, that one considers himself in tlie open air,

and the whole scene is like some magnificent garden.
On either side are the brilliant exhibitions of eastern
nations. But I ought to give you in detail the ar-

rangement of this transept.

The first thing you meet when you enter, is a fine

epecimcn of a park gate of bronzed and gilded iron.

It is appropriately placed here for exhibition ; made
in London by Coltam k Hallen. Behind this stand
in two fine cast imn vases, two beautiful specimens
of the Norfolk Island Pine. Then in the center
Etaiids a group of rare trees and plants, comprising

fine specimens of the Japan Cedar, New Zealand
Spruce, and two Sweet Bays in pyramidal form—ad-
mirable things. These are mixed with baskets and
vases of smaller, flowering plants, and make a charm-
ing group. Then comes a bronze statue of her
majesty on horseback, as large as life ; behind that a
letter post, in form of a bronzed cylinder, for the use
of the building, exhibitors, fee. Then we come to

an object that occupies the very center of the build-

ing—a crystal fountain (glass) 27 feet high, with a
broad sheet of water pouring from its top, and a
broad, bubbling fountain at its base. This is really

a beautiful thing, and is the first that catches the eye
upon entering the building ; but the glass is dull

compared to the brilliancy of cut glass fabrics.

—

Standing at this fountain, you have a dazzling view
of the two great avenues, north and south, east and
west ; and as you stand, with the gushing of the
fountains, the tones of the great organ, and the hum
and noise of 50,000 people falling on your ear, you
will for a moment imagine yourself in dream land.

Presently, however, you will hear the gruff voice of
a policeman saying, "Pass on, gentlemen

;
pass on ;"

for people are very apt to tarry too long at certain

points. I saw a good illustration of this in the tran-

sept. Among the statuary was " The Dying Ship-
wrecked Boy." He is represented as expiring with
the prayer on his lips, "Almighty Father, protect my
poor widowed mother."' Tliis is a touching piece,

and so awakens the sympathies, that people linger

around it until they are forced away. North of the
glass fountain we proceed, and meet a model of a
ship of war of 116 guns. Then a hydraulic ram,
working away steadily. Then we come to a large

metal fountain, manufactured by Freeman, Roe, &l

IIemson, 70 Strand ; it is throwing a great jet of

water, and is surrounded with many rare and fine

palm trees, fee. Close to it sits an old lady in a

pretty little Chinese-looking tent, making and selling

boquets. Here stand the two famous imprisoned
elms, doing w-cU in their confinement. Then a

model of a conservatory, by Weeks k, Co., of Chel-
sea. Next, a case of tropical birds and plants, illus-

trating a tropical scene. Again we come to a foun-

tain of cast iron, bronzed, and surrounded by pretty

groups of trees and plants, and just behind it a stand

of plants by David Ferguson, who says in a card,
" stands alone in Europe offering first rate geraniums,
heliotropes, and other bedding plants, at a penny
apiece." Here the remainder of the avenue seems
to be cut oil" by another sample of bronzed iron park
gates, made in Liverpool. North of these gates the

space is mostly devoted to the refreshment court and
small exhibitions of plants. Lane &l Sons have here

a fine collection of Rhododendrons and Azaleas ; and
Paul, of Chestncnt, a nice collection of rare ever-

greens, comprising a fine specimen of the elegant

funeral cypress.

Tlh? refreshment business is well managed. It

was let to the highest bidder, at 5,000 and some odd

pounds, or upwards of S^6,000. He will clear a for-

tune, too, at that. No spirituous liquors are permit-

ted, but to-day I saw the pocket powder-horn pulled

out not unfrequently.

In mentioning the articles that fill up the grand

aisle, I have said nothing of the thirty or forty pieces

of sculpture and plastic work that are arranged along

each side. I can not go into detail—some are very

beaiitiful in design and execution, and others inferior

in both. They are mostly by Britisii artiets, and are

I
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about until you are weary anl then leave. Thou-
sands of people bring their refreshments from home,
and along about two or three o'clock, and indeed at

all subsequent hours till six o'cloclc in the evening,
groups of a half a dozen or a dozen or twenty, -as well
as solitary individuals, are to be found plundering their

well stored baskets and bottles ; whilst others are

clustering about the eating places " by authority."

When you have spent one day, you feel that you
must spend another, and that shows another still to

be indispensible ; and so on till a week of days are

spent in it, and after all but a small portion examin-
ed. The field to be gone over by one who wishes to

come away well informed, is immense.
I have so far, with trifling exceptions, confined my

attention to agricultural implements, and machinery.
The display of English articles of this son cover sev-

eral acres in extent, and is no doubt without a single

exception the largest and best that has ever been
brought together in the world. Thqre is scarcely an
article of any conceivable use to the agriculturist,

that is not presented in some form or other, or in a
multitude of forms, and I feel certain that I cannot
come away with a satisfactory notion of the merits

short of a week's examination.

Draining and drain-tile making machinery occupy
a very prominent position, and there is actually an
invention of this kind ofl"ered by which drains are

made, and the the tiles placed by one operation, and
that vv-ithout breaking the surface of the ground.

—

Horse power is applied by means of a capstan or

windlass. In plows, harrows, cultivators, rollers,

clod crushers, k.c., &-c., there is an endless variety,

and all made of iron, ? nd in the most elaborate man-
ner. There are als' > a great variety of portable

steam engines, prese ted for farm purposes, and I am
informed they are coming into very general use on
extensive farms, for various purposes, cutting hay,

chafij roots, fee, churning, pumping, steaming food

for animals, &c. I have seen none that cost less

than $500, but it appears to me that small farm en-

gines may be produced for much less. English im-

plements and machinery are all ponderous, elaborate,

and costly, and one great reason why our plows, and
in fact all our implements are laughed at by the far-

mers and ridiculed every day by the press, is that

they are light, simple and cheap. They call them
the make shifts of a new country. An English iron

plow of the best kind is a beautiful implement, and in

clear smooth ground, it will no doubt make finer

work. Its greater length is one reason, this in-

creases its stability, scarcely any of them are less

than 15 feet in length, and some more. One of them
will weigh more than 3 or 4 American plows, and

cost at least 3 times as much. I have observed horse

hoes (cultivators) that weigh 1000 lbs,, and very

small looking ones 8 to 900 lbs. I have seen some
elegant models of carts, and have made note of their

good points that I may carry them into practice at

home, but the greater number of their carts are

frightfully clumsy. There are many presented here

as models that would weigh as much as our cart, load

and all. And there are cart wheels shown here that

cost $50 a pair, and are so heavy that machinery

would be necessary to handle or use them. Through-
out, this heaviness is obvious. Yesterday there were

some SOO farm laborers in the exhibition from a cer-

tain district in tlie country, and their shoes which they

wore had great wrought iron nails enough in each

pair to shoe my pony. Their frocks or overalls are

It

not to be compared with the continental productions.

As I said before. I spent my day in studying the

outlines of the exhibition, and therefore can not enter

into detailed account of the merits of anything. I

devoted a couple of hours to our own show. It is

looked upon with less interest generally, than most
others, for several reasons. One is, it occupies the

remotest end of the building from the main entrance,

and before reaching it you have passed through the

most brilliant continental departments. When our

articles are reached, one feels wearied. Then, they

are plain, unattractive to the merely curious, and

people say, " Pshaw ! let us go. There is nothing

here to look at." Those, however, who go below the

surface, find much to admire and examine, and reflect

upon. Our India rubber manufactures, life boats,

carpets, maps, ^vhips, carriage springs, clothing,

buckets, bottles, kc, are all interesting and credita-

ble. Our daguerreotypes have no rivals. We have
some elegant carriages, edge tools, agricultural im-

plements, shoes and other clothing, dentistry, he,
that all give evidence of skill.

I see our Genesee and Harmon's flour and Oswego
corn starch and Hecker's farina here, and a collection

of very important minerals, plumbago, magnesia, &:c.

Pierson's great piano attracts great attention among
musical connoiseurs, and is certainly a remarkable
instrument. Some new bedsteads, the different parts

of which are united without screw or bolt— an in-

genious and attractive affair.

One cannot help pausing occasionally, as he pass-

es around, to reflect upon the vast influence this

wonderful affair is destined to exert upon human
pursuits. Here are nations brought together, to

compare products from every part of the globe,

where men are in a civilized state. Each finds that

the other is far in advance of them in some particu-

lar respect. England, for instance, in regard to ma-
chinery—that on which the subsistence and employ-
ments of her people depend—is in advance of all the

rest of the world. In sculpture, statuary, painting,

glass staining, and all the fine departments of design
and execution, she is greatly behind her neighbors
on the continent. Going through the exhibition, we
see and feel this at every step, and the conclusion

one comes to is, that this show is destined to be a

great era in human handiwork.

I hear traders on all sides complam of dull trade,

and attribute it to the exhibition. Why, I cannot
say. The Londoners are disappointed. Thousands
fled from their houses to the country, so that they
might rent them, but they remain tenantless. All

sorts of shows and contrivances assembled here to

catch the floating shillings, but, as a daily paper has

said, the great exhibition has swallowed them all.

There is, however, a vast deal of money spent here,

and nothing but downright greediness can induce a

grumble.

I will write again by next steamer. P. B.

London, June 13tli, 1851.

Dear Sm.—The steamer sails to-morrow, and I may
as well give you a few items concerning the " Great
Exhibition," as it is now aptly and universally styled.

It is now 38 days open, and strange to say, the inter-

est is no less general or intense than it was in the

beginning. Steadily, rain or shine, 40 to 50,000

people enter each day, and nearly all of them spend

their day there. It is not a place to enter and stroll
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stitched nnd counter&titched, until more thread and

labor are expended upon thorn than would buy a

much mere becoming jrarmont. It is so in all things

— there is scarcely an ellbrt made to simplify and

cheapen implements of labor. They are improved,

but at the same time rendered costly, compli-

cated an>l almost unmanageable. Practical men
begin to feel this and to speak it out, but the great

fancy farmers of England glory, of course, in these

ponderous, glittering, " scientilic" things. The dis-

tricts around London, beyond the gardens, are noted

for poor farming. I saw there four horses attached

to a plow, placed one before the other, with a man
to drive and one to hold the plow, and the whole cav-

alcade managed to turn an eight inch furrow at the

rate of two miles an hour ; but such a sight as this

would not be seen in Northumberland or Durham
;

there one can see the best farming in the world.

I have made minute and careful notes, which I

shall bring forward hereafter. There are about Eng-

lish implements many points that we can adopt with

advantage, and mod.ify to suit our purposes. Our

implement makers might have learned much here.

I have had frequent occasions to regret that our im-

plements an 1 many of our other articles were not

properly shown and explained to visitors. .In every

department of almost every other nation yoii cannot

look at an article without having an attendant step

forward and politely offer you all necessary informa-

tion. If each collection of implements had been

accompanied by a competent person to explain and

show their merits and to defend them from the at-

tacks and misrepresentations of the English papers,

they would have stood now in a ditierent position.

The ridiculous paragraph which appeared in the

New York Herald, speaking of a probable insurrection

in London during the exhibition, is, it is believed here,

the great cause of the hostility of the newspapers,

and especially of the Times, to the American depart-

ment. Not a single syllable has been said dispar-

agingly of any other nation's articles or arrangements,

I must close this without referring to many mat-

ters that I intended to speak of. P. B.

LoNDo.v, June 19, 1851.

In regard to products of the soil and implements

for culture, the objects that are most interesting to

me, I am greatly disappointed in the great show. I

apprehended that these departments would be over-

looked amidst the more attractive arts, but it is not

so. The display of these articles is grand. In im-

plements and machinery applied to agriculture, there

never was before so complete and comprehensive a

display ; and from nearly every nation, there are

samples of field products. I regret to see such a
scanty show in this way from our own country, so

surpassingly rich. Our seedsmen, gardeners, and
nurserymen, our extensive grain growers in dirt'crent

parts of the country, our timber dealers, and every

class connected with the natural or cultivated pro-

ducts of the soil, should all have been called upon
to contribute, and some assistance should have been
given in necessary cases. We might in this way,
if in no ct'ier, havo made a display that would have
elicited the admiration of the world.

Canada has in this way done herself great credit

and attracted much attention and admiration.

Opposite her compartment we see in the nave or

broad aisle, among tJie statuary and other grand and

n.otable objects, a huge trophy of looods, the natural
products of the Canadian forests, all dressed on one
side, showing the finish each is susceptible of. The
beautiful black walnut, curled maple, birch, k.c., at-

tracted much attention. Ship timbers were also inclu-

ded. When we enter the compartment, we arc struck
with long ranges of barrels of vi'heat, flour, beans, peas,

Timothy seed, buckwheat flour, a very complete col-

lection of garden seeds, all fip.e samples, hemp and
hemp seed, flax seed, clover seed, maple sugar and
double refined sugar, hops, starch, biscuit and crack-
ers, leather of different sorts, furs and skiijs dressed

;

of the last there were three finely arranged, effective

groups, that threw a sort of character over the col-

lection. Then there was honey, pork, beef, lard,

tobacco and snuft'; a barrel of verv nice vinegar
from beechwood, by Messrs. Gillespie &, Co., of

Montreal ; beef tongue, smoked hams, and Bologna
sausages, besides a multitude of other articles per-

taining to food.

In manufactured articles, they made a good dis-

play. I noted good plows, some elegant sleighs, and
robes of fox, bear, and wolf skins, harness, cordage,

hay and manure forks, scythe snaths, a case of good
table and pocket cutlery, black walnut and other fur-

niture, a beautiful set of blackwalnut chairs, "to be

presented to the Queen, on behalf of the ladies of

Montreal," woolen cloths, samples of Glaussen's pa-

tent flax cotton, fine chopping axes from Dundas and
Toronto, jewelry and dentistry, fire engines, &.c.

Then they had a fine show of their mineral wealth
;

large pieces of copper ore from Lakes Huron and
Superior ; silver, gold and iron ore ; blacklead, gra-
nite, marble and slate, gypsum, shell marl and sand-

stone, millstone rock, soapstone, sand for glass mak-
ing, jasper and agate from Lake Superior, and a mul-
titude of other things.

Geo. H. Ciieney, of Toronto, sent a good sample
of a cooking stove with copper furniture ; also a par-

lor stove, and a case of types. I have enumeratea
these articles, as well to s'low what Canada is pro-*

ducing, as to show how varied her exhibition here
;

and I have not mentioned half the articles. All

were well arranged, too, and mado a good impression.

Had we been so industrious or ambitious, what a
show we could have made. I have been strongly

impressed with the naiural sources of wealth and
greatness there exists in the Canadian soil. These
evidences come home at once to the mind, and many
and many an Englishman aild Frenchman and Ger-
man and Russian has left the Canadian department
with enlarged ideas of troth her natural resources

and advancement it the arts.

I have really felt prolid of our neighbors, for we
are so united by proximity and business interests,

that I consider thom as almost "of us," and I find

many good loyal subjects of her Majesty who believe

they will be, and that at no very distant day.

It is now approaching two months since the won-
derful show was opened to the public, and during all

that time a steady stream of visitors has flowed into

it, at the rate of 40 to 50 and 60,000 a day. At this

moment the interest, instead of cooling down, is ac-

tually becoming more intense, even among the re3i-

dents of the city. The number of visitors increase

daily, until they now reach about 70,000. Only
think of that. And then think of this huge glass

building, containing samples of all departments of

British industry, and that of forty other nations be-

sides— indeed, nearly the whole civilized or semi-
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civilized world. Here in this building are people of

all nations, conversing in all tongues and languages,

at the same time. From pole to pole, the world,

both in its industry and its inhabitants, is represent-

ed, and a collection of men and things brought to-

gether, such as no man living ever sav/ before. The
great questions of the day here are. What are to be

its results ! Will it benefit trade or injure it 1 8ic.,

&LC. On these heads long newspaper articles are

written, lectures delivered, and sermons preached,

and books written. To me, one result seems inev-

itable : it will give to the different nations of the

world a more intimate knowledge of one another,

not only in regard to their industrial, but social re-

lations. My own case is an example that I am at

liberty to refer to. Here I have been able to exam-
ine the fruits and other vegetable productions, min-

erals, and manufactures of Russia, Norway, Sweden,
Spain, Portugal, China, Egypt, Australia, Algiers,

fcc, countries in which I have never traveled and

probably never shall ; and although I may have read

of the condition of these pursuits and products, yet

what is such information, compared to an actual in-

spection of the articles themselves. The millions

who have visited this palace of industry have all

learned something, and the world has received an
impetus in its onward progress in the arts. Eng-
lishmen are proud of it, and justly too. The idea of

such an aifair is grand, but to carry it oat so per-

fectly and successfully in all its detail, is grander

still : and I can really forgive the t ily glorification

of the English journals over it. Ai impression ob-

tained all over England that the Un:ted States was
unfriendly to the exhibition, and that the Yankees
hoped and prayed for its failure. Not a day have I

been in the building without hearing, often and often,

the expression, " I wonder if the Yankess still pre-

dict a failure." This impression created a deep
prejudice against our articles, and the "Times" has
scarcely failed a day since I have been here, to sneer

at and ridicule "our cousins from the United States."

It wiil do us no harm in the end— we can aftbrd to

lose a litXle of our self-conceit ; but ridicule is al-

ways unpleasant.

The business people of London have experienced

some disappointment over it. They expected to

empty their stores every week or two, but " business

never was more dull," Theatres, and thousands of

pla. es of amusement, all of which anticipated fortune-

ma ,ng times, are mourning over an unexpected
" beggarly account of empty boxes." The exhibi-

tion itself swallows all. The working people have

for months back been hoarding up their means, and

have not made their ordinary purchases, in order that

they might be able to take a holiday and spend a few
shillings in the exhibition. This has affected trade

very much in the aggregate, no doubt. Visitors to

London find enough to engage their attention, with-

out paying. The public buildings are all accessible

now. The castles and palaces of the aristocracy are

all thrown open, on certain days of the week, to every

body. Their magnificent parks and gardens, their

great collections of paintings, and everything that

long centuries, unbounded wealth, and cultivated

taste have assembled together. These throw all

petty shows into the shade. The parks of London
alone are now-a-days panoramas, of extraordinary

beauty. The only.real luxury I have enjoyed here,

has been an occasional stroll in Hyde Park ; and

here I must say a word about this park, for the ben-

efit of those who have never seen it. Imagine 400
acres of land with a gracefully undulating surface,
a lawn like velvet, studded over with trees of all ages
and sizes. I saw several six feet in diameter (elms,)
and many are only a few years planted. Through
it runs the serpentine river, a stream about as wide
as the Genesee, but so clear and quiet does it glido
around its graceful serpentine curves, that it is a
perfect mirror, reflecting the park on its boscm.
The grass is green as emerald to its very edo-e,

weeping birches droop their slender bouqhs over it,

and at one place it is spanned by a beautiful brido-e.

Here are also drives, broad and smofjti-i, kept with
more than the neatness of a garden walk, and wind-
ing like the river in graceful serpentine curves.
Here daily we can see the best blood in England,
either of men or horses ; with the latter I am^espe-
cially delighted. In this park, too, are groups of
cattfe, the finest Durhams in England, and many
other breeds. In one place are barracks for the
"life guards," and in another a pretty cottage for

the keeper. lu every part of it people are strolling
and lounging ; and really, when one gets in a quiet
nook, pretty well elevated, and takes a survey of the
scene, including the "crystal palace," its glassy roof
and thousand flags, it impresses them at once with a
feeling both of the sublime and the beautiful.

Hyde Park and the other parks around London !

—

what a blessing they are to the people of this huge,
smoky, foggy, crowded city. Here they can go out
and breathe pure air, see the trees, the green grass,
herds of cattie, and in fact, the country in miniature.
This cultivates a taste and cherishes feelings that
can not fail to counteract some of the evil effects of
great cities.

While I am speaking of parks, I must not forget
the great park at Greenvi^ich. Greenwich is a large
and ancient town, five miles from London, on the
Thames. The Royal Observatory is here, where it

is well known all English astronomical observations
are made. There is a great park here, several hun-
dred acres in extent, and though not so beautiful as
Hyde Park, is full as well adapted for a promenade
and pic-nic resort. A portion of the ground around
the observatory is so high as to command a fine view
of London and much of the surroiniding country, and
the Thames, with its active, grimy, floating popula-
tion, far up and down. In a clear day the prospect
is fine, and all around the highest points you will

find infirm old sailors (who are closing up their lives

here in one of the finest charitable buildings in the
world,) witli small telescopes through which you can
look at distant objects. The trees in this park are
very old and of gigantic proportions. They are
planted in avenues straight from one point to another
—cutting the park into triangles. It is these ave-
nues that make it so pleasant a promenade. I was
there during a heavy rain, and thousands of others,

too, and we all found a complete shelter in the ave-
nues, so broad, dense and interwoven are the ma ses

of foliage of these venerable elms, lindens and chest-

nuts. There are fine herds of deer in the park, and
an extensive rabbit warren. On a fine Sunday after-

noon, or during a Greenwich Fair day, (held last

week,) 10,000 people may be seen in this park at once.

Steamers run on the river, carry passengers from all

the bridges every quarter of an hour, and there is

also a railroad conveyance every few minutes.for about
one shilling your money. I think the influence of

these public parks is very evident in the tastes of the

.':i
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people, for there is hanlly a home in Lomlon, (unless

in the lowest sinks, whose occupant never saw a

green tree,) but has its little collection of window
or parlor plants ; thousands are sold daily, and I am
quite surprised to see men and women, apparently

very, very poor, buy half a dozen pot plants and carry

them otfto their humble homes. One would suppose
that food and clothing would be more necessary.*'

A great want of the poor here, is cheap ne\vspa])ers;

and this want is attended with the most demoralizing
consequences. Working people must get the news of

the day, but they cannot aflord to pay 10 or 12 cts. for

a newspaper. The city, however, like all other cities,

everywhere abounds with taverns and dram shops
;

these take the papers and invite the working people

in to read. On all sides you can see a label on the

window, " A coffee and smoking room, and the pa-
pers taken." This is a tempting notice, and in goes
the work-people to drink the " pot of beer," smoke a
pipe, and read the paper. This is followed up until

home and family are forgotten, and the man is con-

verted into the toper. It is so with tens of thousands,

and if the British government would only make a

move towards providing every poor man with a daily

penny paper, it would revolutionize the social habits

of the London poor and respectable working classes.

This reminds me of Mr. Mayhew and his "Lon-
don labor and London poor." The ''Coster Mongers,"
or street dealers, of whom he gave such a dismal
description, appear to have a sprinkling of self-respect,

for they have held an indignation meeting lately,

and denounced his statements as slanderous and false.

The London markets are objects of great intejrest

to strangers, but I must speak of them at another
time, as they and other matters connected with them
will be enough for a long letter. I have met more
Americans in the markets of an early morning than
in any other place, and all are much interested in

examining the quality of the articles and the mode
of doing business.

I leave town to-morrow, for the Continent. The
rose season is now in perfection in France, and will

not open here yet for another week or ten days. I

yesterday, for the first time, met my young friend

Mr. PoMERoy Brewster ; he had just returned from
a ten days' ramble on the Rhine. Mr. and Mrs.
Bateham, of Ohio, and B. P. Joh.nso:*, Esq., of Al-
bany, are the only other acquaintances I have seen.

___^_^_^
P. B.

PEACH LEAVES vs. SHEEP.

»

It may not be generally known, that peaca leaves

are poisonous and often prove fatal when eaten by
animals. A few days since, in Western xVew York,

I witnessed the death of two siieep, ca sed by eating

too freely of peach leaves. The pe- ch is a native

of Sicily, (I believe,) and was ori,;inally poisonou-!,

but by cultivation has become onf of the most deli-

cious of fruits. The leaves how-ver are said to con-
tain pruB.->ic acid. Sheep shoti d never be allowed to

run in ix-cn orchards. Sev ral cases have occureJ,

in whicu cattle and sheen nave been poisoned, by
eating the leaves of the wild cherry. The tame
cherry is equally poiso'ous. It has "been said that

cherry leaves are free .rom poison until the leaves
have wilted ; but of -es have been known in which
the green leaves h>^ve proved poisonous and fatal to

animals. In the cases I witnessed, the sheep exhi-
bited vertigo aoo trembling, and frothed at the mouth,

and evidently endured much pain. After several
hours had elapsed, a noble lamb belonging to one of
the poisoned sheep, came up and called out urgently
for his supper. The sick and dying mother raised
her head, and turned and looked piteously at her off-

spring, crying with hunger. Nerved with a spirit

of maternal affection, she struggled and gained an up-
right position, and with much difficulty maintained it

and gave nurse to the lamb. This done, she lay
down and died instantly, and I presume in peace.
Various remedies have been suggested. A writer
in the Mass. Ploughman recommends a pint of New
England rum, mixed with a pint of molasses, and
given to each grown sheep. One-third of this quantity
to a sheep. Salt would doubtless be beneficial, as it is

useful in cases of 'poison from the bites of snakes,
stings of bees, &.c. A g-ill of sweet oil, or castor oil,

or lard, or fresh butter given in a pint of new milk, it

is said, will sometimes effect a cure. Most vegeta-
ble poisons however are acids, and require alkalies to

neutralize them. Ammonia, lye of wood-ashes, and
pot and pearl-ashes, are used for this purpc^e.
One word in reference to the management of stock

bucks. It has within a few years been materially
changed. Formerly the buck was turned in with a
a flock of ewes, and ran with the flock through the
tuping season. The objections to this course are,

that it proves injurious to the buck, and renders the
lambs small and feeble. Experience has shown that

when the buck it kept up and tended, the above ob-

jections are obv ted. It has been said that one ser-

vice is preferab e ; but the best flock-masters in this

section, now agree that a single service is not in all

cases sure, and that the buck should be allowed to

serve each ewe at least twice during the few weeks
of tuping season. When all have been thus served,

let the bucks and ewes together for a few days,

which will generally render the thing sure, and give
as many lambs as there are ewes in the flock. S.

B. Rockwell.—Cornwall, Vt., July, 185L

A CHAPTER ON WOOL GROWING-.

Messrs. Editors :—In growing wool, we certainly

want a flock that will give the most valuable fleece

for the same keep ; and for our Northern States, I

have found none equal to the Merino, as they are a

very hardy animal. They will do the best on sci-nty

feed of any kind of sheep that I have ever been ac-

quainted with ; and their wool being very thiclt, md
filled with oil, they can endure the storm ; and t.^eir

lambs are the strongest and most easily reared of any
kind that I have proved— and I have tried about
every kind that has ever been cultivated in the United
States. The reason why so many think them a

tender animal, is, they are not acquainted with the

full-blood.s, as very many of them which are called

pure bred Merino, are not only tinctured with native,

but with Saxony blood, and our country is filling up
with mongrel sheep that are called full blood Merino.
The State of Vermont has learnt that many in this

State are very anxious to obtain the pure bred Meri-
no, and they are bringing them to us by droves ; but

the most of them are grade sheep, and are bought in

Vermont from one to two dollars per head, and sold

here from five to twenty-five dollars per head. If

those who buy of such peddlers would require cer-

tificates, stating that they were pure bred Merinos,

and the particular flocks that they obtained them from,

they would act wi-sely ; and certainly if they are full

i
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bloods, they will be willing to give such certificates.

But those who buy without them, will no doubt find

themselves in the back-ground, by and by, when
they want to sell to those who wish to improve their

flocks, or want to establish a flock of pure bloods, as

those who understand what they are about will re-

quire certificates of the pedigree, that will satisfy

them that they are the simon pure.

I will relate a circumstance that took place when
I was in Vermont, a few years since, in pursuit of

pure bred Merinos. I called on a man who had ad-

vertised his sheep in the Albany Cultivator, to be not

only full blood Merino, but ot the best quality. I

expected that I should deal with him. Some of his

sheep looked very well, but he could not give satis-

factory evidence that he had a full blood Meriijo in

his flock, or that he had ever owned one, and I bought

none of him, I found also that the credit of his

floc^ was low in the vicinity where he lived, and that

he was trying to raise it by buying some from a flock

which was acknowledged to be full blood. It was
in April, 1845, he oflered $500 for ten ewes, coming
two years old that spring, and were with lamb. The
owner refused to let him have them ; when a stran-*

ger, I presume, could have bought them, to take to

some other part of the country, for half that sum.
Many sheep which are three-fourths or seven-eighths

Merino, will have all the external appearance of full

bloods, especially to those who are not good judges.

I have spared neither pains nor expence to get up
a flock of pure blood Spanish Merino, and I feel

confident that I have accomplished my design. I

have about two hundred and forty, besides lambs. My
main stock buck, that I have been improving from
for three years past, was four years old last spring,

and sheared tliirteen pounds, well washed on the

back, after siring, the fall and winter previous, one
hundred and thirty lambs. He had grass on y du-

ring the summer and fall, till near the time th ;t he
was placed with the ewes. He then had what oats

he would eat till January, and some after that, till the

pasture was good to keep him in good condition. His
fleece cam© to $6.50, as I sold my entire clip for 50
cts. a Dound, cash. Reed Burritt.—Burdett, JV. Y.

POTATO HOT— Dr. LEES THEORY.

I HAVE seen no thoery of this dreadful malady that

has not its difficulties. The objections of "S. W.,"
to Dr. Leb's theory, in the June number of the Far-
mer, might be answered, perhaps, by saying, that in

all the examples that he has given, the soil is difier-

ent from what It is said to be west of the Rocky
Mountains ; viz., an "alkaline, volcanic soil." The
climate is certainly different ; and this, with the

probable difference in the soil, might account for the

prevalence of the rot here, and its absence there.^=-

But a difficulty presents itself in the shape of a query,

"Why should the potato be the only vegetable pro-

duct that deteriorates, since near^v all our grains,

and most of our garden and field vegetaoies are of for-

eign origin." Perhaps this query may be answered,
by saying, that all these are raised from the seed,

while the potato is raised from the tuber. The ans-

wer would be satisfactory, if potato s.ed would
always produce sound tubers. Dr. L.'s theory, how-
ever, explains this also.

There is one way by which this theory can be
satisfactorily tested ; viz., by ascertaining whether
the disease prevails in those countries where the po-

tato is intiigenous. Perhaps, however, it may have
degenerated even there, through " bad culture ;"

yet this would prove nothing without the prevalence,
or at least, the existence of the disease. If the dis-

ease be found not to exist there, it would be well for

somebody to import either some seed, or tubers, or
both, for use in this country. Will not some one try

it, and give the results to the public.

In Com. Patents Rep., 1849-50, page 396, is given,
by Rev. Edward Sidney, A. M., of England, a the-
ory of the potato malady, which appears to me to

approximate nearer to the truth than anything I have
yet seen on this dark and difficult subject. When it

is considered, that every animal and every vegetable,
so far as is known, has some living appendage in the
shape of lice, parasites, or something else, it certainly

does not require any great degree of credulity to

admit the existence of a fungus, invisible to the na-
ked eye, yet competent to all the mischief ascribed

to it. We have numerous examples of the effect of

the smallest conceivable quantity of a substance pro-

ducing the most disasterous effects ; as in the sting

of a bee, (which sometimes causes death,) the bite

of a snake, &lc. The invisibility of the fungus,

therefore, suppose one to exist, is no objection to this

theory. H.

—

Down East, June, 1851.

Messrs. Editors : — Three times I have seen the

experiment of planting potatoes on land partly cov-

ered with thick orchards, with the same results, i. e.,

the potatoes on that part not shaded, were nearly

all rotten at time of digging, while those which grew
in the shade of the trees were nearly all good and
remained very sound.

Another, where potatoes were planted on ground
lying in the shade of south, and west woods, potatoes

came out nearly all sound and good, and remained for

the season, while thousands of bushels which grew
on very similar land adjoining, without shade, rotted

and vanished like a frost in June.

Another : Whitman Brown, of Warren County,

Pa., selected select ground for potatoes on the south-

west side of a hill, a virgin soil, except it had been pas-

tured a number of years. He carted a large quantity

of barn-yard manure upon it, and fitted in extra order,

and tended it the best he knew how. At digging time

there was a yield of near 500 bushels per acre. On the

first of January following they were all rotten, and
Brown was buying potatoes for his table use. At
this same time Francis Brown, living three-fourths

of a mile only from the former, planted on the northeast

.

side-hill nearly opposite, and on buckwheat stubble.

He had a less yield, but the potatoes were all sound.

Another : A Mr. Rice, of Sandusky County, Ohio,

fitted his potato ground without manure, planted and
covered well, then hauled the manure or straw and

covered the ground well all over. At harvest time he

took a very handsome yield of very fine potatoes that

were good and lasting,while on all the adjoining farms

there was nearly a total failure. A potato exposed to

too great a heat will in time decay, with the same ap-

pearance ; but frozen potatoes appear very different.

Try it, any one. If too great a degree of heat will

in time produce an epidemic in animated, why not

in inanimated nature ? If our species of potatoes

grow and do well in hot climates, I give it up : but

with my present views I keep all undecayed manures

out of the soil where I plant potatoes. If I apply it at

all, I put it on the top to keep the ground moist and

cool. S. M. N.

—

Shawnee, July, 1851.

^1
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TO DESTROY UNDER -BRUSH.

s

" What is the best time to cut under-brush, Sic. ?"

In the June number of the Farmer the above ques-

tion is proposed by " A Subscriber," to which 1 pro.

pose to trivc an answer, combining both a little expe-

rience and a little theory. Having been brought up

on a farm, I used to hear much said by farmers in

regard to the " best lime" for cutting bushes, fcc,

and remember well the many uncertainties that ex-

isted, and the various opinions given on the subject.

Some recommended to cut them at one season, some

at another. Some regarded the " moon," others the

" signs," Sic. I also remember that the same kind

of under-brush, if cut at one season, would start again

and grow luxuriantly ; but, if cut at another, would

be completely " used up." I have also, within the

last few years, had opportunity to notice the same

facts : and the conclusion to which I have arrived is,

that diflerent shrubs, or bushes, trees, &cc,, may be

cut at different seasons of the year. Some are killed

by cutting as early as the first of July ; others, by

the first of August ; and so on till October, or even

November. The rule is this : " Cut any plant, or

shrub, about the time that it has done growing for

the season, and its destruction is almost certain."

If cut before this time, it will generally start again

the same year ; and if deferred much beyond this

time, it will generally start again the next year.

The exceptions are few. So much for the facts,

now for the tUe^ry.

1st. In th^^pVing of the year all roots are vigor-

ous. Hence, af a tree or shrub be cut at this time,

or while in fuli,^Vowth, the root will send forth a new
set of shoots. The exceptions are—1st, Evergreens

generally, as pine, hemlock, spruce, Sic. 2J, Those

that have a copious flow of sap in the spring, as the

maple, birch, Sic. Yet even some of these will start

again if cut soon after the buds have opened ; i. e.,

after the spring flow of sap has ceased ; except in

the case of old or large trees, in which the root ap-

pears not sufficiently vigorous, or the evaporation

from the stump too rapid, to allow of the formation

of new shoots.

2d. In autumn, when a shrub or tree has done

growing for the season, the active energies of the

root cease, being, perhaps, somewhat exhausted by

its summer action. If, then, the bush or tree be cut

after it has done growing, but while the stem and

leaves are fresh and full of sap, the vital force of the

root will rarely be sufficient to cause a new growth
;

but if left till the foliage is dead or dying, the ener-

gies of the root are restored by the return of the sap,

and are ready for action again as soon as the season

of growth shall return. Hence, too early or too late

cutting will be equally unsuccessful.

Cut your under-brush, then, at the time above

specified, and it will rarely start again. If it does,

the growth will appear stinted or sickly, and soon

die of its own accord, or a second cutting at the

proner time will insure success. The same rule

ar ^lies to all other plants, as Canada thistles, milk-

"veeds, Stc, Sic, with greater or less certainty, ac-

cording to the greater or less vital force, or tenacity

of life, peculiar to the root of each kind of vegetable.

The "proper time" can easily be determined by

observing whether new leaves continue to appear at

the ends of the prominent branches. When the end
leaves are of full size, and a bud is seen at the end
of the branch, then (or soon after) is your lime to

cut. If deferred long beyond this time, or till the
leaves begin to turn yellow, or fall, cutting will be
of little use, as the root will be " strong" for a new
start on the opening of a new spring. H.

—

Doicn
East, June, 1851.

Messrs. Editors:—Your correspondent, "A Sub-
scriber," in your June number, requests you, or some
one, through the Farmer, to tell him when is tlie

best time to cut under-brush, to prevent its sprouting
up from the root again. Perhaps you, or some ona
else, can give him more correct information than I

can
;

yet, experience has proved to me, that in the
old of the moon in August is the best time to cut
brush of any kind, and small timber. In 1845 I bought
a farm, and on the farm at the time, there were sev-

eral patches of willows ; and as they added nothing
to the beauty or profit of the farm, I took my oxen
and chain, and went to work in earnest, aiul tore

them all out, root and branch, excepting one patch,
which I found to be too large to extricate in tliat

way. I let them stand till the old of the moon in

August, and then I cut them down ; but had some
fears on account of the roots being so numerous, and
running in wet, marshy ground ; but my fears proved
to be groundless, as I believe there has not a single

sprout started, and the old stumps are now dead and
rotten. I have known brush that stood in the open
field, around stumps, fcc, to be cut at the time above
named, and it proved efiectual in destroying them.
O. S. Curtis.— West Martinsburgh^ Lewis Co., iV.

Y., June, 1851.

S. W.'S NOTES rOR THE MONTH.

The Crops—Wheat harvest has now commenced.
Tlie worm C. trilici, has injured some fields of wheat

;

but the Mediterranean and most of the other varie-

ties sown on a quickened, well prepared, soil, escaped
its ravages. It is at length admitted by every prac-

tical farmer who loves his calling, that judicious ma-
nuring, good tillage, and the timely sowing and
planting, is the most effectual means of getting the
start of both worms and bad seasons. Up to this

time, 15th July, we have had a very growing season
for all sorts of crops ; heat and moisture are now
doing much in all dry, well tilled fields, towards
crowning the labors of the husbandmen. Yot, many
farmers on flat, undrained land, complain of nature's

lavish blessing, in the form of frequent warm showers.
If Indian Corn is not a good crop this season, the

fault will be in the farmer. If he has attempted to

plant a flat, undrained field, he will be sure to let the

fact be known, by the industry he now displays in

hunting up turnip seed, to sow the vacant places in

his field of corn. But the season can well aflurd to

bear the blame it never fails to receive from such til-

lers of the earth's surface.

Cow's Milk.—A committee of the academy of

Medicine i:i the city of New York have made a long

elaborate report, in which is a table of the analysis

of both grass-feed, and still-fed cow's milk. It is

evident that some one interested in the character of

Orange County milk, must have played a trick on
the learned, but unexperienced committee ; aa the

analysis shows that Orange County milk is twice as

rich in butter as the milk from the grass-fed cowa
of Bloomingdalo. Prima facie evidence that the

Orange cow that gave the milk analyized was a

famous cow for butler, and that the Bloomingdale
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cow gave milk so poor in fatty matter, as to be fit

only to sell by measure, to the gullible New Yorkers.

The character of still-fed cow's milk for hoalthy flesh

and bone forming elements, is established by this

analysis ; it being deficient, like Bloomingdale milk,

in butter only. It is true that still-slop made milk
fails in that flavor which is peculiar to grass made
milk ; but chemistry, says Boussingault, ever fails

to detect these volatile principles which give to but-

ter its agreeable flavor.

Free Trade in Bread. — Since the great reduc-
tion in the duty on imported provisions, and the ab-

rogation of the corn laws in England, our export of

these articles to England, Ireland, and Scotland, has
been steadily increasing. Our export of flour to

Great Britain, since the 1st January, is about one
million and twenty thousand barrels, and nearly a

million bushels of wheat. It must be recollected

that this is only the half year's export. The pres-

ent low price of flour in our Atlantic ports, must give
a great impetus to the export of that article through-
out the year. Our export of Indian Corn to Great
Britain was 1,289,589 bushels, in 1850. This year
the export of corn, so far, has been much larger

;

but the shipment is limited at this time, by its gen-
erally heated condition. When competition on our
canals and railroads, and across the ocean, reduces

the price of transportation, Indian Corn will be ex-
ported in the ear ; but not till then can John Bull

eat a Johny-cake of the true nutty flavor, peculiar to

the corn bread of the south and the Johny-cake of

Yankee land. Methinks the day is coming when
the value of the cob in England, for bui'ning and its

ashes, will pay for its frieght across the Atlantic.

Waste or MArvURE.— A distillery near Albany,
foi bidden to erect pens wherein to feed cattle and
hogs, discharges into the North River daily, the slop

of 400 bushels of grain. At Wallabout, near Brook-
lyn, N. Y., the sweet fermented slop from a distillery

there, running 800 bushels of corn daily, is dischar-

ged into Wallabout creek. The Long Island far-

mers purchase leeched ashes in Western New York,
which are transported to Long Island at a great ex-

pense, when here, at their own doors, the phosphaten
of potash, soda, and lime, with nitrogen ad libituvi,

is spouted to waste in the briny deep ! But they
manage these things better in Oneida and Madison
counties ; there is made from still slop the best beef

sold in New York market—there not a shovelful of

the manure made by the cattle, is lost—it is all sold

at 25 cents the load, to the hop and corn growers of

that well farmed region. Waterloo, July, 1851.

SHEEP THE BEST STOCK.

Messrs. Editors :—I have been of the. opinion ten
or twelve years, that sheep were the most profitable

stock of the farmer. I have tried to got the best I

could, almost regardless of price. I first got the

Saxony Merino. Their wool was fincj but their

Jiccces light, averaging about two and a half pounds
;

besides, about one half of their lambs would die. I

felt dissatisfied, and bought some Bakewell Sheep.
Their wool was very coarse; their fleeces would av-

erage about four and a half pounds each ; their

lambs were fine for the market. They may be the

best sheep near some large city, but not for Western
New York. I next crossed my Bakewell Ewes with
a Saxony Buck ; this made the wool much finer, but
rather lessened the weight of the fleeces : they were

better than the Bakewells. Last season I read a
statement in your valuable paper, made by Reed
BuRRiTT, of Burdett, of the weight of fleeces of his

sheep. I felt a little incredulous about it, but was
determined to try them ; so last fall I selected twenty
from his yearling ewes and one buck, which, he said,

sheared last June, a year, nine pounds, eleven oun-
ces, c»f washed wool. He thought he would shear

ten pounds, and the ewes five pounds, the next shear-

ing. He sheared a little short of nine pounds; but
he, with the twenty yearling ewes, averaged just six

pounds and a half each fleece. Mr. Burritt certi-

fied to me that they were full-blooded Pauler Merino
Sheep. I think they are so. Other farmers may
want better sheep, but, at present, I am satisfied with
the Pauler Merino Sheep. S. Hull.— Clyde, 1851.

THE BEE MOTH.

There is no enemy more destJ-uctive to bees than

the ivax moth. This insect is a small, light greyish

miller. Lying quiet by day and coming forth at

evening, she enters the hive and deposits her eggs,

which produce worms, that grow to the length of an
inch. These worms are what do the mischief.

—

There is no danger if the hive is well filled with

bees, but at this season many families of bees have
become weak through too much swarming, and such
are liable to be destroyed. There is no way to pre-

vent [he miller entering. You can only watch your

hives, kill the millers as they rest by'uay on the out-

sides of the hives or wherever found, destroy the

worms when seen or when in their cocoon.s, and as

soon as you find a hive in danger, which is known
by large quantities of small brown particles of comb,
upon the bottom board, the bees should either be

driven out, or enough of the combs cut out to enable

the bees to defend themselves. You had better dis-

perse the bees among your other hives, although

many will be killed by bees of hives in which they

enter, rather than allow a myriad of worms to be

brought into existence, which will jeopardize your

other hives. I never have lost any families by this

insect, in consequence of systematic care in guarding

against this evil. When the millers become plenty,

I have a method of destroying them by the dozen in a

decoy trap, which soon clears them ofl".

T. B. Miner.

WIRE FENCE.

Messrs. Editors :—In answer to H. G. Skinner's

inquiry concerning the construction of wire fences,

I would say, plow four rounds, leaving four feet un-

broken in the centre ; scrape, with a scraper six or

seven feet long, a high narrow dike ; repeat a sec-

ond time. Sharpen your posts, and drive eight feet

apart. Put two pine boards, six inches wide, at the

bottom, and three wires—first. No. 9—second and

third. No. 10. Get nails made two inches long,with

flat heads
;
punch holes through the heads, and

fasten to every other post—say sixteen feet apart

—

this holds the wire firm, and also keeps it free from

the wood and prevents rust. I tried this method two
years ago last spring, and find it superior to anything

of the kind I have seen or read of elsewhere. I tried

wire of No. 12 and 13, but find it too light. N. R.
Jerome.—Huron Co., O., July, 1851.

P. S.—I think this the best fence for prairie that

has yet been tried.
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I^Drtiriiltural Ifportment.

EDITED BY P. BARRY.

FLOWER-GARDEN WALKS.

In no part of the arrangement of ordinary flower-gar-

dens is there greater violation of good taste than in

the disposition and formation of the wallts. Grace-

less and unmeaning curves, fine lawns spoiled with

Btrips of fiery gravel, and unsightly junctures, and
surfaces inconveniently convex, are amongst the in-

congruities one constantly meets with, especially in

the gardens of villa residences.

If a good lawn is the pride of an English garden, a
tastefully disposed and well-formed walk is only sec-

ond in importance. The beauty of the one only ex-

hibits more glaringly the defects of the other. In

the majority of instances walks are too narrow. If

you have a walk, let it be at once convenient and in

keeping with other parts of the garden. However
well arranged the lawn and shrubberies may be, a nar-

row, pal*y walk, gives an air of meanness to the

whole garden.

Every deviation in a line of walk should result from

some visible cause. The contortions so often seen are

in the worst possible taste, or rather in no taste at all.

They speak as plainly as possible to the fact that the

designer executed the stereotyped curve from imita-

tion only, and not from an appreciation of the principle

of arrangement. To avoid some disagreeable pros-

pects, to gain an interesting view, to reach some
pleasing object in the grounds, are some of the rea-

sons for curves in a line of walk. Curve after curve

of walk on an open space of lawn, without purpose or

object cannot be too severely deprecated.

The junction of walks should be at as great an
angle as possible. Thin strips of grass between di-

verging walks, like narrow points in a shrubbery, are

higiily objectionable, and should ever be obviated, if

practicable. To avoid the narrow strip of Grass, in

the case of walks, an expedient, as represented in

tlie sketch A, is often resorted to ; but from the

thus made prominent are offensive to the eye, and
tend to curtail in appearance the extent of a garden

;

and besides, each walk should be definite in its direc-

tion, which in such arrangements as that sketched, is

not the case. One is as much a main walk as the

other. Rather, as at B, indicate that one path diver-

amount of gravel thus rendered visible, the practice

is not to be recommended. Large surfaces of gravel

ges from the other, merely taking off the angles of

the turf formed by the juncture. The effect of the

first example is bad on paper, but infinitely worse on
a garden lawn. Of course in a carriage drive or

other road, more relative scope for turning muse bo
allowed than is permitted in a garden walk.
More than one curve should not be seen from the

same point, looking in the same direction, as such an
arrangement is not pleasing, and you see too much
of the garden at once. It detracts from the interest.

Of course, as a general rule, no pleasure-ground
walk should be perfectly straight, but exceptions will

sometimes occur. Supposing them unavoidable or

necessary, good taste will furnish the necessary and
appropriate accessories.

Curved walks, by a straight line of building, as at

C, are in bad taste, as likewise is a walk following

each outline of a building, as at D. Examples of

both are abundant.

The surface of walks should be' only slightly ele-

vated, and not as is often seen, perfectly convex—so

much so, as to render them inconvenient for walking
on ; merely raised in the centre is all that is neces-

sary. The depression below the grass margin
should be but slight, and the elevation only in a cor-

responding ratio. A couple of inches of bare earth

at the sides of a walk, constantly kept bare with the

edging-iron, cannot be said to add to its beauty. —
I would banish the edging-iron from the flower-gar-

den walk, and never allow a " raw"-edge to be seen.

The beauty of a walk so treated is not to be compar-

ed with one otherwise dealt with. At the sketch E
is represented the section of a walk to be avoided

;

at F, one to retain. The effect of the two in reality

will not bear comparison, to say nothing of the com-

fort in walking on the flatter surface, the primary

object in the formation of a walk.

—

G. L., in London

GaMencrs^ Chronicle.

I
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NEW AND SUPERIOR CHERRIES.

ElUotCs JYo. 10.—This I consider the best of all

Dr. Kirtland's seedlings that have fruited with us
;

indeed, I have no hesitation in saying that it is the

highest flavored light-colored cherry that I have ever

tasted : add to this, large size, tender flesh, product-

iveness and early bearing, will give it a reputation

whichno variety of this class enjoys. If I were to plant

only one clierry tree, it would be Elliott's No. 10,

Among all the European variety, there is not one
that will compare with it—ripe June 19th.

The Doctor.—Said by Elliott to be the earliest

of Dr. Kirtland's seedlings, but here in Rochester

it ripened at the same time with No. 10, and hangs
longer on the tree ; is much smaller, and cannot be

compared in flavor to it.

Rockport Bigarreau.—This variety is ripe with

us a very few days after No. 10, and comes next to

it in every respect. It is a singular fact, that Dr.

Kirtland's seedling cherries combine more good
qualities than all the European varieties together,

(Dukes and Morellos excepted.)

Reine Hortense.—Among the Early Duke variety

this stands No. 1, both in size and flavor. It is the

only really valuable cherry that has been imported

in many years. This, and the Belle Magnifique,

which comes next in order of ripening, are the most
valuable of this class of cherries.

Early Purple Guigne.—Much superior, both in

size and flavor, to Bauman's May, which ripens at

the same time. It seems strange that this truly val-

uable cherry should be so little cultivated. Ripe
May 14th.

Belle de Orleans.—Came from France with a high
reputation, but, I am sorry to add (after two yeHrs'

trial,) has not come up to my expectation. Although
it is of good size, sweet and tender flesh, yet it lacks

flavor. Ripe about 20th of June. E.

HORT. SOCIETY OF THE VALLEY OF THE GENESEE.

The spring show of this Society was held just after

our last number went to press. The show of flow-

ers was exceedingly fine, particularly of roses and

pseonies. John Donnelan exhibited a fine collec-

tion of seedling pseonies, and Ellwanger k. Barry
thirty-one varieties. In both collections there were
some exceedingly fine.

Fine collections of roses from J. J. Thomas, of

Macedon, Ellavanger & Barry, and others.

The boquets, from ladies of the city and country,

surpassed in beauty and numbers any previous exhi-

bition. We counted some seventy-five.

It was rather early for strawberries, but the exhi-

tion was fair, though not equal to previous ones.

—

M. G. Warner presented fifteen varieties ; Ell-
wanger &L Barry, 17, among which was their seed-

ling Genesee, one of the most showy strawberries

exhibited ; R. G. Pardee, of Palmyra, several vari-

eties, extra fine.

Mr. Webster, fromBissELL Si. Hooker's nursery,

exhibited an interesting and beautiful collection of

calceolarias—the finest ever shown.

C. J. Ryan Si Co., a collection of green-house
plants.

Northern Spy apples were shown by J. H. Watts,
as finely flavored as at mid-winter.

Dr. Long exhibited Roxbury Russet and the Kings-
bury apples.

L. A. Ward, the President of the Society, though
unable to be present, forwarded a fine dish of grapes,
among which we noticed the Black Hamburgh.
The display of vegetables was quite small. John

Gray exhibited half a bushel- of ash-leaved kidney
potatoes, of good size and mature ; John Donnelan,
peas, radishes, and cacumbers

; C. F. Grossman,
lettuce, cucumbers, pie-plant, fee.

STRAWBERRIES.

Burros JVew Pine.—This superior variety fully

sustains its reputation. Indeed, we have now speci-
mens, (not only a few, but one-half peck,) from our
friend Mr. Pardee's garden, of Palmyra, much
larg-er and finer than at any previous season.

Hovei/s Seedling.—For large size, this stands
still at the head of the list, and I consider indispen-
sable to any collection.

Boston Pine.—This is a very productive variety,

of good size, and rathci- higher flavor than Hovey's
seedling : for market, it is a very valuable variety.

Rival Hudson.—This is the great market berry,

very productive ; but I must say, for my taste, too
acid.

Genesee—Ellwanger ^* Barry's Seedling.—This
is decidedly the finest looking berry I ever saw ; of
good size and flavor.

Monroe Scarlet (E. fy B.^s).—Is another desira-
ble variety, of larger size and more round than early
scarlet ; very productive, and ripening about the same
time as early scarlet.

Ellwanger ^' Barry's No. 1.—This is the high-
est flavored of all strawberries, Burr's New Pine
not excepted. E.

FRUIT TREES.

The dwarfing of Fruit Trees is the system much
practiced now by our nurserymen. It is at once use-

ful, and, for small gardens particularly, practical.

Trees thus treated take up but little space, and a
greater variety may be planted on limited grounds.
The apple, pear, and cherry tree, grown in this man-
ner, are very ornamental, and we know of but few
sights more pleasing to the eye, than either of the
above named trees, growing close to the ground, with
their branches well laden with fruit. Of cherries to

dwarf, the "Reine Hortense," a French variety,

grown by Ellwanger in Barry, as well as others

of the nurserymen, is well adapted. The foliage of

the tree is rich and glossy, and the fruit one of the
most imposing in size. Quality of the fruit first rate.

It is somewhat later than many other kinds. To our
taste, the Belle de Choisey, Downer's Late, Belle

Magnifique, with the Reine Hortense, are amongst
the best cherries grown, and ought to be in the gar-

den of all true amateurs. J. H. W.

In consequence of the space occupied by Mr. Bar-
ry's letters from Europe, we are compelled to curtail

our Horticultural Department. Mr. B. will be home
in season to attend to this department next month.
Having been authorized to have drawings taken for

us, of whatever he deemed valuable, Mr. B. writes :

" The taking of drawings is prohibited, except by
permission of the proprietors of articles ; and all the

English articles are well watched, for they apprehend
imitation."
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LOVE OF FLOWERS.

While in England, no sight was more pleasing to

us than the love of flowers so general among the

people—it is shown equally by the low and the high,

the young and the old. Coleman observed this, and

we take the following remarks from his European
Tour:

"Looking out of my window a short time since, I

saw that the laborer wheeling his barrow before the

door had his button-hole decorated with a beautiful

geranium. I went into the street, and the driver of

the omnibus, whom I first met, wore a handsome
nosegay. I met a bridal party, and, besides the

white favors worn by all the servants in attendance,

each one had a bunch of flowers at his breast. I met
the crowd of magnificient equipages hastening to a

drawing room to pay their courtly homage to a sov-

ereign queen, whose virtues and most exemplary de-

meanor render her worthy of the homage of true affec-

tion and respect ; and every lady bears in her hand a

magnificient boquet ; and the coachmen and the foot-

men seem to emulate each other in the gayety and

beauty of the flowers they all wear. At St. Paul's,

at the opening of the term of courts, the long proces-

sion of grave and learned judges, who then go in

state to church, appears, each one, with an elegant

nosegay in his hand. At the opera, upon the breath-

less and successful competitors for public favor, in

the midst of a tempest of applause, descends a perfect

shower of floral wreaths and rich boquets.
" I sympathise heartily in this taste of the English

for fl nvers, which thus prevades all ranks, an^, flow-

ers being accessible to all, and among the most inno-

cent and the cheapest of all pleasures, diffuses a vast

amount of enjoyment."

We have good reason to believe that the love of

flowers is increasing in our own country. We had
more than a thousand applications for packages of

flower seeds, from our female readers, all of which
were promptly supplied, with the exception of eight

or ten. About this number of letters were mislaid,

and not discovered until too late to send this season.

In the fall we will furnish these with a superior col-

lection, and thus endeavor in some measure to atone

for our neglect. We have not learned how our

friends are prospering in growing annuals. We
have in our garden now, Slignonette, Portulaccas,

Balsams, Bartonia Aurea, and Ten Week Stocks, all

finely in blossom ; and they prove to be fine sorts.

We should be pleased to hear from the ladies, of

their success.

We have a fine collection of California Annuals
in blossom, furnished us by Tuorkurx, of New York.

They attracted attention at our Horticultural Show,
as they deserved. We are saving seed, and between
this and spring we shall be pleased to furnish them
to any of our lady readers who wish to add to their

collection of fine annuals.

PREMIUM FOR BREAD.

Messrs. Editors :—In noticing premiums awarded
by the State Agricultural Society, for articles recor-

ded in a former number of the Farmer, 1 was aston-

ished to find none for the best bread. There may be

some cause for this, of which I am ignorant ; if so.

I should like to be informed ; otherwise I consider it a

great oversight to neglect the "staff of life." What
is there in all your mechanism, grains, &tc., but has

some bearing, in the end, to bread ? VVe could make
a good meal without many of the articles for which

we find medals, &fc., awarded ; but, could we make
a single meal without bread ? Then of how much
importance is it that it should be good. If there is

any encouragement in this offering rewards, wl>y not

to the good bread-maker ? There is nothing in all

household affairs, and perhaps not many things in

the agricultural line, that requires more good under-

standing, quickness of perception, &i.c., to render

it what it should be, than bread-making. The
need of encouragement we could ascertain, did we
enter our district schools at 12 o'clock, or even our

wealthy neighbors' houses. In these we should see

black bread, heavy bread, milk-emptyings bread,— in

fact, all kinds of bread but good bread. This is not

in the wheat, it is not in the mill,—it is in the making,
as I well know. If the disposition and character is

formed by the food we eat, as some afiirm, it is no
wonder we have some heavy, sour characters, and
tends to point out the necessity of having the food

most general among children, wholesome and well

prepared. In visiting the American Institute, at

New York, last fall, I there saw bread exhibited from
different bakers. Why not encourage the same in

families, when it is of such vast importance ? If it

is wrong, I know the discerning mind of the editor

of the Farmer will endeavor to make it right, there-

fore I will submit it, and respectfully subscribe my-
self A Farmer's Wife.

We know of no excuse for this neglect of the

" staff of life" by the State Society, unless it be the

length of time after made before it could be inspected

by the judges and the public. At our County Fair

last year, about a dozen difterent specimens of bread

were presented, and it formed by no means the least

interesting part of the exhibition.

LABOR-SAVING SOAP,

Take 14 lbs. of bar soap, or 5 gallons of good com-
mon soft soap, 3 lbs. of sal soda, 1| lbs. rosin made
fine, 2 oz. spirits turpentine, 8oz. salt ; boil all these

in 5 gallons of soft water, until the rosin is melted
;

then let it cool. When cold, it may be cut and put

away for use, when we add about double the quan-

tity of water to what soap is to be used at a time.

Manner of using.—In a common farmer's lamily

of eight or ten persons, we put a half pint of reduced

soap into a quantity of water sufficient to soak all the

white clothes at a time, and if convenient, over night.

In the morning we pound the clothes a little, or rub

the most dirty spots a little, then wring them out

and put them to boil in water similarly soaped, for a

few minutes ; then suds and rinse. Some do not

boil, and they say their clothes are clean. Calico

clothes are put in the water where the white clothes

were soakeJ, and pounded or rubbed a little, but no

additional soap is to be used. Hard water is said to

be as good as feoft for wa.sliing, but here it is all soft.

Our women dc their washing in half the time they

could do it with common good soap, and it is better

done. My shirts were always hard to wash, and

when done, there would often be streaks not entirely

clean ; but now they are always clean. Damel
Edwards.—Little Genesee^ JV. Y.. July, 1851.

m
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l)outl)0' Pcpartment.

THE KOCK PIGEON, AND EUROPEAN QUAIL.

The rock or wild pigeon of Europe is well known as

the inhabitant of the pigeon houses in various parts

of the world, or " dove cots," as they are more
frequently called, buildings expressly erected for

the purpose of containing colonies of these birds.

In this state, where they enjoy a perfect free-

dom of action, and are nearly dependent upon
their own exertions for support, they can
scarcely be called "reclaimed," much less "do-
mesticated." Man, indeed, has only taken ad-

vantage of certain habits peculiar to the species,

and by substitution of an artificial for a real

cavern, (their natural habitation,) to which the

pigeon house may be compared, has brought it

into a kind of voluntary subjection, without vio-

lating, or at least greatly infringing upon its

natural condition, and has rendered it subservi-

ent to his benefit and use.

In its natural state, the bill of this bird is

blackish-brown ; the nostril membrane red,

sprinkled, as it were, with a white powder ; the

irides, pale reddish-orange ; the head and throat,

bluish-grey ; the sides of the neck and upper
part of the breast are dark lavender-purple,

glossed with shades of green and purplish-red ; the

lower part of the breast, abdomen wing coverts, as

well as the upper mandible, bluish-grey, the greater

coverts and secondaries are barred with black, form-

ing two broad and distinct bars across the closed

wings
; the lower part of the back is white ; the rump

and tail coverts, bluish-grey ; the tail, deep grey,

with a broad black bar at the end ; the legs and feet

are purplish-red ; the wings, when closed, reach with-
in half an inch of the end of the tail.

cies, no signs nor marks whatever of such being ap-

parent in any variety known to us.

The European Qua?7 very much resembles the

American. Besides beauty of form and plumage,
the song of the common quail of the Old World is

no slight recommendation to the amateur. In the

ROCK PIGEON.

It is from the wild rock pigeon, (C. livia,) that all

those numerous varieties, or, as they are frequently

termed, " races," of the common inhabitants of the

dove cot have descended, which are so highly prized,

and fostered with such care and attention by the fan-

cier, or amateur breeder ; for, however diversified

their forms, colors, or peculiarity of habit may be,

they are all considered as having originated from a
few accidental varieties of the common house pigeon,

and not from any cross of that bird with other spe-

EUROPEAN qUAIIi.

breeding season, that of the male commences by re-

peating softly, toues resembling verra, verra, fol-

lowed by the word piercroie, uttered in a bold tone,

with the neck raised, the eyes shut, and the head in-

clined on one side. Those that repeat the last sylla-

bles ten or twelve times, consecutively, are the most
esteemed. That of the female only consists of verra,

verra, piipu, pupu, the last two syllables being those
by which the male and the female attract one anoth-
er's attention ; when alarmed or angry, their cry re-

sembles guillah! but at other times, it is only a
murmur, resembling the purring of a cat. This bird

never sings v^hen left to run about in a light room,
except during the night, but continually when in a
darkened cage.

In a wild state, the quail feeds on vlieat and other
corn, rape seed, millet, hemp seed and the like. It

also eats green vegetables, as well as insects, and
particularly ants' eggs.

Eds. Gen. Parmer :—As "variety is the spice of life," per-

haps the following problem and enigma may not prove un'
welcome to the readers of that always interesting and accept-
able portion of the Farmer, the " Vouth's Department."

—

Please publish and request solutions to them, and oblige

W. A. Eqgleston.—Elmivood, III., July, 1851.

Arithmetical Qcestion.—A farmer has five cribs of
corn, containing altogether 2000 bushels. The first contains

275 bushels less than the second ; the second, 200 more
than the fourth ; the fourth, as many as the first and fifth

;

and the fifth, one-fourth as many as the first ; the remainder
is the number of bushels contained in the third crib. How
much corn is there in each ?

' Enigma.—I am composed of 16 letters.

My 1, 3, 6, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 10, is one of the United States.

3Iy 2, 5, 12, 13, 1, is a part of the human body that we
could not for a moment exist without.

My 4, 16, 10, 9, 6. is a county in the State of New York.
My 11, 12, 14, 5, is what all who may solve this enigma,

are, or should be, seeking after.

My 14, 12, 6, is a very singular biped.

My 15, 12, 13, is a part of the body.

My sixteen letters, if you're wise,

Will show what's now before your eyes.
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The New York State Fair.—The Great Fair of the

New York State Agricultural Society is to commence at

Rochester, on the 16th of September, nnJ continue four days.

The premium list will be found in the April and May num-

bers of iho Farmer. We are pleased to inform our readers

that the arrangements are perfecting as speedily as possible.

under the direction of the President of the Society and the

Executive Committee, aided as they are by the well wishes

and labor of the citizens of Rochester. The ground is now
being drained and leveled, and placed in the very best con-

dition. The place selected is about a mile and a half from

the center of tke city, and commands a fine view of the sur-

rounding country, the river, and the city. Every thing looks

favorable ; and judging from present appearances, we flatter

ourselves that the Fair of 1851 will be far ahead of any pre-

vious one. The committee of citizens are taking especial

pains to provide for the comfort of visitors.

The President has received instructions from the Govern-

ment, whereby all animals and articles intended for exhibi-

tion at the Fair, are to be admitted from foreign places free

from duty, to be entered according to the provisions of the

Warehouse act ; and the Fair Grounds at Rochester are to

be deemed constructive warehouses, where all animals and

articles from abroad, duly entered, shall be under the super-

vision and custody of the officers of the Customs.

The steamboats on Lake Ontario, and the railroads gen-

erally, have agreed to carry passengers at half price, and
stock, (fcc, for exhibition, free, as usual.

The foUovv'ing are the superintendents of the different de-

partments of the Fair Grc|inds :

Cattle—\Wm. H. Sotham, Black Rock.
Horses—J. B. Burnett, Syracuse.
Sheep—Lyman Sherwood, Auburn.
Hwine—R. Harmon. Wheatland.
J'ouliry—h. H. Haddock, Bufliilo.

Floral Hall—L. A. Ward, Rochester.
Dairy Hall—Israel Denio, Rome.
Manufacturers Hall and Machinery—L. B. Langworthy,

Rochester.
General Superintendeni of tlie Grounds and Charge of the

Entrances—Henry VV'ager. Utica.

Mechanicd Motive Power for Moving Machinery—Wm.
Kidd, Ro' nester.

Jam£s p. Fogg has been appointed Local Secretary, who
will give all dcpired information, and to whom articles for

exhibition may be consigned by persons who cannot accom-

pany them.

The monthly meeting of the Board for August, will be

held at Rochester on the 7th of the month, at 3 o'clock P. M.,

at the Eagle Hotel.

The President has addressed the following circular to

Presidents of County Agricultural Societies. We hope it

will receive attention.

Oakland, near Geneva, N. Y., )

June 16th, 1851. S

Dear Sir,—The application of science to our vocation as
farmers, is producing results, both interesting and important.
Alihoiicfh the benefits are yet limited in extent, they are suf-
ficient to excite our zeal, and induce us to seize every oppor-
tunity to extend directly and indirectly the many advantages
duo and appropriate to our profession.

Allow me to call your attention to a branch of inquiry
which I am induced to believe will be advantngeous to the
farmers of your county ; I allude to the changes which have
from time to time taken place in the organic and inorganic
substances of your soils, and the intluences which such
changes seem to have exerted ; this inquiry needs lime and
examination, yet the movement will I hope lead agricultur-
ists into a train of observation useful and profitable. As one
step connected with the inquiry, and which may be made at
once Useful to your county, and indirectly beneficial to the
farmer, I would sugccst that spccin'iens of any and every
mineral existing within your limits be collected , also of all

e.irths or clays of more than ordinary character, and which

are needed in the various arts and manufactures ; let them
be arranged and displayed neatly in cases, with the name
of the county conspicuously dii-played on each case, and
sent to the approaching fair at Rochester in Seplemlier.

—

Such exhibits will attract the attention of men of science,

of artists and artisans, and tend to give proper notoriety to

localities vv'hich at present are little known.
J. Delafield.

Farming Lands near the Federal Metropolis.—^The

reader will find in our advertising columns, that M. D. W.
C. Lawrence desires to sell a furm of about 190 acres, near

the city of Washington, and refers to one of the Editors of tliis

paper in connection therewith. A skillful farmer and fruit-

grower who has means to pay for this property, we have no

doubt might do well in purchasing it. Hay rarely sells be-

low $17 a ton, for a good article, and often at $20, in Wash-

ington. One can contract all his butter at 25 cents a pound

the year round ; and he could pretty safely calculate on $1

abu.shel for potatoes. The land about Washington is not by

any means so fertile as in Western New York, but manure,

and particularly guano, operates with great success upon it.

200 lbs. of guano on a soil samiliar to that of Mr. Law-
rence, has giyen a crop of 30 bushels of wheat per acre

this season, on a forty acre field. (This is the estimate of

good judges, the grain is not yet measured.) J

Hedges. — The following excellent remarks are from The

Family Visitor, Edited by Prof. Kirtland :

In some recent expeditions into different sections of Ohio,
we have observed several unsuccessful attempts at hedging.

Our confidence in the Osage Orange'and the Buck Thorn
as materials for inclosing fiirms is increased rather than di-

minished by our late observations. The failures have arisen

from nn anxiety to grow a hedge in one or two years which
requires double or triple that amount of time. TJie line of

quicks, whether tlie Osage Orange or the Buck Thorn,
must be repeatedly cut back near to the ground, from year
to year, or even twice during a season until a basis is estab-

lished so thick, wide and firm that neither man, beast, or

bird can penetrate throu.gh it : then a top can be grown in

one or two seasons which will afi'ord a permanent and effect-

ual defence against all intrusion. Take this course and suc-

cess will attend your efforts, but haste will result in failure,

as some of our Cincinnati and Columbus friends cm testify.

The regular old fashioned pruning shears are preferable to

all other implements for dressing hedges.

L. G. Morris' Second Annual Sale.—Mr. M. has sent

us a detailed account of his sale, the amount obtained for the

different animals, names of purchasers, &c., for which we
can not find room. The following will be interesting :

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—I send y-ju a correct statement of

my sale, for publication ; if you wish to insert it, do so.

The thorough bred Short-Horns were very few, and such
as I could spare from my herd. Nos. 4 and 10 were starred

animals, and not recommended. Take those out of the lot,

and the cows, heifers, and heifer calves, ten in number,
averaged §101.121 per head. It will now l)e seen that I

have cleared all animals off my farm, except thorough breeds

of each kind, and I wish to be put on record as such here-

after. My thorough-bred bulls and bull calves, four in num-
ber, averaged $126.12^ per head. The improved dairy stock,

consisting of cows, heifers, and heifer calves, twenty in

number, averaged $78.87 per head. Grade bull calves, llireo

in number, averaged $30 per head. Siifiolk pigs, twenty-

three in number, dropped from the 7th to 10th of April last,

averaged as follows :—Nine pairs of pigs averaged ]>pr pair,

$27.23 ; five single boar pigs averaged $10.60 ; one sow in

pig, $30. Buck lambs, five in number, lambed from the

21st of March to 19th of April, averaged per hend $29.

The sale was strictly a fair one as to bidding, without any
underhand arrangement for running up, or wliipping the

devil around the stump. Many of the animals sold for half

their value, but on the whole 1 was satisfied, as a second an-

nual sale. L. G. Morris.—Mt. Fnrdham, Jnne, 1851.

Cou>TT Aonici.Ti-BAL Faib.—The offlccrg of County Agricultu-

ral Societies would oblige us by giving information in regard

to their Fairs, so that we can announce time and place in our

next number.

11
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Phosphate of Lime.— Prof. Emmons hns had a quantity
of this article, from the qunrry at Crown Point, prepared for

)ise. The rook was first pulverized with sulphuric acid, and
then dried otTby mixing with wood ashes. It is thus brouglit

into a state convenient for application. Prof. E. is desi-

rous that extensive trials should be made with this article

during the present season, and has left several barrels with
Messrs. Emkry for distriljution. We hope the opportunity
will be improved, to give this manure, which has B»ved of
such great value in Europe, a fair test here. We will, here
correct an error made in a previous notice, in regard to the
quantity of phosphate contained in the specimens from
Crown Point, Prof. E.. as well as Prof. Norton, assures
us that it contains from eighty to idnety per cent. Albany
Cultivator,

The mineral, phosphate of lime, so extensively and prof-

itably used in England as a manure for turneps, contains 50

per cent, phosphate and 12 per cent, carbonate of lime. It

is found in the form of hard, gravel-like stones, about the

size of an egg. These are ground through several mills,

until they are reduced to a fine powder, then mixed by ma-

chinery with sulphuric acid, in the proportion of 60 lbs. acid

to 100 lbs. of the phosphate, giving a manure sufficiently dry

for transportation in bags. It is sold for $25 ter ton. I have

seen it applied to wheat repeatedly, without the slightest ad-

vantage in any instance ; but on the other hand, its effects on

the turnep are perfectly astonishing, often increasing the

crop four fold. I have seen instances where its application

alone has increased the crop of bulbs from 10 cwt, to 10 tons

per acre. Its effect on leguminous plants, clover, beans,

peas, and tares, is not so marked, though beneficial. I think

it is more than probable it will be of great use in tobacco

culture, giving the plant a rapid growth at first, and a better

chance of escaping the ravages of the fly.

It will at once be seen that the mineral from Crown Point,

containing 90 per cent pure phosphate, is much more valu-

able than the English 50 per cent article, and it is so in not

only that it contains' more phosphate, but also from the ab-

scence of the 12 per cent carbonate of lime, which in the

manufacturing process has to be converted into a sulphate be-

fore the acid vvill act on the phosphate, thus consuming a

large amount of the expensive article, sulphuric acid, to pro-

duce a cheap one, sulphate of lime, or "plaster." (The
English phosphate also contains iro7i, which is deleterious

to plants.) In the American article, this expense is avoid-

ed, besides having the manure in a more concentrated form

for transportation ; hence this will be a valuable substance

for exportation to the turnep growing country of England,

where a considerable quantity has already been sent. But

it will also be of great value to American agriculture. —
What is to be feared is, that owing to tlie want of proper

machinery, at first, it will be imperfectly manufactured, or

in other words, the sulphuric acid (the use of which is to

convert the insoluble phosphate of lime into a soluble super-

phosphate, by uniting with a portion of the lime, setting at

liberty its phosphoric acid, which combining with the re-

maining phosphate, produces the required soluble super-

phosphate of lime,) will not sufficiently decompose it. And
even should it do so, the method adopted of drying the sub-

stance with aslies, would, through the potash uniting with

the acid, to some extent at least, again decompose the soluble

sujjerphospliate, changing it into its original insoluble state,

tlius undoing what had been done at considerable expense.

So that its application will not be so beneficial this trial

year as in after years, when a better mode of manufacture is

practised.

I write this not to dissuade persons from trying it, but to

guard them, in case of its failure', from forming a wrong esti-

mate of its value when properly prepared and rightly appli-

ed to the proper crops. A sincere wish for the success of

this and every other means for the advancement of agricul-

ture — the great interest of the nation— is my apology for

these remarks. Joseph Harris,—Rochester. f

Another Poultry Book.—T. B. Minek, author of the ''Bee
Keeper's Manual," it will be seen by his advertisement, is prepar-
ing a new Poultry Book. Mr. Miner is a close observer, and
though he has made some strange statements in regard to the
breeding of poultry, in his communications to the agrieultural
papers, we anticipate an interesting work.

State Agricultural Fair rt Vermont.—We have received from
A. L. BinoHAM a report of a meeting of the Farmers and Stock-
Raisers in Vermont, at Middlebury. Hon. Frederick Holbrook
was chopen President. The Fair is to be held at Middlebury on
the 10th and 11th days of September. Mr. Binoham writes us :

" We have made extensive arrangements for the Fair. The
plat of ground selected, Contains fifteen acres, five acres of which
is a most beautiful grove lying on the bank of Orten Creek
There will be the greatest display of Horses and .Sheep everknown in America. Mr. D. Hill, (owner of Black Hawk) say.s
that Black Hawk and fifty of his best co;ts shall be on the ground
the sight of which will be great to behold."

'

Stephens' Book of the Farm.—This work, by Henrt
Stephens, with explanatory notes by the late John P. Skin-
ner, was first published in this country by Greely & Mc-
Elrath. It is now published by C. M. Saxton, bound in
cloth, $4 : in leather, $6.

The same work has recently been published in numbers,
with notes by J. P. Norton, by Leonard, Scott & Co, of
New York, at $5 ; bound in cloth, $6.
This work cannot be called the American farmer's guide,

having been written for another country : still, the great
principles which ought to guide the farmer, are the same,
the world over. We agree with Prof. Norton, that "no
intelligent farmer can rise from the perusal of these books,
or of any considerable portion of them, without feeling that

he has gained a vast amount of useful information, and also
perceiving that we as an agricultural people have an im-
mense work to do."

Cheap Land.—Crayton Lewis, writing from Ulysses,
Potter county. Pa., says :

" We have one thing to encourage us : our country is new
and bad culture has not done so much toward spoiling our
land as it has in some places. It is less than thirty years since
the first settlement was made in our county, and it now
numbers some 6,000 inhabitants, and there is room for more.
We are within eighteen miles of the New York & Erie Rail
Road—land from two to three dollars per acre, and the best
soil for oats in the United States, (periiaps.) One'hundred
bushels to the acre have been raised here. Some parts of
our county is well covered with pine, and the lumbermen
pay a good price for hay and oats. It is also well adapted to
grass."

If those dependent upon their daily labor for the support
of themselves and famihes, and oftentimes pent up in un-
comfortable apartments, in unhealthy localities in cities,

would procure a few acres of land where it can be obtained
at such reasonable rates, they woiild make themselves more
independent and useful, and their families more healthy and
happy.

IMPROVED TURNIP SEED.—Strap-leaved, Red-top, Flat,
•' Norfolk. Long Tankered, Yellow Stone, Aberdeen, and several
other of the most approved kind of turnip seed, just received
fiesh from England. A. B. ALLEN & CO

[8-lt] 189 & 19] Water St., New York.

Emery & Co.'s H<Mr8e Po-\vers and Ttireslxers.

EMERY & CO.'S Premium Railway Horse Powers and Thresh-
ers, which were awarded the first premium at the last Siate

Fair, in competition with many others, for sale at the State Agri-
cultural Warehouse, No. 25 Cliif street, New York.

[Q-it] G. H BARR

•VTEW YORK STATE FAIR, at Rochester, September 15th. 16th,
1' 17th 18th, and 19th.—The subscriber has been appointed local
Secretary of the New York State Agricultural Society, at Koch-
ester. Any inquiries respecting matters connected with the ar-'
rangements of the show grounds for the Fair, may be ajdre,ssed
to me. Persons having articles for exhibiton, who cannot accom-
pany them to Rochester, can consign them to me, and i will see
that they are takeu proper care of, and the necessary entries
made at the business ofiice. JAMtS P. FUGG,
Rochester, July, 1851. [8-2t] Local Secretary.
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EMERY & C O . »

S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
FIRST PREMIUM

RAILROAD MORSE POWERS.
rpHE above justly celebrated Powers, as now made and sold by
X \he subscribers, are offered the public with the assurance

that they are all they are represented—they having been very ex-

tensively and thoroughly introduced and tested side by side with

all the Tread Powers known of note in the country, and been pre-

ferred.

The Chairman of the Ag. Society's Committea on Horse Powers,

in a communication written some months after the awarding of

premiums to the above Horse Power, says :
" I spent much time at

the late State Fair (Sept. lOtb) at Albany in examining the various

Harse Powers, viz .Wheeler's, Allen's, Ham's, and Emory &. Co.'s,

first with ths oivners a7id maktrs and heard all they could say, and
again in their absence, and the result most fully convinced me that

yours was the best, and if I wanted one, I would give Twenty
Dollars more for yours than for any other on the ground; and as

you won your laurels fairly, it is j ust that you should receive a full

reward." He further says. •• You know from experience. I have no
partiality for your establishment, and as a committee man of said

Society for years. I have decided oftener against you than for you
;

and if others have a better article than you, 1 would decide in

their favor though it ruined your establishment, and, vica versa,

hurt whom it may."'
AVith the testimony of such men as the author of the foregoing,

•which, together with changeable geering, and other important im-

provements since last season, make it the most convenient, dura-

ble, efficient and economical Power now made ; and the public may
rest assured of being furnished by us with a superior machine.
Having heretofore been obliged to have a large portion of some

parts of our work done by contract, we have felt the inconveni-

ence and want of dependence to be placed upon the quality of

materials and workman.ship ; we have now so extended our facili-

ties as to enable us to make all parts of all our own machines, and
can now assure the public that none but the best work and stock
will be offered by us.

The Two Horse Power Thresher and Separator is capable, with
three or four men. of threshing from 150 to 200 bushels of wheat or

rye. and the single one from 60 to 100 hush., or double that quan-
tity of oats, per day.

The price for Emery & Co.'s one Horse Power,. . .$85.00

do do Thresher and Separator,. 35 00
do Bands, wrench, oiler and extra pieces... 5.00—§125.00
do Two Horse Power, 110 00

do do Thresher and Separator,. . 35.00

do Bands, oiler, wrench. &c 5.00—$150.00
Price of Emery's Thresher and Cleaner, with bands,wrench-

es, &c., $75.00
do Saw Mill, complete for use, 35.00

Price of Grant's Fan .Mills, adapted for hand or power
from, $22.00 to 28.00

Also, Wheeler's Rack and Pinion Power, manufactured by our-

selves, and warranted equal to any of the kind in use, (or made
and sold by and other manufacturer.) which we sell with a full

guarantee of the right of using the same in any territory of the
tlnited States, for the following prices :

One Horse Power, $75.00
Two Horse Power, 100.00

All the above are subject to the warranty of three months use
and trial, and if not satisfactory may be returned and full pur-
chase money refunded.

Individuals wishing Emery St Co.'s Latest Improved Premium
Horse Power, will be careful to observe that their name is cast in
full on every link of chain and the wheel hub.
For further particulars see Illustrated Catalogue, furnished gra-

tis OD application to EMERY & CO..
Original and sole Proprietors of the Albany Agricultural Works.

Warehouse and Seed Store. Nos. 309 and 371 Broadway, Albany.
N. Y.
Albany, July, 1851.

PLLW.XNGER StB-^RUY, Mount Hope Garden and Nurseries,^ Rochester. N. Y.. will publish on the Ist of August -A. New
Wholesale Price Catalogue, for Fall of 1851, which will offer unu-
sual inducements to purchasers of Nursery Stock in large quan-
tities. Every person who intends fiurchasing in the ensuing fall,

will find it to their advantage (previous to sending their orders
elsewhere,, to be in possession of one of these Catalogues, which
will be furnished cratis to all post paid appUcalioni, or at the
ofllce.

Rochester, N. Y., July, 1851.

FriUt and Ornamental Trees, &c.
rpHE subscribers solicit the attention of Nurserymen, Orchard-X ists, and Amateurs, to their present large and fine stock ofNursery Articles :

Stmidard Fruit Trees, jor Orchards ; thrifty, well grown, and
handsome, of all the best varieties.

Vuuirf Trees, for Gardens. The largest stock in the country,
and the most complete.
Dwarf Pear Trees. Our collection consists of well known lead-

ing varieties, and numbers more than 150.000 saleable trees. The
superiority of these, being grown in the country, over imported
trees, is well known to every intelligent cultivator. Nothing, in
fact, in this couutiy, can equal our collection of Pear Trees. They
can bo had from one to four years growth, some of which are now
covered with fruit.

Dwarf. Ippte Trees. We cultivate in large quantities the best
and handsomest varieties of apples.on Doucainand Paradise stocks
for Dwarfs and Pyramids, and can furnish them in large quanti-
ties, from one to two years growth.
Divarf Cherry Trees. All the leading varieties are cultivated

on Mahaleb stocks, extensively. We can furnish by the hundred
and thou.sand, from one to two years growth.

Chtrry Currant, the largest variety known. Upwards of 1,000
plants on hand.
English Gooseberries, all the best sorts.
Large Fruited Monthly Raspberry, that gives a crop of fine fruit

in the autumn.
Strawberries, all the best sorts.
Ornamental Shade Trees, of good size, for streets, parks, &c.,

large and well grown.
Choice Trees and Shrubs, for lawns and pleasure grounds, in-

cluding all the finest, new and r.are articles recently introduced.
Hardy Efergreen Trees. Norway Spruce and Balsam Fir. of

small size, in large quantities ; and a moderate supply of large
ones, besides nearly fifty new and rare Evergreens, incluiiing Deo-
dar Cedar, Cedar of Lebanon. Chili Pine, Cryptomeria or Japan
Cedar, Himalayan Spruce, kc, S(,c.

Roses, Peonies, a large and complete collection, including the
finest novelties.

Phloxes. A collection of upwards of 60 varieties, including 30
new varieties imported last spring.

Dahlias. Upwards of 100 select varieties, including the finest
English prize flowers of 1849 and 1850.
The following Catalogues, giving full information as regards

terms, prices. Sec, will be sent gratis to all who apply by post paid
letters or at the office.

1st, a General Descriptive Catalogue.
2d, a Wholesale Catalogue,
3d, a Catalogue of Select Green House Plants.
4th, a Special Catalogue of Dahlias and Beddhlff riant<? for

185L ELLWANGER&BARliY,
Mount Hope Garden and Nurseries.

Rochester, July, 1851. Rochester, N. Y.

Melrose Farm For Sale.
NEAR WASHINGTON CITY, D. C.

THE undersigned offers for sale his farm, lying six miles north
of the Capit. 1. containing one hundred and ninety and one-

half acres of land. The house upon it is nearly new, built in
modern cottage style, containing thirteen rooms, and ten
clothes presses, &c. There is a b.arn. corn-house, milk-house, and
other out-houses upon the farm. The farm is watered by three
living spring brooks running thro' It. There are forty acres of mea-
dow land and forty acres of wood land. There are some two thou-
sand peach trees and three hundred apple trees, in bearing con-
dition, besides a large and choice variety of pears, plums, cher-
ries, apricots, nectarines, quinces, grapes. &c., &c., and nearly an
acre of strawberries. The fruit alone, now grown upon the farm
will pay the interest on $10,000 per annum. In fact there is not
in the country as desirable a farm for sale within an hour's drive
of the City of Washington. For a dairy farm it would be unsur-
passed.
For particulars, inquire of Dr. Daniel Lee, in charge of the

Agricultural Department of the Patent Office. Washington, D.
C, or by addresing the undersigned, at Washington Ciiy.
Terms of sale. S3.000 down

;
and balance in annual instalments

to suit purchaser. Price, about $40 per acre.
July. 1851. DE WITT C. LAWRENCE.

New Poaltry Book.

THE subscriber will soon complete a thorough practical work
on Poultry, to contain more full information on all points rel-

.itive to the various new breeds now in the market.than any other
work extant. His own experience, and the numerous sources for
correct information at his command, he hopes will enable him to
produce a work that shall give the most entire satisfaction. He
will condense this work in large 18 mo. form, with ample illustra-
tions, containing at least 300 pages, and sell the work at 50 cents
per copy I

Gentlemen having any facts of interests to communicate in
regard to any particular species or breeds of fowls, and will for-
ward tho same to me immediately, post paid, shall receive a copy
of the work, post paid. Any one desiring the work will jilcaso
address me, post paid, without a remittance, and when publishi'd,
it will be forwarded them, post paid. This work will not be for
sale by booksellers. Address -T. B. Miner, Clinton. Oneida Co
N. Y." T. B. MINER,

'

[jy] Author of the American Beekeeper's Manual.
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C. M. SAX TON,
AGRICULTURAL BOOK PUBLISHER,

15!3 Pulton Street, Ne-w Yorls,

PUBLISHES THE FOLLOWING

VALUABLE WORKS:
niHE Complete Farmer and P>.ural Economist, and New American
^ Gardener. By T. J Fesseuden. In one TOlnme, about 700
pages, cloth gilt, SI .25—mail edition, Jll.OO.

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry. A new edition. In one
volume. 12 mo. cloth gilt, $1.25. Mail edition, $1.00

Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 50c.

Johnston's Practical Agriculture. One volume, cloth, 75c.

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener. Cloth, 75c. Mail edition, 50c.

Hoare's Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vine on Open
Walls, 50c.

Sheep Husbandry. By H. S Randall, $1.25. Mail edition, $1.00.

Stephen's Book of the Farm— complete, $4.00.

Browne's American Poultry Yard. Tenth edition, $1.00. Mail
edition. 75c.

Allen's American Farm Book, one volume, $1.00. Mail edition, 75c.

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals, one volume 75c. Mail edi-

tion, 50o.

Chemistry made easy for Farmers—paper, 25c.

Southern Agriculture; or Essays on the cultivation of Corn,
Hemp, Tobacco, Wheat, &c. $1.00.

Dana's Prize Essay on Manures, 23o.

Miner's American Bee Keeper's Manual, $1.00. Mail edition,

75c.

Brown's American Bird Fancier, 50o. Mail edition, 25c.

CanSeld on the Breeds, Management, Structure and Diseases of
Sheep, $1.00.

The American Architect—the cheapest and best work of the kind
published in the world. Complete in 24 numbers, at 25c. each,
or $5.00 for the work complete

;
$6.00 bound in two volumes.

Youatt & Martin's Treatise on Cattle, with one hundred illustra-

tions. Edited by Ambrose Stevens, Esq. $1.25.

Tfouait on the Breed and Management of Sheep, with illustra-

tions, 75c.

Elements of Agriculture. Translated from the French, by F. G
Skinner. Adapted for Schools. 25c.

Gunn'j Domestic Medicine ; or. Poor Man's Friend in Affliction,

Pain, and Sickness, $300. C. M. SAXTON,
[S-2tJ 152 Fulton street, New York.

NEW BOOKS NEARIilf RKADY.
SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE; comprising Essays on the

Cultivation of Corn, Hemp, Tobacco. Wheat. &c.
THE COTTAGE AND FARM BEE KEEPER; a practical work,
by a Country Curate-50c.

A BOOK FOR EVERY BOY IN THE COUNTRY. Elements
of Agriculture ;

translated from the French, and adapted to
general use, by F. G Skinner—25c.

RURAL ARCHITECTURE; Comprising farm houses, cottages,
carriage houses, sheep auddove cotes, pigeries, barns, Uc, &.C.

By Lewis F. Allen—$1.25.

THE A.MEllICAN MUCK BOOK ; treating of the nature, pro-
perties, sources, history, and operations of all the principal fer-

tilizers and m,auures in common use, with specilic directions
for their preservation, and application to the soil and to crops

;

di-awn from authentic sources, actual experience, and personal
observation, as combined with the leading principles of practi-
cal and scientific Agriculture. By D. J. Browne-$1.

C. M. SAXTON,
Agricultural Book Publisher and Dealer,

152 Fulton street. New York.

(KJ~ A New and Complete Catalogue, just published, can be
found at the office of the Genesee Farmer. ' 8-lt]

• STEPHENS' BOOK OF THE FARM."
COlUPIiETE GUIDE TO THE FAIt3IEK.

With a Portrait of the late J. S. Skinner.

STEPHENS' GREAT WORK ON THE FAR.M.—A new and
c,',mplete edition, revi.sed and adapted to the use of Farmers

in the Uniied States, by J. S. Skinner. 'I'his book contains about
120 J piges. and embraces every subject of importance couneeteu
with .Jgr culture in all its branches, with five hundred illttslra-

iions 'm wood and steel, making it one of the most attractive and
Ls;: .FUL book.-^ yet oU'ered to the Farmers of the country. It is

b uadiu two volumes octavo, iu cloth, only 34 ; bound in leather,

$[bO. C. .M. SAXTON,
,.s-2t] Agricultural Book Publisher, 152 Fulton St.. N. V.

For Sale.

piFFORD MORTAN, a very superior bay Stallion, three years" old August 2Gth. sire. General Gilford, (conceded to be the
b'v-t living .lorgan horse.) dam, a Morgan built fast trotter,called

th • Beckwith Mare : sea Ge.ie ee Fariner,for lS51.p. 1.-.2, 53,ti4.and

AH a y Culiivator for 1846. p 319. 342, 355 ; do for 1847. p 2.58.

If not sold before, he will be exhibited at the next State Fair at

Rochi.-ster, with Zachary Taylor, a bay stud colt of same pedi-
gree, one year old Juno 8th.

.•Vlso their dam, again in foal by General Gilford, and any two,
(perhaps .all.) offered for calc. J DORR.

Scottsville, Monroe county, N. Y., July. 1851.

Strawberry Plants.

EVERY family who have a rod of land, should have a bod of
Strawberries. They are the greatest luxuries of the season,

both for .sick and well. The cultivation is simple, and the plants
can be obtained at very little expense. If they are planted the
first week in August, they will bear a goodly crop of fruit next
year.

The following include the very best under cultivation ;

Burr's New Pine—of the highest
and most delicious flavor, uni-
formly, and productive 37>io. per doz. $1.60 per 100

Boston Pine—hardy, and exceed-
ingly productive 37>ic. " 1 50 "

Hovey's Seedling—a well known
magnificent berry 37)^0. " 1.50 "

Rival Hudson—valuable for mar-
keting and preserving, hardy and
productive 25c. * 1.00 "

Bishop's Orange—productive and
fine flavored 25c. " 1.00 "

Large Early Scarlet—an excellent
standard sort ; one of the earli-

est 25c. « 1.00 «
Alpine Red and "White Monthly. . 25c. " 1.00 •'

.Alpine Red and White Bush 50c. '^ .00 "

British Queen 37>^c. " 2.00 "

Columbus 25c. " 1.00 "

Black Prince 25c. " 1.00 "
Jenny's Seedling 25e, " 1.00 "
Prolific Hautboy 25o. '• I.Oq '•

Also the following fine new varieties, our own seedlings :

Climax Scarlet—light scarlet, rath-
er acid, bears great crops 60c. per doz. 3.00 per 100

Genesee—the finest looking of all

the strawberries
;
good size and

fiavor $1.00 « 4.00 «
Monroe Scarlet—very productive.. 50c. •* 3 00 "
Orange Prolific—late.Iarge and pro-
ductive ' 50c. " 3.00 «

Ellwanger & Barry's No. 1—the
highest flavored strawberry un-
der cultivation $1.00 " 4.00 "

For more minute particulars, please refer to our Catalogue,
which will be forwarded on receipt of post paid applications.

All post paid orders wUl receive prompt attention.
ELLWANGER & BARRY,

July, 1851. Mt. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

Liands of liong Island,

ADJOINING the villages of Lakeland and Hermanville, about
48 miles from the cities of New York and Brooklyn, by tlie Long

Island Railroad. The opportunity is now offered to all those who
ever wish to obtain land on Long Island, the Ancient "Garden of
America," that will probably never occur again, for these lands
'are the only remaining new lands on the Island, and are equal in
quality, when cultivated, to any other land.
The results of cultivation on these Island lands have been so

great, so much beyond the expectations of any one, that they are
now considered of great value for farms and gardens, and will, in

all probability, be all taken up for settlement and occupatiou, or
be held at more than five times their present price. All kinds of

produce may row be seen growing there, such as wh 'at. rye,corn,
potatoes, and garden vegetables, with fruits and flowers, In the
most luxurious growth, where but a short time since the laud was
covered with trees and bushes.

The surface of the ground is perfectly beautiful, free from stone
or bogs or marshes, and the climate as healthy as can be found
iu this latitude. The soil is a fine loara, admirably adapted to
high cultivation and great crops, and of easy till.age.

Indeed, no New Eng'and or Northern New York man can form
any adequate idoa of the great difference in the labor and strength
requisite to cultivate these Island lands, and that required to sub-
due their own rugged lands, until he has seen or made the trial

;

and I now offer for sale as handsome land, and intrinsically as

valuable, as cau be found within fifty miles of the city of New
York, iu any direction, in lots of five acres or more, for th© sum
of $25 per acre.

Any person wishing to purchase a five acre lot of good and
handsome land, without one foot of water or useless ground on it,

can do so by sending $5 as a first payment, and the further sum
of $5 a month, until one half is p.aid, when a warrantee deed and
good title will bj given,and thei-emainder part of the pui chase mo-
ney may be paid or secured on the land.to be paid within three or
five years, with 6 per cent yearly interest. Larger lots will be
sold on the »ame terms.

The title is perfectly good— I have a history or deduction of the
title comilete, certified to by legal men of tlie highest character,
which I will send by mail with maps, pamphlets, and all informa-
tion, to all purchasers, or those who wish to be informed of these
Island lands, by applying to E. H PEAS, of Albany, or CHAS.
WOOD, Stationer, 117 John street, N Y.' [S-3tJ

OUPERIOR S1-:ED WHE.AT.—a large assortment of the best
'^ varieties of Improved Seed Wheat for sale, among which are
Golden Australian, China or Troy, White Flint, Hutchinson's
Improved, Soule, and Mediterranean.

A. B. ALLEN & CO.,
[8-lt] 189 & 191 Water St., New York.
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Wayne County Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store.

EC. WILDER St. CO., Dealers in Hardware, Iron, Stoves, Hy-
• draulic Rams. Lead Pipe, Horse Powers and Separators,

Heaping .Machines of latest improvement. Eagle Plows. Cast-iron
beam do. Vegetable Cutters, Hay Cutters for hand or horse power,
and Agricultural Implements of every variety. Paints, Oil, Sec.

Palmyra. May. 1851. [5-8t]

Horse Po\ver.

UNRIVALLED Horse Powers of all kinds, guaranteed the best
in the United States.

1. The Endless Chain or Railway Power, of our own manufac-
ture, both single or double geered. for one or two horses. These
have never been equalled by any other manufacturer for lightness
in running, strength, durability and economy. They are univer-
sally approved wherever they have been tried.

2. The Bogardus Power, for one to four horses. These are com-
pact and wholly of iron, and adapted to all kinds of work.

3. Eddys circular wrought iron large Cog Wheels, for one to
six horses A new and favorite Power.

4. Trimble's iron sweep Power, for one to four horses. War-
ren's ditto. A. B. ALLEN Sc Co.,

[8-3t] 1S9 Sc 191 Water street. N. Y.

State Agricnltnral Warehouse.

THE subscriber would respectfully invite the attention of Far-
mers and Planters to his varii d a.ssortment of .li^ricuUura!

and Jlorlictillural Implcmenls, among which maybe found Prouty
8c .Mear's celebrated and highly approved Center Draught Plows.
Emery Sc Uo 's Improved Railroad Horse Power and Thresher, (all

of which took the first premiums at the late State Agricultural
Fair, and are unequalled by any now in use.) together with a full

assortment of the thela'est and most improved Plows. Straw Cut-
ters, Fauning Mills. Corn Shellcrs, Seed Sowers, Cultivators, Har-
rows. Sec. Sec which he will sell at as low rates as any similar es-

tablii^hment in the United States.

I shall at all times have on hand a full stock of Field and Garden
Seeds. Guano, and all other Fertilizers in the market, which may
be had on the most reasonable terms.

Persons purchasing articles from me may rely upon their giving
satisfaction, as I intend keeping only such as I can fully warrant.

GEO. H. BARR.
[7-3t] No. 25 Cliff street. New York.

Book Agents Wanted,

AT Dewey's Agricultural Book Depot, Rochester, N. Y. I can
give constant employment to several young men in the sale of

valuable new books on Agriculture, and kindred subjects. Also,

Cheap Publications, Lithographic Prints. Sec, &c. Accents can
also procure subscription for several of the best Periodicals in the

country.
THE FARMERS GUIDE

is a new and valuable «ncyclopedia of fanning, snd is pronounced
a complete farmer's library in itself. The retail price is $6.00—
two volumes royal octavo, filled with illu.9trations. I can give

agents a large commis.sion in the sale of this and other works. A
email cash capital of from fl5 to $30 will be required, and the

agent will be indemnified against loss. Active young men can
easily earn $2 to $6 a day in this business. Address, post paid,

D. M. DEWEV.
Arcade Hall, Rochester, N. Y.

P. S — I keep constantly on hand all the works upon Agricul-
ture. Horticulture. Cattle. Horses, Sheep, Poultry, Bees, Agricul-

tural Chemistry, Sec.—in fact, any book you see advertised, can
b« found at my Store.

July, 1851.

Prouty & Mears» Center Draft Plows.

A LARGE assortment can be found at the State Agricultural
Warehouse, No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

[O-'tt] G. n. BARR.
A. LONOETT,

~
COMMISSION MERCHANT, Office at the State Agricultural

AVarehouse. No. 2a Cliff street. New York.
QCr" The Working Farmeii, a' monthly publication devoted to

Agriculture, Sec. Sec, edited by Prof J. J. Mapes, and published by
A Longett, 25 (^liff street. New York. [7-4t]

Tliei-niometer Churn.

A LARGE assortment of Crowell's celebrated Thermometer
Churns—different sizes and prices, from $4.50 to §0—just

received.
Also, a variety of other Churns, of various sizes, and prices, for

sale at No. 65 Buffalo st., opposite Eagle Hotel, Rochester.
June 18al. J. RAPAL.IE Sc CO.

To Breeders of Choice Stock.

WANTED, a situation as Farm Superintendent, by a young,
single man, well qualified to superintend not only the out-

door arrangements, particularly with reference to the breeding
and management of choice stock, but also the keeping the
books and acconnls, Sec, connected therewith. For further in-
formation, address L. O. MORRIS, of Fordham, Westchester
county, N. Y , who will furnish satisfactory recommendation.
August, 1851.

Manures.
PERUVIAN Guano, at 2K cts. per lb.; Bone Dust—sawings

shavings, and crushed—at $2,25 cts. per barrel ; Bone Black
or Burnt Bones, at $3 per hogshead

; Bone Waste, or Bone Ma-
nure, at Vi cts. per lb.; Sugar House Scum, or Bullocks Blood, at
$2.50 p >r hogshead ; Sulphate of Soda, at 1 cent per lb.

Packages included at above prices. For sale at the State Agri-
cultural Warehouse, No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

[6-4^] G. H. BARR
New Oxfordshlj-e Bucks For Sale.

THE subscriber has a number of yearling and two year old
Bucks which he will sell any time when called for, and has no

hesitation in saying that this breed of Sheep are superior to all

others, for large carcass, heavy fleece, early maturity, and consti-
tution, and defies competiton with all other breeds for profit.

This flock, which has been bred from some of the best ever impor-
ted, is so well known they need no further description than to say
that the sire clipped 18 lbs. of washed wool, and weighed 361 lbs.

alive. Gentlemen are invited to call and see for themselves, or
communicate by mail. Direct to CLAYTON B. REYBOL.D,

[6-4t] Delaware City, Delaware.

Extensive Sale of Keal Estate In Vtrglula.

ON the 10th day of November. 1851. will be sold to the highest
biddur. in Williamsburg, 2.787 acres of land belonging to the

estate of the late John M. Maupin, lying between said City and
J.imestown, 350 acres of which are highly improved ; also, about
100 acres of richest meadow. The otber portion is abundantly
studded with valuable oak and pine timber, easily accessible by
water ; a part of which lies on a navigable creek, where is located
the brick work of a once valuable manufacturing water mill, to
which vessels may float, and which creek empties into James riv-

er, one mile distant therefrom. These lands will be sold in tracts
to suit purchasers : also, other real e.^tate will then and there be
sold, embracing most desirable hou.^esand lots in said city, inclu-
ding a new and commodious brick store house and lot. See Card
published. Also address R jM. ARMISTE.A.D,.

Williamsburg. July, 1851. [8-3t] Exor. St Comr.

TVie Practical and ScietUi/tc Farmer's Ourn Paper.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURN.iL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED VITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OK

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, Fruits, Sec.

VOLUME Xn, FOR 1851.

DANIEL LEE teTAJklES^^VlCK, Jr., Editors.

p. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for ^2 ; Eight Copi-es for $3, and any larger

number nt the same rate.

[13= All subscriptions to commence with the year, and

the entire volume supplied to an subscribers.

QQh- Post-Mastkrs, Agf.nts. and all friends of improvement, are

respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may bo sent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANXEIi IaEE,
December. 1850. RocheMltr. New Fork

ilEREOTrPED BY J. W. BaOWK, BOCHKSTCH, K. T.



Agricultare is the most Healthj' and H.onol'aDle, as it is the mosi Natural cuad Useful pursuit of Man.

VOL. XII. ROCHESTER, N. Y.— SEPTEMBER, 1851. NO. 9.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

We have thought it a good opportunity to call public

attention to the subject of Agricultural Education, by
making the extended and exceedingly valuable Report
of the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder and Prof. Hitch-
cock to the Legislature of Massachusetts, the basis of

some remarks. This document contains 105 well filled

' i] pages, devoted mainly to a summary notice of seve-

ral hundreds of agricultural schools and colleges in

Europe, (many of which were visited by Prof. H.)
designed to teach both the arts and the sciences that

ll)
pertain to rural affiiirs. We regard this report as a

h valuable contribution to the agricultural literature of

f> this country, and one that will serve to prevent the

i(!J establishment of inferior schools by State govern-

![
ments.

s The Commissioners recommend the following plan

jjljl

for an institution in Massachusetts :

Ija
" Lot an Agricultural School or College of the

f()
superior class be established somewhere in the State,

possessed of all the means (teachers, book.s, appa-
ratus, specimens, farms, fee.,) necessary to give a

|r finished education in the principles and practice of

i',\ agriculture. Such a school should embrace the fol-

lowing particulars at least :

1. A Professor of Horticulture, Sylviculture, and
Rural legislation, who should also be Chairman of

the Board of Instructors, or President of the Institu-

tion.

2. A Professor of Agriculture.

3. A Professor of Elementary and Agricultural
Chemistry.

4. One of Natural History and Geology, who
should be curator of the collections.

5. One of Anatomy, Physiology, Veterinary Med-
icine and Surgery.

6. One of the Mathematics of Agriculture, such
as farm accounts, irrigation, draining, leveling, con-
struction of roads, bridges, Stc."

President Hitchcock, who is the author of this

plan, truly remarks : "This appears to me the
smallest number of Professors with which an insti-

tution could be respectable and useful, even at its

commencement. The number is muchless than it is

at nearly all the higher agricultural seminaries in

Europe. There it ranges from eight to twenty.''^

In Europe, agriculture is esteemed as a high and
honorable profession, requiring for its full elucida-

tion, a combination of talent, learning, experience,

and science, more than equal to that employed in

any other pursuit. Nor is this appreciation of the

numerous arts and sciences that belong to agricul-

ture and horticulture at all misplaced or extravagant.

When carefully donsidered, it amounts simply to a

reasonable division of labor among a number of com-
petent teachers—each devoting his whole time and
energies to a particular department, like that of geol-

ogy, meteorology, analytical chemistry, botany, com-
parative anatomy, veterinary surgery, stock breeding

and rearing, tillage, dairy husbandry, fruit culture,

agricultural mechanics, mathematics, fee. We have
no doubt that an institution with twelve professors

would be more economical in the long run than one of

six. It should have accommodations for GOO stu-

dents, and furnish every advantage of the best uni-

versity for the study of science. " Twenty, or even

ten years ago," says Prof. H., it would not iiave an-

swered to propose the introduction of agriculture into

our primary schools, or as a department in our acade-

mies, or a professorship in our colleges. All this it

may be well enough to do now, but something more
must be done."

The Report throughout takes enlarged and liberal

views, and we are not surprised that the Legislature

was not prepared to adopt at once the plan recom-

mended ijy the Commissioners. It is to be hoped,

however, that Mr. Wilder and other influential

friends of the measure, will not abate their honora-

ble efforts to found the first agricultural college in

the Union worthy of the name. New York has had

the scheme of establishing an institution of this char-

acter under consideration thirty years. When in

Albany, in 1822-3, we thought the measure was
sure of immediate success ; but experience has prov-

ed that nothing is more imcertain than the progress

of public sentiment on the subject of agricultural sci-

ence. We are still indebted to European universi-

ties for nearly all that we know in this matter, and

may remain in the same humiliating condition for

years to come, unless the friends of rural science in

different States unite their strength to break the ice,

by founding a college in some locality through an

appropriation by Congress. What the country most

needs at this time is a national institution which

shall be to agricultural science what West Point

Academy is to military science, with a view to edu-

cate young gentlemen for professorships in State

colleges. There is now great difficulty in finding

men duly qualified in this country to teach the seve-
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ral branches of knowledge which ought to be studied

in a college of this kind. This is a serious obstacle

in the way of establishing agricultural schools of a

high order ; and the General Government ought to

aid in removing the difliculty.

PRESERVATION OP FROTIT.

Few operations in domestic economy on a farm are

more important than the preservation of fruit. In

ono of Ills letters written at Paris, Mr. Greri>f,t ex-

presses the opinion that nicely pro])areJ dried poaches

would find a ready sale in LonJon and other mar-
kets, if due pains were taken to introduce the article

to public notice. It has long appeared to us that

vastly more money might be realized from apples,

peaches, pear?, cherries and plums than is now ob-

tained, if a perfect system were adopted in their

management. In studying the keeping qualities of

apples, MuLEKR discovered that those least liable to

ehrivel by the slow evaporation of their fluids, (water,)

contained an unusual amount of wax in the cuticle,

closing all its pores. This waxy matter performs a

similar function on tlie leaves of many plants, partic-

ularly in tropical climates, by checking the too rapid

escape of water from their surfaces. In keeping
apples and pears, it serves to exclude oxygen from
the juices and tissues of the fruit, by the presence of

which chemical changes are started, unless the tem-
perature is quite low, which end in fermentation and
rot. Eggs are kept from spoiling by filling the

pores in their shells with tallow or lard ; and many
large fruits have been long preserved by a thin cov-

ering of beeswax. The principle of excluding at-

mospheric air, or its oxygen, is the point worthy of

attention. In 1848 we put up peaches in Georgia
packed in charcoal dust and surrounded with an at-

mosphere of carbonic acid. A can of the?e hermet-
rically sealed was brought to the fair in Buffalo ; but,

although not decayed, the peaches had undergone
sueh chemical changes as rendered them worthless,

and they were not exhibited. This fruit was ripe

when put up in July, and after being kept five weeks
where the thermometer was from 75 to 88 degrees, it

was jolted on a railroad a thousand miles before reach-
ing Buffalo. Of course the test, or trial, was not a
ftiir one ; but we are satisfied from other experiments
that peaches must be kept at a temperature as low as

60 degrees not to undergo chemical changes when
the air is entirely excluded, sufficient to destroy the
fine flavor of choice fruits. Prof. Lindley suggests
in a late number of the Gardners Chronicle, the pos-

aibility of restoring the flavor or aroma of apples,

pears and peaches, by some chemical agents. We
have little faith in the success of any attempts of
this kind. The preservation of fruits, potatoes and
other perishable articles of human food deserves more
attention than it has hitherto received in this oonntry.
In packing grapes in thoroughly dried saw-dust, care
should be taken to procure dust which contains the
least volatile matter. Any strongly scented wood,
or even feebly scented, will impart more or less of its

p««oliar aroma to the fruit, and receive that of the
imit in exchange. All gaseous bodies have a natu-
raJ tendency to mingle and permeate the spaces be-
twe»B the atoms of each. In illustration of this law,
» fenlleman whose olfactories were extremely sen-
sitive, Biid that he could smell sixty distinct stinks at
•oe time. This was in a city. When a dog selects
the track of his masters iron shod horse, from that of

fifty other horses on a stone paved street, as has often

been witnessed, proof is exhibited not only of the

existence of numerous distinguishable volatile ele-

ments, but of the wonderful powers developed in the

olfactory nerve of some animals. Fromexj)eriment3

which have fallen under our observation, we are in-

clined to believe that the mean temperature of the

earth in the latitude of Rochester and BulTalo at the

depth of four or five feet is low enough to arrest all

chemical changes in apples and potatoes, properly

buried, lor an extended and indefinite period, reach-

ing perhaps to centuries. A potato can be buried so

deep in the earth in northern lalitudes, as neither to

germinate nor rot— keeping like the mastodon pre-

served in a huge cake of ice in the north of Europe.

We intend to test this matter in reference to both

potatoes and apples in the city of Wasliington, to

preserve them sound till the middle of next June.

Potatoes were in the market of tiie federal metropolis

in June of tliis year at four dollars a bushel ; and

good fruit is too high and scarce to name. Grapes,

peaches, nectarines, cherries, quinces and pears

flourish in this climate ; but it is a little too warm,
except in elevated localities for the perfection of

apples. However it is proper to state that Mr. Cal-
vert, of Prince George county, some 18 miles south-

east of Washington, who grows fine figs in open

grounds, has given us several kinds of winter apples,

which were not only highly flavored, jich and crisp,

but more free from that wood-like tissue and tough-

ness, peculiar to apples growm at the south.

(Kiiitonal (HorrcspouLicncc.

p. BARRY'S LETTERS PROM EUROPE AND THE
WORLD'S FAIR.

Paris, July 1st, 1851.

The journey from London to Paris is now perform-

ed in 12 hours ; and yet what a change it ogives the

traveler in climate, country and people. When I

left London I was fairly sickened with dull, cloudy

and rainy weather. On my arrival here I was ush-

ered into a most delightful American June—the

sun bright and warm, and the atmosphere clear and

pure. . For 12 days we have scarcely seen a cloud,

and the temperature has been about the same as in

New York at the same season. To-day it rains, and

I am compelled to stay in the house. I am glad of

the opportunity it gives me of rendering a short

account of myself. I must, first of all, say something

about Paris; for you know it is said that " Paris is

France." I do not however admit this. Great and

comprehensive as is Paris, it is not France. Those

who would know the Ffench people correctly, either

in a moral, social, or industrial point of view, must

get outside the walls into the country and country

towns. They must enter the fields and gari'ens, the

factories and work shops, and mingle with the fanriily.

Foreigners are very apt to come here, take lodgings

at a hotel, visit the theatres, restaurants, public

promenades, and exihibitions, and after spending a

few weeks in that way, they sit down and write to

their friends that the French are a people that love

luxury and idleness, that they have no energy, no

industry, are dissolute in their habits, vain, frivolous,

&c., &.C. Now nothing can be more unjust than this,

for throe-fourths of all the gay, frivolous, dissipated, •

pleasure seeking people we meet in all public

I
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promenades and places of amusement, are foreign-

ers from all parts of the world. They come here
to spend their money, and the French people are

most industriously at work catering for their tastes

and pleasures. I do not mean to say that Paris-

ians themselves are exempt from idlers, vain and
dissolute as can be found elsewhere. How could it

be otherwise in a city with about a million and a
haff of inhabitants suftering from an incessant influx

of the more dissipated class of persons from every
country on the globe. It cnly strikes me as a sort

of miracle that so much good order, quiet and deco-

rum, public and private, can exist under such a state

of tilings. During all the time I have passed here

I have heard of no pockets being picked— I have
seen no street fights, no collisions between drivers

of public conveyances on their narrow thronged
streets; I have seen no drunkards or beggars in the

streets, and but one person taken along to the watch
house for an attempted theft. Yet goods of all sorts

are strewed about the doors and windows, outside

in the greatest profusion, as if to tempt and trap the

evil disposed. Most of the clubs and secret political

organizations are headed by vagabond radicals from
other countries who have had to lly their own homes
for political or other crimes. The other day a club

was broken up by the police, and it was ascertained

that very few wer« Parisians, and they were only the

dupes of the other designing knaves who were filch-

ing a sort of contraband living out of their earnings.

Yet we are apt to throw all these things on the

Frenchmens' shoulders. But it is not only idlers

and pleasure-seekers that flock to Paris. It is

equally the resort of literary and scientific men of all

countries, of students in every profession, theology,

medicine, surgery, music, painting, Sic. It is the re-

sort of merchants from all countries, who come to

purchase ail the more elegant articles that embellish

life. Even the members of our own humble profes-

sion cannot alFord to stay away. On my ramble I

have met with the most renowned English cultivators

making their annual tour among the unrivalled Rose
Gardens of France, to select new varieties, and pick

up new hints upon culture, as I am doing. The
truth is, in all the arts of life that depend upon taste,

as well as in all the higher departments of science,

France, (Paris, if you please,) is the head quar-

ters. I cannot begin to describe the multitude of

interesting public objects to any satisfactory extent

;

bjt I will name over a few of those in which I feel

the greatest interest.

In the first place, the public gardens—my taste

runs, as you know, in that direction, and I therefore

give them the precedence in my notice. The most
complete is the Jardin des Plantes, (the Garden of

Plants,) one of the most useful and best conducted of

the kind in the world. Here the student of nature,

whether in the department of animal, vegetable, or

mineral, finds a field for weeks or even months of

examination. The department of culinary vege-

tables contains carefully arranged, labelled, and cul-

tivated in the best manner, all the varieties of the

difl:erent vegetables. For instance, there are beds of

lettuce, of cabbage, of carrots, of beets, of onions, of

turneps, &.c., with 10, 15 or 20, and may be more var-

ieties of each. Here the market gardeners come to

study the character and qualities of each, and ascer-

tain what will best suit their particular purposes.

Next we come to Medicinal plants, an assemblage of

all the most important species used for medicinal

purposes. Again, we come to the grasses, where we
have a complete collection of all species tiiat can be
of service to the agriculturist under any circumstan-
ces. Further in we come to a flower garden, where
all sorts of flowers suitable for the embellishment of
of gardens are tested and grown. In one department
annuals, in another biennials and perennials, and in
another bulbs and so on. Leaving the plants, we
come to the arboretum, a collection^of all the finer
species of evergreens atid deciduous trees that are
suitable for this climate in the open air. Here we
find magnificient specimens of cedar of Lebanon, and
in fact all the more rare and beautiful trees. Now
we have come upon the Fruil Garden, a collection of
the most beautiful fruit trees that exist in the world.
The pear trees especially are now everywhere
spoken of. They are trained as pyramids, chiefly,
and the most critical eye cannot discover a Reniish
in their symmetry. Mr, Cappe, the conductor of
this department, is a plain old gardener, but highly
intelligent and skillful, as liis work shows, lie l.ves
in a snug cottage within his own department, and
has occupied his present situation for 15 years. He
was formerly a private gardener of a gentleman in
the interior. He has now a son about 20 years of
age, who bids fair to be an equally skillful arboricul-
turist with his father. He partakes of his enthusi-
asm and already evinces a pretty thorough knowl-
edge of culture. I spent a few hours with them
very pleasantly. By the way, this reminds me of
Mr. DowxiNGr's statement in regard to the Louise
Bonne de Jcrssi/ and Louise Bonne d'Avranche. —
If I remember righ^, Mr, D. said he saw these side
by side, and that they were different. I thought at
the time that he was mistaken, and I believe I said
so in the Farmer. I asked Mr. Cappe to shov/ me
the trees, but he told me that they were identical in
all places. He pointed out to me the Louise de
Prusse and Louise Bonne de Jersey gvoy/nvg contio--
uous to one another, but they are quite distfnct.

From the fruit department we go to the green and
hot houses. Here we see some magnificent palms
and other rare, curious, and beautiful species. The
conductor of this beautiful department is Mr, New-
man, an accomplished cultivator, and besides, the
largest gardener I have happened to meet ; I should
think he would weigh full 300 lbs. It is quite
enough for him to see the ground without reaching
it. I mention this because it is a rarity for men
whose occupations are so active, to attain such a
corpulency. Besides all these departments there is

the Menagerie, a very extensive collection of living
animals of almost every species, all inclosed in sepa-
rate apartments, where they enjoy the open air under
circumstances best adapted to their nature. This is

the favorite department with the great bulk of vis-

itors who frequent the garden. At all hours of the
da}^, the monkeys in their great iron cage are out
yelling and performing their amusing pranks to a
large audience. So are the elephants and bears.

The collection of wild and domestic fowls is very
large and interesting. Every part of the world has
sent a contribution. Then from the living specimens
we may enter the cabinet of comparative anatomy.
Here we can study the forms and structures of all

sorts of anim.als of the various races of human as

well as of the brute species. This collection com-
prises over 15,000 anatomical preparations, all ar-

ranged and classed in 14 or 15 different apartments.

This is considered the richest collection in Europe.
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I

Then there are great collections of minerals, class-

ed under the head of stones, inflammable materials

aiio mineral and geological specimens; the different

layors of earths and fossils classed separately. Of the

two coi.ections there are upwards of 60,000 speci-

mens. Tiien there is a gallery of botany containing

specimens of more than 30,000 species. Of dried

plants there arc abont 300,000 specimens ; and of

woods, fruits, and seeds, abont 5,000. All these to-

gether constitute what is called the museum of nat-

ural history, and what an almost boundless source of

information it is to the student of nature, I turn

from it only with the regret that I am permitted but

to glance at its treasures.

But I have said nothing of the library, it is worthy

of all the rest. It contains the most interesting

works upon natural history and travels to upwards of

30,000 volumes, besides upwards of 100 mngnificient

folio voluines of drawings of plants and animals.

The whole extent of the garden is about 40 or 50

acres, situated eligibly on the banks of the Seine, and

arranged with great skill and taste. It is only too

small. On all sides are beautiful cool shaded arenas,

some composed of lindens, some of chestnuts, some
of maj)lcs, some ornamented by their flowers and

others by their foliage or fruits. These are intended

to show the adaptability of various species for the

formation of avenues. The same experiments are

made with all the hedge plants. Around the fruit

garden are fine examples. I noted among others a

piece of Buckthorn about 5 feet high, and 5 feet wide,

cut perpendicular on the sides and flat on the top.

It was as dense as it possibly could be. This is the

form of all the other hedges. In the fruit depart-

ment all methods of grafting and budding and prun-

ing and training are practiced for experiment, and it

is very interesting to see the results. The support

of this institution costs annually about 500,000 francs

or sBlOO.OOO. There are six professors. Would any

one say that this f 100,000 is not well spent. Only
think how many hundred thousand people derive in-

struction and recreation here annually, and put that

figainst the expense. It is now about 225 years

since this institution was founded, under Lours XIII.

A cedar of Lebanon, the noblest specimen in the ar-

boretum, was planted by Jassieu, and is now upwards

of 200 years old, a majestic old tree in full health

and vigor. It is interesting to think as I did when
sitting in the shadow of this venerable cedar, that in

all the revolutions and changes that have happened

to the government of France in two centuries, that

this garden has always been spared ; and not only that,

but nursed and improved with great care. It also

increases ones interest in it to think how many great

names have been connected with it and contributed

toward its support. Among these we think first of

Jassiku, BiKFON, and Curier, whose names are fami-

liar to all students and readers of natural history over

the world. But I cannot say more at present of this

noble institution, and can only wish we had one like

it in America.
Next in point of intoscst to me has been the Pal-

ace a.nii Garden ofthe Lurcmbourg. Here we have

magnificent examples of architecture and gardening,

with one of the finest galleries of paintings in exist-

ence. The palace was erected in 1G15 by Maria de

Medicis, regent of PVance after the assassination of

Henry IV. It is a magnificent building, presenting

in its diflferent parts ditlerent styles of architecture.

It is now thrown open to the public, and its luxu-

rious apartments and splendid paintings are daily

visited by hundreds of people r.nd students, both male
and female, constantly there, copying from the old

masterpieces. In the garden we have avenues of

lindens, horse chestnuts, mauli's, tulip trees, fcc,

that surpass all others I have seen. The great ave-

nue is about half a mile long, compo-ed of 6 rows of

trees, which make a central wide avenue and two
side ones. The central avenue is of lindens, an 1 the

others of horse chestnuts, and outside of all, enclosing

the avenue, are fine thorn hedges. The trees are

pruned into a shape that corresponds with the artis-

tic style in which the grounds are laid out. The
trunks 10 feet high are branchless, 10 feet above that

the branches are cut so as to form a smooth wall, the

tops are then above that allowed to meet so that they

form an arch,* and so all the avenues here are man-
aged, and although the natural form of the tree is de-

stroyed, yet the avenue, which is the object, is com-
plete and beautiful. Then there is an orange gar-

den, a charming little spot of ground, about an acre,

of a circular form, a bit of lawn with a fountain in

the centre, edged with flowers, around that a wide
walk in which the orange trees are arranged in rows
in tubs. These trees are ten feet high, with heads as

round as a ball, and are now in full bloom, loading the

air in all directions with their perfume. This orange
garden is completed with a row of statuary all around

in white marble ; among other pieces I noted Marie
Stuart, St. Genevieve, Duchess d' Orleans. Jeanne
Hacheite, kc. There are many fine avenues of

minor dimensions. I observed one of pawlonias,

and another of scarlet horse chestnuts. There are

many flower gardens and borders of shrubs, a botanic

garden of the school of medicine, and a nursery and
fruit garden. The latter are under the care of Mr.
Hardy, who is the professor of arboriculture, and who
gives two public courses of instruction during the

year. His trees are admirably conducted. I saw
splendid pyramids of pears, apples, plums, and cher-

ries, also fine vases, espaliers, dwarfs, pentagons, k.c.

The trees and the ground are all kept in the finest

condition, and afford great gratification to visitors.

One might spend several days with pleasure and
profit in the Garden and Palace of Luxembourg.
Next in point of interest comes the Palace and

Garden of the Tuilleries, situated on the river bank.f

The palace is a magnificent structure nearly 400
years old, (a part of it.) It has been enlarged and
improved by successive sovereigns and rulers of

France. It is chiefly occupied now with the exhibi-

tion of paintings and sculpture. The garden is com-
posed of I should say 30 or 40 acres of land, laid out

in the best possible manner for public gratification and
comfort, to which it is wholly devoted— long ave-

nues of trees formed into bowers, into which the sun

cannot enter, charming flower gardens with fountains,

avenues of oranges and pomegranates in boxes, com-
fortable seats, and at night all brilliantly illumina-

ted with gas. Out of the Tuilleries you pass into

the Champs cT Elysee, (Elysian Field,) the great

fashionable promenade and drive of the whole fashion

of Paris. In this neigliborhood are assembled every-

thing that can amuse. Close to the Tuilleries is the

Louvre, a magnificicnt palace, famous for its im-

mense collections or museum of paintings and sculp-

ture. Here every nation is represented, and you can

• This is called pruQing en berceau.

tThe river Seine runs through tb« centre of the City.

e^i
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examine successively the great works of Italy, Spain,

Belginm, France, ancient and modern, also ancient

Grecian and Egyptian works of art. This is contin-

ually a great resort of strangers.

The Pain is Royal, now Palais JVationalc, or Na-
tional palace, is literally a palace of shop keepers and

restaurants. It is an immense building presenting a

series of arcades and piazzas, through which it

would take one an hour to walk. Those arcades

and piazzas are occupied with shops, where all the

most brilliant goods are sold and the most fashionable

restaurants are kept. It is a giy and a thronged

and busy place, day and evening. The building

forms a sort of hollow square, in the centre of which
is a pretty garden with a fountain, and on either side

linden avenues or promenades. Now, in the sum-
mer evenings, this place is absolutely crowded, and

when lighted up brilliantly with gas, through the

garden and in the long ranges of shops, a fountain

in the centre gushing and sparkling, it is really a

beautiful scene, and no wonder so many are attracted

to it. Ices and other refreshments are cr.rried about

in all directions by a swarm of waiters from the vari-

ous restaurants, and friends are on all sides meeting
and conversing on the topics of the day, k,c.

The Palais Elysee is situated on the Champs d"

Elysee, already alluded to as the fashionable resort.

It is now the residence of the President. These are

the principal public edifices to which fine gardens are

attached. They are the recreating thoroughfares

where the student and the artisan, confined all day in

a close room, can go on an evening or on a Sunday,
and enjoy a stroll among the trees and flowers. What
luxury, and what a blessing for so large a city, that

such pleasure and health giving institutions are scat-

tered through it !

In this connection I must mention the cemetries,

because they are much frequented. There are three

fine ones, the Pere la Chaise, the Montmatre, and

Mount Parnnssus. The first is the finest, and
is probably the most interesting in the world. It

is a beautiful illustration of the people's taste, and
the homage they pay to the memory of departed

friends. It is full of beautiful cypresses, marble

tombs and vaults, and little chapels, in which fresh

flowers are daily placed. A portion of the ground,

like our Mt. Hope, is well elevated and gives a mag-
nificient prospect, and as we pass around we come
upon the tombs of some illustrious persons, who
have figured largely in the pages of history. It is a

charming place in which to dream away a day.

Then in every corner of Paris we find institutions

that not only from their character but from their ar-

chitecture and historical recollections, are of great

interest to strangers. Such are the churches both

ancient and modern, JYotre Dame, St. Snlpice, St.

Roch, Madelaiiie, and twenty others, in which are dif-

ferent styles of architecture carried out in all their

puritj^, with the finest examples of stained glass,

painting, sculpture, k,c., and in which every day are

performances of sacred music, such as we can never

hear in America. Last Sunday, at St. Roch, in addi-

tion to the organ and choir, there was a band of 50

instruments, and the performance was such as I can
never forget. Besides the churches there are the

buildings devoted to a multitude of charitable, liter-

ary and scientific institutions. The number of these

is truly astonishing. To give you some idea of these

things I shall name a few of the more prominent. —

The National Library, founded nearly 500 years ago,

occupies a great building. It contains about 1,500,-

000 volumes, 100,000 volumes of manuscript, 400,-

000 medals, 1,000,000 engravings, 300,000 maps,

fee. To the library is attsched a school for the living

oriental languages. There are more than 20 other

extensive libraries. There are societies for the pro-

motion of every branch of human learning, art, and

science ; charitable institutions, to meet the misfor-

tunes of all classes of society. With all these attrac-

tions ^or all classes of people, it is no wonier that it

should be looked upon as the great cnpital of the

world. I met a gentleman from the United States a

few days ago, who remarked that for those who did

not wish to accumulate wealth it was the only place

in the worlJ worth living in. A great consideration,

too, is that living is cheap and good. In the art of

cooking, which has considerable influence on good

living,the French can teach the world. The poorest

peasant can make a comfortable and healthy meal

of what our laborers could not use. Their living cost

but little, and they seldom employ a physician. This

reminds me of the Markets of Paris. In regard to

meat, beef and mutton is far inferior, generally speak-

ing, to that of London. I do not believe that in the

world there is to be found such meat markets as

those of London ; but in London meat is a stapb ar-

ticle of food, here it is not so. The fruit and veget-

ables of Paris are exceedingly fine. At this moment
there is a profusion of strawberries of the finest qual-

ity ; Elton, British (^ueen, Pine Jipplc, Keen's Seed-

ling, and the Mpines, are the principal sorts. The
last are the most plentiful, grown in great abundance.

British Queen, extraordinary for size and beauty, and

it commands the higest price.. Elton comes next in

rank. Melons fme—verij Jiite—are abundant at two

to three francs apiece. Radishes delicious, — a

small, early variety, now in market, used for forcing,

is so tender that it melts in the mouth. It is oval,

about as large as a lady's thimble, and of a pink

color. I wonder why it has not found its way to

our gardens. I am not particularly fond of rad-

ishes, but 1 should feel ashamed to tell how many

1 have eaten of them every day. Lettuce and

chicory so tender that they can hardly sustain

their own weight. They have a little early, short

carrot, different from our short horn, the best I have

ever tasted, as they serve it up in soups, and on a-la-

mode beef it is delicious. I am determined to intro-

duce it. Large early apricots ureaibundnnt. Mad-
elaine pears appeared a few days ago, but they are

from the south. Potatoes are very fine. Currants

and gooseberries abundant and cheap. May Duke is

about the only sort of cherry to be found in market,

and in most parts of the country it and the Montmor-

ency, (Early Richmond,) are the only sorts grown to

any extent. But the May Dukes are very fine,

lart^e, and with less acid than with us generally.

The Market Gardens of Paris.—The city is sur

rounded on all sides with small market gardens, ooth

without and within the walls, and it has given me

great pleasure to examine their operations. When I

found how superior their productions were, I felt a

curiosity to know more about their culture, and I

strolled out one day to Montreuil, some 4 or 5 miles

from town, to see the famous peach gardens, and on

my way I visited the best market gardens. The

whole way to Montreuil is a series of them. I very

soon found the secret, if secret it be, of their success.

In the first place the ground is made 2 or 3 feet deep
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and as rich as it needs be. In the next place they

provide abundance of icaler. In nearly every garden

exceeding half an acre in extent, I found a horse

pumping water. It is forced into a reservoir so ele-

vated that ii tlows in pipes through all parts of the

garden, into tanks, when it is at tlie hand of the work,

men to apply it. That horse pumps all day, and a

certain nuinhor of men, 4 or 5 on a two acre garden,

water all day, not in the morning and evening, but

all dav, am! tliey do not sprinkle it on, but absolutely

deluge every thing with it. This with the rich, deep

ground and a hot sun, gives the plants a tropical cli-

mate that makes them grow like mushrooms. If a

day iiappens to be cool, they have large bell glasses,

is" inches to two feet in diameter, enough to cover

the whole garden if necessary. Melons are a great

culture ar.d well understood by the French gardeners.

But this watering process is universal. As soon as

there is the least deficiency of moisture, on goes

the water. All the parks and gardens of Paris, all

the cemetrie?, Sic, are drenched daily. No plant is

allowed to suiier. The gardeners never say my
plants are sufiering from the want of rain. They
spare neither labor nor expense. I have heard it said

that the French were not an industrious people ; but

I have never seen any people more so. At four

o'clock in the morning these market gardeners are in

town with their products. Some have wagons or

carts. Some have baskets that they put on an ass's

back. I have seen three or four large baskets on

each side of the back of an ass, and a woman mount-

ed on the top. In most cases the w^omen do the mar-

keting, for the men have to attend to the garden. It

is astonishing how far these people will walk, and

what a load they will carry. I have seen in the

country tov»-ns both men and women come into market

with an immense load of vegetables, from a distance

of 6 or 7 miles. In all the gardens and nurseries

the men work from 4 o'clock in the morning till 8 at

night, having half an hour for breakfast and an hour

for dinner, and they work hard with heavy instrments.

They are paid 40 els., that is 2 francs per day. Talk
about being lazy ! every where the farm laborers

are in the tield as soon as they can see to work ; but

this brings me to French farming, of which I intend-

ed to say something.

In agricultural implements the Fr.nich are greatly

behind, in most parts of the country. The live stock

also is very inferior. The land is too much divided

into sm.ill l--vr. Wherever this is the case, farming

must be poor, yet I have seen as fine crops of wheat,

grass, and clover, as can be produced any where. —
The wheat crop this season is good all through
France. I find everywhere a spirit of improvement.
At tlie exhibition I observed Frenchmen very active

in examining and in buying implements, and in tak-

ing note of every improvement that they met with.

In much of tlie country I have passed through, the

land is owned by persons who reside in small villages.

There is no division fences, nor any regularity in

the size and outlines of the lots. This gives the

country the appearance of a piece of patch work, for

one man grows one crop and his neighbor a different

one ; though a great portion is occupied with a

sort of grape, small black, similar to the Black Clus-

ler3, from which the common red wine, " vin ordi-

nairt' is made, and there is so much of this used tiiat

it id a profitable crop. It is the common beverage
of all the working and middle classes, farmers, Jic.

A bottle in Paris is charged at a franc in the ho-

tels, in the wine stores about half tha', and in the
country 50 or 100 miles from Paris, it is not worth
more than 5 cts. The working people use it wholly
instead of coffee and tea, and vt-ry few think of ('rlnk-

ing water. At the dinner table of the best hotels

and in the wealthy private familie?, it is used with,
seltz or soda water. The French people consume
large quantities of bread (which is excellent) and
vegetables, and but little butter or meat ; soups are
invariably used at hr akfaf^t and dinner. The mode
of living is wonderfully diil'erent from ours, and I

must add, on the whole much better ; laborers eat

three times a day as with us, but proprietors only
twice— breakfast at 9 or 10 o'clock, and dinner at

4 or 5, and no more. Johny Bull, on the contrary,

eats five times, and the Frenchman wonders how he
can attend to any business, or how he can live any
way. I am well pleased with French living and
French society, and if my knowledge of the French
language were more perfect I should enjoy it still

more
; but what a misery it is to come here without

at least some knowledge of the language. I have
seen many such instances and heard of many. And
without hiring an interpreter, which is expensive and
unpleasent, no information can be collected, no basi-

ness accomplished, no pleasure taken, you cannot go
a step alone. There are many Americans here now.
Most of those who came to attend the exhibition at

London, stay but a short time, and then make their

way here. Mr. and Mrs. Bateham are here at

present ; I have had the pleasure of seeing them fre-

quently. They are both actively engaged in seeing

the lions of Paris, and will give an interesting report

to their paper. I will finish my journey in a week
or so and return to England, when I shall soon leave

for home. P. B.

Caen, France, July 7th, 1851.

In my last letter I gave you some items respecting
Paris and its vicinit)^, and a portion of the country
lying southwest of Paris on the Seine and Oise, Loi-
ret, Loire and Cher, Indre and Loire, and Maine and
Loire. In this section of the country the climate is

mild, and the grape, as I have said before, is the prin-
cipal culture. The whole country looks like a gar-

den it is so divided and subdivided into small patches.

I intend to say something about their mode of culture

of the grape. It is exceedingly simple. The vines

are planted in rows three or four feet apart, and the

plants stand about three feet apart in the rows, in

some cases more. They are close pruned every win-
ter and kept low. The stakes for their support are

about four feet high. The summer culture consists

simply in keeping the ground clean as we rio our
corn frolds, and in tying up the growing shoots as

they require. The,work is mostly performed by wo-
men, and I was delighted with their expertness in

arranging and tying up the shoots. Tiiey are out at

it by 4 o'clock in the morning, walk 2 or 3, perhaps 4
miles from the village, take their bottle of vin or-

dinaire and loaf of bread, and stay till sun down,
when they return with a heavy back load of veget-

ables or fruits. These women, by the way, have no

regard for their complexion. They escheu- all such

things as sun bonnets. The hair is combed smoothly

back and a small tight cap or baadage keeps it there.

The face is wholly exposed, and you may be assured

it is
*• done brown." And this is the practice even

with the better class of country people, the wives
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and daughters of wealthy farmers. Last Sunday 1

spent in a small country town, and among the hun-
dreds, I might say thousands whom I saw at church
and in the streets, there were not a dozen who wore
bonnets of any kind, but the Sunday caps—how shall

I describe them ? Some are certainly two feet high,

fitting closely around the forehead and ascending like

a funnel, crowned by a circular or semicircular piece

that inclines forward, behind there are two streamers
that hang down upon the shoulders. A broad black
velvet band attached to each side, and fitting under
the chin, retains it in its proper position, and sets off

the whole to advantage. Some of these I observed
were made of the finest muslin and lace, and were
worn by elegantly dressed country ladies to such ad-

vantage that I really admired them. Nothing in the

Chinese or Turkish costume strikes me as more re-

markable than these caps. But these things I ought
not to mention, they are qnite foreign to my purpose
in writing ; but this is not the first time that ladies

and their affairs have diverted me from my purpose.
Since my last letter my travels have been through

Normandy, northwest of Paris, and between that city

and the English Channel, through the districts of

Seine and Oise, Eure, Orne and Calvados, a region
which sustains the reputation of being one of the best,

as regards agriculture, in France. It is cntierly dif-

ferent in its appearance, and in its culture and pro-

ductions, from the Loire region. It very muoh re-

sembles England, except that in many places it has
more forest, and the land is divided into smaller allot-

ment.-;. The vine is not cultivated at all except on
walls in the garden, but apples for cider are exten-
sively grown. In some localities one v*-ould suppose
the whole country an orchard. Norman cider is

quite celebrated. It is the common beverage here as

the common wine is in other localities. The country
is beautiful. The roads are as well kept as labor

can make them, every inch over which I have trav-

eled is like a race course. They are divided into

short sections, each of which is placed under the care
of one person who sees that there is not a blemish to

mar their perfection. What a comfort to travel over
such roads ! There every house has a garden, not
in name but in reality, filled in every corner with the
best productions, and every wall of the house, and
every foot of the garden fences is festooned with
vines or covered with espalier trees. But wherever
we go in France we find that passion for gardening
prevails both in town and country. I stopped at a
village hotel the other day, vyhich had a small court
about 25 or 30 feet square, and this instead of being
filled up, as is not unusual elsewhere, with empty
barrel.^, boxes, kc, it was converted into a little floral

paradise.' In the centre was a circular bed, contain-
ing 30 rose trees of the best varieties known, in the
highest state of perfection. Around the sides were
little rustic arbors and coffee rooms, covered with fes-

toons of roses. Mignunelte in profusion was filling

the air with its perfume. In this little spot, which to

most people would be quite useless, I counted up
nearly all the roses that are pre-eminently fine. The
landlord v.as the gardener, and a good one. I found
the same sort of taste in Paris. In the courts of the
hotels, where there was no possibility of cultivating

plants in the ground, groups of pot plants were as-

semLled around, which made a garden of it. Why
cannot our hotel keepers give some attention to

this matter 1 They generally have leisure, and it

could not fail to make their houses more aofreeable

and attractive, and give them reputation as people of
refined taste. The weary traveler who has to spend
an hour, or a day waiting about a hotel, finds it more
agreeable to sit in a pleasant garden bower, than
in either a bar room or a parlor.

In Normandy, as with us, v.heat is one of the sta-

ple productions. The crop this season is very fine,

I am told however that southward there is a partial

failure, which begins to be already speculated upon.
There is much more oats grown tlian v/ith us, and
also barley, but they have no Indian Corn, Veiches
are cultivated extensively, and fed green to horses,
cattle, and sheep. The crop is now all cut, and the
ground is plowed, and in the course of preparation
for a crop of turi;eps. I see both lime and manure
spread on all the fields, and the ground being pretty

well cleaned v>'ith the vetches gives a good crop of

turneps. Turnep seed is grown extensively. I no-
ticed hundreds of acres of it lying cut. Threshing
had commenced. This is done by the hand flails in the
field. Wheat usually succeeds a crop of potatoes or

turneps, for which the ground has been manured. —
The implements are rather, as it seems to me, behind
the age. The plow is a curious affair, with a
straight beam and two large wheels, say 3 feet in

diameter. I have a figure which v.'ill be given here-
after, in connection with others. The plowing gen-
erally is very light, in rare cases has anything like

subsoil plowing been attempted.
The animal stock is pretty fair, a great number of

the best breeds of cattle and sheep have been recent-

ly introduced, and the horses, the pure blooded

French horses, are as fine work animals as are in the

world—largo, powerful, active, and tractable. The
better class of Canadian horses show their descent,

but they are wofully degenerated in Canada. Here
they are square built, with fine, straight, well propor-

tioned, powerful limbs. It is quite rare to see one of

them knee sprung or spavined, although they are

loaded and drove unsparingly. They are admirably

trained. On the highways, I have often seen mere
boys driving four of them at tandom, before a heavy
load, without a rein, depending wholly on the whip,

which, in a Frenchman's hands, means something.

In the crowded cities, too, where the streets are nar-

row, you Vvill see three, four, or six, as it happens, at-

tached to an enormous load, and wliirling it around

short corners and through narrow lanes, at a speed

really frightful, but always in perfect safety, ami no

reins, the word and the whip only. They are all

stallions too, and as fat as it is possible to make them.

We have found it impossible to get a man Vv-ho could

drive safely tvv^o such horses, wilh the best of reins

and tackling. At the changes of the diligence

horses at the stations, the whole four or six are turn-

ed out of the stable together like sheep. I wish

sometimes that our teamsters could see a little of their

management. The government is doing much for

the improvement of domestic animals. Here in Nor-
mandy, within a few miles of Jlrgentan, it has a large

and fine establishm.ent where all the best breeds of hor-

ses, cows,and other animals, are introduced for the ben-

efit of the surrounding country. The domain (Duaro)

comprises a large tract of beautiful land ;
buildings

arc fitted up in the most commodious manner for all

the different races, ages, kc. It has a lecture room
with library and anatomical subjects to illustrate the

physiology of animals and treatment of diseases. —
There is for every department a professor or head.

A blacksmith shop is attached, and the most complete
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I have seen, where all the shoes are made, and every

thing done pertaining to horse shoeing. There is

one person who breaks and trains horses and teaches

riding, kc. For this purpose they have a very large

biiikliiig, and a beautiful course. They have at pres-

ent in training, horses for every purpose, running,

trotting, leaping, fee, fcc. There are in all about

400 persons employed, making quite a village. A
large number of the horses were out at the various

summer stations, and many of the cattle were at a

great distance in the pasture, so that I did not sec

their best specimens, but I saw that it was an excel-

lent institution, though like all others sustained by
government, conducted not on very rigid principles

of economy.
Rve is now being harvested. Ilay is nearly all in,

and wheat to all appearances will not be fit to cut

sliort of two weeks hence. The season is not much
diU'erent from ours. 1 observe everywhere that the

scythe snath in use here is quite straight, yet they

seem to work easily, and their meadows are admira-
bly cut. I intend to say something of Caen, a very

interesting old town, but I cannot now. Its ancient

buildings, its history, its present condition, fee, are

worthy of notice. P. B.

P. S. As regards politics, at present there is a

perfect calm in France. The only topics tliat elicit

even newspaper ducussion, are the tariff and the re-

vision of the constitution; and judging from all ap-
pearances, neither will at this time be altered. The
more radical or progressu'e portion of the assembly
have a strong tendency to free trade, and have, as

you see by the papers, recently brought in a measure
reducing and greatly modifying duties, and in fact

declare themselves in favor of absolute freedom.

—

M. Thiers, the well known statesman and historian,

has made himself the champion of the opposition to

to it, and declares and has by figures and eloquence
endeavoured to prove that without protection France
would be ruined. In reading his arguments I was
strongly reminded of our tariff agitation. I shall ex-
press i.o opinion on the subject, but this much I know,
the French people bear an onerous burden in the form
of duties, the land absolutely swarms with officers of

the law, whose duty it is to prevent any freedom of

trade. A lady cannot go to I'aris from a country
town, and do her shopping, buy a new hat, fee,
without having it opened and examined most minute-
ly perhaps half a dozen times before she gets home.
A man cannot drive his carriage into town with-
out having it searched frum top to bottom, and
evf ry thing in it by an officer of the law. These
severe and minute restrictions on trade, and the pal-

try exactness in regard to passports are greviously
annoying. I express no opinion as to their necessity
and propriety. P. B.

CATTLE snow OK THK ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SiiLltlTY OK KNGLAND, IIKLD AT WINDSOR PARK,
ON THE ICth. 17th Si 18th OK JULY.

No previous exhibition of this kind ever held in Eng-
land, attracted so much attention as this. Among
the visitors to the great exhibition in Hyde Park, it

was a constant subject of conversation for a month
or more previous to the day on which it was held.

—

English agriculturists from Prince Albkrt down,
appeared to be animated with the common desire to

make it remarkable in its way, a fit arcompanimcnt
to the show of all nations in the chrystal palace, and
I beiiuve they have succeeded. A collection of more

perfect animals, or a more judicious, well conceived
and satisfactory arrangement, has nut, I venture to

say, been seen in any country. In all England,
abounding as it does in magnificent parks, no more
beautiful spot could have been selected than at Wind-
sor, under the Castle walls, on a velvet lawn, and in

the midst of park scenery that alone is worth a jour-

ney of hundreds of miles to see. Windsor is but an
hour's ride from London,and the fare during the show
was about 25 cts., hence almost every stranger in

London attended, and the whole number of visitors

was immense. TJie first day the price of admission

was fixed at 5s. sterling, (if 1.25.) The second day
2s. 6d., (50 cts.) The third Is., (25 cts.)

Apprehending a rush, [ chose the first day, in order

to enjoy the best opportunity of inspecting the ani-

mals. And I afterwards had reason to be glad that

I did so, for I understood that the second and third

days were by no means agreeable. Those who
were present on the first day were exclusively per-

sons who felt a direct interest in the show. Agri-
culturists from different parts of Great Britain,

France, Belgium fee, of foreigners by far the great-

er number were French, and indeed at one time of

the day one would have supposed that they composed
half the number of visitors. The interest manifested

by the French here as well as in the agricultural

department of the great exhibiton, convinces me that

they are quite alive to improvement in every thing

pertaining to agriculture.

The cattle sheds were the most convenient and
tasteful, and at the same time the most comfortable

for the animals that I have seen. Opposite the wide

gate through which the animals were admitted, was
an avenue 50 feet wide, on each side of which tlie

sheds were arranged in rows, with passages 30 feet

wide between each row. Thus giving visitors free

access to the animals on both sides. The sheds

were 15 feet wide, span roofed, the frame w"ork made
of light timber, and the roof covered with common
cotton cloth. The two sides were open. The sheds

were divided into stalls of 12 feet long, and the ani-

mals were tied up as in stables, well furnished with

litter. Carts of dry and green fodder and water were
kept moving about all day to supply every want in

the way of food and drink. These tasteful covered

sheds I consider a great improvement in shows of

this kind over the dismal looking open "pens" in

which we too frequently see the cattle huddled at our

shows, and not only that, but they give to persons

who wish to examine them a much better opportu-

nity ; for here we could enter, pass around the an-

imals, and handle them if we choose, from head to

tail, without the least difficulty. These sheds, too, are

as cheap and simple in their construction as any

thing can be. If I were an exhibitor of animals I

would cheerfully pay something extra, if necessary, to

secure such an arrangement as this, rather than put

up with the usual accomodations at our shows.

—

Every shed was lettered, one A, another B, fee, and

each one devoted to a certain breed of animals, and a

certain class depending on age, fee, and the breed

and class of each was also placed conspicuously on

each shed or dei)artment. This enabled visitors to

make their examinations and comparisons with great

facility. A complete printed catalogue of every ani-

mal presented was prepared and sold to visitors at

the entrance gate on the first morning. In the cat-

alogue the animals were classed tkus— commence

first with Short Horn Cattle:
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Class 1, Bulls calved previous to January, 1849.

Class 2, Bulls calved since January, 1849. Class 3,

Cows in milk or in calf. Class 4, Heifers in calf,

not exceeding 3 years. Class 5, Yearling heifers.

Ilerefords, Devons, Long Horns, Channel Islands,

(Jersey and Guernsey) Sussex, Scotch horned, Scotch
polled, Welsh, Irish, &c., were all classed in the

same way as the Short Horns.
'^, Horses were arranged in eight classes, thus :

Class 1, Stallions of any age, for agricultural pur-

poses. Class 2, Stallions, 2 years. Class 3, Dray
Stallions. Class 4, Hunter Stallions. Class 5,

Carriage Stallions. Class 6, Roadster Stallions,

—

Class 7, Mares and foals. Class 8, Fillies, 2 years

old.

Sheep were first arranged according to breed, as

Leicesters, South Downs, Long Wools, and Moun-
tain Sheep, and each breed into 3 classes, thus:

Class 1, Shearling Rams. Class 2, Rams of any
age. Class 3, Shearling Ewes.

Pigs were arranged in 6 classes, thus :

Class 1, Boars of a large breed. Class 2, Boars
of a small breed. Class 3, Breeding Sows of a

large breed. Class 4, Breeding Sows of a small

breed. Class 5, Breeding sow pigs of large breed.

Class 6, Breeding sow pigs of small breed.

This comprised the entire show.
The prizes offered by this Society are worthy of

attention, as showing the power of the machinery
that produces such results as we witness here.

—

Only think of

$200 for best Bull.

$100 for the best Cow in calf or in milk.

$75 for the best yearling heifer, and so on through
all the classes.

$150 for the best stallion.

$100 for the best 2 year old, and so on.

$150, $100, and $75, for the best sheep.

These prizes mean something. They are worth
contending for, and certainly the results are every
way worthy of them. Heretofore the competion was
confined in the main to noblemen, but on this occa-
sion, plain practical tenant farmers have successfully

entered the field, and to such an extent, as not only to

attract much attention on the show grounds, but to

elicit comment in the dinner speeches.

After the surprise and admiration with which I

first viewed the animals had subsided, I was forcibly

struck wich the predominate numbers of certain

breeds of animals, and this seemed to me such an in-

teresting point, that I took particular note of it.

I believe the whole number of animals fell some-
what short of 1000. Of cattle there were 386 : 176
Short Horns, 74 Devons, 41 Herefords, 31 Channel
Islands fAlderneys, k,c.), 22 Sussex, 10 Scotch
Polled, 15 Welsh, Irish, Jic, 9 Scotch Horned, and
7 Long Horns.

This shows us that about half the entire number
were Short Horns, and that next to them comes the

Devons and the Herefords. These three breeds are

now pretty well known in this country, and form the

principle stock at all our exhibitions. The others

are yet scarce.

The Alderneys, or Jersey cattle, begin to attract

much attention, and at the present moment are quite

a speculation. Several droves were brought to Lon-
don for sale while I was there. They are beautiful

animals,and their milk is said to be of the richest and
finest quality. Roswell G. Colt, Esq., of Patterson,

JN. J., has some of this stock, which we saw last

winter, and he will have them at our State Fair, I
think.

The Scotch polled are beautiful jet black, hornless
animals, of large size and symmetrical forms, highly
esteemed in Scotland. The specimens exhibited,
were mostly from Aberdeen, in Scotland. Among
the Scotch horned are the Ayrshires, celebrated as
great milkers, and a hardy, long haired race from the
highlands. I have admired these animals wherever
I have met them. I saw fine specimens at the
Smithfield Club show in 1849, and lately a fine herd
of them in Scotland. They are easily kept, subsist-
ing on the poor highland farms where the Durhams
would die of hunger, and when thoy are brought into
good pasture and generously treated, they fatten
quick, for the food necessary to some other breeds
for mere subsistence, is a luxury to them. Their
flesh is fine too, and commands 6d. sterling per stone
of 14 lbs., more than any other.

The curiosities of the cattle department were a Ro-
man Bull and Cow exhibited by Lord Walsingham.
They are large animals of a peculiar shape, high
shoulders, a remarkably round quarter, short head,
large spreading horns turned jowards at the points;

color grey, with a dark brown neck.
An Indian Bull and Cow, very amall, about four

feet in height, something similar in shape and color

to the Italian. The cow had a calf with her about
as large as a lamb.

From Shetland, pure Shetland Bull and Cow,
neither of them larger than a month old calf, and
very poor, showing very plainly that they came from
a cold climate and scanty pasture. What a contrast

these little unfortunate looking creatures presented
with the Durhams, yearling heifers of which weigh
in some cases 800 to 900 pounds !

Of the horses more than two-thirds I should think

were of the large Suffolk breed, for cart and dray
work. These are magnificent animals. The class

of two years old was throughout remarkably fine,

many of them weighing about 1400 pounds, well

proportioned, active and sprightly. These have none
of the clumsiness of what we know here as the

Norman horse, and I am convinced that they might
be very advantageously introduced here to improve
our work horses. We are all going too much for

speed at present, and our work horses cJe too

leggy and light of body—as a general thing.

Of Carriage horses I saw nothing better than
some of our Rochester dealers send to New-York
Market.
Of the sheep there were 136 Leicester.-, 125 South

Downs, 29 Long Wools, 19 Mountain, a few Me-
rinoes—I have no note of any save one pen of live

shearling ewes.

The Leicesters are preferred for the mutton, the

flesh being of the finest quality. The mutton of the

Leicester sheep that we get in England is a real lux-

ury, whilst our mutton here is about as palatable

as a tallow candle.

The Leicester Ram to which the $150 prize was
awarded, was a noble specimen, two years and four

months old, weighing about three hundred pounds.

His back is not less than three feet in breadth. His
fleece I was told was about 14 pounds and brought

Is. sterling per pound.

The Long Wools were composed of Oxfordshire

and Cotswold sheep, fine large animals and of ele-

gant form. The prize Ram was forty months old,

and weighed about four hundred and twenty pounds.
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enormous in size and of fatness. Another 28 months
old, wcijfhe^l fuur hundred and sixteen pounds, and

had made forty pounds in five weeks !

The Mountain sheep were principally Cheviots,

larg-e rough animals; and Shctlands, very poor, small,

starved looking things, contrasting strongly with

the others. One man exhibited five of these little

Shetlanl ewes, and he felt highly indignant at there-

rnarks they elicited, and the slurs cast upon their

character and appearance. lie said their fat sheep

were all a humbug, they were unfit to breed, or even
to kill ; that his were in a natural state, wore able

to walk hundreds of miles, and fit for any thing. —
There was some truth too in what he said in regard

to the excessive fatness of many of the specimens.
They w'ere iuigc masses of fat, unable to stand up.

In fact all the animals were too fat, except to show
how fat they could be made. Of pigs about two-
thirds were wiiat are designated small breeds, Berk-
shire, Sussex, Middlesex, and crosses of these. These
appear to be in general favor at present. Their bones
are small, and llesli fine grained, and every way superi-

or to tliat of the larger breeds. Many s; ocimcns of

these were so fat that their legs could scarcely be
seen, their eyes wholly concealed, and their very
snouts barely projecting beyond the folds of fat. —
The largo breeds were less remarkable, though ons
of the prize specimens measured 9 feet long and 11

feet girt.

I find that my account of this show, whicli I in-

tended should be brief, is already so lengthy that I

must withold many details respecting the animals.
What I have given may convey some idea of what is

going on in England in regard to this branch of agri-
culture. At the close of the exhibition there was a
grand dinner given, at which some 2000 persons sat
down. Several speeches wore dclivere^^, among
which that of Prince Albert is not the least worthy
of note. He and the Queen gave particular attention
to the show, as they do in all cases of great public
iiilcrcst. In respuiise to the usual toast " The Queen
&c.," IJis Royal Highness said :

" My lord duko, my lords and gentlemen,—I am very
scnsioie of ilio honor which you have done me in proposinl'
my health, and I can assure you, gentlemen, th-.a tlie kimi
w.iy in wliich you have responded to the to:ist will never be
foru'olton by me. >Somo years have already elapsed since I

last dined with you in this migratory pavilitm; and I am glad
you slioijhl have puched it this day under the walls of
VVindhor Castle, and that I should myself have an opjiortu-
nity of bidding yoa a henrty welcome in tlio Home-park.—
\oiir encimpment singularly contrasts with that which the
barons of Kngland, the feudal lords of the land, with thrir
retuiners, erected around old Windsor Castle, on a similar
mead, though not exactly in the same locality. They cam.t
then clad in steel, and with lance and war-horse. Vou ap-
pear in a more peacji'iil altire, and the animals you brini:
wiih you to tlie meetmg are the tokens of your successful
cultivation of the arts of peace. King John came trembling
amongst liis subjects, unwillingly compelled to sign thai
great charter which has ever sinCe been your birthright.—
Your Sovereign cajne confiding among hor loyal and loving
people; she came tu admire the results of their industry"
and to encourage them to p-^rsevere in their exertions: and
the gratification which the lluecn has felt at the siglit of
your splendid colkciion must, I am sure, be participated in
by all who examine it. I am doubly pleased at this success,
not only be&ui.so it is witnessed by the many visitors from
foreign lands now wiUiin our shores, whom every Knu'lisli-man must wish to inspire with respect for the state of JJriiish
ogricultiirc, but al.so because I feel to a cirt.iin degree, pi r-
sonally responsible for having deprived you of one, penrral-
ly iMJ.it interesting, feature of your show, I mean the field
;;'''•'•• ""J ihe agrioultur.al machines and implements.—
1 h'jugh separated from your collection, they ore seen to

great advantage in another royal park; and you will have
been glad to hear that, whatever dilliculty may be in decid-

ing u[)on the superiority of the works of industry and art

sent to the Crystial Palace by the dilTerent nuiions of the

earth, the tlritish agricultural implements are acknowledged
to stand there almost without a rival. Let mo now use tho
the privilege which your president has allowed mo to enjoy,

in proposing to you as a toast, ' Prosperity to the lloyal Ag-
ricultural Society.' To its exhibitions, the moans of com-
parison which they have alTorded, and the emulation which
they have stimulated, we owe, to a great extent, the prog-

ress which British agriculture has made of late. To lliis

society belongs the honor to have been one of the first to ap-

preciate the value ofsuch exhibitions, and to have, from the

beginning, liberally and fearlessly admitted all competitors

without restriction. 1 drink Prosperity to the Royal Agri-

cultural Society.' " His royal higluifss resumed his seat

amidst loud applause. M. V'an i»io W'kyer, tlie P)elgian

Minister, proposed the "Health of the Duke of Richmond,"
and the convival proceedings elicited speeches from Mr.
Lawkence, the American Jlinister, Lord Ashbukton, Mr.
Dji.MsoN, M. P., and others.

WIRE FSNCE.

Messrs. Editors.—Permit me to answer some in-

quires put forth in the Farmer by II. G. Skinner, in

relation to wire fence, having experimented some
myself, and also had a good opportunity of v/atch-

ing the results of experiments of others. First, I

b dieve that three-fourths of the wire fence made in this

section of country a failure, in consequence of the

cheap manner in which it has been put up, and Mr.
S. may be assured that the kind of fence he thinks

of putting up v.ill also prove a failure. The writer

has some built in the following manner, which he is

not satisfied with as being a safe fence against cat-

tle—posts firmly set one rod ajmrt, with four strands

No. 9 wire. I furtlier intend putting up more in

the following manner, say forty rods ; first, set a

post firmly and well braced, then to each 16 feet set

a good fence post, 2J feet deep and so on the entire

distance to a tightening post made in the following

manner, have a stick one foot through, eight feet

long, morticed into a sill and braced, to be bedded
in the ground three feet, with four two inch auger
holes bored in the same side, as follows, first, 18 in-

ches from ground ; 2 J, 2G in.; 3d, 36 in.; 4th 48 in.,

said holes to be morticed out 2 inches deep, and two
squares with a wooden pin made to loosely fit, with a

head similar to a common wood screw to a carpen-

ter's vice. I am now ready for the wire, best No. 9,

(any smaller is worthless,) fasten to first post with a
staj)lo, and loop wire enough together to reach the

last, which is done by turning it back about eight

inches and twisting the end around tho standing post,

and secure this end by means of a staple to the head
of the pin, which is then placed loosely in its hole in

the post, and with a heaver screw upon it as tight as

possible, and drive tiic pin home so the square will

prevent tho pin turning, and so on until the four

wires are in place, and loosely stapled, each wire to

each post. Now in each space we drive a throe inch

stake and also fasten the wire to it. The staples

are made from the same wire cut in lengths of 2J in-

ches for hard wood post, and doubled together with-

out pointing. It will be easily perceived that if wo
want to make this fence sheep tight, it can be done

by adding a board at the bottom. Uradfokd.— Kiii~

dull, III.

To make poppies bloom tilllate in the season, cut

off the capsules (seed vessels) as soon as the fiow-

crs fall.

I
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"THE CAUSE AND TI-IE REMEDY."

Messrs. Epitors :
—" That, the farmers of New Eng--

land arc eighty or ninety years behind those of Scot-

land, in the state of [in regard to] agricultural im-
provement," need not excite surprise, even if true.

And as the subject seems to be creating some little

interest, (see Genesee Farmer, No. 7,) I also "will

show my opinion." And
1st, It is not for want of energy in the people of

New England ; this trait, they have, as a people, no
superior.

2d, It is not for want of general intelligence ; for

in this respect they are, perhaps, second to none.
3d, It is 7iol for the want of agricultural publica-

tions ; for of these there have been (and still are)

enough, if they had been (or were) faithfully stud-

ied, and allowed to exert their proper influence. —
But in addition to the reasons given by you in the

7th number of the Farmer may be added
1st, Necessity; or rather, the abscence of it.

—

Scotland is an old country, and most of the tillable

portions have long since been'brought under cultiva-

tion, and would doubtless have been exhausted, had
not some judicious system of farming been adopted.
Necessity prepared the way for improvement, and
led to its adoption. This necessity has but just

begun to be seriously felt in New England ; hence
eftbrts for improvement are yet in their infancy.

'2d, The proverbial intelligence and energy of the

New Englanders have created a kind of sectional

vanity, which is seen more or less in all depart-

ments of societ)', even in agriculture, and is always
hostile to improvement. Being independent in their

ways of thinking, they do not care to be led by
others.

3d, The same spirit, influenced perhaps, by some
of the early "humbug" theories and notions on agri-

c ilture, has led to a kind of incredulity on the sub-
ject of all agricultural theories and improvements.
Hence, the strong predjuces now existing in the
minds of a large portion of the people. This incre-

dulity has produced, and is producing, its effect.

4th, One of the most prominent characteristics of

the people of New England, is the disposition to

make money, (however liberal they may be in the

use of it,) and to make it with the least possible out-

lay- It costs something to make improvements, and
this has had, and to some extent still has, its influ-

ence on the subject in question ; i. e. has retarded

improvement.
6th, The want of a convenient supply of substan-

ces suitable for manures, or fertilizers. New Eng-
land, being a primitive region, contains very little

limestone except primitive, and that in limited local-

ities, and the use of it as a fertilizer, has not yet
become very extensive. Ashes and barn-yard manure
are almost the only fertilizers used in many places

;

and these not always in the most judicious manner.
Gypsum is coming a little more into use, and per-

haps the time may not be very remote when the

use of lime in some of its forms, (of which the soil

seema most in need,) may become general.

6th, The fixed, or steroreotyped, notion of a large

portion of the people. Hence, a general aversion to

change, both in opinions and practices. Hence, the

difficulty of inducing the people generally to read on
agricultural subjects, or to subscribe for agricultural

papers, and the comparatively little effect on many
who do read them. H.

—

Down East, July, 1851.

VIRGINIA' LANDS, &c.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—Somxetinre since I forwarded
you a communication respecting Virginia lands, &;c.,

little thinking I should be called upon to answer so

many communications. I should be glad to answer alJ

personal!)', but it would be almost impossible. Ploasa
insert this as apology for all and a general answer.
Those that expect Genesee lands in Eastern Vir-

ginia, will bo disappointed. Very many plantations

have never had a grass seed sown on. them, and very
few any until late years ; but grass will grow on
them if properly cultivated. Crops average from the

seed sown to fifty bushels per acre—very definite.

Sheep do well—are seldom fed. Ewes drop their

lambs in December and January, and consequently
come into market early in the season, at prices from
$2.00 to $4.00 each. If fed on turnips occasioik-dly,

would abundantly pay, as they are always a sura

crop, and for size or quality can't be bent. I would
prefer the medium grade of wool. Hogs— the
breed cannot be improved, as they are required, the

greater portion of the year, to provide for themselves,
by himt and chase ; those qualities they possess in

perfection.

Waste lands, such as swamps and broken ridges,

little or none. Thecountry is gently rolling : plenty

of springs usually, and soft water. Not many mill

streams, but sufficient for the business of the coun-
try. Much of the land is, or has been, used up to

the depth of two or three inches, no more. Lands I

speak of, can be bought in Chesterfield, Dinwiddle,
Amelia, and Prince George counties, at the price I

speak of, say $3 to $8 or $10 per acre, fifteen to

thirty miles from tide water and the cities of Rich-
mond and Petersburgh. I have been here some
three years—doctor's bill 6^ cts. Am a northern

man.
Horses and mules are high. Oxen, such as they

are, $20 to $40 per yoke. Cows $10 to $20.—
Fruit does finely ; but little raised for market ; mostly
brought from the north. Same with hay. Small
farms, with good improvements, of 100 to 200 acres,

ditncult to be had, except in the neighborhood of

cities, which sell from $20 to $150 per acre. For
any single family to move here and locate by them-
selves, is nonsense ; but for a large compau}^, is the

height of wisdom. Mechanics, I see no reason but

would do well. As to Virginia land scrip, I never
heard of it—must be a Wall street operation.

The lands are here owned by resident land own-
ers—title perfect. Lime is worth, slaked, six to

seven cents per bushel on wharf. Freight on rail-

roads, fcc, one cent per bu. any distance. Guano,

$40 to $50 per ton, does wonders. Marl, plenty in.

Prince George county. Shells, four cents per bu.

Payments for land, one third cash, balance in one and
two years usually. Schools scarce—much igno-

rance. Slave labor unprofitable to hire. In my
opinion, the counties above mentioned ofiTer superior

inducem.ents, being near tide water and markets, and

access, by railroads, plank roads, and rivers, with all

the world, easy ; decidedly healthy, and land easily

cultivated and cheap enough. But if a man is pos-

sessed of a good farm in the Genesee region, he is a

fool to leave it, in the opinion of the writer ; but if

he has a large fam.ily of boys, like myself, and wants

to settle them around him, he might do well to try

this region. Samuel Clarke.—Chesterjicld Co.,

Va., July, 1851.
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ENGLISH AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

The Enrrlisli show of agricultural implements is the

most comjilote that lias ever heen witnessed in any

part of the world, and no other country but England

could make such a show. The United States would

the axles at pleasure. The price varies from £13
to £15, ($65 to $75.) A great medal was awarded
this implement at the Great Exhibiton.

2d. The Clod Crusher, (Croskill's Patent.)—

A

great medal is also awarded to this implement. It is

in fact a roller, consisting of twenty-three roller parts,

with serrated and uneven
surfaces, placed upon a
round axle six feet wide
and two and a half feet in

diameter. These roller

parts act independently of

one another upon the axle,

and produce a self-clean-

ing movement. It is taken
to the field on the wheels

;

a hole is then dug in the
ground for each wheel,
deep enough to cause the
rollers to rest on the
ground, and then the
wheels are taken off.

" The following are the
various uses to which this

implement is applied :

1

.

For rolling corn as soon as sown upon light

lands ; also upon strong lands that are cloddy before

harrowing.
2. For rolling wheats upon light lands in the spring,

after frosts and winds have left the plants bare.

3. For stopping the ravages of the wire-worm
and grub.

4. For crushing clods after turnep crops, to sow
barley.

5. For rolling barley, oats, U,c., when the plants

are three inches out of ground, before sowing clo-

ver, fee.

6. For rolling turneps in the rough leaf befo e

hoeing, where the plants are attacked by wire-worm.
7. For rolling grass lands and mossy lands after

compost.
8. For rolling between the rows of potatoes, when

the plants are several inches out of ground."

NORWEGIAN HARROW.

probably come next. It is estimated that the agri-

cultural products of Great Britain (England and Scot-

land) have more than doubled within the last forty

years. A vast amount of tliis increase is clearly

traceable to improved implements of culture. Some
of our plain farmers, whose whole stock of imple-

ment consist of a plow, harrow, and wagon, would
be puzzled if he looked into an English farm-yard,

and saw such an array of seed drills, chaff cutters,

grain crushers, bean mills, rollers, scarifiers, cultiva-

tors or horse hoes, liquid manure carts, manure dis-

tributers, and a multitude of other articles not in gen-
eral use, and that many of us never heard of. The
English implements are almost wholly made of iron,

and are consequently very heavy. Many of them
would be quite useless in the United States, but

some appear to have properties that recommend them
to the attention of our farmers and implement
makers. For instance

—

1st. The A'urwrgi<tii Harrow.
—This seems to be an excellent

implement fi^r pulverizing the

ground to the depth of six or ^
eight inches. It consists of three ,^^"
parallel axles, on which spikes

are fixed so as to pass between
one another as the axles revolve.

It is said to work admirably on

any sort of ground. At the same
time that the spikes fork the

ground over completely, the

weight of the implement crushes

the clods, and reduces them to

powder. I til ink it would be a

valuable article in the preparation

of wheat grounds, especially

where the soil is of an adhesive

character. They are made of

different sizes, from three and a

half to five feet wide, and the

spikes five to eight inches long.

These are in some cases curved
and in others straight ; some have croskill's patknt clod crusher.

four wheels, and others only three— one; before and I I have been assured by gentlemen who have used
two behind. A greater or less pressure is obtained by this implement for several years, that it is highly
means of a screw or a lever, which raises or lowers effective. Of course it can only be used when the

I
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ground is dry, The price varies from £18 to £20.

It has been in use for a great many years in Eng-
land, and has received many premiums and recom-

mendations from agricultural societies and com-
mittees.

3d. Folder's Patent Draining Apparatus. —
Draining is one of the most important operations of

culture in Great Britain, where the climate is damp
and cold. It is expensive, too, an! therefore every

contrivance calculated to facilitate and cheapen it, is

looked upon with much interst. This Fowler's

patent is a most remarkable apparatus, and in the

exhibition attracted much attention. Few, however,

seemed to think that it would come into general use.

My own opinion is that it vvill not ; but the patentee

speaks confidently of its merits, and offers to contract

for the execution of any amount of draining with it,

that may be put in his hands. I hope our implement
makers will look into its merits ; for the draining of

land is here, as well as in England, both an impor-

tant and expensive operation. The manufacturers,

Messrs. Fowler fa. Fry, of Bristol, say

—

"It is now capable of executing any drainage that

may be required above the depth of four feet, at less

than half the cost of the present system, and without

disturbing the surface soil.

" The engraving shows the machine just as it is

finishing the drain. When commencing work, the

plow is taken to one end of the field, and the capstan

is moored at the other ; the wire rope being run off

the drum of the capstan and attached to the plow,

(either singly in shallow draining or soft soils, or

returned round a single sheave where greater power
is required,) as shown in the drawing. The plug

and coulter are then dropped into a hole prepared for

them, and the pipes threaded on a rope are attached

to the back of the plug, the hole being sloped oflf

backwards to allow them to enter easily. The
horses are attached to the horse levers of the cap-

stan, and by walking in a circular course wind the

wire rope on to the drum, and pull the plow forward

with the pipes attached. When the required length

of drain is completed, (which may be anything under
225 yards,) the plow is run into another hole, and
the ropes on which the pipes are strung, being un-
hooked, is pulled out backwards, and the drain is

complete. As it would be inconvenient to have the

pipe rope in one length, it is made in pieces of fifty

feet each, and by a simple contrivance, as one rope

enters the other is attached to the end. Great care

and attention have been paid to the means of moving
the machines for commencing another drain ; and it

does not now occupy more than one quarter of an
hour from the time of finishing one drain to com-
mencing another. The accuracy with which the

pipes are laid can not be equalled by any hand work
;

and from the bottom being undisturbed they are

never liable to sink, as is sometimes the case even
in the best executed hand-draining.

" By this process, not only is the cost of burying
the tiles reduced in many cases fifty per cent, but

from the quickness and neatnesss of the operation it

can be done at any seascm of the year, without inju-

ry to any short crop or interfering with the common
farm operations, the surface soil being untouched,

except at the headlands : and where the hedges are

low, the capstan can often be fixed in the next field.

In undulating or flat lands, the levels are kept, or a

fall insured by working the coulter up and down in

the body of the plow, by means of the worm and

worm wheel, shown in the drawing, the plowman's
eye being guided by a try-sight balanced on the plow,
and a cross staff erected at the end of the field.

|\

i !

" Several of these plows are now in constant

work, and though great lengths of the drains have

been opened in the presence of large numbers of

agriculturists, in no instance have tiles been found

incorrectly laid.

" The quantity of draining that can be done per

day will vary with each particular field, but in com-
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mon clay land when the depth does not exceed three

feet, between 6 and 7,000 feet will be completed

with four horses in the common working day ; but

when tlie depth exceeds three feet, from two to three

horses will not do more than half that quantity.

—

Whore it is possible, this drainiiTg' would be much
more cheaply done in the summer, as twice the

quantity of Avork may be done by having two teams

of horses out, and the other expenses would not be

increased in proportion."

PATENT lEVER HORSE RAKE.

4th. The Patent Lever Horse Rake. — A prize

medal was awarded to this implement also. It

strikes me as superior to anything in the way of

horse rakes that I have seen. The frame and teeth

are wholly made of wrought iron. The teeth work
independently of one another, and consequently

adapt themselves to all inequalities on the surface of

the ground. By means of a pull down lever, which
a small boy can manage, the load is emptied. Price

$35 to $40. There are rakes for hand power, on
the same principle.

6th. Patent Suhsoil Plow with four tvheels.—Of
Bubsoil plows I observed a great variety. None of

them presented great advantages over those of Rug-
gles, Nourse, and Mason, which we use, save this of

Howard's with four wheels.

It seems to me that these wheels must very much
reduce the friction and render the draught lighter.

—

It has obtained many prizes, and those who have
used it speak well of it. This implement is one of

great importance to us in America, and it is our in-

terest to adopt any modification that can be consid-

ered an improvement.

PATENT FOUR-WHEEIiED BUB-SOIL PLOW.

The Messrs. Howard speak of this plow as follows :

"The Patent Subsoil Pulverizer is a most simple
and elective implement for breaking up the hard
close earth below the furrow, which has been ren-

dered almost impervious to water by the trampling

of the horses w^lien at plow. Being mo\mtcd upon
four wheels, which run in the furrow made by the

common plow, there is no friction on the sole as in

other subsoil plows, consequently the power required

in subsoiling is materially reduced.

The improvements made by J. &. F. II., in this

important implcmennt consists in the application of

a solid iron beam and handles, allowing the wheels

to run nearer each other, consequently it does not

require so wide a furrow to work in ; the.

beam is also cranked so as to elevate the head
of the plow, through which the implement
will perform harder work ; it is also furnished

with a draught chain which removes all

strain from the beam.
The head can be adjusted so that two

horses can be worked in the furrow and one
upon the land.

This implement is found most valuable in

hoeing or plowing between the rows of root

and other crops, as it will stir the soil to a

greater depth than a horse-hoe which is often

desirable after heavy rains. It may be fitted

with a frame to which two extra shares may
be attached, making it a perfect horse-hoe.

It will also be found useful in draining

operations upon friable soil ; after a furrow

has been taken out by the common plow, this will so

pulverize the sub-soil, that it may be removed by a

shovel. Price, £5 10s. ; if with wood beam and
handles, £5."

The Plow.—After all, this is the implement on
which more has been said and written, and which
at this moment calls out more discussion than any
other. I have scarcely found two implement mak-
ers in the Exhibition, nor two practical farmers who
ag-ee upon the same model. Every Scotch agricul-

turist! had an opportunity of conversing with seemed
convinced that the plow he used at home was supe-

rior to any in the Crystal Palace. No other imple-_

ment presented so great and interesting a varietj',

for almost every nation presented specimens of their

plows, and could trace its history from the rudest

apolog)', composed of two or three rough sticks

coarsely put together, as in the India department, up
to the latest eflbrt of English skill, which we are

bound to acknowledge as the most refined instrument

of the kind in the world. The annexed figure is

one of Howard's prize plows, on the whole the best

adapted, I believe, to general purposes of any in the

exhibition. It con-

trasts strongly with
ours. Its great length

gives its stability.

—

The long and gradu-

ally spreading mould-
board turns the furrow

without breaking it.

—

The two wheels seem
to reduce the friction

and secure greater uni-

formity in the width

of the furrow. Great
attention is properly

given to the wearing
parts, not only in material but in arrongement, so as

to render them durable and easily changed or repluccd.

The softness of most of our plowshares causes them
to wear out rapidly. Last spring we wore out a

I

ii
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point every four or fiveda3's. On the Eng-lish plows
they are case-hardened and wear well. The Messrs.
Howard describe the prize plow as follows:

"The Prize Plow is made entirely of iron (prin-

cipally wrought.) and is so constructed, that it is suf-

ficiently strong for four horses, as well as being
easier in draught for a pair, than any plow ever test-

ed by the lloyal Agricultural Society. Its peculiar-

ities consist in the very taper and regular curve of

the cutting and moving parts, great attention having

been paid by the makers to the share and furrow

turner, (of which they have several patterns,) not

only with a view to reduce the drauglit, but to make
it suitable to as great a variety of soil as possible.

—

A most simple method of instantly adjusting the

coulter is adopted, which is unusually secure when
Bet, so much so that no single instance of failure has

occurred, even on the strongest land, and for which
Hej' Majesty^s Royal Letters Patent have been ob-

tained : this plan prevents much loss of time, so fre-

quently complained of in the old method of fastening

tlie coulter by wedges.

J. and F. H. consider the method of applying a

draught chain, far superior to any other ; inasmuch
as it removes all strain from the beam

;
giving it in

hard work a steadiness of movement, not to be found

in plows which draw from the end of the beam ; the

line of draught is also much more direct, conse-

quently the power required must be reduced ; the

hinder part of the draught chain may be removed,

and attached to a hole in the centre of the beam,

when plowing stubbles, fee, where it drives up the

coulter. The handles and beam, which are of

wrought iron, are made throughout in a piece, pre-

venting them shaking loose, which is the case with

most other plows made of iron ; this latter im-

provement also prevents the accumulation of soil in

the hinder part of the plow. Every part is so ar-

ranged that a plowman can remove or replace the irons

subject to vrear or breakage in the fieUl, without the

assistance of a mechanic. It can be worked either

with or without wheels, or with one as required. A
broad sliare may be had with it for paring stubbles

or turf ; also a share for subsoiling and one of a

triangular form, to plow between the rows of beans

or root crops.

It may be had with breasts or furrow-turners for

extra deep plowing.
£ 5. d.

Price, fitted as a swing plow, 3 4
" v\iih one wheel 10 run on the lund, 3 10
'• vsitli two wheels, as used at the trials of the

Royal Agricultural K-Jciety, 4
" if fitted with skim coulter, .extra, 5

Any of these implements can be had of Mr.

Thomas Whalley of Liverpool.

S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

The Crops.—Wheat and barley although in part
injured by the worm, will bean average crop; barley,

but for the worm, would have been a large crop, as it

is, the croakers say there will be little over half a
crop. Mediterranean Wheat not only escapes the
worm, but it has much improved in process of accli-

mation, both in color and plumpness. Hay is abun-
dant. Indian corn will be a large crop on all rich,

dry, well tilled soils; but the unusual moisture of the
season has been injurious to this cereal when at-

tempted to be grown on a flat, undrained field. One
farmer tells us that he has a large crop of flax on
a ten acre field for which he has contracted the seed
at ton shillings the bushel, and eight dollars the ton
for the rough, undressed flax.

Wool a.-nd Woolens,—It is said that the State
of Ohio has sent to the New England States about
eight million pounds of wool this year, all of which
is sold at very remunerating prices. The prosperity

of our cotton mills having met with a check by the

great home competition, with true Yankee expedi-
ency our manufacturers are now going into the pro-

duction of mix'ed fabrics, mousseline de laincs, &,c.,

on a large scale. It is said that the Bay State Mills

have made 280,000 fine woolen shawls within the

year. Waterloo Mills have credit in the statistical

tables for making only 22,000 shawls, which our su-

perintendent says is short of one half the number
actually made at these mills within the last twelve
months. 1 000 of those shawls have been sold to go to

Canada, where, after paying a duty of 10 jer cent., they
outsell the shawls of John "Bull in his own market.

Barley, Oats, and Flax Seed.—Few crops in

this region pay so well as barley, oats, and flax seed
;

but farmers say barley is uncertain, and that oats

and flax seed " are very exhausting crops." It seems
odd to hear a farmer complain of an exhausting crop,

when he leaves his naked fallow to waste its ammo-
nia three long months in a summer sun. I know a

farmer who says that nothing exhausts the soil so

little, that pays so well in a dry season when hay ia

short, as oats cut in the milk for winter fodder, par-

ticularly for sheep. He stables his cows six months
in the year, and makes the most of his manure by

composting. Sic. Waterloo, Aug., 1851.

To PREVENT Horses being teased by Flies.—
Take two or three handfuls of walnut leaves upon
which pour two or three quarts of cold water ; let it

infuse one night and pour the whole the next morn-
ing into a tea-kettle and let it boil a quarter of an

hour ; when cold it will be fit for use. To be put

on the parts most irritable, with a sponge.

^4^^
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"There is no place like home." After traveling

over a great portion of the most fertile and best

cultivated districts of Europe, in the most favor-

able season of the year, I can now, on my return

home, sit down and write deliberately that, in a

horticultural sense, ''there is noplace like home."—
I verily believe that there is not in the world a spot

that, taken all in all, is more favorable to the suc-

cessful prosecution of agricultural and horticultural

pursuits, than our own Genesee Valley. There are

milder climates and more equable temperatures,

where a greater degree of personal health and com-
fort, as far as they depend upon climate, can be en-

joyed
; but nowhere that I have been, does the earth

yield such bountiful crops, under such simple treat-

ment. Nowhere have I seen such wheat and corn
field.-j, such natural forests, such apple, pear and
peach orchards, such fruitfulncss, and such luxuri-

ance of growth, as here. But this is not all ; where
else can we find such a prosperous population ?

—

such an equal distribution of wealth and fortune, such
an absence of want and privation, such a general dif-

fusion of education, and such a universal enjoyment
of every right and privilege that men in a civilized

society can wish or ask for?

If any one feels dissatisfied here with his lot, or

has any hankering after some distant Eldorado, let

him only travel a few months abroad and we are mis-
taken if he do not come home fully reconciled and
devoutly thankful. These are our feelings, at least.

Our agriculturists here know nothing of the deep
and harrassing solicitude that pervades Great Britain

in regard to the safety of the harvest. The labor of

making hay and saving grain crops in our dry, warm
climate, clear sky, and bright sun, is comparatively

nothing. The labor of keeping down weeds, and
the ground loose and friable, is also a mere trifle,

compared to what it is in a country where rain falls

daily and the sun seldom shows himself. There are

a multitude of other advantages that every intelligent

farmer well understands.

In regard to fruit culture, our advantages are still

greater. An orchard of fruit trees in this country,

even when well attended, does not require as much
care and labor in five years as it does in one in the

greater portion of Europe. A single peach tree in

England or France, receives more actual hard labor

in one season, than an orchard of one hundred trees
j

in Western New York ; and the price of a single

fruit, or at any rate half a dozen, in the markets of

London or Paris, will buy a bushel in New York or

Rochester. We complain of curculio destroying our
plums and apricots, and this is one of our greatest
drawbacks here, but, notwithstanding, I have seen
more plums and apricots on a single tree here since

I returned, than on any dozen I saw in England.^
We have the aphis on our cherry trees here, but they
are easily destroyed. In both France and England
I saw both orchards and nurseries of cherry trees al-

most ruined by them, and they were said to be un-
conquerable. We have fire blight and leaf blight

here, and both are sad difficulties, but in France and
England they are not without both these maladies.

I saw apple trees very seriouslv affected, in England,
with what we designate fire blight—the ends of the

branches black and dead, and there, as here, the real

cause is quite unknown to the most skilful cultiva-

tcrs. In France, I saw as bad cases of our leaf

blight on the pear, as I have ever seen in America.
The ravages of birds in Europe are tremendous. It

is almost impossible to save a crop of cherries. Nets,
scarecrows, and a thousand expensive and trouble-

some devices are practiced, that in this country,

where labor is dear, would not be attempted, even
though the culture should be abandoned.

Fruit stealing has been supposed to be peculiarly

an American vice, but it is not so by any means,
though, probably, quite as prevalent as elsewhere.

In other countries fruit gardens are better protected

than in ours, and this gives them a greater degree of

safety ; but in France I saw several nurseries at

some distance from houses, where the fruits were re-

moved as soon as they appeared, to save the trees

from being broken by the fruit stealers. If in Amer-
ica we were to apply ourselves to culture with the

same indefatigable perseverance, the same regard-

lessness of labor that I have seen in Europe, we
could produce results that we do not now dream of,

and we will come to this by and by—we are every

year approaching it nearer and nearer—our culture

is becoming more skilful, more thorough, and more
successful ; but we have only made a beginning.

In Horticulture, as in Agriculture, the United
States of America has a great destiny to fulfil. Our
territory is not only immense, but so diversified ia

soil and climate, that all the most valuable grains

and fruits can be produced in such abundance as will

enable us to supply other countries less favored in

these respects. The intimate connection now estab-

lished between all parts of the world, has removed
the barriers which distance has heretofore created,

and we have now a clear course. Cultivators may
redouble their energies with a sure prospect of re-

ward, and if our government, in its wisdom, should

see fit to lend a helping hand, all the better.

PROCEEDIXGS OF THE HORTICULTURAL CONVEXTIO.V
held at Burlington, Vt . Feb. 11. 1850, and organization of the

Champlain Valloy Horticultural Society, with an Appendix con-

taining a list of fruits reported by the Standing Fruit Committee.

We are indebted to Jonatha.n Battv, Esq., of

Kceseville, for a copy of a pamphlet of 72 pages

bearing the above title, which explains its contents.

The discussions consequent upon the organization of

a Horticultural Society are highly interesting, evin-

cing not only a general desire to adopt the most

efficient means for the promotion of horticultural im-

provement, but a spirit of good will and kindly co-

operation am' ng those who have taken the subject in

hand, that niust and will be crowned with success.
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THE DOYENNE D' ETE PEAH.

We have had a fine crop of this variety the present

season on several dwarf trees four years old, and can

therefore speak with confidence of its merits. It

comes fully up to our expectations, being a very beau-

tiful and good summer pear.

Fruit small, roundish or obtusely turbinate, very

regular. Stalk stout and about three-fourths of an

inch long. Calyx small, closed, and very slightly

sunk. Skin smooth, pale yellow, ground finely dot-

ted with red in the sliade, and striped and marbled

with clear red in the sun. Flesh white, melting,

and sugary, with a great abundance of juice. The
wood is vigorous. Young shoots of an olive brown.

Buds pretty large, pointed, dark brown. Leaves
medium size, slightly folded and finely serrated, the

older ones slightly waved. Tree exceedingly pro-

ductive and bears quite young. The fruit is pro-

duced in clusters of three or four in each. Ripe

here this cold wet season on the 26th of July, and

remained in eating till the 10th of August. It im-

mediately succeeds the Madelaine, or in fact may be

said to ripen about the same time. We find that it

matures perfectly on the tree, and is less perishable

than many other summer varieties. Mr. Hovet has

figured it in his "Fruits of America."
It originated in France, and has been introduced

to this country only within the last seven years.

Noisette says he obtained it from Nancy, a town in

the northeast of France, near Metz, and we think it

was probably disseminated from the nurseries of that

town.

The Twknty-Fourth Annual Fair of the American
Institute will be held in New York, commencing October
1st. The following are among the premiums offered :

|]0 for the best Flower Garden.
§15 far the best display of Dahlias, (to be renewed during

the fair.)

$15 dollars for the best display of Fruits ; $10 for 2J do.

$8 for the best show of Apples.

$8 for the best show of Pears.

$y!) for the best f.irm of 100 acres.

$10 for the best Market Garden.

The first and two lust ara quite too small. The best farm
and market garden ought to have at least an award of $100
each, to be in proportion with the others.

To Fruit Growers, Vegetable Gar-
deners, &.C.—We trust that there will be
no backwardness among the orchardists

and gardeners of our own, and even neigh-
boring States, in sending in their best pro-

ducts to the State Fair at Rochester, on
the 16, 17, and 18th of this month. The
interest now felt in horticultural aflairs,

and the reputation of the Genesee Valley
for excellence in fruits, will naturally at-

tract a large number of persons from all

parts of the country, and we must make
proper effort to meet their expectations.

The management of this department is in

the hands of a very competent committee
of gentlemen, who we feel confident will

make sucn arrangements as will admit of

every contribution being shown to good
advantage, and this is a great encourage-
ment for exhibitors. Every man who has
even a single fruit, flower or vegetable of

excellence, should not fail to send it in,

not only for his own credit's sake, but to

augment the interests of an exhibition so

well calculated to benefit the country at

large. It is too often the case, that those who have
but one or two articles fit to present, consider them
not of sufficient importance, and again others will

not exhibit unless certain of a prize ; but these are

great errors. Such a spirit is wholly unworthy of

men who desire to be ranked among the friends of

improvement.

Seedless Apples.—Mr. E. A. Graham, of Port-

land, Conn., writes us tiiat seedless apples are pro-

duced in his neighborhood, by raising the trees from
layers. A branch of a young grafted tree is bent

down and a portion of it covered with earth, where
it remains till it has taken root, when it is cut away
from the parent tree and planted out. We do not

believe that the absence of seeds in the fruit is at-

tributable to the mode of propagation.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(R. L. GozLAr, South Edmeston, N. Y.) Seeds
of strawberries, raspberries and gooseberries should

either be sown as soon as ripe, or put among sand or

sandy earth till the spring following. We succeed

well both ways. They should be sown in very light

friable soil, and covered not over one-fourth of an
inch deep. The same remarks may be applied to

rose seeds.

Apple, pear and quince seeds are usually sown as

as they are cleaned in the autumn. Occasionally

kept over till spring among sandy earth in cool places.

Peach and plum stones require to be stratified,

that is laid in thin layers near the surface of the soil

during winter, so that the freezing and thawing and
moisture of the soil may prepare them for vegetation

the following spring. Thorn seeds should be put in

a rot heap in the ground, mixed with the earth when
gathered and remain there one year, when they may
be taken out and sown. Apple, pear, quince and
thorn seeds are all sown alike. A drill is opened
with a hoc, say two inches deep, the seed is evenly

distributed, and a covering of an inch to two of the

finest soil drawn over them.

Ants.—The best method we know of to rid trees

of these insects is to trap them with some bottles of

some sweet liquid hung among the branches. In
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the ground, turpentine may be poured on their nests.

The book was sent some time ago.

VlR. r.niToR :—As one of your subscribers, I tal^e tbe

librrty of asking you to give in your paper, directions for

raising tulips from tho seed, and the best mode of manaf^ing
them from year to year, till lliey flovier. If convenient,

please also to give a description of Fortune^s New Yellow

Jios: and tho same as regards the Liliiim laiicifolium, in

two or ttiree Oi jcs nr.ps* I'arieties. By so doing, you will

much oblige E. P.

—

Portiana, Me., J«;.c, 1351.

To raise Tulips from seed, let it ripen well on the

flower stem, the capsules should be quite brown and

ready to let the seeds fall. Sow immediately in

light soil, covering half an inch deep, or put in sand

and keep till spring and then sow. After growing
a couple of yeans in the seed bed, the young bulbs

should be transplanted into the beds where they will

bloom, at the fourth or fifth year of their ago or the

second after transplanting. The soil at all times

should be light, having a large admixture of sand

and also be deep and rich, and clear of weeds.

Fortune's JS'eiv Yclloiv Rose has not bloomed with

us yet. We have plants of it however, and we think

it must be very much like the Eanksias. His five

colored rose has bloomed well with us this season

and proves an acquisition. It is distinctly stripid

like a carnation.

Japan Lilies.— TVie Lilivm lancifoUum album is

pure snowy white, the punclatum is white with deli-

cate rosy spots, and the ruhrmn or speciosum has partly

a white and partly deep rose colored ground, covered

with projecting crimson dots.

This is the most showy of them all. We have
at this moment a superb show of them all in the

house, in pots, but they succeed v/cU in the open

ground with the same culture as other lilies. An
interesting article will be found in Vol. 9, on these

flowers.

Mr. Editor :—As you are kind enough to answer the in-

quiries of correspondents in the Genesee Farmer, I respect-

fully solicit advice in the management of an orchard which
has been neglected until it present.'; a very unsightly appear-

ance, 'I'he limbs are thickly covered with what 1 suppose

to be fruit spurs, down to the body of the tree, and arc so

gnarled and knotty as to give the'irce a very scraggy appoar-

nnce. The trees do not appear to have grown any for a

number of years, except the spurs, which have grown in

one direction one year, and another year another direction,

from a quarter to a half an inch at a time. The trees are

young and the soil is good, and in grass. Ought the spurs

to be trimmed off? and ought the ground to be plowed and
cultivated? A Subscriber.—Pleasant Mount, I'a., 1851.

Your trees are deficient in vigor. Thin out the

spurs by cutting away the older and most deformed

ones ; cut away some of the old, enfeebled branches

also. Spado the ground about the roots, turning in

some old, well rotted manure, and some lime. You
will thus induce a new growth, and that is what is

wanted.

^JR. Editor :—It was with pleasure that I read an article

in your vnlualde Farmer, concerning the method of prevent-
ing the striped bug from destroying vines, by putting a hand-
ful of tansey about them. I dropped the paper and started

for the Innsey bed, and soon had my vines surrounded with
tansy ; but it only seems to answer as a hiding place for

them. I have tried many recipes, but the only one that h'ls

been of service to mo is to cnlch and kill them.
I have a question to ask you, through the Farmer. What

is it that punctures or bores the limbs of peach trees, thus
causing the leaves to curl up? I have kept as close a look-
out ai I possibly can. to discover tho "varmint," but cin
not succeed. Something bores n hole in the twij nnd de-
posits its eee, the limb swells, the leaves curl, and on cut-
tint; the limb open', you will discover a small maggot, if

yoii know any remedy, let us have it. (I)

There is another little nuisance that has troubled my cherry
and poach trees very much. It has a very blunt, thick head,
otherwise it resembles a very small snail. Do you know
the name of it, and what it springs from? (12) I have suc-
ceeded in keeping it under my control this season, by sow-
ing ashes over my trees, which sticks to them and destroys
them efieclually. J. M. A. Estky.— Ogdejisburgh, N. Y.,
July, 1851.

(1) We have not seen the limbs of peaches punc-
tured here by insects, but we have "curl" in the
leaf during May and early part of June, occasioned,
as Vv'o De..?ve, by cold and variable weather.

(2) This is the well known siug worm described
in Harris' Treatise as Sclandria cerasi. The rem-
edy you have adopted is the one we adopt, and is

quite effectual.

Mr. Editor :—As a subscriber and render of your excel-
lent paper, I would ask if the Black Mulberry would not
thrive in this climate. Tho trees by nature atuiin a very
large size, similar to the black oak that grows in a clear field.

I do not recollect of seeing any of them since I left my na-
tive town. East Hampton, L. I. There I knew somo half a
dozen of them very large. Could it not be dwarfed the same
as the pear ? If so, please inform me. Are there any at tho
nurscrys in your place ? The Black Mulberry is q most de-
licious fruit— ripe last of June, on Long Island. Daniel
Miller.—Fulton, Oswego Co., N. Y., Aug., 1851,

The Native Black will undoubtedly thrive well
with you. We cultivate the Black English Mulber-
ry, the fruit of which is superior to ours, and the
tree is not so largo. We know of no eflicient mode
of dwarfing'', except by pruning root and branch.

—

There are some dwarf species on which it migiit be
worked, but we have not yet made any such experi-
ments. The fruit on our Black Mulberry trees

(English) is ripe now.

Mr. Barry :—I have on hand a few dwarf pear trees
which I wish to set out this fall. Would you advise me to
set them out in an orchard of standard trees, or inclose them
by themselves ? The ground they occupy is nothing, D,
Gxvi.y.— West Carlisle, Ohio, 1851,

If you have land enough, by all means plant them
by themselves. It is easier to give them the partic-

ular care and culture they require. There will be
no danger of their being injuriously shaded by taller

trees, and they will look better than if mixed with
standards.

Planting Standard and Dwarf trees on the same
land is an cxcelleut economy for market growers
where land is scarce and dear, but not to be recom-
mended to amateurs who have land in abundance.

Mr. Editor :—Will you inform me through the Genesee
Farmer, or some other way, whether the apricot and necta-
rine will do well, worked on the peach? If they will not
do well on the peach, what will do for stocks? Will Au-
gust be too late to budJ them ? What kinds are the best for

common uses in our climate, embracing three or four varie-

ties? J. D. CoNKLiN.

—

Locke, A'. Y., July, 1851,

Both the Apricot and the Nectarine succeed well

on the peach stock in light dry soil. In heavy clay

soils use the plum. Y'^ou can bud on the peach in

Aug.]st and September, but it should be done on the

plum earlier unless it be the wild Canada and some
such late growing species. B st Apricots—Breda,

Early Golden, Moorpark, and I'l^ach.

Nectarines—Early Violet, Elruge, and Downton.

Mr. Editor :—Can apple trees, gooseberry and currant

busiies, and strawberry vines, be sent from Kochestcr to

Montpelier in safety ? S, W.— Calais, Vl., July, lH'tl.

Certainly ; any time between the 10th of October

and 10th of November in autumn, or from the middle

of March till first of May in spring. Strawberry

plants can bii sent at any time.

II

II

?V:/il^
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New Yjrk State Faik.—The next State Fair is to be

held at Rochester, on the 16lh, 17th, 18th, and 19th, of

September. Although we wish not to make promises, pre-

foTiing rather that those who visit it should bo agreeably

surprised with the extent and arrangement of the show, yet

from our knowledge of the facts, we may be permitted to

say that those wiio have charge of the matter are doing all

in their power for the success of the exhibition, and for the

accomodation of visitors. Our fruit-growers and horticul-

turists feel particularly anxious to do themselves credit, and

we shall be sorely disappointed if the show of fruit is not

superior—one that never has been and is not likely to be

excelled by any exhibition in any part of the world.

Tuesday, Sept. 16, will be devoted to entries, and arrang-

ment of animals and articles for exhibition.

Wednesday, 17, the judges will attend to their examina-

tions. The grounds will be open on this day only for officers,

guests, delegates, members, judges, and exhibitors. The
Executive Committee will meet at their large tent at 11

o'clock, and the judges are required to be present, as vacan-

cies will then be filled.

Thursday and Friday, 18 and 19, the exhibition will be

open to the public.

The annual address will be delivered by Senator Doug-

lass, of Illinois, on Friday afternoon on the show grounds.

The award of premiums will be made immediately after

the address, and the Treasurer will pay them at the Business

Office till the close of the day, and in the evening and on

Saturday forenoon at the Society's rooms at the Eagle Hotel.

Forage and water in abundance will be furnished for stock,

straw for litter, and grain for swine and poultry.

It is the intention of the officers to make the sale of stock,

implements, &c., a permanent feature of the fair. The op-

portunity thus afforded to inspect the best stock in the coun-

try, with a view of making purchases, should not be over-

looked.

There will be a large collection of poultry, and those who
have heard so much of late of improved breeds, without

having an opportunity of seeing them, should embrace this

opportunity. The Shanghaes and Cochin Chinas will be

well represented, and speak for themselves, although they

appear to have been very badly treated by the Executive

Committee in making out their premium list.

[IJ= Exhibitors must become members of the Society, and

have their articles and animals entered on the Secretary's

books, not later than Tuesday, 16th September. And all

articles and animals except horses, must be brought within

the enclosures as early as Tuesday noon, in order that they

may be suitably arranged. Horses will be received early on

Wednesday morning, but must be entered previously.

Members of the society and all who may become such at

the time of the Show, by the payment of §1 to the Treas-

urer, will be furnished with badges or cards of membership,

which will admit the person and his wife and children under

21 years of age, to the exhibition at all times during the con-

tinuance of the show.

Single tickets 12^ cents, admitting one person, will be

ready on Thursday morning, at the Treasurer's office, at the

show grounds.

Persons desiring accomodations for stock will have provis-

ions made on application to Mr. J. P. Fogg, Rochester.

The judges (especially those on animals,) will be expec-

ted to give the reasons of their decisions, embracing the val-

uable and desirable qualities of the animals or articles to

which premiums are awarded.

Stump Machine.—Our attention has been called to an error in

our plan of a Stump Machine, in the June number. The rounrl

pole or lever (fig. 1) should be 10 feet, instead of 10 inches long, as

incorrectly stated.

Seeding with Wheat. — The most common defects in

preparing ground for seed wheat is a failure to till the soil so

thoroughly as it really needs. The great art of tillage is

better displayed in wheat-culture than in any other crop
grown at tho north. The earth should be broken up exceed-
ingly fine, if one desires to develope its highest capabilities,

and at a reasonable depth. Jethro Tull made a reputation
which has already endured over a century, and is likely to

last for several to come, by his skill in comminuting the
soil for a " pasture for wheat plants." He was the fiitlicr of
drill husbandry and horse-hoeing in the culture of wheat

;

and lie maintained that tilluge was a perfect substitute for

manure, if well performed. In this he erred, but his prac-
tice has not been materially improved upon in 1.30 years,
with all our modern science. Deep and fine tilth, with" prop-
per drainage, were the Alpha and Omega of his system. A
wheeled cultivator is a valuable implement for putting in
seed, or preparing the land for it ; but a good harrow will do
excellent work if thoroughly used. More farmers neglect
the harrowing than the plowing of the soil in all tillage

where both are required to mellow the earth, and subdue
grass and weeds. Be careful to open water courses where
they are necessary to prevent the washing of a light soil,

and to cover the seed at as uniform a depth as possible.

—

Wheat washed in strong brine and dried in recently slaked
lime will seldom be affected by smut.

Prepared Guano.—-We would advise our readers to be
very cautious in buying any of the nostrums for sale as
" Prepared Gumio." They are generally got up for tlie pur-
pose of emptying instead of filling the purses of farmers—and
in this, appear Uo be quite successful. We have now before
us a specimen, purchased at Peck Slip, New York, and for

which E. T. KiRKHAM, of Knowlesville, in this State, paid
$1 per hundred pounds, which we should judge would be
about as valuable as coal ashes. It appears to be composed
of the lime aud refuse coke from gas works, and in a barrel

there would hardly be found a trace of ammonia. The pur-
chaser informs us that he has not perceived tho slightest

benefit from its use. We may analyze this article, and give
its composition, and the names of those who are thus engaged
in pludering the public.

Royal Agricultural Society's Di.vner.—It will be
seen by Mr. Barry's letters that a dinner was prepared for

two thousand persons, for which as many tickets were sold

at lOs. each, or about $2.50. This dinner was a grand af-

fiir, at which the Duke ofRichmond, President of the societj',

presided, Prince Albert and other distinguished characters

made speeches. We trust that a large and respectable din-

ner will be prepared on the occasion of the State Fair in this

city, if a hall or tent can be procured that will seat one thou-

sand persons at tables. Any smaller number will be likely

to excite dissatisfaction.

Patent Office Agricultural Report. — We say to

those who have inquired where this report is to be found,

call on your Member of Congress. These reports are taken

by Members of Congress for distribution. Farmers should

see that they are properly distributed. We fear thousands

of them that should be in the hands of farmers, are stowed

away in dark corners as useless rubbish.

Farmers who may attend the State Fair, will find a large

collection of agricultural books for sale at our office. Those

entitled to premiums who have not received them, will find

a good opportunity, if not attending themselves, to send by

a friend.

Advertisements, to secure insertion in the Farmer, must

be received as early as the lOlh of the previous month, and

be of such a character as to be of interest to farmers. We
puhli.sh no other. Terms—$2.00 for every hundred words,

each insertion, paid in advance.



Ameiucan Rkapers at the Worlds Fai^.— We have

just received an account of the trial of RlcCoritsick's and

llussey's Keapers at London. It will be seen by the follow-

ing statement, which we extract from a letter by Horace

Greely, published in the Tribune, that the trial was made

in, " (Irngaleil, unripe grain," which will account for the fail-

ure of llussey'e Machine. We learn that another trial is to

be made in ripe grain.

•' A signal triumph for American ingenuity wan acoorded

on Thursday. Mr. .^Ikchi, formerly a London msrchent,

having acquired a competence by trade, retired some years

since to a farm in Essex, about fo'-ty miles otl", where he is

vigorously prosecuting a system of high farming, employing

the most elVeilive implements and agencies of all kinds. He
annually has a gathering of distinguished farm'^rs and others

to inspect his estate and see how his ' book farming' gets on.

This festival occured day before yesterday — a sour, dark,

drenching day—notwithstanding which nearly two hundred

persons w.re present. Among others, several mathines for

cuitins grain were exhibited and tested, including two (Hus-

sey's and AlcCormick's) from America, and an English one

whieh was declared on all hands a mere imitation of Hus-

sey'a. iNcither the original n )r the copy, however, appear-

ed to have operated to the satisfaction of the assembly, per-

haps owing to the badness of the weather and its eflects on

the draggled, unripe grain. With ftlcCormick's a very dif-

ferent result was obtained. This machine is so well known

in our wheat growing districts that I need only remark that

it is the same lately ridiculed by one of the great London

journals as ' a cross between Asiley's chariot, a treadmill,

and a Hying machine,' and its uncouth appearance has been

a standing butt for the London reporters at the exhibition.

—

It was the ready examplar of .\merican dissortion and absur-

dity in the domain of art. It came into the field at Mecki's

therefore, to confront a tribunal (not the olhcial but the pop-

ular) already prepared for its condemnation. Before it stood

John Hull, burly, dogged and determined not to be humbug-

ged—his judgement made up and his sentence ready to be

recorded. Nothing disconcerted the brown, rough, home-

spun Yankee in charee jumped on the box, starling the team

at a smart walk, setting the blades of the machnie in lively

operation, and commenced raking off the grain in sheaf piles

ready for bmding, cutting a breadth of nine or ten feet clean-

ly and carefully, as fast as a span of horses could comfortably

step. There was a moment, and but a moment, of suspense;

human prejudice could hold out no longer, and burst after burst

of involuntary cheers from the whole crowd proclaimed the

triumph of the Yankee ' treadmill.' That triumph has been

the leading topic in all agricultural circles. The Times re-

port speaks of it as beyond doubt, as placing the harvest ab-

solutely under the farmer's control, and as ensuring a com-

plete and most auspicious revolution in the harvesting ope-

rations of this country. 1 would gladly give the whole ac-

couut, which grudgingly toward the inventor, but unquali-

fiedly as to the machine, speaks of the latter as ' securing to

English farming protection against climate and an economy

of labor which must prove of incalculable advantage.' Very

well for 'a cross between an Astley's chariot, a Hying ma-

chine and a treadmill."

American Plows in London.—On his arrival in London,

our associate, Mr. Barry, found American plows, and other

agricultural implements, the subject of ridicule in the Times,

and the London press generally. None of the Americans at

the exhibition took the least pains to defend them, or to ex-

plain their use in any way, appearing perfectly content to

hear unjust ridicule and reproach without a word in self-de-

fence. In this state of affairs, Mr. B. addressed a letter to

the editor of the London Times, explaining the use for which

some of our implements, particularly our plows, were de-

signed, and claiming that they were in some respects equal,

and in others superior, to anything in the exhibition-cheap,

simple, and cfTcctually accomplishing the object designed.

—

On publishing this communication, the editor of the Times

remarked that undoubtedly the American plows would be

found useful in some cases, and that Englishmen might study

their construction with advantage. After this the Times

gave up ridiculing American plows. Mr. Barry further

recommended our one horse plows and cultivators to nur-

serymen, for culture between nursery rows ; and before he

left could have sold a large number, had they been in Lon-
don, particularly to English and Scotch nurserymen. A
trial of the American and foreign plows was made al)iiul the

£Oth of July, anil we give the result as reporle.l by Grfely:
" Within the last few days, a very decided and pr.uifying

change has taken place in the current of opinion lieie with
regard to American invention and its rcsult-i. (Jne cause of
this was the iate forn'al trial of .American (wiili other for-

eign) plows, in the presence of the agriciil'.uial jury ; which
trial, though | artiaj and hurried, was followed liy iuMn:>(!iate

orders fur an American plow then tested (Starbuck's) from
Englishmen, Belgians and Frenchmen, iricluding sevcr.il ag-
ricultural societies. If a hundred 3f these p!ov\s were here
they might be sold at once : in their abscence, the full p.'ico

has been piiiddovvn for some twenty or thirty, to be shipped
at New York, and be thenceforth at the risk and cost of the
buyers. And these orders have just commenced."

If the American commissioners had been acquainted with

the agricultural implements of which tliey had charge, had
explained their use, and defended them like men instead of

acting as though they were ashamed of the American exhibi-

tion, or afraid to undertake a defence, the bragging and swag-

gering of the London press would soon have been stopped.

Short-Horns.—Mr. Geo. Vail, of Troy, has furnished

ua with the following facts, which we publish for the infor-

mation of breeders of cattle, that at his late sale, on the 2(jth

June, he retained about 14 head of Short-Horns as the basis

of his future breeding herd ; most of these are his imported

Bates cows, and heifers bred from them, got by his Bates

bulls Duke of Wellington and Meteor. The heifers which
he has reared from these cows have all been retained by him
for breeding, except two sold at private sale on the day of

his public sale, the 26ih of June last, and these two were
sold, one to Mr. Remington of Philadelphia, and the other

to Mr. Chapman of Madison county, N. Y. Mr. Vail's pre-

mium bull Meteor will continue to be bred to the heifers of

Wellington, and his fine bull Fortune to his Meteor heifers,

till another appropriate cross can be had from England,

where he now has an order for the purchase of a young
Duchess bull out of the well known and famed Duchess
cows bred by the late eminent breeder, Thos. Bates, Esq.

He has also an order there for two heifers possessing the

same blood. These orders it is expected will be promptly

executed. In connection, it may be stated that in order to

be able to supply the repeated and increasing demand for an-

imals of this blood, he has added to his herd w iihin a few

days, eight cows and lieifers, thorough-bred Durhams, pos-

sessing great substance, fine symmetry, and, so far as devel-

oped, good milking qualities, purchased from the Messrs.

Lathrop, of Massachusetts. The most of these animals

have the blood of the late Mr. Bates' herd through a bull

owned by the Messrs. Lathkop, got by the bull Yorkshire-

man bred by the former gentleman, and imported by Mr.

Joseph Cofb, of Pennsylvania, in 1839.

Agricultural Fairs.—State Fairs lor the present year

will be held ca follows :

New York—at Rochester. Sept. IG, 17, 18, and l).

Southern Central Agricultural Society— at Macon, Ga.,
Oct. 29, 30, and 31.

Ohio—at Columbus, Sept. 24. 25, and 2G.

Michigan—at Detroit, Sept. 24, 25,'and 26.

Pennsylvania—at Harrisburgh, Oct. 22. 23, and 24.

Vermont—at uiiddlcbnry. Sept. 10 and 11.

Canada—at Brockville, Sept. 24, 25, and 2G.

County Fairs—as follows :

Allegany county—at Angelica, Oct. I and 2.

Chenango county—at Smyrnia, Oct. 1 and 2.

East Bloomfield Farmers' Club—at East Bloomfield, Onta-

rio county, Sept. 24-

Herkimer county—Sept. 9.

Oneida county—at Utica, Sept. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Otsego county—Oct. 1 and 2.

Saratoga (ounty—at Mechanicsville, Sept. 9, 10, and 11.

Seneca county^^it Waterloo, Oct. 9 ond 10.

\l
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EMERY & CO.'S
NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMIUM

RAILROAD HORSE POWERS.
THE above justly celebrated Powers, as now made and sold by

the subscribers, are offered the public with the assurance
that they are all they are represented—they having been very ex-

tensively and thoroughly introduced and tested side by side with
all the Tread Powers known of note in the country, and been pre-

ferred.

The Chairman of the Ag. Society's Committee on Horse Powers,
in a communication written some months after the awarding of
premiums to the above Horse Power, says :

' I spent much time at

the late State Fair (Sept. 10th) at Albany in examining the various
Horse Powers, viz., Wheeler's, Allen's, Ham's, and Emery & Co.'s,

first with the nicriprs ' nd niiikers and heard all they could say, and
again in their abscence. and the result most fully convinced me
that yours was the BFST,and if 1 wanted one, I would give Twenty
DoLL.4Rs more for yours than for any other on the ground ; and
as you won your laurels fairly, it is just that you should receive a
full reward." He further says, " You know from experience, I

have no partiality for your establishment, and as a committee-
man of said Society for years, I have decided oftener against you
than for you ; and if others have a better article than you I would
decide in their favor though it ruined your establishment, and,
vice versa, hurt whom it may."
With the testimony of such men as the author of the foregoing

which together with changeable geering. and other importaat im-
provements since last season, make it the most convenient, dura-
ble, efficient and economical Power now made ; and the public may
rest assured of being furnished by us with a superior machine.
Having heretofore been obliged to have a large jiortion of some

parts of our work done by contract, we have felt the inconveni-
ence and want of dependence to be placed upon the quality of
materials and workmanship ; we have now so extended our facili-

ties as to enable us to make all parts of all our own machines, and
can now assure the public that none but the best work and stock
will be offered by us
The Two Horse Power Thresher and Separators is capable, with

three or four men, of threshing from 150 to 200 bushels of wheat or
rye, and the single one from GO to 100 bush., or double that quan-
tity of oats per day.

The price for Emery & Co.'s one Horse Power,. ..$8.5.00

do do Thresher and Separator,. 35.00

do Bands, wrench, oiler and extra pieces.. 6.00—$125.00
do Two Horse Power, 110.00

do do Thresher and Separator,. 35 00
do Bands, oiler, wrench, &c., 5.00— $150.00

Price of Emery's Thresher and Cleaner, withbands,wrench-
es, &.C., $75.00
do Saw Mill, complete for use, 35 00

Price of Grant's Fan Mill, adapted for hand or power
from $22 00 to 28.00

Also, Wheeler's Rack and Pinion Power, manufactured by our-
selves, and warranted equal to any of the kind in use, (or made
and sold by any other manufacturer.) which we sell with a full

guarantee of the right of using the game In any territory of the
United States, for the following prices :

One Horse Power, $75.00
Two Horse Power, lOO.OO

All the above are subject to the warranty of three months use
and trial, and if not satisfactory may be returned and full pur-
chase money refunded.

Individuals wishing Emery St Co.'s Latest Improved Premium
Hor.'se Power, will be careful to observe that their name is cast in

full on every link of chain and the wheel hub.
For fuither particulars see Illustrated Catalogue, furnished

gratis on application to EMERY St CO.,
Original and sole proprietors of the Albany Agricultural Works

Warehouse and Seed Store, Nos. 369 and 371 Broadway, Albany,
N. Y.
The proprietors will exhibit their machines at the New York

State Fair at Rochester this fall, and be pri pared to take and fill

orders ; also at Ohio and Michigan State Fairs at Columbus and
Detroit .

Choice Peaches for Sale.

A FEW hundred bushels of the best improved varieties of
Peaches for sale by the subscribers. Persons wishing to pur-

chase in large lots are invited to call and see them on the trees.

They can then be sent at different times as agreed.

Walworth, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1851. E, & T, G. YEOMANS.

Chapln's Xe^v Portable Cider Mill.
^"pHE inventor has much improved his Cider Mill the present
-L season, and now offers two sizes, one designed for traveling
over the country and making cider in the orchards, the smaller
one is expressly adapted to hand power, and is just the thing for
the farmer to have on hand for his own use
The present form of these machines, both large and small, by

last fall's operations, have proved themselves much more practi-
cal than before the improvement. They are destineu to an ex-
tensive patronage. Under ordinary circumstances, but one horse
is required to operate or draw tSls large mill. With the help of
two men and a horse, th^y go into t!l8 orchard and turn out from
12 to 16 barrels of cider per day.

Price, $125 with wagon wheels and tluHs—$100 without.
The Mills may be delivered withoint wheels and thills, and be

furnished at their place of destination.
Two men may operate one of the haad mills, and make from 4

to 6 barrels of cider per day. About one barrel is made at each
pressing. Price 40 dollars^ with aa sndivijf ual right of using.

RAPALJE a CO.. Bochester, N. Y.,
September, 1851, Ma%ufar.>u>dm Agents.

VUAa-Mixsn.

Seymour's Grain U^liJ.
THIS machine has been in use several years, ard is well known

in Western New York, and is universally a-.knowledged to
be the best implement in our country for ttie pttrioses for which
it is intended. It has taken the first prenaiuia at three State Ag-
ricultural Fairs. Price, $70 for seven teeth, and $80 for nine teeth.
For sale by J. P. FOGG ai BRO.,
Rochester, Sept., 1851. [9-lt] Oppes-Jtc the Arcade.

Buifalo Nursery and Hortici5a.4iBi:all ffi;vrden.

THE proprietor of this old established aoTBsry wculd call the
attention of fruit-growers, nurseryajeR, and ethers, to the

very large stock of Fruit and Ornamental TreeSj Flowering
Shrubs, &c., now offered for sale.

The stock of apple trees is unusually larj'9 ani fine, comprising
the most choice and valuable sorts ; by tht tbOBuaJKJ it very low
prices.

Pear trees, both standards and dwarfs, of (ie V6iy fce^t sorts for
garden and orchard culture
Cherry trees—a very large stock of fine trees iacfit!r trained

with low heads. The most choice sorts are propagated largely.
Also, a very good assortment of the plum, paaoh, apnot't, necta-

rine, quince, gooseberry, raspberry, strawberiy, cnrreat; &.o , &c.
The assortment of Ornamental Trees, Flov73liiag SJjjriibs, &c.,

comprises almost every desirable article.

Also, a large stock of Evergreen Trees by tho ibaEHTsci
Roses, Dahlias, bulbs, &c.,iSto.

Stocks of all sorts for nurserys. Large impcjtafeas £^2 made
from year to year.

All orders and letters of inquiry will receive \ UEfflpt cts ntion.
Trees securely packed, carefully labelled, and foi .'Sas'j^efl '7;, h dis-
patch. B, HGI IE.

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept., 1851. [9-2t»]
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C. a. RYAN & CO.

OKKKR great inducemrnts to dealers in find purchasers of

Fruit anil Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, (jrapo vinus. Orna-
mental vinos, and Herbaceous plants. A select collection of

Green-House plants on reasonable terms, principally such varie-

ties as flower in the winter and early in spring.

20,000 .Vpple Trees, from .i to 9 feet high, all straight, thrifty and
beautiful trees, including all the popular varieties. Northern
Spy in large quanties. low.

Cherry Trees—all the principal and leading varieties.

Pear 'J'rces. on the Quince and Pear seedling stocks.

Apricot Trees, free from scale or blight. Varieties—^loorpark,
Breda, t'each and .Mammoth.
Gnipe Vines. — Isabella, (Tinton, and Catawba. We have a

large quantity ot Isabella vines in good order for vineyards, or

planting around dwellings.

Striwberry Plants. — t^omo twenty varieties. All the choice,

productive, and marketable varieties by the quantity, low.

Ornamental Trees.— Pawlonia Imperialis. a mo.st beautiful shade
tree, extra large foliage, which affords shade immediately.
Kuropean Mountain .-Vsh—straight stemed and headed.
European and .American Larch—of all trees the most beautiful

early in spring, if planted close to dwellings.

Catalpa Syringicfolia—very showy and beautiful.

Shrubs.
—
'•Wigelia Rosea. ;Chine.>-e Wigelia) flowered in our

grounds this season. It is everything said of it, producing peach
blossom pink flowers in clusters.

Forsytbia Vividissima, or Golden Bell, another beautiful Chi-

nese shrub.
Deutzea Gracilis Nova Japonica. new ; Deutzea Conescens,

Scabea, and Staminea.
5000 bedding plants in large varieties. Our collection oftVerhe-

nas. Petunias and Salvias, is unsurpassed.
Ornamental Vines. — Wistaria Sinensis, Calistegia Pubescens,

Line.-cra flexuo.sa (Chinese honeysuckle), besides a number of oth-

ers. Bignonia, Grandiflora, Stc. Ivys, &c., &c.
HeJgo Plant.'?.— Buckthorn, Osage Orange, and Privet—strong

plants which wi'.l make an appearance at once.
Spirceas— Prunifoliafloropleno, Douglass! Lanceolata, Hyperia-

folia, and a number of others. Our stock of the new sorts is

large, particularly of Prunifulia flore pleno, will be sold low. We
think, from thi- habit of it. it will make a most beautiful garden di-

vision hedge and bear shearing.

A large and select collection of Prairie, Bourbon, Noisette, Tea,
Bengal, Hybrid Perpetual, Damask, Calbage, and Moss Fvoses.—

We are permitting our stock of June Roses to run out. unless

something very superior, as there are a large number of most
beautiful hardy Perpetual, and hybcid Perpetual varieties.' Our
Running Roses include all the new Prairies, raised by Messrs.

Pierce ti Teast of Baltimore, and others. Our general collection

is very distinct. We are in favor of distinctness of character, and
not names. Perhaps out of 1000 names there cannot be selected

really 100 distinct varieties.

Rbub.'irb—Giant Victori:i and CoUossal—will be sold low by the
quantity. It is worthy the attention of market gardeners. It is

an indispensible article for table use, and commands ready sale in

all cities and towns.
See general descnptive Catalogue, and annual Catalogue.

—

Both cau be had by po$t paid application.
Rochesti^r and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries, Rochester,

N. Y.,Sopt.. 1851.

Seneca Lake Highland Nurseries.
CATHARINi-:, CHK.MUNG COUNTY, NEW YORK,

\ear Havana D.pol, N. Y. 4' Erie R. Road.

LARGK s'ze Fruit Trees, for Orchard planting, of all kinds.—
Dwarf Trees, for yard.s. of the Pear. Cherry, and Apple, bear-

ing size. Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Decideous and Ever-
green. Climbers, (Jrapa Vines, Raspberries. Gooseberries, Currants
Strawberries, Cranberry Viues, Green House Plants, Roses, and
Dahlias.
The new and unequalled fall and winter Apples—Douse or Haw-

ley, and Wagoner.
iSursery Stocks. — Persons wishing trees to plant or sell, are re-

ferred to mis fall's descriptive catalogue for the great and unequal-
ed inducemcnl.s offered, as to price and quality, which will be fur-
nished gratis, on application by nail.

Packa;.:e-i aniountiug to $10.UO will be .sent free of charges, on the
Erie Railroad, to New York and Dunkirk, or any intermediate sta-

tion. E. U. FROST.
September, 1851.

Horse Power.
UNRIVALLED Ilonie Powers of all kinds, guaranteed the best

in the United States.

1. The Endless Chain or Railway Power, of our own- manufac-
ture, both single or double g»ered, for one or two herxcs. These
have ni-ver been rrjuallrd by any other manufacturer for lightness
in running, .'trcnijlh. durability and economy. They are univer-
sally approved wherever they have bf on tried.

2. The Bogardus Power, for one to four horses. These arc com-
pact and wholly of iron, and adapted to all kinds of work.

3. K Idy's circular wrought iron large Cog Wheels, for one to
sii horses A new and favorite Power.

4. Trimblo's iron sweep Power, for one to four horses. War-
ren's ditto. A. U. ALLEN 4c Co.,

l8-3tj 189 it 191 Water street, N. Y.

HIGHIiAIVD NURSEB lES, IVEWBURGH, K. Y.

A SAUL & CO. have the pKa<-ure to announce to their p.atrons
• and the public in general, th.at their stock of Fruit aiid

Ornamental ricpj. which they offer for sale the coming autumn,
is of the very best quality and embraces everything in their line
that can be procured in the trade.

Dealers and Planter," of Trees on a large scale, will be treated
with on as liberal terms as can be done by any establishment of
rejiutatinn in the country. They flatter themselves that for cor-
rectness ofnomenclature of fruits(which is a serious consideration
to planters) that their stock is as nearly perfect as it pos^bly can
be, having been all propagated on their own grounds, from un-
doubted sources, under the personal supervision of .Mr. Saul.—
They have propagated in large quantities all the leading standard
varieties, which are proved to be best adapted for general cultiva-
tion, especially those recommended by the .-Vmerican lomological
Congress at its several sessions, as well as all novelties of recent
introduction, and kinds, particularly suited to certain localities,
and sections of the Union and Canadas.
Their stock of Pear Trees is the largest they have ever had to

offer for sale, and among the largest in the country, and consists
of over 50.000 saleable trees.

The stock of Apple Trees is also very large, as well as Plums
Cherries, Apricots, Peaches, Quinces, and Nectarines. Also,
Grape Vines, Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, Strawberries,
&o. &c. &c.

Pe.ars on Quince, Cherry on Mahaleb, and Apple on Paradise
stocks, for pyramids and dwarfs for garden culture, and of which
there is a choice assortment of the kinds that succeed best on
those stocks.

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN ORNAMENTAL TREES
AND SHRUBS.

Embracing all the known kinds suitable for street planting, of
extra size ; also, the ifiore rare and select, as well as all the well
known kinds suit.able for Arboretums, Lawn and Door-Yard
planting, &c., including Weeping Trees, Vines, Garden and
Climbing Roses in great variety. Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Chi-
na, Hybrid Bourbons, Hybrid Damasks, Hybrid Provence, and
Bourbon, Tea, China, and Noisette, and Prairie, and other Climb-
ing Roses.
A large quantity of Arbor Vita3 for Screens. Buckthorn, Osage,

Orange, and other hedge plants.

The above will be sold on as liberal terms as similar stock can
be purchased elsewhere. For further particulars see catalogues,
a new edition of which is just issued, and will be forwarded to all

posNpa/d applicants by mail. A liberal discount will be made to
purchasers who buy to sell again, and extensive planters on their
own account.

P. S.—Freight paid to New Y'ork.

Newburgh, Sept. 1, 1851. [9.2t]

TO FARMERS, LUMBER MERCHANTS, etc.

SCRIBNER'S TABLE BOOKS for Farmers, Produce Dealer.?,
Millers, Traders, Lumber Merchants, Mechanics and Business

Men, are the most useful and popular Table Books published in
the United States.

THE READY RECKONER.
For Ship Builders, Boat Builders, and Lumber Merchants, being

a correct measurement of Scantling. Boards, Plank, Cubical Con-
tents of Square and Hound Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, etc.. com-
prised in a number of Tables ; to which are added Tables of Wa-
ges by the month, Board or Kent, by the week or day, and railroad
distances Also interest Tables, at seven per cent.
Scarcely is it possible to add to the recommendation of the above

book, more than to give its title page. Every one who is engaged
in buying, selling, measuring or inspecting Lumber of any kind,
will at once appreciate a work of this kind. No pains or expense
has been spared to make it in every respect convenient and accu-
rate.

The log table has been computed with the most perfect accuracy
and the method adopted by the author can result in nothing else
than strict honesty to the parties interested.

In all new and lumber countries the book will be found very con-
venient, as it comprises much that is useful for the Farmer, Me-
chanic, and business man. Price 25 cts.

Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made to wholesale pur-
chasers.

SCRIBNER'S PRODUCE TABLES.
For Farmers, Miller.s, Produce Dealers, and Mechanics, exhibit-

ing at one view the value of more than sixteen thousand different
quantities of GRAIN, computed at sixty pounds to thebu.shcl. so
arranged as to present on the same page the value of the whole
number of bushels and pounds at the same price. Also. Tables of
Interest, Scantling, Weights of Iron, and other useful Tables for
all classes of business men. By J. M. Scribxf.r, author of the
Engineer's Table Book, Mechanic's Companion. &e., ito. The
price of the b-<ok is only 25 cts., which is much cheaper than any
book of the kind now published.
Agents are wanted to sell the above books in all the State;. A

liberal discount will be given to those who buy to sell again. Any
person sending me One Dollar by mail, post-paid, fhall have five
copies of either of the books sent him free of charge. The books
can be had of booksellers generally. GEO. W. FISHEll,

Rochester, N. Y., Sept., 1851. Bookseller and Publisher.

il
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68 State street, Rochester,
BRIGG3 & BROiilEK.
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C. M. SAXTON,
AGRICULTURAL BOOK PUBLISHER,

153 Fulton Street, New Y'orlt,

PUBLISHES THE FOT.T.oniNd

VALUABLE WORKS

:

nUIE Complete Farmer and Rural Economist, and New American
-' Gardi-'ner. By T. J Fessenden. In one volume, about 700
pages, cloth gilt. $1.2-5—mail edition, $1,00.

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry. A new edition. In one
Tolume. 12 mo. cloth gilt, f.1,25. Mail edition, $1.00

Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 50c.

Johnston's Practical Agriculture. One volume, cloth, 75c.

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener. Cloth, 75c. Mail edition, 50c.

Hoarc's Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vino on Open
Walls. 50c.

Sheep Husbandry. By H. S Randall, $1.25. Mail edition, $1.00.

Stephen's Book of the Farm— complete, $4.00.

Browne's American Poultry Yard. Tenth edition, $1.00. Mail
edition, 75o.

AUen's American Farm Book, one volume, $1.00. Mail edition, 75c.

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals, one volume 75c. Mail edi-

tion, 50c,
Chemistry made easy for Farmers—paper, 25c.

Southern Agriculture ; or Essays on the cultivation of Corn,
Hemp, Tobacco, Wheat, &c. $1.00.

Dana's Prize Essay on Manures, 25c.

Miner's American Bee Keeper's Manual, $1.00. Mail edition,

75c.

Brown's American Bird Fancier, 50o. Mail edition, 25c.

Canfield on the Breeds, Management. Structure and Diseases of
Sheep, $1.00.

The Amcriciin Architect—the cheapest and best work of the kind
published in the world. Complete in 24 numbers, at 25c. each,

or $5.00 for the work complete
;
$6.00 bound in two volumes.

Youatt & Martin's Treatise on Cattle, with one hundred illustra-

tions. Edited by Ambrose Stevens, Esq. $1.25.

Youatt on the Breed and Management of Sheep, with illustra-

tions, 7uc.

Elements of Agriculture. Translated from the French, by F. G.
Skinner. Adapted for Schools. 25c.

Gunn's Domestic Medicine
; or, Poor Man's Friend in Atfliction.

Pain, and Sickness, §3,00. CM. SAXTON,
[S-2tJ 152 Fulton street, New York.

Iiands of Long Island,

ADJOINING the villages of Lakeland and Hermanville, about
48 miles from the citias of New York and Brooklyn, by the Long

Island Railroad. The opportunity is now offered to all those who
ever wish to obtain land on Long Island, the Ancient "Garden of

America.'' that will probably never occur again, for these lands
are the ouly remaining new lands on the Island, and are equal in
quality, when cultivated, to any other land.
The results of cultivation on these Island lands have been so

great, so much beyond the expectations of any one, that they are
now considered of great value for farms and gardens, and will, in
all probability, be all taken up for settlement and occupation, or
be-held at more than five times their present price. All kinds of

produce may row be seen growing there, such as wh-at, rye,corn,
potatoes, and garden vegetables, with fruits and flowers, in the
most luxurious growth, where but a short time since the land was
covered with trees and bu.5hes.

The surface of the ground is perfectly beautiful, free from stone
or bogs or marshes, and the climate as healthy as can be found
in this latitude. The soil is a fine loam, admirably adapted to
high cultivation and great crops, and of easy tillage.

Indeed, no New England or 5forthern New York man can form
any adequate idea of the great difference in the labor and strength
requisite to cultivate these Island land.^. and that required to sub-
due their own rugged lands, until he has seen or made the trial

;

and 1 now offer for sale as handsome land, and intrinsically as
valuable, as can be found within fifty miles of the eity of New
York, in any direction, in lots of five acres or more, for the sum
of $25 per acre.

Any person wi.shing to purchase a five acre lot of good arid

handsome land, without one foot of water or useless grouad on it,

can do so by sending $5 as a first payment, and the further sum
of $5 a mouth, until one half is paid, when a warrantee deed and
good title will be given,and the remainder p.art of the purchase mo-
ney may be paid or secured on the land,to be paid within three or
five yeai-s. with 6 per cent, yearly interest. Larger lots will be
sold on the same terms.

The title i.s perfectly good— I have a history or deduction of the
title com;/lete, certified to by legal men of the highest character,
which I will send by mail with maps, pamphlets, and all informa-
tion, to all purchaser.^, or those who wish to be informed of these
Island land.-?, by applying to E. II PEAS, of Albany, or CHAS.
V.'OOD, Stationer, 117 John street, N. Y.' [8-3tJ

A. iiOIVGETT,
COMMISSION MERCHANT, Office at the State Agricultural

Warehouse, No. 25 Cliff street. New York.

Q(J~ Thk WoRKrrsG Farmer, a monthly publication devoted to
Agriculture. &c., &c., edited by Prof J. J.Mapes, and published by
A. Longett, 25 Chff street. New York. [7-4t]

Important to Farmers and Planters.
MESSRS. Editors :—Through your columns especial attention

is dii'ected to the following :

At the next Annual State Fair, to be held in Rochester in Sep-
tember next, I design to present for competition, a small Steam
Portable Gi-ist Mill, (conical Burr Stone.) got up in a much more
simple and cheap form than has ever before been exhibited ; and
challenge all manufacturers of .Mills, that I will operate a Mill on
the Fair Ground with 25 per cent, less power than any other kind
of mill that is made, doing the same amount of work in a given
time. CHARLES ROSS.
Rochester. N. Y., Aug. 6, 1851.

STATE AORIOUL-EXTRACT FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE N.

TURAL SOCIETY, 1848.
"Another labor saving Machine, useful to the stock feeder, w.ts

offered in a Portable Grist Mill, with Burr Stone, horizontally
placed, and capable of grinding seven bushels of feed per hour.

"As ground food for cattle leads to rapid fattening, thfse, and
such like machines, may well claim the farmers attentive consid-
eration." B. P. Johnson, Secretary.

Agricultural Rooms, Albany, Sept. 23d, 1850.
C. Ross—Dear Sir :— In 1849, the Committee says, that your

Portable Grist Mill performs well, and has been so often commend-
Qd, that this Committee think they cannot add to its reputation.

B. P. Johnson,
Sec'y N. Y, S. Ag. Society.

N. B.—This Mill has taken the highest premium at the State
Fair tor the last four years, it having been exhibited and worked
by horse power, at Saratoga, Buffalo, Syracuse aud Albany.
From the Georgia Telegraph. — Extract from Ex-Governor

Troup's Communication :

Valdorta, Laurens Co., Oa.
Mr. Editor :— I have tried the Conical Burr Stone ^Iill. for

grinding Corn, and have found ft to answer admirably. No plan-
ter that is not in the vicinity of a public Mill, ought to be without
one, if he can afford to purchase, and his family is sufficiently
large to require the use of it, otherwise I would suggest that sev-
eral Farmers of a neighborhood should unite to purchase one in
common, which, being established in a central position, would be
accessable to all. Very respectfully, G. M. Troup.

QQ= Any further information may be obtained by letter, post-
paid, or by calling on CHARLES ROSS, Curtis Buildings, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

TO WOOti GRCWERS.
THE subscriber wou'd again direct the attention of those wish-

ing to improve their stock of shnep, to hip flock of pure Meri-
nos, believing them to be equal to any—producing as much wool
of a good quality from a given amount of feed, as any flock that
can be found. His flock consists of Ewes and a few Bucks bred
pure from the importation of Consul Jarvis. Bucks and Ewes
bred from Jarvis Ewes and a French Merino Buck purchased of J.
A. Taintor, Esq.
Those wishing to purchase will do well to call and examine be-

fore purchasing elsewhere. Prices will be made reasonable, to suit
customers For further particulars inquire of the subscriber.

A. H. AVERY.
Galway. Saratoga Co., N. Y.. Sept., 1851.

Wanted.
WITHIN one, two, three, or four months at farthest, an hon-

est, industrious young man, acquainted with the dairy bu-
siness—that is, with the management of milch cows and selling
milk in market. For such a one, I will give $180.00 a year, paya-
ble monthly, and will board the same at my own house free of ex-
pense. I will also give the same to a good gardener—one that is

acquainted with raising vegetables for market. No one need be
afraid of sickness in coming to Memphis. I have 25 iu family, and
have not had any sickness in five years. 1 do not believe there is

a healthier place in the United States. B. R. THOMAS.
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 3, 1851. [9-3t*]

New OxtbrcTsliire Buck.9 For Sale.

THE subscriber has a number of yearling and two year old
Bucks which he will sell any time when called for, and lias no

hesitation in saying that this breed of Sheep are superior to all

others, for large carcass, heavy fleece, early maturity, ani consti-

tution, and defies competiton with all other bretds for profit.

This flock, which has been bred from some of the best ever impor-
ted, is so well known they need no further description than to say
that the sire clipped IS lbs. of washed wool, and weighed- 361 lbs.

alive. Gentlemen are invite 1 to call and see for themselves, or
communicate by mail Direct to CLAYTON B. REYBOLD,

[0-4t] Delaware City, Delaware.

Horse Po"vvcrs and Tliresliers.

WE have for sale Emery & Co.'s Premium Railroad Horse Pow-
ers and Threshers. A description of the princiiuil parts of

the Power may be seen in No. 3 of the Genesc^ Farmer for the pro-

sent year. W^e have one of the machines up in our store, in run-
ning order, and we invite those who are intending lo purchase
Kailro-xd Powers, &c., to call and examine this. We will put the
Machine to work, for those who wish, free of charee, and warrant
them to give satisfaction. BRIGGS & BROTHER.

Sspt., 1851. No. 68 State street, Rochester, N. Y.
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Fruit and Ornamental Trees, &c.

THF, subscribers solicit the attention of Nurserymen, Orchard-
ists, and Ani'itenrs, to their present large and fine stock of

Nursery Articles :

Standard Fruit Trer^, jor Orchards; thrifty, well grown, and
handsome, of all the best varieties.

Dwarf Tries, f.ir Gardens. The largest stock in the country,
and the most complete.
Dwarf Pear Trres. Our collection consists of well known lead-

ing Tarieties. and numbers more than 160.000 saleable trees. The
sueriority of these, being grown in tVie country, over imported
tree.s. is well known to every intelligent cultivator. Nothing, in
fact, in this couutiy, can equal our collection of Pear Trees. They
can be had from one to four years growth, some of which are now
covt-red with fruit.

Dwarf Apple Trees. We cultivate in large quantities the best
and handsomest varieties of apples.on Doucain and Paradise stocks
for Dwarfs and Pyramids, and can furnish them in large quanti-
ties, from one to two years growth.
Dwarf Chen y Trees. All the leading varieties are cultivated

on Mahaleb stocks, extensively. We can furnish by the hundred
and thousand, from one to two years growth.

Cherry Currant, the largest variety known. Upwards of 1,000
plants on hand
English Gooseberries, all the best sorts.

Large Fruited Monthly Raspberry, that gives a crop of fine fruit
in the autumn

Strawberrifs. all the best sorts.

Ornamental Shade Trees, of good size, for streets, patks, &c.,
large and well grown.

Choice Trees and Shrubs, for lawns and pleasure grounds, in-

cluding all the finest, new and rare articles recently introduced.
Hardy Evergreen Trees. Norway Spruce and Balsam Fir, of

small size, in large quantities; and a moderate supply of large
ones, besides nearly fifly new and rare Erergrcens. including Deo-
dar Cedar, Cedar of Lebanon, Chili Pine, Cryptomeria or Japan
Cedar, Himalayan Spruce. &c., &,c.

Roses, I'eonies, a Urge and complete collection, including the
finest novelties.

Phloxes. A collection of upwards of 60 varieties, including 30
new varieties imported last spring.

Dahlias. Upwards of 100 select varieties, including the finest

English prize flowers of 1849 and 1850.

The following Catalngucs, giving full information as regards
terms, prices. 8te., will be sent gratis to all who apply by post paid
letters or at the office.

1st, a General Descriptive Catalogue.
2d, a Wholesale Catalogue.
3d, a Catalogue of Select Green House Plants.
4lh, a Special Catalogue of Dahlias and Bedding Plants, for

1851. ELLWANGf:R& BARRY,
Mount Hope Garden and Nurseries.

Rocbebter. July, 1851. Rochester, N. Y.

Fritlt anil Ornamental Trees.

THF, sub.scriber solicits the attention of nurserymen and the
public to his present slock of trees, &c., which is finer and

Urger than at any other sea.son, consisting in part of the following:
Stmdard Fruit trees of the best leading varieties.

Dwarf trees, for gardens.
Ornamental shade trees and shrubs.
Evergreen trees, larger than at any other nursery.
Roses. Paeonles. <tc . with a variety of other articles generally

raised in nurseries, ail of which are oiCfercd at low prices.

Wholesale dealers would particularly find it to their advantage
to purchase here. CH.\RLES POWIS,

Monroe Nursery, Ridge Plank Road, near Rochester.
Greece. Sept., 1851.

Strawberry Plants.
fEVERY family who have a rod of land, should have a bed of i

Strawberries. They are the greati-st luxuries of the season, Jboth for sick and well. The cultivation is simple, and the plants J'can be obl.aiued at very little expense. If they are planted the [
first week in August, they will bear a goodly crop of fruit next e!
year T
The foUowiT g include the very best under cultivation : J

Burr's New line—of the highest
f

and most delicious flavor, uni- J
formly, and productive 37>ic. per doz. $1.50 per 100 J

Boston Pine—hardy, and exceed-
'

ingly productive 37>ic. " 1 50 " f
Hovey's Seedling—a well known J
magnificent berry 37>ic. * 1.50 "

}
Rival Hudson— valuable for mar-

'

keting and preserving, hardy and
productive 25o. " 1.00 "

Bi.shop's Orange—productive and
fine flavored 25c " 1.00 "

Large Early Scarlet—an excellent
standard sort

; one of the earli-

est 25c. " 100 "
Alpine Red and White .Monthly.. 25c. " 1.00 "
Alpine Red and White Bush 60c. " 3.00 •'

British Queen 37|^c. " 2.00 "
Columbus 25c. " 1.00 '•

Black Prince 25c. " 1.00 ''

Jenny's Seedling 25c. " 1.00 "
Prolific Hautboy 25c.

'•'

I.Oq '•

Also the following fine new varieties, our own seedlings •

Climax Scarlet—light scarlet, rath-
er acid, bears great crops 60c. per doz. 3.00 per 100

Gene.see—the finest looking of all

the strawberries
; good size and

flavor $1.00 " 4.00 "
Monroe .Scarlet -very productive.. 50c. * 3 00 "
Orange Prolific—late.large and pro-
ductive 50c. " 3.00 "

EUwanger & Barry's No. 1—the
highest flavored strawberry un-
der cultivation $1 00 " 4 00 "
For more minute particulars, please refer to our Catalogue,

which will be forwarded on receipt of post paid applications.
-AH post paid orders will receive prompt attention.

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
July. 1851. ^It. Hope Nurseries. Rochester. N. Y.

"WalwortJi Nursery. fl

I
HAVE on hand an extensive assortment of apple, pear, cherry, S,

and peach trees of large size, and of the most desirable varie-
^\

ties for orchard culture Also, a few thousand two and three
years old dwarf pears. All of which will be sold at the lowest
market prices, and at a great discount in large quantities.

Also, some apple trees of extra large size, and
40.000 apple seedlings, two years old. for sale.

Wal^^o^th. Sept.. 1S51. [9-2t] T. G. YEOMA NS.

MEW YORK ST.ATE FAIR, at Rochester, September 15th. 16th,
'' 17th 18th. and lyth.—The subscriber has been appointed local
Secretary of the New Vork St.ate -Agricultural Society, at Roch-
ester. Any inquiries respecting matters connected with the ar-

f
rangements of the show grounds for the Fair, may be addressed \

to me. Persons having articles for exhibiton, who cannot accom- \
pany them to Rochester, can consign them to me, and i will see h
that tht'y are taken proper care of, and the necessary entries
made at the business office, J.V.VIES P. FOGG,

Rochester. July, 1851. [8-2t] Local Secretary.

T/te Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATKD WITH NL'-MKROUS ENC.RAVINGS OF

Fann Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, Fruits, Sec.

VOLUME Xn, FOR 185L

DANIEL LEE ^TTaMES^VICK, Jr., Editors.

p. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department.

Fifty Centa a Vcar, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2 ; Kiglit Copies for $U, and any larger

number at the same rate.

[j^ All sub.scriplion.s to commenre with the year, and
the entire yolume supplied to all subscribers.

5(7- Post-Mastkrs. Aoknts. and all friends of improvement, are
respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

D-1.nie:l IiKE,
December, 1850. Rochester, ffeio Vork

SIKHEOTTPED BY J. W. BROWK, ROCHEiTEB, R. T.
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PROFESSOR JOHNSTON AND AMERICAN AGRI-
CULTURE.

The London Farmer's Magazine for August contains a com-
plimentary notice of a lecture by Prof. Johnston before the

New Castle Farmers' Club, in which we lind the following

remarks :
" The most interesting part of the lecture is the

discovery of some very fine beds of phosphorite in America.''

lie says :
—" It occured to me that there might be parts in

North America where this substance could be found purer,

and in larger qnanlities than in England. / accordingly

caused inquiries to be made, especially where quantities have
been got. The result was that in two Slates of the Union de-

ir posits had been found, ic/iich though not quite pure, were

\\ nearly so."

From the above it appears that neither Dr. Jack-
son, nor Mr. Freinch of Boston, nor Dr. Emmons of

Albany, is entitled to the honor of discovery in find-

ing v^nable fertilizers in New Jersey and northern

New York ; but the *' inquires were caused" by
Professor Johnston of England, and he alone is en-

titled to the credit of suggesting a critical search for

phosphate of lime. We suspect that the claim of

the Diirham professor to originality in this matter is

no better than that of his two volumes of "Notes on
America" to truthfulness and intelligence. In mak-
ing his book, he appears to have had a clear under-

standing of what sort of a story would best suit the

English market, and wrote accordingly. Never was
there a caricature of this countrj^, particularly of its

farmers, written, which was so generally applauded

by all classes in Great Britain. Blackwood's Jour-

nal of Agriculture sneeringly remarks, in an eulo-

gistic notice of Prof. Johnston's " notes." "Of the

agriculture of America there is little to be said ; and

except ivarnings, nothing to be learned." Other jour-

nals, both literary and agricultural, praise the Eng-
lish professor, a»d express contempt for American
agriculturists. Blackwood says : " A kind of list-

nessness creeps over the second and third genera-

tions of American born, both in the British Provinces

and in the States." The "degeneracy" of the Eng-
lish, Scotch, and Irish, on emigrating to America, is

a popular theme just now in Great Britain. Our
extreme fondness for foreign goods and gew-gaws
of all kinds, our serviie adulation of itinerant " pro-

fessors," lecturers, singers, dancers, play-actors and
novel-writters, from Europe, naturally create the

impression that we are an idle, frivolous people, a

little soft in the head, and greatly deteriorated from
our progenitors in the mother country. Had Prof.

Emmons made his valuable agricultural researches in

England and gotten up two or three quarto volumes

as he has in New York, American publishers would
have had the work abridged, stereotyped, and in every
book store in the Union. But we republicans, in-

stead of encouraging science and researches in our
own free land, allowed Mr. Emmons' excellent jo.ur-

nal of agriculture to die for the want of a reasonable
support, while a foreign lecturer on agricultural
chemistry was paid liberal sums in Boston, Albany,
and Washington, to aid him in collecting materials
to make American farmers the laughing-stock of
Europe. So long as our own citizens who labor

faithfully to develope the true principles of American
agriculture are treated in this vi^ay, our common
sense will be impeached by the best-informed nations.

We must build up a literature of our own, or be the
despised copyists and followers of Europeans. Mr.
Johnston makes the average product of wheat in the
State of New York 14 bushels per acre

; and that of

New Brunswick 18 bushels. From these figures he
gives the people of Great Britain to understand that

the farmers of the British Provinces are twenty-eight
per cent better cultivators of the soil than those of

the States.

The Edinburgh Review for July says : "The
cause of the apparent deterioration of settlers re-

mains to be determined. Some imagine that the
climate is unfavorable to the developement of the
hardier and more pertinacious qualities of the Anglo-
Saxon race." These remarks and others of a kin-

dred character are made in a highly commendatory
notice of the " Notes" of our Durham lecturer.

In his admirable work entitled " Democracy in

America," M. de TocquEviLLK says that the United'

States are governed by an aristocracy of lawyers.

Be this as it may, it is certain that the earnest rec-

commendation of President Washington to Con-
gress, to foster agriculture by establishing a national

board, has been treated with contempt for more than

half a century by our national legislature. P^rance

has her "JMinister of Agriculture," and the represen-

tative of the Belgian government at the court of St.

James is a practical farmer. In his speech at the

dinner of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

M. Van de Wever said : "It is a dangerous cir-

cumstance to enjoy an old established reputation for

superiority, if, filling men with conceit and vanity,

it prompts them to consider their empiric traditions

as superior to the most positive discoveries of mod-
ern science. We have in Belgium happily escaped

that danger, and all classes there have followed the

impulse given by the government. Societies and

V
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public schools, (agricultural) are now every where

e?tabliphed iu Belgium. Tracts are circulated in

our rural districts—now implements are imported

—

Bocieties are organized to carry out your system of

draining ; and in fact, every effort is made to come
up to your standard of improvements. I have no

doubt that each of my collengues, (other foreign

ministers, among whom was Mr. AbbotLawrenck)
would be able to draw a somewhat similar picture,

because there arc few governments that have not es-

tablished public institulioits in which those tvho are

destined for the af!;ricuUurttl calling nun/ receive

their instrvction in all its branches ; and such is their

praise-wnrthy eagerness for information from abroad,

that in many a diplomatic dispatch, dissertations on

the breeding and fee. ling of cattle, and on the drain-

ing and manuring of land, have usefully taken the

place of the idle and dangerous political gossip of

former ages.''

This agricultural statesman—this educated practi-

cal farmer—made the speech of that great entertain-

ment. Our minister spoke, but alas, what could he

say in favor of the " public institutions" of any State

in.the American confederacy designed to teach the true

principles of agriculture ? Has Massachusetts one ?

Has New York one ? Is there one founded by any
government in the New World ? We cling to the

military statesmanship, and lawyer politics of Charles

the II. Experimental farms and agricultural schools

are incompatible with our "old established, empiric

traditions ;" and no legislature, either national or

state, dare invade the feudal faith of the 17th cen-
tury. If an American minister were to send home a

diplomatic dispatch containing nothing but a treatise

on manures and the breeding of cattle, politicians

would demand his recall instanter. Some few
friends of agricultural improvement in Congress pro-

posed that the U. S. government should send a gen-
tleman, (as the legislature of New York did) to rep-

resent the farming interests of the Republic at the

World's exhibition ; but the measure was volel

down five to one, and this great national interest had
no national representative there to sec justice done
to it. The secretary of the N. Y. State Agri-
cultural Society, perhaps, did all that the public had
a right to expect, under the circumstances with
which he was surrounded ; but the friends of agri-

cultural progress in this country must have a more
perfect organization, or we shall soon become the

by-word of the civilized world and stand as a '• warn-
ing" for our over-weening conceit and neglect of sci-

ence. If we will not estimate the amount of fertili-

zing elements annually extracted from American
soil and sent to the seaboard by our rivers, lakes,

canals and railroads, never to return, foreigners will.

In ten years, at the rate we are now extending our
tillage, the injury done to our cotton, tobacco and
grain lands, will involve a loss of at least five hun-
dred million dollars. Had the United States a hun-
dred agricultural statesmen where they have ten

thousand mere politicians, what the soil annually
parts with and what it gains would soon be known
to every man in the Union, of common intelligence.

The loss and gain in fertility in all arated, meadow
and pasture lands, is a question of the highest pub-
lic concernment. It is not enough to follow the
the English practice and barely estimate the earthy
ingredients removed in crops harvested, and in the
grass eaten by cattle, horses, sheep and swine. In
our hot summer climates, not a little of the organic

and mineral elements of vegetables is washed out of

soils into ditches, creeks and swamps, by sudden and

heavy rains. Of course all the elements of fertility

which rise into the atmosphere from decomposing
vegetation, mould and manure, and all the matter

borne oft' mechanically in muddy water and in solu-

tion, is so much loss in addition to what crops and
domestic animals remove from the soil. To our

mind, the case is clear that the raw materials for

making crops can never be properly husbanded, until

not only all farmers, but the entire population of

cities, villages, and agricultural districts, understand

how the fruits of the earth grow, and the chemical

efTects of tillage. This knowledge they do not now
possess, and never can acquire without due study

and the needful opportunity. The principles of rural

Economy are as fixed and enduring as the rule of ad-

dition or any problem in Euclid. They can no more
be changed in all time to come than iron can be

transformed into gold, or dry sand into water. —
There are many facts relating to cultivated plants

and animals, which the wisest do not comprehend
;

but the things consumed by nature in forming their

bodies are in the main well understood ; and the

principles deduced from well-established facts, areas
certain as that fire will burn Avood, or carbonic acid

extinguish fire. Now, until all the ingredients ne-

cessary to form 100 pounds of grain, cotton, roots,

hay, and tobacco, are generally known, they never

can be saved from needless loss and waste. How
can any person in town or country save ammonia,
which is worth ten cents a pound for the production

of wheat, before he has some knowledge of this sub-

stance as its elements exist in nature, and especially

in his daily food ? In the saving of this valuable

element of fertility, neither English nor Scotch far-

mers do materially better than American. Hence
the reproach of Messrs. Johjnston, Blackwood and
others, is alike uncalled for and oft'ensive. Prof.

Way estimates the fertilizers wasted every day in

London as worth at least £2000 or $10,000. At
this rate, the loss is a million of dollars every 100
days. It would be easy to demonstrate that the peo-

ple of England throw avi'ay more of the elements of

iiuman food according to population, than the people

of the northern states do in this country. At another

time we may bring forward the statistics of this topic.

At present we shall conclude by expressing our be-

lief that as artists, American farmers are more skil-

ful than any to be found on the east side of the At-
lantic ocean. We have better implements of tillage

and reaping,more active horses and oxen for plowing,
and can produce 1000 bushels of wheat or maize, or

1000 lbs. of cotton or tobacco, with less labor of

man or beast than any other natio* in the world.

—

Never was a man more egregiously mistaken than
Prof. Johnston in his views of American agricul-

ture. We heard his lectures in Washington, and
conversed with him on agricultural subjects, and
saw thrt he had fallen into grave errors, but was so

confident of the correctness of his opinions, that all

idea of a change was hopeless. Englishmen have
been over 20 years in this country without under-

standing either the citizens, the institutions, the soil,

or climate of the United States. With such, all is

wrong from the begiiuiing to the bitter end. We
have no unkind feelings toward Mr. Johnston.—
With strong and incurable prejudices, he arrogates

to himself a degree of consideration as a discoverer

in the NewWorid, quite ridiculous.
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(!Fbitorial (Horrcspoulrcnce.

p. BARRY'S LETTERS FROM EUROPE AND THE
WORLDS FAIR.

THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

Every arrival from England will carry you the in-

tellio-ence that the exhibition continues to be emi-
nently snccessful. There never has been such a

rush as at this time, owing perhaps, to the addition-

al attraction of the great Windsor Castle show.

—

Some idea of the increase of travel may be formed
from the fact, that the North Western rail road

alone presents in one week an excess of £16,000
($80,000,) over the corresponding week of last year

;

other roads less than this, for instance, the Great
Western $30,000, and the Great Northern $40,000,
and this before the present rush.

London is such an immense place, that it swal-

lows up 50,000 or 100,000 persons without appa-
rently increasing the population, and so with the

Crystal Palace—60,000 or 70,000 people can enter,

and scatter themselves through the various depart-

ments in such a way that makes ample room for all.

The most remarkable invention in the whole exhibi-

tion does not more excite astonishment than this

wonderful capacity of the building, and the self-reg-

ulating power of that vast assemblage. Standing
near the entrance, you will see people streaming in

through several doors, and instead of all directing

their course to one place, they scatter so completely,

that in half an hour after the opening of the doors

they are spread over the whole building. The diver-

sity of objects exhibited, and of peoples' tastes and
interests, account in some degree for this. Since I

last wrote you I have taken a leisurely survey of the

American department in the exhibition— indeed, I

have spent a portion of almost every day in it. It is

a much more meritorious exhibition than we get

credit for. There are a multitude of useful and in-

genious articles, but they are spread over so much
space, and are arranged so badly, that they make a

miserable appearance. The show of every other na-

tion's goods is about as compact and as well arran-

ged as the best ordered retail establishment in any
city ; but our articles are spread as if to make some-
thing of nothing, and they are placed, too, as if they

had fallen into their places by accident.

I have heard it said that our commissioners were
ashamed of the articles ; but in my opinion they had
much greater reason to be ashamed of the arrange-

ment of the articles they had. Our exhibitors, too,

have erred greatly in not sending with the articles a

competent person to show them and explain their

uses and merits—very few have done this. Agricul-

tural implements, for instance, are shown pretty ex-

tensively by two or three parties, but they sent no
one with them. Some agent was appointed in Lon-
don, but he could not attend daily in the exhibition,

hence no one could find out anything about them.

—

I have not seen, during all my stay, a single person

to give any information about these implements,

except in the case of one of McCormick's reapers,

just arrived, in charge of Mr. D. McKensie, of York,

Liv. Co., N. Y.
The expenses of our exhibition here cannot fail to

be great, judging from the number of commissioners

and assistants ; and my conviction is, that the credit

(?) we are earning is a poor compensation. I under-

stand that an effort is about to be made to get out
more articles, to fill up the space now empty. It is

a pretty time of the day to think of this, after the
exhibition has been open three months. It might
very well, and ought to have been thought of two
months ago.

Messrs. A. B. Allen k, Co., of New York, show
the most complete collection of agricultural imple-
ments, among which the light one horse ploivs attract
the most attention. English agriculturists have
never before seen so light an implement of this sort.

Everywhere I see them use a heavy iron plow be-
hind one horse in the culture of root crops. Already
several gentlemen from Scotland have expressed to

me their intention to procure one of these little plows.
Hussey's and McCormick's reapers, too, attract

much attention, and may possibly be introduced into

some parts of Great Britain. Their ridge and fur-

row system of culture will, I think, prove an obstacle
to the use of such machines.
Our chopping axes, manure forks, and garden

hoes, are also much admired.
There is a pretty good display of Cincinnati hams,

with •' directions for boiling." Spiced beef from
Louisville and Chicago. Family beef from New
York.

Samples of cotton from South Carolina, Georgia,
and Tennessee, and a case containing samples of
twenty or thirty different qualities from Jacobs,
Truesdell, k. Co., brokers. New York. The At-
lantic dock mills. New York, corn farina. Cole-
gate's pearl starch.

Mustard from M. M. Burrows, of Lexington, Ky.,
" peculiar for retaining its strength, purity, and pun-
gency, in all climates. For these properties the man-
ufacturer challenges the world."

A fine case of soda and water biscuit, and pilot

bread, from Washington, D. C, by Haaemer &t

Brother.
A jar of magnificent Ohio peaches, prepared by

M, J. LouDERBACK, of Cincinnati, " to be presented
to the Queen."
Two small and very imperfect collections of au-

tumnal leaves, from our native trees, one from Wood-
stock, Vt., and the other from Easton, Pa. The lat-

ter were named, the former not. If I had been in

the commissioner's place I would not have exhibited

either.

A cotton plant was exhibited from Alabama, with
the cotton on it, ready for gathering. From the

Pelham farm, on the Hudson, a very good collec-

tion of woods ; but they were badly exhibited —
thrown on the floor among flour barrels, minerals,

&-C., instead of being tastefully arranged in a case,

or on a stand.

The Maryland committee exhibit in a beautiful

oak and walnut case, arranged in excellent taste, a
very complete display of Maryland productions. No
other State has presented anything more satisfactory.

It includes fourteen or fifteen kinds of wood, samples
of wheat, oats, corn, and all grains grown in the

State
;
paper, silk, leather, nails, iron and copper

ore, machine and pressed brick, freestone, granite,

marble, fire proof brick, types and castings, salt petre,

stearine, magnesia, epsom salts, copperas, red lead,

pelt, flax thread, sand for building, dye stuffs, tobac-

co, fcc, fcc. All these articles were shown in a

very small space, but yet they conveyed a most sat-

isfactory idea of the natural productions and manufac-
tures of that State, and reflected much ci'edit on them.
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A very pooo colleclion of grains, perhaps the best

from our State, was shown by Thomas Bell, Esq.,

of Morrisania ; bnt we have no show of this kind

such as wc ought to have. Russia makes a magni-

ficent display of grains, and so does Scotland ; but I

will refer to them hereafter.

Our Genesee flour ranks high, if it does not stand

at the head, although from the continent there are

some remarkably line samples, and a multitude of

exquisitely fine preparations from flt)ur, such as mac-
caroni, vermicelli, and other forms of paste used in

soups.

Among miscellaneous articles that attract atten-

tion for novelty and mechanism I have noted — a

glass case containing the standard weights and meas-

ures of the United States, from Prof. Bachu, of

Washington. The weights are from 50 lbs. down
to the one ten-thousandth of an ounce avoirdupois,

and the measures from a half a bushel to a pint. A
few coaches, buggies, sulkies, sleighs, fcc, are ex-

hibited, all admired for their elegance of finish and

extreme lightness, but as a general thing the trim-

mings are two flashy, and lack that taste which we
find among French carriages. I think Russia pre-

sents the finest specimens of a sleigh. Whitmarsh's
portable bedstead was quite attractive. It can all be

put in a box eight by eighteen inches, and weighs
only 20 lbs., from the Patent merchandise Co., 249
Broadway. Another patent Jjedstead, the various

parts of which are put together in a remarkably sim-

ple manner, without screws or bolts, was well exhi-

bited, and appeared to excite much interest. A cir-

cular office tuhle from tlie South Carolina Rail Road
Co., Charleston, is a simple and beautiful thing. —
The pigeon holes for papers, fcc, revolves on a

pivot in the centre of the table, and persons sitting

writing can move it round as they desire. It is very
convenient, and the workmanship excellent— very

much admired. Several barrels of shoe pegs from

New Hampshire, excited no little curiosity. In reply

to the question, what would be done with them at the

close of the exhibition 1 Some yankee replied that

" they would probably be sold for seed oats." " ilr.

John Cai.n, of Rutland, Vt., ' a native of the Isle of

Man, now an adopted citizen of the United States,'
"

presents a case of white stone pencils, of which he

sells about 3,000,000 annually — the case to be pre-

sented to the Prince of Wales. Several very pretty

stoves and furnaces were exhibited, but of these the

English show is exceedingly rich. Our pails and

corn brooms have no competitors.

I must leave other articles unnoticed till a future

letter. P. B.

Cutting Bushes—"Old of the Moon," fee.

—

I have heard of this before. My father used to cut

some bushes at this time with success, and others

have written and commented upon the subject, add-

ing, " when the sign is in the heart." I do not mean
to laugh at this idea, because I believe there may be

truth and reason in it ; but the truth and reason of it

depend, I doubt not, on the fact that the willows on
which Mr. Curtis experimented, (see Farmer, page

190,) had done, or nearly done growing. If so, it

accords with my theory as a diOerence of a week
or two in the time of cutting, will not essentially

alTect the results, especially in the latter part of

the season, and with trees or shrubs approximating
a full growth. 11.

ANALYSIS OF THE PARSNEP - (Pastinaca Saliva.)

BY J. H. SALISBURY, M. D,

The specimens for analysis were furnished by Mr.
Douw, of Greenbush. They were large, fleshy,

crisp, and fine flavored. Length of root, 1 foot
;

widest diameter, 3 inches ; average length of tops,

29 inches.

Per ceiUage of water, dry matter, and ash.

Roots Tops.
Per centage of water, OD.oSO 89.125

dry matter, 9.450 10.875
" ash, 995 1.760
" ash in dry matter 10.529 1G.184

Inorganic Analysis of mot and tops.

^sh of root, m^sh of tops.

Carbonic acid, 28.20 23.51
Silicic acid, .65 .92

Phosphoric acid, 10.55 4.31

Phosphate of iron, 70 1.43
Lime, - 3.65 1.32
Magnesia,... 1.60 .51

Potash, 8.50 5.33
Soda 40.25 54..32

Chlorine,... 60 3.13
Sulphuric acid, 4.30 3.92

99.00 98.80

The inorganic matter of this plant is rich in soda,

potash, and phosphoric and sulphuric acids. The
analyses will indicate the kind of manure to be used.

Proximate organic analysis of root.

100 grains of root,

freah. Dry.
Water, 813.125
Fiber, 53.250 271.18
Sugar and extract, 88.000 466.03
Dextrine, 21.6-50 113.00
Casein, 1.500 7.93
Albumen,.. 9.250 18.84
Starch, 13.950 73.65
Resin 950 5.01
Gluten, 400 2.11
V'ellow coloring matter,. .200 1.06

Fat, 225 119

1002.500 1000.00

This root, as it will be seen from the analysis, is

rich in sugar, dextrine, starch, and albuminous mat-
ter, which fits it well to serve as food for stock.

Early and Late planted Peas.—"Every thing
in its time." In the spring of 181G, (I think it was,)
the summer of which was known as " the cold sum-
mer," my father planted his corn at the usual time
of planting, (there being a warm spell of a few days,)

after which a cold wet time followed, in consequence
of which much of the seed rotted in the ground, es-

pecially in the moister parts of the field. These
were replanted afterward.s, and at the time of hoeing,

(cultivators were not then in use,) the second plant-

ing appeared far more promising than the first ; and
it was generally remarked that nothing had been
gained, but much lost, by early planting. On ac-

count of the early cold in the fall, it was found nec-

essary to cut up the corn at the ground to save it

from the frost. Now the advantage of early planting

was manifest. While the late planted was just be-

ginning to be glazed, the early planted, in the

same hills, or in adjacent hills, was nearly ripe.

—

The difference was fully equal to the difference in

planting. I have noticed a similar difTorence several

times since. Age seems necessary to the maturity

of the crop. 11.
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inquiries anb ^nsiuers.

Messrs. Editors :—Yonr subscribers in this place would be
very greatly obliged if yon would state in the next number
of tile Farmer, the best method of supplying our apple, pear,

peach, plum, and cherry trees, with the sufiienanec necessary

to their healthy growth and early fruiting. We suppose the

analyses of Prof. Mmmons, found in Fart V, Agricultural Re-
ports, N. Y., indicate correctly the kind of food our trees

require. But how shall we apply the phosphates, the mag-
nesia, potasii, soda, and the acids? is the question we want
you should answer. Our town is new, the most of our fruit

trees set last spring, our soil much of it a tenacious gravelly

clay, with a few inches of vegtable mold on the surface.

—

On the hanks of the Grand River, which meanders our town,

the soil is a very rich alluvial, yielding large crops, of every

vegetable or grain committed to its trust. A. G.

—

Lansing,

Aug, 1851.

Your alluvial bottoms are doubtless rich enough in' their

virgin state, without any additional matter to supply all the

wants of growing fruit trees ; but uplands, and especially

such as have been tilled, will contain less potash, plvosphate

of lime, and other earthy salts, than is desirable. Forest

trees extract these minerals from the soil where they grow,

and their ashes and leaves yield the best natural food for

young apple, pear, peach, plum, cherry, and quince trees.

Except on old and impoverished fields, rotten leaves or mold

from some other source may be omitted, but ashes never

come amiss on ordinary soils. They should be evenly spread

at least six feet beyond the extent of the tree top all round

from the trunk. In all soils that lack lime, this substance

should be mixed with the ashes half and half. Do not be

Gvcr-anxious to bring your trees into early bearing : this can

be done by checking their growth. A tree that makes wood
rapidly cannot at the same time organize a large crop of fruit.

The science of root and top-pruning has for its object the wise

adjustment of the wood-making and fruit-i>earing functions of

a tree. It is rare indeed that we find a fruit-grower who is

master of this science, which implies a thorough knowledge

of vegetable physiology and of the food of all trees and plants,

as well as of the art of pruning. Those that know the pro-

prietor of this journal, will not believe that any personal

considerations could induce him to urge every one that has

a fruit tree, or intends to have one, to study Mr. Barry's
book on this subject, if it was not regarded as a truly valua-

ble work. Feeling a deep interest in the success of fruit

culture in the United States, we intend to review this per-

formance at our earliest leisure. The fiuidamental princi-

ples of sylva-culture and fruit-culture should be universally

known in this country ; and our cheap Farmer, with the

large experience and professional skill of Mr. Barry, is ad-

mirably adapted to the widest possible dissemination of

knowledge on this branch of rural industry.

Messrs. Epitors :—Our wheat has been injured very much
in this section by what is here called the blight, or rot in the

head. The first appearance of it is when the berry is in the
milk.- A single berry in the head turns white and soon
spreads till from one-fourth to the whole of the head is dead.
The wheat turns white and mouldy when affected, while
the remaining part is good. Early winter and late spring

wheat are least affected. The disease is quite general in the

State, and the crops full half destroyed. Some varieties of
spring wheat arc injured more than others. On examining
my wheat, I find under the husk, and near the joint, an egg,

or maggot, in color like a flax seed, though less in size. In

some straws, I find a small worm nearly white, and in some
roots appear.in^es of the work of insects, while many of the

stalks with blighted heads appear good and free from disease.

Many attribute the disease to atmospheric causes. If you
can give us any information on the subject, it would be very
acceptable to one of your readers at least. Gkorge Sikes.—Sharon, Wis.. Aug.. 1051.

P. S.—Can you recommend any work that treats of insects

that are injurious to the farmer. G. S.

Dr. Harris's work on the insects of Massachusetts is re-

commended to our correspondent.

Eds. Gkn. Farmer :—As you give very good advice to your
readers, and tell them how they can raise twice as much as

they have been raising on the same quantity of land,

please tell them how to get a good price for it after they have
it raised. I would like to know whether one hundred bush-
els from five acres, at .$1.00 per bu., would not be better

than two hi'ndred bushels, at 50 cts., from the same number
of acres? Everything tiuit is written in the Genesee Far-

mer is good advice to the farmer ; but suppose every farmer
in the United States was to adopt the plan laid down by
yourself, the consequence would be double crops, and, in

many places, more than four limes as much wheat as there

now is—and there is more raised now than the farmer can
sell at a fiiir price. Please inform your readers how to in-

crease the consumption. Probably they might feed it to

slock; or, possilily, if there were more factories built tind

put into operation some would quit farming and go into more
profitable business. The majority of the people of this coun-
try arc farmers, and tliey certainly could do something if

they only knew how. At any rate they could make laws
that would operate more favorably on their interests than the

present ones do. H.

Our correspondent asks one or two important questions.

To prevent an over stock of wheat and other staples, the

farmers must diversify their jiroducts— grow more wool,

horses, mules, and hogs. Consumption will increase with

production, provided the things produced meet the wants of

the home and foreign markets, ftlechanical and manufac-

turing industry ought to be increased and greatly extended

in this country, as we doubt not they soon will be. Farmers

pay loo little attention to legislation, but it is a way they

have, and it is not our province to find fault with them on

that score. Their greatest error consists in cultivating too

much land, not in growing too much wheat and corn, hay

and potatoes, per acre. They foster all the agencies that

tend to weaken the vital force in potato plants and deteriorate

other crops, and study not the laws of nature and of nature's

God, but the almighty dollar. Money, not wisdom, is what

we seek. Nothing has been worse abused in this republic

than the noble science of political economy. It is the foot-

ball of pettifogging politicians.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—Though neither an acquaintance or a

subscriber to your paper, I presume so far upon the interest

you are likely to feel in agricultural aflTairs, as to make the

following inquiries. Having observed in an extract from the

Genesee Farmer, that specimens of gypsum from Tennessee

and Alabama had been examined, I wish you, as the most

direct way of ascertaining the locality of the quarry, to in-

form me of the whereabouts, and all other particulars, of the

gypsum found in Tennessee. The article has not been used

in this section, so fiir as I know, and I am very desirous of

making some experiments with it.

While writing. I may as well inquire whether it is the

custom, in your State, to rely on volunteer clover, or whether

the land is invariably re-seeded. Your attention to this mat-

ter, will confer a favor on a former. N. L. Thomas.—io?J^-

view, Teim., Aug., 1851.

No one depends on " volunteer clover" at the north, ex-

cept so far as seed may fall from ripe plants and thereby re-

seed the ground. Clover seed is generally sown in the

spring on winter wheat, say from the last of February to the

first of May. It is sometimes put in with wheat in autumn.

The gypsum alluded to was from Chattanooga, on the Ten-

nessee river ; but, as we have since learned, it came from

western Virginia down the Tennessee river, and not from a

bed in Tennessee. The article is pure and valuable.

Messrs. EdituKS :— Our cattle are dying with the bloody

and dry murrain, and as I have not seen anything in your

paper for its cure, or a preventive, I should like to know if

there is any. Solon Harris.—Lenox, Midi., Aug., 1851.

We have heard more than usual complaint, this season, of

mortality among cattle, and should be thankful if some ex-

perienced stock grower would write one or two articles on

the treatment of murrain. We shall discuss the subject in

future numbers, and desire all the information within our

reach for the benefit of our readers.
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Eds. Gen. Farmer :—I have rend the Farnier f r some time

past, and have been both pleased and instructed. In an es-

pecial manner have 1 felt a deep inioresl in what liMlc

has been said on the subject of Sorrel. I l:ave a fit-Id the

soil of which is composed of a gravelly :ind siutdy lo:im,

abounding in that pernicious perrenial, sorrel, which too of-

ten is the index to a poor, sour, and diseased stale of the

soil. Doubtless all land abounding in sorrel is more or less

sour. To remedy this evil it is necessary to apply such

manure or mineral as will neutralize the acid and destroy,

or prevent, its formation in the soil. Some of your corres-

pondents tell us that "caustic lime" will have this elfect.

—

If so, will you please inform me what is the probable small-

est quantity per acre that will destroy this troubler, and

hav^ a decidedly good efiect upon the crop and soil
;
and

what is the best method of applying it. Your opinion thro'

the Farmer, will be gratefully received, and much oblige

myself, and, doubtless, others interested. Chas. B. Hal-
STKAD.— West Tvirn. N. Y., Aug., 1851.

The quantity of recently slaked lime which can be profit-

ably applied to an acre of land that lacks calcareous matter,

depends entirely on the cost of the article. In some places,

a bushel of fVesh lime from the kiln may be had for eight or

ten cents, which is near the field where the mineral is to be

used. In other cases no lime can be had short of hauling it

many miles, while it costs fifteen or tw^enty cents a busliel

where burnt. An article that varies from six up to sixty

cents a bushel, must be used as a fertilizer in all quantities,

according to circumstances. Mr. Patterson, the celebrated

breeder of Devon cattle near Baltimore, has applied 200 bu.

per acre on 1000 acres, at a cost of 20 cts. a bushel, making

the investment of §40,000 for lime alone. Before this appli-

cation was made, the old tobartoo-impovcrished plantation

bore little beside sorrel and sassafras ; now it yields from 20

to 30 bushels of wheat per acre and clover in proportion.

—

On sour soils we should not think of using less than fifty

bushels per acre, and should much prefer one hundred.

—

All lands which are inclined to be wet, should be well

drained before limeing. The lime should be spread broad-

cast and either harrowed or plowed in at the time of seeding.

The oil of vitriol, or sulphate of iron, (copperas) with an

excess of acid, is the most abundant source of sourness in

soils, where there is not an excess of vegetable matter.

—

Lime takes up all the excess of acid, whether mineral or or-

ganic, and the salt formed with this alkaline earth is a vain-

able food of plants. There is a vast area of improved lands

in this country that lack calcareous matter, which sooner or

later will be supplied. In a soil that contains no lime, ten

tons ofcarbonate, or five and a half of caustic lime added to

an acre, will give but one per cent, ten inches in depth.

—

This quantity at least ought to exist in all arable soils.

Messrs. Editors :—I shall be greatly obliged if you will in-

form me, through the columns of the Farmer, some method
of destroying iMay weed in wheat, Oscar F. Haley.—
Bprmgport, Mich., July, 1851.

May weed, like many others, is not easily eradicated.

—

Pains must be taken never to let a plant shed its seed on the

ground ; and then so soon as all in the soil have germinated,

no more will grow. The seeds of weeds should be kept off

the land—out of the earth—to prevent their injury to crops.

It is n serious loss of labor, and waste of mojioy, to permit

weeds of any kind to go to seed, and allow their ripe seeds

to be scattered by winds, birds, the plow and harrow and in

dung spread over fields, until the whole farm is as foul as it

well can be. Cut all weeds when they first come into blos-

som, and never allow one to mature its seeds. This, with

clean tillage, will soon eradicate them.

Messrs. Editors ;—Will you, or some of your correspond-
ents, furnish to the readers of the Farmer, through its col-

umns, a plan of a rat-proof granary of suitable size for an
ordinary farm, with dimensions, capacity, &:c. You will

thereby greatly oblige at least one of them.
Waukeslia, Wis., Aug., 1851.

Messrs. Editors :—I have a boy 14 years old that wishes
to become a complete, practical, and scientific gardener, nur-

seryman, and farmer. Doubtful of my own ability properly

to direc t his course, i take the liberty to nsk you for infoi-

ination on the subject. Will you advise inc whether to put

him vvitli some good nurseryman, or send him tirst to an ag-

ricnltiir;il school, and if ilio latter, where can i lind one that

will be within the reach of a moderate purse : or, in other

words, what course of study and practice do you ad\i.se lor

the purpose mentioned, and where can ihe eduftition be got ?

The crops in the northern part of Illinois are about as fol-

lows : Wheat, spring, about half a crop—a better yield than

for the last two years, Tho Hedgerow wheat has generally

suffered from the blight. The lifo Grande, and other sorts,

but little. Winter wheat, where sown, has generally turned

out a fair crop, though but little of it sown—not oue farmer

in fifty sowing any winter wheat in this country. Oats have
produced enormously—there never was a better crop. In-

dian corn will do well where the land has been well culti-

vated. From the constant rains much of the corn land has

been suflered to be overrun with weeds, Karley has proved
a good crop, tho' but little of it grown. Potatoes early plant-

ed, and late planted, are almost entirely struck wiih liie rot.

Of fruits, apples are about the only crop that have done well,

and there are so few orchards that they do not amount to

much. Pumpkins, and kindred vines, have done nothing.

Hay abundant.
N. B.—Twice as much corn and oats ground planted here

this year than usual ; a much less quantity of wheat sown.
A decided improvement. C

—

Junction, III., Sejt. 2. 18.51,

We have many letters asking advice about the professional

education of sons and wards ; and few men have labored

more earnestly, or longer, to promote the establishment of

good agricultural schools in different States. Why cannot

the intelligent and enterprising farmers of Illinois get up such

an institution ? The nursery business pays well in the

hands of men who really understand it, and are good finan-

ciers ; and for many years to come, forest-culture will be a

profitable pursuit, for the present generation is death on

American forests. Science will have to repair at some fu-

ture day, the damage done by ignorance at this lime, and in

preceding years.

Messrs. Editors. — In looking over some books &-c. one
day, I found apiece in the Genesee Farmer, vol. 8, page 275,

which has interested me considerable, iicadcd " IV'orthern

Rice." I have a piece of land at the foot of a swamp, which
is overflowed by the water from it, the swamp has ditches in

it, which convey the water through the piece of land ; but

tiiere being liigh ground around this lot it leaves no chance

for it to drain, and in the spring it looks like a lake. How-
ever, I have dug a ditch nearly six feet deep, from it through

the high ground, (it being of the hardest gravel,) which
drained it last spring in time to sow oats on all but two acres,

which is very low in the center of the lot, it will however
get dry in August, F'rom what I can learn, I should think

the wild rice would grow there well. Can you or some of

your correspondents inform me, and others in the same pre-

dicament, wiiether the land is suitable for it or not, the mode
cultivation, where the seed can be obtained, how much per

acre, what the grain would be worth in market, and oblige

a subscriber. Henry C, Aiigate.—Eaut Betluiny, Gen.

Co., N. Y., July, 1851,

Eds, Gen, Farmer :—Will you, or some of your numerous
correspondents, publish in the Farmer the proper time for

suckering corn, vviiii regard to growth and not date, as it ri-

pens earlier in some sections than others.

Again : Notwithstanding much has been said in regard to

swamp muck, still I um in doubt as regards its utility as a

manure. I have several acres by the side of a pond, which
has been for several ages accumulating, and is from one to

twenty feet deep, I have dug and put in piles, hut it does

not rot. Will some one who understands its nature please

inform me how I can make it useful as a manure. Is there

anything that I can mix with it to cause decomposition ?

S. Wheelock.— Calais, O., July, 1851.

Messrs, Editors :— I wish to gain some knowledge with

regard to Mustard raising. I am a young farmer and there-

fore require the whole proceeding, from planting until ready

for market. Wilmam P. Schenck.—Naa Washmgton,
Crawford Co., O., 1851.



Messrs. Editors :—I shall be greatly obliged if'you will in-

form me through the columns of your valuable paper, of

some method of killing Tanzcy. I have a small patch

which does not appear to spread unless plowed. It has been
plowed for a number of years, and if you, or any of your
many subscribers, can give any information on the subject,

you will greatly oblige a Subscriber.

Salt it well and it will die. Mowing and burning, if prac-

ticable, will aid in destroying it.

S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

The World's Fair and thr Yacht America.—The
eclipsing character of the American people for labor-

saving inventions, and time-saving locomotion, could

not he better illustrated by a volume of argument,
than by the premiums given at the World's Fair to

Mears &l Prouty's Plow and McCormick's Reaper.
As if to put the nub on, or as the French say, mis le

cornble, to American triumphs in the premises,

aqaatic England is all astounded at this time by the

superior fleetness of an American Yacht ; and what
is the most wonderful of all is, that instead of a close

race, where Greek meets Greek, the triumph of the

Yankee is set down not by fathoms, but by miles and
leagues. With a generosity truly admirable, the

American Yucht instead of taking the wind of John
Bull, which she had a right to do, courteously passed
to leeward of the chase relying on her superior fleet-

ness to bring her to windward again.

The forav on Cuba.—The country laments the
sad fate of the brave, but deluded, men who embarked
in the Lopez expedition to revolutionize Cuba. Much
indignation is expended on the very few American
newspaper editors who falsely represented the inhab-
itants of Cuba as being in revolt against Spain. But
methinks it is as well to leave these men to their

own remorse, which, at this time at least, must be
sufficient for them.
Our Cereal Crops.—A masterly farmer from the

rich and fertile plateau of Romulus, comes down
upon me with a wet sail for saying too much in favor

of our present wheat and Indian corn crop. So far

as relates to wheat, I plead guilty of a want of

correct advices, at that time ; it is now pretty

generally conceded that the wheat crop is below
the average of good crops, in Seneca county at

least. I still contend that Indian corn is, or might
have been under proper culture, a large crop. In

twenty years I have not had as large a growth of

well filled ears as at the present season. But, per-

haps there never was a season since 1816 when corn

needed more attention, in order to secure the maxi-
mum yield. Even a dry, well manured soil would
have failed, this cool, wet season, to fill the ears well,

had not all barren stalks and suckers been early re-

moved. Corn thus treated, will fill better stand both

drouth and wet better, and ripen a fortnight earlier

than corn in the next row equally as well hoed, if

suffered to go unshorn of suckers and barren stalks.

I have no need to dilate on the philosophy of this

theory, as repeated experiment has placed the fact

beyond question.

Farmers Products— Prospects of Prices.—
When the prices of breadstufts rule high in New
York, the consumption of flour, even at home, is in-

finitely less, and the export to foreign countries

nothing, compared with the great export under the

present extreme, and I may say unprecedented, low

prices. Our expart of the products of the United

States from JNew York alone, for the month of July

this year, amounts to nearly three and a quarter
millions of dollars. During the past year France has
been our greatest competitor in the supply of wheat
and flour to England. But at the present extreme
low prices in the United States, France will hardly
compete with us ; the resull will be that our export
of wheat, flour, and Indian corn, the coming year,
will be unprecedently large, and the longer low pri-

ces rule, the greater the export and the more the
market will be relieved ; so that those farmers who
have good wheat will be safe in holding it lor an im-
proved price. I take it that the ultimate point of
depressed prices is already reached, from whence a
rise is certain. Indian corn, heretofore unused and
almost unknown in Great Britain, is now received
therefrom the United States to the amount of mil-
lions of bushels ; and as a shipper of this cereal the
United States has no competitor. Our own home
consumption of breadstuff's is enormous and daily

increasing. Perhaps no country on the face of the
earth ever progressed faster in commercial enterprise
and manufacturing industry than these United States
—no country can boast of the same rapid increase of
fixed machinery. Our cotton fabrics compete suc-
cessfully with those of England in many foreign mar-
kets. New England manufactures eight million
pounds of wool from Ohio alone. Our shipwrights,
founders, and machinists, furnish steam ships, steam
engines, and machinery, to many foreign nations

;

even the two little towns of Waterloo and Seneca
Falls already manufacture fabrics of cotton, wool, and
iron, to an amount approaching a million of dollars

annually.

My last " notes for the month" were shorn of some
remarks on the pertinacity of certain political econo-
mists who gave the reader one side of the picture,

which mystified, rather than elucidated, the other.

—

I may be wrong, but I cannot resist the idea that our
agricultural papers are a little too thin skinned when
they demur to a .summary of current events, merely
because an incident in political economy is attempted
to be explained, palliated, or controverted. Waterloo,
JV. Y., Sept., 1851.

Peat as a Manure.—At a "Farmers' Club," held
in W. in the winter of '49, the subject of peat being
under discussion, one gentleman remarked, that

when a youth, he assisted his father in removing
from its bed, about a hundred loads of peat, which
thoy spread over a field the soil of which was a
sandy loam, the sand being in excess. It was taken
out in the fall, thrown in small heaps about the field,

and left in this condition till the time of plowing in

the spring, when it was spread over the ground and
plowed under, and the field was then planted with
corn. During the whole season they watched for

the effect, and " tried to believe" that the corn was a
little better on that part of the field where the peat

had been thrown, than on other portions. The sec-

ond season showed a manifest, though not a great
diff'erence ; and the third, a greater ; and so on, in-

creasing for several years ; and for twenty years, a
difference was distinctly discernable in favor of the

portion of the field on which the peat had been
thrown. He attributed the small advantage for the

first few years, to the presence of an acid in the peat,

which was gradually neutralized by the summer sun.

The addition of a quantity of lime would doubtless

have rendered it immediately beneficial. H.

—

Down
East, 1851.
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THE CAUSE-AGAIN.

Eds. Gkn. Farmer :— I most licartily concur in the

sentiment " tiiat agriculture lias been too much neg-
lected in this country^ and has been considered a

matter of too little impo'rtance to attract the attention

of scientific men." Our farmers, tcto, may not have
"properly respected their calling," and the "sons of

farmers, possessing the most inquiring minds, may
have abandoned the occupations of their fathers to en-

gage in other pofessions or pursuits." Let us suppose
also, that the reverse of this has been existing among
the farmers of England and Scotland

;
yet instead

of admitting it to be the cause, I consider it to be

only among the consequences growing out of the

cause, which has retarded our farmers in the march
of agricultural improvement, the cause itself still ex-
isting, the subject of the most'interesting inquiry. —
That inquiury has long engaged the attention of
many of the best men of our country ; it has long
been made the subject of special examination by
committees, in both our national and state legisla-

tures. And the only conclusion they have ever ar-

rived at by their examinations, has been "that our
farmers are wanting in some peculiar kind of educa-
tion. Mr. Barclay, a distinguished Scotch travel-

ler, imputed our backward state of agriculture to our
peculiar soil and climate. Mr. Nicholas Biddlb
impute 1 it to the peculiar pecuniary circumstances
of our farmers. Professor Johnston imputed it to

some peculiar characteristic of our agricultural pop-
ulation. The cause, however, can not be imputed
to a want of education, as in this respect our people
exceed those of Europe, and Mr. Cobden has very
recently admitted that our peasantry are as far above
those of England and Scotland in point of education,
as they are behind them in the state of agricultural
improvement. It can not be imputed to soil and cli-

mate, as ours though better on an average, than that
of England and Scotland, in New England it is not
80. It can not be imputed to pecuniary circumstan-
ces, for while the farming in England is carried on
by the tenantry, it is here carried on by the land
owners themselves. It cannot be imputed to any
national characteristic, as in no other respect except
in agriculture have our people shown themselves in-

ferior to that of any other people in the world. It

cannot be imputed to the fact that all our farmers are
ignorant of the agricultural improvement in Europe,
for Mr. Barclay tells us, that in visiting several in-
telligent Scotch emigrants, he found that instead of
tlieir having profited by their knowledge of the im-
provements in agriculture in Scotland, he found
them to have degenerated into the system they found
in operation here. The course what ever it may be,

must arise from some circumstances in which the
people of those countries are differing materially from
us. What those circumstances are, is most desira-
ble to ascertain. To increase the spirit of inquiry
upon that subject, is one of the objects I have in call-

ing public attention to it in the way I do. If it is a
fact, as I understand you (Mr. Editor) to more than
intimate, in the July number of your paper, " that the
pursuit of agriculture is more honorable or profitable
in England or Scotland than it is here," that alone
would be circumstance enough to place us far behind
them in the state of agricultural improvement. If
such should [irove to be the fact, the next inquiry
would be, whether that is a cause admitting of a
remedy. To ascertain that fact, it would be most

desirable that some one acquainted witji the minutia
of the farming in the diflcrent countries should favor
us with a comparison. An Old Farmer. -^i/<7/s-
dale, JV. F., ,dug., 1851.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—In 1833 a bill was introduced
into the Legislature of this State, providino- for the
establishment of a State Agricultural School. Its
necessity was pressed upon the Legislature as the
great and important remedy for the backward state
of our agricultural improvements. The bill, however,
received very little favor or notice from that Legisla-
ture. In 1834 the subject was again pressed upon
the legislature, by quite a number of petitions, but
the agricultural committees in each branch refused
to consider it favorably. The friends of the measure
then procured the appointment of a joint committee,
composed of five members of the house, and three of
the senate, to whom it was referred. By them the
subject was discussed in all its bearings, and a report
was drawn up, expressing certain sentiments, and
concluded by recommending the passage of the bill
of 1833. Thomas Hertkll and Charles L. Liv-
LNGSTON, of New York, John Sujdam, of Ulster, and
one other of the committee signed the report

; but
Albert II. Tracy, and two others (the latter 'both
farmers, ) refused to do so. Having the honor to be one
of the committee myself, and although I disapproved
of some of the statements expressed in the report,
and of some of the details in the bill, after some hes-
itation, I was prevailed upon to sign the report,
which gave it a majority of the committee. The
subject, however, received very little favor in either
branch of the legislature, and died without even a
discussion. It become from that time, however, a
subject of mu:;h interest to me, and I have never
heard it agitated by legislators, travellers or others
without giving it my serious attention. That the
subject of agricultural improvement is one of the
greatest importance, every body must concede ; that
it is a subject difiicult to be understood, the great di-
versity of opinion will demonstrate

; that it is a sub-
ject that may be understood, I candidly believe ; that
a right understanding of it is necessary to elevate
the agriculture of our country to its proper position,
there cannot be a doubt ; that a national agricultu-
ral congress, such as you mention in the August
number of your paper, in which all the interests of
agriculture would be discussed, would do much to
elicit that light necessary to a right understanding
of the subject, I am much inclined to believe, and as
far as my humble influence is concerned, I am ready
to join in recommending its adoption. To interest
farmers in the subject, a system should be devised,
and presented for their consideration. There should
be town, county, state, and national associations. —
Farmers should be taught that, whatever their num-
bers in the nation, without the aid of associations
all their eflbrts to any end, are exerted only as indi-
viduals, and of course impotent. Whereas, in the
midst of associated deliberations, the wisdom and
experience of all the farmers of the country may be
concentrated in devising the means of agricultural
improvement, and the influence of all may"be exerted
in procuring such acts as may promote their inter-
ests, and in opposing such as may work their injury.
John F. CoLhi:i.— Hillsdale, Columbia Co., j\\ Y.,
August, 1851.

t
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WINTER WOEK, &o

Messrs. Editors :—It is a good maxim and a just

rule, that every one ought to contribute something
for favors received, and especially agriculturists, who
are very much dependant upon the experience of oth-

ers, as set forth in the various agricultural works
among us, for a judicious improvement of their own
means. And now that winter is about setting in,

farmers are called upon to make a change in their

business ; instead of hauling manure, ploughing and
making under-drains, &lc., we are to turn our atten-

tion to the stock, to see that all have good fare,

warm shelter, plenty of straw for beds, salt in their

troughs, and many other matters that seem small,

but by spring will amount to much.

My method of doing up the winter work is this :

I stable all my neat stock, nights and stormy weather,
from the begining to the end of winter. My sheep,

about one hundred and twenty-five, are furnished with
sheep-barns, the lower story of which is made of good
mason work, from four to five feet high, with hay-
loft above and gangway through the center, through
which fodder is conveyed into boxes made after the

most approved plan—the boxes making a division of

the flock, say twenty-five in a pen, with a yard at-

tached for each flock, with plenty of water, which
makes it very pleasant caring for the flock, with a
great saving of fodder. Thus situated, lambs can be
raised at any time of the year. Mine are dropped about
the 20th of March, the yearning season being over
with and the lambs all smart before turning to grass.

No running out in a cold storm in May to gather them
up—no soaking in warm water and rolling them up
in flannel, &c. We keep two span of horses. The
large span is not put up winters at all, but run loose

in the yard and under sheds, with coarse feed until

near s])ring, when they are fed right and are new
again for spring and summer work. By the way, the

wood is all got up when it is good wheeling in the

summer, and the boys go to school in the winter

—

that is all.

My farm consists of one hundred and fifty acres,

all surveyed off into lots, with a map of the whole,
by H. L. Smith, surveyor. All the lots, with the

exception of the orchard, are more or less under-
drained, with the very best results. In the December
number of the Farmer, I noticed a communicatin from
C. W., Lake Grove, giving it as his opinion that

filling up the ditch within one foot of the surface

with small sized stones is the best way of making
under-drains, giving as reasons : 1st, That it is

cheaper. 2d, That it is not so liable to be filled up
by rats and mice.

In the first place, very much depends on the scar-

city or abundance of the material ; for myself, how-
ever, I am not convinced of its truth under any cir-

circumstance. In the second place, that rats and
mice are not as likely to fill it up as they are throat
drains

; I am not a convert to any such theory, hav-
ing had too much practice in maldng under drains to

believe that rats and mice will dig two feet below the
surface to fill up a throat four inches square where
there is a good current of water, and not dig one foot

and fill in earth so as to stop the water where it must
run very sluggishly, to say the least. Another objec-

tion to having the stone so near the surface is, my
plow would come within one or two inches of the

stones and make it liable to wash through, and then
an end to the drain ; and subsoiling would be out of

the question. My experience in draining, brought
me to the conclusion that a drain three feet deep,
with sloping sides ten inches at the bottom, with a
throat from four to six inches, covered as it should
be, is the best. A.«^anley.— CZarA:so?i, JY. Y,

The following interesting article on Sewerage was
sent us by a friend, with a request to publish. It is
taken from a London paper.

A Sewerage Experiment.—Lately, Mr. Richard Dover,
of 29 New Street, Spring-gardens, exhibited to a party of
gentlemen at the Essex wharf, Temple pier, his proposed
plan of deputrifying and rendering available for agricultural
purposes the sewerage of the metropolis and of large towns.
Mr. Dover's apparatus is exceedingly simple. In this onse a
large tank capable of holding 300 gallons was erected over
the Essex street sewer, just where it Hows into the river

;

and this, by means of a hand pump, was rapidly tilled with
water of the filthiest description, and of u most loathsome
smell. The deputrifying ingredients (which cost, it was
said only Gd.) had been already placed in the tank, and the
sewerage, as fast as it flowed into it., was deprived of its oftcn-
sive, but, agriculturally speaking, its valuable panicles,
which were at once precipitiited at the bottom. A stop cook
was then turned, and the fluid making its way through a fil-

tering medium placed in a second tank beneath the first,

was exhibited, in a somewhat turbid state, it was true, but
perfectly void of the unpleasant odour which it had possess-
ed a minute before, Another filtration rendered the water
perfectly clear and limpid. The deposit which had been
left at the bottom of the first tank was removable by with-
drawing a plug, and by a process, also proposed by Mr. Do-
ver, who explained, to be convertible in tliree days into a
black powder as portable and inoxious as soot or lime,
whilst its fertilizing power was said to be little inferior to
the Peruvian guano. The experiment appeared to be per-
fectly satisfactory, and the plan feasible enough. The plan
appears to solve the question of what shall be done with
the sewerage of London, without resorting to the costly and
difficult expedients which are component features of other
schemes. Mr. Dover calculates that by his plan a hand-
some revenue would be derivable to the different munici-
palities. He proposes that they should let off the works to

private speculators by public auction ; and he estimates
that the profits from the twelve sewers in the late West-
minister commission would be £200,000 per annum. He rates
the value of the manure arising from the population of the
United Kingdom at £52,000,000 a year, most of which is at
present wasted, but might be saved by the adoption of his
proposals : and he thinks that the government might derive
a revenue of more than £8,000,000 from this source. But
this would seem to be the least advantages of the plan. —
With "British guano'' at £.5 per ton, the farmer of this
country could, in the opinion of the highest authorities,
grow wheat at a profit for 40j. per quarter and the crop
doubled. Here, then, is affording ''relief to British agri-

culture,"' by which a most important step would also be ta-

ken to improve the sanitary condition of our large towns
;

and all without costing the rate-payers a single shilling, or
advancing the price of a poor man's loaf, a single penny.

Gapes in Chicke.ns.—Messrs. Editors

:

—A cor-

respondent writes from Pennsylvania, asking hov/ to

prevent gapes in chickens. I have kept fowls for

28 years, I raise from 12 to 60 chickens a year, and
keep from 22 to 60 fowls over winter, and never have
had any have the gapes. Last fall my son exchanged
some chickens with a neighbor, and in a few days
one was attacked with the gapes. I used Cnyenne
pepper ground fine, with lard, but with no eflect—it

died in three or four days. Last fall I inquired of

my neighbor's son whether they had raised many
chickens. He said he could raise but few, for they
died of the gapes.

When the chicken is hatched I remove it from the

nest, and with my thumb nail I pinch oft' the little

shell on the point of its beak. Let them eat anything
that they will—Indian meal wet with water, I con-
sider best. J. S. C.

—

Bentonville, J\\ Y., 1851.
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EXPERIMENTS.—POTATO ROT.

Lv THR Mass. Plougliman is a brief article from a

correspondent who, inquiring about the cause of the

potato rot, says, " his potatoes have not rotted,

while a^l tlie fields around him are badly afTccted."'

As a remedy he u~ed " a gill of salt and a little plas-

ter on each hill." He does not know "whether his

success is owing to the salt, the plaster, or both uni-

ted ; to a new soil, absence of barn manure, or a

mixture of various kind of potatoes planted together."

My object in this communication is two-fold ; to

urge upon farmers the necessity of careful experi-

ments ; and also to suggest a plan by which the ex-

periments of others, or any other important practical

hints may be rendered available for future use.

1st. Experiments; enough has doubtless been said

on this subject to render further remarks unneces-
sary, if due attention were paid to what has already

been written. The subject however, seems to re-

quire "line upon line," as the above experiment
shows. The experimenter does not know, k.c.—
Then what is the use of the experiment ? It has
settled no disputed question, and the world is very
little wiser than it was before. Experiments should
always be made for the purpose of settling some
doubtful or disputed point, in regard to the subject to

which they relate. To have rendered the above ex-
periment serviceable to others, or even to the author
himself, some variety should have been used, for

which there was abundant room in the use of the two
substances

; thus, commencing at one side of his
field, he should have used, say, on the first row sait,

on ihe second plaster, on the third the mixture, and
on the fourth nothing ; and continued this succes-
sion several time?, either on the same side, or in dif-

ferent parts of the field. This would have gone far

towards determining the value, absolute or relative,

of the different substances applied. To render such
experiments still more satisfactory, it would also be
necessary to regard the different kinds of soil, and
bow the results were affected by this difference. The
labor would be trifling compared with the value of

the results ; much less than it would appear from
reading this direction. The record might either be
kept in writing, in a small book kept for the purpose,
or by setting up at the end of the rows, slicks suit-

ably marked, and secured in their places, and should
be made in the field and at the time of making the
application ; that there might be no mistake.

2d. How the experiments of other.*, and other val-
uable hints may be rendered available. This sug-
gestion may appear superfluous ; and yet it seems to

be necessary from the frequent inquiries fur informa-
tion that has already been given. My plan is, to
take a small blank book, (a sheet of fooi"s-cap folded
in octavo form and stiched together will answer,)
put down in this any hints that may be offered, or
suggested, in regard to the management or cultiva-
tion of any vegetable

; (I keep no animals ;) any
new thougiit gathered from reading or conversation;
experiments intended to be tried, kc. I would say,
keep ahso on some part of it an index, or reference
table, by which not only any subject in your agricul-
tural papers, (for I take it for granted you j)reserve
them,) but al.'^o any new and important thought you
may meet with in the body of an article, "may be
found by having in your "memorandum book" a rec-
ord of number, page, fcc. A valuable hint, experi-
ment, rec-ipt, kc, is often found in an " old news-

paper," or fragment of one. Cut it out and fasten

it with a wafer in a blank book, or on a blank leaf of

a book, where it can be referred to when wanted
;

and make it a part of your business occasionally to

look over your papers, (having had them bound,) iu

order to revive your recollections of those subjects

that most intimately concern you. H.

—

Down East,
Aug., 1851.

AGRICULTURAL CIRCULAR FROM PATENT OFFICE.

The Commissioner of Patents has issued a Circular

desiring farmers to furnish answers to the following

questions :—the replies to be forwarded before the

1st of January,giving the name of Post office, County,

and State from which the answers are sent. The
U. S. Census will furnish reliable data as to the

quantity of grain and other crops, the number of do-

mestic animals, kc, so that such questions are

omitted in the circular.

IVheat.—Is guano Ui?ed in the production of this

crop ? And, if so, what is the gain in bushels per

100 lbs. of the manure? What the average i>roduct

per acre—time of seeding and of harvesting—prepar-

ation of seed, and quantity used per acre—how many
times and how deep do you plow— is the yield per

acre increasing or dimishing—your system of rota-

tion in crops—best remedies for Hessian flies and
weevils—average price at your nearest market in

1851.

Corn.—Is guano used in the production of this

crop ? If so, in what way is it applied ? What is

the gain in bushels per 100 lbs. of guano? State

tiie average product per acre—cost of produc'ion

per Bushel—state the best system of culture—best

method of feeding, whether whole or ground, cooked

or raw. State, if you can, how much grain the ma-
nure formed b}' ten bushels of corn consume! by hogs

will add to an acre, if carefully saved and skilfully

applied, at or before the time of planting.

Oals, Barley, Ri/e, Peas and Beans. — Average
yield of these several crop* per acre—quantity of

seed used—which crop least exhausting tc land—are

peas cultivated as a renovating crop, and, if so, with
what success ?

Clover and Grasses.—Quantity of hay cut per

acre—best fertilizers for meadows and pastures—the

grass seeds preferred in laying down meadows—cost

of growing hay per ton.

Dairy Husbandry.—Average yearly pro.-luce of

butter or cheese per cow—comparative cost per lb. of

making butter and cheese—treatment of milk and

cream—mode of churning—of putting down butter

for market—average price of butter and of cheese.

A'cat Cattle.—Cost of rearing till 3 years old

—

usual price at that age—value of good dairy cows in

spring and in fall—how many pounds of beef will 100

lbs. of corn produce— will a given amount of food

yield more meat in a Durham, Devon, or Hereford,

than in a native animal ? How do you break steers

to the yoke 1

Horses and Mules.—Is the growing of these ani-

mals profitable ? What is tlie expen.so of rearing a

colt or mule until three years old ? How should

brood mares and colts be treated ? VVIiat is the best

way to break young horses and mules for service.

^heefi and (fool.—Is wool-growing profitable

—

cost per Ib.'of growing coarse or fine wool—how
many pounds of wool will a ton of hay produce—are

larjre or small sheep more profitable cither for their

I

ii
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mutton or for their fleeces—how much more does it

cost to produce a pound of fine Merino than of ordin-

ary coarse wool ? The proportion of lambs annually

reared to the number of ewes.

Hogs.—What the best breeds—the cheapest

method of producing pork and bacon—how many lbs.

of meat will 100 lbs, of corn yield—the best method
of putting up pori<, and curing bacon and hams.

Cotton.—Average yield of clean cotton per acre

—

cost of production per Ib.^what crops best grown in

rotation with cotton—best preventives against rust,

army and boll worms—how dce[>do you usually plow
for this crop ; have you any experience in subsoiling

or deep tillage for cotton — your experience in the

use of cotton seed as a fertilizer—how can cotton

lands best be unproved without resting them ? Is

guano used ; and, if so, with what result ?

Sugar Cane.—Is the cane losing its vital force

and becoming more subject to premature decay than

formerly—should not the seeds in place of raltoons

be occasionally planted to produce new and healthier

varieties—can you suggest any improvement in cul-

tivation of the cane, or the manufacture of sugar

—

cost of producing sugar per lb.? Is guano used

;

and, if so, with what result ?

Rice.—Can rice be succesfully cultivated on up-

land—do you know of any varieties decidedly super-

ior to others whicii deserve increased attention—can

you suggest any improvement in the managemeni ol'

rice plantations ? Quantity grown per acre.

Tobacco.—Average yield per acre—cost of pro-

duction per cwt. or hhd.—describe any new process

of cultivation or curing—crops best grown in rota-

tion to maintain the fertility of tobacco land. Is

guano used, and with what result ?

Hemp.—Is the culture of hemp on the increase or

decrease. Describe any new process of culture or

preparation for market—average yield per acre—cost

of production per lb.

Root Crops, (Turnips, Carrots, Beets, ^-c.)—Is

the cultivation of these roots, as a field crop, on the

increase—can you suggest any improvement in pre-

paring land, seeding, alter tillage and feeding ? Av-
erage product per acre.

Potatoes, {Irish and Sweet.)—Average yield per

acre—cost of production per bushel—most prolific

and profitable varieties—best system of planting, till-

age, and manuring.
Fruit Culture.—Is the culture of fruit receiving-

increased attention—cannot apples enough be grown
on an acre to render the crop a very profitable one to

the farmer—comparative value of apples and potatoes

for feeding hogs and cattle—what varieties best to

keep for winter use and for exportation—do you
know any preventive or remedy for the "blight" on

pear and apple trees, or the " yellows" on peach

trees? The best method of transplanting, budding,

grafting, &c. Make any suggestions on the culture

of grapes, and other fruit—the manufacture of ivine

and on forest culture.

Manures.—What is regarded as the best plan of

making and preserving manures from waste—are

lime and plaster used as fertilizers—if so, in what
quantity, and how often applied— is guano used, and

with what success ? Quantity usually applied per

acre.

Meteorology.—Time and degree of highest and

lowest range of thermometer—mean temperature of

each mohth in the year—fall of rain in each month,

and aggregate for the year.

"PLOW DEEP."

For three seasons I have had opportunity of testing
the value of deep plowing, or digging, in our kind of
soil. In the summer of '48, I tried it with potatoes,
by planting them on a black, tenacious, alluvion, cov-
ered and partly mixed with a gravelly, sandy, hard-
pan soil taken from a ditch eighteen or twenty inches
deep, that was dug through a bog, or mud-hole.

—

The potatoes, in size, quantity and quality, were su-
perior. In the fall of '49, l" had a small patch of
meadow land .plowed for a garden. The ground had
once been an elder swamp situated nearly on the top
of a hill of considerable extent and elevation. It had
been partially drained and used several years for a
garden, but was abandoned as too wet. The soil is

black, somewhat tenacious, twelve to fifteen inches
deep, covering a sandy, gravelly, sub-soil. It was
plowed again in the spring of '50, but not deep
enough to disturb the sub-soil

;
planted with corn,

potatoes, beans, peas, k.c. The corn did well, pota-
toes grew well but rotted ; the beans were tolerably
good, but the peas were a very light crop, (straw
large,) Last spring ('51,) plowed again, deep, but
not to reach the sub-soil ; and planted as before. —
A ditch was dug along one side, and enough of the
sub-soil thrown up to cover a strip five or six feet
wide to the depth of two or three inches. Corn on
this, as in other pans of the garden, nearly destroyed
by wire-worms

;
potatoes look well, beans do,, and

peas iiave done exceedingly well, far better than
last year, pods large and full. The same kind of
peas, (marrowfat,) each year, and the difference of
the seasons not sufficient to account for the result.

I attribute the improvement wholly to the intermix-
ture of the surface and sub-soils. H.

—

Down East,
Aug., 1851.

Unequal Maturity of diffkrent parts or a
Potato,—Some time since, a correspondent of the
Genesee Farmer, advanced the idea of the unequal
maturity of the two ends of the tuber. It was a
new thought to me, and doubtless correct ; as the
enlargement of the tuber is made at the further end,
just as a branch of a tree grows by elongation ; and
it is plain, that the end of the tuber, like the end of
the branch, is the least mature, until ripened by a full,

complete, natural process, just as a branch com
pletes its growth by the formation of a perfect bud.
Yet, that the end of a branch is not as thoroughly
matured as its base, is evident from the fact that it is

often killed in winter, while the base remains unin-
jured. The potato tuber shows the unequal matu-
rity by the unequal degree of adhesion of the cuticle,

or outer skin, on the two extremites. The tuber
may be considered ripe when the cuticle adheres
firmly to every part of it. Whether this immaturity
of the tuber has contributed to the production of the
" rol," appears rather doubtful, from the fact, that

the immaturity of other seeds does not appear to op-
erate unfavorably to their growth and perfection of

their product. If a seed is sufficiently ripe to grow,
its product is found to be good. That the tuber is

not a seed, seems incapable of affecting the result.

H.—Down East, 1851.

Frying Fresh Fish.—Never put them into cold

fat. Let the lard, o-r butter, be first heated to a

degree just short of burning, and then plunge in the

fish—the greater the quantity of fat, and the quicker
the fish are cooked, the belter they will be.
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TENTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE N. Y. STATE AGRI-
CULTRAL SOCIETY.

Taken as a whole, the Exhibition just closed in this

city, indicated a steady advancement in all the im-

portant features of farm implements and the arts of

husbandry. Stock breeding', in particular, evidently

commands increased attention. The show of Devons
has never been approached in numbers, nor equalled

in excellence. One gentleman who was a large ex-

hibitor, and constantly on the ground, estimated their

number at 500 ; we thought 350 nearer the truth.

—

Mr. Wainwright, of Duchess, exhibited an impor-

ted bull of a light red—a very popular color in Eng-
land—which was a most beautiful animal, as may
be inferred when the reader is informed that the

owner refused $300, which were oftered for him.

—

He took the first premium among Devons over three

years old. The same g-entleman was honored with

the first premium on Devon cows.

Col. Sherwood's bull, "Earl Seaham," took the

first premium in class A. as the best Short-Horn
over three years old on the ground. Mr. Morris, of

Westchester, received the first premium on cows in

this clas-5, and the second on bulls.

Mr, Ayrault, of Geneseo, won the prize on Her-
eford bulls, and Mr. Prentice, of Albany, that on
Ayrshires. The exhibition of Neat Cattle was very

creditable to the State, and their number was not

less than 700. Mr. Wadsworth, of Geneseo, took

the first premium on working oxen.

It has always been a source of regret to us that so

few dairy cows are to be seen at tnese annual shows.
No other domestic animal is more useful, or better

deserves every possible improvement. The fat cat-

tle were all that the most fastidious taste could de-

sire. The Hon. Adam Ferguson, Messrs. Wade,
Gapper, and others, of Canada West, honored the.

occasion by exhibiting several attractive animals
from that province. We hope ever to see a kindly

feeling cultivated between the people living under the

two governments ; and we have reason to believe

that such a wish is the prevailing sentiment, alike in

the Canadas and the United States.

The high price of good horses, and the liberal pre-

miums of the Society, have operated to turn public

attention to the rearing and improvement of this class

of animals. In skilful hands with sufficient means,
the production of horses promises to be very lucra-

tive. There was a large number exhibited, and not

a few deserving of notice and commendation ; but we
have no room in this paper for particulars. Mr. R.
F. Pennell, of Somerset, Niagara Co., took the

first premium on brood mares ; and a special premium
was awarded to " Morgan Hunter." Mr. Burnett's
thorough bred horse, " Consternation," having by
previous premiums been excluded from the list of com-
petitors, received a certificate as the best horse of his

class on the ground. Of matched and single car-

riage horses there was a fair display.

Sheep were abundant, particularly long and middle
woolod. The show of Saxons and Merinoes was
smaller than usual. Mr. D. Hillman, of Avon, took
the first premium on Merino bucks, and Mr. Church,
of Vernon, Oneida Co., took the first premium on
Saxon bucks* Of mutton sheep, our Canada friends

exhibited several pens of fine animals. Mr. Gapper
and Mr. Pierce were among the most successful

competitors from Canada West.
Swine did not attract particular attention, although

there were about the usual number on exhibition,
and some were all that could well be desired in the
hog line. It is to be regretted that so little atten-
tion is paid to the actual cost of growing pigs, sheep,
and wool, per pound.
Of Poultry, there was a good show. The Exec-

utive Committee appear to think Malays and Dork-
ings are the only fowls worthy of encouragement.

—

We shall say something further in our next, on this
point as well as others.

The Plowing Match was quite spirited, and Mr.
Alex. Rumsey, of Ogden, took the first premium.

In no other department was improvement so con-
spicuous as in that of Agricultural Implements. It
would fill a volume to describe those which were
really meritorious. Mr. McCormick was present
with his world-renowned Reaper ; Mr. Ketciium, of
BufTalo, with his admirable Grass-cutter. Steam
engines were travelling about on wheels, over rough
ground, as steadily as ox-carts ; and wheeled culti-
vators, gang plows, seed drills, clod crushers, grain
threshers and separators, straw cutters, draining tile

and pipe machines, harrows, plows, shovels, axes,
hoes, ox-yokes, and farming tools of every descrip-
tion, were shown in almost endless variety. Messrs.
Rapalje & Co., of Rochester, were the most suc-
cessful competitors.

In Manufactures, the display was not v/hat it ought
to have been. The dust, however, and the rough
handling to which fine goods are occasionally sub-
jected by the million-, doubtless prevented manufac-
turers from sending in their best ^oods for exhibition.
Mr. Barton, of Rochester, made a fine display of
edge tools. Mr. White, of Buffalo, deserves notice
for a similar exhibition. Stoves of every description
were shown ; and many of them were alike beautiful
and useful.

The show of Fruit we have never seen equalled.
Messrs. Ellwanger &. Barry exhibited over 100
varieties of pears, and a large number of apples.

—

The nurserymen and fruit-growers in the vicinity of
Rochester, prosecute their business with a degree of
talent, energy, and success worthy of all commenda-
tion. Nor are those who reside elsewhere in West-
ern New York undeserving of praise ; but it is not
our province to attempt a critical award of profes-
sional claims to each. There are several gentlemen
from whom we should have rejoiced to hear public
l^tures on fruit culture, during the Fair. The oc-
casion should be improved to communicate orally to

thousands, with specimen trees, both for root-pruning
and top-pruning, and specimen fruits before the lec-

turer, a large fund of practical and scientific knowl-
edge. We sought instruction, and got very little

;

and others fared no better. This business should be
managed better in future.

Nothing pleased us so much as the sight of so
many sober, intelligent, and happy people ; of whom
100,000 or more visited the exhibition.

The address of Senator Douglass was very well
received, particularly by free-traders. It was mainly
devoted to political, rather than rural economy,

—

Independent of its political character, the discourse

abounds in usefui suggestions. It has been exten-
sively circulated in newspapers.
There were over $15,000 received at the Fair for

tickets of admission, and for membership ; and as

the city of Rochester paid all the incidental expenses
(some $6,000) the Society has saved a handsome
sum after paying its numerous and liberal premiums.
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IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES.

If indications be correct, some important discoveries

in horticulture are on the eve of being promuljiated.

The Curculio is a great and almost universal destrov-

er of plums, apricots, nectarines. Even cherries, and
apples do not wholly escape its ravages. Thousands
of remedies have been tried, and all heretofore, ex-
cepting catching and killing, have proved fruitless.

Recently, however, an annoucement has been made
through the Horticulturist, by Mr. Wm. Qua?s't, gar-
dener to W. C. Langley, Esq.;^ of Long Island, that

he has discovered a remedy that has proved com-
pletely successful. He says :

Mr. L\NGLKV has an extensive and beautiful pliim orchiril.

and this year in particular, it was loaded with fruit, all the
trees bearing about equally. For an experiment, I com-
menced the application with a quill of a 7tino composition on
three trees. The result is worthy of being seen. There is

not a plum in the orchard, encept on these three trees, tiipy

having f.illen olT, destroyed by the insect. To one of the
three I shall bo obliged to apply props, otherwise it will
break down. I can only add that I am con\ incod that my
compnsiiiun is a radical exterminator. I shall keep its na-
ture private until practical men, and o:hers interested, are
satisfied. Mr. I.a.nglky's place will be open for the public
to examine for themselves, after which my receipt .'shall be
open to the world. The compound for 101) trees would not
cost over eight dollars. It is applied with a syringe.

What gives us great doubts about this is, that it

has only, according to this statement, been successful

one year. We know many cases this year where plum
trees that have not borne for years are breaking
down under loads of fruit, and that too, when others

beside them have none whatever. We trust it may
prove efiectual, but we have small hopes. If Mr.
Quant's discovery be as he seems convinced it is, "a
radical exterminator," it should make him a fortune,

and earn for him an elevated position among the ben-
efactors of the age. The ri|)ening and preservation

of fruit, and especially pears, is another subject on
which there is a great lack of information, and it is

a suijject of vast importance to tiiis country. We
have the soil and the climate to grow enough for all

parts of the world : but the great questions how Ikey

are to be preserved and conveyed to market are yet to

be salisfactnrily solved. Mr. Damel T. Curtis it

appears has been giving the subject some attention,

and we believe liis experiinenls have been to some
extent successful. VVe saw last February, in the

Mass. Hort. Society's rooms, Seckel pears in a gooJ
state of preservation from him, and we heard in Lon-
don much said of the lousier Jieurre pears he had
sent lliom in April last. The fruit committee of the

Mass. Hort. Society have taken up the subject. It

will be seen from the following report, copied from

the Transactions, that they consider Mr. Curtis'

discoveries important ; but ask time to submit it to

further tests.

At a meeting of the Society, May 31, the following report

from the Fruit Commitlee was read by the chairman, accept-

ed, and ordered to be printed :

The Fruit (.'ommittee, to whom was referred a communi-
cation from Danikl T. Curtis, in resjject to a method dis-

covered by him for ripening and preserving fruits, has been
referred, ask leave to report at this time, but in part, upon
the subject committed to them. Specimens of fruit, consist-

ing mainly of pears, have repeatedly during the past year,

been placed upon the tables of the society by Mr. Curtis,
that had been ))reserved by him for a long time after their

usual period of maturity, that were found on examination to

be perfectly .oound, and, in some instances, to have retained

unimpaired their juice and flavor. Among these pears wcro
specimens of the Seckel, Bonne Louise de Jersey, Duchess cV

Attsonlciiie, and Easier Bearre. The Seckeh, though n kind

peculi.irly i»ubject to early decay, were perfectly iound, and
retained in perfection the peculiar flavor ol that variety.

—

Of the other varieties, the specimens exhibited were gener-
ally, though sound, insipid and tasteless, arising from the

circumstance, as Mr. Curtis staled, and as their appearance
indicated, that they were when packed, and subject to his

process, immature and imperfect. These pears were exhi-

bited by Mr. C. as late as January and February, months
after their usual season of ripening, thus proving, as no
siins of decay were visible, that their season could be almost
indefmitely prolonged.

Mr. Curtis has sent pears, preserved and packed in his

peculiar method, to Havana, to London, and San Francisco,

thus subjecting his method to the moat severe trials. 'I'he

following extract from a letter from his correspondent at

Havana shows the result of the experiment, so fir as the

shipment to that city is concerned :
" I'ears arrived in per-

fect order ; I never thouglit they could be eaten in so per-

fect a state, except in the country where they grow."
The Gardi^ners' Chronicle of April 5th, states that at the

exhir.iiion of the London Horticultural Society, April Lst, a
box of fifteen Easter Benrre pears, received from Mr. Curtis.
of Boston, were exhibited; that cas^s containing seven of
these pears were opened, and of them four were found to be
decayed and three good ; and then states, '' These pears were
stat''d to have been ripened by a method peculiar to Mr. Cur-
tis : the nature of which v\as not explnjncd. They were for

the most part melting, sweet, and perfectly ripe, a coiuliiion

which this fruit with difficulty attains with us in England."
The society awarded Mr. Curtis its Knightian medal.
The California Daily Courier of April 8th, acknowledges

the receipt, through Mr. I). H. IL\skkll, of Adams's Kx-
press, of a m.ignificent pear, as sound as when packed at

Hoston. Tlje Pacific News, Alta California, and other San
Francisco papers, make similar acknowledgments, and all

concur in stating that the pears were perfectly sound, and
that as they were sent for the purpose of testing the practi-

cability of sending fruit to California, across the Isthmus,
speak of the experiment as successful. These pe.irs were
shipped at I5oston, January 27, and after a detention of sev-
enty days, arrived in California in April. These papers
referred to, state that the pears, though sound were deficient

in flavor, a circumstance to be imputed, as with those exhi-

bited to the society, perhaps to the imnvriture and imperfect
state of the fruit when shipped, and not to the efl"ect of the
passage or a diflerence of climate. From the facts now de-

tailed, as well as from their own observation, your commit-
tee feel justified in expressing a confident opinion, that after

many unsuccessful trials of various processes and diflcrent

methods, Mr. Curtis has succcded in discovering a method of
preserving fruit for a very lo<ig, if not for any desired iieriod,

and that this method is capable of a practical applfcation.

Although Mr. Curtis has, as he states, precerved other va-

rieties of fruit besides pears, yet so far as tlie personal knowl-
edge of the committee extends, the fruit subjected to his

process has thus far been mainly of the latter description,

and they feel, before arriving at a conclusive opinion respect-

ing the value of this discovery to the society, experiments

with other species of fruit, as peaches, plums. &c., &.c.,

should be made, and opportunity be olfercd for their exain-

iuation. after being subjectid to the process. With a view
111 the gratification of the committee in this particular, Mr.

Curtis is about commencing, under their inspection, some

1i

I
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experiments with the early and soft fruits, to be continued
with other kinds as they come into season.

In addition to the discovery of a mode of preserving fruit,

Mr. Curtis seems also to have succeeded in finding out a
process by which such varieties as are difficult to ripen may
be brought to perfection—a discovery of almost as much in-

terest to cultivators as that by which the season of all vari-

cli'?s is so greatly pr(jlongcd and their safe transmission to

di.st.uu places secured.
'J'hat the discoveries of Mr. Curtis are important, and

that he is justly entitled to an honorary and pecuniary rec-

ompense at the hands of the society as well as that a know-
ledge of the process should be, if possilile, procured fcr the
use of its members, your committee entertain no doubt, and
they believe that it will be but fulfilling some of the objects

for which it was instituted, in testifying by .such recompense
a proper appreci.ition of the merits and discoveries of Mr.
CtKTis. and in procuring for the public the means of avail-

ing itself of the advantages to be derived therefrom.
Undt^r the existing circumstances, however, while tliey

wish now to place on record such evidence of the claims of
Mr. Curtis as is afforded by this expression of their own
opiiiions and statement of facts, your committee are of opin-
ion that the final action of the society, in relation to this

matter, should yet be delayed until the result of the experi-

ments referred to are ascertained, and such further informa-
tion witli respect to the expense attending the process and
mode of practicing it procured, as will enaiilc them, in view
of the benetirial results of which it is capable, the better to

recommend, and the society to adopt, such measures in rela-

tion to these discoveries as Mr. Curtis seems to deserve and
its own interest to demand. W^ith tliese views, your commit-
tee ask that the whole subject may be left in their hands, and
that further time be allowed to them to consider what action
it is proper that the society should take in reference thereto.

WAYNH COUNTY.

It is pretty generally known that Wayne is one of

the finest fruit growing counties in this State.

—

Monroe, we thought, stood No. 1, but we confess,

that on the whole, Wayne is quite as good. The
present season is a pretty good test. In Monroe,
except within seven or eight miles of the shores of

Ontario, the fruit crop is inferior—peaches fewer,

smaller, and poorer than usual, and apples spotted

and scabby, as we have never seen them before.

On the 30th of August we took a drive through a

part of Wayne county, as far as Walworth, and
were quite surprised to find the peach trees loaded
—apples bearing a full average crop, though not as

fair as usual. In the orchard of Wm. R. Smith, of

Macedon, we found a very large collection of peaches
in full bearing. The Tillotsoii was nearly gone,

and the Early York, serrate, just in season. Mr.
Smith was not at home, but his lady, who, by the

way is well versed in pomological matters, conducted

us through the grounds and imparted all the in-

formation desired. In passing around, Mrs. S. called

our attention to a very striking proof that the peach
relishes good treatment, one tree stood close to a

compost heap, and two more stood in a hog pen,

—

These three trees were loaded with vigorous young
shooLs, large, glossy, deep green foliage, and a fine

crop of large ruddy fruit, whilst their neighbors,

standing in grass, had feeble shoot.'^, yellowish foli-

age, and smaller fruit ; but similar instructive cases

may be found in almost every orchard.

In the adjoining grounds of Joh.n J. Thomas we
also found a large collection of peaches, among
whicli we were particularly pleased to meet Fay's

Early Ann. Mr. Thomas speaks highly of it. It

is twice as large as the old Early Ann and ripens

about a week later. The tree is a vigorous, good

grower, and hence it must prove a valuable sort.

—

We saw and tasted one or two specimens that re-

mained on the tree, and from them we formed a high
opinion of its merits. We saw a few good specimens
of the Tillotson, bat as a general thing they are
small and badly affected with mildew, both tree and
fruit. When perfect, it is a fine flavored, delicious
peach, but so few attain perfection that it is ques-
tionable whether it be worthy of cultivation, and es-
pecially as the Serrate Early York, a sterling sort
every way, ripens nearly as soon. At any rate it

should never be planted for profit.

Having heard much of the extensive orchards and
good cultivation of the Messrs. Yeomans, of Wal-
worth, we took this occasion to pay them a visit, and
we were amply compensated by what we saw.

—

Walworth is a very small but pretty village, situa-
ted on a gentle elevation in the midst of one of the
finest agricultural districts in the State. The coun-
try for a considerable distance around, is level or
getitly undulating, and the view from the village is

both extended and beautiful. The streets in and
around the village are well planted with trees, prin-
cipally sugar maples. They have been well planted
and are in a flourishing condition. Ten years hence
they will make a little paradise of Walworth, and
those who may then be enjoying their shade and
shelter will bless Mr. Yeomans, by whose exertions,
principally, this timely planting has been done. We
could wish nothing better to every village in the
country than one such public spirited and tasteful citi-

zen as Mr. Yeomans.
Mr. T. S. Yeomans has a fine young orchard in

full bearing. His peath trees, taken altogether, are
the finest we have seen this season. The crop is

immense. Early Tillotson and Early York were
ripe. The former Mr. Y. considers unworthy of
cultivation. The latter with him, as with every
body, is first rate. He has recently planted an or-

chard of dwarf pears on quince stock—3000 trees

—

all While Doyenne except about 400 Duches d^An-
gouleme. They are planted at ten feet apart. The
space between each row is occupied with two rows
of corn, and the spaces between the trees in the row
with potatoes, so that besides the trees there is a fair

crop of other things. A sufficient space has been
kept clear about the trees so that they have made
excellent growth. They are four years old and just

coming into bearing. The ground on which they
stand is a substantial loam, well drained and deeply
plowed. In three or four years this orchard will be

a beautiful sight, and we predict that it will be a
profitable investment.

Mr. Yeomans is at this moment busy draining an-
other field and he is doing it thoroughly. It is not

what could be called tvet land. It has a fine natural

slope and one would suppose at first sight, that drain-

ing is unnecessary, but the subsoil is hard and water
cannot easily penetrate it, consequently it remains
long on the surface, sours the soil, and retards ope-

rations in the spring. The drains are made two and
a half feet deep, and the drainage material is two
inch pipe tile, except in the main drains in which
four inch pipe is used. Mr. Yeomans, if we re-

member right, informed us that he had spent about

$1000 upon draining within a year. His barns,

wagons, &;c., are all worthy of notice as models in

their way, and illustrative of that active, progressive

spirit that should in these days animate every man
who assumes the avocation of an agriculturi.st. The
system of culture pursued by Mr. Yeomans cannot
fail to double or treble the product of his land in a
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few years, and he is well aware of this, for if our

impressions be correct he is not a man who works at

random or invests his capital in a way that will not

in the end accrue to his advantage.

Draininor is greatly needed tlirourrhout the country.

Go where we may this is evident. How common it

is to see an acre or two of fine land left to weeds in

the very heart of a wheat or corn field because too

wet, whilst an outlay of five dollars would make it

the best spot in the field.

THE BRADSHAW PLUM
Synonyms *-Large Black Imperial,

Twelve years ago we received this variety from

Mr. Ke.vrick, of Boston, under the name of " Large

Black Imperial,"' and five or six years ago we re-

ceived from Messrs. IIovey k. Co., of Boston, the

" Bradshaw," and they prove synonymous. Two
years ago, we received specimens of the same plum

from Judge Burroughs, of South Bend, Indiana.

—

We believe it is an old French variety that has lost

its true name. We think that Mr. Hovky described

it some years ago, and gave an account of it ;
but

in referring to his Magazine, we are unable to find

it. It id on account of its being cultivated and ex-

hibited at Boston, as the Bradshaw that we consider

it best to adopt that name. It is a large and beau-

tiful plum, and though not of first quality when com-
pared with a Green Gage, it is nevertheless good

and deserving of cultivation. At the present mo-

ment it is the most admired of any in our collection.

SrzK—very large, nearly equal to the yellow egg.

Form—obovate, smallest at the base, with a suture

on one side. Color—dark violet red, with a blue

bloom. Stalk— half to three-fourths of an inch

long. Flesh— yellowish green, when fully ripe

erect, adheres to the stone. Tree—vigorous and

swcet, one of the finest growers. Young shoots

smooth and reddish, buds short and pointed, foliage

large, glossy, serrated and waved on the edges. —
Ripe middle of August, witli Early Orleans one of

the earliest very large varieties.

THE BEURRE GIFFART PEAR.

About four years ago this variety was sent us from
France as " one of the finest early pears." It has been
rather more tardy in fruiting than many others, so

that we have not had specimens fit to form judg-

ment upon, till this season. Half a dozen trees have
now borne, and we are vhappy to say that in size,

beauty, and quality, it meets our expectations, and
we have only been disappointed in its season of ripen-

ing. Instead of coming in as we expected, about
the last of July, it lias not ripened till about the mid-
dle of August. This, however, is a late season, full

two weeks later than the average, on account of the

cold and rainy weather that has prevailed during
June and July. It will succeed the Madelaine,
which yet stands the first very good pear that

ripens. Size— medium, rather larger than the Mad-
elaine. Form— turbinate, tapering to a point at

base of stem, very regular. Stalk—about an inch

long, rather slender and slightly curved, dark olive

color. Calyx— open, in a shallow smooth depres-

sion. Ski.v—smooth, pale yellowish green in the

shade, sprinkled with small brown dots, dull reddish

brown in the sun, sprinkled thick with small crimson
dots and indistinctly streaked. Flesh—white, fine

grained, very juicy, of a mild refreshing sweet, sim-

ilar to the Madelaine to which it is probably related.

Tree a free grower on both pear and quince, very

peculiar in its appearance, and easily distinguished

from all otiiers by those who have seen it two or

three times. The shoots are long and slender, gen-
erally erect, and the bark is of a deep reddish brown,

almost mahogany color. The leaves are smooth,

flat, and pemlulous, having, long slender footstalks

and very conspicuous stipules. Season first to mid-

dle of August.

The hot sun, during the last week or two, has in-

jured dahlias, and on this account we fear the show
at our State Fair will not be as good as it otherwise

would have been.

^^^̂
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THE HOLLAND PIPPIN APPLE.
Syn.—Summer Pippin.

The true Hollana pippin, that described in Down-
ing s Fnut and Fruit Trees of America, in the Lon-
don Society's Catalogue, by Lindlet and other Eng-
lish writers, is very little known or cultivated in
Western New York. In three-fourths of our orchards
the Fall Pippin goes under this title, having been so
introduced by the earlier nurserymen and orchardists.
It IS time the error should be corrected. This Hol-
land Pippin is a good apple, but very far from being so
valuable as the genuine and unrivalled Fall Pippin.
bizE— large, nearly as large as the Fall Pippin.—
1 ORM—roundish, slightly conical, generally very reg-
ular though some specimens have a square outline.
bTALK—half to three-fourths of an inch long, and
pretty stout and inserted in a deep cavity. Calyx
—small, closed in a very shallow and somewhat fur-
rowed basin. Skin—pale green in the shade, becom-
ing yellow as it matures

; dull brownish in the sun
;

usually some russet at the stem. Flesh—yellowish
white, juicy, sub-acid, rich, and excellent for cooking.
It is remarkable for ripening gradually— for two
weeks or more previous to this date (Aug. 29,) it has
been dropping from the tree in fine condition for use,
while a large portion of the crop remain apparently
quite green. In England its season is November to
March. The tree is large and spreading, resembling
in habit, as well as in wood and foliage, the Fall
Pippin. Standard trees, as a general thing, begin to
bear the seventh or eighth year.

STRAWBERRIES.

Mr. Pell, proprietor of the celebrated Pelham
orchard on the Hudson, seems no less successful in
the culture of strawberries than in Newtown Pippins.
He has produced, the past season, so the "Horticul-
turist'^ is informed by an eye witness, a Hoveij's
Seedlmg berry weighing two ounces and measuring
eight and a half inches in circumference—the largest
ever grown in this country, we presume; but "still
they are trifles te the British queens raised in Eng-
land, as will be seen from the following extract. It

is a fact worthy of putting on record,

that, abroad or at home, wherever we
have found extraordinary large straw-

berries we have also seen extraordinary

supplies of moisture.

Cultivation ofthe Strawberry.—Mr. Beach,
a market gardener, at Isleworth, having sur-

prised every one this year with liis British

Queen strawberries, both in Covent-garden,
at Chiswick, and the Great Exhibition, they
having been not only extremely large, but
fine in flavor, I got an introduction to bim in

London, and lie at once asked me to go down
with him to Isleworth, and see his place. lie

is one of those John Bull ready-wilted class

of men, dark and sun-burnt, somewhere al;out

55 years of age, and looking altogether as if

he had spent a mouth on the south side of the

Rocky ftlountains. We took the train at the

Waterloo station, and turned ofl' by wliat is

called the loop line, at Mortlake, through a

large tract of market gardening ground. Mr.

B.'s garden lies near the bottom of a gentle

declivity, about a mile from Hounslow
;

there is a large pond at the east end of his

land, with about 20 springs continually llow-

ing into it, and this pond afiords the means of

irrigating the whole of his ground. Ills

Strawberry land, which consists of about ten

acres, forms aparallelogram, whose longest side runs south

and north, thesouth end being about six feet below that on
the north, whie there is also a declivity from v^est to east

;

making it altogeher peculiarly suitable for irrigation. WIk n
Mr. Beach tool this Osier ground, for so it was, about live

years ago (and here is part in Willows now), he saw tliat

owing to the spiingj and the two falls of the ground, as well
as the texture oithe soil being a sandy, dark, loamy, soapy,
vegetable niaternl, that it would answer the purposes to

which he has appied it well. lie took a lease of it, and llie

first thing he did was to make a cart-way on the west upper
side, throwing up tie earth some two feet above the general

ground, so that the pith where the horse goes is from ten

inches to a foot deeptr than where the wheels pass along,

thus forming water-cou;ses all along. The next thing he did

was to form his ground into ridges, about 40 feet wide, run-
ning the short way of the square ; the centres of these ridges

are planted with Pears and Apples, and between with black

Currants, all being loaded, especially the black Currants,

with crops such as never were seen before. About three

feet from the trees on either side, are water-courses leading

to the bottom of the ground, where there is a mill stream,
and on the two declivities between the rows of trees are his

Strawberries, some five or sij rows of which are planted
along the sides of the two feat broad ditches, between the

ridges. These ditches receive the irrigating water, which
percolates under the plants down into them. It is unneces-
sary to describe the size and strength of the plants, as well
as the enormous crops they produce. His heaviest Queens
weighed 3 ounces : all his plants stand 2 feet apart each
way. The laying out ofthis ground has cost him much, but

it will in time well repay all expenses. Mr. B. was also the

first to form Violet ridges, with a sharp decli\ity, upon a
light sandy soil. Russian Violets planted on eacii side of

these long ridges, not only come in early, but bear blossoms
in abundance. The ridges are nearly as sharp as a jiuish-

room ridge. I advised Mr. B. to try Water-cresses, which
he could grow admirably, on account of the continual How
of spring water, which he has at command. James Cut-
hill.— Camberwell.

Wm. R. Prince, Esq., of Flushing, has recently

returned home after an absence of about two years

in California. He states that he has sent and
brought home seeds and bulbs of over two itundred

species of trees, shrubs, and plants, "new to the

Atlantic States and the rest of the world."

Rice has been cultivated more than 150 years in

South Carolina. It was planted there in the year

1693, and has been grown every year since that time.
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THE AMERICAN FOMOLOGIST, containing luoly colored

drawings, accompanied by letter press descriptiis of Fruits of

American origin. Edited by W. D. Bbinklk, AM . M. D.—
Publifhed by A. Hofky, Thiladelphia. To be iaed in num-
bers, not oftener than once in three month.s, comcncing July.

1S51. Each number to contain ten illustrations, iue to nature

Eyery four numbers will constitute a volume, i per number
or $8 per volume.

A GOOD many years ago Mr. IIoffy, theccomplish-

cd artist who now undertakes the publjction of the
" Pomologist," commenced a similar wori under the

title of " Tiie Orchardisl's Companion." it had artis-

tic merits at least that ought to have seored it suc-

cess; but it had not the advantage of an qle and reli-

able editorial head as this has, nor did tlj subject of

pomology in those days attract so much ittenlion as

at present. Dr. Bkinki.e, has for many pars devot-

ed attention in a particular manner to friis of Amer-
ican origin. His name is familiar to th( readers of

horticultural journals, and occupies a prominent
place in the transactions of all pomologial conven-
tion.s that have been held. No man is etter quali-

fied for such a task as this.

The present number contains the Brandywine,

Moyaniensing, Petre and Pennsylvania pears, Re-
publican Pippin apple, Eliza peach, Buifington apri-

cot, Wendell's JNIottlod Biggarreau chejfy. Col. Wil-
der and Cushing raspberry.

The coloring of the fruit is well executed in the

main, the wood and foliage not quite po well. The
natural color of the bark of a young (hoot, the form

and color of the bud, are points tliit to be useful

must be exact, and to make them so-s a most difficult

matter no doubt, by the lithographic process.

REPORT OF THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL CONGRESS'
held at Cincinnati, Oct 2d, 3d, and 4lh, 1850. Published by

the Ohio State Board of Agriculture.

We are now, by the Irndness of some friend, put in

possession of this repo.-t, nearly a year after the con-

gress was held. Among the proceedings we find

reports from S. A. Barker, on the fruits of Morgan
county, Ohio ; from Miine, by IIe>'ry Little

;

from Vermont, by C. Goodrich ; from Kentucky, by
Lawrence You.ng ; from Michigan, by W. H.
Scott ; from Illinois and the West, by Dr. J. A.
Kenmcot ; from Canada, by .Tames Dougall.—
There is much valuable information scattered through
these reports, and next winter when we have leisure

we will endeavor to sift it out. Dr. Kenwicots re-

port, which is about half the pamphlet, is entitled

" Random thoughts and observations on pomology
and kindred subject.?, in Illinois and the West."

—

We put it aside for a quiet hours reading. The
doctor has done more we believe, than any other

man to give interest and variety to both the meetings
and reports of the pomological congress.

It unfortunately happened that our State Fair, the

Massachusetts and Pennsylvania Horticultural Soci-

eties' Fairs, were all held this season in one week
and on same days. A great number of persons have
been thus prevented from attending but one of them.
Wo think that these great Societies should have some
understanding about these things, so that they might,
if iJOp^iMo, come off in different weeks. We have
no doubt thi.•^ could be done with advantatre to all.

A correspondent from Wilson, N. Y., who signs
him.self " Practical Improvement," wishes to know
the best process for making wine for "sacramental
purposes"—when to gather the grapes—prepare them
for the press— make the wine and bottle for use.

—

Will some one who has experience on this subject

reply ?

In regard to strawberries, he says : " I had this

year 150 hills from which 72 qts., at Is. Gd. per qt.,

were sold, and 24 qts. given away and eaten—mak-
ing three bushels, besides what were picked from the

vines by children, fee, without being measured."

JMr. Editor :—There is a new kind of fly iliat has lately

made its appearance in these parts. 8ome are aliirmed about
it, fearing it might damage the wheat crop. We want you
to tell what it is, if you can, by the description below. It is

about half an inch in length, a yellow body with a redish
furz, and is an inhabitant of the dung hill I). D.

—

Read-
ing Centre, N. Y., 1851.

Cannot tell from this description. Is it winged or

not 1 Send speeimens.

Mr. Editor.—The rose bushes m all this region have
been very much injured by a small green worm. In three
days after they were first discovered, some of our bushes
looked as if they had been thoroujjhly scalded. They fasten

themselves on the under side of the leaf, and eat it to a per-

fect web. If you can tell us how to prevent or stop their

ravages, you will confer a great favor on many subscribers to

your interesting and valuable paper. E. O. Ward.—Dun-
daff, Pa., Aug., 1851.

It is a caterpillar and must be shaken off the

bushes and destroyed, in the same manner as the

gooseberry caterpillar.

Mr. Editor :—(,^an you inform me through the Farmer
of the mode of cultivating the Berberry for a hedge. I see
it recommended in Cole's Fruit Book. I wish to know
vkhere the seed can be obtained, and the time and manner of

putting it in wet land, as I am intending to emigrate to the

west, and oblige a subscriber. Samokl Ewing.—Industry,

Pa., Aug., 1851.

The Berberry may be propagated either from seeds

or suckers. Seeds may be obtained at most of the

seed stores, especially the eastern ones. They should

be kept in sand all winter, and sown in the spring

as soon as the ground is dry.

Mr. Editor :—I wish to make some inquiry of you or

some of your numerous correspondents, in reference to the
best time of sowing the seed of the Mountain Ash, and the
best way to cultivate it : and, also, whctlier the seed comes
up the first year or the second spring, as I sowed a quantity of
the seed last fall and got but one or two plants from it, and
I wish to sow a quantity this fall. Thomas Thomas.—
Nortliville, Mich., 1851.

The seed will not grow the first year. After

washing it out mix it with sandy earth and lay it in

a heap ia the ground covered three or four inches

deep. Leave it there for one year and then sow.

Mr. Edi.tor :—I notice in th« May number of the "West-
ern Horticultural Review'' an extract from a letter lo the

editor from you, in which you say, "the White Bellfiower

is sound and fresh yet, and of a beautiAil lemon yellow, or

.••traw color, and a specimen cut, proves to be one of the

highest flavored fruits of the season." Say, now Mr. Barky,
is it as liigh flavored as the liatdwin, Swaar, and others of
the same class ? Or, caji it begin with the Ksojius Spitzeri-

burg or Northern Spy ? It would seem to us " outsiders" of
the west that your gustntories must serve you rather poorly

if you put the first named fruit in a class for high flavor with
the last. I'Icaso explain 1 W.

—

Millersburg, Mercer Co.,

III., Aug., 1851.

The specimens referred to were grown in the west,

and were, in our judgment, just as we stated.

—

Grown here, wc do not think it would be so.
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SIGN HOUSE, THE RESIDENCE OF THE DUKE OF
NORTHUMBERLAND.

In a previous number of the Farmer we intimated

that we might see some things in onr travels in

Europe, interesting to the youth, which we should

give in our Youth's Department. We take the

follov/ing sketch from our memorandum book, and
we shall select others for future numbers :

This 14th of June, the finest day T have yet seen

in England, I have spent in visiting this ancient and
magnificent place. The Duke has liberally thrown
it all open to visitors during the exhibition, and it is

one of the chief places of attraction. It is situated

about an hour's drive from London on the north bank
of the Thames. The house was originally built in

1605, and about a century
ago was rebuilt as it now
stands. It is a noble

structure. In its architec-

ture, galleries of works of

art, conservatories, gar-

dens, parks, and splendid

full grown trees, is one
of the most interesting of

the numerous princely es-

tablishments in the sub-
urbs of the great city.

The day I have spent in it

I can heartily note down
as the most agreeable I

have yet experienced on
this side the water. I

have been able to meet
face to face with noble

trees that years ago I had
cultivated a slight acquaintance with through Lou-
don's Arboretum.
A row of the finest old horse chestnut trees I have

ever seen gave me warning of my approach to the

entrance. Their flowers had not wholly disappeared,

but what a gorgeous spectacle they must have been
when in full bloom. You can imagine a row a quar-

ter of a mile long of these gigantic trees with heads
full sixty feet in diameter, covered with their showy
blossoms. I was fully satisfied with this sight alone

as a compensation for my journey, and entered the

gate with expectation at its highest pitch. The car-

riage way is as smooth as marble, and extends as far

as the eye can reach in easy, graceful turns, through
a magnificent park clothed in spring verdure, studded

with magnificent trees, with here and there a group
of fine cattle enjoying their shade.

Here is a group of fine old elms in all the majesty
of a luxuriant natural growth—the hand of man has
never dared to mutilate a branch. Close to them
stands a horse chestnut some forty feet high and not

less than sixty feet in diameter of head, and it is al-

most in porfection of bloom. A few rods from it

stands a yellow flowering one nearly as large. Next
we come to a group of four elms, none of them less

than six feet in diameter of trunk. Then a group of

three yellow flowering horse chestnuts all grown to-

gether, the lower branches almost touch the ground,

and the whole forms a magnificent pyramid in full

bloom, some fifty feet high and not less than one
hundred in diameter. Close to this group stands

This blossoms later than the others, and is just in

perfection as the others are fading. Further on we
come to an old chestnut that stands on one side of

the carriage way and spreads its branches fairly over
it, making a complete arch, and when we pass it we
come to a broad, lazy looking stream, filled with
water lilies in bloom— its whole surface is covered,

a single spot only here and there showing that the

water moves. A beautiful bridge carries us over it,

and now we look down a quarter of a mile of a charm-
ing avenue of lindens, on Sion House. What a
grand picture, or rather what a grand, real scene it is !

When I arrived at the court gate, the keeper, a fine

aristocratic-looking specimen of the Englishman, in

a superb livery, directed me to the cottage of the

gardener, Mr. Iveson, who very kindly accompanied
me through the conservatory, peach and grape houses,

kitchen and flower garden, and all the more interest-

anolher of young scarlet horse chestnuts in full bloom.

SIGN HOUSE, THE RESIDENCE OF THE DUKE Or NORTHUMBERLAND.

ing points. The conservatory is a noble structure

fifty feet high, and filled with the rarest plants ; the

roof inside was covered with passion flower in bloom.

At one time it was the finest in England, or in the

world, and cost, I believe, about £40,000. Mr. Ive-
son is a vcrv intelligent and capable man, and man-
ages his great charge in a most creditable manner.
The graperies and peach houses are extensive, but

not in prime order, as the gardener informs me that

retrenchment of expenses has for some time been the

order of the day. In front of the conservatory is a

beautiful rose garden, of a circular form, mainly
filled with fine specimens of standard or tree roses.

From the gardens we entered the arboretum. Here
we find some magnificent cedars of Lebanon,two hun-
dred years old. There is an old black mulberry tree,

the exact age of which nobody knows ; it is propped

up all around and protected with an iron railing.

—

It is a precious relict of past ages—said to have been

planted in 1548, when the first mulberry trees were
brought to England. I recognized it at once, from
the figure and description in Loudon's Arboretum.

Next we come to a majestic Sophora, also figured in

Loudon ; iveeping ash, an immense one, with its

drooping branches crossed and twisted in a most ex-

traordinary and picturesque manner; purple beeches
;

tulip trees ; cypresses ; Sic, kc, of immense size.

As we pass around among this labyrinth of trees,

we come upon a beautiful circular flower gar-

den—a vase in the centre, and the flowers in circular

beds four or five feet wide, separated by grass walks
;

the whole enclosed by a sweet briar hedge, in which
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a few standard double" yellow roses are introduced.

From this we take another direction among more

full grown trees, and presently we come upon the

" American Garden," a splendid collection of Rhodo-

dendrons and Azaleas in full bloom. In the neigh-

borhood of this are fine specimens of the new and

rare evergreens—two cryptomeria. (the Japan cedar,)

10 feet liiffh and perfect in form ; two Juniperus re-

curva, six foet high ; two Cupressus torulosa, six

feet high ; &-c., k.c. Within sight of this spot are

a magnificent beech (Fagits sylvutka pcndula,)

with its boughs sweeping on the lawn, a group of

four beautiful cembran pine, about thirty feet high,

pretty, upright, stiff, conical trees. But I find that

I cannot mention a tenth part of the fine objects I

noted down. After being completely wearied out in

the ground, I returned to London, promising myself

another day among the works of art in the house.

ANSWERS TO ENIGMA, &c., IN AUGUST NUMBER.

Answer to Arithmetical Question. — 1st crib contains 300
busliels ; 2d, 575 ; Sd, 675 ; 4th, 375 ; 5th, 75,

Ausioer to Enigma—The Gknesee Farmer. Tennessee,
Heart, Green, Fame, Man, Ear,

Caiiics' Pfpartmcnt.

i

Messrs, Editors :—As yoii express n desire to hear fiom
your readers of their success with their seeds, I write to

thank you for those you sent me ; but they arrived so late,

lam afraid the phlox, lupin, ji»col)ea, bartonea aurea, nemo-
phila. and ten week stocks, will not blossom. The petu-

nias, portulncea, balsams, and others, are fine, I have taken
great cnre of them, ns I have time and admire the petunias,

1 would like to propagate them by cuttings if you could give
me some instructions. I have heard of the verbenas being
very handsome. If you could send me a few seeds of them,
and any others you have to spare, I will be thankful and
will take ure:it car(M)f iliem. Koois that keep in the ground
lhrou!;h the winter thrive best. as our springs are generally dry
android. In the July number of the Farmer, I saw an illustra-

tion of the holly-leaved berberry; if you would not think me
intruding, I would ask you f>r a few seeds if you have thom
to spare. My garden is admired by spectators, I am saving
8ee<ls for my neighbors, as they are very desirous to have
them, Caroline Perrine,—Jlermaan, Aug., 1851.

Petunias are easily propagated by making cuttings

about six inches long, and rooting them in pots.

This should be done soon, so that they may root be-

fore winter. Treat them as you do house plants.

If you have a choice plant which you would like to

preserve, place it in a pot now, and it will continue

to blossom.

Messrs, Editors :—I being one of the many who receiv-

ed of your bounty last spring, feel it no less a privilege than
a duly to express my thanks, and inform you liow I am suc-

ceeding in the cultivation of tlowers, I planted the seeds

that you sent me, most of which came up, and though the

serjion has been very dry, with good attention they have
grown finely. My garden presents a line appearance, I have
several fine varieties of portulaccas, petunias, and sweet
peas, also balsams, phloxes, nstars, lupins, and a variety of

other annuals, whifh ore now in bloom, and amply reward-
ing me with their rich blossoms, for the little trouble I have
taken in rearing them, 1 shall preserve all the seeds, and
as you suggested in a former inimber of the Farmer, distri-

bute them among such of my neighbors as liavc none, I

am glad to see such an interest manifested in the cultivation

of (lowers ns there appears to be from the arcotint you give
of the number of applications you have had for seeds, and if

oil have been ns successful in growing thorn as I have, they
will linve seeds enough to supply many wlio have riot so
choice a variety. I noticed in the last number of the Far-

mer, that you intend supplying applicants with seeds of

California annuals, I should be pleased to have you send me
some, and can assure you they will be tiiankfully received
by one who is a great admirer of those beautiful productions
of nature, tlowers. C. S. U.—l'laltekill, N. Y., Aug., 1851.

To C. S. H. and others we shall send more seed
before spring.

Messrs. EniTons :—We had supposed that of the five

hundred ladies who applied for (lower seeds last spring,
many w ilh less cares, and a greater tact at wielding the pen
than ourselves, had long since reported progress : but we
find others may have come to the same conclusions, and
hence the silence upon the subject. We received our pack-
age of seed in good order and due time, and soon consigned
them to a fine fertile spot. Of the ten kinds we received
eight soon made their appearance. These are tended with
all necessary care, and I had the pleasure of seeing them
flourish finely, although we must acknowledge we were
somewhat disappointed at seeing in the place of "Fine
Paris Balsams," what we had long cultivated under the un
pretending title of Lady Slippers, and half suspected it a
hoax of a certain personage printers are said to keep about
them. But "the rose by any other name would smell ns

sweet." and Lady Slippers or Paris Balsams, as you please,

are pretty (lowers, and well worth the attention of any
lover of beauty. VVe have them now in all their perfection,

scarlet, crimson, purple, pink, and white, the finest assort-

ment that can be produced, some three feet high, with
branches large enough for the fowls of heaven to lodge
therein, and perfectly filled with blossoms. We have, too,

Sweet Mignonette, German Asters, Sweet Peas, Marigolds,
Poppies, an elegant assortment, and two other kinds the

names of which we cannot give as our labels were destroyed
by the rains. We are in the practice, when we have one
flower that surpasses another of its kind in beauty, of tying

a cord around the stem that we may make sure of tiie seed.

We have several poppies marked in this way. Ihope (if Jack
Frost with his sharp fingers will keep at a distance a few
days,) to save a good quantity of these and other seeds, with
which to supply our friends. Please consider me an appli-

cant for a package of your Californian productions, and very
much oblige C, J, Fursman.—South Royaltoit. N. Y.

We have received many letters from our lady read-

ers, giving us an account of their success in cultiva-

ting flowers from seed distributed by us. We are

gratified that so many have been successful. We
shall continue our efforts to increase the love of flow-

ers among our readers, and shall improve every oppor-

tunity to supply seeds to those who may desire them.
Our object in furnishing flower seeds is not to intro-

duce new varieties, or old varieties with new names,

but to encourage the cultivation of the better kinds.

The lady-slipper, as it is sometimes called in this

country, is known by the name of balsam both in this

country and in England, and is generally cultivated ;

yet, few who cultivate them know anytliing of a good

balsam—as double as a rose and almost as beautiful.

f

We give here a specimen of a fair one, though far

from being perfect. This was raised from seed oim-

ilar to that furnished to our subscribers.

1

I

I

I
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(!EMtor'0 ©able.

Nkw York State Fair.—Floral Hall, an immense ob-

Jong canvass tent, 140 feet by 80, was devoted exclusively

to iho exhibition of fruits and flowers. The interior -was

arranged somewhat in tliis way :—Around the outside was

a low staging composed of three shelves about a foot wide,

rising one above the other, and covered with cloth : this

was wholly occupied with fruits. Within this staging a

broad and beautiful gravel walk extended around the whole

tent, from which every object could be satisfactorily seen.

On each side of this walk was a rustic railing or barrier,

made of larch poles and grapevine stems tastefully interwo-

ven. These were intended to prevent visitors from hand-

ling the objects on the tables. Within the walk was a con-

tinuous range of tables around the tent, appropriated to cut

flowers and ornaments. In the very center stood an oak

tree, its numerous branches covered with ivy and other

climbing plants, rustic baskets of fruits.and flowers suspend-

ed from them, and an eagle and numerous humbler birds

perched upon them as natural ae life. At the base was a

very pretty piece of rock work, embellished with appropriate

plants. The space on cither side of this tree was occupied

with a staging for the pot plants, and a couple of rustic seats

for committees or visitors whom the superintendent permit-

ted to enter. On one side was a double door— visitors

entering at one side and passing out through the other. Be-

tween the tables and the barriers a space of two feet was

left, which exhibitors were permitted to occupy in order to

answer questions and give explanations to visitors.

This is a picture of Floral Hall as faithful as we can por-

tray it in words ; but those who have not seen it can form

but a meagre idea of its tasteful and brilliant appearance.

They may imagine the staging extending around the whole

tent, covered with dishes and baskets, and interspersed with

trees and branches of trees laden with the finest fruits—
apples, pears, peaches, plums, grapes, &c., in such variety

and of such a quality as have rarely l>een equalled at any ex-

hibition in the world—the contributions of about fifty culti-

vators from different parts of the country. On the other

hand, the range of tables laden with cut flowers, dahlias by

the tliousand, and roses, phloxes, verbenas, petunias, &c.,

exhibited singly in small vials, besides floral temples, bas-

kets, and other devices, lighting up the interior of the tent

into a perfect blaze. Then to crown all, the " brave old

oak" in the center, with its rocky base, its rugged powerful

arms stretched out and bearing rich baskets of fruits and

flowers, vines clambering over them and»clinging to them,

and birds and squirrels perched upon them apparently in all

their woodland happiness.

The whole arrangement was excellent as well as beauti-

ful, and elicited admiration from the thousands and tens of

thousands who paid it their respects during the three me-

morable days. The tree in the center was a novelty— a

happy idea well carried out. On all sides we heard the

remark pass from m-outh to mouth, ''It is finer than ever

before"— a proof that nature has for most people a greater

charm than art. Heretofore the central ornament of Floral

Hall has generally been a highly decorated temple, very

tastefully and well executed, and always much admired ;

but it was costly, and it had grown stale, as everything does

when too frequently repeated. The change, we are happy

to say, gave great satisfaction, and will, we hope, suggest

hereafter something new and still better.

The Hon. L. A. Ward, President of our Horticultural

Society, performed the laborious duty of superintendent of

the Hall, and never have we seen duties attended to with

greater devotion or more complete efficiency. From the

opening to the close he occupied his place in the center of

the Hall, and we feel, as others do, that much of the quiet

and good order that prevailed, was due to his prudent njau-

agement.

The committee who devised and directed tlie arrangement
o'" the Hall, deserves credit for the able and faithful discharge
of its duties. It was composed of Messrs. Geo. Ellvvan-
GER, C. J, Ryan, H. E. Hooker, J. M. Whitney, Rob't
Donnelan. and Joseph Frost. All the rustic work was
devised and executed by Mr. Adam Kuchler, and it reflects

much credit on his taste and ingenuity. He is an artist in

these matters. Mr. Wm. Webster also rendered valuablo
services in perfecting the arrangements. We ought not to
forget a committee of young ladies, selected by Mr. Whit-
ney, Who assisted the general committee by their taste and
handiwork, and above all by their presence. We have not
space at this time to enter upon any detail of the exhibition,
but will take it up next month.

In our next number we shall give a view of the interior of
Floral Hall.

The success of the State Fdir in this city, an-d the satis-

faction enjoyed by distinguished gentlemen from other
states and countries attending the same, are largely ascribed
to the urbanity and labors of the President of the Society,
John Delafield, Esq.

An Agricultural Congress.—We have to thank the
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder for an invitation to attend the

Exhibition and Dinner of the Norfolk Agricultural Society,
Mass. We can not refrain from copying some remarks con-
tained in Mr. W.'s letter— leaving out the complimentary
remarks in relation to our personal labors for the advance-
ment of agricultural knowledge, which our modesty induces
us to believe rather undeserved, notwithstanding tiio opin-

ion of so wise and worthy a man as Mr. Wilder to the

contrary :

" My Dear Sir—I have this moment received the Gene-
'see Farmer for September. I am most happy to know lliat

you approve of our eflurts in Massachusetts to advance the
cause of agricultural education. * * * *

* * No one has a warmer heart or more willing
h:jnd to aid you according to my ability. I can sympathize
with you in all the trials and disappointments to wiiich we
are constantly subjected

; but no chagrin or mortification at
failures shall ever drive me from the path of duty, and which
in this matter I consider next to religious obligations. A
brighter day is dawning on us, and if we do not see its me-
ridian light in our day, our children or our children's chil-
dren will. In truth, 1 believe posterity will reward those
who have labored so zealously to advance the art of agiicul-
ture, and that your name with many others will be embalmed
in the hearts of those who shall in coming time reap the
fruits of your labor.

" The great barrier to our success is political juggling for
office and its emoluments

; but I trust the time will soon
come when our legislative bodies, both in State and Nation,
shall be fully interested by the farming interest. I rejoice
that suggestions have been made by j'ourself and others, for

a National Congress of Agriculture. I am ready for il. Let
me help."

The editor of the Maine Farmer, in speaking of our propo-

sition to establish an Agricultural Congress, to be composed
of delegates from State and County Societies, makes the

following remarks :

" We think well of this plan. The only obstacle to its

success is the lack of funds at the disposal of many societies,

to carry the proposition into effect. It is a shame and a dis-

grace to the United States Government that they have done
so little to really promote the good of agricultural science cir

its practice. Every other branch of industry has received
its fostering care, but this has been neglected and pushed
aside."

advertisements, to secure insertion in the Farmer, must

be received as early as the lOtli of the previous month, and

be of such a character as to be of interest to farmer.?. We
publish no other. Terms—$2.00 for every hundred words,

each insertion, paid in advance.
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SYRACUSE NURSERIES.
TIIOKr, SMITH. HANCHF.TT & CO.. rUOPRIETORS.

S YR A CU S E , N . Y .

,

HAVING 100 acres clos-ely planted to Kruit and Ornamental
Trees, Koseg ShruDbery, Urocn Hou.so plants, &c., we shall

have for sale the coming season, a most extentlve stock of Nursery
commodities, not to be excelled in size and beauty by those of any
eslablishment in the Union. Nurserymon, Amateurs. Orchardi.sts
and Venders, are earnestly invited to call, examine and judge.

—

Our stock of
STANDARD FRUIT TREES

Comprises all of the best varieties of Apple, Pe.ar, Plum, Cherry.
Peacli. iic.. of such size and qa.ility as no contrast can disjiarage.

We have also, both by importation and of our own cultivation,
PVRA.MIDAL. OR DWARF TREKS,

Of the .Apple. Pear, and Cherry, de.'igned for compact planting,
being thereby especially desirable for small lots, gardens. &c.. as
Will as gitieralhj so. by reason of their habit of early bearing.—
We have all of the approved varieties cultivated in thi.'J form, from
one to four years old—many of the Apples and Pears being now in
bearing.

OF THE SMALLER FRUITS,
Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, and Strawberries, wc are al-

ways iully supplied with all the best old and new sorts.

OF ORNAMENTAL TREES,
For the street border, and lawn.", our stock is very large. Our
Horse Chestnuts and Mountain Ash are particularly noticeable
for their luxuriant growth and surpassing symmetry of form.—
They uniformly excite admiration.
Evergreen trees in great variety, new and rare, including Leba-

non and Deodar Cedar;. 4 to 6 feet high
;
Japan Cedars ; Spruces;

Junipers ; Ta.xodiums. &c.
Pa;onies—A splendid collection of both tree and herbaceous vari-

eties.

Dahlias— One hundred and fitty selected sorts, comprizing the
finest English prize flowers, with all the best in the United States
—25 to 50 cents each for whole roots.

, Phloxes—Over fifty of the choicest kinds.
Koses—A most extensive assorment. comprising 6000 plants of

the best varieties, and all the new acquisitions
;
among.«t them

the new Perpetual Stripped .Moss, Herman Kegel, the Plybrid Per-
petual. Caroline de Sausel, Gen. Cavignac. Gen. Changanier, &c.
Bulbous Roots—A choice collection daily expected from Hol-

land, consisting ol Double Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocuses. &c.
Plants for bedding out of every description

; Vines, Climbers, &.c.

Cherry. Apple, and Pear Seedlings.
Buckihoru. 2 and 3 years old—very strong plants.
All of which will be sold as low as at any other establishment,

and in many cases lowtr, either at v/holesale orretail.
We are now issuing anew edition of our Catalogue, containing

full information of our productions, terms, prices. &c., embracing,
1st, a general descriptive catalogue

; 2d, a full cat.alogue of select
Green House i'lants

; and 3d. a special catalogue of Dahlia.s
Phloxes, and bedding out plants ; which wiU be sent gratis to all

post-paying applicants.
THORP, SMITH, HANCHETT & CO.

^Syracuse. N. Y., Oct.. 1851.

T. C. MAXWELL. & CO.,
^T THE OLD CJISTIE NURSERIES. GENEVA, N. Y.-

WITH pleasure invite the atiention of patrons, and the public
in general, to their extensive collection of FRUIT and OR-

N.A.ME.N PAL TKEhS. &c.. which they offer for sale the coming,
autumn and spring, comprising Standards and Dwarfs in varieties
desirable tor their merits rather than for their novelty, which
have bet n carefully cultivated and are warranted correctly named.
Kinds as follows :

60.000 .\pple. most choice sorts—very thrifty
2.5,000 Cherry, one and two years from bud— large growth.
10,000 Pear, standard and dwarfs, on French Quince—best kinds.
6,000 Peach, one and two years old

—

fine trees.
l.OtX) Plum—healthy and good.
6.000 Grape, one to four years old, mo.stly Isabella,
10.000 Evergreens—mostly Ualsain P'ir.

2 000 Mountain Ash, extra large, with fine heads.
2,000 Horse Chestnut, live to nine feet high—thrifty and strong.
25.000 lluckthorn. thiee years old—best hedge plant.
Alto the smaller fruits. Hybrid Perpetual, and Climbing Roses.

Shrubs. Stc. Sic.

Thoce who favor us with a call will be treated with on liberal
terras. Orders by mail, or otherwise, promptly attended to.

Geneva, N. Y., Oct 1. 1S51. [10 It'J

To Nargerynien and the Public generally.

A FROST & CO
,
proprietors of the Genesee Valley Nurseries,

• Rochester. N. Y., wish to direct the notice of persons in-
tending to plant, to their fine stock of Fruit Trees, Fruit Tree
stocks. Evergreen. and Ornamental Trees, which they are offering
at greatly reduced prices, by the quantity, and will be happy to
forward Catalogues of the same upon post-paid application.

Rochester. Oct. 1, 1851.

A. LONGETT,
CO.MMISSION MERCHANT, Office at the State Agricultural

Warehouse. No. 25 Cliff street. New York.
QCJ- Thk WoBKi.'ca Farmkr. a monthly publication devoted to

Agriculture, Stc., Sec., edited by Prof. J. J. Mapes, and published by
A. Longett, 25 Cliff street. New York. [7-4tJ

Drain Tile Works.
60 LANCASTER STREET-WEST OF MEDICAL COL-

LEGE, ALBANY.

IHieiRSE tlHlQETIILS.

THE subscribers are manufacturing Drain Tile of various sizes

to correspond with the above shapes, at prices from .S14 to
$20 per 1000 pieces, in length they are 14 inches. 1000 o( them will

lay 1,200 feet of drain, and so shaped as to admit the waters at
every joint effectually, draining from land 12 to 20 feet each side

of the drain, being the only true, cheap and durable way of drain-

ing lands. We have on hand Tile sufficiently large and well cal-

culated for cellar, cistern, sink and yard drains, from 2 to 25 cents
per foot. Orders from a diptance will receive attention.

October, 1851. [10-lt*] A. S. BABCOCK & CO.

INTERNATIONAIi MAGAZINE.
THE STATE FAIR.

NOTICES OF THE I^TERNATIONAI,.

" The best readable periodical of the day."

—

New Orleans Pic-
ayune.

'' A work which puts all butterfly monthly magazines in the
shade "

—

Boston Cotaier.
•'This work is undoubtedly the best monthly published in the

United States. It is cheap almost without parallel. It is edited
with marked ability and diligence. No family should be without
such a work, and we candidly think this the best of its class."

—

Southern Standard.
" This work takes precedence of all others of its kind, both in

quality at'd quantity of its matter, and indeed may be considered
as the very gem of aU the popular monthly publications."— Cam-
bridge Chronicle.

'• It stands at the head of the three dollar monthlies."- iJji/Ta/o

Conu ^idvertiser.

Tho proprietors of the International Magazine have made ar-

rangements to publish in the November number an account cf tho
State Fair at Rochester, and their carefully prepared notices of
the products exhibited, and the lists of awards. &.c.. will be illus-

trated by ENGRAVINGS in the highest style of art, from ORIG-
INAL DRAWINGS made on the spot by Mr. Henry Beckwith,
one of the most celebrated animal painters in the world, and by
other artists in the departments of .Machinery. &c. Disregarding
trouble and expense, and intent only on offering the public the
best single number of a Magazine ever printed in .America, the
publishers anticipate the hearty support of the farming and indus-
trial interest throughout the country.
Price of the International Magazine .-—By the year, $.3 ; by the

single number. 25 cents. The new year commecced with the Aug-
ust number. Pub'ished by

STRINGER & TOWNSEND,222 Broadway, New York.
D. M. DEWEY, Arcade Hall, agent for Rochester

Virginia Farm for Sole.

THE gubscribcr offers for sale a very desirale 'arm in Powhatan
Co., Va., known as jPwrmtn^/on. containing 700 acres—250

acres of which, are heavily timbered with oak. hickory, black wal-

nut. &c.. and 80 acres of very superior creek bottom. The farm
is in a good state of cultivation, is well adapted to wheat, tobacco,

corn, oats, &c. The buildings consist of a good dwelling house

with nine rooms, kitchen, smoke house, dairy, ice house, servant's

house and other necessary out buildings—a large barn, with sta-

tionary Horse Power and Threshing Machine attached — a large

corn house, stables, Bix large tobacco houses and an overseer's

house.
/•armi'n^fon is situated 25 miles from Richmond, and 2 miles

from the James River, in an excellent neighborhood, convenient

to mills, schools and churches, and one of the most healthy situa-

tions in the State.

This tract is admirably situated to divide into three farms, giv-

ing about an equal portion of creek bottom and timbered land.

Possession will be given the 1st of January next, and the priv-

elego of sowing a crop of wheat this fall.

Terms—*10 per acre- $2500 cash, and the balance in throe

equal annual payments with interest.

Persons wishing a more particular description can address the

subscriber at Sablett's Tavern. Powhatan County. Virginia.

October, 185L [10-2t J
JOHN M. SLY.
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FISHKILL. 1.ANDI1VG IVUIISERIES.
2^2 MrLES NORTH FROM THK NKWBURGH FKRRY.

FriUt and Oriianieiital Trees.

THE subscriber respectfully solicits the attention of Frimt
Gkowfrs. and dealers in Fruit Trees,^ his large stock offered

for sale the present fall, consisting of
40.001) APPLE TREES, of the most approved varieties, 6 to 10

feethiu'h. at from $12 to f.14 per hundred.
20,000 PEAR TRH;ES, embracing over one hundred of the best

varieties, 5 to 8 teet his^h. 30 cents each, $28 per hundred.
30.000 CHERRY TREES, two to three years from the inocula-

tion. 6 to 12 feet, at $20 to $25 per hundred.
10.000 APRICOT, of the best varieties, (2000 of which are the

" Early Golden." a very hardy and productive sort) one to three
years from bud, $8 to JtK on Peach, and $25 to $30 ou Plum stocks,
per hundn d.

50,000 PEACH TREES.of the most valuable standardvaricties
entirely free from disease, one to two years from the inooulatioi.,

7 cents each. $6 per hundred.
10,000 ISABELLA AND CATAWB.A. GRAPE VINES, tw to

four years old, with fine roots, having been annually cat bnck
;

they are in excellent condition for vineyard planting—20 .;euts

each. $10 to $15 per hundred.
1,000 QUINCE TREES, mostly of the apple variety. Currant

and Raspberry bushes. Strawberry plants. Summer Hybrid perpet-
ual, and other roses, &c. See.

40.000 DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN Ornamental Trees,
many of which are of large size and fine form. 10,000 Arbor Vita,
1)4 to 5 (eet high, $12 to .S25 per hundred.

8,000 BALSAM FIR, l}i to 5 feet, $12 to $30 per hundred.

The subscriber in consequence of the advantages he poesesses,
is enabled to sell at low prices ; having 300 acres of land, with a
variety of soil, the diff jreut kinds of plants are cultivated in that
best suited to their growth. His facilities for fbrwarding packa-
ges are all that he can desire. The Nursery is within two and a
half miles of the Hudson River Railroad Depot, at FishkiU Land-
ing. Steamboats run daily to New York and Albany from New-
burgh on the opposite side of the river.
From 50 to 60 acres attached to the Nursery are closely set wi'h

Standard and Specimen trees, which greatly increase his facilities

for the attainment of correctness. The new and most valuable
varieties of the Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum. Apricot, Cherry, &.C.,

which have recently originated in this country and Europe, have
been procured as early as practicable, and tested, or are in the
course of being tested, in the proprietor's own grounds. The new
and r.are Deciduous and Evergreen Ornamental Trees are annu
ally imported, of which fine plants can be furnished.
Those who are planting Orchards, starting Nurseries, or engag-

ed in the sale of trees, &c., are invited to examine his stock.
Trees, Shrubs, &c., when ordered, will be taken up carefully,

correctly l;i belled, packed in the best manner, forwarded agreeable
to order, and with the least possible delay.

(P3= Catalogues seut to all who apply by post-paid letters.

DANIEL BRINCKERHOOF.
Fishkill Landing. Oct ,1851. [10-lt*J

BulTalo Niirstry and Horticultural Garden.

THE proprietor of this old established nursery would call the
attention of fruit-growers, nurserymen, and others, to the

very large stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Flowering
Shrubs, sic., now offered for sale.

The stock of apple trees is unusually large and fine, comprising
the most choice and valuable sorts ; by the thousand at very low
prices.

Fear trees, both standards and dwarfs, of the very best sorts for
garden and orchard culture

*

Cherry trees—a very large stock of fine trees mostly trained
with low heads. The most choice sorts are propagated largely.

Also, a very good assortment of the plum, pea.ch. apricot, necta-
rine, quince, gooseberry, raspberry, strawberry, currant, &.C., &c.
The assortment of Ornamental Trees, Flowering Shrubs, Sec,

comprises almost every desirable article.

Also, a large stock of Evergreen Trees by the hundred.
Roses, Dahlias, bulbs, &.c.,Jii.c.

Stocks of all sorts for nurserys. Large importations are made
from year to year.

All orders and letters of inquiry will receive prompt attention.
Trees securely packed, carefully labelled, and forwarded with dis-

patch. B. HODGE.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept., 1851. [9-2t»]

Extensive sale of Keal Estate In Virginia.

ON the 10th day of ISfovember, 1851, will be sold to the highest
bidder, in Williamsburg, 2.787 acres of land belonging to the

estate of the late John VT. Maupin, lying between Slid City and
Jamestown. 350 acres of which are highly improved

;
also, about

100 acres of richest meadow. The otber portion is abundantly
studded with valuable oak and pine timber, easily accessible by
water ; a part of which lies on a navigable creek, where is located
the brick work of a once valuable manufacturing water mill, to

which vessels may float, and which creek empties into James riv-

er, one mile distant therefrom. These lands will be sold in tracts

to suit purchasers : also, other real estate will then and there be
sold, embracing most desirable houses and lots in said city, inclu-
ding a new and commodious brick store house and lot. See Card
published. Also address R 11. ARMISTEAD,

Williamsburg, July, 1851. [8-3t] Exor. & Comr.

HIGHI.A1VD NURSERIES, NEWBURGH, N. Y
AS.iUL & CO. have the pleasure to announce to their patrons

. and the public in general, that their stock of Fruit and
Ornamental Trees, which they offer for sale the coming autumn,
is of the very best quality and embraces everything in their line

that can be procured in the trade.
Dealers and Planters of Trees on a large scale, will be treated

•with on as liberal terms as can be done by any establishment of

rfj)!t/(i^(oii in the country. They flatter themselves that for cor-

rectness ofnomenclature of fruits(which is a serious consideration

to planters) that their stock is as nearly perfect as it pos.^ibly can
be, h.iviug been all propagated ou their own grounds, from un-

doubted sources, under the personal supervision of Mr. Saul.—
They have propagated in large quantities all the leading standard

varieties, -which are proved to be best adapted for general cultiva-

lion, especially those recommended by the .American Pomologieal

Congress at its several sessions, as well as all novelties of recent

introduction, and kinds, particularly suited to certain localities,

and sections of the Union and Canadas.
Their stock of Pear Trees is the largest they have ever had to

offer for sale, and among the largest in the country, and consists

of over 50.000 saleable trees.

The stock of Apple Trees is also very large, as well as Pluma
Cherries. Apricots, Peaches. Quinces, arid Nectarines. Also,

Grape Vines, Gooseberries, Cui-rants, Raspberries, Strawberries,

&o. &o. &c.
Pears on Quince, Cherry on Mahaleb, and Apple on Paradise

stocks, for pyramids and dwarfs for garden culture, and of which
there is a choice assortment of the Idnds that succeed best oa

those stocks.

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN ORNAMENTAL TREES
AND SHRUBS.

Embracing all the known kinds suitable for street planting, of

extra size ; also, the more rare and select, aa -well as all the well

known kinds suitable for Arboretums, Lawn and Door-Yard
planting, Stc , including Weeping Trees, Vines, Garden and
Climbing Roses in great variety . Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Chi-

na. Hybrid Bourbons, Hybrid Damasks, Hybrid Provence, and
Bourbon, Tea, China, and Noisette, and Prairie, and other Climb-

ing Roses.
A large quantity of Arbor Vitse for Screens, Buckthorn, Osage,

Orange, and other hedge plants.

The above will be sold on as liberal terms as similar «itock can

be purchased elsewhere. For further particulars see catalogues,

a new edition of which is just issued, and will be forwarded to all

p.^«Npa;d applicants by mail. A liberal discount will be made to

purchasers who buy to sell again, and extensive planters on their

own account.
P. S.—Freight paid to New York.
Newburgh . Sept. 1. 1851. [9-2t]

Lands of Long Island,

ADJOINING the villages of Lakeland and Hermanville, about
'^ 48 miles from the cities of New York and Brooklyn, by the Long
I.sland Railroad. The opportunity is now offered to all those who
ever wish to obtain land on Long Lsland, the Ancient "Garden of

America," that will probably never occur again, for these lands

are the only remaining new lands on the Island, and are equal in

qu.ality, when cultivated, to any other land.

The results of cultivation on these Island lands have been so

great, so much beyond the expectations of any one, that they are

now considered of great value for farms and gardens, and will, in

all probability, be all taken up for settlement and occupation, or

be held at more than five times their present price. All kinds of

produce may row be seen growing there, such as wh-at. rye,corn,

potatoes, and garden vegetables, with fruits and flowers, in the

most luxurious growth, where but a short time since the land was

covered with trees .and bushes.

The surface of the ground is perfectly beautiful, free from stone

or bogs or marshes, and the climate as healthy as can be found

in this latitude. The soil is a fine loam, admirably adapted to

high cultivation and great crops, and of easy tillage.

Indeed, no New England or Northern New York man can form

any adequate idea of the great difference in the labor and strength

requisite to cultivate these Lsland lands, and that required to sub-

due their own rugged lands, until he has seen or made the trial
;

and I now offer for sale as handsome land, and intrinsically as

valuable, as can be found within fifty miles of the city of New
York, in any direction, in lots of five acres or more, for the sum
of $25 per acre.

Any person wishing to purchase a five acre lot of good and
handsome land, without one foot of water or useless ground on it,

can do so by sending $5 as a first payment, and the further sum
of $5 a month, until one half is paid, when a warrantee deed and
good title willbegiven,and the remainder part of the purchase mo-
ney may be paid or secured on the land,to be paid within three or

five years, with 6 per cent, yearly interest. Larger lots will be

sold on the same terms.
The title is perfectly good— I have a history or deduction of the

title comiilete, certified to by legal men of tlie highest character,

which I will send by mail with maps, pamphlets, and all informa-

tion, to all purchasers, or those who wish to be informed of these

Island lands, by applying to E. H. PEAS, of Albany, or CHAS.
WOOD, Stationer, 117 John street, N Y. [S-Sl]

TIMOTHY SEED for sale at No. 68 State street, Rochester,

N. Y.. by BRIGGS 8c BROTHER.
September, 1851.
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Fruit ancl Ornamental Trees, <&c.

TIIR subscribers solicit the attention of Nurserymen, Orchard-
ists, and Amateurs, to their present large and fine stock of

Nursery Articles :

fitundard Fruit Trees, Jor Orchards; thrifty, well grown, and
handsome, of all the best varieties.

Dwarf Trees, for Gardens. The largest stock in the country,
and the most complete.
Dwarf I'ear Trees. Our collection consists of well known lead-

in>; varieties, and numbers more than 150.000 saleable trees. The
su, eriority of these, being grown in the country, over imported
trees, is well known to every intelligent cultivator. Nothing, in
fact, in this cauutry, can equal our collection of Pear Trees. They
can bo had from one to four years growth, some of which are now
covered with fruit.

Dwarf .1j>])le Trees. We cultivate in large quantities the best
and hjindjomest varieties of apples.on Doucainand Paradise stocks
for Dwarfs and Pyramids, and can furnish them in large quanti-
tie.^. from one to two years growth.
Dwarf Chen y Trees. All the leading varieties are cultivated

on Mahaleb stocks, extensively. We oan furnish by the hundred
and thousand, from one to two years growth.

Cherry Currant, the largest variety known. Upwards of 1,000
plants on hand.
English Gooseberries, all the best sorts.

Lirife Fruited Monthly Raspberry, that gives a crop of fine fruit
in the autumn.

Slrawbetiies, all the best sort-t.

Ornamenlal Shade Trees, of good size, for streets, parks, &c.,
large and well grown.

Choice Ti ees and Shrubs, for lawns and pleasure grounds, in-
cluding all the finest, new and rare articles recently introduced.
Hardy Evergreen Trees. .Norw.ay Spruce and Balsam Fir, of

small size, in large quantities; and a moderate supply of large
ones, besides nearly I'lfly new and rare Evergreens. incluJiug Deo-
dar Cedar. Cedar of Lebanon. Chili Pine, Cryptomeria or Japan
Cedar, Himalayan Spruce, &c , &c.

Rases, Peonies, a large and complete collection, including the
fine<it novelties.

Phloxes. .\ collection of upwards of 60 varieties, including 30
new varieties imported last spring.

D'thliat. Upw.-irds of lOU select varieties, including the finest
English prize flowers of 1849 and 18.50.

The following Catalogues, giving fuU information a« regards
t<Tms, prices. Stc, will be sent gratia to all who apply by post paid
letters or at the office.

1st, a fjeneral Descriptive Catalogue.
2d, a Wholesale (Catalogue.
3d, a Catalogue of Select Green Ilonse Plants.
4ih, a i^jpecial Catalogue of Dahlias and Bedding Pl.ints, for

1851. ELLWANtJER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Garden and .Vurserics,

RochcBter, July, 1851. Rochester, N. V. i

To Farmers.
AVERY convenient and labor saving article on a farm, is a sot

of handy tackles for weighing hay. killing hog.^, &c. Any
quantity all ready for use. for sale at No. 12 Buffalo sc, 2d floor.
Directly over the store of Geo. A. Avery & Co.

E. C. WILLIAMS, Agent,
Remember No. 12 Buffalo st . 2d floor, Rochester.

Wayne County Agrlcultmal Warehouse <S( Seed Store.
T7> C. WILDER & CO., Dealers in Haidware, Iron, Steves. Hy-
XL/. draulic Rams. Lead Pi| e. Horse Powers and Separators,
Reaping .Machines of latest improvement. Eagle Plows. Cast-iron
beam do. Vegetable Cutters, Hay Cutters for hand or horse power,
and Agricultural Implements of ev«ry variety. Paints. Oil, &c!
Palmyra, May. 1851 . [5-8t]

\Val>vorUi Nursery.

I
HAVE on hand an extensive assortment of apple, pear, cherry,
and peach trees of large size, and of the most desirable varie-

ties for orchard culture Also, a few thousand two and three
years old dwarf yeart. All of which will be sold at the lowest
market prices, and at a great discount in large quantities.

Also, some apple trees of extra large size, and
40.000 apple seedlings, two years old. for sale.

Wal\\orth. Sept., 1851, [9-2t] T. G. YEOMANS.

A Nursery for Sale.

S YEOMANS. to close up his business, is offering his entire
• stock of choice fruit trees, from one to four years old—20.000

or more fit for market this season. Retailers could be supplied by
the quantity. 40,000 or more yearling trees suitable to remove to
start the business with. Any part ot the trees will be sold sepa-
rately, if wanted. A large stock of Apple seedlings with the Nur-
sery. If the above stock is not sold, a partner would be accepted
to continue the business. Residence, 53 North street, Rochester,
N. Y. [10-lt*]

. Hutchinson's Patent Maclilne for Cutting Staves,

HEADING AND SHINGLES, and for jointing, chamfering,
and croziug Staves, and for turning heads for Hog.sheads,

Barrels and other casks. This Machinery reduces the expense
of manufacturing at least fifty per cent. '1 he Staves are cut from
blocks, bolts, or planks, with a spiral, drawing stroke of theknil'e,
which overcomes all the difficulties incidental to every other Ma-
chine heretofore invented.
For Machines, or Town, County, or St.ate rights, aildress C. B

HUTCHINSON & CO., Waterloo, Seneca Co , N. Y'., where the
Machines m.iy be seen in operation, as also in various other parts
of the States and Canada. [10-lt*j

Wanted.
WITHIN one. two, three, or four months at farthest, an hon-

est, industrious young man, acquainted with the dairy bu-
siness—that ij, with the management of milch cows and selling
milk in market. For such a one, I will give JISO.OO a year, paya-
ble monthly, and will board the same at my own house free of ex-
pense. I will also give the same to a good gardener—one that is

acquainted with raising vegetables for market. No one need be
afraid of sickness in coming to Memphis. I have 25 in family, and
have not had any sickness in five years. I do not believe there is

a healthier place in the Ifnited States. B. R, THOMAS
Memphis, Tenu,, Aug. 3. 1851. [9-3t*]

•STEPHENS' BOOK OF THE FARM."
CO:»IPl.KTE GUIDE TO THE FAKMEU.

With a Portrait of the late J. S, Skinner.

STEPHENS' GREAT WORK ON THE FAR.M.—A new and
complete edition, revised and adapted to the use of t'armers

in the United States, by J. S. Skinner. This book contains about
1200 pages, and embraces every subject of importance connected
with ^'Igriculture in all its branches, with five hundred illustra-

tions on wood and steel, making it one of the most attractive and
USEFUL books yet offered to the Farmers of the country. It is

bound in two volumes octavo, in cloth, only $4 ; bound in leather,

$4 50. C. M. SAXTON,
[8-2t] Agricultural Book Publisher, 152 Fulton St., N. Y.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JUUK.NAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,

VOLUME Xn, FOR 185L

Fifty Cents a Year, in Advance.
Five Copies for $'2

; Kight Copies for |3, and any larger

number nl the .same rate.

dj' All suliscriptions to commence with the year, and
the entire vi>lume supplied to all subscribers.

Q(J- Po.it-.Mastkrs, AiiKNTs, and all friends of improvement, ara

respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

SuUscriptioa money, if properly enclosed, may be seut (post-

paid or free,) at the risk of the Publisher. Addres.i to

DAItrnSL L.EE,
December, 1850. Rochester. New Vork

i
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THE AaRIOULTUilAL PRESS.

** The Soil of the South," a spirited agricultural

journal recently started in Columbus, Georgia, says
that tlie " agricultural press has increased the value
of the landed property of the States at least one hun-
dred million dollars, to say nothing of the increased
comfort.and happiness of the rural population." To
some this statement will appear extravagant, but it

is unquestionably far below the truth. Society has
no wealth which is so uniformly under-estimated as
that of agricultural knowledge. Land and labor may
be never so abundant, 3'et, without knowledge, they
will forever remain comparatively worthless. Knowl-
edge so far transcends all other powers of production,
that no people has ever succeeded in creating wealth
by any means, who did not cultivate this field and
husband its invaluable treasures. The idea of im-
parting to five millions of farmers a thorough knowl-
edge of the principles of agriculture, as deduced from
tl^ie researches of modern science, is too vast for im-
mediate comprehension. Little by little it works its

way into the popular mind ; and the cheap agricul-
tural journals invented in our lime, are the honored
means of demonstrating the usefulness of the press
for the widest possible dissemination of thouglit, and
the results of practice in rural afiairs. The experi-
ments of thousands of cultivators, and the experience
of millions, instead of being confined to a few in each
neighborhood, become the common property and the
professional literature of the country. Experience
and experiments truthfully recorded in periodicals,

have not only a general and almost universal value,

but they will live, if really important, to bless all

coming generations in after time. In this view of
the subject, it is obvious that experiments in hus-
bandry, tillage, fruit and forest culture, are matters
of the highest public concernment ; but owing to our
lamentable ignorance of the manifold means of im-
provement within our reach, we make no earnest
public elFort to place experimental agriculture on an
enlightened and scientific basis. It is not our pur-
pose to depreciate the every day experience and inci-

dental experiments of common farmers. A knowl-
edge of these communicated through the agricultural

press, is highly desirable ; but something more than
tills source of information is due to the greatest in-

dustrial interest of the United States. The advance-
ment of American agriculture demands additional

^ds for the development of new and useful facts.

We have carefully read most of the agricultural

papers published in this country up to this time, and
not a few similar works imported from Great Britain
and the Continent.; and we speak advisedly when
we say that the amount of ?iejt>/ac^s brought to light

during the past year in the civilized world, are few,

and not a tenth part of what they might have been.

When the press has little that is useful to communi-
cate, it loses its consequence in the estimation of

practical farmers, and all progress for the time is

arrested. A steady, not a fitful advancement, con-
fers the greatest benefits on the whole farming inter-

est. To secure this advantage, the friends of im-
provement should write often for agricultural journals,

and endeavor to communicate as well as learn every
useful fact. Facts concisely and clearly stated, are

always interesting to sensible readers ; and a reason-

able amount of theories based on such facts, are also

acceptable. Under the most favorable auspices, the

numerous sciences and arts which constitute our
complex profession, require constant mental, and not

a little physical labor, if one would excel therein,

lie may talk and write fluently on rural topics, with
a very superficial knowledge of the principles of

agriculture ; but he is more likely to mislead than
instruct his readers and hearer.^, unless he has given
up his life to the critical investigation of th.e arts or

sciences of which he treats. The phenomena of veg-
etable and animal life, as modified by dilTeront soils,

climates, systems of culture, treatment, and manage-
ment, can not be reasonably comprehended, nor skill-

fully handled by agricultural writers, except so far as

they have been carefully studied. Before one can be
a wise instructor, either in agriculture, horticulture,

or any department of natural science, he must first

learn what he hopes to teach. And to learn well,

we all need a fair opportunity to investigate the nat-

ural laws relating to the origin, qualitj', and temper-
ature of soils, the growth of plants and animals, the

laws which regulate their health, and at ttia same
time learn the practice of tillage and husbandry by
daily experience on a well conducted farm. In short,^

there is needed a perfect union of intellectural and
physical culture, a joint effort of mind and body, to

make a finished agriculturist. If we say nothing of

the development of the moral principle in man in this

connection, it is not because this element is over-

looked, or deemed of no account. Morality is a sub-

ject that does not legitimately pertain to'agricultural

production, nor to the physical sciences. The pro-

fession of agriculture has for its object the promotion

of the material interests of society ; and it eminently
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doscrvof the undividel attention of snch as write

liabitn;il]v for the agricultural press. Neither wri-

ter nor reader can increase his professional knowledgrc

without carp, ptudy, and effort to improve. Careless

readinjr. careless writing', and neglect of study and

of schools are prominent defects in the rural litera-

ture of this country. More pains ought to be taken

to separ'^te tlie chaff from the wheat in what we pub-

lish in our periodicals, tlie Transactions of our State

Boards and Societies, and annual Reports. These

are becoming quite voluminous; and with much mat-

ter thaf, is truly valuable there is accumulating a vast

quantity for which the rising generation can have no

possible use. Solomon said in his day, that "to the

making of many books there is no end." Had he

lived in our time of steam presses and cheap litera-

ture, he would doubtless have been still stronger

impressed with the endlessness of the book business.

If we printed fewer papers and books, and made them

better, or made tiiem better without any diminution

in quantity, the community would be greatly bone-

fitted. But until children are taught a more refined

and elevated taste, and have their knowledge of agri-

cultural geology, chemistry, physiology, mechanics,

and meteorology, what it should be when they be-

come men, their agricultural reading must be of the

most elementary character througii life. If every

reader of agricultural books had a knowledge of the

terms necessarily used to give names to newly dis-

covered things, and an account of the relations which

these things ijear to each other, good books would

be not merely perused with pleasure, but diligently

studied with great profit. To the unitiated, the hin-

guage of science is an unknown tongue. This

tongue can be best learned in a school when the

pupil is young, with the aid of a competent teacher.

Agricultural journals cannot do everything, nor the

half of what some appear to expect of them. Rural

arts and sciences are too important and too valuable

to be attainable bv a single day's work, or in ex-

change for a dollar in money. If we will not use the

means, nor pay the price of real knowledge, it can

never bo ours. We speak plainly, for we feel the

importance of our subject. If American farmers have

brought their sober minds to the conclusion that tiie

laws of nature as displayed in the mineral, vegetable,

and animal kingdoms, which govern the natural fruit-

fulness of the earth, and the results of their labor,

should never be studied by their sons, and that the

man who raises oats ought to know no more of the

things that make oats than tlie horse that eats them,

even then we shall regard it as our duty to work on
while life- lasts, and reverse this erroneous judgment,
or do our best to attain that consummation.

Agricultural colleges have been condemned with-

out a trial. This is unfair treatment, and their

friends have a right to demand a reasonable oppor-

tunity to demonstrate the practical utility of these

institut.ons. Medical science has no better claims

to public colleges supported in part by the Legisla-

ture, than agricultural science ; and if the latter is

wholly neglected by the people of the State of New
York, while the State supports five or six medical

schools with six or eight professors in each, it shall

not be the fault of the Genesee Farmer.

See that all your preparations for winter are com-
plete, so that when the storms come you sit by a

pleasant fire and read some valuable book, with a
mind at ease.

EASTERN VIRGINIA.

NowHKRE has the farming interest advanced whh more rn-

piility than it hns of late years in the Tidewater District of
Virginia. It was stated by a gentleman from Lancaster
county, tlie olhi-r day, tliat tlicre was annually more than
(ioul)lo the quantity of wheat sown in his district than
was reaped twenty years ago. Another large proprietor
ohsrrved that he hud realized upwards of 15 per cent, on his

investment in land cultivated in wheat. This change has
been brought about by the application of Marl, inexhaust-
ililo in that quarter, and the free use of Guano—one farmer
in Westmoreland, we learn, having I;i.st year applied twenty
Ions of that manure with striking effect in the improvement
of his lands.— [Vestchesler Virginian.

We have witnessed the extraordinary and deeply

interesting effects of good guano in the production of

wheat on poor lands ; and we regret our inability to

make eveiy reader understand how 100 lbs. of bird

dung operates to organize 700 lbs. of ripe wheat
plants, more than would grow without the manure.
A scientific principle is involved in this matter which
applies equally to every crop produced by the labor

and care of the husbandman. What the unlearned
farmer does not clearly see, is the relation that ma-
nure bears to the plants for the nourishment of which
it is applied. He fails to discover hoic it happens
that 2000 lbs. of manure brought from Peru is worth
!S50, while a like weight of common barnyard ma-
nure is not worth 50 cts. Why one kind oi" food for

plants is worth ten times more than another kind in

general use, is a problem which most practical tillers

of the earth have yet to solve.

Guano in its best condition, contains in a highly

concentrated form the most precious elements of fer-

tility, which are deficient in quantity in ordinary

soils. And they are deficient, mainly, because all

the people that subsist on the fruits of improved
land, foolishly waste the only things that can by any
possibility make bread, meat, wool, potatoes, and

cotton. The principal value of guano, in the long

run, will be to stimulate hard-working men and boys

to think—to study the great and honorable profession

of agricuhure. They now over-estimate the money
value of mere muscular toil, and sadly under-estimate

the worth of well-cultivated common sense. They
believe in common sense, but it must be the indige-

nous offspring of the mind, the sense of wild savages,

not common sense developed under the instruction of

teachers who have made the systematic investigation

of the laws of vegetable and animal growth the busi-

ness of their lives. The philosophy of manures, the

economical improvement of soils, and the skilful pro-

duction of wheat and other crops, involve principles,

and have their foundation in natural laws, which can-

not be learned by simply holding a plow, or carting

and spreading dung from a stable or barnyard. We
must first improve ourselves, then all other improve-

ments will be easy.

UsR OF Guano and Lime.—I some fifteen years

ago was among the first who introduced lime as a

fertilizer on our farms, since which most every far-

mer is making efforts to procure it, although at con-

siderable cost. We have to haul our lime from 12

to 15 miles, at a cost of 15 cents per bushel-

Within the two last years I have been experiment-

ing with the Peruvian guano, and so far as it relates

to my wheat crop, it has had the happiest effect.

—

Where I guanoed, the wheat was one-third better

than where I limed at the rate of fifty bushels to the

acre, accompanied with a good supply of barn-yard

manure alike in all other particulars. A.



BRITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE,

In the October number " An Old Farmer" very logic-

ally reasons on tlie various "causes" that might

account for the superiority of British agriculture,

and rightly conclsdes that it is not owing to a lack

of general education in America, or to the inferiority

of soil and climate, or any national characteristic, or

ignorance of European improvement, or known scien-

tilic facts, but it may, to a certain extent, be attribu-

ted to pecuniary circumstances, for though few of the

best British .farmers own their farms, yet they employ

a capital of at least fifty dollars per acre in its culti-

vation ; while here a farmer sinks the whole of his

money in the soil, and has not, in too many instances,

sufficient left to cultivate it so well as he desires. If,

too, he is in debt, he is anxiouB to discharge it, and tills

his soil too hard—"scourges" it—or, in other words,

cultivates the cereal, cash-selling grains as long as

they will grow, thus permanently impoverishing his

soil

—

killing the goose that layn the golden eggs.

—

He has too, comparatively, no local attachment and

would pull up stakes any day could he get a few dol-

lars per acre more for his farm than he thought it

worth. Suggest under-draining, or any other im-

provement that would ultimately pay cent per cent.,

and he will tell you the farm would not sell for any

more than at present, and the money would be lost,

instead of thinking as a British tenant farmer does,

if / do not get the benefit my son will.

Another, and the principal, reason of the superior-

ity of British farming is, that they have a better mar-
Tcet and can afford to use artificial manures, and other

means for increasing their crops, which, from the

low price of his products, the American iarmer can-

not economically adopt ; and though for the perfection

of cereal grains this is the best climate, yet for the

growth of turneps, vetches, fcc, which by collecting

ammonia from the atmosphere so materially benefits

the soil, England, and especially Scotland, has the

advantage.

A good crop of turneps, of twenty tons of bulbs and

eight tons of leaves, contains the following sub-

stances ;
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and low prices. In a new country where wheal can

appjirontly be grown for fifty cents per bushel, the

soil i.-f injured, for each bushel raised, that sum, which
adJod to the price obtained would make the value

thai at which wheat can be grown without impover-

ishing the suil. Thus if it cannot be grown, and

keep tlio soil in its original fertility by manure, plow-

ing in clover, or otlicr means, for less than eighty

cents per bushel, and the farmer has to sell for lifly

cents, with each bushel he sells thirty cents worth

of his soil.

As the population and mamifiicturcs of the coun-

try increase, as they necessarily must do under a wise

proVeclive duty on foreign goods that can be manu-
factured at home, where there is a superabundance

of raw material, farmers will have all the advantages

of a home market and high prices, especially of mer/i,

the production of which will enable them to grow
more wheat and increase the value and fertility of

the farm. Tiien, too, the poorer, exhausted soils of

the ea.-t, will be scientifically cultivated and delight

the eye and fill the pocket by luxuriant clover and

heavy harvests. In the meantime experiments should

be made in this climale on various nitrogen-collecting

plants, as also on the cereals, especially Indian corn,

of which little is known in this or any other coun-

try, and egregious errors may be committed in cal-

culations founded on experimental data of another

hemisphere, though they may suggest the direction

of inductive scientific inquiries. It is not at all im-
probable that turneps will be found a profitable crop

and be extensively grown when the proper manage-
ment for their growth here shall be understood ; but

this can only be ascertained by repeated experiments
systematically carried out.

It has occurred to me that were a row of turneps

sown between every row of Indian corn, wliich it

would perhaps be necessary to plant a little wider

—

say five feet—and to keep clean, the plants would be
shaded from the hot sun and flourish. If two hun-
dred wciglit per acre of super-phosphate of lime, that

will no doubt soon be manufactured from the rich

mineral phosphate lately discovered in various parts

of the country, was drilled icilh the seed, there is lit-

tle doubt a large crop would be obtained. It is hoped
the gentleman referred to at the commencement of

this letter, or some other enterprising agriculturists,

will make the experiment and give the results, which
if favorable, as I expect, will remove one of the

"causes" of the over-estimaled superiority of British

agriculture. Joseph Harris.— Rochester, JY. Y.

LUXURIANT PASTURAGE.

Messrs. Editors :—In the July number of the Far-
mer I noticed an article entitled " Wretched Pastu-
rage," the language of which sounds strange to your
readers in Steuben. I have no doubt but they
laughed, as I did, w.ien they read it, and if you could
have told it to our '• Hornby brindlcs," so they could
understand, I have no doubt but they would have
laughed too, standing as they do in pastures of

clover and timothy up half mid-sides. VVe know, in

Hornby, that some of our land is rather heavy, but if

it is, we can have cash from it without the expense
to which our grain-growing neighbors are subject.

The good farmers in this town are not troubled in

their sleep to invent means by which to clear the in-

terest on their property. There are farmers in this

town who annual/ clear twice and thrice the interest

on the money which their farms are worth. It is

true that tliere are some hide-bound, ignorance-lov-
ing, anti-progress farm skinners, who make no visi-

ble progress. But to find such pastures as you speak
of, you must visit us when some over-stocked field

wliich never heard of gypsum has been denied rain
for weeks. In short, if you wish to sec luxuriant
pastures, and wealth-giving meadows, excelled by
none in the State, you should seek them in Hornby.
Our lands increase in fertility under cultivation, if

not too much plowed. Yet there are fields in this

town which produced twelve, fifteen, and twenty
crops of oats in succession, and yet grow a wealth of
grass, under good management, afterward.
A plan much practiced in this town for feeding cat-

tle, is to stack the hay on the meadow, or put it in
small barns or barracks, from which it is scattered
upon the lands that produced it. When there is a
large stock of cattle to be fed, it saves much labor to

haul the hay to dilierent parts of the field where all

can have a chance. When your readers, of grain-
growing notoriety, are disposed to jest at our expense,
please remind them that they are not so far in the
advance, but what, in this steam and lightning age,
we may overtake them ; and if we cannot cure our
heavy land, we at least hive the consolation that we
have no "Wretched Pastures." Wm. H. Gardner.—Hornby, J\\ Y., Sept., 1851.

Our Hornby friends may well be satisfied with
choice grazing lands that yield from 14 to 21 per
cent interest on their market value ; but let them be-
ware lest the few precious atoms in their soils, that

form the bones of their cattle and other stock, are
not all extracted and either sold or lost before they
dream of such a misfortune. The things that really

make beef, cheese, wool, and horse flesh, are not so

abundant in the surface of the earth, even in the fields

of luxuriant clover and timothy of Hornby, as to bo
perfectly inexhaustible. All manure, bones, ashes,
and vegetable substances of every kind, must be hus-
banded with the closest economy, and wisely applied
to the needy soil, to avoid its deterioration in coming
years. Time will demonstrate that no land produces
good crops from air and water a/o?ie—that the ele-

ments of fertility are annually consumed in growing
plants, which elements must be restored to the ground
or its impoverishment is inevitable.

ANALYSIS OF LONG BLOOD BEET.

BY J. H. SALISBURY, M. V.

The specimens examined were furnished by Mr.
Douw, of Greenbush. They were large, fleshy,

crisp, and contained about the average amount of

woody fibre. Mean length of the roots of the four

samples analysed, 20 inches : mean widest diameter,

3 inches ; mean length of tops, 21 inches ; mean
weight of each root, 2 lbs. 2 oz.

Per ceniage of water, dry matter, and inorganic matter.

Fre^h Raoti. Fresh Tops.
Per rentage of water, 89.0;»j 90.570

" dry matter, lO.DDo 9. 430
" inorganic matter,. 1.080 1.850
" inorganic matter in

dry matter, 9.072 19.618

The above results show this variety of beet to bo

more highly charged with water than the carrot, arti •

choke, or parsnip. The roots contain a trifle over

89 per cent, of water ; the tops 90.67 per cent.

—

This leaves about 1 1 per cent, of dry matter in the

«
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roots, and 9 J in the tops. 100 lbs. of the fresh roots

contain a little over 1 lb. of inorganic matter ; while
100 lbs. of tops yield 1.85 lbs. 100 lbs. of the dry

roots contain 9.072 lbs. of inorganic matter ; and
100 lbs. of the dry tops furnish"'l9.618 lbs. 9259
lbs. of the fresh roots contain 100 lbs. of inorganic

matter. 5105 lbs. of the fresh tops yield 100 lbs. of

inorganic matter.
Composition of inorganic matter.

100 lbs. nf inorganic matter of
Roots. Tops,

Carbonic acid, 16.27 21.90
Silicic aeid, - fl.8-5 2.55
Pliosi)horic acid, 9.85 8.20
riiospbate of iron, 1.15 3.75
Lime,.-. 1.50 10.25
Blagncsia, 1.15 4.10
Poiash, 13.10 7.70
Soda 53.05 37.30
Chlorine, 0.81 0.(10

Sulphuric acid,-. 1.65 3.05

By ordinary culture, 20 tons can easily be raised

to the acre. Twenty tons of the fresh roots contain
432 lbs. of inorganic matter. These 432 lbs. con-
tain the following bodies, in about the proportions

given below.

Carbonic acid, 70| lbs.

Silicic acid, .. 3^ "
Phosphoric acid, 42^ "
Phosphate of iron, 5 "
Lime, 6| "
Rlagncsia,-. 5 "
Potash 56i "
Soda, 232 "
Chlorine, — 3J-

•'

Sulphuric acid, 7 "

In round number.?, the following materials, in the

quantities mentioned below, furni.sh more than an
adequate supply of nourishment, to an ordinary soil,

for 20 tons of beet roots : 300 lbs. of ashes, 200 lbs.

of common salt, and 6 tons of good barn-yard ma-
nure. The tops are generolly left upon the ground,
hence it is not necessary to include them in the

materials removed from the soil.

Proximate organic compositioji. nf the roots.
100 lbs. of

Fivsh Roots.

Water, 89.095
Fiber, 2.310
Sugar, 6.125

Dextrine, 1.035

Casein,.- 0.040

Albuuien, 1.155

Starch, 0.313
Resin, 0.057
Gluten, 0.02'0

Red coloring matter, 0.018

Fat .- trace

100 lbs. of
Diy Roots.

20.860
55.327
9.347
0.3G1

10.431
2.815
0.519

0.130
0.153
trace

In the above analysis, we see tlie nutritive power
of this variety of beet. The average amount of dry

matter in the- fresh, mature roots does not vary much
from 10 per cent. One ton of the fresh roots con-

tains of sugar, 122^ lbs.; of dextrine, 20.7 lbs.; of

albumen, casein, and gluten, 24^ lbs.

Ultimate organic analysis of 100 parts of dry roots.

Nitrogen,-. 1.445
Carbon, 41.435
Oxygen, 42.256
Hydrogen, 6.514
Inorganic matter, 9.072

It will be seen from this last analysis that 100 lbs.

of dry beet roots contain about 1 J lbs. of nitrogen,

41^ lbs. of cartoon, 42 J lbs. of oxygen, 6^ lbs. of

hydrogen, an 1 9 lbs. of inorganic mutter. The or-

ganic part is almost entirely made up of sugar, fiber,

albumen, dextrine, and starch ; the inorganic part, of

eoda, potash, and phosphoric acid.

AGRICULTtTRAL ADDRESSES.

We have read with pleasure many of the Agricultu-
ral Addresses delivered at State and County Fai'"

this fall. Every farmer and every farmer's v jq
should read the extract below from Maj. r.4TKicK's
address before the JelTerson County Agricultural So-
ciety, in this State :

" An industrious pair, some 20 or 30 years ago, commenced
the world with strong hands, stout hearts, robust health and
steady habits. By the blessing of Heaven their industry has
been rewarded with plenty, and their labors have been
crowned with success. The dense forest has given place to
stalely orchards of fruit, and fertile fields, and waving mea-
dows, and verdant pastures, covered with the evidences of
worldly prosperity. The log cabin is gone, and in its .stead
a fair white house, two stories, and a wing with kitchen in
the rear, flanked by barns, and cribs, and granaries, and dairy
houses.

•' But take a nearer view. Ha ! what means this mighty-
crop of unmown thistles bordering the road? For what
mirket is that still mightier crop of pigweed, dock, and net-
tles destined, that (ills up the space tliey call the "garden?"
And look too at those wide, unsightly thickets of elm, and
sumach, and briers, and chokecherry, that mark the lines of
every fence 1

"Approach the house, built in the road, to be co7ivenient,
and save land! Two stories and a wing, and every blind
shut close as a miser's fist, without a tree, or shrub, or flower
to break the air of barrenness and desolaiion around it.

There it stands, white, glaring and gliastly as a pyramid of
bones in the desert. Mount the unfrequented door-stone,
grown over with vile weeds, and knock till your knuckles
are sore. It is a beautiful, moonlight October evenino-

; and
as you stand upon that stone, a ringing laugh comes from the
rear, and satisfies you that somelxidy lives there. Pass now
around to tlie rear

;
but hold your nose when you come

within range of the piggery, and" have a care that you don't
get swamped in the neighborhood of the sink-spout. Enter
the kitchen. Ha ! here they are all alive, and here they live

all together. The kitchen is the kitchen, the dining-room,
tiie sitting-room, the room of all work. Here father sus with
his hat on, and in his slu'it sleeves. Around him are big
boys and hired men, some with hats, and some with coats,
and some with neither. The boys are busy shelling corn
for samp ; the hired men are scraping whip stocks and whit-
tling how pins, throwing every now and then a sheep's eye
and a jest at the girls, who. with their mother, are dni/tg up
the house-work. The younger fry are building cob-houses,
parching corn, and burning their fingers. JXot a book is to
be seen, though the winter school has commenced, and the
master is going to board there. Privacy is a word of un-
known meaning in that family ; and if a son or daughter
should borrow a book, it would be almost impossible to read
it in that room ; and on no occasion is the front house open-
ed, except when "company come to spend the afternoon,"
or when things are brushed and dusted and "set to rights."
"Yet these are as honest, as worthy and kind-hearteil peo-

ple as you will find anywhere, and are studying out some
way of getting their younger children into a better position
than they themselves occupy. They are in easy circum-
stances, owe nothing, and have money loaned on bond and
mortgage, .\fter much consultation, a son is placed at school
that he may be fitted to go into a store, or possibly an oflice,

to study a profession ; and a daughter is sent away to learn
books, and manners, and gentility. On this son or daughter,
or both, the hard earnings of years are lavished ; and they
are reared up in the belief that whatever smacks of the coun-
try is vulgar—that the farmer is necessarily ill-bred, and his

c illnig ignoble. <•

' iNow, will any one say that tliis picture i^ overdrawn ? I

think not. But let us see if there is not a ready way to

change the whole expression antl character of the picture,

almo.-'t without cost or trouble. 1 would point out an easier,

happier and more economical way of ed'icatin^r those chil-

dren far more thoroughly, while at the same time the minds
of th3 parents are expanded, and they an; prepare I to enjoy,
in ihe society of their educated children, ihe fruits cf their

own early iiid isu-y.

"And first : let ihe/rowi part of that house be thrown open,
and the most convenient, agreeable and pleasant rooai in it

be selected as \.\\e family room. Let iis doors be e. er jpcii
;

and when the work of the kitchen is completed, let m ?ihirs

and daughters be found there with their appropriate work.

—

\l

iS>
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Let it he .• e room whore the family altar is erected, on whicli

the f;ithori)ifers the morning and the evening sacrifice. Let it

be consecrated to IS'eatness, and l^uriij', and Truth. Let no

hat ever i)i.' seen in that room on the head of its owner ; let

no coatless indiviiiiial be permitted to enter it. It" father's

head is liald (and some there are in that predic;iment) his

daughter will he proad to see his temples covered by the

neat and graceful silken cap that her own hands have fash-

ioned for liiin. If the coat ho wears by day is too heavy for

the evening, calicoes are cheap, and so is cotton wadding.

A few shillings placed in that daughter's hand ensure him
the most comfortable wrapper in the world ;

and if his boots

are hard, and the nails cut mother's carpet, a bushel of wheal
once in llirce years will keep him in slippers of the easiest

kind. Let that table which has always stood under the

looking-glass, against the wail, be wheeled into the room, its

leaves raised, and plenty of useful (not ornamental) books

and periodicals bo laid upon it. When evening comes,

bring on the lights—and plenty of them— for sons and daugh-

ters— all who can— will be most willing students. They
will read, they will learn, they will discuss the subjects of

their studies with each other ; and parents will often be

quite as much instructed as tlicir children. The well con-

ducted agricultural journals of our day throw a flood of light

upon the srierice and practice of agriculture ;
vvhile such a

work as Downing's Landscape Gardening, laid one year up-

on that centre table, will show its elfects to every passer by,

for with books and studies liko these a purer tasle is born

and grows most vigorously.

"Pass along that road after five years' working of this sys-

tem in the feuiily. and what a change 1 The thistles by tlie

roadside enriched the manure heap for a year or two, and

then they died. These beautiful maples and graceful elms,

that beautify the grounds around that renovated home, were
grubbed from the wide hedge-rows of live years ago ; and so

were those prolilic rows of blackberries, and raspberries, and

bush cranberries, that show so richly in that neat garden,

yielding abundance of small fruit in their season. The un-

sightly out-houses are screened from observation by dense

masses of foliage ; and the many climbing plants that now
hang in graceful festoons from tree, and porch, and column,
once clambered along that same hedge-row. From the mea-
dow, from the wood, and from the gurgling stream, many a

native wild llower has been transplanted to a genial soil, be-

neath the homestead's sheltering wing, and yields a daily

otTering to the household gods, by the hands of those fair

priestesses who have now become their ministers. By the

planting of a I'evv trees, and shrubs, and flowers, and climb-

ing plants around that once bare and uninviting house, it has

become a tasteful residence, and its money value is more
than doubled. A cultivated taste displays itself in a thousand

forms, and at every touch of its hand gives beauty and value

to property. .\ judicious taste, so fir from plunging its pos-

sessor into expense, makes money for hinj. The land on
which that htdge-ruw grew five years ago, for instance, has

produced enough since to doubly fay the expense of grub-

bing it, and of transferring its fruit briers to the garden,

where they have not only supplied the family with berries

in their season, but have yielded many a surplus quart, to

purchase thatlongrowof red and yellow Antwerps and Kng-
lish gooseberries ; to say nothing of the scions bought with

their money, to form new heads for the trees in the old

orchard.
" Those sons and daughters sigh no more for town or city

life, but love with intense affection every foot of ground thoy

tread upon, every tree, and every vine, and every shrub,

their hands have planted, or their taste has trained, liut

stronger still i\q their afl'eclions cling to that fatnily room,
where their ininils first begun to be develo|)ed, and to that

cenlre-Uible around which they still gather with the shades
of evening, to drink in knowledge, and wisdom, and under-
standing.

" The stout firmer who once looked upon his acres only as

a laboratory for iraiisiuitiing labor into gold, now tiikcs a

widely d'.lfercnt view of his possessions. His eyes are o()en-

ed to the heauttfal in nature, and he looks with reverence
upon every giant remnant of the forest that by good luck es-

caped his murderous axe in former (lays. iVo leafy monarch
is now laid low without a stern necessity dcmiiids it ; but
many a vigorous tree is phinti'd, in the hope that the child-

ren of /iij cliildron may trather benv'ith the sreading branches
and talk with |)iouM gratitude of liiin who planted them.

—

No longer feeling the need of Uxing his physical powers to

the utiiioMt, his eye takes the pla(;e of his hand, when the
latter grows weary, and iiund directs the operations of labor.

See him stand and look with delighted admiration at his
sons, his educated sons, as they take hold of every kind of
work, and roll it ofi" with easy motion, but with the power
of mind in every stroke.

" But it is the proud mother who takes the solid comfort,
and wonders that it is so easy after all, when one /mows how,
to live at ease, enjoy the society of happy daughters and
contented sons, to whom lUe city folks make most respectful
bows and treat with special deference as truly well bred ladies
and gentlemen.

" Now, this is no more a fancy picture than the other. It is
a process that I have watched in many families, and in dif-
ferent States. The results are everywhere alike, because
they are natural. The same causes will always produce
the sanie eflects, varying circumstances only modifying the
intensity."

Senator Douglass' Address at N. York State
Fair.—We have room only for a few extracts from
Senator Douglass' address:

" So long as agriculture was the exclusive occupation of
an enslaved peasantry, it produced little more than the ne-
cessaries of life. It remained a mere sluggish libor

; con-
suming men's physical strength, and descending, with little

improvement, from father to son, among those who were
bornand'bred toil. Happily for the progress of mankind,
the condition of the agricultural laborer has changed in many
parts of the world, and it is no small source of jiride and
gratification for us to know that it is the example of America
which has wrought the change and restored agriculture to
its original rank among the most honorable occupations of
men. Jt is now a profession calling to its aid science and
the mechanic arts, and, in its every branch, the inventive
genius of man. The farmer, instead of merely fullowing the
beaten track of his ancestor, now brings to his pursuit his
own powers of inquiry and investigation. Chemistry teaches
him the nature and quality of the ingredients composing his
soil, the species of crop must suitable to its productive power,
and the kinds of manure he must use, and the proporiiim of
cattle he must keep to make his farm productive. As he
acquires a knowledge of chemistry, of agricultural geology,
and of the physiology of plants and animals, his crops become
more certain, and his reward more sure. Armed with knowl-
edge, the fertility of man's mind has discovered remedies for

the sterility of soils, and found means of guarding the fruits

of his labor even against the vicissitudes of climate. This is

not all. The American farmer possesses the means of multi-
plying labor, and thereby its reward, by the most ingenious
and etfcctive machinery."

" I would now say a few words on the growth of timber,
a subject much neglected by our countrymen. Yet timber
is one of the most valuable productions of the soil, and an
indispensable requisite to the improveiuont and civilization

of man. No country on earth is, in this respect, more blessed
than our's. None can boast of such a variety of forest trees,

adapted to the various uses of farming, the mechanic arts,

architecture and ship-building. In no other country do we
find such magnificent shade trees, such extensive and superb
primeval forests, and in no part of the world is the reproduc-
tive power of the soil less exhausted than in our own. Yet
with all these incalculable advantages, and with our un-
bounded coal-fields, the want of lire-wood is already felt in
sortic districts which like the prairies of the west, are natu-
rally destitute of timber, o' \n which locomotives and steam-
boats are consuming the article faster than it can bo repro-
duced in the ordinary coiir.'^e of nature. There is also rea-
son to believe that the extreme desire of pressing civilization

forward, and of fertilizing the wilderness in the shortest
time, induces many a hardy pioneer of the West to enter
somewhat enthusiastically on the "extermination" of our
woods, when considerations not merely poetical, but eco-
nomical and practical, would in more than one instance call

out to him " Woodman, spare that tree !"

'• Trees are not merely useful and ornamental, but also by
tlieir mere existence—by the breathing ofuiygen—eminently
(nnilucive to health. Thoy are the companions of man, as
much so as some of the domestic animals, and have as such,
actjuired a certain right to his protection. Many localities

which I could name, especially near the sea coast, have been
completely shorn of timber ; and experi^ice has .iliown that

a forest once entirely cut down, will not grow up again and
reproduce the same kinds of timber. Much inconvenience is

now f(dt in coiiseiiueiice. and the evil is progressive, tlireat-

ciiing the comfort and interests of farmers, mechanics, and
all clossei engaged in industrial pursuits."
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" It would eeem as if our cUplomatio and consular systems

were organized simply in regard to the great intersts of com-

merce and manufactures ; but could they not be made equally

subservient to tlie mother interest of agriculture and its co-

ordinate branches ? While our consuls report on the com-

merce and manufactures of foreign countres, would it not be

well to require ihem to report also on the different agricul-

tural productions of those countries, and tlie improvements
which from time to time may be introduced in their culture ?

Might they not be made to furnish detailed accounts of the

different modes of cultivation, the manner of preserving

crops, the agricultural implements in use, and the various

kinds of manures resorted to as means of preserving or re-

storing soils ? Could they not be induced to report on all

the variety of fruit, shade, and ornamental trees, and forward

specimens of seeds, plants, roots, and bulbs, for gratuitous

distribution, accompanied by proper directions for their use 1

An occasional paper on the domestic animals of different

countries, and the mode of breeding them and improving the

breed, would be particularly acceptable, should the official

business of the consul admit of such useful and interesting

digressions.
" These reports would not be expected to be made quar-

terly, as are those on commerce and manufactures. An
annual paper would comprehend all that is desirable, and
would certainly bo no great tax on the consul's time and pa-

tience. In many instances all the materials for his report

would be readily furnished him by the official politeness of

the government to which he is accredited, and in others he

would find all the required information already collected in

some printed form.
" By such simple means avast amount of information from

all parts of the globe could be collected, which in your hands,

and in the hands of other corresponding associations would
be a most powerful auxiliary in the dissemination of agricul-

tural knowledge. And I would, in connection with this

subject, respectfully suggest the propriety of establishing a

greit National Agricultural Society, which in immedi-
ate connection with the Agricultural Societies in the differ-

ent Sl>ites and Territories of the Union, and the Patent

Ofiic ^, or some other appropriate governmental bureau, might
ensiiy posses itself of all the necessary information, to pre-

sent :u its annual report an elaborate and comprehensive
vie\v of the agi'icultural condition of our whole country.

—

That Society would also be the proper medium for receiving

the specimens of seeds, plants, bulbs, &c., forwarded from
foreign countries by our consuls, together with the collec-

tions which, under existing regulations, our navy is in the

habit of making, and of distributing thera among the differ-

ent States and Territories.

" The National Agricultural Society would also be
the proper channel of communication, and of effecting agri-

cultural exchanges, between the several local societies of the
United States, and the various agricultural and learned asso-

ciations in foreign countries. It would, in fiict, be the great
ceitre of agricultural information, which would diffuse

knowledge in a thousand different directions, over the whole
length and breadth of our land, and to which every farmer
could confidently apply for advice and instruction on any
subject connected with his profession.

'And here I may pause to inquire whether the Smithso-
nian Institute, at the seat of the National Government, might
not, ex-nffido. become a colaborer and assistant of the Na-
tional Agriculttiral Society, in all its literary and scientific

branches ? Might not the Institute aid the Society in all its

periodical publications, and, in conjunction with it, diffuse

the greatest amount of " useful knowledge among men ?"

Surely the philanthropic intention of the worthy founder of
that institution, could not be carried out in a more suitable
and effective manner, than by making it thus subserve the
great interests of agriculture in all its branches. Whatever
its present usefulness may be, it can perform no higher duty
than contribute in the most efficient manner, to the perfec-
tion of that species of human industry, which is the parent
and promoter of all others, and on which Uie safety and per-
manence of our institutions rest as on their broadest founda-
tions."

Fences.—Examine the fences which enclose your
fields— do it yourself, and have every weak place
made strong. Failing' pasture tempts stock to break
in and destroy. Care in this regard now may save
you from the vexation and loss hereafter.

HOGS BUNNINa AT LARGE IN WINTER.

OuK friend, Mr. A. J. Head, of Fairfax Co., Virginia,

justly censures (in a business note) the common
practice in that region, and in some others, of letting

hogs run all over a farm in winter to root up mea-
dows and eat every clover root, as well as top, in

order to escape starvation. In sections where there

is little snow or frost, and where English grasses and
clovers require much care lo flourish, droves of swine

or sheep, and herds of cattle, often do immense injury

to the fields trampled in wet weather, and having
every blade of grass eaten into the ground. Farmers
in Fairfax that provide a plenty of forage for their

neat stock in winter, and grain or roots for their

hogs, and keep up both, carefully saving all their

manure, are fast improving the soil and are destined

to realize a handsome profit on their business. They
get 31 cts. a pound for their butter by taking it ten

or fifteen miles to Washington, Georgetown, or Alex-
andria. We would suggest that they give to pastures

and meadows a top dressing of lime and wood ashes,

if not more than ten bushels per acre—five of lime,

and five of ashes. A larger dose will be better.

—

All the land in the neighborhood of Washington
lacks lime and potash, particularly old and long cul-

tivated plantations.

Three Things NECESSARr to make a.-^ Agricul-
tural Plan VALUABLE.— 1st. Before any plau is

placed before the public, it would be well for the

author to test it by experience, and see whether it

would carry out the object for which it is recom-
mended. At any rate he should let reason and com-
mon sense dictate.

2d. He should cast his eyes around him, and see
for whom he is writing. He ought to know that a
large majority of the farmers in thi-s country are in

limited circumstances. These are the on-es he ought
to help— the rich can help themselves. And if he
wishes his plan to take and do much good he should
be careful not to attach much expense to it, except
labor. This will enable them to help themselves,
for such have ways enough to lay out their hard
earned cash without paying large sums for new plans.

3d. He should express his views in as few words
as possible. This last proposition I guess the editors

will say is right, and so says Green Farmer.

The WAT TO raise Wheat after Corn.—Take
green sward land highly manured, and well plowed
about the first of May ; then cultivate it well and
plant corn four feet apart each way, rows straight,

and keep it well tilled until the last week in August.
Then top the stalks, and as soon as cured carry them
off the ground. Then sow wheat among the corn,

and cultivate it thoroughly both ways with one horse.

Husk the corn at your leisure, and about the first of

May following take a scythe and mow the stalks

close to the ground. The wheat will not winter kill.

Titus Canfield.— JFest 'Bloomfxld.

Sore Necks in Oxen.—This is caused by using

yokes that do not fit Uie neck, or by working the

oxen in wet weather. It can be prevented by using
good yokes and applying oil or lard to the neck in

stormy weather.

Remedy.—Use ointment made of lard and bees-
wax ; or make a strong wash of white-oak bark, and
apply it night and morning.

f
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S. W.'S NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

The Seneca County Fair at Waterloo has jnst clo?cf]

this l<Hh (lay of October. I have no time for details.

Suffice it to say that our village was never before thus

animated by all sorts of animated nature, biped and

quadni])ed of both sexes, including even the tiny, pu-

ling babe whose age is reckoned by weeks and days,

not months. All agree that it was the best show
and plowing match ever before witnessed in this lit-

tle snperfertile county of Seneca. The address by

Editor Si;.NTELL, of the "Clarion," was capita], but

nothing more than might have been expected from a

man who adds to a trained pen a practical knowledge
of tlic farmer's labors and the farmer's wants. The
President of the State Society, Mr. Dklafield, Judge
Sai-kktt, and other rural voterans, were on the spot

—not dawdling spectators, but aiding the officers of

the Society, and at ail times auftiil lo the best inter-

ests of the Fair. The county of Seneca has a right

to bo proud of giving such a President as John Del-
AFiELD to the parent Society, of whom it has been

said, (maliciously perhaps.) that he vv'as almost the

only speech maker at Rochester who made farming

and th« farmer the sole issue, or rather that he was
the only speaker who came there with no other than

the woodsman's axe to grind on the great festival

grind stone.

New York as ft is.—Go into a tliirty thousand

dollar house ; as you step on the thick Wilton car-

pet—without noticing the lesser cl ccleras—^cast your

eyes up to the lofty ceiling supj)Ofted by pillars like

a cathedral ; then look at the superb sofas, the soft

rocking chairs, in their variegated silk covers, scat-

tered about tlie spacious saloon in promiscuous con-

fusion ; then ask yourself how this man's grand-

children are to improve on this style of living, as he
has improved on the homely simplicity of his grand-

father. Here is a question for the political econo-

mists : as the social history of young America has

ever been progressive in luxury, which no money
panic or revulsion in trade has ever yet been able to

check. 'Tis true that the rich grandfather is not

often blessed with industrious, thriving grandchildren,

but those who have at length got ricli by catering

for the wealthy, now take wealth's place and do its

pageant drudgery. Thus industry in turn changes
places with luxurious ease, which it improves upon,

as if to convince the world that it has outgrown its

plebian origin. But reader, if I mistake not. New
York contains witliin itself a great and growing con-

servative power in its mechanical industry, physi-

cally groat, and mentally improving, which is one

day to modify that sickly form of society which opu-

lent case and pretension is ever prone to engender.

Thirlv years ago it was no satisfaction to spend time

talking wiiii a master mechanic in the city of New
York, but now, within the last short montli, I have

had to admire tiie general information, the varied

learning, n)odest bearing, superior tact, science, skill

and industry of some of the young mechanics of New
York.

FiiF.F. Trade i.n Cohn.—M. B. Bateham, of the

Ohio Cultivator, writing from England, adverts to

the embarrassment of the farmers since the abroga-

tion of the English Corn Laws. He says, wisely,

that the landlords should lower tiicir rents, and the

government its taxes. But the traditionary farmer,

on the contrary, looks to the goverinnent for the re-

newal of the tax en foreign corn, a consummation

not likely to be accomplished. Mr. B. says that he
has not found a single intelligent, disintrrcsled per-
son in England who believes that the people there can
ever be brought back to eat taxed bread. This is

encouraging to American agriculture. fFaterloo,

.V. F., Oct., 1831.

THE CULTURE OF FLAX

Messrs. EniTORS :—As but very little has been writ-

ton in our agricultural journals about Flax, perhaps
what follows may be properly inserted in your valu-

able paper.

That the cultivation of flax in Central New York
is to become, within a few years, a prominent feature

in our farming, I feel quite assured, and as there is

but little known as to its culture in this country, I

feel called upon to give to the public some conclu-
sions which I have arrived at after some little expe-
rience in the growing of it. That we in this part of

the country have a soil whose natural capacities are

in every way sufficient to produce flax in perfection,

I think will be proven in a very short time to the

most hard of understanding. Even in toe present
state of flax manufacturing, we wil. ai^vays find a

fair crop a paying one, and should the c tlonizin^ oi

flax prove to be as practicable as we arc ^o-^ assured

that it will, we may pick up the do^larc rroin o;i*

our fields almost as easily as it ever has been Jojip

in California.
'

In order to grow good flax, it is quite necessary /)

have a good deep and melk^w soil of moderate fertilny.

Now as there are a great many farmers in this good
State of New York who do not know exactly how to

produce such a condition of the soil, I will just state

a manner by which they can turn most any of their

old pastures or meadws into line fields of flax ; also,

how they can harvest it best.

As early in the fall previous to the spring when
the flax is to be sown, as is convenient, the ground
should be plowed about five inches deep, being care-

ful to have every inch cut and turned, and to have
every stone larger than a goose-egg picked up and
carried off. This ground should remain so until late

in the fall—the later the better—when it should be

well harrowed and once more picked. In the spring

as early as the ground is in condition to be worked,

get on with the teams and plow it across the first

furrows ; then it should be harrowed smooth and

sown with one bushel of flax seed and again harrowed

until it is very fine. When the crop is grown four

or five inches in height, it is well to go through it

and pull out all the large weeds. Nothing further

need be done until it is fit to pull, or when the bolls

are quite brown, when it should be pulled and laid in

thin swathes. .As soon as these swathes arc dry,

they should be rolled up in large bundles, bound
loosely, and set up in Dutch shocks to dry more.

Tiiese bundles can be taken into the barn and thresh-

ed with a flail at the farmer's convenience. If the

threshing is performed carefully, the sheaves will re-

main in good shape and the flax straw unbroken.

Again, these threshed bundles should be taken to a

smooth grass ground, and spread in thin swathes, say

an inch thick. When the top of these swathes is so

rotted that the shiors break out easily, they should

be turned over and left until the other side is in the

same condition, when it should be dried again, bound

in large bundles, and stored. The turning can be

readily done by running a smooth pole about ten feet

t
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in length under the top end of the flax and lifting' it

over. Ordinarily the drying can be effected in the

swathes ; but if the weather is wet and unfavorable, a

person should be consulted who is acquainted with

the manner of setting it up on its butts to dry.

On all heavy lands this cultivation will secure a

fine crop of flax. On land that is infested with ivire

worms, flax is partieularbj serviceable. Flax likes,

as do almost all other useful plants, a deep soil, but

this depth should not be obtained at the expense of

Llie surface fertility ; so I recommend five or six inch

furrows. W. R. Matsi^by.—JVeivport, JY. Y., 1851.

AGRICtJLTURAL SCHOOLS

It is useless, perhaps, at this late day, to undertake

to discuss the question of the utility of " Agricultu-

ral Schools." All that w^e can now do, is to stand

and wonder that nothing has yet been done on this

subject ; or, if anything has been done, that it was
not done sooner ; or, that so little has been done.

And yet our wonder must cease in some degree, when
we consider the prevailing ignorance on the subject

of scientific farming, and the character of the men
whom we choose to make our laws.

1st. Prevailing ignorance. This begins to be dis-

sipated, and yet it is no uncommon thing to hoar

some of our best farmers (at least in their own esti-

mation) say they do not believe any man in his study

can teach them how to manage their farm. Such a

remark I heard not long since ; and besides, many of

those that read are only gradually enlightened and

convinced, and their action is slow.

2nd. The character of our law-makers. How few
of these are intelligent farmers ! Perhaps not one-

fourth ! and yet we are a nation of farmers. So long

then as we choose lawyers, merchants, politicians,

stockholders, &,c., who know nothing about farming,

and even less, we cannot expect that the interests of

farmers will be greatly consulted. Is it impertinent,

then to ask, " Whose fault is it if the farming inter-

est is left to take care of itself ]" The majority of

our voters are farmers and can control eA^ery election.

If they will not consult their own interests, who will

consult for them 1 The fault then belongs to the far-

mers themselves. Let them do their duty to them-
selves, by choosing men of the right class, and they

will soon have such laws and institutions as they

wish. H.

—

Down East, Oct., 1851.

NOTES BY A FARMER

" The present generalion is duath on American Forests."

—

Eilitor Genesee Fanner.

"Why," sscys one, "do we hear so much about

'forests,' 'waste of timber,' Sic. The earth has been

inhabited several thousand years, and those parts that

have been longest inhabited are not yet destitute of

timber." The question is as easily answered as it

is asked. No age of the world ever required so great

a consumption, or made so great waste, of timber, as

the present, and no country requires so great a con-

sumption as ours ; and that consumption must neces-

sarily increase with the increase of population, unless

a substitute for steam shall be found. But as I may
perhaps treat of this subject hereafter, I omit further

remarks.

A "Rat-Proof" Granary—One covered, or lined,

with tin. At least cover every joint on the out-side,

or on both sides, with a strip of tin. Rats will sel-

dom try to make an opening, except where a crack
or joint tempts them to tho work.

Rats and Mice.—One of the best methods of de-
stroying these pests, that I remember to have heard
of, is the following : Take a large kettle, or barrel,

fill it nearly full of anything that is most convenient,
as waste grain, chaff", beans, earth, fcc; set it in the
barn, or other place infested with rats, place a board
for them to run up on, throw over the mass a quan-
tity of meal and let them feed several nights without
interruption. Now empty the vessel and fill it with
water up to about six or eight inches of the top

;

throw over the surface a little chaff" sufficient to cover
it, and strew' over this a little meal and arrano-e it as
before.' The rats will detect the trick when too late

to profit by it. Scores have thus been taken in a
single night.

Muck.—Quick lime will assist in the decomposi-
tion, if mixed with muck in the pile. From my lim-
ited knowledge on the subject, however, I would treat

it differently. I would either put it into the barn-
yard in the fall and let it be worked into the mass of
winter manures ; or I would spread it over the ground
in the fall, harrow it about in the spring, sow on it

some lime and plow it under. Muck will be of com-
parative little value on land already abounding in

vegetable matter. Its value will be conspicuous on
sands, clays, or, perhaps on any exhausted soils.

SucKERiNG Corn.—This, according to my theory,

should be done early, in order to throw the whole
nourishment into the main stalk. H.

—

Down Eastf
Oct., 1851.

MOUNTAIN ASH.

For the information of Mr. Thomas, (in answer to

inquiries in the last Genesee Farmer,) I wquld state

that some ten years ago (I think it was the last of
November) I planted a handful of Mountain Ash ber-

ries without any preparation. I did not even pick
them from the stem, but covered them with earth not
to exceed an inch in depth, not thinking they would
come up under a year and a half, but was agreeably
disappointed when a little more than five months, or

early in May following, they came up so thick that

1 was obliged to transplant them before there was
hardly any root formed. This I did by breaking
them apart into bunches of from four to a dozen (I

could not do otherwise, they were so thick together)

in a bunch. In a few days I removed or destroyed

all except one or tw"o of tlie most thrifty whicli grew
so finely as to amply repay all the labor bestowed
upon them. Cordkha Ann Reeves.—Arcadia, JV.

v., Oct., 1851.

Tobacco in Wisconsin.—It appears that the at-

tempt to grow tobacco in Wisconsin has been suc-

cessful. The JVaterloicti Chronicle says: "The
first experiments in Jefferson county at tobacco rais-

ing, have been made this season. In the towns of

Milford, Waterloo, Aztalan and Lake Mills, some
twenty acres have been cultivated. In every instance,

we learn, the most complete success has attended

these experiments. It has been demonstrated past a

peradventure, that our soil and climate are peculi-

arly well adapted to the growth of this plant. And
what is still more gratifying, the crop pays well.

These twenty acres, we are assured, will yield an

average net profit of $50 per acre."
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iJnqulrics antr ^Tlnsiucrs.

Mfssrs. Editors :—Tlie frnme barn of Mr. John Brush
was burnt on Sabbath evening, August 31st, from an un-
known cause, as there was no lire within reach, and no per-
son near except the owner, who was within a few rods when
llie tlanios l)ur.st out through the roof and siding. Tlie barn
was crowded full of hay and grain ; the last had been put
in tiie evening before, (it was oats.) and the niglit following
was warm and sultry, sprinkling a little rain about daylight
on the d.iy of the fire. It cleared olT in llie morning and
was clear and warm. About live o'clock the fire look place.
The barn stooJ in a meadow.
Can you give any information, through your valuable

paper, whether the hay. oats, or straw, would ignite. W. K.
h'vUTO^.—Exrhaiigevil/e, Pa., Se])t., 1851.

This was doutjiless an instance of what is denominated
spontJineous combustion, the causes of which should be well
underotc.od by every farmer. Many a reader has seen a mow
of hay, which was put up in too moist a condition, turned
black—literally burnt—although never on fire. Under favor-
able circumstances, manure heaps not only generate heat
and burn very slowly, but sometimes burst out into ablaze.
Some, we dare say, have seen a bin of grain get wet, the
grain sprout and evolve considerable heat. In all similar
phenomena, the slow combustion arises from the chemical
combination of atmospheric oxygen with carbon, and proba-
bly hydrogen, in the decomposing vegetable matter. The
intensity of the chemical action is promoted in cases where
hay in stacks and barns takes fire, by a variety of causes,
prominent among which is the condensation of oxygen in the
innumerable sponge-like cavities in the mass subject to
decay. If it was thinly spread out, ic would not burn.

Pievc7iiio/t.—'Sever put green or wet hay, grain, or corn-
stalks, in a compact heap.

Messrs. Editors :—I have been lately drawin-^, from a
marshy hollow, a quantity of rich black muck. How should
It he treated? How applied? If piled with barn-yard ma-
nure, should hme be mixed in ? Should lime ever be mixed
with manure, or always ai)plicd alone? Please answer
these inquiries and oblise a subscriber. J. L. S —Whites-
toion, N. K, Sept., 18.11.

It would probably be better to mix lime with .swamp muck
in a heap without manure, and apply this compound sepa-
ratelj'. When muck is mixed with manure, it ought to be
dry to ab.sorb the urine from domestic animals, in which
case ammonia enough is generated from urea and other ni-
trogenous matters in the dung, as well as urine, to neutral-
ize all the acids in the muck. Lime may be applied to
coarse, long manure, like that from straw and cornstalks,
with advantage, but never to the excremfents of animals, ex-
cept as gypsum or a muriate.

Mkssrs. Editors :— I have been a reader of the Farmer for
several years, with a good degree of satisfaction. I wishnow to make one inquiry, that it may be answered through
the columns of your valuable paper.

"

Suppose the soil to be removed from a pip.;e of land to thedepth of live feet, how long will it take to bring it to a cood
state of cultivation again? and what is the best courie to
pursue in order to effect the object 7 A l-ARMv.R.-Adam,

Manure well, plow up the subsoil, sow peas, harrow thor-
oughly, and let the hogs eat the peas that grow, without
harvesting. Apply a top dressing of lime, turn under the
pea vines, and you may grow either grass or grain on the
land, unless it is worse than an average of earth four feet
below the surface.

™''"o!""7"'*' --l^'"''
>•"'» ^vould publish a request for

nr^! r
'*

^f'^'T
"'^^"'^'lofll'e diirerent Slates togivo the

fZT, ['^'T-^- "^r^- ^"'"''- '""'«-«' ""'' ou-n, in their l.f"ferent localu.es. I think that a page of the iarmer . e o ted
^ a report of prices of thi. kind, once a year, would i^eofmuch use to the farmer. W. H. G.-llJnby, iV. F J851

Messrs. Editors :—You invite your readers to make any
inquiries they wish, or give any information they can. I
avail myself of this permission, to ask a question or two Iam now on the wrong side of fifty, am a mechanic, and' am
getting too old for the hard labor I have to undergo, and wish
to live on my land, but it is a small lot of five acres of young
Iruit trees and six acres of arable land. How shall I gS
about It to make the six acres support me moderately, as the
fruit IS all young and for some years will not amount to much
I h.ave tried some experiments to get large crops on a little
land, and sometimes have failed

; for instance. I put in half
a bushel of wheat, some years ago, in drills, eighteen inches
apart in the drill

; I forked through it twice in the summer
lop-dressed it well with hog dung, and it grew five and six
feet high, but when I came to reap it, there was not a grain
of wheat in the whole. Can you tell the reason of this ?—
The ground had been trenched one foot and a half deep
when sown, and planted out with small plum trees. The
year before last 1 tried it again, omitting the trenching al-
though 1 put it all in (that is the half bushel of wheat) vvith
the spade, digging, or sowing or drilling, as I went along.—
This I dug through twice during the summer, and it grew
the finest, to look at, in the country—five to six feet high •

but when threshed, only produced two bushels. I should
say that I gave this a top-dressing of bone dust. The land
it was sown on is considered as good as any land about as
the young trees on it grow very finely. Now there is some
reason for its lading to produce wheat. Can you, or any of
your readers, solve the difficulty for me?
Would it pay me to raise or fat cattle, on Mr. Mf.chi's

plan, as stated in the January number. I can buy hay out
of the meadow, in summer, for seven or eight dollars per
ion,- and out ol the stack, in winter, for ten ; corn for As 6d
per bushel

;
and oil-cake for 12.?. per 100 lbs. Will liiispay

so as to enable me to raise manure, without which I am cer-
tain I can raise no crop. Would spent tan, thrown under
the hogs, fix the ammonia 7 as I can get plenty of that Will
It pay to give 2.i to 3 cts. per lb. fur guano ? What is the
value of a bushel of hair from the tan yard, compared to a one
horse load of twelve bushels of stable manure / Will land
vvell manured, and plowed eight inches deep, do as well as
il subsoiled ? This, or any other information you can give,
so as to enable me to maintain myself and family on a farm
of SIX acres, will much oblige me. N. Chatfield.— Ca/i-
terbury, N. Y., 1851.

Messrs. Editors :—The enclosed is a sample of grain which
I received with some marine plants, sliells, &c., presents
from a friend on Turks Island, labelled ' Turks Island Corn."
The stalk on which it grew resembled that of broom corn,
the seed or corn growing upon the bush, and, judging from
the quantity on the stalk which I received, must yield largely.
I will plant what I have and report the result to you. Will
you plant these, or give ihem to some one who will, and in-
form me of his success ? I would send you a larger quantity,
but for the postage. Is nut the agricultural interests of this
great country sufficiently deserving of the favor of the "ov- .

ernment, to be entitled to the conveyance of seeds, grafts
&c., of limited weight, through the mail at low rates ? Can
you not urge the friends of .agriculture, through your widely
circulated journal, to demand this of our government^
A. G. n.— Waukeaha, Wis., 1851.

We shall plant the seed.

Messrs. Editors :—Being a subscriber to j'our ably con-
ducted and valuable paper, I feel at lihertyAo ask of you, or
some of your western patrons, through its medium, some
information relative to the habits of an animal called the
Gopher, which abounds to a considerable extent in most
parts of this State, particulary on bottom prairies, and the
best mode of exterminating them. They being very numer-
ous and troublesome on my place, I am extremely anxious to
dispose of them in some way, and will feel under lasting ob-
ligations for the desired information. K. M. Vi.—Albia, lawn.

Ens. Gen. Farmer :— Beinu' a subscriber to your truly val-
uable paper, I take the liberty to trouble you with the fol-
lowing question, viz : Do you know any sure remedy for
the disease known here as gargit. in cows ? Being a young
man. and having lost the use of one cow by that disease, if
you know any remedy it would be truly acceptable. Carl-
ton Graves.—Madison, O., Sept.. 1851.

Will not some experienced stock-grower suggest a remedy
for the malady above named, or give an account of the
proper treatment 7

\



PREPARATION FOR WINTER.

Messrs. Editors :—Having received so much bene-

fit myself, by being' reminded in the Genesee Farmer,

occasionally, of the importance of preparing for win-

ter, I may be pardoned foj" endeavoring to do to others

the same kindness I have so freely received, I al-

ways intended, as of course others do, to be fully

prepared for every emergency, as much as possible
;

but, somehow or other, always happened to be a little

behind, and had to do work in very unpleasant weath-

•er, which witii a little forethought might have been

done easier and better a little before. Then, often

on account of the unpleasantness of doing out-door

work, many things remained entirely undone, and

much loss was the consequence, and perhaps suffer-

ing to animals from cold and storm. One cold,

stormy day in the winter of 1848-9, I sat by a warm
fire, feeling rather uncomfortable as I thought of a

barn that needed a little repairing, that I intended

some time ago should have been done on the first fine

day ; but it had not been done, and the snow was
covering my hay mow, and the barn looked like a

snow palace inside— the stable that was not quite

as tight as I knew it ought to be, and might very

well have been. As I observed, I felt rather uncom-
fortable at these thoughts, and took up the Genesee

Farmer to read a little and forget my bad feelings,

when the first thing that attracted my attention was
an article headed '^Prepare for Winter.^' I laid

down the paper and really felt cross at being reproved

in that way, and said something about its being very

easy to write, but those that wrote such fine things

didn't do any better than those of whom they were

finding fault, with many more Uiings of this charac-

ter that I am not now foolish enough to repeat. But,

after a time my good sense began to show me the

truth of the matter, and in a little while I thought it

was about right. In about an hour I had resolved to

go to work at the stable at once, in spite of the wind

and the snow. So I put on my thick coat and mit-

tens, called the boys to my assistance, (who won-
dered what new streak had taken me,) got hammer
and nails and boards, and fixed up the stable in pretty

good order in about two or three hours. Next day

went at the barn, repaired it in every place where

repairs were needed, or where an improvement could

be made, shoveled out the snow, and then sat aown
to enjoy my reading, feeling, I can assure you, more

like a man than I had felt before in many a day, com-

fortable in body and mind. I have endeavored since

to keep a little ahead of the times and seasons, and

find great benefit from the practice. Now, brother

farmers, if you profit by my example, it will add to

your honor and happiness. H.

SELECT SOUND POTATOES FOR SEED.

Messrs. Editors:— For several years I noticed

among my potato vines when hoeing, some hills of

small sickly vines, and always observed that such

vines died out prematurely and never yielded any

tubers worth harvesting. When hoeing last sum-
mer, I noticed the same proportion of sickly vines and

determined to search for the cause. On opening a

hill I found that the seed potato had been deeply cut

by the hoe, in digging the preceding f II. Not yet

satisfied that this was the only cause of the dwartish

appearance of the vines, I continuol the search, dig-

ging up every hill of sickly vines on a patch of half

an acre. I found, to my surprise, that in every in-

stance the seed potato had been cut with the hoe, or

pricked with the potato hook, in digging, and the in-

cisions thus made were covered with a black mildew,
and premature decay had commenced. I therefore

conclude that a diseased potato is unfit for seed.

Permit me to add a word on the cultivation of the

potato generally, as I have been very successful in

raising that useful plant for the last twenty years.

I plant on a loamy soil, plow deep, and plant early

and deep, by which the plants get an early and vigo-

rous growth, and very seldom suffer with the drouth
during the whole season. They also arrive at matu-
rity early, in time to be harvested while the weather
is fine, before the heavy fall rains sot in, which I con-
sider essential to their flavor and preservation through
winter. I have noticed that some farmers let the
potatoes and weeds grow together until the vines are

large enough to be hilled up. This I consider bad
economy, as the weeds rob the vines of moisture and
nourishment, and require much more labor to subdue
them than if taken in season. My practice is to go
through them both ways with a one horse harrow, or
cultivator, as soon after they come up as practicable,

and then leave ihom without hoeing unti"l the vines
are large enough to receive a suflicient hill for the
season. I then plow them out both ways and dress
them with the hoe, which is all the care they need
until ready to harvest. In harvesting, I dig them
out of the ground and let them lie in the sun until

the latter part of the day. The dirt will then mostly
fall from them and leave them in fine order for use.

I usually plant large potatoes and plant them whole.
I have tried planting small potatoes, and also large
ones cut in pieces, but I have uniformly found that
they yielded less in quantity, and a greater propor-
tion of small ones, than when I have planted large
ones uncut. D.

SUB-SOILINa FOR POTATOES.

Messrs. Editors :—Last spring I broke up a piece
of pasture for corn and potatoes ; soil, sand and gra-
vel—plowed seven inches deep. Through the cen-
ter of the lot, I subsoiled a piece of land seven paces
wide—subsoiled with the common plow : i. e. throw-
ing the plow into the furrow and plowing five inches
deeper than the bottom of the first. That raised the
subsoil on the top of the first furrow, to the depth of
three inches. I planted four rows of potatoes and
three of corn on this subsoil. On one side corn was
planted ; on the other, potatoes and corn—the pota-
toes divided from the subsoiled ones by the three
rows of corn. The corn wh(ni harvested was not as
good—stalk small, and not well eared. The pota-
toes were large, on the subsoiled, and no rotten ones
were dug

; whereas, the others were diseased and
many of them rotten. They were placed in separate
pilea in the cellar, and when assorted in the fall, ono
quarter of those planted on the sod were diseased or

rotten ; of the subsoiled, only two potatoes showed
any indication of disease. The seed was the same,
(round pink eye) planted the same day, the same care
in cultivating, and dug at the same time.

I am not prepared to give any reasons for the dif-

ference, otlier than the dryness of the aubsoil when
laid on the surface. I plowed the land, not knowing
or expecting that it would make any difference, but
I shall give it a fair trial, as many others will who
have seen the tvro crops. A. Todo, Jr.
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I^oiiimltiiral Hfiinrtiaeiit.

EDITED BT P. BARRY.

THB KORTICULTUEAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
STATE FAIR.

Jy our last we made a few general remarks on the

arranofement and contents of Floral Hall. Now we
are able to present a very correct and well executed
drawincp of the interior, by Mr. G. Winter, of this

city. The tree in the center, the ranges of shelves

and tables around the tent, with the baskets of fruit

"and various floral ornaments, the rock work around

the base of the tree, the rustic fence enclosing it,

the orange tree in a vase on a rustic pedestal oppo-

site the entrance, and other conspicuous objects in all

parts of the tent, are brought out as conspicuously as

possible in so small a space. Among the spectators

is one who will be readily recognized by those who
reside in Rochester or vicinity. We refer to the

gentleman with a long beard, whose back is turned

towards the interior of the hall. This is a first rate

portrait. The tree in the center of the hall, which
in the main gives it character, was originally de-

signed by Mr. David Watson, at present employed
by Messrs. Ellwanger fc Barry. He ought to

have received due credit in our last, but was over-

looked.

Coming to the details of the exhibition, we think

we may safely say that in quantity as well as in

quality it has never been surpassed in this country,

and it would have been much better but for a few
circumstances. In the first place, the Massachusetts
and Pennsylvania Societies held their exhibitions at

the same time, and of course deprived us of all the

contributions of eastern fruit growers. In the sec-

ond place, we had two weeks of excessively warm
weather just before the show. This ripened fruit so

rapidly and was so injurious to flowers, that both

fruit and flower departments sufiered much—the lat-

ter more especially.

There were about fifty contributors of fruits—half

the number from Rochester and vicinity, and they by
far the largest contributors. We were particularly

interestsd in the display of pears, because it enabled
us to mark the progress being made in New York in

the culture of this fruit. There were several excel-

lent contributions. John Morse, of Cayuga, had
forty-three varieties, all good popular sorts, and
specimens fine ; Messrs. Bissell k, Hooker, thirty-

seven varieties, among which we noted some new
ones ; Col. B. Hodge, of Buffalo, twenty-three vari-

eties ; L. F. Allen, Esq., of Buftalo, ten varieties
;

Chas. Taxjntor, Esq., of Buflalo, fourteen varieties
;

A. H. TNTorris, of Staflbrd, eighteen varieties
;

Messrs. Thorp, Smith, Hanchett, & Co., of Syra-

cuse, many varieties ; Messrs. W. T. &c E. Smith,

of Geneva, nine varieties ; Ellwanger k, Barry, of

Rochester, one hundred and six varieties, and a small

tree of Louise Bonne de Jersey in a tub, loaded with

fruit—a very attractive object. Among all the vari-

eties presented, the Bartlett, Louise Bonne de Jensey,

SlevevUs Genesee, Seckel, White Doyenne, JJuchesse

d' Orleans, and Belle Lucrative, were prominent,

being not only remarkably abundant and fine, but

brilliantly colored and attractive. There were also

later varieties, such as Dix, Beurre Bosc, Beurre
Did, Bonpock, Van Mon£ Leon le Clerc, Vicar of
fVinkJield, Easter Beurre, Beurre Gris d' Hiver
jVouveau, and many other standard sorts shown in

greater perfection than we have ever seen them be-

fore as to size and fairness. We are confident, from
what we have seen on this occasion, that New York
will soon stand at the head in pear culture. In a

few years more, when our extensive orchards come
into bearing, we will make such a display, on occa-

sions of this kind, as has never been seen yet.

Among peaches we had some good collections, in

all of which Craio/ord's Early occupied a prominent
place. They were not only large and fine, but pre-

sented in baskets and large dishes piled up in all

directions. Mr. David McKee, gardener to I. R.
Murray, Esq., of Mount Morn presented a large

and beautiful collection, but gener ily without names.
The late Mr. Murray, sen'r, was a great peach am-
ateur, and had collected in the t ardens at Mount
Morris every valuable sort ; but he is gone, and the

names of many have been lost. Mr. John Donnel-
LAN, of Greece, had a fine collection of sixteen vari-

eties— superb specimens. Mrs. W. R. Smith, of

Macedon, fi.fteen varieties, but specimens rather infe-

rior. Mrs. S. also presented eighteen glass jars of

nicely preserved fruits, (without sugar, alcohol, or

vinegar,) a very interesting contribution. Mr. L.

Fay, of Chautauque presented a good collection.

The chief novelties in the peach way were some
good seedlings from Mr. James Lyon, of Irondequoit;

they will no doubt prove valuable.

Plums were scarce. The most interesting collec-

tion was from E. Dorr, of Albanj^, though the speci-

mens were small— twenty-four varieties, including

"fourteen Scuyler Gages for premium." James
BucHAN, of Rochester, exhibited twelve varieties

;

Ellwanger fc Barby, eighteen varieties ; and S.

H. AiNswoRTH, of Bloomfield, fine Jejfcrsons.

Of grapes there were a few fine contributions.

—

R. L. Colt, Esq., of Patterson, brought a fine col-

lection of foreign varieties from his extensive vine-

ries, and this was the most important contribution

from abroad. H. L. Suydam, Esq., of Geneva, ex-

hibited from his vinery beautiful bunches of St.

Peters, Black Hamburgh, Zinjindal, and Black
Prince. These were the first crop, the vines having

been planted a year ago last spring. Mr. S. has

promised us soon an account of the construction and

management of his viner\. Messrs. Bissell &c

Hooker presented half 3 oozeu varieties from their

vinery. The specimens were all, and especially the

Black Hamburgh, very fine. Dr. J. A. Warder,
of Cincinnati, editor of the Horticultural Review,

exhibited Cataivbas and Herbemont' s Madeira., be-

sides samples of Ohio wines. The latter we under-

stood were thoroughly tested, and produced a most

lively sensation. We hope the next time the Doctor

. tl[
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brinr^s us samples of Buckeye wine, the bottles will

not be quite so large.

Of apples tliere was, as usual, an immense display.

Winter varieties were of course green and unattrac-

tive, but, for tiie season of tlie year, they were fine

far beyond our expectations. N. Hayvvard, of

Brighton, had forty varieties—pretty good for a far-

mer ; John J. Thomas, of Macedon, a fine collection

of sixty-three varieties ; Col. Hooge, of Buflalo,

thirty-nine varieties ; W. T. k, E. Smith, of Geneva,

thirty-six varietes ; David Hamilton, of Clay, On-
ondaga Co., thirty-two varieties ; Bissell k. Hook-
er, twenty-three varieties ; H. Hookkr, twenty-tliiee

varieties ; James H. Watts, a superb dish of Sp;/

from Mendon—the premium dish ;
Ellwangrr k,

Barry, eighty-six varieties ; Chas. Powis of Greece,

Jon.N Do-NNBLLAN, Messrs. Ryan fc Co., and many
others, choice collections. Among all these, we no-

ted nothing remarkable in the way of new varieties.

The Gravcnstein, Porler, Pomme Royal, St. Law-
rence, Draj) cfOr, Hctwlcy, Maiden's Blush, Haiv-

thorden, and Duchess of Rosenhurg, were the prin-

cipal varieties in eating condition, and the first was,

in our opinion, the best apple in the tent.

In the floral department, Dalilias were the leading

feature. Immense quantities were shown, but feu-

were really good. The dry, hot weather for a week

or two before the Fair, had a disastrous influence

on them. The same cause operated against Roses

and consequently few were seen. Verbenas were

abundant. Mr. "Wm. Webb, of Bufflxlo, had a very

choice collection and nicely shown in moss. Miss

Laura J. Whitney and Mrs. Geo. J. Whitney ex-

hibited a large collection in a very tasteful manner.

Ei.LWANGER Si Barry had a fine collection of Phloxes

and some la'-ge specimens of Salvia Splendens Major,

one of the most brilliant autumnal flowering plants.

Its long feathery spikes of bright scarlet flowers

attracted every eye, whilst a multitude of rare and

less showy things wholly escaped notice. So it is

in tiie world after, as well as at, the Fair.

Vegetable Departmmt.—This occupied a circular

tent in rear of Floral Hall, with a passage between.

The display here was better than we have ever seen

it before. Mr. Robert Donnel-^an, of Greece, su-

perintended the arrangement. Mr. John Gray, of

Chili, had on his table tomatoes that weighed upwards

of 13 lbs. each. Squashes grown since 13th of .Tuly

that measured 6 ft. 7 in. by 6 ft. 6 in. (^uinlol Cab-

bages that weighed 30 lbs. Fine green nutmeg
melons, white carrots, and ash-leaved kidney pota-

toes. Mr. Gray had the latter in market on the 19 :h

of June. Mr. JohnDonnellan made iiis usual rich

display.—Ten great squashes, enough to load a wag-
gon ; five varieties of onions, beautiful samples

;

(Quintal and Green Savoy cabbage ; summer and

winter squashes ; water melons ; and a great collec-

tion of fine gardun productions. Theouork Backus
a fine collection, among which we noticed some fine

curled parsley — a fine, neglected v''ing. C. F.

Crossm.vn, li. MuLHOLLAND, N. Hayw rd, general

collections of well grown things. James Buciian,

Esq., by iiis gardener, immense squashes and cabba-

ges, besides fine carrots, beets and potatoes. Mr.
Isaac J. Collins, of Gates, made an interesting dis-

play of sixteen varieties of potatoes ; and good

samples of sweet potatoes were shown by R. S. Ste-
vens, of Attica. Alfred Hale, of Lyons, "wild
Mexican potatoes," a fine looking, long, white sort.

Fine samples of Lima Beans were shown by J. D.

Colt, of Irondequoit, Messrs. J. W. Sfavard and
M. G. Warner, of Rochester. We are glad to see
this richest of all beans receiving some attention.

—

Mr. Seward has been the first to encourage their

culture here. A novel and very interesting contri-

bution was made by Messrs. Charlwood &. Cum-
MiNGS, of London, of 144 different varieties of Field
and Garden Seeds, all the samples of the finest qual-
ity. They were examined by both farmers and gar-
deners with much interest, and at the close of the
exhibition were sent to the Society's Museum, at

Albany. A silver medal was very justly awarded
them.

We would, if space permitted us, be glad to make
a more minute notice of the various articles presented

in all the departments, but we are compelled to pass
by many things well worthy of notice and perhaps
more so than some we have mentioned.

We would, also, be glad, if circumstances permit-
ted, to speak of committees and their reports, but thig

we shall do at another time. The subject has an
important bearing on the influence which these great

annual displays may or may not have in improving
the system of cultivation and fixing attention on mer-
itorious objects.

GATHERING- SUMMER AND AUTUMN PEARS.

We have good reasons for believing that but a small

portion of those who cultivate pears know when to

gather them. The general practice is to allow them
to remain on the tree until, by a change of color, they

show undoubted signs of ripening. This would
strike most people as being, naturally, very proper.

Why, it is asked, pick pears green, more than any
other fru.it ? We are not able, at this time, to give

a satisfactory explanation of the fact, but a fact it is,

that when summer or autumn fruits are allowed to

remain on the tree till the ripening process has com-
menced, tliey loose their fine flavor and become either

pasty, mealy, or insipid, and worthless. We know
of few exceptions to this, although some ripen better

on the tree than others. It would appear that while
the fruit remains in connection with the tree, its jui-

ces and delicate perfumes that constitute what we
call flavor, pass off into the atmosphere and back into

tlie tree, or that the maturation of the seed, which is

the grand object of the fruit, exhausted all its finer

properties, but that when the fruit is taken from the

tree as soon as its growth is completed, the juices

and perfumes instead of being evaporated into the at-

mosphere, diluted with watery juice, returned into

the tree, or appropriated by the ripening seeds, is

concentrated in the pulp or flesh, and by maturing

there, bring out the full perfection of the fruit. When
a fruit has attained its growth, all the subsequent

changes that it undergoes, in attaining what is termed

ripeness, are of a chemical nature, and it certainly

appears that this chemical process is much better

performed in the fruit room than on the tree in the

open air. This much, at least, we have learned by

experience. But it is asked, "if pears must be pick-

ed before ripe, and even before they exhibit symptoms
of ripening in their complexion, how are we to know
exactly when to pick V This is a most diflicult point

indeed to the inexperienced cultivator, and one on

which it is exceedingly difficult, nay impossible, to

lay down long niles that would admit of general ap-

plication.

Seasons vary in one locality from aweek to a fort-

(!•

1
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night, and the variety that might one season be
gathered on the fir^t of August, will not in ajiother

be fit to be picked before the middle of the month.

—

A week of difference, as to the season, sometimes
exists between two sections of the same garden com-
posed of diflerent soils, and besides these, the kind of

stock, vigor of trees, &lc., SiC, hasten or retard, as

the case may be, the ripening of fruits. We have
had tJiis present season some trees of Bartlett that

ripened their fruits early in September, whilst others

in the same grounds, but in a cooler and more damp
soil, were nearly a month later. Hence we cannot

say, even for one locality, pick such and such a vari-

ety on any given day of the month. We can only

say that summer and autumn pears should be picked

as soon as they have fully and fairly completed their

growth. By familiarity with the fruits, we can tell

at a glance when this takes place, and nothing short

of familiarity can enable us to judge correctly on this

point. Diflerent varieties assume different hues and

colors, and some remain quite green till ripe. But
euen the same variety varies greatly on different soils,

and in different seasons, and on different stocks, and
trees of different degrees of vigor. As an instance,

we may quote the Summer Francreal. Last season

we had a dwarf tree that bore a great crop and every

specimen was highly colored when ripe, clear yellow

with a red cheek. On standard trees, the same sea-

son, the same variety remained quite green till fully

ripe. This season we had none that showed any
color, even when dropping with ripeness. There is,

perhaps, in all varieties a tendency to change color

more or less, if no more than a different shade of

green. This may be imperceptible to a careless ob-

server, but to those who watch their fruits closely, it

will generally indicate that period when growth cea-

ses and maturity commences. This is the period to

be watched for in gathering summer pears. Let
them be taken then and laid on a shelf in a room
where the temperature is moderate, and the light

somewhat subdued, and the finest qualities of the fruit

will be brought out. The period at which a variety

usually attains its growth in any given locality, in

ordinary seasons, being known, and the earliness or

lateness of the season being taken into account, to-

gether with the size and color of the fruit, will give

a pretty correct guide. Most varieties, too, when
they begin to mature, will, if taken by the stalk and

lifted upwards, part somewhat freely from the branch

or spur, but we find that this cannot always be relied

on, for some will adhere with great tenacity until

after the time they should be picked.

We feel it necessary to be somewhat minute on this

subject, on account of the great lack of correct know-
ledge on the subject among a large portion of culti-

vators, and several circumstances have brought the

subject very forcibly to our attention the preseut year.

Our Duchess d' Orleans, a pear of which we ex-

pected much from its great reputation, bore last sea-

son, and as it was new to us, we allowed it to remain

on the tree till nearly ripe. The consequence was,

it was insipid, and we felt disappointed with it. This

year we watched it and gathered it early, and it has

proved fine— first rate. This season we had a new
variety, Colmar Von Alans, bear. Several young
trees bore a prodigious crop, and along in the month
of August, near the latter end, one was broken

down and they had not yet attained full size. We
laid branch and fruit and all on the table in the office,

where it remained two or three weeks, when they ri-

pened and were buttery and fine flavored, nearly as
good as those gathered a month later and better than
some that were left on the tree until they were evi-
dently ripening. We have Louise Bonne de Jersey,
Bartlett, and White Doyenne, and others that fell

from accident before fully grown, and yet they
attained their highest perfection in the hou-se. A
great many people are so pleased to have their trees
bear, that they leave their fruit on as long as it will
hang

; they then expect it to be as fine as reported,
but never fail to be disappointed.

Tliere is yet another point in the management of
these fruits nearly as important as the picking at the
right season, and that is eating in the right season.
As in gathering, so in eating, we must not wait until

the pear becomes yellow or natural looking. Many
pears do not, as we have already said, become yel-
low at all. They ripen off in great variety of color
— some dark green, some light green, some yellow,
some orange, some brown, and so on. The principal

guide in this matter must be the touch. As a gen-
eral thing, a pear is fit to oat when the pressure of
the finger leaves an impression on the surface, some,
however, bearing to be much softer than others. The
Bartletljfor instance, may be safely allowed to become
quite yellow and soft to the touch, whilst very few
of those that precede it would be eatable if so far ad-

vanced. Buttery or melting pears may be allowed
to become much softer than half melting, or breaking
pears, for when a breaking pear becomes soft to the
touch, it is generally worthless.

A great advantage in gathering pears early is,

that they last much longer, to say nothing of their

safety from birds and other depredators. When
picked and put away in the fruit room, they should

be examined daily and those that ripen first be used.

Those that were most exposed on the outside of the

tree, and ends of branches, will ripen from one to

three weeks before others less favored. Some varie-

ties require much longer to ripen in the house than
others, and with new varieties, or those we are not

familiar with, great watchfulness is necessary. We
have this moment a case in point. A few days ago
we picked a fine specimen of the St. Andre which
has borne this season for the first time. We expect-

ed, from its appearance, that at least two weeks
would be necessary at this season to ripen it, but we
happened accidentally to take it up and felt that it

was soft, and on cutting it we found it exactly right

—two days more and it would have been "gone."

—

In feeling if a pear be ripe, the place to press is

about the stem, as there it begins to soften first and
pressure there is less injurious than elsewhere.

There is a great deal to be said on this subject if

we only had the experience and leisure to say it to

advantage. We shall return to it again ; mean-
while we should be glad to hear from our correspon-

dents, some of whom no doubt can give valuable hints,

from experience, on this and kindred topics.

Flowers in Winter.—Last year one of my little

girls took an old tin milk pan, filled it with earth, and

set it full of garden violets which flowered all winter.

This fall I liave taken another, (I would prefer a

deeper vessel,) perforated it with holes, set up a stalk

in the centre, and surrounded it with young violets

that have just begun to blossom, and already I have

quite a handsome little flower-garden. The lovers of

violets will be well paid by a similar arrangement.

II.—Down East, 1851.
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VAGUENESS OF PREMrUM LISTS.

Thkre was a case came up at our late exhibition that

seems to call for a remark or two. On the list of

premiums for fruits was one offered for "the best

basket of standard fruits, silver medal," and for this

medal there were two competitors ; one presented a

dish offine winter A'ortheni Sjn/ apples : an )ther pre-

sented a fine rustic basket filled witli ripe fruits, such

&s liartleti, Louise Bonne deJersei/, /SVerens Genesee,

Seckef, Belle Lucrative, and other first rate pears

;

Pomme Royal, Porter, Gravenslcin, and Hawley
apples ; Jefferson, Imperial, Gage, and other choice

plums, besides the best peaches of the season. No
committee could have hesitated in awarding the pre-

mium to this, if a variety of standard fruits had been

required ; but it appears they understood that apples

alone were called for, and so awarded the medal to

the J\'orlhern Spy. Tliis is a favorite fruit of ours,

and we rejoice of course to see so high a compliment

paid to its' high deserts, but we think hereafter such

matters should be set forth so clearly that misconcep-

tions of their nature would be impossible. If apples

are desired, the premium list should read apples, for

"fruits," we take it, does not mean apples any more

than it docs figs or grapes.

Northern Apples.—We are indebted to Jno. W.
Bailey, Esq., of Plattsburgh, N. Y., for a box of

apples containing the following varieties :

Bailey Spice—noticed some time ago in the Hor-
ticulturist— a very good apple : so much like, the

Pomme Royal, or Dyer, in form, color, flavor, growth

of shoots, ^c, as to leave little doubt on our mind of

their identity.

Late Wine—a very distinct looking fruit of good

quality ; conical in form, lightly tinged with red in

the shude, and deep purplish crimson in the sun

—

tonder and juicy.

Sailly Autumn—a very pretty, conical fruit
;
pale

green in the shade, and dark crimson in the sun
;

rather dry, resmbling the Black Gilifioicer in tex-

ture. Mr. B. says it is probably a French variety,

as it was brought from Montreal fifty years ago,

Sailly Sweet, Champlain, and Walworth, are fair

looking apples, of medium quality—all of which ap-

pear new to us.

Autumn Fruits.—We have never seen a finer dis-

play of pears than it was our good fortune to see the

past week. One of the dealers had in his basket,

exposed for sale, at the same time, most splendid

specimens of Steven's Genesee, Seckel, Vergalieu,

and Louise Bonne de Jersey, all well grown of un-
common size and beauty of coloring. We would
defy the world to produce superior ones, in every

particular, including richness and flavor ; and to cli

max ail, the Oswego Bcurre, now in eating, we find,

if possible, excelling all the above named. Wliat a

collection of choice fruit, and to be had of our own
growing in this favored clime.

Of Fail Peaches, the Druid ////Z is a superior kind

introduced from Maryland, and grown by John J.

Thomas, of Macedon ; and the Wine variety grown
by Ellwanger &, Barrv, full of juice, which gives
it a character known in France as a champagne or

"wine" peach. We advise all amateurs to procure
the trees of both kinds. J. H. Watts.—Rochester,
A*. Y., Oct., 1851.

KEEPING WrWTER PEARS.

We are requested by several correspondents to gir©
some directions for keeping and ripening winter
pears. We will state our own practice.

We pick them all here about the 10th of October;
lay them on a dry shelf in u dry, cool cellar, or room,
for a week, until all surplus moisture has evaporated.
We then wrap them up in dry, soft paper and put
them in clean boxes or barrels, where they remain
until the season of use. Each variety is kept sepa-
rately. Some will require to be used in November,
for instance Winter JYellis and Bergamot Cadette—
Ficar of Jf'inkfield, in December ; Bearre (/' Arrem-
berg, later

; and Easter Beurre, in April. Keeping
watch of these things, the ripest are taken first and
brought into a warm room, a temperature of 60^ or
70^, when they mature fully in a week or two weeks,
according to the sort. Some will ripen, like the
Ficar of JFink^eld, almost perfectly in the cellar,

requiring only a few days in a higher temperature
;

whilst Easter Beurre will require two weeks or
more. Princess St. Jermain may be barreled, like

apples, and if well grown will require very little

ripening in a warm room ; Bcurre d! Arrcmbergs
also. We have more winter pears to experiment upon
this season than ever before, and we hope to gain
some additional experience on this important subject.

Peaches in Minnesota.—We take the following
article from the Minnesota Democrat. The editor

appears confident that peaches can be grown in Min-
nesota.

Peaches have been cultivated with success at Dubuque
;

nnJ we learn from our friend W. H. Warren, trees planted
by his father at Lapoint, on Lake Superii/r, fruited and sur-
vived a number of years. This tree is also successfully
raised in the open air, in Sweden. In Russia they train
the peach tree on a trellis, a frame horizontal and near the
ground, which during the winter is protected from the in-
tense cold by a thick covering of mats, and a thick coat of
earth. In this way the horticulturists of Russia succeed in
raising excellent fruit.

There is not the least doubt that the apple, pear, cherry,
quince, and all the berry tribe, will succeed admirably in

Minnesota, but it is very generally supposed that the sever-
ity of our winters will destroy the peach tree. We are by
no means disposed to yield assent to this opinion, and there-
by abandon the sanguine hope of having the delicious peach
among the farm and garden fruits of our beautil'ul territory.

We have no doubt but a hardy variety of this tree may lie

found, that will stand our severest winters. We are in
search of that particular kind, and ask the aid of friends.

—

This article is marked to n number of coteniporarics in this

latitude, who are requested to inform us whether the culti-

vation of the peach has been tried in their respective neigh-
borhoods, and if so with what success. And also whether
trees can be supplied, and at what price.

Answers to Correspondents.— (S. Y. Camp-
bell, Union.) Grapes.—We cannot this month
attend to your request, but will as soon as possible.

Jhinual Flowers.—Seeds can be forwarded in the

winter. Salvias Cupheas and Zauch'snerias we usu-

ally propagate from cuttings in the spring— seldom

get seeds.

Several articles prepared for this number, are of

necessity laid over till next month. After the en-

largement of our paper, we shall be able to do our

readers better service.

It is said that there is a plant, growing in the hot

springs in Iceland, which not only flowers hut !)ear3

seeds in water hot enough to boil an egg.

I
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||otitl)3 JBqjartincnt.

HAMPTON COURT.

We continue our sketches from memoranda taken

while, in Europe, for the amusement and instruction

of our youthful readers.

Hampton court, at this time, is one of the most interesting

and instructive places in the neighborhood of London to

which the public have free access. It is among the first

places to which 'the sight-seoing stranger directs his steps,

and i.« the holiday resort of thousands and tens of thousands
of the tradesmen and artisans of the great metropolis. No-
where in England, except in the great exhibition, did we
see such an indiscriminate meeting and mingling of the vari-

ous classes of society. We spent a whole day there, from
early morning till late in the evening, and during that tims

we could not estimate within thousands the number of peo-

ple that arrived and departed. An immense train of cars

would empty out a prodigious load of passengers every half

hour ; boats would
arrive every hour or

two, and discharge
thousands of passen-

gers ; oranibusses
and private convey-
ances without num-
ber, also. From ev-
ery avenue leading
to it, strangers from
every country in the
world, and English-
men from every part

of England, town
and country, poured
in to see Hampton
Court and its world-
renowned beauties

and curiosities.

We look the South-
vvestcrn Railway at

tiie Waterloo station,

passing through Vauxhall, Clapham Common, Wimbleton,
Maiden, and Kingston. The distance this way is fifteen

miles and the fare about twenty-five cents. The villages

are all pretty, quiet, and old fashioned— ivy walls, moss
covered tile roofs, and everything just the reverse of what
one sees in the villages that we find in the vicinity of New
York, or any other American city. The country is quite

level, and nearly all the way is devoted to market-garden-

ing and orchards. Here we can see acres, and even tens of

acres, of a single article ; and some hundred of men, women,
and even children, at work in one field. After a ride like

this we begin to understand wbere the immense supplies of

vegetables come from that supply the markets of London.
Hampton is a small vilage, and rather pretty, without be-

ing really beautiful as we had pictured it. At this time the

inhabitants are doing tlieir best to make something of the

unusual influx of visitors. Almost every house has a ho-

tel or restaurant, and we have not set our foot firmly on its

streets till we are deafened with bells and all manner of in-

vitations to partake of the creature comforts prepared for us—" It will take you a long time, sir, to see Hampton Court,

and you need some refreshments before you go there.'' The
English people know how to make cheap excursions ; they

carry their refreshments along, and it is a good plan, as was
proved to us in Hampton by a very bad and very dear dinner.

But what shall we say of the Palace ? It was originally

founded by Cardinal Wolsev about the >> ear 1815, and is to

this day looked upon as his monument. The history of its

rise and progress brings before us many of the most remark-
able personages and stirring events in English history. Car-

dinal WoLSEY, Henrt the VIII., Queen Elizabeth, Crom-
well, Annk Boleyn, Queen Mai^y, iScc, are names all in-

torwoven-wiih the history of this great edifice, and familiar lo

all tlie readers of English history. What a train of thought

is awakened as we first approach its gates ! Then when we
enter and pass around the magnificent halls where these

venerable cliaracters Jield their brilliant levees and banquets,

and examine the costly luxuries they had assembled around
them, the vast collection of exquisite works of art, on which
the most eminent artists the world has ever produced, had
expended years of thought and labor ; the portraits that rep-

resent the forms and features of these distinguished persons,
their costumes, arms, &c., we have enough for weeks of
contemplation, and if we should undertake to write out the
thoughts and feelings suggested, it is difficult to say where
we should end. The " Guide to tlampton Court'' shows that

there are over 1000 pieces of painting, &c., the work ofsome
2G0 artists whose names and birth places are given.

There are greaS lessons to be learned here, both in mor-
als and art, and it is well that it is now so liberally thrown
open and converted, as it were, into a great public school.
^Ve can enter upon no details, for we would neither know
where to begin nor where to end. Passing from the castle

to the gardens and the grounds, we breathe freer. We are
relieved from the deep and solemn thoughts that cannot be
escaped in the midst of ancient portraits and objects that look
down upon us from every wall, and window, and speaking
of the past. We are among the majestic old trees ; we have
the noble avenues, the green lawn, gay borders of flowers,

and gushing fountains before us, and, we are moreover in

the midst of a happy, chattering crowd of people, moving
around in group.s, venting their admiration on this or that as
their particular fancies dictate.

A GARDEN SCENE AT HAMPTON COURT.

The gardens and parks were originally laid out in the old

French or Dutch style—straight avenues and walks, regular
planting, and trees and surubs pruned into all manner of fan-

tastic forms. Shearing of trees is now abandoned—they are
everywhere left to themselves ; and the long avenues of
majestic Lindens and Chestnuts are perhaps as fine as anj' in

the world. The centre avenue in the gardens, which is rep-

resented in the annexed figure, is probably one of the most
beautiful objects within the domain—at least so it appeared
to me. It is very wide, and extends a great distance. The
walk is as smooth as marble, and on either side are Yews
and Hollies that must have been among the first trees planted.
At one time they were all clipped and shorn into various
forms, but for many years they have been allowed to take
nature's form. Some of them are of great size. One. we
observed, covered an area not less than forty feet in diame-
ter. Some are completely covered with ivy, and many are

in a decaying condition. The grounds are kept well. We
had no where met with finer masse,? of flowering plants

around the borders. Roses were profusely planted.

The Great Grape Vine is one of the lions of the place,

and nobody thinks of going away until he has seen it. On
our way to it we pass through the " Private Garden."
Large Orange trees are the most remarkable objects. There
are a couple of small green-houses, and a few rare plants

called the remains of (iueen Mary's collection. The great

Black Hamburg Grape Vine is specially exhibited by the

gardener, who receives a small fee from visitors. The house
is seventy-two feet long and thirty wide on the rafters, and
this vine covers every inch of the roof and is loaded in every
part with large perfect bunches of fruit. It has produced as

much as 2,500 bunches. It is planted outside of the house
at one corner, and is carried in through the wall. It Ims no
border of any Rind, but appears to be growing under the

walks, and the gardener says i-t has received no manures, or

dressing of any kind, for many years. The stem at about
three feet from the ground is about thirty inches in circum-
ference, and the entire length about 120 feet. It is truly

an amazing production of this kind. There is X\iemnte and
loUderness, too, that aflord much amusement to those who
seek for that.

f
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Fl.ORIOULTtJRE OF THB TOILET.

The Magazines are giving the ladies ever}' month a Fash-

ion PlaU, and we see no good reason why wo Bhoiild not

occasionally give our Fashion Plate. So we commence with

the Floral Fashions. The floriculture of the toilet cmhraces

the choice culture and general knowledge of all those plants

which are susceptible of ornamenting the human form. As

our fashions, to be acceptable, must be from European mod-
els, in this respect we are up to the times, as we copy the

accompanying engraving and description from the London
Magazine of Botany, for which it is translated from La Del-

gigne Horticole :

" One of the favorite amusements of infancy is to plait

crowns with the wild flowers of

the woods and fields. The tim-

id lovi'r expresses liis passion by
the homage of a boquot ; and
the young belle naively aban-

dons to her favorite the flowers

vvliich decked her brow or

withered on her bosom. Old
ago itself smiles on flowers.—
Crowns and other garlands may
be traced to the most remote
aniifjuity. .\mong the Greeks
and Romans the crown was, so

to speak, the ordinary hair-

dress of the great philosophers.

Socrates had always his head
encircled with flowers. Alcibi-

ades changed his crown three

times a day. At eighty years

Anacreon mixed roses with his

white hairs. Cresar, who was
bald nt thirty years, was in-

debted for a long time to the

crown of flowers to conceal this

defect from the beauties of

Rome. At Athens as at Rome,
no one could present himself in

public without hu crown.
At the present day there is an

evident inclination to return to

the better customs of Greece
and Rome. Let us hope that in

a short time the crown and the

boquet will be rigorously en-

forced in every reunion which
has pleasure for its object.—
Why should notour ladies aban-

don tlio ungraceful cap for the

elegant and odoriferous crown
of flowers ?

In order to render this part of
horticulture directly realizable,

we shall pass on to the descrip-

tions of head-dress in fashion,

tiie first since 1847 ; the second
during the present year 1851 ; and the third, with some ex-

ceptions, at intermittent periods.

1. Coiffure a la Flore (Head-dress of Flowers).—This is

suitable for those persons whose proportions and forma are of

the most perfect character, and which come nearest the Gre-
cian type. The profile especially must be one of those
which are commonly found represented on ancient bns reliefs.

This head-dress is worn with the hair arranged in graceful

wavy lr)cks, the back being tied in a bunch, merely with a

narrow band, and the ends floating down. The crown of
flowers doc.H not in this case form a diadem, but is tied in a

knot behind, and at the lowest part of the head, from which
pjint It gradually enlarges till it reaches the front, or the
paint immediately above the brow. This form of crown is

composed of high-colored flowers, as the Rose, Narcissus,
Hyacinth, Camellia, Carnation, and sometimes an Orchid,
and it is bordered with Kricasand distichous Cypress, termi-
nating in leaves, with the more slender or fine parts of
branches of flowers which lake an upright, and, at the same
time, a nodding form. The ancient ear-rings, and the string
of poarU iiround the neck, harmonize admirably with this

head-dress, which, invented more than a thousand years, is

not the less handsome and in keeping with good taste. The

figure (1) represents this form of head-dress taken from the

Flore de Canova.

2. Coiffure a la Cires (Head-dress of Cereals).— "This
kiiW of head-dress," eaysM. Lachaume, "is worn with either

even or wavy locks. It is very graceful, but only suitable

for those ladies who have the head well proportioned. It

should always be made in the form of a diadem in front,

from the top of the brow. It is best formed (plaited) of the

small flowers of Roses, or of Camelias, mixed with Violets,

Pinks, &c. The Erica, or any very light foliage, is indis-

pensable." We shall only add that nothing can be moio
graceful or appropriate than one or two spikes of Hordeum
Zeocriton. H. hexastichon, Triticum monococcum, and other

ornamental grains. They are used dry for this purpose, and

decorated by means of gum with gold or silver in leaf.

—

Ladies make elegant boquets of these cereals, wliich last

throughout the winter. Cereals for head-dresses should be

sown in spring, and the go den-yellow spikes, when matured,
have a charming efl'ect among the flowers which have been
already named. In winter the forced flowers of I'yrus

japonica, as well as the Coelestina, will be found very ser-

viceable.

3. Coiffure a la Pomone (Head-dress of Fruit).—This form
is chiefly suitable for those who have a large and robust fifj-

ure, and a healthy high-colored complexion. The crown is

large, formed of fruits and leaves of the most select sorts.

—

The top of the corset is also furnished with a garland formed
in a similar manner. This style of ornament has many re-

sources, which are much ignored by artistes. The pretty

red berries of Ardisia crenulata have a fine eflect, resembling

bunches of coral beads, and which may be obtained during

the whole winter in our stores. The short-fruited spikes of

Chama;rop3 humilis. are equally desirable, and may be as

readily obtained. Many of the Common Thorn or Crataegus,

also furnish abundant resources. 'I'ho white berries of the

Mistletoe (Viscum album) with their leathery leaves, which
do not soon fade, are excellent for this purpose, as well as

the pearly berries of Rhipsalis. Besides many varieties of

natural fruits, imitations m glass, especially small bunches

of Grapes, are very effective.
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We have occasionaly received complaints from farmers of

having been deceived in the purchase of artificial manure,

with reqtiests that we should caution farmers of the danger

of spending their money for a worthless article. This impo-

sition we have much regretted, not only on account of the

actual transfer of the earnings of honest industry from the

pocket of the owner to that of the unprincipled speculator,

but because it created a prejudice against prepared manures,

which oil cities can furnish llie country, with great advantage

to both. About the middle of August, Thomas Bennett,

of Knowlesville, in this State, called at our office and exJii-

bited a specimen of" Prepared Guano," which he stated E.

T. KiRKHAM, the former owner of his farm, had purchased

in New York, from the use of which neither Mr. Kirkham,

nor himself could find the slightest benefit. To show tlie

correctness of his statement, as to the purchase, &.C., Mr.

Bennett left with us the following bill

;

New York, Oct. 24, ISoO.

Mr. E. T. Kirkham, Knowlesville, Orleans CO., N. V.,

Bought of Kentish &. Co., No. 40 Peck Slip.

242 'bs. Prepared Guano, at 1 cent per lb. 2 42
1 Barrel at 25 cents, 25

Cartage, 25

Rec'd Payment, *
$2 92

Kentish & Co.

The onty manvfacturers cf the Genuine '' Prepared Guano" in the

United Sta:es.

In the number following, (September,) we published the

following article, intended as a caution to farmers, whose
interests of course it is our duty to guard :

Prjpafed Guano.—We would advise our readers to be very cau-
tious in buying any of the nostrums for sale as '• Prepared Guano."
They are generally got up for the purpose of emptying instead of

filling the purses of farmers—and in this, appear to be quite suc-
cessful. We haye now before us a specimen, purchased at Peck
Slip, New York, and for which E. T. Kirkham, of Knowlesrille, in

this State, paid $1 per hundred pounds, which we should judge
would be about as valuable as coal ash.s. It appears to be com-
posed of the lime and refuse coke from gas works, and in a barrel
there would hardly be found a trace of ammonia. The purchaser
informs us that he has not perceived the slightest benefit from its

use. We may analyse this .article, and give its composition, and
the names of those who are thus engaged in plundering the public.

This notice called forth the following not over courteous

letter, which, at the author's request, we publish.

Peck Slip, New York, Sept, 22, 1851.

Gentlemen :—In the Genesse Farmer of this month, you
have written and published a gross, outrageous, and scanda-

lous libel against me, evidently with the view of injuring

my cliaracter in the community, and of destroying my future

prospects ! Satan could not have exceeded it in malignity !

As I know you not, and have never personally done you
any wrong, it is natural to conclude you have either been
handsomely 7)a/rf for this piece of dirty work, or else it has
been inserted to befriend snine one who deals in Imported Gu-
ano, or other manure. That a vile combination, and disre-

putable conspiracy of such a nature, amongst such men,
should exist, does not surprise me, because there are people
in creation who would not hesitate, clandestinely, to commit
any outrage, if it could be accomplished with impunity, in

order to rid themselves of a serious competitor.

If there was a shadow of truth in what you state as facts,

there would be some trifling excuse for such gratuitous, un-
mitigated scoundrelism ; but it is, throughout, an infamous
fahehnodl My Prepared Guano does not contain an atom
of anything from Gas Works, notwithstanding your coarse
insinuations and assertions to the contrary ; and although
you affirm '• there is no Ammonia in it," it contains inore of
that fertilizing substance than any that is imported, but it is

fixed in the shape of nitrates, muriates, phosphates, and sul-

phates, and therefore wtiZ vo/a?i7f. The "article you have
before you" may be what you say it is, but then you or
your conspirator associates \\&\e procured it for the purpose.
If it be such a combination, you know it never came from me !

The solitary barrel was probably purchased to give a coloring
to the transaction 1 The eagerness for my destruction, ap-

parent in your paragraph, proves that the public good alone
was not your sole object. It has loo much the air of the
midnight robber who uses the bowie knife at once, that the
dead may tell no tales. There is not a shadow of the ordi-
nary decency or caution about it, observable among even
the black-7uail men.
You unhesitatingly tell the world that " I am engaged in

plundering the public," which is a lie I No one can, with
justice, accuse me of even the shadow of a dishonorable act,

for gain or otherwise. If the succcess ofmy business depen-
ded on a single falsehood from me, it would not have suc-
ceeded ; nor should I have the approbatory and exten.iive de-
mand from all parts of the world, which I now enjoy in spite
of the dirty malice of those whose interests induce them to
oppose me, in the vile manner you have done.
My Prepared Guano is what my Circular represents it to be,

and nothing less. On page 2, you will see the opinion, re-
specting its intrinsic utility, of Dr. J. II. Batne, President
of the Agricultural Society in Prince George's County, Md.
He IS a gentleman of the highest respectability, whose sci-

entific knowledge is well known, and whose integrity and
impartiality no one would question. I never saw him, and
therefore have not even the pleasure of his acquaintance.

—

After reading what he in hia- candor has stated, you ought to
be somewhat ashamed of your open and direct assassin-like
attack on me.

I have many approbatory certificates from parties I have
no personal knowledge of, except as purchasers and farmers
of undoubted respectability. I detest imposition, as much
as any one. Let any competent man of integrity, really de-
sirous of promoting the public ivelfare, call at my office for a
specimen of my Prepared Guano to analyse and" publish, lor
the information of the coramuity generally, and I will open
any barrel he may select for this purpose. He will find that
it not only contains ?nore Phosphate and Ammonia than the
Imported, but every other fertilizing principle that all kinds
of vegetation require. As the Ammonia is fi.ved, and the
absorbents constantly resaturate themselves from the soil

and the atmosphere, it thus becomes a permanent and durable
fertilizer, instead of a stimulus for one crop only, as is the
case with the Imported Guano.
You will insert this, my answer, in your next publication,

unless you really are what you seem to be.
Yours, respectfully, Charles A. Kentish.
All we have to say in reply is, that we have not the

slightest pecuniary interest in the sale of imported guano, or

any pepared manure. Neither have we any relative or par-

ticular friend, that we know of, that could in the least de-

gree be affected by the business operations of Mr. K. —
We have never received one cent for praise or censure.
There is not money enough in New York city to purchase
three lines in the editorial pages of the Genesee Farmer.

—

We labor for the agricultural interests of the country. Our
columns are open, and we invite discussion on all subjects

that affect this great interest. For ourselves, we stand rea-

dy to commend the good and condemn the evil, always en-

deavoring to give a reason for our opinion, and always giving

those who differ from us the benefit of our pages.

As we intimated we should do, we have procured an

analysis of this article. Not having our own apparatus in

the city, we forwarded it to Professor Norton, the agricul-

tural chemist of Yale College, and the analysis shows the

correctness of our statement, that "in a barrel there would

hardly be found a trace of ammonia." The following is Pro-

fessor Norton's statement

:

Analytical Laboratory, Yale College, ?

New Haven, Conn., Oct. 7, 1851. )

Messrs. Editors :—I enclose the analysis of a sample of

prepared guano sent me by yourselves a few days .since.

—

The mere inspection satisfied me that it was of no great

value, and the analysis more than confirms my opinion.

—

The results are as follows :

Water, - 4.35

Alumina and Phosphate of Lime, 7.82

Organic matter, 32..58

Insoluble matter, 20.05

Carbonate of Lime, 28.76

Magnesia, Alkalies, and loss, 0.43

100.00

This is indeed a prepared article. You will observe that
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thrpp-tcnths of the whole are water, or matter insoluble in

nciii, or nolliing more than water and sand, fllore than

another thrce-tentlis is orpanie matter ; this contains scarcely

a trace of ammonia or nitrogen in any form, being worth no

more than common muck from a swamp. Thus we have
six-tenths of the f;iiano made up of a mixture that as a gift

would not be worth carting for many of your fme soils.

—

Nearly another three-tenths is Carbonate of Lime, a valua-

ble article it is true, but one wliich can be bought far more
cheaply by the barrel, bushel, or ton, than as a gnano. The
remaining tenth contains a small quantity of phosphates, but

not enough to make the mixture of much value.

I do not know who are the parties engaged in this manu-
facture, but they certainly should be widely exposed, for it

is one of the most outrageous impositions 1 have ever known.
Farmers sliould avoid everything of this nature unless it is

cerlilied to be equal to a copy of analysis shown. This stuft'

is not worth transporting any distance for your land.

I am yirs. yours truly, John P. Norton.

It certainly would give us no pleasure to convict a person

of systematically and designedly defrauding the public, and

we shall he happy if it can be shown in any way that it is

not so in this case. The article presented to us is just what

we have described it to be, and Messrs. Bennktt and Kirk-

ham are practical farmers, who, we believe, have no more

interest, either in the character of Prepared Guano, or the

Imported, than every other farmer. We have ordered a

friend in New York to purchase a barrel, and if on trial it

proves to be as valuable as represented by the manufacturer,

it will give us pleasure to make the facts known, and if it

proves as worthless as the specimen we have had under ex-

amination, no coarse, ungentlemanly bullying, will drive us

from our duty to the public. It is edsy to prepare an arl«cle

for analysis, and thus get certificates of scientific men as to

its value. The question is, what is the article that far-

mers buj- ?

After the above was in type we received the following in

tcresting communication :

40 Pi.CK Slip, New Vork, )

13lh Octyber, 1351. S

GENTi.r.MEN—Unless you contradict, in the most positive

terms, everything you have stated, with the obvious inten-

tion of injuring me, in your false and inveteratcly scandal-

ous libel, published in the September number ot the Gene-
see Farmer, I shall immediately commence proceedings
against you and the Printer and the Publishers in this city.

My instructions to this etiect are already in tlie hands of my
counsel, who will wait only until your November number is

issued. Yours respectfully,

Chaules a. Kentish.
To the Editors of the Genesee Farmer.

We have nothing further to say, as we have made n fair

statement of the whole matter, which became necessary to

defend ourselves from the base charges made in Mr. C. A.

Kentish's first letter, and which we felt under some obliga-

tion to publish, as requested. Those who read this article

will n')t be at loss to decide who is the libeller. We think

Mr. K. is taking the wrong course to establish the value of

his Prepared Gua/io, and his own reputation for fairness.

Lost Letters.—Every year we lose large sums of money,

and oiir friends sulVer much annoyance because they are not

careful enough in directing their letters. Within the past

rnonlh we have had six letters returned from the Dead Let-

ter olTice, CHntaining money—one directed so that the V. in

New Vork looked very like an II, and in consequence it

traveled to Rochester, New ILimpshire, and from there to

the Dead Letter office, causing annoyance at least to our

subscribers, and, perhaps, some misgivings as to our prompt-

ness in answering their calls. We have now a letter from

Troy, without County or !?tate, or any sign by which wo
can tell its hailing point. We have sent to Troy in two dif-

ferent .States, but the packages have returned. M'e might

mention other letters in the same condition. Although we
lose letters containing money every year, we have never re-

ceived one from the Dead Letter office until lately. This

lends us to think well of its present management. /

Among the various classes of live stock for which premi-
ums were nnnoiimed at our State Fair, it gives us pleasure
to notice those set apart for Foreign Stock. Under this head
our Canadian neighbors have taken a respectalilc position,
and we rejoice to see the si)irit of improvement which they
display. Mr. Wade, of Port Hope, Hon. Mr. Ferguson, of
Woodhull, Mr. Miller, of Markham, the variojs breeders
and owners of many splendid horses, &c., may bo noticed as
good illustrations of what our neighbors are doing. We un-
derstand that Mr. Ferguson sold his four year old bull,

" Ilalion," three cows, and two bull calves, at prices which
that gentleman cqpsiders higlily satisfactory,

Webster's Dictionarv— Unahridged.—We refer our rea-

ders to the advertisement, in another page, of G. <fe C. 3Ier-
RiAM, Springfield, Mass., the publishers of Webster's Dic-
tionary, the unabridged edition. While the ojunion of
Washington Irving, Lord Brougham, Thomas Dick, Geo.
Bancroft, and others, of equal celebrity, stand recorded
in its favor, it would be superfluous to add our own. Indeed,
so many good things have been said of the work both in

Europe and America, that nothing is left for us to say, ex-

cept to endorse the opinion of others.

\

Premiums awarded at the New York State Fair.—
We should have given the premiums awarded at the late

State Fair, in this number, if we could have procured a cor-

rect report. The report published in the papers contain
many inaccuracies, and we have waited in vain for a correct
copy from the Secretary. The Chairman of the Committee
on JMerino Sheep, J. L. Eastman, of Lodi, informs us that

the first premium on Merino Backs was awarded to Reed
BuRRiTT, of Tompkins county, and not as stated in our last.

The Manufacture of Raisins.—In a future number we
shall give the process of making raisins, as practiced in the

best establishments on the continent of Europe. The request

of our correspondent for information was received just as we
were going to press, and consequently too late for this month.

Premiums.—Those entitled to premiums for subscribers ob-
tained the present year, who have not received them, will

please notify us, as we have forwarded all not previously
sent, with this number. We may have committed some er-

rors, and if so W'ish to correct at once.

A GOOD Cow.

—

Luther Hovey, of Henrietta, has q cow-
that calved the 17th of February. The calf was sold the

loth ofMarch for §4.G3, and 28^ lbs. of butter was made in

the time, which sold for 14 cents, making $3,6:2 from this

cow in one month.

Lost Numders of the Farmer.—We can supply any
numbers of the Farmer to those who may have lost or failed

to receive them. This we will do without charge, as we
are anxious our readers should preserve the entire volume.

We shall hereafter mail our paper so as to reach every
subscriber by the first of the month, our extra pres.s iiaving

arrived. We now mail as rapidly as our paper is worked off

by two steam presses—over (J, 000 a day.

Transactions for 18J0.—We are iadebted to H. P. .Tohn-

SON, Secretary, for the Transactions of the State Agricultural

Society for 1851) just received. We have not time to notice

it particularly this month.

Melodeons.—We refer the ladies to an advertisement of

these instruments. To our fancy, they are the best instru-

ment for the parlor, and not dear enough to frighten fathers

or husbands.

Advertisements, to secure insertion in the Farmer, musj

be received as early as the lOih of the previous month, and

be of such a character as to be of interest to farmers. M'e

publish no other. Terms—$2.00 for every hundred words,

each insertion, paid in advance.

I



Genesee Farmer for 1852.

One more number completes the present

volume. The unparalleled increase of our

circulation the present year induces us great-

ly to improve the next volume. It will be

printed on new type, better paper, illustra-

ted with MORE COSTLY ENGRAVINGS, and be

one-third larger than at present, each num-

ber containing THIRTY-TWO instead of

Twemty-Four pages, without any increase

of price. Form Clubs early.

PREMIUMS FOR 1852!
During the year 1851 the editors of the Genesee Farmer have cir-

culated in premiums over Seven Hundred Dollars worth of the
best agricultural books published in the country. These works,
on Agiicultural Chemistry., Geology, Botany, Horticulture, Gar-
dening, Rural Jlrcliitecture, Farm Economy, the Management of
Sheep, Horses, i$'C., the Treatment of Diseased Animals, 4'C., scat-
tered all over the country, even to Oregon and California, we be-
lieve, have exerted, and will continue to exert, a very beneficial
iufluence. Their influence is not confined to those who receive
thi'm. but is felt by their children, their friends, and neighbors.
They must increase the knowledge, and consequently the power,
the influence, and the wealth of those for whose especial benefit
we labor. The coming year it is our intention to increase the cir-

culation of these works. We do this for the good they accomplish,
as well as a slight compensation, to our friends — the friends of
rural improvement— and Postmasters, throughout the country,
who are acting as voluntary agents without the expectation of

pecuuiiu-y reward. With a view, therefore, to this object, and to
extend the circulation and increase the usefulness of the Genesee
Farmer, we offer the following liberal premiums to the fi'iends of
Rural Improvement who may interest themselves in obtaining
subscribers.

Premiiims to Individuals.

1st. THIRTY Dollars, in Agricultural Books, to the person
who shall send us the largest number of subscribers, at the club
prices, before the 15th day of April next, so that we may announce
the successful competitors in the May number.

2d. TWENTY Dollars, in Agricultural Books, to the person
who shall send us the second highest list, as above.

3J. TEiV Dollars, in Agricultural Books, to the person who shall

send us the third highest list, as above.
In order to make tbe circulation of the books more general, and

to reward every one of the friends of the Farmer for their exer-
tions in its behalf, we will give to those not < ntitled to any of the
above premiums, the following books, free of postage, or papers, as
de.sired :

l.-;t. To every person who sends us Sixtken subscribers, at our
club tei'ms of three shillings each. One e.xtra copy of the Farmer.

2d. To every person sending us Twentv-Four subscribers, as
above, any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid, or

two extra copies of the Farmer.
3d. To any person ordering Thirtv-Two copies of the Farmer,

any Agricultural Book valued at 73 cents, postage paid, or three
extra copies of the Farmer

4th. For Forty, any Agricultural Book valued at $1, postage
pftid, or four extra copies of the Farmer.

5th. For Forty-Eight, any Agricultural Book valued at $1.25,

postage paid, or five extra copies of the Farmer.
For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor-

tion.

CCr" f" SB,ye expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all

these works, aud persons entitled will state whether they wish
books or estra papers, and make their selections when they send
orders .;

or if their list is not complete, if wished we will delay
sending until the club is full.

Covmly Premliims.
To aid as much as possible in establishing County Agricultural

Libr.tries, we offer the following premiums, which we hope will aid
in the more general establ.shment of Agricultural Libraries in

the Counties.

1st. We will give an Agricultural Library worth FORTY DOL-
LARS, to the County in which the greatest number of copies of
the Genesee Farmer is taken by the 15th of April next This Li-

brary to be kept as a County Agricultural Library under the care
of the Agricultural Society.

2d. To the County in which the next greatest number is taken,
an Agricultural Library worth TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS, on
the same conditions as above.

As the above premiums will probably be taken in the State of

New York, and as we wish to give our friends in other States an
equal chance in the competition, we offer the same premiums to
Counties OUT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, thus :

1st. To the County out of the State of N. York in which the
greatest number of copies of our paper is taken, an Agricultural
Library worth FORTY DOLLARS.

2d. To the County out of the State of New York in which
the second greatest number is taken, an Agricultural Library
worth TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS.

Individuals will receive the premiums to which they may be en-
titled, for their individual benefit, as a compensation for their
personal exertions, and the numbers they send will be credited
to the Counties where the papers are sent, so that the premiums
to individuals will not at all interfere with the County pi-emiums.
BACK VOLUMES of the Farmer will be furnished, il desired,

and counted the same as new subscribers.
We shall keep a correct account of the subscribers sent by each

person and county. In the May number we shaU announce the
premiums.

Libraries and Books will be forwarded per order, immediately
after the announcement, and persons or societies can select their
own books, or leave the selection to us.
QQ- Specimen numbers, show-bills, &c., sent to all post-paid

applicants. All letters must be paid or free. Subscription mon-
ey, if properly enclosed, may be mailed at our risk.

Tlie Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c.

VOLUME Xm, FOR 1852.

DANIEL LEE Si JAMES VICK, Jr., Editors.
P. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department.

IN issuing a Prospectus for the Thirteenth Volume of the
Genesee Farmer, the Publisher flatters himselt that it is too

widely known, too extensively circulated, and too well read, to
render it necessary to state at length the design of the work.—
Those who read the Farmer are the best judges of its value, and
those unacquainted with it are requested to examine its pages.
The unparalleled increase of our circulfe,tion. the present year,

from TWENTY to FORTY THOUSAND, has induced us to
enlarge and further improve' our Journal, and for the year 1852
we shall furnish a paper that for size, beauty, and ability, will not
be excelled in this country.
The new volume will commence on the first of January. It will

be printed on entirely new type and superior paper, and be one-
third LARGER than at present, containing TRIRTY-TWO in-

stead of TWENTY-FOUR PAGES, and making a volume of 384
pages, (with title page, index, &c., suitable for binding.) at the
close of the year. Our increasing circulation warrants us in
making this change without any addition to the price. The vol-
ume will be appropriately illustrated— containing numerous
and expen.sive engravings of Farm Buildings, Improved Imple-
ments, Domestic Animals, choice Fruits, Flowers, Shrubs, &c.
We number among our Contributors, hundreds of the best

Practical Farmers in the country, aud our readers have through
our pages, the benefit of their wisdom and experience. No think-
ing man can read any number we issue, without receiving some
useful hint in regard to the management of crops, stock, or the
orchard, of more value than the price of the volume. The Gen-
esee Farmer is by far the cheapest Agricultural Journal published
in America. Our FORTY THOUSAND SUBSCRIBERS place

us ahead of all other Agricultural Journals, and enables us to fur-

nish a paper for the trilling sum of Three or Four Shillings, equal
to any, both in value and beauty.
An earnest advocate of improvement of both the Mind and the

Soil, the Farmer seeks to advance the rural interests of the coun-
try, and elevate the profession of Agriculture to its proper posi-

tion. To accomplish this, it has labored long aud faithfully, and
not without some success. Its position as the cheapest, and at

least one of the best agricultural journals in the country, is

fully established, and we confidently ask for it that support which
it merits from the Farmers, Gardeners, and Fruit Culturists of the
United States. We invite all who feel the importance of sustain-

ing this work, and extending its, usefulness, not only to subscribe

themselves, but to introduce it to the patronage of their friends.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2 ;

Eight Copies for $3, and any larger

number at the same rate.

[O" AH subscriptions to commence with the year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers,

QlJ- Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improvement, are
respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIEIj IjEE,
November, 1851. Rochester. New York.
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FVesIi Imported Dutch Bulljons Koots.

THE Bub.-'criDers have just received, in the best possible condi-
tion, a largo and very complete assortment of Dutch Bul-

bous Roots, embracing every desirable variety of single and double
Uyacinths for winter flowering, in pots and glas.ses, or for bedding
out ; Early Roman Ifarcissim. (usurilly flowers about Christmas;)
the be.«t varieties of Polijanlhns Narcissus ; Croctis. some 25
named varieties : early and late, single and double Tulips ; Jan-
guillcs, Snou) drops^ Ciowti Imperials, tyitillarias, Iris, Gladiolus,

Ixias, Lilies. Double Narcissus, Ranunculus, ^incmones, Jlrums,
Pancralinms. .Iconites, Colclticuins. Stc.. &c., all of the best quali-

ties, imported to order, from the oldest and most extensive Flower
Nursery in Holland, warranted sound, true to name and color,

and at prices as low as are usually paid for inferior roots at auc-
tion — can be packed and safely seat to any part of the United
States.

A large assortment of plain and colored China and Glass Hya-
cinth Glasses. Fancy Crocus Pots. &c.. always on hand.
JUST PUBLISHED—Thorburn's Descriptive Bulb Catalogue

for 1851. with prices and full directions for the management and
cultivation of Bulbs in the parlor or garden, furnished gratuitous-
ly to purchasers and post-paid applicants.

Fresh Garden. Field, and Flower Seeds, of the finest quality.
Bird Seed of all kinds.
Catalogues furaisbed and dealers supplied on the most liberal

terms. J. M. TllOUBUHN & CO.,
Nov. 1. 1851. [11-ltJ 15 Johg street. New York.

ANDRE I.EROY,
NURSERYM.'iN, .iT .ANGERS, FR^iNCE,

RETURNS his thanks for past favors, and begs leave to inform
his friends and the public in general, that his catalogue for

1651 is now ready, and may be had on application to his agent,
Mr. E. Bc>.s.sange, 138 Pearl street, New York. He offers for sale a
large collection of the finest forest, fruit, and ornamental trefS of
all kinds, shrubs. Sec, iic. The superior quality of his trees is

already known in the United States, and the experience he has
in packing up trees to be sent abroad, gives him a noted advan-
tage over all other nurserymen- Orders should be sent early, as,

although his nursery is the largest in France, the number of some
new kinds of trees are limited, and some of the last orders sent
last year could not be executed. The terms, prices, charges, and
all desired information will be found iu his catalogue. The trees
will be shipped to the care of his agent in New York, who will at-
tend to the receiving and forwarding. Fcr further particulars,
and for the catalogue, apply to

E. BOciSANQE, 138 Pearl street. New York.
Cj^ Agricultural papers will please insert the above three times

and send the bill and a copy of each paper to E. Bossange.
Nov. 1.1851. ^ ril-3t]

HuTctle Fence.

ANEW and improved fence, much superior to anything of the
kind now in use. formed of wrought iron, possessing therein

an unusual degree of elasticity and strength. When properly
constructed and well placed, thi-y will endure for years, and never
need repair. The improvement consists iu the modo of securing
the rails or wires. Instead of the eyes used in the older kind
through which the bolts pass to bind and strengthen the fabric,

the fence is now made in sectional parts, with slats in the posts,

so arranged that when m place they bleak joints with each other.
This slat in one section extends Upwards, and in the other down-
wards, and each rail is furnished with a loop, or dead eye, turned
on each end. which prevents it from passing through the slats.

The usual screws are placed a distance of about three hundred
feet apart. The entire fence may be tightened and prepared on
the grour.d before it is set up. The iron clamps at the foot of

each post are so turned as to present a flat surface of resisteuce

to the earth. Price $1,50 per rod ; 12>i cents in addition, if

painted. For sale by the Patentee-s Agent.
A. LONGETT. Office at the State Agricultural

Warehouse, 25 Cliff street, New York,
where samples can be seen. [ll-lt*J

For Sale,

250 acres of the Vandeventer farm, in the town of
Newstead. county of Erie, on the main road from
Buffalo to Bativia, comprising the residence of the

late Major Vandeventer. orchards, woodland, &c. This tract of

land has always been eonsiderel some of the best on the Holland
Purcha(>e. It is well adapted to the raising of wheat, and from its

springs of living water is peculiarly a stock farm. It is a beauti-

ful situation, and with a sma'l expense can be made the handsom-
est place between BulTalo and Batavia.

Inquire of the subscriber, on the premises.

Nov. 1. 1851. [11-U*J ELISHA H. JB.URNHAM.

Kotlce.

OUR catalogues are Bent gratis to all who apply post paid.

Those who wish to save postage by having them prepaid, will

enclo.se a postage stamp. Postage on general catalogue—
500 miles or under, S cents.

over 500 miles and not over 1500 10 do.
« 1500 " " 2300 15 do.
" 2500 " " 3600, 20 do.
" 8500 " 25 do.

ELLWANGER & BARRY.
Rochester, N. T., Not. 1, 1851.

TO FARMERS, L.UBIBER MERCHANTS, &c.
SCRIBNER'S TABLE BOOKS for Farmers, Produce Dealers,

Millers, Traders, Lumber Merchants, Mechanics and Bu.Miness
Men, are the most useful and popular Table Books pubUshed in
the United States.

THE READY RECKONER.
For Ship Builders, Beat Builders, and Lumber Merchants, beinff

a correct measurement of Scantlinj{, Boards, Plank. Cubical Con-
tents of Square and Round Timber, Saw Logs, Wood etc com-
prised in a number of Tables

; to which are added Tables of Wa-
ges by tho mouth. Board or Rent, by the week or day, and railroad
distances Also interest Tables, at seven percent.

Scarcely is it possible to add to the recommendation of the above
book, more than to give its title page. Every one who is engaged
in buying, selling, measuring or inspecting Lumber of any kind
will at once appreciate a work of this kind. No pains or expense
has been spared to make it in every respect convenient and accu-
rate.

Tho log table has been computed with the most perfect accuracy
and the method adopted by the author can result in nothing else
than strict honesty to the parties interested.

In all new and lumber countries the book will be found very oon-
venient, as it comprises much that is useful for the Farmer Me-
chanic, and business man. Price 25 cts.

'

Orders solicited, and a liber&l discount made to wholesale pur-

SCRIBNER'S PRODUCE TABLES.
For Farmers, Millers, Produce Dealers, and Mechanics, exhibit-

ing at one view the value of more than sixteen thousand different
quantities of GRAIN, computed at sixty pounds to the bushel so
arranged as to present on tho same page the value of the wholenumber of bushels and pounds at the same price. Also. Tables of
Interest, Scantling, M'eights of Iron, and other useful Tables for
all classes of business men. By J, M. ScRiartER, author of the
Engineer's Table Book. Mechanic's Companion. &c., &.c The
price of the book is only 25 cts., which is much cheaper than any
book of the kind now published.
Agents are wanted to sell tho above books in all the States. A

liberal discount will be given to those who buy to sell again. Any
person sending me One Dollar by mail, post-paid, fhall have five
copies of either of tho books sent him free of charge. The books
can be had of booksellers generally. GEO W. FISH ER
Rochester, N. Y., Sept., 1851. Book.^eller and Publisher

Virginia Farm for Sale.

THE subscriber offers for sale a very desirale 'arm in Powhatan
Co.,Va., known as /'armmg^on. containing "00 acres—250

acres of which, are heavily timbered withoik, hickory, black wal-
nut. See, and 80 acres of very superior creek bottom. The farm
is in a good state of cultivation, is well adapted to wheat, tobacco,
corn, oats, &c. The buildings consist of a good dwelling honse
with nine rooms, kitchen, smoke house, dairy, ice house, servant's
house and other necessary out buildings—a large barn, with sta-
tionary Horse Power and Threshing Machine attached — a large
corn house, stables, six large tobacco houses and an overseer's
house.

J'rtimi'njJon is situated 25 miles from Richmond, and 2 miles
from the James River, in an excellent neighborhood, convenient
to mills, schools and churches, and one of the most healthy situa-
tions in the State.
This tract is admirably situated to divide into three farms, giv-

ing about an equal portion of creek bottom and limbered land.
Possession will be given the 1st of January next, and the priy-

elege of sowing a crop of wheat this fall.

Terms—$10 per acre- $2500 cash, and the balance in thr««
equal annual payments with interest.
Persons wishing a more particular description can address the

subscriber at Sabletfs Tavern. Powhatan County. Virginia.
October, 1851. [10-2t.] JOHN M. SLY.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

THE subscriber solicits the attention of nurserymen and the
public to his present stock of trees, &c , which is finer and

larger than at any other season, consisting in part of the following
Standard Fruit trees of the best leading varieties.
Dwarf trees, for gardens.
Ornamental shade trees and shrubs.
Evergreen trees, larger than at any other nursery.
Roses. Poconies. &c.. with a variety of other articles generally

raised in nurseries, all of which are offered at low prices.
Wholesale dealers would particularly find it to their advantage

to purchase here. CHARLES POWIS,
Monroe Nursery, Ridge Plank Road, near Rochester.

Greece, Sept., 1851.

Wanted.
WITHIN one, two, three, or four months at farthest, an hon-

est, industrious young m.in, acquainted with the dairy bu-
siness—that id, with the management of milch cows and selling
milk in market. For such a one, I will give $180.00 a year, paya-
ble monthly, and will board the same at my own house free of ex-
pense. I will also give the same to a good gardener—one that is

acquainted with raising vegetables for market. No one need be
afraid of sickness in coming to Memphis. I have 25 in family, and
bavo not had any sickness in five years. I do not believe there ij

a healthier place in the I'nited States. B. R. THOM.VS
Memphis, Tena., Aug. 3, 1S51. [O-St'J
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BEST DICTIONARY of the ENGLISH XjAISGVAGE." — London Morning Chron.

«

u

«
J,'

<^

<i

t ^^^

WEBSTER'S DICTIOSARY.
PRICE KEDUCED TO SIX DOEEABS.

THE ENTIRE WORK, UNABRIDGED,
In One Volume, Crown Quarto, of 1452, Pages.

Containing THREE TIMES tlie matter found in any otUer EnglisU Dictionary (f\
compiled in this connti-y, or any abridgment of tliis work, and j-et V's

"Its definitions are inodels of CONDENSATION and (/

REVISED BY
PURITY

PROFESSOR C.

' — Hon. W. B. Otllwiin.

A. GOODRICH, OF YALE COLLEGE.

PUBLISHED BY G. & C. MERRIAM, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
AND SOIiD BY A li L B O O K S E li L E R S .

—@©e>—
TESTIMONIALS.

*

" I find it an invaluable vade mecum."

C^ J^C,^^^^:;^ t/i^'z.^^j<»t^'

jj " Accurate and reliable in giving a just exhibition

\\ of the Language
'

{{

{\

' Mosi accurate and reliable Dictionary of the Language."

" A very valuable work— a necessity to every edu-
cated MAN."

'{'^ " Ages will elapse before any other Dictionary of

<^-^ the language will be required."

^^^='2y2^->x.

/4^
LL.D., of Scotland, author of Ch. PhUoso., etc.

Its reputation is widely exte7ided. I doubt not this

edition has received essential improvements from the

able hands it has passed through."

Best Defiriing Dictionary in the English Language."

It is acknowledged, both in tliis ff
country and in America, to be the most \X.

copious and most excellent at present {(
in circulation.

—

Editor of the London (f
Imperial Dictionary, 1849.
The best and most useful Dic-

tionary OF THE English Lan-
guage EVER PUBLISHED.— London
Times.
We rejoice that it bids fair to be-

come the standard Dictionary to be
used by the numerous millions of peo-
ple who are to inhabit the United
States. — Signed hy one hundred and
four Members of Congress.

WASHiNGTON,"Jan. 31, 1850.
I possess many Dictionaries, and of

most of the learned and cultivated lan-

guages, ancient and modern ; but I

never feci that I am entirely armed
and equipped, in this respect, without
Dr. Webster at command.

D.\NIEL WEBSTER.
" Best specimen of the printing art

ever produced in this country."

—

Li-

brarian of Congress. " The copious

list of geographical names is itself

WORTH THE COST OF THE WHOLE
WORK."

—

School Committee of Fra-
miiigha7n. " Without reserve or
qualification, the best extant."

—

Pres.
Olin. " Surpassed in fullness and ac-
curacy by none in our language."—
Pres. Wayla7xd. " It far excels all

others in giving and defining scientific

terms." — Pres. Hitchcock. " The
standard, wherever the English lan-

guage is spoken, it deserves to be,

must be, is, and will be."— Prof.
Stoioe. " An honor to the language."—Pres. Humphrey. "A copiousness,
perspicuity, and accuracy not found
in any other."

—

Pres. Day. "A great
improvement on all which have pre-

ceded."— Pres. Bates. " Worthy of
general patronage."— Pi-es. Woods.
" Most complete, accurate, and reli-

able of the languatre."— William B. . ,

Calhoun, Robert C. Winthrop, Rich- >/
ard S. Rust, Theodore F. King, Ed- \y_

?nund Burke, John Young, Christo- y'

pher Morgan, Alvah Hunt, Millard VV
Filbnore, and P)'es. Beecher, Larra- m
bee, Keller, Woolsey, BlajKhard, ((
Smith, and Knox.

-
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w

M
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" A NOBIiE BIONUMENT of Erudition."—io^fion Literary Oai.
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Agricultural Schoolsj Notes by a Farmer, 257
Mountain Ash; Tobacco in Wisconsin, 257
iNqriRiKs AND -Answkrs— 258
Preparation for Winter 259
Select Sound Potatoes for Seed, 259
Sub-soiling for Potatoes, 259
^ oiTHs' Uep.irtment—Hampton Court 265
Ladiks' Dkpaiitment—Floriculture of the Toilet, 266
EoiTORi' Table—'• Prepared (Juano," 267

Lost Letters; Notices; &c 2S6

HORTrCULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
The Horticultural Department of the State Fair, 261
Gathering Summer and Autumn Pears, 262
Vagueues* of Premium Lists; Northern Apples. 264
Autumn Fruits; Keeping Winter Pears;. . .« . 204
Peaches in Minnesota 264
Answsrs to Correspondents 264

M. Miller's Patent Fliiteiia Melodeons.
THE subscriber respectfully invites at-
tention to the aboTe in.struments. which
have now been before the public for more

J than twelve months, during which time
they have attained a popularity beyond
his expectation. They have been intro-
duced successfully into very many tis-

pectable families and institutions in this

region—also in the adjoining and Western
States : and in the estimation of all who
have tried tbem they excel in tone, dura-

bility, and elegance, any similar instrument ever invented. Ho
therefore feels confident that tliey need only a fair trial to be-
come general f ivorites with the lovers of music.
Owing to the ejttensivc and increasing demand for these instru-

ments, the subscriber has been induced to get up an extensive as-

sortment, in different styles, varying In prices fVom $40 to $126.
The favor of a call from Professors, amateurs, and the public

generally, is respectfully solicited.

{;77» Applications for the purchase of rights to make, or of ter-

ritory, can be made personally, or by letter, to the undersigned.
All orders punctually atteudtd to.

Instruments safely packed and sent any distance.

M. MILLER, 190 Main St., corner of William.
Rochester, Nor., 1S51.

(tgi- For sale at Columbus. Ohio, by G. & F. B Machold.

To Farmers and Planters.

THE subscriber has made a contract for a large quantity of
Bone Uust ground fine, also for the sawings and turnings of

buttons, which he offers for sale at $2.25 per barrel, including
package. Warranted pure. Owing to the large demand this
season, many were disappointed in getting their supply, without
paying cxhorbitant prices elsewhere. Farmers and Planters will

plea>e send in their orders at their earliest convenience, stating
the quantity they will want, and at what time the same is to be
delivered, it is necessary to have their orders at this season to
enable me to reserve for them their supply in the spring, or earlier

if they desire.

I have now on hand—Peruvian Guano. Bone Black, Wood's
Renovating Salts, Potash, Oil of Vitriol, and Sugar House Scum.

GEO. ri. BAUR,
State .'Vgricultural Warehouse, 25 Cliff street. New V'ork.

Nov.. 1851. [11-lt]

STATE A(;ilICX;i.TXJR..(VL IVAKEHOtSE.
E.MERVS and Kells' Horse Powers and Threshers.

Hovey's. Clinton's, Tower's Sinclair's, Botts' and Berthoirs
Straw. Ilay. and Corn Stalk Cutters.
Vegetable or Root Cutters, for slicing up potatoes, beets. Ste.

Corn Shi-lliTS of various patterns.
Fanning .Mills of Bryant's make. This is considered one ot the

best mills in use. Abo. Clinton 8i Bamborough's patent
Prouty Si Mears' premium plows of all sizes. Minor &. Horten's

and Eaifle Plows.
Harrows of GcdJes, Triangle, and Scotch patterns.
Subiioil Plows of Weirs pattern, made under the direction of

Prof .\Iapes. which is half the draft of the old style.

Road Scrapers. Three Furrow Plows, and Cultivators.
Field and Garden Seeds.
Fertilizers, such as Guano, Bone Dust. Bone Black, Wood's

Renovating Salts. Poudrettc, Plaster, Sugar House Scum, for sale
by GEO. H. BAKR.
Nov . 1?51. [11-lt] No. 25 CUff street, New York.

A New Work on Fruit.

CHARLES SCRIBNER (late Baker & Scribncr) has just pub
lished

"THE FRUIT GARDEN,"
A Treatise intended to illustrate and explain the structure and
character of the different parts of fruit trees — the theory and
practice of the various operations connected with the propagation,
transplMnting. pruning and training of orchard and garden trees
—the laying out and arrungment of various kinds of orchards and
gardens, selection of varieties, treatment of diseases and insects,
gathering and preserving fruits, Stc, fscc.

—

illuslraled with upwards
of One Hundred and Fifty Figures. By P. BarrVj of the Mount
Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N? Y. 1 vol. 12 mo.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS.
Part T. Describes the different parts of Fruit Trees—Roots,

Stems, Branches. Leaves, Blossoms and Fruit
;
explain.^ their dif-

ferent Characters, Functions, and Practical Classifications. It

treats, also, of Soils and Manures, of the best Modi's of Propagation,
and the General Principles and Practice of Pruning.
Part II. Treats of the Propagation and .Management of Trees in

the Nursery in detail, both Standards and Dwarfs, beginning with
the Stocks and ending with taking up the Trees.
Part III. Treats of the Laying Out and Arrangements of differ-

ent kinds of Orchards and Fruit Gardens, the selection of Trees
and of varieties. Planting, Pruning, and Training of Standards,
Dwarf Pyramids, &c., Stc.

Part IV. Contains Abridged Descriptions of all the best Fruits
of well-established merit, with selections for various purposes and
localities, and lists of new and promising vai'ieties

; also, a Chap-
ter en Diseases and Insects

;
another ou Gathering and Preserv-

ing P'ruits. and one on the more important Implements used in
Fruit Culture.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" This admirably arranged volume possesses an almost incredi-

ble amount of condensed information, given, too, in so earnest
and easy a manner, that, despite of the really heavy freight the
mind is taking in on its way, the reader is carried on from chapt'.-r

to chapter, like a smoothly running car. and we suspect few could
put it by unfinished without regret, or renew its perusal without
a pleasurable certainty of entertainment or profit ; and we would
especially call attention to the first chapter, for, remembering our
own ignorance, and the no less bungling efforts of our neighbors
and friends, in any operation of tree surgery, we feel how thankful
we should have been if we could have availed ourselves of Air.

Barry's kindly offered solution of the many mysteries that pua-
zled us then."

—

Home Journal.
" A valuable, because simple and practical, work upon fruits and

fruit trees in America. The book is illustrated with drawings
well calculated to assist the fruit grower, and it should be in the
hands of all who have a patch of land, or who love good fruits. —
North ^imerican Miseeltany."
"A mass of useful information is here collected, which will give

the work a value even to those who possess the best works on the
cultivation of fruit yet published."

—

New i'or/c Evening Post.
'• This is, in brief, the title of a neat volume of about 400 pnges,

prepared with evident care and ability by P. Bari.v. of the firm
of tllwanger Sc Barry, proprietors of the increa.^ingly celebrated
• Mouut Hope Nur.-ierics.' The author is not only weli read on
the subject on which he treats, but in addition to his theoretical
and scientific qualifications, ho po.'se.-^si-s a practical knowledge of
the subject, in all its branches and beariugs, that few Wiiters
have ever enjoyed.

' The work before us seems to be a thorough treatise upon the
properties, modes of culture and most desirable qualities of fruits

in general, with selections and descriptions of the most approved
varieties for e.sjjecial as well as general use. And the experience of
the writer in the selection and rearing of the vast and superior
varieties of fiuit in Western New York—the great fruit garden of
the country— as well as his familiarity with all the most approved
varieties of eastern and foreign fruits, invest his book with a de-

gree of authenticity and reliability well calculated to secure to ii

the utmost confidence.
• Every fruit grower, whether large or small, should procure a

copy of this excellent work.''

—

Roihesler Doily Adicrtiztr.
'• Our townsman. Mr. P. Barry, has done great service to the

cause of fruit culture and ornamenting of court yards, in this new
treatise of his. The work. a,< the title page explains, is designed to

illustrate the physiology of fruit trees, and the theory and practice
of all operations connected with the propagation, transplanting,

pruning and training of orchard and garden trees. It also gives

many and vahuible ideas upon the laying out and arranging of or-

chards and gardens, and, in short, is a very encyclopedia of all in-

formation pertaining to fruit and fruit culture. It is from the
pen of one in the highest degree competent for the task he has un-
dertaken, and is illustrated by many plates and figures. It is a
book that should, as it will, command a ready sale wherever its

author Is known, and among all who desire a first rate treatise

upon the subject, from a practical band. .Mr. Baurv wields his

pen in a manner that does credit to him, and well illustrates the
the possible union of cultivation of the soil and cultivation of the
mind."

—

Rochester Daily Jltutrican.

CH.\RLES SCRIBNER,
No. 36 Park Row. and 145 Nassau St., New York.

{

\

FOWLS FOR SALE.—A few fine Shanghae and Cochin
China Fowls for sale—pure and fine-at $5 00 per pair, shipped to

order. Addrest CHAKLES SEELxE, Genesee Farmer Office,

Rochester, N. Y. 3
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ON THE LIMITED DURATION OF VARIETIES
OF PLANTS.

Mr. John Townley, of Moundville, Wisconsin, has

written an elaborate article "On the limited duration

of varieties ot plants," which appears in the October

number of the Horticulturist. Hitherto vegetable

physiology has been too much neglected by Ameri-
can writers on the cultivation of fruits and plants,

a«d we are glad to see a gentleman of Mr. T.'s read-

ing and talent leading off in so important a discus-

sion. He is a believer in the theory of Mr. Andrkw
Knight respecting the limited duration of varieties

of plants, and displays no mean ability in support of

the same. In a practical point of view, this theory

assumes that fruit trees propagated by buds, as in

gra-fting, budding, and layering, can not outlive the

natural lifetime of the parent seedling, whatever that

may be. Thus, if we assume that the full age of an

apple tree is two hundred years, no trees propagated
from its buds can be expected to live after that time,

no matter when said buds were separated from the

parent tree, nor how carefully the young offshoots

may be pruned and nourished. If this doctrine be

sound, then there is an obvious necessity of going
back to seedlings during the natural lifetime of every

plant, which in the annual potato plant is of course

every year. From reading, probably the same au-

thors consulted by Mr. Townlet, we confess to have

formed the opinion that in growing potatoes and other

vegetables, it is necessary to recur occasionaly to

seeds, instead of continuing to propagate from buds

indefinitely ; but more extended research and obser-

vation lead us to question the existence of any essen-

tial difference in the vital force of plants and trees,

whether they spring from seeds or buds, resulting

from their origin. Neither Mr. Knight, Mr. Lou-
don, nor any other practical cultivator, has, to our

knowledge, shown any greater deterioration in bud-

lings (to coin a term) than may be found in seedlings,

if either be badly treated. All living things are lia-

ble to disease as well as to die, no matter what their

parentage. Hence, the existence of weakness and
constitutional deterioration is peculiar to no varieties

of plants or animals ; and as buds are one of the nat-

ural provisions for the multiplication of plants, and

composed of cells precisely as seeds are, why should

we infer, without positive proof of the fact, that a

being developed from a bud is inferior in any respect

to one developed from a seed ? Art gives to a bud

no new vitality— no new function. AH that it pos-

sesses are natural endowments, and as free from de-
fects as any seed whatever. If a parent e^g, or seed,

or bud, has any constitutional infirmity likely to affect

injuriously the generation about to be ushered into

a larger existence, the fact that such malady is hered-
itary, or communicable from parent to offspring,

proves nothing for nor against either system for ex-
tending a race. The system being one of nature's

contrivances, or the offspring of Creative wisdom, is

not defective in itself; but the failure to attain satis-

factory results in trees grown from buds, arises from
bad management in unwise and short-sighted man.
We may not know wherein we fail in potato-culture

or fruit-culture in using- the vital agency of buds :

but it is more philosophical to attribute our misfor-

tunes in that line to our ignorance of the causes of

blight and unexpected decay in tubers and fruit trees,

and our neglect to comply with nature's laws, than
to ascribe it to a natural defect in all buds from which
plants and trees are propagated.

Mr. TowNLET assumes many things as true which
are not sustained by any facts adduced by him, or

other evidence known to physiologists. He starts

with the assertion that vegetable life, like animal life,

has its tixed periods of duration. Strictly speaking,
neither the life of animals, nor that of vegetables, has
any "fixed period" when it must cease to exist.

Nor is there anything in common in the modes bv
which the bodies of plants and animals are nourished

and preserved from dissolution, that should make
"the duration" of the life of a tree as fixed as that

of a man or ox. Every part of the tissues of an ani-

mal, including its solid bones, tendons, and skin, as

well as muscles, nerves, brain, and other organs, is

constantly being absorbed and removed out of the

system as effete matter ; and this loss must be made
up by new and appropriate aliment, fresh from a re-

cent supply of food, even in adult animals that gain

nothing in weight. Nothing like this is seen in the

support of a tree, or in vegetable life. The matter

organized in the first year of the growth of an oak,

remains as a part of its system ten centuries, should

the tree stand so long. During all this time, after

the cells of the heart-wood are filled and closed, vital-

ity has as little to do with them as it has with those

in a coral rock formed before our continent existed.

There are numerous external influences that operate

to prevent trees living any longer than we see them
flourish in forests. They are attacked from without,

and rarely die, like animals, from any organic or vi-

tal defects. If trees were never too thick in a forest.

1
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w ere duly protected from all animals and parasitic

plants, watered, and properly manured, an oak might

live twenty or thirty centuries as well as it now does

two or three. Why not ?

The duration of the existence of trees resembles

far more tliat of an island than of an animal. An
embryo island rises above the surface of water in a

river'and gains in size by the deposit of additional

matter upon that which existed before. A circula-

ting medium brii^gs a new supply of raw material

iVom yenr to year, to augment the volume of the

growiii"- island. So the seed of a forest tree planted,

by tlie hand of nature on this same island, adds year

by year to the weight of organic and inorganic mat-

ter contained in the tree, drawn from surrounding

elements. Dr. Schleiben, and other botanists, de-

i^cribe trees believed to bo 5000 years old, and still

living. What has such a tree which gains in weight

every year for fifty centuries in common with an ani-

mal wiiich is never two days composed of the same
atoms, and whose life depends on a liberal supply of

organized food, even after it has ceased to grow ?

Plants subsist on mineral, or disorganized elements,

such as air, water, and earthy substances.

We will not say that there is no limit to the dura

tion of varieties of fruit trees and of plants, for even

continents do not last always, and families, and whole

classes both of vegetables and animals, become ex-

tinct from unknown causes, apparently to give place

to new races called into being by infinite wisdom.

Geology abounds in facts illustrative of transitions of

this kind. The popular idea inculcated by Mr.
TowNLFYj-that "varieties of plants" are of quite

limited duration, is an easy and not unnatural excuse

for the mismanagement of fruit trees, potatoes, and

other crops. Mr. Ksight, with all his artistic skill

and large experience, did not comprehend the very

modern science of feeding plants ; nor was the excel-

lent and truly learned Loudon better informed in that

particular. This is no more to their discredit than

is the fact that electric telegraphs, printing by sun-

beams, and reaping by horse-power, have been disr

covered since their time.

Cold and heat, sunshine and shade, humidity and

dryness, insects and fungi, decaying mould andunde-
composing minerals, and excess of some elements

and a deficiency of others, a feast of poisons and a

wnnt of food, are the extraneous influences which
limit the duration of varieties of plants. These are

sufficient to account for the early death of cultivated

trees, and the premature dissolution of roots and tu-

bers, without gratuitously assuming tiiat there is

some natural defect in the vitality of buds. The life

of plants is well enough, whether communicated by

buds or seeds, just as God has ma le it. But to un-

derstand how buds and seeds change their cellular

into a vassular tissue, liow substances imbibed through

the leaves of trees can descend to their roots in a cur-

rent of constantly ascending sap, and how each bud

has a separate existence, so that a sweet and a sour

apple may touch each other and yet preserve their

peculiar (lualitics unmixed, requires more study than

most cultivators bestow on this branch of their pro-

fession.

Is it not wonderful that so many thousands and

millions of intelligent persons should eat apples from

their childhood to old age, and never try to learn how
an apple grows, nor to understand the nature and prop-

erties of the things which really make an apple ? The
editor of the Horticulturist hit the nail on the head

when he called attention to the marked deterioration

of Seckel pears in the Philadelphia market in conse-
quence of neglect to feed the trees on which they
grow, while the same kind of fruit grown in the less

congenial climate of Boston has recently been greatly
improved by wisely adapting the soil to the natural
wants of tlie pear tree. We have lately attended
a number of agricultural fairs in New York, Massa-
chusetts, Maryland, and elsewhere, and more to study
fruits and learn what we could from the most success-
ful cultivators, than for ;iny other purpose. Mr. Clakk,
President of the Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden
Agricultural Society, (one of the okk-st in the Con-
nect cut valley,) assured us that an apple tree there
needed feeding as much as a horse does. The fruit

on old apple, pear, and quince trees, which have
been neglected, is worthless : while that grown on
old trees treated with leaf-mould, rotten dung, ashes,

and lime, is fair and large. In no market in the
United States can one study the results of good cul-

ture and no culture in fruit growing, to better advan-
tage than in Washington. The soil in the District

of Columbia, and the adjoining country, lacks lime,

phosphoric acid, and potash, to a degree that tells

againt both forest and fruit trees, as compared with
VVestern New York and our own valley of the Gen-
esee. We have studied the soils and natural products

of both regions with some care, and while conceeciiag

the superiority of climate to Washington, the ele-

ments of fertility are comparatively scarce in the
rocks, drift, alluvium, and mold of that section. But
we have never seen land more readily recuperated

with lime, ashes, guano, or stable manure. The cli-

mate is admirable, and the proportion of sand, clay,

and iron, which are the foundation of all soils, is

generally all that one needs to secure high and endu-
ring productiveness. It is but few things that fruit

trees, grape vines, potatoes, grass, and grain, require

from the earth, and these man must supply so far as

they are lacking. Science alone teaches him what
these things are, and those that neglect or despise it,

choose darkness rather than li<rht.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE NEW YORK STATE AG-
RICaLTURAL SOCIETY FOR 1850.-VOLUME X.

It gives us pleasure to witness the steady improve-

ment in each volume of the Transactions of the New
York State Society, as issued from year to year.

The one before us is distinguished by an elaborate

and admirably executed " Survey of Seneca county,"

by J. Dklafii'.ld, Esq., the able and excellent Presi-

dent of the Society ; by a paper on " Agricultural

Dynamic.-,"' of decided merit, by J. J. Thomas ; and
by an unusual amount of coutr.butions fr(>m other re-

liable sources of information. If a million copies of

the work were distributed over our thirty-one States

and live Territories, and generally read, the instruc-

tion that would bo imparted could not fail to change
the present disastrous policy of the country in the

abuse of American Soil. To every one who can pro-

cure a copy we earnestly recommend to do so, and

not forget to study the analyses and v;ilria!)le re-

searches of Dr. Sausburv, chemist to the Society.

Mr. Delafield has given a beautiful map of S n-

eca county ; illustrations of its Ro^k*, and their Or-

ganic Remains; of Grasses; Weeus ; '•irious to

Crops; luspcts; and a vast fund of interesting histor-

ical, .statistical, geological, chemical, mrteoro!ogi<-al,

and strictly practical information. The work will

il'

(I
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make a good sized volume printed by itself, and we
trust it will soon appear in a form to give it a much
more extended circulation than it can receive as a

part of the annual proceedings of the Society under
whose auspices it has reached the public.

Our impression is that these "Transactions"
migiu be somewhat more condensed with advantage,

with a view to induce the Legislature to print a lar-

ger number of copies for the same money. We go
for scattering the good seed with a liberal hand,

broa.icast over the whule State, and a little beyond.

i) Ko other Commonwealth in the Union draws so many
1> dollars into its treasury from other States, as New

York, through its Eric Canal ; while our great com-
mercial metropolis, and score of smaller cities, enjoy

in an emin(mt degree the ricii trade and patronage of

the cultivators of the soil througiiout the Republic.

New York ought to do far more than she does fur

the promotion of agriculture ; and if her active busi-

ness men saw how much science and art can do to

augment the fruitfulness of the earth, and the profits

of trade and commerce, there would be no holding-

back of means required to diifuse agricultural knowl-
edge among all the cultivators of the soil.

Volume X contains 729 pages, is handsomely
illustrated, and retlects credit on all concerned in its

production.

A TJNITER3ITY FOR THE PTiOFESSIOBTAL EDUCA-
TION OF FARMERS i :iD MECHANICS.

In the years 1817, 1818, and 1819, when County Ag-
ricultural Societies were f st established in New-
York, the writer was serving his apprenticeship in

the town of Warren, Herkimer county, in this State,

with one of the best practical farmers within its lim-
its, in learning a profession whi'ch is still loved and
cherished above all others. At that early day we
desired above all things to attend an Agricultural
College ; and before being i'airly engaged in the study
of the healing art, wc visited Albany when the Leg-
islature was in session, to see what chance there was
for the establishment of an institution for the profes-
sional education of young farmers. The law-makers
of that era were unsophisticated, and talked out plain

English after this fashion : " Young man, if you are

willing to become one of the thousands of supernu-
merary physicians of the country, we proffer for

your encouragement three good medical schools, with
their anatomical museums, dissecting rooms, chemi-
cal laboratories, libraries, and six or eight learned

and able professors in each institution : but if you
seek equal scientific attainments in connection with
tillage and husbandry, (the business of your father,)

we will not render you the least assistance whatever."
This language vv'as not to be misunderstood ; and to

our knowledge it has been substantially repeated to

every youth seeking a respectable agricultural educa-
tion in this great State during the last third of a cen-
tury. We have witnessed the endowment of several

new medical colleges, and the refusal to give the first

dollar to aid in the establishment of an agricultural

school. This cruel injustice has been so long and so

unflinchingly practiced by ignorant farmers and more
ign')rant lawyers, who have controlled the legislation

of the State. If New York were poor and unable to

help those noble youths who are willing to eat the

bread of honest manual labor, to some knowledge of

the natural sciences, in tiiat practical, common sense

way which will meet their means and their wants,

we should never have uttered a word of complaint.
But New York, with her incomparable Erie canal,

her rich land.s. her score, of cities, and her most in-

dustrious population of three millions, has unmeas-
ured resources for the increase of agricultural and
mechanical science. Why, then, attempt to extin-
guish forever the light of this invaluable science ]

It has wronged no human being ; it asks only an
equal chance with medical science as supported at

the public expense, in the cities of New York, Alba-
ny, and Buffalo. 'We have never objected to the-

professional education of doctors, lawyers, and_ mili-

tary officers, at institutions adapted specially to the
purpose. So far from that, we claim that this prac-
tice is founded in sound public policy, and that our
industrial professions equally deserve the aid of sci-

ence and special institutions, where the young farmer
can dissect all the animals which he is expected to

breed and rear, and thereby learn the form and func-
tion of every organ, whether it digests food, elaborates

milk, fat, flesh, bone, or wool. The improvement of

domestic animals is a great desideratum, and involves

much anatomical and physiological research. So
long as hundreds of young stock-growers and dairy-

men earnestly seek to extend their professional knowl-
edge in this direction, to benefit themselves and the
community at large, it is both mean and disgraceful

in the Legislature to deny them the benefit of one
agricultural school in a State that contains a half

million of farmers.

Young friends, send in your petitions early, and
write often to your representatives on this subject.

Let them know that you are in earnest in the m.at'.er.

Millard Fillmore once carded wool and fulled

cloth as an honest apprentice should. Suppose he
had stuck to his trade to this time ? V/hat chance
would he then have had of being now President of

the United States ? We tell you frankly, that any
system of education which compels an ambitious
youth to leave the shop of the mechanic and the fields

of the fartner to graduate in a lawyers oflice, before

ii& can rise under our republican form of government,
is radically defective. Professional men now enjoy

an amount of intellectual trainiiig and discipline

which are invaluable to them, but denied to practical

farmers and mechanics. If our reasoning faculties

be not fully developed, it is the decree of a good
Providence that we shall be forever looking vj) to

men who are looking down upon us.

EXTRACTS FROM ENGLISH PAPERS.

THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

O.v Friday the rficripts at ilie dooiv anioiinteti to £3, 415 1.5^.,

llie number of visitors being i3,.6!i4. The teinperature in

ilie interior of the building was cool and pleasant throughout
the day, the mean being, according to licnneti's tiiertnome-

ters, 54.4. This, nonibined vviili the partial excb:sivenes.s

.secured by h.df-erovvn admissions, enabled ail who came to

.see to advantage tlie different objects of interest which they
were desirous of inspecting.

In another i'orlnijht the (Jreat Exhihiiion closes, tlie Crys-
tal Palace will have fulfilled its purpose, the tide ()fcal)Rnd

oninibusscs will cease to flow towards Kensington, and those

vast assemblages of spectators which for months )iast have
made pilgrimages from every corner of tiie globe to the

shrine ofindustry. will be deprived of the centre around which
their curiosity attracted them. When that event happens,
the grandeur of the demonstration wliich has taken place in

fivoroftlio peaceful arts, will be more distincdy apprecia-

ted, and the results, benelicial or otherwise, wliich the dis-

play leaves behind it, will be calmly ascertained and realized.

In the meantime it behooves all who can alTord it, not to lose

the few remaining days of opportunity for the survey of an

Is

it

^#^



un|inn»lle<l spectncle such ns inrmr day we can linrdly hope
t') se** repcatnl. I'or the first lime sinre the world bGg;in,

tlie diHi'reni nniions of liie earlh have collected into one fo-

cm the chdicost specimens of their iisitural wealth and their

i'ldiis'.riHl products. Within a buiklini; linppily adapted for

tiie purpose, thousands of people of all ages, and fi-oin every
country liavo nsseniMed to view this spectacle. Four mil-

lions and a lialf of visits have been p.iid to it since the open-
iiiL' ; nearly jC40U,000 has been realized by admission fee^,

the greater proportion consisting of shilling payments, 'i'he

popularity of the Kxhibition became its greatest wonder, and
many who went ihi^re to study the marvels of manufactu-
ring skill cinild only gaze at the multitudes which they at-

tracted to Hyde I'ark. There is a magnetic power about
large musses gathered in one vast edifice, and swarming in

happy excitement along spacious avenues, where tlieir num-
bers will tell upon the eye, which eclipses every other spec-
tacle, however splendid or interesting. Man is superior to

the choicest example of his handiwork, and never have vast
assemblages been seen in a situation more imposing. Those
who have witnessed the aspect of the building on a crowjued
shilling dny, will not readily forget the strange and in-descri-

bable sensation-; with which it inspired them. Who can say
that we shall ever be able to witness such sights again '! It

is not a small excitement which drags up humble provincials

en Jiiasse from the country—which induced an old woman of
84 to travel on foot all the way from Land's-cnd — which
sends a bushel and a half of watches in one night to the sho|)

of a single pawnbroker in Leeds, and which so stirs the
heart of private benevolence throughout the kingdom, that

even our charity schools, and the inmates of our workhouses
are largely represented at this jubilee of industry. On the
ground, therefore, of popular excitement alone, few of us
can expect to see suaii a spectacle as that which is now
about to close repeateJ in our day. Let those who have not
yet visited the Crystal Palace, and who have it in their

power to do so. defer no longer. After the 11th of October
It will be no longer possible for them to take the measure of
the industrial arts in the middle of the l!Hh century. Books
may .supply them with the fullest information on the subject,
but they can never touch the heart, or stamp their lessons
upon tlie memory, like a personal inspection of the display.
Forourselves vve have always felt our powerlessness in deal-
ing with the details of a collection so vast and comprehen-
sive. An o.xhibition which embraces every kind of indus-
trial product cannot be grasped within the limits of a news-
paper article, and a history of it, if attempted, would exhaust
tiie patience of the most indefatigable reader. The bare
classiiicution of objects occupies 13 closely printed foolscap
pages. The power of discussing advantageously each divi-

sion of that immense classilication, involves a minute know-
ledge of every art to which the ingenuity and the labor of
mankind have been directed, and is plainly imprncticable in

8 journal. For the deterininaiion of excellence in each de-
partment, the public may. therefi>re, be most safely and
authoritatively referred to the awards and reports of the dif-

ferent juries. There are, however, general results wliich it

comes fairly within the province of the press to point out

—

particular inventions, to indicate the importance of which
justifies a special notice, and lessons of experience for the
guidance of our future industrial carerr, which ought not to

be lust siglu of. Many of these lo|)ics have from time to

time been touched upon. Others may not suggest them-
•elves till long after the Exhibition has closed ; but now,
when the llth of October is so near at hand, the discus>^ion

and solution of such questions become more urgent ; it is

necessary to gather up the threads of interest which the
specincle in its progress has brought into light, and to trace

out the full significance of facts and objects which we have
still for a limited jicriod before our eyes.

A distressing occurrence which took place in the building
on Frid:'y. liirevv u coiisiderablo amount of gloom upon those
of the vinitors who were aware of it. In the central refresh-
ment rooms, n gentleman was observed to fall down in a lit.

The large printed placards on boanls, which are always in

readiness, wiiti the words "A medical man wanted at the
south entrance," printed upon them, were put into requisi-
tion and three medical gentlemen immediately reaponiied to

the call. Upon examination, however, it was found that life

was extinct, unJ the deceased was conveyed by the police
to St. Margaret's Workhouse. 'I'iiero was nothing found
upon hirh to nflurd any clue as to the name or residence of
the unfortunate gentleman. His linen was marked •''!'. T."
On Saturday £1,852 2*. 6d. was taken at the doors of the

building, the number of visitors being 20,236. During the'

afiernoon a most extraordinary specimen of gold ore from
California was placed in the American portion of the nave,
which, from its si/e and eVidcnt richness, attracted an im-
menso amount of attention. In appearance it is a hu"e block
of quartz rock, impregnated in every part with the precious
metal, and the value of it may be estimated from the fact
that the fortiin'.ie owner refuses to part with it lor a sum of
£:5,2.!>0. Ho has arrived in England with this specimen fi*
the purpose of buying machinery to work the vein in which
it was discovered, and he is himself as curious and interest-
ing an object as the contribution, being fresh from the dig-
gings, and wearing a gold watch chain of the most preposter-
ous dimensions. The recently discovered gold mines in
Australia are also now represented in the Crystal Palace, at
No. il, class 23.

With but two exceptions—viz : the 15th of July, when
the number of visitors was 74,122, and the 21st of July,
when there were 70,610—Monday was the most numerously
attended day since the opening of the Exhibition. 'i"he
number returned by the police was G8,512, the amount re-
ceived being £,.i,2'M) liis.

The Hundkku and Thirty-First Day.—Tuesday again
saw a vast attendance at the Crystal Palace. The number,
exceeding by nearly a thousand that of Monday, was 69,34{)

;

being the largest attendance, with the exception of Tues-
day, the 1.5th, and Monday the 21st of July. The amount
received was £o,;303 4s. Among the visitors were many
children from various schools, including, among others, those
belonging to the British schools of Pelerslield.^Hants.
Notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather, the re-

ceipts at the doors on Wednesday amounted to £2.830 11*.,
the number of visitors being 59,050. It raised fast and furi-
ously as the hour approached for the building to close, and
great was the dismay and confusion, the demand for oaha,
and the cramming of omnibusses, in consequence. The
south entrance of the transept was completely blocked up
with impatient and distressed waiters upon the siiy y influ-

ences. 'I'he distress manifested by the female porii n of the
assemblage for the j>rospective destruction of thei finery,
was particularly tiflecting, nor in the wildest flights c Bloom-
erisin could anything bo found more grotesque tha i the ar-
rangements of dress which were made to neutralize as far as
possible the efVccts of the weather. Gowns were inverted,
and petticoats tucked up with the most unhesitating energy,
while, by one of those extraordinary examples of tiie law of
s-upply and demand, umbrellas of every size and quality
sprang up in forest-like abundance. Of cabs and omiiilius-
ses there was, as there always is on such occa.--io;is, a dread-
ful deticiency, so that a large proportion of the people had to

trudge, under the pelting rain and ankle deep in mud, on
their way homewards.

On Thursday, notwithstanding the unfavorable state of
the weather, 04,298 persons visited the building ; and the
receipts amounted to £3,080 12.>-. Gd. Among other arrivals

came 30 boys and 20 girls belonging to the Knggcd School,
Pye street, Westminster, who obtained admission by sub-
scriptions from the benevolent, sent in consequence of an
advertisement on the subject inserted in the Tunes. There
were also 18 old people from liletchinglcy, whose expenses
were defrayed by the rector and other gentlemen in the pa-

rish, whose joint ages amounted to 1,141 j ears. Such f icts,

but the former especially, taken in connexion with the daily
incidents of a similar character, place beyond possibility of
question the propriety of that decision which refused free

admissions to our charitable institutions. Had the numer-
ous applications made upon this subject been acceded to, we
should not have witnessed those delightful and gratifying

efforts of private benevolence, the statistics of which, when
collected at the close of the Exhibition, will I'urnish one of
the most interesting and remarkable features <if the many col-

lected with its diiirn il history. We are happy to hear that

numerous and valuable presents are being made by exhibi-

tors to the Koyal (^"ommission for the formation of a perma-
nent museum after the present display in Hyde Park has
terminated. .\n opal ofextraordinary beauty, from Hungary,
his just been added to the Austrian collection by Messrs. J.

(loldschmid & Son, of Vienna.

We underi.tand that it has been decided that the two days
which \\ill remain between the close of the Ilxhiliition to the

public, on Sntuplay the llth. and the meeting of the Com-
missioners on Wednesday, the ]5th of October, will be de-

voted exclusively to exhibitors and their friends. It i-> inten-

ded to send to each exiiibitora ticket, which will admit him-

self and two fiiends upon Monday the 13ih, and Tiies lay

the 14th, without any payment fur admission ; and the ticket
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•will also admit the exhibitor alone upon the 15th, to the cer-

emoii}' of receiving the report of the jurors, and other busi-

ness connected with the proceedings of the day. This
decision on the part of the Commissioners, will, we have no
doubt, be duly appreciated by those for whose benefit it is

intended.

—

Gardeners^ and Farmers' Journal.

EEAPING MACHINES,
Thanks j tlie officers of the Carlisle Farmers' Club, the

ogriculturi 8 of the district around Carlisle had an opportu-
nity of se mg tlie celebrated American Reaping Machine
(McCormi k"s) at work on Wednes^Jay last.

Tlie see ie of operation was Kingmoor House Farm (about
two miles from Carlisle) occupied by Rlr. Ellwood. Great
curiosity was excited. Crowds of people came far and near.

The first trial was made in a perfectly level and even eight-

acred field of oats, one-lialf of which had been previously
cat wiili the scythe—and cut. too, in a workmanlike man-
ner. The crop was light. The machine, having been put
toretheron ihf ground, was set agoing at eleven o'clock, and
with about three-quarters of an hour's interval between
twelve and two, continued till half-past four. In the latter

part of the day the machine was vtorked in a .second field,

having a considerable declivity, and a very rough surface.

eau.scd by recently made drains and deep furrows, the soil

having shrunk, and. in fact, causing a second furrow. This
ground was purposely selected in order to subject the imple-
ment to a severe practical test. In the first field the cutting
was rapid, regular, and closer to the ground than we had
been led to expect ; in the second field, though the crop was
heavier, and, so far favorable, there was less perfection, but
equal rapidity ;

yet, under the circumstances, the work was
saiisfi^tory, and well done.

On tli^ whole, though there might be shades of opinion,
the result was a general acknowledgement that success had
been achieved—that the expectations raised by the inventor
had been realized.

Mr. Burgess, of the firm of Burgess & Key, of London,
who liave purchased of i^Ir. MeCormick the right of patent-
ing the invention in the United Kingdom, followed the ma-
chine and directed its movements

; while an American
Bttendant, Mr. Blackenzie, a Virginian agriculturist, took his
station on the board behind the horses, and right manfully
and dexterously applied the rake in throwing off the grain,

in quantities about the size of a sheaf, as it was laid upon the
platform by the revolving action of the fans. Order was
preserved by Mr. Sabbage and seven policemen, one of
whom, besides himself, was mounted. Though there was
occasionally some pressure arising from over anxiety, there
was nothing to complain of on the part of the million.

There can be no doubt that essential improvements will be
speedily introduced, and that the work of the man and rake
will be better done by machinery and the same power which
effects the operation of cutting.

On tlie whole, all the practical men were well pleased with
what they saw on Wednesday. Most of them pronounced
the experiment successful, and more than one gave orders on
the spot. A single machine might be made to do the work
of an entire parish ; so that we shall probably not only see
joint stock machines, but machines let out at so much per
day, or .so much per acre.— Carlisle Palriot.

Rut there are rivals already starting up. An implement
called '' riussey's American Reaping Machine," was last

week tried at Hadham Hall, near Bishop's vStortford, Herts,
and its elirct upon barley, clover, and wheat, are described
ns astonishing as well as satisfactory. It is made by Dray
&- Co.. London ; but nothing is said of its price or the amount
of work done per hour. It appears, too, that there is an
"Australian Reaping Machine," which is worked vsith two
teams of bullocks, eight each, one man to steer, and a boy
to drive. " We can reap and thresh," says the writer of a

letter professing to give an account of it, 'eight or nine
acres per day in good hot weather. We paid £70 for it.

There are some light machines made for horses ; but ours is

a strong substanti d article, and is drawn liy bullocks, and a
chain attached to the near side corner. There is a coinb in

fi-ont about four and a half feet wide, the teetli of which are
only wide enough to take in the straw below the ears ; a
drum works on the back end of the comb, tiireshes out the
wheat, and throws it into the machine. \Ve keep the win-
nowing machiuo going at the end of the field, and by this

means we have the wheat ready for the market at once.
The straw, of course, is left in the field, but that is not much
regarded in this country ; most people burn it, but when the
weather is very hot and dry it can easily be htirrowed olV."

Anothek iiKAi'iNG Machine.—Perhaps it may not be out

of place to mention here, that it is expected before long
another competitor will be in the field — Mr. Hammood, of
Kipon, in this county, who has also invented a Reaping Bla-
chine, with which he threatens to eclipse both the Ameri-
cans. He proposes by his implement to cut and lay into
swathe tv\cnty-tvvo acres of corn or grass in ciglit hours
(supposing the horses walk three miles an hour) ; and it will
require only one man to manage the wrhole, which it is said
he can do with -the greatest ease imaginable, without even
leaving his seat.— Yorkshire Gazette.

THE LAST APPENDIX TO -'YANKEE DOODLE."
Yankee Doodle sent to Town

His goods for exhibition
;

Everybody ran him down,
And laugh'd at his position :

They thought him all the \\orld behind
;

A goney, muff, or noodle
;

Laugh on, good people—never mind

—

Says quiet Yankee Doodle.
Chorus.—Yankee Doodle, &c.

Yankee Doodle had a craft,

A rather tidy clipper,

And he challenged, while they laughed,
The Britishers to whip her.

Their whole yacht-squadron she outsped,
And that on their own water ;

Of all the lot she went aliead,

And they came nowhere arter.

Chorus.—Yankee Doodle, &c.

O'er Panama there was a scheme
Long talked of, to pursue a

Short rsute—which many thought a dream

—

By Lake JNicaraugiia.

John Bull discussed the plan on foot,

With slow irresolution,

While Yankee Doodle went and put
It into execution.

Chorus.—Yankee Doodle, &c.

A steamer of the Collins line,

A Yankee Doodle's notion,
Has also quickest cut the brine

Across the Atlantic Ocean.
And British agents, noways slow
Her merits to discover.

Have been and bought her—^just to tow
The Cunard packets over.

Chorus.—Yankee Doodle, &c.

Your gunsmiths of their skill may crack,
But that again don't mention

,

I guess that Colt's revolvers whack
Their very first invention.

By Yankee Doodle, too. you're beat
Downright in Agriculture,

With his machine for reaping wheat,
Chavv'd up as by a vulture.

Chorus.—Yankee Doodle, die.

You also fancied, in your pride,
Which truly is tarnation,

Them British locks of yourn defied

The rogues of all creation
;

But Chubb's and Bramah's Hobbs has pick'd,

And you must now be viow'd all

As having been completely licked

By glorious Yankee Doodle.
Chorus.—Yankee Doodle, &c.—Punch.

STEAM PLOWING.
An experiment was made last week, on the Grimsthorpi

estate, near Bourne, of the possibility of adopting the pow
cr of steam as an instrument in turning and plowing the soil

The engine was placed on a moveable tram-road, and bj
way of testing flie relative powers, the plow was drawn in

one direction by four powerful honses, and contrarily by
steam. The horses dragged the implement with much labor,

while the engine, of 26 horse power, hurried it back as fist

as a man could fairly walk to conduct the plow.- The rwsult
was exceedingly satisf ictory, and it appears that two engin^^s,

placed parallel at each end of tlie field, would, without diffi-

culty, with only a double plow, complete four acres of lan.l

in ten hours, and, if required, subsoil it also. Plowing by
steam, also posses the advantage of avoiding all indentatinns
or basins, as when plowing with horses. To give an idea
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of ihc CNprnsp altoniling llic employment of iliis mnchine,

we m-iv state tlifit the cost of {Wowing 24 iicres with it is

ciilcuhiieii at only iwt> lOs., wliiie, if horses were used, the

evpense would be £J:i 12s., being a balance of £2 Kis. in fa-

vi>r of stc::m power. 'I'ho experiment was made by Lord
\\'iiiongli!)y d'ilrs'jy, who has for a considerahlo period been
en'!ea\oriiig'to iiitroduee the system of plowing by steam.

—

li'/ll P.v.ket.

A fiirihrr experiment has been made, and Lord Willoiigli-

by d'Jursljy will shortly invite the committee of the Royal
A"{;ricnltural Society to witness the result of his experiments.
—t>heffield Times.

SrKAM I'l-owiNGiN ]v\sT Lothian.—The subject of steam
plovxing has for some time past engaged the attention of the

Manji:is of TwfeJdalc, who has been long kno-.vn for the at-

teni'.on ho has so succi'ssfully bestowed upon agricultural

nli'airs, and indeed for the indefatigable zeal with which he
prosecutes almost every branch of science or art which he
*inakes his study. His h'rdship has at length succeeded in

liringing to a great degree of perfection a steam plow, wiiii

which some interesting experiments have just been made.
Without entering into minute technical explanations, we
may state the general principle of action as follows : A loco-

motive engine is stationed at each end of the (ield, and mov-
ctl as the furrows are completed. The plows, having the

Tweeddale mould-board, are fixed on both sides of a frame
(the upper being of course reversed) which is turned over at

the end of each set of furrows, for the purpose of performing
the same operation on its return. 'J'ho implement hag been
ftirly tested at Yester, the seat oi the RL'.rquis in Hadding-
tons'hiri*, asid performed its work beautifully. On Saturday
last, one engine was in use as a primary trial, when the

plow h-ame was conveyed on lini;-liing each set of furrows,

to the other end of the tield, and the land plowed at the rate

of ilireo and a half miles an hour. On iMonday, his lordship

had two engines on the field, with the plows constantly at

work between them. The operation of turning the frame at

the end of the furrow is very perfect, and the success of the

whole aQ'aJr undoiditcd, the calculation of work dono being
at the rate of 15 acres per diem. There were present on the

field, in addiiioft to his lordship's family, Lords Brougham.
KIcho, and Cawdor, the Hon. Capt. Gray, Mr. Lawson, of
Kdinhurgh. and ^Mr. Biitler, of Faskally, Sir John Gordon
Sinclair, and .Sir George tirant Suttie, besides several of the

neighboring farmers, who all expressed ihcir admiration at

kis lordship's successful endeavors in this most important
npplic.ition of steam power. A- good deal of practical criii-

ci.sm was elicited ; and we believe the .Marquis, who has al-

ways been ready to avail himselfofsuch, still intends making
ccrtjui improvements.

—

iScaUmaii.

EAT -PROOF GRANARY.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—A correspondent of yours wri-
tinor from Waukcsiia, Wis., asks for inlorrnation in

relation to the construction of a " Rat-proof Grana-
ry." Now I am not ambitious to have my name
appear in public print, but I think I can inform your
correspondent how he can build a granary that will

keep in the grain and keep out "the rats." Toil him
in the lir.^t place, to plank it with incli and a half hem-
lock piank, with tigiit joints ; batten tha cracks, or

clapboard, as best suits ills taste ; lay a tight floor of

hemlock inch b >ards, an.l cover this floor half an inch

tliick with lime mortar, and then lay another floor of

inch boards while the mortar i.s soft and nail thom
down wcdl ; this insures the bottom of his granary.
Pat up the bins ne.xt, one across the batk end four

fo -t wide, and one on each side of the same wiJlli,

Having four feet space in the centre for an alley and
dour way. (Tliis plan is for twelve feet square : he
can alter the dimensions to suit his wants.) After
this is all done, lath the walls and overhead plaster

them with rnortar made of lime and cuarse sand. Put
a window in the back side, if he wishes ; nail some
tin around the casings, also around the casings of thp
door. A granary ctinslructud in this manner will, I

think, be sufliciently '-Rat-proof" for all practical

purpusjs. J. C. Bates.—Sheridan, Oct., 1851.

POTATO MALADY.

Therr is an old saying—"Every thing must liave

its day." Several years ago I advanced the opinion,

that the potato disease would eventually disappear of

itself. I still think so, although the evil seems to

prolong its stay apparently " beyond the appointed
time." I argue from analogy, thus : Epio mics are

periodica], whether they fall on man or heart. This
needs neither argument nor illuslrntion. -'ests, in

the shape of insects are periodically more trouble-

some and destructive than ordinary in one year, and
then less so in another. I have known seasons in

which they existed in overwhelming numbers, fol-

lowed by one of almost entire freedom from.all such
annoyances. An example of this kind is now before

me : Last year, and several years previous, my peas

were full of bugs, scarcely one ercaped ; this year
not a bug is to be seen, although I planted earlier

than last year. The weevil in wheat first appeared
in the Eastern States. It is now traveling to the

West, and wheat begins again to be raised in the

East.

InUieyear 1742, a disease similar to the present

potato blight destroyed tlie potato crop in Ireland.

This, it may be said, was confined, so far as is now
known, to a single season, while the present evil has
continued for years. True, but it ap].icars now to be
diminishing, and may have nearly "run its race" in

this part of the country. The great Providenl,ial re-

striction, •'Hitherto slialt thou come, but no further,"

seems applicable to all natural and physical evils
;

and I know not»why the potato malady should be aa
exception. (See closing paragraph of this article).

If this view of the subject be incorrect, there is

another that may be taken, viz.: That the evil must
either be regarded as a judgment or chastisement

;

or be designed to lead to investigation for the purpose

of discovering some important physical truth ; or to

carry out the original declaration concerning man
;

or to drive him from the use of the potato to some-
thing better.

1st. As a chastisement, a judgment. That physi-

cal or natural evils are sometimes to be regarded in

the light of judgments, there can be no reasonable

doubt : but there seems no valid reason why the po-

tato blight should be so regarded, any more than why
the rust on wheat, or the weevil, the blight on fruit

trees, &c., should be regarded as such. This idea

then cannot be separately admitteJ, as all these evils

are of a kindred character.

2nd. Invtsligation for the. purpose of lending to

the discover/ of some important physical or uaLural

truth. Whctiicr there was any providential de.sign

in the matter, or not, it is well known that the vision-

ary investigations of Alchymy laid the foundation

for the science of Chemistry : and many of the inven-

tions and discoveries of molern times have resulted

from investigations pursued for other purposes. Is

there yet any important natural law, or physical

truth, now unknown, wiiich would be likely to be dis-

covered by the investigation of the potato blight!

Let us consider the subject.

3d. To cum/ out the original declaration concern-

ing mm— " In the sweat uf ihi/ face shall thou eat

bread." It may be that, amid all ihj improvements

in modern life, life is in danger of being loo easily

supported ; that man is in danger of degeneracy for

want of- employment ; and hence it is neccssaiy to

furnish additional calls for industry by rendering the

(}
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means of support more difficult and laborious Wliile,

however, I would not deny the possibility of the truth

of the supposition, (for the support of which, some
consiieriiticns might be adduced,) it does not seem
cr.nsis(ent with our ideas of the destiny of the world,

and of the human race,—progres^^ and improvement.

4th. A change from the use of the potato lo soinc-

Hiing better. When the potato was first introduced

into Europe, a very stronj^ prejudice existed apraiust

it for many years ; nor were its virtues acknowled.ued

and its g-oneral cultivation and use introduced until a

general scarcity approaching' to famine prepared t-iie

way. Since that time it has been of incalculable

advantage, especially to the poorer classes of all na.-

tioiis. Have the times, has the condition of the

world, or the state of society, so changed, as to re-

quire a cliange in the pabulum of life ? Is there any
product of the vegetable kingdom that promises to be

a substitute for the potato ? The subject may be

worthy of consideration.

In conclusion of the matter, however, I return to

my fir:>t position, viz : that the potato blight will have
its day, and eventually .pass away. It may-disap-
pear soon, or it may yet be several years before it

shall be " among the things of the past." It may
be driven away by the light of science, i. e,, by an
application of the knowledge and industry of men, or

it may disappear of its own accord. In the mean-
time it is highly desirable that investigations be dili-

gently prosecuted. Important results may follow.

H.

—

Doun East, Oct., 1851.

AMERICAII PHOSPHATE OF LIME IN ENGLAND

The Secretary having been directed by the Council
to make special inquiries on the subject of the occur-

rence of mineral Phosphate of Lime found in the Uni-
tevl States, and in reference to the specimen of that

substance which Dr. Daubeny liad forwarded to the

Duke of Richmond, replies were received from his

Excellency the American Minister, Dr. Dauheivt,
Sir R. I. MuRCinsoN, Sir ChAS. Ltell, Capt. W.
II. Smyth, Dr. Shawe, Prof. Johnston, of Durham,
Mr. Johnson, Secretary of the New York State Ag-
ricultural Society, Dr. Cooke, Professor of Mineral-
ogy in Ilarwood University, and laid before the

Coimcil on the 25th of June last. The following

results may be deduced from this correspondence :

1. The Mineral Phosphate of Lime has been found

in the American States of New Jersey and New
York ; and there is a great probability that it will be

discovered in other States of that Union, as well as

in Canada ; it is also not improbable, from analogi-

cal considerations, that this crystalline substance may
be found to exist among the mctamorphic masses of

the Highlands of Scotland and elsewhere.

2. The specimen from New Jersey, forwarded by
Dr. Dabeny to the Duke of Richmond, had the ap-
pearance of a remarkable variety of crystaline rock

;

but the formation in which it occurred was not stated.

It was found by Prof. Maskelyne to contain 95 per
cent, of the phosphates of lime, iron, and alumina.
Its importation was made by Messrs. Jevons, of

Stamford Place, Liverpool. One vein alone, discov-

ered in New Jersey, would supply the English mar-
ket for many years.

3. In the State of New York a great mass of tlie

mineral had been discovered, and a shaft had already

been sunk to the depth of thirty feet. This vein oc-

curred at Crown Point, near Lake Champlain, in

Essex county, and the abundance of the mineral was
fO great as to lead to the conclusion that this mine
contained an inexhaustible supply ; the locality vv&,3

also favorable for facility of transport and ready ship-

ment. This vein consisted of grains and crystals

;

and on analysis, in America, has been found to con-
tain a much larger proportion than the Jersey mineral,

of which some specimens yielded only about forty

per cent, of the phosphate of lime, while the Crown
Point mineral gives eighty per cent, of tliat subt-tance, -

free from chalk, containing only a small amount of

quartz in grains, and of the fluoride and chloride of

lime. It is very soft, and pulverizes easily, and is

more readily dissolved than the Jersey variety. It

can be delivered in London, in the rough state, or

powdered ready for use, as may be thought most de-

sirable. By single-horse power two tons a day may
easily be ground.

4. The price at which the Jersey phosphate was
first offered was five guineas per ton ; but its inter-

est immediately ceased, in a commercial point of

view, when the importers, on fallacious grounds of
supply and demand, injudiciously raised the price to

£7, forgetting that tliere were already other forms of

phosphate of lime in this country available to the
English farmer. It is now fully believed by mode-
rate and intelligent Americans, that the Uuited States
phosphate can be aftbrded in the English market at

such a price as will render it a cheap fertilizer ; and,

as it can easily be reduced to powder, its value can-
not be doubted, provided it be treated with sulphuric

acid, and thus rendered suitable as a manure for those

crops for which phosphate of lime has been found by
experience to be advantageous.

5. Professor Johnston, of Durham, to whose per-

sonal visit to the United States we probably owe the

attention thus paid to this iivneral, occurring so

abundantly in that part of the .•'•'•'•U, remarks :

—

"American farm.ers in general have '•.'£ the know-
ledge to appreciate the value of sucn s nianuring
substance as this, nor the ability to purchase; 't when
manufactured into super-phosphate of lime ; tuc ;^'5-

covery, therefore, will be a boon, for the present, lo

both countries. It will make more abundant and
cheap the means of fertility which our eoils require

;

while, by supplying a new article of traffic only sale-

able in Great Britain, it will form a nov/ bond of con-
nexion between our kindred nations."

Hawk Catching.—A singular but effectual meth-
od for destroying hawks, that greatest terror to all

poultry yards, has recently been communicated to

me. My informant says he took no less than seven
the first day. They had previously been so fright-

ened with powder and ball, that he could no longer

reach them with his rifle. The world will not be

much the wiser, or fowls generally more safe, on ac-

count of his discovery, unless it be published ; and,

should you deem it worth publishing, you may gi-.e

it to your readers.

It is simply to erect, in an open field near by, a

post a few inches in diameter made square at the

top, and say five or six feet above ground. Place

on this, a smart steel trap, fastened with a short

chain. The intruder will be sure to take his stand

there, it being a capital spot to make his observa-

tions ; he sets foot on treacherous ground, is easily

captured, and should be removed soon so as not to

alEirm others. J. M. C.

—

Lansing, Mich,, 1851.
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OVEU PRODUCTION.

StPPOPK every farmer in the United States shqjild adopt the

phm luiil ili)un by yourself, the consequence would ho

doiible crops, iScc., and there is more raised now than the

fanunr can sell at a fair price.— //. Genesee Farmer, Vol.

12, p. ^229.

O.v lliis subjpct 1 wish to make a few remarks :

Irt. One oi" the grcate.st objections to the present

s}stcm of farming, is the cultivation of too much
lanil. Many seem to think that ''great and succcs-

ful rarniiiig" consists in having many and great fields

iinJor cuUivation. Ilcnce tlie object seems to be to

e.xtoiid thvir fields and farms indefinitely. The evils

of tliis course are numerous : First, Comparatively

more labor for comparatively less product. Second,

Del'ective cultivation, and consequently deficient

crop.?. Third, The exhaustion of a greater extent

of iand. Fourth, The necessity of clearing a great-

er amount of land, and consequently the waste of a

greater amount of timber, fee, &c. Hence,

2d. Suppo.-e the same amount of labor and manure

to be expended on one-half of the present area of

land, in such a way as to obtain a product equal to

what is now obtained from the whole, what would

be th? result ? All the aforementioned evils would

be avoided. One half the laud would be left in its

original virgin state, for the future use of the owner

or iiis children. Half theamountof timber thatis now
recklessly, aiul I might say wickedly wasted, would be

saved to posterity, v.-iio according to present manage-
ment, are likely to surfe/ from our cruel extravagance.

3d. As the amount of labor required would proba-

bly not equal that now expended, some portion of

time would be left to the farmer for his own social,

moral, and mental improvement ; a consideration of

no little importance. How many farmers now have

no time for anything but their daily labors, and how
few are properly enlif'-tened even in the proper busi-

ness of their pru«"-;-i.on. Hence,

4th. Tbere -.uld be little danger of a superabund-

ance of >'"«juce. The farmer would be faithfully

and onV, at)ly employed as now, his products the

sa'T._, and liis farm in better condition for himselt

u.rA (ar better for the country and for posterity.

Farmers, try it, and see if it does not prove true.

Yju can not lose much—you may gain much. H.

—

Dijuii East, Oct., 1851.

"THE CAUSE" AGAIN. — ''THE REMEDY."

I ruLLY concur in the sentiment "that agriculture

has been too much neglected in this country, fcc,"

and as fully believe that that neglect has consisted

more in the manner in which it has been conducted,

tlian in the want of labor expended. And I believe

it both on account of what I have seen and what I

have heard ; for although not now a farmer, (would
that I were,) yet I was brought up a farmer, and

have long observed the operations of farmers. I be-

lieve I gave the principal "Causes" in the Septem-
ber number of your excellent paper, page 211. To
the.se I now add the general desire of our farmers to

erdarge their possessions, to the neglect of improving
well what they have ; and the greater ease with which
great crops are obtained from new lands, than from
old. Both the.se caii.=es have produced their effects.

"TuK Rkmedy."— The remedies are chiefly two :

1st. ''.Mure light.'' I know we call ourselves en-
lightened, but the light is general— i. «., as a nation

we are comparatively au intelligent people ; educa-

tion is general ; and yet how maoy there are who
are very ignorant on almost every subject. So with
farming. How few, comparatively, know anything

more about farming than simply the mechanical part
—plow, soil', reap— and this very imperfectly. How
few read, or are willing to read, anything on the

subject of their calling. Hence the need of more
light, a light that shall enlighten all.

2d. A''ecessili/. Improvements are generally slow,

and especially when they interfere with our usual

habits, or when we do not believe them to be improve-

ments, (such is the condition of many farmers,) and
seldom adopted till necessity compels. This neces-

sity is beginning to be felt. Hence we begin to

witness some improvei.ients. Let this necessity

continue, and improvement will be more and more
manifest. H.— Oct., 1851.

VALUE or ASHES.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—As a slight return for the

many benefits received at the hands of yourselves and
correspondents, I beg leave to lay before your read-

ers the following statement of facts.

On the 25th of last April I planted one-half acre

of potatoes on ground that had been manured and
broken up a short time previous. The potatoes were
dropped in the first four rows, and the ashes applied

by the handful to the hill at the rate of fourteen

bushels to the acre, and then covered as usual. The
next four rows were not ashed ; the same alternation

was continued through the whole piece. During the

growth of the vines, the appearance was decidedly in

favor of the ashed rows. The '-blight" struck them
the 6th of August. On the 3d of October I dug
eight rows ; the four which were ashed yielded six

bushels, and the four which were not ashed yielded

throe bushels, and those from the ashed rows were
much superior in quality. This gave three bushels

of potatoes for one of ashes. Potatoes are now worth
from 372 cts. to 50 cts. per bushel. Perhaps 1 should

observe that the kind planted, is known in these

"diggins" by the name of " l)oor-yards." There
was not a dozen rotten ones in either case. John,
VV. DouBLEDAY.

—

East Scott, JS". Y., Oct., 1851.

WASHING WHEAT.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—As most farmers who sow
spring wheat (and nearly all sow it here) are obliged

to wash it, or u.se some other means to keep it clean

from oats and foul seeil.--, I send you my method of

washing, which you can publish if you think it wor-

thy a place in your valuable paper. It is as follows :

I take about three pecks of wheat and put it into

a common wash-tub, then fill it with water, and after

stirring it up well take off the oats and other foul

seeds that rise to the surface ; but as a gooJ many
of the oats will not rise to the surface of the water,

many find it difficult to separate them from the wheat.

I do it in the following manner :—After stirring it

up well from the bottom, the oats will be found to bo

on and near the top of the wheat ; then with a small

paddle or stick stir around the outside of the tub, so

as to give the water a rotary motion, when the oata

will be seen to gather in a heap at the centre of the

tub ; remove them, and stir as before until all arc re-

moved. Wheat can be washed much cleaner in this

way than it can in any other I ever saw tried. H.

Thornton.— Yorkshire, JV. Y.,Aug., 1851.

ii
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Inquiries ani) Q[n^mtx3,

Messrs. Editors :—The October number of your paper

contains a call for information in regard to the prevention

and cure of Blurrnin. With your leave, I will give the re-

sult of my experience.

First, the preventive: Let them have at all times plenty

of pure water and plenty of salt ; mix salt and sulphur to-

gether and place it in a trough under shelter where your
stock can have access to it at ail times ; and lastly, give to

each animal a table spoonful of pulverized rosin once in three

months. This dose should be varied according to the age
and size of the animal.

Tlie Bloody Murrain, if left to its course, proves rapidly

fatal, and in order to be treated with success, must be at-

tacked in its earliest stages and subjected to energetic treat-

ment. My mode of treatment is, first to give a large dose of

rosin, then follow with draughts of decoction of smartweed
made strong and given in large and repeated doses. After

careful and repeated examinations of cattle that have died of

Bloody Murrain, I have become convinced that the seat of

the disorder IS in the kidneys, hence the utility of rosin both

as preventive and cure.

As regards Dry Murrain, I believe salt mixed with wood
ashes in the proportion of three to one, and kept within

reach of the animals, to be an effectual preventive. J. R.
Taylor.— Waterford, N. Y., Oct., 1851.

Messrs. Editors :—In the last number of your paper inquiry
is made relative to a new species of tly that has lately made
its appearance at Reading Centre, N. Y., described as half
an inch in length, with yellow body, and covered with a
reddish furz, inhabiting the dung hill. If I am not mistaken,
it is an old acquaintance of mine. Some twelve or fifteen

years ago, a fly answering the above description first made
its appearance in Thomaston, Me., where I then resided,

and seemed to confine its operations to the dung hill. The
same season I found ray onions partially destroyed by mag-
gots ; the next year they were nearly all destroyed. I tried

it again, and they took the whole. I then gave it up. ,So

far as I could learn, its ravages were confined to the onion
alone, the cultivation of which was entirely suspended with-
in the circle of my acquaintance. It commenced by deposi-
ting its eggs upon the top of the onion when quite small,

and continued the process through the season. The younc;
fly emerges from the soil of the onion bed early in June, and
is then of a grey or ash color, with a slender body, and slug-

gish in its motions, with little disposition to lly. It retains

its ash color, till nearly grown, when it puts on its golden
yellow coat with reddish furz. I know nothing of its history

or habits, only that it is death on onions. I used as a reme-
dy salt and ashes, and lastly a strong decoction of tobacco
and burdock without the least effect, they seeming quite as

fond of tobacco as their persecutor. I have little doubt that

they were brought in in some vessel from a foreign port, as

no similar fly had ever been seen there before. 1). K.

—

Waukega7i, III., Oct., 1851.

Eds. Gen. Farmer:—In an article in the "Philadelphia
Evening Post," I noticed the extract of a letter to the " Far-

mer" from a gentleman in Virginia, expressing the wish that

100 or 150 northern farmers would come there and buy a
tract of land, which could be got at an average price of four

dollars per acre, with improvements. I take the liberty to

ask a few questions, for answers to which I should be very
much obliged to you.

1. Can land be got there at the same prices by only buy-
ing from 100 to 300 acres.

2. What kind of land is it, and is there any timber on it

for fencing 1 I suppose it is worn out tobacco land.

3. Is it well watered by springs, and is the water soft or

hard ?

I intend to sell my water-cure establishment and go west
to buy land, but would prefer Virginia should the expense he
not too great in recovering tiie land. C. Baelz,—Browus-
ville. Fa., 1851.

Eds. Gen. Farmer :—Is it possible that your population are

all for moving South ? In answer to a communication of
mine in your paper, I have received some hundreds of com-
munications, from Slaine to Illinois. I cannot possibly an-
swer all. Allow me to say, small farms are difficult to he

had with good improvements ; but farms containing from 250

to 1000 acres are plenty and most of them suitable for divi-
sion. The usual payments for lands are one-third cash, bal-
ance in one and two years. A man may work as hard as he
pleases and is thought none tiie less of. Wages of negroes
are about $100 per annum, board, clothing, doctor's I'ills,

risk of running away, &c., at the risk of the hirer. Work
required to be done, if chopping, six cords per w^eek ; all

overplus to be paid for to the negro. Other work in propor-
tion. Holidays—visiting his family—say six weeks, not less,

in the year. White hands about the same, or not quite as
much. The crops raised, depend altogether upon the culture
and seasons, from seed to fifty bushels per acre. This season
the wheat crop is unprecedented for quantity and quality.

—

Oats, owing to the long severe drouth, say half a crop. Corn
may be a fair crop. Tobacco not more than half a crop.
Peaches in profusion. Apples, but middling. Early frost
sometimes kills early wheat, sometimes the rust, and some-
times the fly. Casualties same as elsewhere. Fruit misses
say every third year, partially.

But I suppose no man will think of buying without looking
for himself. There is plenty of land to be bought, but the
capabilities are being brought out and lands are rising in
value. I will venture to say that the region from head of
tide water to the Blue Ridge, is as healthy as any other,
and possesses as many of the advantages of living ; but
1 would advise no man, except in particular localities, to
settle singly, |but for a company to purchase large tracts
and divide to suit. T. E.— Chesterfield, Va., 1851.

GAPES IN CHICKENS.

Eds. Gen. Farmer:— I noticed in your last number
an article on "Gapes in Chickens," and having con-
siderable practical experience in raising- poultr}^, I

have thought it not amiss to give my views.
In the first place, I think the Gapes aref^enerally

caused by using wet feed, and that too fine. The
old way is, to soak bread in warm water and feed
the little fellows with it as soon as they are hatched :

this readily forms a paste, and their stomachs are
clogged. The difficulty is, we distrust nature and
wofuliy misjudge the power that the Creator has
placed in even the little chicken to digest its own
food. When I can get screenings from the mill, I

feed them with it. If that is not to be had, I feed

tlfem with very coarse Indian meal, just cracked, dry.

Give them water in a separate dish, and they will

wet the food in their crops to suit themselves. I

have raised turkeys this year in the same way. I

have neither jammed a " pepper-corn" down their

throats nor " greased" them, yet I never saw health-
ier or nobler birds, and I have not lost one ; while
my neighbors, with their pepper, their sour milk, and
their curds, fail to raise more than half, and those
that survive the treatment look as if they had the

consumption. Wet food in warm weather is soon
soured, and sour food is unnatural to any creature,

unless their taste has been greatly vitiated. It must
be wrong ta "pinch off the shell on the point of the

beak.'' How unnatural ! ! C. W.— Lake Grove,

JV. Y., 1851.

P. S. I think it is time S. W.'s Notes should be
"shorn" of their free trade doctrines. C. VV.

Coop up poultry to fatten, and they will do well

up to 12 or 14 days. Keep them in the coops beyond
that time, and feed them as you like, they will grow
leaner every day until they grow a skinful of bones,

and die.

—

Ag. Gazette.

Gooseberries. — Fourteen hogsheads of goose-
berries were entered at the Boston Custom House on
Saturday, 30th August, imported in the ship Hamp-
ton, from London.
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DMPROVEMENT OF WTIEAT.

.11

TROT WHEAT.

We are anxious that an intelligent and sys-

tematic efTort be made to improve all the better

sorts of wheat grown in the United States.

To promote this ohjcrt, the Genesee Farmer
will pay a premium of five dollars to the person

who will send to the office the head of wlxcat

wliose seeds shall weigh more than the seeds

taken from any other single head.

A premium of three dollars will be paid to

the one who shall produce the most weight of

grain from a single seed ; and
A premium of two dollars for the head of

wheat containing the largest number of seeds,

regardless of their weigiit.

The Secretary of the New York State Ag-
ricultural Society, B. P. Johnson, Esq., exhib-

ited heads of over sixty varieties of wheat at

the recent State Fair, which he obtained in

France. We examined these specimens with
Bome care ; and, apparently, none were supe-

rior in quality, or equal in size to several kinds

grown in this country. Some of them, how-
ever, are said to withstand the attacks of fungi

(rust and mildew) much better than American
wheats. On this account, if no other, the best

wheats grown in France deserve a fair trial in

our climates and soils.

The reader will find in connection with this

article an exact likeness of two heads of beard-

ed wheat of the natural size, the one produced
from seed originally brought from the Mediter-

ranean by a naval officer who obtained it near

Mount Ilia, and we named it " Troy Wheat" in

pntting it up for distribution at the Patent Office.

The other is known by the name of " Austra-
lian Wheat," which sufficiently indicates its

origin. Both of these varieties deserve further

trial, and we shall be thankful for any facts

relating to either that may be of interest to

wheat -growers. Mr. Davidson, of Greece,

Monroe county, N. Y., has produced the best

heads of wheat that we have seen anywhere
this year ; and we hope that he will continue

his experiments. The best oats which have
been received at the Patent Office were from

the farm of the Hon. John M. Clayton, late

Secretary of State.

Those that desire to produce large ears of

wheat, must not allow many stems to grow
from a single ?eed. A single one will doubt-

less be better than to permit more heads or ears

to mature. A half bushel of seed equally dis-

tributed over an acre, should each seed pro-

duce a plant and not one tiller, but all send up
eingle si ems each bearing one Imndred seeds,

the yield would be fifty bushels per acre.

To grow a large per centage of wheat in

proportion to the straw, is an object of vast im-
portance in a national point of view ; and to

attain this result in a small way, let the exper-

in-enler saturate a few bushels of leached ashes

with chamber-lye, and apply the fertilizer in

Bucli a manner as to be thoroughly incorpora-

ted with the soil in which wheat is to grow,
and not so much as to injure it.

It is our purpose to collect samples of all the

varieties generally known in the United States

for experiment, and we solicit a few seeds of

1

AUSTRALIAN WHEAT.
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any kind our readers may have which is distinct,

with a short description of the same. In return, we
intend to distribute gratuitously the best seeds which
we can procure either at home or abroad. We go
for improvement because we believe in it— not to

speculate, nor for the almighty dollar.

The head of Troy wheat which we have had drawn
and engraved, was grown by Mr. C. Howell, of

Ogden, from seed procured at the Farmer office
;

tliat of Australian was grown by Mr. Davidson.

PLAN OF A HAY BAEN

Eds. Gkn. Farmer :—I saw in the Farmer of March
last, page 69, a draft of a Barn with a manure cellar,

which attracted my attention considerable, and as

you appear to be in favor of drawings, and not being
exactly satisfied with any plan presented, I send you
a plan on which I should build a Hay Barn for my-
self. An addition can be added for grain to suit the

fancy. As I am a reader of your valuable paper, I

am bound, with others, to convey whatever I consider

to be worthy of its columns to its editors.
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TSB CLOSING YEAR

Thk year which closes now, may be regarded as one
in wliich horticulture in this country has made extra-

ordinary advancement. We might have written, and
perhaps did write, this a year ago, for 1S50 was em-
piiatically a year of progress. But 1851 has outdone
all its predecessors in this respect. Never, we are

very sure, has the various branches of horticulture

received so much attention, in one year, in all parts

of America, as it has done in this. The nature of

our business puts us in possession of facts that bear

us out in saying this. It seems as if our people had
awoke from a long slumber, conscious that they had
lost many years of precious time, and determined to

make amends by increased activity. How are we to

judge of tliese things ? By the demand existing for

trees and other nursery commodities, and the increas-

ed number and increased patronage given to horti-

cultural books and periodicals. Those not familiar

with these things may judge from the improvements
that have been made in their own neighborhoods.

Ten years ago, three or four nurseries around New
York, Boston, and Philadelphia, were abte to supply

nearly all the trees wanted on the continent. They
even were small, compared with some modern estab-

lishments, and their stock not unfrequently outgrew
the demand. Now the country is covered with them

;

one can scarcely tind ten miles square, from one ex-

tremity of the country to the other, without a nursery

of some sort. In Minnesota, only heard of the other

day, nurseries are being started, and tree planting is

a standard topic with the juvenile newspapers of tliat

region. A gentleman called on us a few days ago
from Oregon, and informed us that he had a nursery

there of several hundred thousand trees, and he was
buying seeds and stocks to extend his operations

largely.

Look into the advertising pages of the agricultural

and horticultural journals and see what an array of

nurseries are inviting customers. The •llorlioultu-

rist alone, for the month of October last, advertized

more trees, and especially fruit trees, than were ever

advertised before in any one journal in any part of

the world. This indicates the spirit of the times in

regard to planting, for nurseries only grow up with
ail increasing demand for tiieir own productions.

The fact is, tree planting is the business of the day.

Our large cities are increasing in population at an
amnzing pace, and this increases the demand for fruit

and encourages the planting of orchards. But a

large share of the demand comes from country towns
and villages where prosperous business men and me-
chanics are making their homesteads. No man now-
a-days thinks of living on a treeless piece of ground.
Farmers, too, far into the interior of the quiet country,
are catching the planting spirit and extensive orchards
and nice fruit gardens are springing up about their
houses. So it will go on till every one who has a
bit of ground shall have planted trees. Then we are
not like other countries, relying on the natural inrr.'ase

of our own population ; tens of thousands of foreign-

ers are poured in upon us annually and are breaking
up the virgin soil of whole regions of wilderness, and
preparing it for orchards and gardens. Tiie annual
increase of cultivated territory in the United States,

is far greater than people generelly are aware of.

But look at the increase of horticultural books and
periodicals. We have now three large and excel-
lent monthly magazines, one at Boston, one at Alba-
ny, and one at Cincinnati, exclusively devoted to

horticultural affairs, and all are well sustained. Then
we have many agricultural journals in which horti-

culture occupies a prominent place. Only a few
years ago there was but one horticultural journal in

the United States, and not over three or four aori-

cultwral, all of which combined did not enjoy a circu-

lation equal to that of this journal at the present
moment. Then within six or seven years thei'e have
been half a dozen important works on fruits and fruit

culture published, besides Mr. Downing's numerous
and costly volumes on architecture and landscape
gardening. To all these we may add the two ele-

gant colored serials now in course of publicaiiou

—

Hovky's "P'ruits of America," and Dr. Brknkle's
"American Pomology." Only think of such an
amount of horticultural reading called into existence
at once it may be said. We may well inquire what
will ten or fifteen years more do for us with such a
foundation as this to build upon ? Truly we are a
go-ahead people.

The useful department of horticulture, that is the

culture of fruits and vegetables, has made the great-

est progress, but the ornamental or tasteful has
received perhaps as much attention as could be exr
pected in a country like ours, where money-making
is the watchword of the day.

People are easily persuaded to plant fruit trees,

because their utiliti/ is obvious and little skill is re-

quired in their management ; but both taste and skill

must be acquired before ornamental culture is at-

tempted. Hence ornamental gardening will advance
in proportion to the di fusion of horticultiu'al books
and papers that cultivate taste and spread informa-

tion. There are at this time more ornamental plants

cultivated and sold in American nurseries, in one
year, than there was in five a very short time ago.

In VVestern New York, in 1840, there were not, we
will say, west of Albany half a dozen acres devoted

to ornamental plants altogether ; now one establish-

ment alone in this town has nearly twice that.

—

Tiiore cannot be less than fifty acres devoted to rose

culture alone in the United States, and perhaps much
inore. A few years aijfo there were but two or three

cultivators at New York and Boston that had good

collections of dahlias ; now we might name fifty. A
short lime ago but three or four American inirsery-

men imported trees or plants from Europe : and

lately one European nurseryman informed ud that he

had more than forty American customers on his

books. Grape culture under glass is receiving con-

I

I
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siderable attention, and foreig^n jj^rapes

that could only be seen in tJio graper-

ies of a few wealthy men around Bos-
ton, are now exhibited in all our exhi-

bitions. In a few years, from present

appearances, a cold vinery will be con-
sidered an indispensable appendage to

the fruit garden, and many, even in

towns and cities, who have no gar-

dens, will endeavor to enjoy the luxu-

ry of a grapery. Cemetries and town
parks are attracting attention, and as

taste becomes more genei'al, and ex-

amples multiply, every town and vi-l^

lage in the land will have its rural

cemctry, well planted and embellished,

and its public park and avenues. We
are approaching this state of things

rapidly ; every day*brings forth new
evidences of advancing civilization.

We took up our pen to write an ar-

ticle on a very different subject to this,

but the closing number of the year

brought up this train of thought and
awakened these suggestions on the

progress we are making. We point

to them with great pleasure, for we
hold that the advancement of horticul-

ture amongst a people is a much
stronger evidence of a noble and re-

fined civilization than the construction

of either raih'oads or telegraphs.

—

Men may be barbarians to all intents

and purposes, and yet conduct the ma-
chinery of commerce with great skill

and success ; but when we see the

homes made comfortable and beauti-

ful, fruit and flowers clustered around
them, cemetries for the dead tastefully

laid out and embellished, and public

parks and promenades looked upon as

indispensable, we cannot escape the

conviction that the public mind is impressed with a

deep sense of the beautiful and the good.

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW PEARS.

BY B. DESPORTKS, AKGER«, FRANCE.

During our journey in Europe we spent a couple of

very pleasant days with Mr. Andre Le Ror, of An-
gers, proi)rietor of one of the largest and most cele-

brated nurseries of Europe. We were not only well

pleased with the great establishment and the system

of culture pursued in it, but with the great kindness

shown us during our stay, both by M. Le Roy and
his accomplished assistant, M. Desportes, who paid

us a visit in this country a few years ago. Mr. D.
promised us an account, from time to time, of such

novelties as might be interesting to us here, and as

a first instalment has kindly sent the following :

1. Beurre Milet of JlngersToar. — Fruit large,

regular, obtusely turbinate, resembling the Summer
Francreal or Bergamot (T Ete. Skin greenish yel-

low, covered with russet dots. Flesh buttery, melt-

ing, juicy. Quality first rate, deserving of extensive

cultivation. Tree vigorous and pyramidal in shape.

Originated in the Society's Garden at Angers. No-
vember to January.

2. Foiidanle du Cornice of Angers.— Tree of

medium size, branches slender and spreading. Fruit
very large, pyriform. Skin pale greenish yellow,

shaded. Flesh yellowish white, melting, very juicy

and aromatic. First rate. October and November.
Raised in the garden of the Society at Angers.

The Rose garden of the Royal Botanic Society in

the Regent's-park, notwithstanding the unfavorable

opinions of some well-meaning but mistaken critics,

continues to form a very agreeable and attractive

feature of this institution. Owing to the beautiful

weather which has for a long time prevailed, the

plants have grown remarkably strong and healthy
;

and consequently many of the later sorts are now to

be seen to great advantage. The nakedness observ-

able in the early part of the season, owing to the

recent removal and replanting of the several collec-

tions, is now, after two or three months' luxuriant

growth, almost entirely concealed. This was, of

course, to be expected ; and judging from the pres-

ent healthy appearance of the plants, as well as the

profusion of bloom displayed, we think there is but

little to fear that this experiment will ultimately come
up to the expectation of the enterprising rose grow-
ers by whose combined exertions it has been begun.
Though now somewhat late in the season, the dis-

play of flowers in this department at the present time
is by no means insignificant.— Gard. and Far. Jour.
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The Season.—The fiutumn in Western New York
has been line. We had what might be termoJ a wet,

coll! season, till about the first of Aujjust ; after that

it was warmer and dry, so that trees ripened tlieir

wood well. We had no frost to injure vegetation

until about the 25th of October. DaJilias, and other

autumn flowers, remained in full bloom until that

time. On the 26th the leaves were blackened and

began to fall, giving to the woods and gardens a real

autumn aspect.

Ctirc of Autumn Planted Trees.—We need hardly

remind those who have planted trees this autumn,
that they cannot be too careful in having them se-

cured by stalk's against being blown around, and
mulched with leaves, litter, or rough manure, to the

depth of six inches or more. Those that have been
taken up, and laid in for spring use, should be in very

dry, sandy ground, and laid in an almost horizontal

position to avoid the eflects of cold winds.

Dahlias.—Take up the roots on a dry day, lay

them in the sun, or on a dry floor, till perfccthi dry
in every part. A week of drying may be necessarj".

Then put away on shelves in a very cool cellar.

They will require looking to occasinoally during win-
ter, and mouldy or decaying parts removed.

Gladiolus, Tiger Flower, Tuberose, and other ten-

der bulbs, must be taken up, dried, and put away in

boxes of dry sand, or on dry shelves, in a cellar for

the winter. Cut off all flower stems and decaying
parts.

Hyacinths, Tulips, JVarcissus, Crocus, Croivn Im-
perials, Hardy Lillies, and all hardy bulbs may be
planted as long as the ground remains open. The
soil should be deep, dry, rich, and finely pulverized

for them all ; and when planting is done, cover with
leaves six inches deep. This covering can be raked
off early in spring, as soon as frost is out.

Peach and Plum S/07ies may either be sown this

fall before the ground freezes, or laid in thin layers

and covered lightly with earth to freeze and thaw
during winter. If kept dry they will not germinate
next season.

Seeds of all hardy trees may also be sown before
winter sets in, if the ground be quite dry*

A Challenge to Horticulturists.—Five years
ago I began to set an orchard. This fall I took from
one Baldwin tree three bushels and a half of apples
like the sample I send you ; from a Rhode Island
Greening, two and a half bushels ; from a Roxbury
Russet, a half bushel— all like the samples sent.

The manner of cultivating my trees are set forth in
a pamphlet I published this fall. I further challenge
the United States to produce so fine samples of peach,
cherry, plum, pear, apricot, and nectarine trees, for

the time they have been set. The apples, when
transplanted in the orchard, were about six or seven
feet iiigh : cherries the same

;
peaches were maiden

plants. The orchard contains 1200 peach, 1500
pear, 200 cherry, and 200 apple trees. I sold from
five peach trees $25 worth. Lewis Burtis.—Roch-
ester, A*. Y., Sept., 1851.

We can say, from personal knowledge, that there
is not, in Western New York, a finer or better culti-
vated orchard than that of Mr. Burtis.—Ed.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(N. W. Randall, Bristol Center, Ont. Co., N. Y.)
Your apples came to hand in good order. No. 1 is

a pretty and good autumn sweet apple— have not

seen it before. No. 2 is Blue Pearmain. No. 3,

don't know. No. 4, Baldwin.
(J. R. F., Barre.) Honey locust seed sow in the

spring and scald before sowing, as you did the other,

Osage Orange seed can be procured here in the

spring, at the seed stores. Red cedar seeds are

never offered for sale here.

(Aug. a. Fahnestock, Syracuse.) The buds of

the Augusta Rose were received in good order. It

resembles the Soffatarr, being of a sulphur yellow

and very sweet. If hardy and a good climber, like

the Chromatella, it will prove an acquisition. We
would be glad to be informed on this point, as its

great value depends on this.

(Thos. J. Marks, Bayfield, C. W.) The Horse
Chestnut can not be grafted or budded successfully

on either the ash, elm, beech, maple, cherry, oalc,

butternut, basswood, or any of the common fruit

trees. It is easily grown from seed. The red and
yellow, and other varieties can be hvddcd on the

common sort, or the Buckeye or Ohio Hrtrse Chestnut.

Grapk Housks.— (B. C. C, Tyrone.) We have
been promis?d a description of a cheap vinery by a

gentleman who has recently erected one, H. L.
SuYDAM, Esq., of Geneva. It will give you the in-

formation you want exactly.

PnOTECTiON OF TENDER GrAPE ViNES. (L. C.
Crawford.) Prune, lay it on the ground, and cover

with earth, or straw, or leaves. Uncover and tie up
to a stake or trellis, when the frosts are over in tlie

spring.

Seeds.—(Miss J. P., Engellsville, N. Y.) We
would cheerfully comply with your request, but the

seeds cannot be obtained here.

Red Canada Apple.—(H. G., Jefferson Valley.)

Wc will comply with your request and give a de-

scrption of this fruit as soon as possible.

Flowers.—(Jane A. Vermilye.) We. are hap-

py to hear of your success in floriculture, and have
placed your application for another supply of seeds

on file. It will receive attention, with others, in due
time. Your statement, and others of a similar na-

ture, give gratifying evidence that our effojls to awa-
ken an interest in the cultiraiion of flowers have not

been wholly in vain.

(James Martin, Taylorsvillo.) Water melons
may be grown successfully on the same ground for

many years, if it be properly renewed and enriched

with suitable composts and manures. But in this,

as in all cfops, a rotation is advisable.

Apple and peach trees may be advantageously mixed
in the same orchard, where the soil is suitable for

both ; but many good heavy soils adapted to the ap-

ple, will not answer for the peach.

Acknowledgements.—We are indebted to 11. L.
Suvdam, Esq., of Geneva, N. Y., for fine samples of

Grapes from his vinery.

—To Lewis Burtis, Esq., of Rochester, for beau-

tiful Baldicin and Greening ajjples from his oi'chard.

—To D. A. Barker, of North Bergen, N. Y., for

specimens of Apples, of which we do not know the

name.
—To II. S. Sfragur, of Newark, Ohio, for a spe-

cimen of the liawles Janet apple from Indiana.
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Cali'ics' Pc|3artiusnt.

FAIR AWD FLOWERS.

The perusal of letters we are every clay receiving

from our Iticly readers, giving us the history of their

summer lubors in the cultivation of nature's beauties,

gives us unmeasured pleasure. The success has

more than equalled our expectations, and the knowl-
edge tliat we have done a little to increase the

love of flowers— to improve the taste, and increase

the happiness of our fair friends, well repays us for

all trouble and expense. Who could read such re-

marks as the following, vv'ith which a lady in Wood-
ville, JeiTerson county, N. Y., closes a letter, with-

out feeling a little pride, and a great deal of pleasure,

in knowing that he had done something, no matter

how little, to bring brightness to the eyes, smiles to

the cheeks, and joy to the hearts, of these little ones:

"I have some dear little neices that I have the care

of, that love the flowers dearly. They wish to know
if I am writing to the kind gentleman who sent us

the flower seeds. They wish me to say they had a

fine bed of flowers this year, and they have saved a

fine lot of seeds for^themselves and for other people."

Children are home flowers— they always love

their mates, the flowers of the field.

Miss E. W. J., of Jefferson county, N. Y., as will

be seen by the following extract, has failed to raise

good ba!sam,s from the seed we sent

;

"The Bixlsivms wliicli I received were not double, which
was rather a disappointment, but some young friends in tliis

vicinity, that received seed from you, had them of all kinds
and colors, as double as a rose."

M. HuTCHiNGS, of Charlotte, Michigan, lias suc-
ceeded v\-cll.

" The Balsams answered my highest expectations ; some
of them were almost as large, and quite as double, as the
rose."

When we made the proposition to give packages
of Flower Seeds, we had a collection on hand that

v^e kn<^w to be fine ; but the demand was so large

that our supply was soon exhausted, and not being
willing to disappoint any, we procured from the most
reputable sources at our command, a further supply.

We regretted, on trial of this seed, ourselves, that it

did not prove as fine as we were led to hope. This
was probably the cause of the difference. , The bal-

sam loves a rich, and rather moist soil, and fine bloom
must not be expected on a puny, starved plant. We
are confident that the beauty of the flower depends
much on good culture in tiie early growth of the

plant. There is another point, also, to be considered,

and the followino- extract of a letter from Mrs. E. A.
Frf.k?iiaiN, of Wayne county, touches the question
directly :

" I have raised one scarlet Balsam much resembling the
specimen given in the October number of the Farmer, but
am Rarful that I shall not have them as beautiful another
year, for the most perfect blossoms fell olT without producing
seed. And now I would ask. can jou always depend upon
the seeds, even whem carefully selected, producing the same
perfect blossoms, as such has not been my experience ; for

several seasons they would invariably be different, botli in

form and color, and a friend remarks that he has met with
the same failure."

The most perfectly double flowers will not bear
seed, the seed bearing qualities of the flower being
sacrificed to its beauty. Consequently we have to

depend on inferior flowers for seed. If seed is saved

from a single flower, growing in a bed with olliers

beantifuly double, we are pretty sure of getting a fine

collection next season, perhaps not like any particu-

lar flower in the bed, but partaking of the fine quali-

ties of several. Or, you may have some almost
perfect specimens of last year's flowers, while others

will be as single as the parent flower. If, however,
this single plant grov.'s alone, it v;iU not vary much
in several years. The same is true of Ten week
Stocks, the double flowers bearing no seed.

A. S. W., of Rutland, N. Y., after a detailed ac-

count of her success, says :

" Of Phlox Drummondii, I have seven shades. It seems
to strike the attention of every beholder. Thoy are all very
line sorts. I am very much pleased with them, and please
accept my warmest th^nks. Your flowers have helped to

add to the happiness of one who is a stranger to health.
I feel that I can learn many lessons from flowers, and may
I, with all the lovers of flowers, learn to love llim who is

tbe author of such beaiuies."

We must beg to be excused for showing a little

vanity, by publishing the extract below of a letter

received from Miss'll. C. E., of East Avon, N. Y.
We should like to see the editor w.ho, with such an
interesting document before him, written in a beau-
tiful feminine hand, would have the good sense to

keep it to himself. For ourselves, we like to give

all an opportunity to participate in our pleasure.

" Allow me to express my gratitude for the benefits con-
veyed by reading your good paper. It has been a visitor at

my father's house from "time immemorial" in my past his-

tory, and I find it no less useful to farmers" daughters tlian

to farmers themselves. To those \\ i'.o wish to know more
of the benevolent provisions of our kind Creator; whether
fiirmers or otherwise, it cannot foil to be read with interest.

Though always fond of flowers, I am indebted to the Far-

mer for the desire which I have to exert myself in their cul-

tivation, arid for most of the knowledge I possess upon the

subject. I am assured that by turning ones attention assid-

uously to it, one may not only improve and establish their

health, but procure an actual blessing for themselves and
others. Henceforth I intend to make gardening one of my
regular pursuits, improving all of the facilities within my
reach."

We have urged the ladies to cultivate flowers.

We have promised them, as a reward, increased

health and happiness—a love of beauty in the soul,

and beauty, worthy of their love, in smiling flowers,

and a pleasant home. We have endeavored to fur-

nish means, as much as in our power, to gratify this

taste, with little cost or trouble to our friends ; and it

is no mean pleasure to know that we have not labor-

ed unthanked, or unrewarded by kind and approving

words. The success of the past will excite us to in-

creased exertions for the promotion of rural taste,

and if the wilderness does not " blossom as the rose"

before long, it shall not be laid to our charge. Our
enlarged paper, for the coming year, (1852,) will

give us increased facilities, which we shall not bo

slow to improve.

We will furnish to the wife or daughter of every

subscriber who may apply for the same, by letter or

otherwise, a package of choice annual flower seeds of

from twelve to eighteen varieties. The applications

will be filed, and the seeds sent as soon as some seeds

we are importing, to make up our collection, shall

arrive. We shall give engravings in the Farnier,

during the year, of most of the flowers, seeds of

which we may send, so that applicants may know
what to expect. All we ask in return is, tlial the

ladies should introduce us to their friends, if they

think us worthy of such attention.

e I
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With tlie present number our volume for 1851 is closed.

Every number \vc hope has reaclieil every subscriber, ami

has been carefully prescrveil (or binding. Few of our read-

ers, who thus preserve them, would bo willing to part with

their old numbers for their original cost. If any one h:is

lost numbers, or through any cause failed to receive them, it

will allbrd us pleasure to supply them without charge. We
take the utmost care in mailing the Farmer, but in sending

through the mail 480,000 numbers during the year, it would

be surprising if no accident should occur to prevent some of

this large number reaching their destination. All we can

do is to send again in case of failure, which we are always

willing to do.

That we have succeeded in making the Farmer, the pres-

ent year, what it should be, we can hardly hope, but we
feel confident that we have furnished each subscriber with a

paper of lour times the value of the few shillings it cost him.

Our ilbisttatious have not been given merely for pictures,

but for illustration, intended to throw light on the subject

discussed, nnd many of them have been cosily, and from

original designs. It is not to be supposed that all the com-

munications we publish contain reliable information, on

wiiich the farmer should risk much. But, in these articles,

facts are presented to the farmer's consideration, and infer-

ences drawn from these facts. These inferences the farmer

can discuss with his wife, his sons, and daughters, and

neighbors. Thus light is obtained, and the theory is con-

firmed or rejected.

The nkxt Voldme, which will commence on the First of
January, but which we shall have ready for delivery a week
or two previous, we shall enlarge by the addition of Eight
more pages, and shall otherwise materially improve the ap-

pearance of our journal, and if we are not altogether disap-

pointed in our calculations, the Genesee Farmer for 1852 will

be the most beautiful Agricultural paper printed in America.

Although we liave published the Farmer for many years,

we have not yet heard of the man who thought he expended

his money foolishly in subscribing for the Genesee Farmer.

This being the case, we confidently hope to retain all our

old subscribers another year, and to make a still farther in-

crease. To do this we depend upon the voluntarj' exertions

of our friends everywhere. We have no paid agents, and

intend to have none. Instead of paying agents a commis-

sion, as is common, we prefer to give our paper to the farmer

at the v.f:ry l)west pri'-e, and but for our exceedingly large

circulation, each volume would cost us more tha-n the club

price. The increased size of our Journal will enable us to

add interest to every department, and we shall give every

month a page of extracts from the best European Agricultural

Journals.

To our friends who have voluntarily acted as agents the

past year, we return our thanks. We acknowledge our in-

debtedness, and feel anxious to increase it another year.

We hope none of our friends will be satisfied to forward a

less number for 1852 than for '51.

Western New York Agricoltural Society.— The
subject of organizing a Western iVew York Agricultural So-

ciety is being pretty freely discussed at the present time,

and the opinions we have heard expressed ore favorable to

the movement. We presume a call for a meeting of the ag-

riculturists of Western New York, to discuss this question,

and to organize the Saciety if it should be deemed expedient

lo form one, will be issued in n few days.

AnvERTisEME.NTs, to secure insertion in the Farmer, mu.<!i

be received as early as the 10th of the previous month, and
be of such a character as to be of interest to farmers. We
publi.'jh no other. Terms—$2.00 for every hundred wonls,

each insertion, paid iii adeaiice.

The "Prepared Gi'ano" Fraud.—The evidence of

fraud in the "Prepared Guano" business is thickening

—

growing darker and darker, and blacker and blacker. A
gentleman well known to the agricultural world as nn author

of repute, and who states that through misrcprcsenliitions he
was induced to engage in the manufacture of the worthless

article, writes us Nov. 5th :

" The article is not worth drawing two miles, if it could
be had gratis. I found out that to make money by the bu-
siness would be by deception, and I sold out after having
been in the business only three months. 1 know what
ever!/ article is in the compound, as I bought everything my-
se/f. You were right in your calculations. The Gas lio.use

did furnish about one-half— the commons i\iC other. The
actual cost was only six caUs per barrel I''

How does this compare with the declaration of Mr. Kent-
ish, that "My prepared Guano does NOT contain an atom of
anythingfrom Gas \Vorks. notwithstanding your coarse imin-

ualions and assertions to the contrary." Wo hear nothing

more of the libel suit, although we are quite prepared to

prove all that we have said, and a great deal that we have
not said. We are surprised that such a system of fraud

should have been so long continued without the slightest

notice from tiie agricultural press. If the Genesee i'armer

had been published as near the seat of operations as some
other agricultural papers, this fraud would have been ex-

posed long ago.

Rural Homes, or Sketches of Houses suited to American Country
Life ; with original Plans, Designs, &c. By Gervase Wheeler.
New York, Charles Scribker. Price $1.25.

A handsome book with about 300 pages, bearing the above

title, has just appeared, and we acknowledge the receipt of

a copy. We shall notice this work in our nest, and give

some extracts, with engravings.

Lessuns in Modern Farming, or Agriculture kof
Schools, is a neat work of some 400 pages, received from

the author, J. L. Blake, D. D. It is an excellent school

reading book, and we recommend its use in our commuu
schools. It might be read with profit in the family.

To those who Form Clubs for 1852.—We do not ask

that all the members of a club should receive their papers at

one oOice. We are willing to send to as many I'ost Oilices

as there are raerabcrs of the club, if necessary for the conve-

nience of subscribers. But where it is practicable, Tost

Masters would accommodate us by keeping a list of the sub-

scribers at their office, and allowing us to send the whole

nunil'er to their own address. This saves us the trouble of

writing on all the papers. Many have done this the pres

ent year.

Agricultural Books and Libraries.—We refer all to

our oOer of Agricultural Books. We know of no better way
in which a young man could obtain a few good agricultural

books, than by obtaining subscribers to the Genesee Farmer.

The winter months aflbrd leisure, and the price of the Far-

mer is 80 low, and its merits so well appreciated, that few

will refuse to subscribe if solicited. We will send specimen

numbers and show bills to all who apply.

To OUR Canadian Friends.—We shall continue to fur-

nish the F'armer to our Canadian subscribers free of Ameri-

can Postage. Some premiums dlie in Canada we have not

f irwarded, on account of complainLs we have received of the

high rates of postage. We can forward by express to almost

any port in Canada, and will send by moil if desirable.

Monroe County Agricvltural Society.—The Annual

Meeting of the Monroe County Agricultural Society will be

held at the City Hall, in Rochester, on the 14th day of De-

cember. A general attendance of members is requested.

James Vick, Jr., Secretary.

I
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Professor Norton, and Analytical Chemistry ap-

plied TO AcRicuLTuaE. — No adult reader of Professor

Norton's letter and analysis of an article sold for manure,

which appeared in our last, could fail to see the great value

of the professional labors of that gentleman to the farming

interest. It is not from a desise to benefit Prof. N. or his

laboratory, that we recommend young men who have the

means to attend at least one course of lectures on scientilic

agriculture, as delivered in Yale College. The advantage

w ill be ffl on the side of the instructed party, not that of the

able instructor. No future event is more certain tlian the

certainty of their being in a few years a universal demand

for cn-iiT.ercial manures. In the preparation of these there is

the ?i 'ongost possible temptation to perpetrate fraud on the

farming community. It has been a part of our professional

duty to learn the fact by experience, that 500 lbs. of night-

soil in its natural semi-liquid state, will not form over 100

of dry pviidretCe as it ought to be prepared ; and hence, that

a really valuable article can hardly be sold at a cent a pound.

Suppose, however, that a dealer in fertilizing salts should

make 200 lbs. of great strength and value, and divide the

same between four excellent farmers and gentlemen of the

highest character, fur trial in different States. Of course

" the salts" are found exceedingly valuable for v/heat, corn,

potatoes, and grass, and are truly certified to by the respect-

ive fanners who tried them on tlie crops named. On the

strength df these certificates, 3Ir. B. sells to one thousand

other farmers, a half ton to each, of what purports to be the

same kind of " salts," which they buy as an experiment.

The cost of 1000 lbs. being only $10, the seller gets $10,000

ik cash in hand, and the buyers get a mixture of swamp muck.
''r lime, and very fine sand, worth much less than the freight

home to the farm. These one thousand cheated cultivators

will not be likely to put their heads into the lion's mouth a

second time ; but it will be an easy matter to procure with a

good article, anotl>er batch of certificates, and to extract

$10,000 next year from the pockets of another thousand

farmers never before bitten in that way. Science is the only

preventive of such frauds, and an independent Press to give

it a faithful report for the protection of the farming interest,

regardless of personal consequences.

BIulticaul Rye.—Daniel P. Bigelow, of Barre Centre,

left in our office some heads of rye of extraordinary size and

beautj', measuring eight and a half inches in length. The
variety is known as the Multicaul Rye. It was received

from the Patent Office by a gentleman in Vermont. It was
treated according to the directions accompanying it, which
were as fjUows :

" Sow in the month of August, or sooner, and as soon as it

gets up and well started, turn on your stock and pasture it

during the fall, and again in the spring, until the first of May.
It being necessary to pasture until late in the spring, other-

wise it prows too tall."

Mr. B. says ;
" It was recommended to yield from forty

to sixty bushels per acre, and I think it will bear the recom-

mendation, as it yielded over forty bushels the present

year.'"

Coal in Western Pennsylvania.—On the line of the

canal which extends from Beaver to Erie, there are strata of

coal four feet in thickness, a specimen of which, analysed

by Dr. James R. Chilton of New York, gave the following

result

:

Carbon 90.043
Hydrogen, 4.620
Nitrogen, 2.917
Ash, 2.420

100.000

This analysis shows the coal to be of an excellent quality
;

and it is said to be not inferior to the celebrated Cannel coal

of Scotland.

A City Youth in Love with the Farmer's Life.—

A

young man in New York city, who has taken the Genesee
Farmer for a number of years, and paid for several years yet
in advance, wishes to become a farmer. He has studied the
theory of farming, and now wishes to engage with suine

practical farmer, so that he may learn to unite theory with
practice. But we give his own story in his own words.
He writes us ;

" I believe that farming, to be profitable, requires much
headwork as well as manual labor. And why should it not?
There is no business, in my humble esiimation, to which so
little OT/wtd has been applied. A business that will support
so many who appear to make so little use of their heads,
ought to richly pay one who makes a good use of his men-
tal faculties.

" I have endeavored to learn the theory of agriculture by
every means in my power, having a hbrary of from fifty to
sixty volumes on various agricultural subjects. Perhaps you
say I may have a library, but that I may not read and study
its contents, therefore what is the use of my having one ?

But I read_ my books, and try not only to read but to 1-emem-
her, for it is not what we read but what we remember that
benefits us. I also take four agricultural papers, three of
which are published in this State, and one in Ohio. I sub-
scribed to your excellent journal in 1850, for live years.
Tlius you will see that I have done all that 1 could to pre-
pare myself for a farmer's life. Being unacquainted with
any farmer to whom I might apply, 1 concluded that the
only way by which I could obtain a situation on a farm,
was to presume so far on your kindness as to ask you if you
would be willing to get one with some good flirmer for me."'
Any farmer wishing to lend an enterprising young man a

helping hand, may correspond with us and we will furnish
his address. We have given some of our own experience in
the pursuit of agricultural knowledge, in another page.

Manures— Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral. — Mr.
Levi Bartlett, of Warner, N. H., is writing a series of

articles on manures, which are printed in the Boston Jour-

nal of Agriculture. He gives great prominence to the ex-

periments of Prof. Way, which go to show that salts of

ammonia are decomposed in clay soils and the base (ammo-
nia) retained in combination with alumina in an insoluble

condition. It seems not to have occurred to Mr. Bartlett
nor to Mr. Way, that if rain water does not dissolve this

new compound of ammonia, as they allege, then it can not

possibly enter the roots of plants to nourish them. Tiieir

theory proves too much in denying the solubility of ammo-
nia \n any form. To be of any value as food for growing

vegetables, it must be either a soluble gas or a soluble salt

to pass through the cell walls and capilliary tubes of plants.

Crenic and apocrenic acids found in spring and river water

doubtless derive their nitrogen from ammonia and decaying

vegetables dissolved out of soils. Alumina has a strong

affinity for ammonia, but not to the extent claimed.

White Australian Wheat.—Mr. Davison, from whom
we procured the Australian Wheat of which drawings are

given in this number, writes us : "I have raised from 5

grains G5 heads—averaging 13 heads to each grain ; these

65 heads produced 9 ounces af clean wheat, averaging 97

grains to each head—making in all 6305. This wheat does

not grow taller than our common wheat, but the stalk is un-

commonly stout, and with me has shown no appearance of

rust. I like this wheat much, and have sent some to my
son in Bedford county, Virginia, for trial there."

A friend writes that he wishes to purchase a farm con-

tiguous to railroad, containing two or three hundred acres,

for the purpose of raising and and fatting South Down sheep.

Persons having such to dispose of, mny communicate with

us. or Z. B. Wakeman, Rockton, Herkimer Co., N. Y.

The occupying of so much room by index, tfcc, crowds

out much other matter prepared for this number.



From tilt' London Corre.iponJont of tlu> Buffalo f'om. Advertiser.

CLOSE OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

i

London, Oct. 17, 1851.

The Exhibition closed pra forma on Wednesday. The
Prince and Uoyal Commissioners wcnl through llie dumb
shdw of delivering and receiving the awards in gross. Tiie

Bishop of London made an inaudible prayer. An anthem
was sung, and one verse of " God Save the Queen." From
dayliglii to dark tlie heavens puured down the rain in tor-

rents. There was somelliing in the appearance of Albert

and l!ie Commissioners which cast a damper upon the whole
audience—there was througlioui a feeling of apprehension
that somelliing diabolical and outrageous was in the future.

This feehng was fed by the article of the Times that morn-
ing inlimatmg what might be expected when the awards
should appear. So strong was the consciousness of the

Prince and Itoyal Commissioners that they were about to do
a mean and dastardly act in the face of the world, that mani-
fested itself in their countenances and actions, while in

the audience it produced a sullen silence, and the whole
passed otf more hke a funeral ceremony than the closing of
a great f€te.

Yesterday's Times presented the list of awards, and so dif-

ferent were they, in nuniberlrss cases, from what had been
known to be the decijions of the jurors. that it was clear that

those decisions had undergone a garbling and tampering by
the Cunncil of Chairmen. This Council of Chairmen, it

must be borne in mind, w'ere the Chairmen of the several

juries, and were all Englishmeii. After the juries made their

Reports, it was loinid that we were decidedly ahead of all

the world in the new and useful, and if the original jirogram-

me was adliered to. we would have a large proportion of the

first or great medals, which would be very few in number at

best. Larly in the proceedings a change was made—a wi-
der range was made to first medals. Kvcn after the report

of the juries, the Coinicil of Chairmen virtually set aside the

entire action of the juries, altering and transposing so as to

(as the Times said) " take away the distinction likely to at-

tach to the great medal." By the published awards this has
been done elleetualiy, for it has been given to things entirely

below such- distinction, while very important—in fact, a

greater number of the most important things have only prize

medals, while the majority ol things having first medals, are

below mediocrity in class, and out of the proposed range of
first medals entirely, as for instance : the first medal named
in tlie whole list was a council medal, for a ''process of
wasiiing coals." The first great medal to the United States

is in class 3d, to Borden Gail, Jr., for the preparation called

Mzat llisriiii. " To John I'can & Son, of the United King-
dom of Great Britain, a large medal for two pair of Steam
Engines of a compactness for email vessels." A large medal
is awarded to David Dick, of Pennsylvania, for his "Ami-
Friction Press." But a snnilar medal in the same class is

given to Uibbet ifc Sons, of England, for a display of cotton

machinery, so that the greatest inventions of foreigners jire

put against collections of old machinery by Englishnii n.

So in the lOih class, St. John's (American) Self-Detcrmia-

ing Variation Compass after having been reported favorably

upon by the 8th class and 10th class, and also Burt's (Amer-
ican) Solar Compass,' have received prize medals equal to

that of A. D. Rocher, for exhibiting a balance made in the

government workshoj) at Washington. About ten Englisli,

and a dozen European, gun workers have prize med:tls,

in all cases for workmanship at best, while (^'olt is unnoticed.

Then Hobbs, who has picked all their locks, has his lock,

which has (/ejied them all, put upon the same fixHing, a prize

medal. Our Prouiy and Me.irs' plows, although they

have beaten in every contest, are awarded prize medals,

while a large medal is given to an English plow. And the

American churn, although it beat all others, is dropped
nlongside of an English and Belgian churn which it beat.

The fact is, our greatest inventions, our best works of art.

and genius, and industry, have, by the award, been placed

on a par w ith a pot of pickled peaches, and a Scotch snufl"

box of wood, cartloads of which can be bought in the stores

at eighteen pence each. The list of awards seem to have
been prepared especially to throw ns as much in the shade
aa po-sihle. An honest and fair list of awards would have
left England too far behind ; they have therefore adopted

the course likely to prevent distinction of merit as much as

fKJssible. They have smothered and covered us up by giv-

ing council medals, in nine cases out often, to tlie English

and Europeans for things no way entitled to distinction.

Vhile, except Dick's Presa, the cotiocil medals to the Uni-

ted States have been given as erroneously, and to the exclu-
sion of more new and useful inventions, well entitled to

su<rh distinction ; and I doubt not their recipients will view
themselves as " being used" by the Council of Chairmen
for their own purposes.

In short, we shall hold a meeting next week of the exhi-
bitors here, and very likely we shall respectfully dediue the
honor inlinded us by the medals awarded. If that is not a
unanimous vote of those now here, the great majority will
send a letter to the Royal Commissioners, couched in proper
linguacre, declining theirs, and to which their respective
sijjnatures will be attached. It is generally fell here hy the
exhibitors, that it is a studied attempt to defraud the Ameri-
can exhibitors of their proper position before the^vorld,
which it is duty to resent in a proper and dignified manner.
Whatever is done will be well counselled beforehand.

Our Commissioner, Mr. Riddell, who has been Commis-
sioner, agent, exhibitor, owner, and u good while absent, is

presenting the bills of exhibitors, which are very heavy, and
continues to refuse to give any statement of his expendi-
tures, so that our meeting, when held, w ill be to deal with
not only our enemies, Inu our friends. One thing may be
relied on, the whole will be attended to properly.

SoNSION.

LIST OF AWARDS TO UNITED ST.A.TES CONTRIBUTORS
AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF ALL NATIONS.

Class \.— Prize Medals—Adirondac Manufacturing Company,
New \ ork. forstet-I and iron; Morris. Jones, & I'oinpiiuy. for plate
iron; New Jersey Exploring and Mining Co., for zinc ores, iron
[Franklinite) ore, smelting process; Trenton iron Co., for iron of
fine quiility. ores. &c. ^

Ilonurahle M()^^l'o»s—Adirondac Manufacturing Co., N, Y., for
ca-'t iron; .Morrill. Stewart, & Co., for sheet iron ; Morris, Jones,
& ('o.. for boiler plate iron.

Ct-.iss \\.— Council Medal — Goel Borden, Jr., for preparation
called meat bi.'cuit.

Prize Meda's—W. Barnes, maple sugar; T. Bell, foft wheat
from Genesee; L. Dean, maple sugar; Dill & Mulcliahey. Caven-
dish tobacco; J. H. Grant, do ; P. Robinson, do.: C. Duffield,

ham ;
Ileckir & Brother. Genesee flour; E. T. Heriot, Carolina

rice; B. B. Kirtland. collection of maize, 35 varieties; N. Y. State
Ag. Society, collection of wheats: Kay;: ond & Schuyler, flour,

thirds ; Schooley & Hough, hara, Cincinnati.
Honoraltle Mentions—John Bridge, oil cake; George Dominick,

lard; Hecker &. Brother. Farina; \\'. Hotchkiss. wheat; Leu isc Co.,

oil cake; Mookler & Chiles. Cavendsh tobacco: Tyler & Ander.son,

do.; James Thomas, do.; Thomas & Co., do.; Oswego Starch Fac-
tory, fecula of maize; M. White. Muscovada sugar.

Class HI.— Prize ilferfrt/—Power Sc Weightmau. chemicals.
Ilonoiab e M('>i/(0» —Wetherill & brother, various salts.

Class IV.

—

Prize Medals—S. Bond, cotton; Cockerill. wool; W.
Colegate & Co.. starch; J. Ewing. wool; II. Hampton, cotton;
Geo. Hicks, tiliandsia usnoides; G. L. Holme.«. cotton; H. G. &
L. Hotchkiss, oil of peppermint; J. R. Jones, cotton; J. V. Jones,

cotton; A. .\I. Rimber ic Co.. wool; W. W. fllacleod, cotton; the
State of Maryland, collection of products; J. B. Merriewether,
cotton; Perkins & Brown, wool; J. Pope, cotton; W. Seabiook,
cotton; Rev. Z. Thompson, woods; J. Nailer, cotton; Oswego
Starch Factory. starch.

llnvorable Mentions— 'E.. R. Dix. hemp, flax guano; O. Domi-
nick. lard oil; K. Keuchtwanger. bleached shellac; F. Frank, laid

oil; L. Godd.ard, whalebone ; Holbrook & Stanley, lard oil; F. O,
Ketteridge, corn-husk fibre; B. J. Pell, woods; Trucsdale. Jacobs,

St Co.. cotton.
Class V. (a)—Prize Medals—C. Childs, for ."^lide t( p buggy or

phaeton, enamelled ajiron of leather of very superior quality. J'ho

whole well got up and neatly finished; G. W. Watsou. for a sport-

ing wagon, very neatly finished in all respects.

Class VI.

—

Council Medal—D. Dick, various engineer's tools

and presses.
Prize ^/edu/s—Blodgett & Lorow. sewing machine; T. K. Earl

&. Co.. card clothing; W. Hapden, drawing regulator for cotton;

Lowell .Machine Shopp. self-acting lathe and a power lo(nii; C.
Starr, bookbinding machine; J. P. Woodbury, wood planing,

tonguing auJ grooving machine.
Cuss Vil.— Pn2« Medal— \ron Bridge Manufactory, New York,

model for Ryder's patent iron bridge.

Class VII I.— i-'itse .^/frfa/s— National Institution of Washing-
ton, models of ships of war and large merchant ves.-els; J. R St.

.)ohn. nautical compass, purporting to show the pres.'nte of any
disturbing forces upon the needle, and al.'O to show the amount
of the deflection resulting from these causes.

Honorable .'Vfriifi'ons—Samuel Colt, revolving rifles and pistols;

W. R. Palmer, target rifles; Rob'-ins & LawrencH. military rifles.

Class \K.— Council Medal— L. II. McCormick. reaping machine.
Pure Medal -Prouty St Mcars. idow.

Cla-is K — Council .Ucrfa/— William Bond St Son. invention of a

new mode of obserfing astronomical phenomena. See.

i'litif .UfcJa/»— A. D. Bache, balance; M. B. Brady, daguerreo-

types; W.A Burt, solar compass, surveying instruments; J Erics-

son, sea-lend, promoter. (Sic ; M. M. Lawrence, daguerreotypes;

John R. .St. John, detector compass; J. A. Whipple, (Ittguerrtotype

of the mooQ.
Honorable Mtnlion-J. E. Mayell, photographs.

\



r, ASS X fal -Prize Meiah-3. Chickering. a square piano forte,

iind the UirythSk highly of his grand piano forte; C R K.sen-

?ir.nt rliri^mew and flutes; G. Gemunder, for a Joseph Guarn.^

riu. Viota "^etty-) ""'I ^^''^^'•''^ °'-^' violins and a viola
;

C.

ll^ye.' two piano fortes; K. Nunns & C.lark, seyen-octaye square

^'"flonorltie Jl/.n/io^.-Gilbert & Co.. piano forte with ^olian

attachment C Goodyear, successful appHcajon of a -wmat.^.a

(India rubber) for the manufacture of a flute; G. hews, patent

"^'"ZX^award-J. S. Wood, expenses incurred in constructing

^^CLl'rx/ -PVf.«'^'jV/^rf«'^-Amoskeag Manufacturing Co., as-

sonm nt of drillings, tickings. ^hf«-S«- '^"^ .^^h
'

WiUiiinantic Duck Manufacturing Co ,
cotton sail cloth

ClasT XII -Pr>:=c Jl/.rfa/- Gilbert & Steyeu, flannels exhibited

by Johu.^on. Lewell. &. Co. „ ,. , , v, i <=
^Honorahle Mention.-?. T. & D. Holden. bankets.

Class XV —Prize j»/fda/s—Lawrence, Stone, & Co., taitans

madefi^n^natiy^W^^

manship; H. M. Crawford, calfskins tanned m oak bark, Hickcy

& ru 1 tWo portmanteaus; Lacy & Phillips, case of harne,ss; Wis-

dom lu^ellS. VVhitman, Wecimens of curled hair tor turuitur^

Hnnorable Mention—H. Adams, for a portable saddle.

Clas" XVlL-i^n:^^ M.dah-J. K. Henrick for superior ruling

of account books; S. G, Howe, for a system of characters, slightly

ann-ul-M-inform.without capitals, for the Wind ,,,,,- ^

llo.oZl Jl/e,l^•on..-Br'adley, Bond. & Co . for book cloth bind-

iua andblock gilding; H. Gassett, far superior ruling of account

books J & W McAdams, for ruled account books and circular

ruling- Lihell & Mott. for specimens of account books; O fetair,

for binding works for the blind, with thickened margins, to pre-

vent the eSibossing from being pressed out; F.. Walker & Co tor

Ibible elaborately bound and ornamented, with a recess for a fam-

ily reffistiT inside the coyer.

CL.ASS \L\- -Prize Medal-Alhvo & Hoyt, for floorcloth.

Honorable Mention- A. & A. Lawrence & Co., for carpet.

cZxl- Prize Medals- W. H. Addington, lor shoes for

mining purpo,ses; Mrs. W. Haight, for shirt; the workm n o W
H Jeffers, for ladies' boots shoes (honorable mention to exh bitionO

nZor^b/e Mentions.-^. A. Breed & Co., for chUdren's shoes,

W H Jfffers. for collection of boots and shoes (prize medal to the

workman) Millnrd & Sons, for bonnets made of cotton braid.

r,T^ XXI -Prize jl/frfais-Brown & Wells, for tools; North

Wayne Scythe Co.. for scythes; D. Simmonds &. Co ,
for edge tools.

Honorable Mention-A. B Allen & Co for tools.

' Cla^s XXU.-Prize Medals-Ad-J.m & Co., for bank lock; G^A.

Arronworth. for permutation locks; Chilson Kicharuson, & Co

for hot air furnaces; Cornelius 8c Co., for Chandeliers; Day S.

^ Newell, parautoptic permutating locks (with special approbation )

'

S. C. Herring, fur salamander safe; C. Howland, for bell telegraph,

McGregor St. Lee. for bank lock.

H»Hr7/afc/(. Jl/e«(io»-l-ond & Co., for cooking stoyes.

Class XXIH _P«>e Jl/-irf.-Brooklyn Hmt Class Co . flint glass

*
Class 'xX\y.-Honorable M.ntion-W. Kagan, for mechanical

I '^cIaI's^XXV^I -Ilonoralle Kfen/toTis-Maryland Soap-stone Co

J for articles made of soap-stone; Sail & Mear. for water yase of fine

1 ^'cla^'s'^^XVIII.- Council JIfe-iaZ-Goodyear, fur India rubber

p".. Medols-J. Feen, lor comb. Hayward H»bb'-r Co tor In-

L dia rubber shoes; G. Loring. for water pail; b C Moultan, iJi

? India rubbergood.; Bratt. Julius, & Co, for lyory veneer

J Class XXIK -Prize Medalu -B'.iziu. Xavier. <i<. Co., for fancy

> soaps;" J.'Hanel. for toilet soaps; M. J. Load<;rbaek,for preserved

k ne-tchrs- State of Maryland, for coUectiou of produce; J. K. ht.

C John foWoap; H. P. ii.W. C.Taylor, l.r toilet soap.

3 cTJfxXX -Prize Meda:-Hira.m Power's Etatue of a Greek

Slave, in marble

ANDRB IjEKOV,
KURSERTMJllSr, AT .iNGERS, FRAXCE,

RFTl'RNS his tliauks for past favors, and begs leave to inform

%is friends and the public in general, that his catalogue for

1S51 is now ready, and mav be had on application to his agent.

Mr E Bossange. 13S Pearl street, New Vork. He offer., for sale a

l-i-ffe collection of the finest forest, fruit, and oruamiMital tre. s ol

all kinds" shrubs. &.C.. &.c. The superior quMity of his trees is

already known in the Uiiit,.>d States, and the experience he has

in pa.-ki.ig up tree.', to be sent abroad, gives him a noted advau-

b,X over a!l other nurserymen- Orders should be sent early, as,

althou-.'h hii nursery is the largest in, France, the number of some

new kilnls of trees are liraitcl, and some of the last orders sent

last year could not be executed. '1 be terms, prices, charges, and

all denred information will be found in his catal .gue I "e tiee.-

will be , hipped to the care of his agent in New i ork. who wil at-

tend to the receiving and forwarding. F.r further particulars,

and for the catalogue, apply to .M,„Vm.L-
K. BOjJSANGK. 138 Pearl street. New \oik.

gg- .\gricultural pap^a-s will please insert the above three times

and send the biU and a copy of each paper to E. Bossauge.

Nov. 1.18.51. fll.-'itj
^ _

FOWLS T-fOR 3AI.E —A few fine Shanghae and Cochin

China Fowls for sale-pure and fine-at f^o 00 per pair, shipped t»

ordnr. Addre^^s CHA.RL1L,S SKiiLici:, Genesee barmer Cmce

Rochester. N. Y.

BOOKS ON AGiilCUIiTURE, Sic., &e..

For sale at the Office of the Fcn-iner, and offered as Premmms.

THE Publisher of the Farmer keeps constantly on hand a large

assortment of the most popular and valuable works pertam-

inc to Agriculture. Horticulture, and Rural and Domestic Kcono-

niy, which will be sold at the lowest cash prices. The names and

prices of a portion ot the books are annexed :

American Farm Book. $1.

American Poultry Yard, by Brown. $L
American Shepherd, by Morrell. $1.

American Veterinarian, by Cole. 50 cents.

American Fruit Book, by Cole. 50 cents.

Breck's Book of Flowers. $1.

Buist's Kitchen Gardener. 75 cents.

Chaptal's Agricultural Chemistry. 50 cents.

Complete Farmer, by Fes.-;endeu. $1.-25.

Domestic Animals, by R. L. .\llen. Cloth, 75 cts
;
paper, 50 cts.

Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. 1^1.00.

Downing's Land.-'cape Gardening. $3.50.

Dowuiug's Country Houses. Part I. 5>2.

Essiiy ou Manures. 25 cents.

Farmer's and Emigrant's Hand Book. $1

Fruit Garac >.by P. Barry. $1_25.

Fruit Culturi, •- by Thomas. Si-

Gardner's Farmer's Dictionary. ^1.50.

Home Doctor. 25 cents.

Horse Doctor. 25 cents. •

Horse's Foot-and how to keep it sound. 2o cents.

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry $1 25.

Johnston's Lectures on Practical Agriculture. 75 cents.

Johnson's Dictionary of Gardening. *1 io.

KnowUon's Complet'e Farrier, or Horse Doctor 25 cents.

Ladies' Companion to the Flower Garden. ^l.iJ&.

Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry. $1.

Loudon's Ladies' Flower (i.arden *l^o-

Mason's Fiirrier and Stud Book. f>l.

Miner's Bee-Keeper's Manual. $1. .^ t

rsovton's Elements of Scientific Agriculture. 50 cents.

Poultry Book, by Bennett. $1.

Poultry Book, by Dixon fie Kerr.
^>-Jp-^_^,

l^ural Economy, by Boussingauit. $.1.^3.

Rural Homes. $.1.25.

Scieiitilio Agriculture, by Rodgers. 75 cents

Stable Economy, by Stewart. !^1.

The Bird Fancier. 50 cents.

Treatise on Milch Cows. 37>i cents.

Youatt ou the Fig. 75 cents.

ftr3= Orders from a distance will receive prompt attention, and

thebooks forwarded by Ma il or Express. as_desn;ed.

^^—;;^7^^;^;;73^1^^i:S^^iI^„al Wa^^Ko«se & Seed store.

^ C. WILDER Sc CO^ealers i.Ha.dware Iroi. |^^H^

£l;inftl^Thinerof Uxtest Koyemlnt. Eagle Plows. C^st-iron

bim d1, Vtge able Cutters, Hay Cutters for Jj^-^^r horse power,

and Agriculfural Implements of every variety. Faults UU, Sec.

Palmyra. May, Ibol. L
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Genesee Farmer for 1852.

Libraries offered to County AgrloiUtnrnl Societies,

nntl to Individuals.

I

Thk present number is the last of the volume. The
unparalleled increase of our circulation the present

year induces us greitly to improve the next volume.

It will be printed on >kw type, bktter paper, illus-

trated with MORE COSTLY ENGRAVINGS, and be larger

than at present, each number containing THIRTY-
TWO instead of twenty-four pages, without any

increase of price. Let all examine our offer of

Books to those who obtain subscribers for the Farm-
er, as well as to Counties where the greatest number

is taken. Our friends will please form c' abs early.

PREmiJMS^OR~185^

!

DrRi>o thi-year JSril the editors of the Genesee Farmer have cir-

culated in premiums over Seven Hundred Dollars worth of the
best agricultural books published in the country. These works,
on ^'lgiiciilli:ral Chemistry. Geology. Bola»y, ilorticnlUire, Gar-
drning. Riirot .Ircliilecluie, harm Economy, the Management of
Sheqi. l{orses. i^-c. the Treatment of Diseased Jlnimals, ij-c, scat-
tered all over the country, even to Oregon .and California, we be-
lieve, have exerted, and will continue to exert, a very beneficial
intluence. I'heir influence is not confined to those who receive
th. m. but is felt by their children, their friends, and neighbors.
They must increase the knowledge, and conseijuently the power,
the inHuence. and the wealth of those for whose especial benefit
we l;;bor. The coming year it is our intention to increase the cir-

culation of these works. We do this for the good they accomplish,
as well as a slight compensation, to our friends — the friends of
rural improvement — and Postmasters, throughout the country,
wlio are acting as voluntary agents without the expectation of
pecuniary reward. M'ith a view, therefore, to this object, and to
extend the circulation and increase the usefulness of the Genesee
Farmer, we otfer the following liberal premiums to the frienas of
Rund Improvement who may interest themselves in obtaining
Eubscriberj.

Freniiunis to Individuals.
1st. THIRTY Dollars, in Agricultural J3ooks, to the person

who sh:ill send u.s the largest number of subscribers, at the club
prices, before the 1.5th day of .\ pril next, so that we may announce
the successful comiietitors in the May number.

*2d. TVV'E.NTY Dollars, in Agricultural Books, to the person
who shall send us the second highest list, aa above.

3 J. TK.\ Dollars, in -Agricultural Books, to the person who shall

Bend us the third highest list, as above.
In order to make the circulation of the boobs more general, and

to reward every one of the friends of the Farmer for their exer-
tions in its beh.iif we will give to those not entitled to any of the
above premiums, the following books, free of postage, or papers, as
desired :

1st. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, at our
club terms of three shilUngs each, one extra copy of the Farmer.

2d. 'I'o every person sending us Twe.ntv-Fouh subscribers, as
above, any agricultural work valued at 50 cents, postage paid, or
two extra copies of the Farmer.

3d. To any person ordering Thirtv-Two copies of the Farmer,
any Agricultural Book valued at 75 cents, postage paid, or three
extra copies of the Farmer

4th. For FoiiTV, any .Agricultural Book Talued at $1, postage
paid, or four extra copies of the Farmer.

5ih. For FoaTv-tKiHT, any Agricultural Book valued at $1.25.
postage paid, or five ifxtrsi copies of the Farmer.

Fur larger numbers, books or papers given in the same propor-
tion.

dtj- To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on all

the.se works, and persons entitled will state whether they wish
books or extra pnpers, and make their selections when they send
orders

; or if their list is not complete, if wished we will delay
sending until the club is full.

County Premiums.
To aid as much as pos.-ible in establishing County Agricultural

Libraries, we otf-r the following premiums, which we hope will aid
in tbu more general establ bbment of Agricultural Libraries in
the Counties.

1st. We will eive an Apricnltur.il Library worth FORTV DOL-
L.\|{S, to the County in which the greatest number of copies of
the (Jenesei- Farmer is taken by the loth of April next This Li-
brary to be ki)it as a (runty Agricultural Library under the care
of the Apricultur.il Society.

2d. To the County in which the next greatest number is taken.
an Agricultur.il Library worth TWKNTY-FIVE DOLLARS, on
the same conditions as abnve.
As the above premiums will probably be taken in the State of

New Vork. and as we wish to give our friends in other States anequal chance in the competition, we offer the same premiums to
Counties OUT OF THF .STATF. OF NEW YORK, thus-

1st. To the County out of thk State or N. Yobk in which the
greatest number of copies of our paper is taken, an Agricultural
Library worth FORTY DOLLARS. t i^ujiurai

2d. To the County out of the State of New VoriK in which
the second greatest number is taken, an Agricultural Lihrarv
worth TW^FNTY-FIVIO DOLLARS.

^Bncuiiurat i^ibrary

Inoividuais will receive the premiums to which they may be en-
titled, for their individual benefit, as a compensation for their
personal exertions, and tlie numbers they send will be credited
to the Counties where the papers are sent, so that the premiums
to individuals will not at all interfere with the Countv memiumsBACK VOLU.MtS of the Farmer will be furnished, il deS;
and counted the same as new subscribers.
We shall keep a correct account of the subscribers sent by each

person and county. In the May number we shall announce the
premiums.

Lihraries and Books will be forwarded per order, immediately
after the announcement, and persons or societies can select the.rown books, or leave the selection to us.

{«?> Specimen numbers, show-bills, &c., sent to all post-paid
applicants. All letters must be paid or free. Subscri) tion mon-
ey, if properly enclosed, may be mailed at our risk.

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's Own Paper.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
illustrated with numerous engravings of

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c.

VOLUME XIII, FOR 1852.

DANIEL LEE Si JAMES VICK, Jr., Editors.
P. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department

IN issuing a Prospectus for the Thirteenth Volume of the
Genesee Farmer, the Publisher flatters himself that it is loo

widely known, too extensively circulated, and too well read, to
render it necessary to state at length the design of the work.

—

Those who read the F.armer are the best judges of its Viilue, and
those unacquainted with it are requested to examine its pages.
The unparalleled increase of our circulation, the present year,

from TVVKNTY to FORTY THOUSAND, has induced us to
enlarge and further improve our Journal, and for the year 1852
we shall furnish a paper that for size, beauty, and ability, will noi
be excelled iu this country.
The new volume will commence on the first of January. It will

be printed on entirely new type and superior paper, and be one-
third i.ABr.ER than at present, containing TRIRTV-1 \VO in

stead of TWF,NTV-FOUR PAGES, and making a volume of 384
pages, (with title page, index, &c., suitable for binding.) at the
close of the year. Our increasing circulation warrants us in

making this change without any addition to the price. The vol-

ume will be Ai'PHOPRiATELV ILLUSTRATED — Containing numerous
and expensive engravings of Farm Buildings. Improved imple-
ments. Domestic Animals, choice Fruits, Flowers, Shrubs, &c.

We number among our Contributor.s, hundreds of the best

Practical Farmers in the country, and our readers have through
our pages, the benefit of their wisdom and experience. No think-

ing man can read any number we issue, without receiving some
useful hint in regard to the management of crops, stock, or the

orchard, of more value than the price of the volume. The (Jen-

ESEE Farmer is by far the cheapest .Agricultural .Journal published

in America. Our FORTY' THOUSAND SUBSCRIBERS place

us ahead of all other Agricultural JournaLs, and enables us to fur-

nish a paper for the trifling sum of Three or Four Shillings, equal

to any. both in value and beauty.

An earnest .advocate of improvement of both the Mind and the

Soil, the Farmer seeks to advance the rur;d interests of the coun-

try, and elevate the profession of .Agriculture to its proper posi-

tion. To accomplish this, it has labored long and faithfully, and
not without some success. Its position as the chkapest, and at

least one of the rest agricultural journals in the country, is

fully established, and we confid(mtly ask for it that support which

it merits from the Farmers. Gardeners, and Fruit Culturists of th«

United States. AVe invite all who feel the importance of sustain-

ing this work, and extending its usefulness, nol only to subscribe

themselves, but to introduce it to the patronage of their friends.

Fifty Cents a Venr, In Ailvance.

Five Copies for $2 ; Light Copies for $3, and any larger

number at llio anme r.tle.

[13= All siihsrriplions to commence with tlie year, and

the entire volume snppiicil lo all siibscriliers.

Q{J- Post-Masters. Farmers, and all friends of improvement, ara

respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclo.ied. may be sent (post-

paid or free.) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

November, 185L Rochester. Nev 7»rk
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